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Introductory Statement.

This admiralty action arises from the activities of

Kenray, Inc. ("Kenray") which was engaged in the

business of exporting scrap metal to the Far East. In

November 1964, in order to deliver a cargo of scrap

which had been sold to certain consignees in Taiwan

(Formosa), Kenray chartered the vessel S.S. Searaven

from libelant and appellee Compania De Navegacione

Almirante, S. A. Panama.^ The charter agreement,

with which respondent Bank had no connection, pro-

^Appellee was the libelant (plaintiff) below and appellant

Beverly Hills National Bank was a respondent-claimant (defend-
ant). For convenience, we will refer to appellee by its trial court
designation "libelant" or as "Compania" and to appellant as "re-

spondent" or "Bank".
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vided for the payment by Keiiray to libelant of charter

hire of $96,750.00, to be paid within seven days after

delivery of signed bills of lading. Kenray failed to pay

any portion of the agreed charter hire.

The purchase price to be paid to Kenray for the

scrap steel was arranged by the issuance of foreign

letters of credit on behalf of the consignees. After the

scrap was loaded on the Searaven, Kenray drew drafts

against the letters of credit in favor of respondent

Bank. Those drafts were paid and the amount thereof

($535,371.27) was applied upon Kenray's admitted in-

debtedness to respondent. Thereafter, libelant com-

menced this action, contending that it had a maritime

lien upon the funds received by the Bank and caused

a portion thereof to be attached and deposited in

court pending this suit. The matter then proceeded to

trial, after which the District Judge held that libelant

had a lien claim upon the funds to the extent of the

unpaid charter hire plus interest, and entered judgment

accordingly. This appeal by respondent Bank followed.

There is no material factual dispute and the ultimate

issue of law is whether Compania has any superior lien

or in rem claim upon the aforesaid funds received by

the Bank.

Jurisdiction.

1. The judgment appealed from was made in an

action in admiralty, which action seeks to impose a

maritime lien upon funds which prior to the commence-

ment of the suit were in the possession of respondent

Bank. To that extent the action is one of which the

District Court had original jurisdiction, being a case in

admiralty, and the statutory provision believed to sus-

tain the jurisdiction of the District Court is 28 U.S.C.A.

§1333ri).
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2. This Court has jurisdiction to review the judg-

ment in that it is a final decision of the District Court.

The statutory provisions beheved to sustain the jurisdic-

tion of this Court are 28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1291, 1294(1).

3. The pleadings showing the existence of the fore-

going jurisdictions are the libel and amended libel in

admiralty filed by Compania and the answers thereto

and claim filed by respondent Bank. In the amended

libel it is alleged: That on September 30, 1964, Hbelant

entered into a charter party with Kenray for the S.S.

Searaven for a voyage from California to discharging

ports in Japan or Formosa [R. 139 (par. Third) ]^ that

the vessel was delivered to the charterer (Kenray) and

libelant has a lien upon cargo for freight due [R. 139

(pars. Fourth, Fifth)]; that respondent Bank col-

lected the proceeds of certain letters of credit in pay-

ment both for the cargo of the Searaven and the car-

riage of cargo against which libelant has a valid mari-

time lien right [R. 140 (pars. Eighth, Ninth)]; that

said proceeds are within the jurisdiction of the District

Court, are held by respondent Bank under color of its

claim and that respondent will refuse to pay said funds

to libelant unless compelled by order of court. [R. 140

(pars. Eighth-Twelfth)]. Respondent Bank admits

that it received the proceeds of drafts drawn against

certain letters of credit, but denies that such monies are

freights, subfreights or proceeds upon which libelant

has a lien, denies damage and asserts affirmative de-

fenses including waiver and estoppel [R. 65-69; 161-

168].

^The Transcript of Record consists of two volumes, one of

which is a Reporter's Transcript. A reference in this brief to the
clerk's (file) portion of the Transcript is signalled by the ab-

breviation "R." followed by the page referred to. A reference to

the Reporter's Transcript of the trial is signalled by the abbrevia-

tion "Rep. Tr." followed by the page referred to.
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4. By its libel and amended libel, libelant sought to

impose a maritime lien upon the funds received by the

Bank. To the extent that the asserted lien was mari-

time in nature, there is no issue of jurisdiction. How-
ever, at pretrial and trial libelant asserted (over the ob-

jection of respondent Bank) that it had an "equitable"

or "trust fund" claim upon the funds, and the judg-

ment of the District Court in part is based upon con-

clusions of law that respondent was a "constructive

trustee" and that it would be "inequitable" to deny re-

covery to libelant. [R. 226-227, Conclusions 8. 8A. 8B].

To the extent that the judgment is based upon such

non-maritime considerations an issue is involved on this

appeal whether the same are within the admiralty juris-

diction of the District Court. This issue is discussed

in Part III, A, infra.

Statement of the Case.

1. The Pleadings.

The libel, as originally filed, was a single cause of

action and alleged the making of the charter party be-

tween libelant and Kenray, the non-payment of the char-

ter hire, the receipt by respondent of the proceeds of

the drafts drawn against the foreign letters of credit

and asserted a maritime lien against the proceeds to the

extent of the unpaid charter hire of $96,750.00. [R.

2-5.] After exceptions were filed and overruled, re-

spondent Bank filed an answer which in substance

acknowledged the receipt of the proceeds of the letters of

credit but denied that libelant had any lien thereon.

[R. 65-69].

Subsequently, by an amended libel filed with leave of

court, libelant asserted a second and separate cause of
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action to claim a further maritime lien upon the funds

received by respondent; that further lien was by way of

indemnification for stevedoring charges of $24,699.17

claimed against the Searaven in a separate proceeding.

[R. 138-143] . Both claims were specifically alleged to

be maritime in nature and were not based upon any al-

legations of equity or a trust concept. [R. 140, 141-

142 (pars. Eighth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth)], An an-

swer to the amended libel was filed by respondent again

denying the existence of any lien rights in libelant [R.

161-168].'

Upon the filing of the suit, the District Court, at

the request of libelant, issued an order to show cause

why the monies received by respondent should not be

attached and brought into court pending the determina-

^The judgment of the District Court did not allow the claim
for indemnification sought by the second cause of action of the
amended libel and limited libelant's recovery to that sought by its

first cause of action i.e. the unpaid charter hire plus interest.

[R. 227-8, 230]. No cross-appeal was filed by libelant from the

denial of its claim for indemnification ; and that matter would
appear to be final and not at issue here. [Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, Rule 73(a) ; Moore's Federal Practice, §72.05, Vol. 7,

p. 3021 and cases collected ; Fidalgo Island Packing Co. v. Phil-

lips. 253 F. 2d 621, 622 (9th Cir. 1957) ; Pozver Service Corp. v.

Joslin, 175 F. 2d 698, 704 (9th Cir. 1949) ; Fanchon & Marco v.

Hagenbcck-Wallace Shows Co., 125 F. 2d 101, 103 (9th Cir.

1942)]. The sometime rule in admiralty that an initial appeal

opened the entire judgment for review without the necessity of

a cross-appeal was ended by the 1966 amendments making the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure applicable to admiralty cases.

[See: Moore's Federal Practice, §73.09 (1-6), Vol. 7, pp. 3171-

3172; International Milling Co. v. Brotvn S.S. Co., 264 F. 2d
803, 804 (2nd Cir. 1959) and Rules of the United States Court

of Appeals For the Ninth Circuit, Rule 8.] Therefore, we will not

address ourselves in this brief to the merits of the claim for in-

demnification (which involves some additional issues of

law) and will limit our attention to the propriety of the imposi-

tion of a lien for the unpaid charter hire. We reserve, however,

the right to reply if the issue of indemnification for the steve-

doring charges is attempted to be raised here by libelant.



tion of the suit [R. 7]/ After hearing the court con-

firmed the order to show cause [R. 55-56] and ordered

the attachment and deposit of $145,000.00 (or alterna-

tively the posting of a bond in said sum) pending the

determination of the suit, such attachment to be without

prejudice to the right of any party on the merits of the

claims [R. 59-61]. A bond was filed in said amount

[R. 62-64], followed by respondent's claim [R. 75-76]

and the issues were thereupon joined.^

2. The Facts.

The pertinent facts are not in dispute and are re-

flected either in the findings of the District Court

(most of which were stipulated) or in uncontroverted

evidence. They may be summarized as follows

:

A. Libelant is the owner of the S.S. Searaven

[R. 219, Find. 1]. Respondent Bank is a national

banking association with its principal place of business

in Beverly Hills, California fR. 219, Find. 2].

B. Under a charter party dated September 30, 1964,

libelant and Kenray (as charterer) entered into a voy-

^The order to show cause was issued pursuant to former Gen-
eral Admiralty Rule 2)7, now reflected in Federal Rules oj Civil

Procedure, Supplemental Rules For Certain Adiiiiraltv And Mari-
time Claims, Rule C(3). This procedure is simply the device by
which libelant asserts jurisdiction over the in rem respondent
{i.e. the funds received by the Bank) so as to claim its alleged

lien, and is without any determination of the merits of the lien

claim. [See generally, Moore's Federal Practice, Vol. 7A, pp.
279, 606].

''In addition to the claim of lien asserted by libelant against

the funds received by respondent Bank, which is entirely in rem
in nature, libelant also asserted an in personam contractual claim

against Kenray based upon its charter agreement. Kenray 's de-

fault was entered upon .stipulation [R. 170] and the judgment
below included an i« personam judgment against Kenray. That
portion of the judgment against Kenray is not at issue on this

appeal.



age charter party relating to the vessel Searaven, pro-

viding for a voyage from California to one or two dis-

charging ports in Japan or Formosa. [R. 219, Find.

4; Ex. 1].® The charter agreement provided for the

payment by Kenray to libelant of charter-hire of $96,-

750.00, to be paid within seven days after delivery of

signed bills of lading, all of which is unpaid [R. 224,

Find. 17; Ex. 1].

C. Respondent Bank did not participate in the char-

ter of said vessel nor did it enter into any contracts

or agreements with Hbelant [R. 219, Find. 5].

D. In November 1964, the Searaven was loaded

with scrap steel; the loading took place partly in San

Francisco and partly in Los Angeles. [R. 221, Find.

9; Exs. 2, 3]. The cargo, approximately 10,000 tons

in all, was steel which had been sold to certain con-

signees in Taiwan. [R. 220-221, Find. 8; Exs. 2, 3.]

Kenray was the seller-shipper of all of the steel loaded

except for 999.86 tons of scrap sold by Purdy Interna-

tional Corporation ("Purdy"), not a party to the suit.

[R. 221, Find. 10]. Purdy paid to Kenray the sum of

$9,998.60 for allowing its steel to be carried on the

Searaven. That sum was deposited by Kenray into its

commercial checking account with respondent Bank and

subsequently set-off and applied on account of Kenray's

indebtedness to the Bank [R. 223, Find. 15]. The steel

exported by Kenray was procured by Kenray from do-

mestic suppliers using borrowings made from respond-

ent Bank; part of Kenray's debt to the Bank was se-

cured by a security interest in steel stockpiled prior to

exportation. [R. 219-221, Finds. 6, 7, 8].

®Some of the provisions of the charter party have particular

significance to the dispute here. Those provisions will be dis-

cussed in the substantive sections of this brief.



E. The purchase price to be paid to Kenray for the

steel sold and shipped by it was arranged by foreign let-

ters of credit issued by Bank of Taiwan and Bank of

Canton, Ltd. at the request of the consignees in favor

of Kenray, to be drawn against upon presentation of

freight prepaid bills of lading and other documents. [R.

220-221, Find. 8; Exs. 4A-4I]. Upon the loading of

the steel cargo, bills of lading were issued by libelant's

duly authorized agent (the vessel's captain) and de-

livered to Kenray; these bills of lading all showed

freight to have been prepaid and constituted contracts

of carriage. [R. 221-222, Finds. 9, llA; Exs. 2, 3].

None of the bills of lading was dated later than No-

vember 17, 1964 [ibid.]. The purchase price agreed to

be paid by the consignees did not contain any allocation

for freight [Rep. Tr. 47; Exs. 4A-4I].

F. After libelant's issuance of the freight prepaid

bills of lading, between November 11 and November 18,

1964, Kenray drew drafts against the foreign letters

of credit in the aggregate sum of $535,371.21 to obtain

payment for that portion of the cargo sold by Kenray.

Those drafts were all drawn in favor and to the order

of respondent Bank. The drafts, accompanied by the

bills of lading and other shipping documents, were pre-

sented to the foreign banks which had issued the letters

of credit; the drafts were all paid between November

17 and November 29, 1964, and the Bank received the

total payment thereof, $535,371.21. [R. 222-223, Find.

12; R. 176, Pretrial Order. P. 4, Par. 11]. At the

time the drafts were delivered and payment made, Ken-

ray was indebted to the Bank in the principal sum of

$742,203.81. The funds paid on the drafts were ap-

plied on account of that indebtedness, leaving a balance
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of in excess of $200,000.00 owed by Kenray to respond-

ent Bank, which remains unpaid. [R. 223, 224, Finds.

13, 16].

G. The Searaven sailed from Los Angeles on No-

vember 22, 1964, bound for Taiwan (Formosa). It ar-

rived in Honolulu, Hawaii, on December 31, 1964,

where it remained with all of its cargo for a period of

seventeen days; during said seventeen day period, some

of the cargo was discharged from the vessel for the

purpose of making repairs to the vessel and then was

reloaded. The vessel then proceeded to Taiwan where

it arrived on February 11, 1965; upon arrival in

Taiwan libelant did not assert a maritime lien upon the

vessel's cargo for unpaid charter hire and permitted

said cargo to be discharged and delivered to the con-

signees without bond from them for unpaid charter hire.

Libelant did assert a lien against said cargo for general

average (repairs) for which a bond was supplied by

the consignees. The discharge of cargo commenced

February 18. 1965, and concluded March 20, 1965. [R.

221-222, 224, Finds. 11, 18]. At all times subsequent

to loading of the cargo and prior to its discharge, the

Searaven and its cargo were under the sole control of

libelant and its agents; the Searaven was operated by

libelant and all material aspects of the voyage were con-

trolled by libelant ; actual control of the vessel was exer-

cised by its Master under direct instructions from libel-

ant. [Rep. Tr. 124-126; R. 175, Pretrial Order Page

3, par. 6].

H. Kenray had chartered vessels prior to the Sea-

raven. In some instances respondent Bank had loaned

Kenray monies for the payment of the charter hire of

such prior vessels, but in each such instance it had is-
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sued its own letter of credit on behalf of Kenray.

[Rep. Tr, 50]. No such letter of credit was issued in

connection with the Searaven, and the Bank express-

ly desired not to issue a letter of credit for the Sea-

raven charter hire so as to avoid any liability on the

Bank's part. [R. 220, Find. 7; Rep. Tr. 41. 43, 50-51.]

Respondent Bank at no time agreed or contracted to pay

the freight or charter hire for the subject voyage of

the Searaven. [R. 219, Find. 5 ; R. 175, Pretrial Order,

Page 3, par 6]. At no time did any representative of

the Bank represent or state that the Bank would pay

the Searaven charter hire, [Rep. Tr. 54, 60, 104, 111]

or that it would be paid out of the proceeds of the let-

ters of credit. [Rep. Tr. 99, 45]. While there was no

statement that the Bank would not pay the freight, an

officer of respondent did specifically state to representa-

tives of Kenray that Kenray would have to pay the

Searaven charter hire. [R. 223, Find. 14; Rep. Tr.

111.] Kenray was able to procure the Searaven without

a letter of credit because of its prior dealings with the

brokers representing the owners of the Searaven and

the establishment of Kenray 's own credit with those

brokers. [Rep. Tr. 51, 53].

Specification of Errors.

1. The trial court erred in finding and concluding

that the funds received by respondent Bank from nego-

tiation of the letters of credit were proceeds, freights

or subfreights upon which Compania had a subsisting

maritime lien. [See. Points I and II, infra].

2. The trial court erred in finding and concluding

that it had jurisdiction to determine purely equitable

and non-maritime claims, and in anv event, erred in
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finding and concluding that respondent Bank held the

proceeds of the letters of credit and the monies paid

by Purdy to Kenray as a constructive trustee for the

benefit of Compania and that it would be inequitable

if respondent Bank avoided payment of the charter

hire. [See, Point III, infra].

3. The trial court erred in finding and concluding

that Compania had not waived any lien it may have

had, and erred in finding and concluding that Com-

pania was not estopped to assert any lien claim. [See

Point IV, infra]

.

4. The trial court erred in finding and concluding

that Compania was entitled to judgment against re-

spondent Bank and the in rem respondent (i.e. the at-

tached funds) and in any event erred in awarding in-

terest. [See Points I, II, III, IV and V, infra].

Summary of the Argument.

It was stipulated and found by the District Judge

that respondent Bank had no contractual privity with

libelant [R. 219] ; accordingly, there could be no direct

in personam liability on the part of respondent. The

claim of libelant here is therefore an //; rem lien claim

against the monies received by respondent and attached.

The Hen claimed by libelant was based upon legal as-

sertions that said monies represent either ( 1 ) proceeds

of cargo, (2) subfreights, or (3) a trust fund, upon

which libelant has a superior lien for the unpaid char-

ter hire due it from Kenray. The issues of law there-

fore are

:

A. Do the funds received by the Bank repre-

sent proceeds of cargo; and if so. is there any

lien thereon for the unpaid charter hire ?
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B. Did libelant have a lien upon subfreights

of the Searaven; and if so, do the funds received

by the Bank represent subfreights upon which a

lien exists for unpaid charter hire ?

C. Is libelant's claim of "trust fund" cogniz-

able in a court of admiralty; and if so, is re-

spondent a constructive trustee for the benefit of

libelant ?

D. Is libelant, under principles of waiver and

estoppel, precluded from asserting any lien here

by reason of its issuance of "freight pre-paid" bills

of lading and its failure to assert any lien against

the cargo of the Searaven ?

Respondent Bank believes that under clear and un-

equivocal authorities, all issues here must be resolved

against libelant and the judgment reversed. A sum-

mary of the argument may be stated as follows

:

1. The owner of the Searaven (libelant) had a pos-

sessory lien upun the cargo; that lien was limited to

the right to retain possession of the cargo on account

of unpaid charter-hire and was lost upon the surrender

of the cargo. The owner's lien upon cargo, being pos-

sessory in nature, does not extend to the proceeds of

cargo. [Point I, infra.]

2. The monies paid to respondent Bank and at-

tached were not subfreights; if they were subfreights

libelant, by reason of the absence of an appropriate

provision in the charter party, had no lien thereon.

Furthermore, even if libelant did have a lien upon the

monies as subfreights, that lien was lost and discharged
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upon payment of the monies to respondent prior to as-

sertion of the Hen, and the lien may not be reinstated

upon a tracing theory. [Point II, infra.]

3. There is no basis for a determination that re-

spondent was a constructive trustee for Hbelant, in that

there was no fraud, illegaHty, undue infkience, mistake

or violation of an express trust. The dispute here is

between two creditors of Kenray and the fact that one

got paid and the other did not, does not create any

equitable claim in the latter. In any event, such a claim

is not cognizable in an admiralty proceeding. [Point

III, infra.]

4. Libelant is estopped to assert any lien by reason

of its issuance of freight prepaid bills of lading, and

by reason of its failure to assert its possessory lien

against cargo. [Point IV, infra.]

5. In any event, interest was improperly awarded.

[Point V, infra].
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ARGUMENT.

I.

Compania Had a Possessory Lien Upon Cargo for

the Unpaid Charter Hire. That Possessory Lien

Was Lost Upon Surrender of the Cargo and
Does Not Attach to Proceeds.

A. Libelant Shipowner Was Limited to a Possessory Lien

on Cargo and Has No Lien on Proceeds of Cargo.

Libelant initially alleges that it has a lien for un-

paid charter hire upon the funds attached, asserting that

such funds are "proceeds of cargo". ^ Initially, we

would concede for the purposes of argument that libel-

ant had a Hen upon the cargo for the unpaid charter

hire (freight).^ That lien against the cargo was a

''^While it is clear from the decisions hereinafter cited that

the owner's lien does not extend to proceeds of cargo we would
also point out that the assertion that the attached monies (the

in rem respondent) represent "proceeds" is somewhat specious.

At the time this action was commenced and the funds attached,

libelant still had possession of the cargo aboard the Searaven.
"Proceeds of Cargo", as the term is used in admiralty decisions,

refers to what the cargo is converted into after the possession of

the cargo is surrendered by the owner. [See: Portland Flouring
Mills Co. V. Portland Asiatic SS. Co., 158 Fed. 113, 115 (D.C.
Ore. 1907).] Query, then, how the funds here attached could be
"proceeds of cargo". Nevertheless, for the purpose of this brief

we will assume, as libelant alleges, that the attached funds are

proceeds of cargo and demonstrate that there nevertheless is no
lien thereon.

^"Freight", in admiralty terms, does not refer to the goods
carried (cargo) but rather to the compensation to be paid to the

shipowner. [Gilmore & Black, The Latv of Admiralty (1957),

p. 221]. In this case the freight was the agreed ciiarter-hire

to be paid by Kenray to libelant. "Subfreights", as used in the

decisions and referred to infra, means monies owed to the charter-

er for the carriage of goods shipped bv a third-party shipper.

[In re No. Atlantic. Etc., Co.. 204 F.' Supp. 899, 904 (S.D.

N.Y. 1962) ; Gilmore & Black, Op. Cit. p. 208].
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possessory Hen entitling the shipowner (libelant) to

hold the cargo until the freight due libelant was paid.

DuPont, Etc., Co. v. Vance, 60 U.S. 162, 171

(1856);

4885 Bags of Linseed, 66 U.S. 108, 113 (1861) ;

The Eddy, 72 U.S. 481, 494 (1866) ;

Gilmore & Black, The Law of Admiralty (1957),

p. 190, pp. 516-517.

The shipowner's possessory lien is clearly limited

to the cargo itself. The sole remedy of the shipowner

to recover unpaid freight is to assert his possessory

lien against the cargo. The possessory lien is lost by a

surrender of the cargo and cannot thereafter be as-

serted. The possessory lien of a shipowner does not

attach to proceeds of cargo.

4885 Bags of Linseed, 66 U.S. 108, 113 (1861).

["The lien of the carrier by water for his freight,

under the ordinary bill of lading, although it is

maritime, yet it stands upon the same ground

with the carrier by land, and arises from his right

to retain possession until the freight is paid, and

is lost by an unconditional delivery to the con-

signee. It is suggested in the argument for the ap-

pellant that, as a general rule, maritime liens do

not depend on possession of the thing upon which

the lien exists; but this proposition cannot be

maintained in the courts of admiralty of the United

States. And, whatever may be the doctrine in the

courts on the continent of Europe, where the civil

law is established, it has been decided in this court

that the maritime lien for a general average in a

case of jettison, and the lien for freight, depend
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upon the possession of the goods, and arise from

the right to retain them until the amount of the

Hen is paid. (Rae v Cutler, 7 How. 729; DuPont

de Nemours & Co v Vance and others, 19 How.
171.)"

".
. . After these two decisions, both of which

were made upon much deliberation, the law upon

this subject must be regarded as settled in the

courts of the United States, and it is unneces-

sary to examine the various authorities which

have been cited in the argument."]

Cranston v. 250 Tons of Coal, 22 Fed. 614, 615

(D.C. N.J. 884).

["Some maritime liens may be enforced ... by

parties who never were in possession; but this is

not the nature of the ship-owner's or master's lien

upon the cargo for his freight. His right depends

upon his detention of the goods until the payment

is made. If he parts with them voluntarily and

without notice that he looks to them for the freight

and charges against them, he loses all right to en-

force a lien upon them by a proceeding /;/ rem.

A different rule is recognized by the courts of

continental Europe, but this is the well-established

doctrine in admiralty of the Supreme Court of

the United States."].

Cutler V. Rae, 48 U.S. 374, 376; 7 How. 729

(1848).

["But it is otherwise in general average. The par-

ty entitled to contribution has no absolute and un-

conditional lien upon the goods liable to contrib-

ute. The captain has a right to retain them until

the general average with which they are charged
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has been paid or secured. And as he may do this

for the security of the party entitled, he must be

regarded as his agent in this respect, and exercis-

ing his rights. This right of retainer, therefore,

is a quaHfied lien, to which the party is entitled

by the maritime law. But it depends on the pos-

session of the goods by the master or shipowner,

and ceases zvhen they are delivered to the ounier

or consignee. It does not follow them into their

hands, nor adhere to the proceeds." (emphasis

ours)].

See also

:

DuPont, Etc., Co. v. Vance, et al., 60 U.S. 162,

171 (1856);

Wellman v. Morse, 76 Fed. 573 (1st Cir. 1896)."

Since the lien of a shipowner (which is the lien as-

serted in the case at bar) is possessory and limited to

the cargo, it does not attach to the proceeds of cargo.

Libelant's assertions to the contrary are disposed of

by the foregoing authorities and the decision in Port-

land Flouring Mills v. Portland, Etc., S.S. Co., 145

Fed. 687 (D.C. Ore. 1906)'^ The Portland case in-

volved a compHcated set of facts which may be sum-

marized as follows : The libelant there was a shipper of

cargo of flour which had been transported by means of

^In part I we are conceding, arguendo, the existence of a
possessory lien ujwn cargo and demonstrating that it does not

follow and adhere to proceeds. However, as we discuss in Part
IV, iyjfra, even the possessory lien does not exist since it was
waived by the issuance by Compania of "freight prepaid" bills

of lading.

®*There are two decisions relative to this case—the later

decision is cited in footnote 7, supra.
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the charter of a ship owned by the respondent. The

freight was to have been paid to respondent by the

consignee. After the voyage started the ship ran aground

and the cargo was salvaged. The proceeds of the sal-

vage (monies) were paid to the respondent (shipown-

er). The libelant, however, was compelled to pay the

freight for the shipment to the insurance carrier for

the resp<^ndent since the same could not be collected

from the consignees. The libelant then brought the sub-

ject action against the shipowner, claiming that since

it had paid the freight it was subrogated to the lien

claims of the respondent shipowner to the cargo and

to the proceeds of cargo, i.e., the salvage money. (145

Fed. at 690-691).

The respondent in Portland filed exceptions and the

opinion involved the determination of the same. The

court noted (p. 691) that since the theory of the libel-

ant was one of subrogation, for the libelant to prevail

it must establish a right of subrogation and that the

shipowner (to whose rights libelant sought to be sub-

rogated) had a lien on the cargo or the proceeds.^"

Thus, the basic question for decision in Portland, as

here, was whether the shipowner had a lien on the

cargo of flour and whether that lien continued to at-

tach to the proceeds of the cargo.

In Portland the court held that the ship<iwner's lien,

being solely possessory, did not extend beyond the pos-

session of the cargo and that there could be no attach-

ment of the lien to the proceeds of the cargo. The

"*Thc court noted: "The lien relied upon, through wliich sub-

rogation is claimed, is the shipowner's lien for freight for the

carriage of goods. Such lien deiwnds upon possession, and its

preservation upon a continuance of possession." (p. 691).
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court made the following statement which is dispositive

of libelant's contentions in the case at bar

:

"Such being- the nature of the lien that the

Portland and Asiatic had upon the flour for the

freight charges, and such its right and obliga-

tions, it not only waived its lien, as it had a right

to do, but it lost it absolutely when it abandoned

the cargo to the underwriters, as it thereby sur-

rendered possession, thus depriving itself of an

essential in the retention of such lien. The lien,

being lost, the alleged fact, which must he taken as

true, that the proceeds of the salvaged flour came

into the Yokohama Specie Bank to the joint credit

of the agents of the Portland and Asiatic and the

assurance company, could not be effective to re-

store it, so that there is no lien upon such pro-

ceeds, into zvhosoever hands they have come."

(emphasis ours) 145 Fed. at p. 694.

In the case at bar the assertion made by libelant that

its lien on cargo attaches to proceeds of cargo is exactly

the assertion made and rejected in Portland. Tlie pos-

sessory lien of libelant is limited to cargo and does not

attach to proceeds. This being so, even if the funds

paid to respondent Bank are deemed proceeds of cargo,

there could be no lien thereon in favor of libelant. «

[See also: A'^. H. Shipping Corp. v. Freights of the

S.S. Jackie Hause, 181 F. Supp. 165 at p. 169 (S.D.

N.Y. 1960), where the court states that the shipowner's

lien on cargo "depends on possession of the cargo and

is lost by unconditional surrender to the consignee."]

The maritime law which grants to the shipowner

a possessory lien on cargo is designed to substitute the

cargo as security for the payment of the charter hire
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in the place of the personal credit of the charterer or

any other remedy that the shipowner may have. This

point is further emphasized here by the fact that the

charter party herein involved (Ex. 1) contains a par-

tial "Cesser Clause."" The subject clause involved here

reads

:

"Owners shall have a lien on cargo for freight,

dead freight, demurrage. Charterer shall remain

responsible for dead freight and demurrage (in-

cluding damages for detention) incurred as part of

loading. Charterer shall also remain responsible

for freight and demurrage incurred at port of dis-

charge, but only to such extent as the oumers

have been unable to obtain payment thereof by

exercising the lien on the cargo."^- [Charter Par-

ty. Ex. 1. Par. 8 (emphasis ours).]

Thus, by agreement libelant agreed to look first and

exclusively to its possessory lien upon cargo for pay-

ment of freight due it and released the charterer

(Kenray) from all liability for freight, except to the

extent that there might be a deficiency resulting from

the cargo being insufficient to satisfy the freight claim.

This contractual limitation demonstrated libelant's in-

tent to limit its remedies to the exercise of its pos-

"A "Cesser Clause" is one which terminates the personal

liability of the charterer for freight once the ship is loaded and
substitutes for such personal liability the shipowner's lien upon
the cargo. [See Gilmore & Black, op. cit., p. 190; Robinson,

Admiralty Latv (1939) pp. 637-641.]

*'It is to be noted that this lien clause refers only to the

owner (lil)elant) having a lien on "cargo" and makes no refer-

ence to any lien on subfreights. The absence of any provision

granting a lien on subfreights is important, the significance of

which is rliscussed in Part II. /', iujra. dealing with the libelant's

assertion that it has a lien on the attached monies as "sub-

freights".
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sessory lien on cargo. Libelant here admittedly had

ample opportimity to exercise that lien on cargo but

voluntarily chose not to do so. Ha\-ing failed to do so,

and having no personal claim against the charterer

(Kenray). it would be the height of inconsistency to

permit libelant to reach funds attached in the posses-

sion of respondent Bank.

[Cf. Todd Shipyards Corp. v. City of Athens,

83 F. Supp. 67. 81-82 ( D.C. Md. 1949) Aff'd

on other grounds sub nom. Acker v. City of

Atliens, 177 F. 2d 961 (4th Cir. 1949) where court

held Hen of shipyard subordinate to liens of voyage

where ship permitted to leave shipyard without

seizure - court noting that shipyard had volun-

tarily released a favored position.
]

It is. of course, clear that regardless of the presence

or absence of a ''cesser clause" the shipowner's lien

fas distinguished from its in personam claim against

Kenray) is limited to the right to retain possession of

the cargo and is lost upon surrender of th? cargo. The

existence of a cesser clause, however, demonstrates a

contractual intent to limit libelant's remedies in the

event of nonpayment of charter-hire to that posses-

sor)' lien.

In the case at bar the District Judge concluded that

the surrender by Compania of the Searaven's cargo

to the consignees did not discharge its lien in that

prior to the surrender Compania had commenced this

suit and attached the monies in the hands of the

Bank.^^ To reach that conclusion the District Judge

relied upon the decision in A'. H. Shipping Corp. i\

"[R. 226, Concl. 4; R. 196-197, Opinion pp. 1-6].
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Freights of the S.S. Jackie Haiisc, supra, 181 F. Siipp.

165 (S.D. N.Y. 1960). We respectfully submit that

such reliance is misplaced and is not a correct interpre-

tation of the Jackie Haiise decision. In Jackie Hause,

prior to the delivery of the cargo to the consignee

the shipowner asserted a claim for unpaid charter hire;

unlike the case at bar, however, the consignee had not

yet paid the charterer or its assigns and the consignee

still retained the freight monies which it had agreed

to pay upon delivery. When the claims of the ship-

owners were asserted, by express contractual agree-

ment, the monies due from the consignee were deposited

in an escrow and the cargo released to the consignee.

It was thereafter argued that the release of the cargo

discharged the shipowner's lien. The court, in Jackie

Hause, rejected that argument, but not for the reasons

assumed by the District Judge here; the court in

Jackie Hause recognized the general principle that a

shipowner's lien is dependent upon possession, but found

that the freight monies were substituted for the cargo

by the consignees upon an express agreement and there-

fore there was no unconditional release of the cargo.

Such is not the case here. In the case at bar, there

was no express agreement substituting the proceeds for

the cargo, and the proceeds here were not in the pos-

session of the consignees but had been prepaid to re-

spondent Bank by means of the letters of credit. The

filing of a lawsuit here cannot be equated with the con-

tractual substitution made in Jackie Hause. Jackie

Hause did not involve prepaid freights as does the

matter at bar [See Part II. infra]; nor did it involve

an unconditional release of cargo such as is present

here, but rather was a case where the owner would not

release the cargo until the proceeds were deposited.
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Furthermore, the court in Jackie Haiise was not con-

cerned with "freight prepaid" bills of lading such as

those issued by Compania, the issuance of which con-

stituted a waiver of any lien at the time of issuance

—

which was substantially prior to the filing of this suit.

[See Part IV, infra].

If the decision of the District Judge here were cor-

rect, it would entirely obviate the recognized rule, ac-

knowledged in Jackie Haiise, that the shipowner's lien

depends on possession, for the reason that the ship-

owner could then ignore the cargo and the contractual

claim against the charterer and simply proceed against

third persons to whom the charterer caused the pro-

ceeds to be paid. Such a result is entirely incompatible

with long accepted admiralty law. The Jackie Hause

decision would be applicable here only if Compania had

asserted a lien before the consignees paid respondent

Bank. That was not done; therefore, Compania was

limited to a possessory lien on the cargo which it sur-

rendered, and that lien cannot be reinstated and at-

tach to the monies paid to the Bank.

B. Even if the Shipowner's Lien Attached to Proceeds of

Cargo (Which It Does Not) the Lien Cannot Be Traced

to Funds in the Hands of Third Persons.

If the court were to hold (contrary to the authorities

contained in Part A, supra) that the shipowner's lien

on cargo extended to proceeds of cargo, it does not

follow that the lien could apply to those proceeds after

they have passed into the hands of a person other

than the charterer.
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It is established law that maritime liens are stricti

juris, are to be narrowly construed and niay not he

extended by construction, analogy or inference.

Osaka Shosen Kaisha v. Pacific Export Lum-
ber Co., 260 U.S. 49a 499 (1923)

;

Vanderwater v. Mills {Yankee Blade), 60 U.S.

82,89 (1856);

State V. A/S Nye Kristianborg, 84 F. Supp.

775, 777-77% (D.C. Md. 1949) and cases col-

lected.

The Supreme Court, in Kaisha, supra, refused to

extend the maritime lien for breach of an executory

contract to carry cargo and articulated the rule as fol-

lows:

"The maritime privilege or lien, though adhering

to the vessel, is a secret one. which may operate

to the prejudice of general creditors and purchasers

without notice, and is therefore stricti juris, and

cannot be extended by construction, analogy or

inference." (260 U.S. at p. 499).

At no stage of this case have counsel for libelant

cited any authorities which permitted the imposition of

a shipowner's lien upon proceeds of cargo, much less

proceeds which have passed into the hands of a third

person.^* The District Court's entire concept of im-

^*The cases cited below by libelant to support its "tracing"

theory did not involve a shipowner's lien [e.g.. The Surico, 42
F. 2d 935 (W.D. W^ish. 1930)] and involved funds which were
still in the hands of the charterer \Baiik of British No.
.iinerica v. Freights of Mutton & .lusgar, 137 Fed. 534 (2nd
Cir. 1905)1. I" the latter case, which contains the "tracing"

language relied on by libelant, no shipowner's lien was involved

and the court expressly relied on the f.act that the finids were in

the charterer's bank account (137 I'ed. at p. S?>7). The Surico

involved nonpossessory liens asserted by stevedores. These and
other cases cited by libelant are discussed in more detail in Part

II, in]ra.
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posing a lien upon the attached funds in the hands of

respondent Bank is based on the extension of existing

Hen rights—a result not permitted under maritime law.

If it is assumed, arguendo, that the monies attached

were proceeds of cargo susceptible to a lien while in the

hands of the consignees of the cargo or the charterer

(Kenray), it still does not follow that the lien would

apply once the monies are paid by the consignees or

charterer to third persons and there is no known au-

thority so holding. The result urged by libelant is

unsupported by any authority and no lien can be ap-

plied. [Osaka Sliosen Kaisha v. Pacific Export Lumber

Co., supra.']

11.

The Attached Funds Were Not Subfreights Upon
Which Libelant Had a Lien. Even if Libelant

Had Such a Lien It Was Discharged Upon Pay-

ment of the Funds to Respondent.

As we have demonstrated in Part I, supra, the judg-

ment here cannot be sustained upon the- theory that

the attached funds represent proceeds of cargo to which

libelant's possessory lien on cargo attaches. Libelant

asserts, then, that the attached funds represented sub-

freights, i.e., freight monies due to the charterer Ken-

ray from third party shippers of goods, ^^ and that

the lien can be traced to the funds after they were

paid to and received by respondent Bank.

To sustain this latter contention libelant must es-

tablish, as a matter of law, three essential elements of

its claim, the absence of any one of which destroys

'•^"Subfreights" are so defined in Gilmore & Black, op. cit.,

p. 208. As the context requires, the word "freights" is some-
times used to denote subfreights in the reported decisions.
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the asserted lien. These elements are: (1) That the

funds in the first instance, prior to payment to re-

spondent, represented subfreights; (2) that under the

terms of its charter party libelant had a lien on sub-

freights; and (3) that the lien, if it existed initially

was not destroyed by the payment of the alleged sub-

freights either to Kenray or to respondent Bank prior

to the time the lien was asserted. As we will now docu-

ment, all three of these elements are lacking in the case

at bar.

A. No Portion of the Funds Paid to Respondent Bank Upon

the Letters of Credit Are Clearly Identifiable as Sub-

freights.

The funds paid to respondent were paid pursuant to

drafts drawn by Kenray against nine letters of credit.

These letters of credit were issued by foreign banks

at the instance of the purchasers-consignees of the car-

go of scrap to secure to Kenray the payment of pur-

chase price of the scrap. The drafts drawn by Kenray

in favor of respondent against these letters of credit

represented such purchase price and the payment of the

drafts was payment of the price of cargo.'" The pay-

'"Letters of credit are, of course, the long accepted means of

arranging payment for the purchase of goods in international

transactions. They usually provide, as they do here, for {)ayment

hy the issuing banks of drafts drawn against the letters upon
presentment of the drafts accompanied hy the designated docu-

ments showing the specified goods to have been shipped. The
purposes of a letter of credit are (1) to substitute the estab-

lished credit of a l>ank (foreign or domestic) for the personal

liability of the buyer, and (2) provide a sure, effective and
convenient way of payment of the purchase price. [See generally

7 /l»i. Jur. BiHs & Xolcs. §224. pp. 017-026: Gilmorc & Black,

op cit.. Chapter .11 The drafts drawn by Kenray were as though
Kenray had drawn checks in favor of respondent against funds

on dciMisit in the foreign Imnks. The payment of the drafts was
payment of the purchase price to Kenray and, in turn, jiaymcnt

from Kenray to respondent.
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ments and the letters of credit were in lump sums,

with no allocation of any portion thereof to freight

charges [Exs. 4A-4I]. The absence of any such alloca-

tion precludes the funds or any portion thereof from

being deemed subfreights.

Subfreights are monies which are owed by a third

party shipper to the charterer as compensation for the

carriage of cargo and which are specifically stated and

indicated to be for such carriage. [Gilmore & Black, op.

cit., p. 208; Scnttton on Charter Parties (15th Ed.)

p. 366; American Steel Barge Co. v. Chesapeake & O.

Coal Agency, 115 Fed. 669, 672 (1st Cir. 1902) ; United

States V. Freights, Etc., S. S. Mt. Shasta, 274 U.S. 466

(1927).]'' Tn the case at bar, no part of the $535,-

371.27 received by respondent in payment of the drafts

was indicated specifically to be in payment of freight

but rather said sum was simply a lump sum payment

for the goods purchased. Consequently, it cannot be

said that there were any subfreights involved to which

a lien in favor of the shipowner could apply. There

being no specific subfreights, libelant's asserted lien

must fall.'^

^''Scrutton on Charier Parties states that freight (or, in this

instance, subfreight) is ".
. . the reward payable to the carrier for

the carriage and arrival of the goods in a merchantable condition,

ready to be delivered to the merchant." Subfreight, in the con-
text of a charter party, is the amount owing from a shipper to

the charterer as freight. In American Steel Barge, the court

said that subfreights "embrace all freights which a charterer

stipulates to receive for the carriage of goods, whether he takes

the ship by demise or otherwise".

^*It is not disputed that Kenray received from Purdy Inter-

national Corp. the additional sum of $9,980.20 as payment for the

carriage aboard the Searaven of goods sold by Purdy. This sum
was deposited by Kenray into its commercial checking account

with respondent Bank, and subsequently set-off upon Kenray's in-

(This footnote is continued on the next page)
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Libelant argued below that the court should infer

that a portion of the $535,371.21 received by libelant

is subfreight because the consignees required the ship-

ments to be C.I.F., i.e., a lump sum for cost of goods,

insurance and freight. The District Court made such

an inference and based thereon found that the sum of

$96,750.00 should be allocated as reasonable subfreights

and carved out of the monies received by the Bank.**

That result cannot be sustained

:

First, to make such an inference, the Court was re-

quired to deviate from the long accepted principle that

liens in admiralty proceedings are stricti juris and may

not be extended by inference, analogy or construction.

E.g., Osaka Shosen Kaisha v. Padfi-c Export

Lumber Co., supra, 260 U.S. 490, 499 (1923)

;

Vandenvater v. Mills, supra, 60 U.S. 82, 98

(1856).

Second, there was no evidentiary basis for determin-

ing what portion of the $535,371.21 was to be allocated

as subfreights. It was speculation to assume any por-

tion thereof attributable to freight, just as it would be

speculation to assume any portion allocable to the cost

of insurance, the cost of the goods themselves, the cost

of Kenray's overhead or the cost of any other item of

expense that goes into a package sale. The sale here

was a lump-sum price and it is equally (if not more)

inferable that Kenray, in order to make the total deal,

was itself absorbing the cost of the freight.

Third, in a C.l.F. contract, the obligation for the

payment of freight is that of the seller-shipper (Ken-

debtedness. We concede that said sum of $"^,980.20 was sub-

freight ; we would not concede however, tliat there is any lien

thereon (See Parts B and C, infra).

•"[R. 224, Find. 20; R. 197, Opinion p 6.]
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ray) and not that of the consignees. The consignees in

such a contract are obligated to pay nothing on account

of the transportation charges [Warner BroiS. & Co. v.

Israel, 101 F. 2d 59, 61 (2nd Cir. 1939) ; Calif. Com-

mercial Code, Sec. 2320]. This being so, there is noth-

ing due or owing from the consignees to the charterer

(Kenray) for transportation charges—there being

nothing due to the charterer for transportation costs,

there are no subfreights.

To support the conclusion that $96,750.00 was here

to be allocated as quasi-subfreights even though Ken-

ray was both charterer and shipper, the District Judge

relied upon Whitney v. Tibbol, 93 Fed. 686, 688 (9th

Cir. 1899) and similar decisions cited below, all of

which involved liens for seaman's wages. ~° For several

reasons, those cases have no application here

:

First, as noted, the cited decisions all involved an as-

sertion of a lien for unpaid seaman's wages. None of

the cases involved a contractual shipowner's lien

granted under the terms of a charter party such as that

asserted in the case at bar. A seaman, unlike a ship-

owner, has no lien upon cargo but is limited to a lien

on the vessel or upon its freights. [See cited decisions

and also 1 Benedict on Admiralty (6th Ed.), Section

80, page 249.] Therefore, a seaman may ordinarily

not assert a lien upon cargo for unpaid wages. In

the cited cases (which refer to situations where the

owner of the cargo was also the owner or charterer of

the ship so that there was no freight money available

for the seaman's Hen) what was done to protect the

^"Poland V. The Spartan. 19 Fed. Cas. No. 11246 (D.C. Maine
1828) ; Clifford v. Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp., 57 F. 2d 1021
(5th Cir. 1932); and Vlavianos v. The Cypress. 171 F. 2d 435
(4th Cir. 1948).
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seaman was to designate a "reasonable freight" and

then allow the seaman to assert a lien in such amount

directly against the cargo. Thus, the cases do not in-

volve a situation where freight is "carved out" so as to

permit the assertion of a lien against the freight money,

but rather involve the assertion of a lien against cargo

to the extent of a reasonable allowance for freight. To

designate reasonable freight, so as to allow the assertion

of a lien against cargo (as was done in the seaman

cases) is substantially different from designating a sum

as freight and allowing a lien directly against that sum

as the District Judge did here. In the case at bar

libelant is not attempting to assert a lien against cargo

to the extent of reasonable freight (i.e., the seaman's

lien cases) but is rather attempting to assert an inde-

pendent lien against freights or proceeds. The sea-

man's cases are therefore not in point. Libelant has

cited no authority where freight, in a situation such as

that existing in the case at bar, was implicitly es-

tablished for the benefit of a shipowner.

Second, the seaman's cases are also not applicable in

that the seaman's lien is a preferred maritime lien [See

Robinson an Admiralty, pages 286, 369; Gilmore and

Black, The Laiv of Admiralty, pages 514, 596], where-

as the owner's lien (which is the lien involved herein)

is created solely by the contractual provisions of a

charter party. Tn the cited cases the court permitted

the seamen to lien the cargo to the extent of unpaid

freight in order to avoid a total absence of remedy for

the seaman. Here, libelant had a remedy since it had a

direct lien on cargo and there is no need for the crea-

tion of an indirect lien.
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In summary, there is no basis upon which it can

properly be concluded that any portion of the $535,-

371.21 paid to respondent represented subfreights and,

accordingly, there is nothing to which the alleged lien

could apply.

B. The Charter Party Does Not Grant to Libelant a Lien

on Subfreights.

Assuming that the court sustains the finding of the

District Court that $96,750.00 of the monies received

by respondent Bank should be "carved out" as sub-

freights, libelant must then demonstrate that it had a

lien upon subfreights in the first instance.^^ If there

initially was no lien on subfreights in favor of libelant,

then there need be no consideration of the extent or

duration of that lien or the loss thereof by actual pay-

ment of the subfreights prior to assertion of the lien

[Part C, infra].

It is established admiralty law that a shipowner does

not have a lien upon subfreights owed to a charterer

except as a result of an express grant in the charter

party relating to the charter of the vessel earning the

subfreights.

In re No. Atlantic & Gulf S.S. Co., 204 F. Supp.

899, 904, 906 (S.D. N.Y. 1962) aff'd sub nmn
Schilling v. A/S D/S Dannebrog, 320 F. 2d 628

(2nd Cir. 1963). [Court stating: "Shipowner's

liens on earned subfreights due to a charterer are

based on an ancient and standard charter provision,

-^Our point in Part A, supra, is that there are no identifiable

subfreights. In Parts B and C we assume to the contrary that

the inferential finding of the District Judge is sustained and dem-
onstrate that the Judgment must nevertheless be reversed as a
matter of law.
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the origins and history of which are somewhat

obscure. It is clear, however, that no such hen

can arise without an express grant in the charter

of the vessel earning the subfreights . . . The

lien cannot arise unless there is a specific lien

clause written into the charter party." (204 F.

Supp. at 904) and "Liens on subfreights derive

entirely from some specific provision in the charter

of the vessel and have no basis other than that."

(204 F. Supp. at 906)]'-

Ocean Cargo Lines v. No. Atl. Marine Co., 227 F.

Supp. 872, 880 (S.D. N.Y. 1964) [Court stating:

"A shipowner's lien on earned subfreights owing

to a charterer depends upon the inclusion of a

specific lien clause in the charter of the vessel

earning the subfreights."]

See also:

Hall Corp. v. Cargo ex Steamer Mont Louis, 62

F. 2d 603, 605 (2nd Cir. 1933) and cases col-

lected
;

Actieselskabet Damp'sk, Thorhjorn v. Harrison

& Co., 260 Fed. 287. 290 (S.D. N.Y. 1918);

Gilmare & Black, op. cit. p. 517, note 103 and

cases collected;

Poor. Charter Parties and Bills of Lading, (4th

Ed. 1948) p. 46.
23

--In the cited case, the charter did contain a provision for a

lien on suhfreights. The pertinent provision of the charter was
".

. . owners shall have a lien upon ail cargoes, and all sub-

freights . .
." (204 F. Supp. at 904). This clause differs sub-

stantially from the lien clause in the case at bar (infra).

^^The author states: "Much litigation has arisen respecting

the effect of giving the owner a lien upon cargoes and suh-

freights. VVitliout an express clause giving a lien none would
exist ... If the owner wishes to retain his lien he should

expressly contract to that effect."
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The charter party involved in the case at bar (Ex.

1) contains no provision for a Hen on subfreights. The

lien reserved therein is by agreement limited to a lien

on cargo. The subject provision (Par. 8) reads in

pertinent part as follows

:

"Owners shall have a lien on the cargo for freight,

dead-freight demurrage . .
."

Since the lien provision herein makes no reference to a

lien on subfreights there can be none. This being so,

the in rem claims of libelant must fail even if any por-

tion of the funds attached are deemed subfreights.

In making this argument that the subject charter

party makes no provision for a Hen on subfreights, we

are not unmindful of the statement made in A''. H. Ship-

ping Corp V. Freights of the S. S. Jackie Hanse, 181

F. Supp. 165 at 170 (S.D. N.Y. 1960) upon which the

Court below relied, that a Hen on cargo is a lien on

freights, but we believe that decision not to be con-

troHing here for several reasons : ( 1 ) The statement of

the District Court in Jackie Hause is in confHct with

other opinions of the Second Circuit (cited above) that

there must be a specific reservation in the charter of a

lien on subfreights; (2) Jackie Hause, in making the

statement, relied upon Jebsen v. A. Cargo of Hemp,

228 Fed. 143 (D.C. Mass. 1915) which upon analysis

was a case involving a lien asserted against cargo and

not against subfreights; (3) The facts in Jackie Hause,

unlike those in the case at bar, were that the cargo was

conditionally discharged and the freight monies im-

pounded by agreement of the parties in lieu of cargo

—

so that there was a contractual substitution of freight

monies for cargo—in this regard, the District Judge in

Jackie Hause noted (at p. 170) that the limitation of
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the lien in the charter party to cargo "might be signif-

icant under other circumstances"; and (4) Jackie

Hause in fact did not involve subfreights as such since

the owner there was in direct privity with the consignee

by reason of the substitution of a vessel other than that

originally under charter. Jackie House is therefore dis-

tinguishable upon these grounds and not controlling

here. Consequently, under the charter party herein,

there is no lien upon subfreights.

C. Any Lien on Subfreights That Libelant May Have Had

Was Discharged Once the Subfreights Were Paid to

Respondent or to Kenray.

Assuming, arguendo, that this court sustains the con-

clusion that $96,750.00 of the attached funds are identi-

fiable sub-freights and that libelant had a lien on sub-

freights under the provisions of the charter party, we

reach the crucial substantive question of whether that

lien was lost and discharged when the subfreights were

paid to Kenray or to respondent."^ We submit that it

is beyond dispute that the lien was so lost and dis-

charged.

The admiralty decisions are unequivocal that where a

shipowner has a lien upon subfreights such lien is lost

and discharged oiice the subfreights arc paid—that is,

the lien is valid only so long as the subfreights are

owed to the charterer or its successor and // the sub-

-••Tliat the alleged subfreights have been paid by the consignees

is undisputed. It was stipulated and found that the proceeds of

the letters of credit were paid by the consignees when Kenray
drew drafts in favor of respondent against the letters. The
Purdy subfreights were paid by Purdy to Kenray, dejxjsited and

then set off.
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freights arc paid before the shipowner asserts its lien,

the lien is lost forever.

In re North Atlantic & Gulf Steamship Co.,

supra, 204 F. Supp. 899, 904 (S.D. N.Y.

1962) aff'd snb nom Schilling v. A/S D/S
Dunnehrog, 320 F. 2d 628 (2nd Cir. 1963)

;

Hall Corp. x'. Cargo ex Steamer Mont Louis,

62 F. 2d 603, 605 (2nd Cir. 1933)

;

American Steel Barge Co. v. Chesapeake & 0.

Coal Agency^ 115 Fed. 669, 676 (1st Cir.

1902)

;

Poor, op. cit., p. 48;

Stephens, on Freight, p. 200

;

Gilmore & Black, op. cit., p. 208 and cases col-

lected.-'

In the No. Atlantic case, supra, the rule is stated as

follows

:

"The shipowner's lien on subfreights permits

him to obtain payment of monies due under the

charter out of such subfreights earned' by the ves-

sel as remain unpaid by a shipper to the charterer

(authority) . . . If the cargo is delivered and the

shipper pays the subfreights to the charterer in

good faith, the shipowner's lien falls (authority)."

(emphasis ours) (204 F. Supp. at 904)

In Poor, supra, the author states

:

"Once the freight has been paid over to the per-

son entitled to receive it, it loses its character as

freight and is no longer subject to a lien."

25See also: The Mt. Shasta, 274 U.S. 466, 471 (1927) where
the court, in sustaining in rem jurisdiction, indicated that the

question of whether there were any subfreif^ihts "due" from
the third-party shipper was to be determined upon trial.
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Gilmore & Black, at p. 208, state the rule as follows

:

"The [Charter-party] provisions for liens on

cargo and subfreight can apply only when there is

freight actually owing on a shipment of goods;

payment in the ordinary course to the charterer

by the third-party shipper discharges the latter's

obligation and with it the lien."

The rule is stated in Stephens, on Freight, supra, as

follows

:

"But such a lien can only be exercised before

the subfreight has been paid to the charterer of

the ship or his agent. The lien confers no right

on the shipowner to follow the subfreight after it

has been paid." (emphasis ours).

It is significant that the foregoing authorities speak

in terms of the lien "falling" or being "discharged"

upon payment of the subfreights and that the owner

may not "follow" the monies. Since the lien is dis-

charged (and not merely subordinated) it is immaterial

whether the controversy is between the owner and the

consignees or between the owner and any other party.

Once the subfreights are paid there is no longer any

lien. It is also significant that the authorities make it

clear that the lien on subfreights falls when the monies

are paid to the charterer; it would follow, then, a

fortiori, that the lien also falls when the monies are

paid to a third party such as respondent Bank who has

no contractual relationship with the owner; if. as ap-

pears from the authorities, the lien falls and is dis-

charged upon payment, no question of tracing or pri-

orities arises because there simply is no lien to trace.

It is clear from the foregoing authorities that if

Compania were to assert a lien on subfreights. it was
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required to do so while the subfreights remained un-

paid, that is, in the hands of the third party shipper

(Purdy) or the Taiwan consignees. It could have

asserted such lien by libeling or attaching the sub-

freights while they remained unpaid or even by giving

appropriate notice to the consignees before payment was

made."^'' Compania failed to assert a lien before pay-

ment and may not now do so.

Further supporting the result that a shipowner is

not entitled to a lien on subfreights which were prepaid

to the charterer are the admiralty cases where it has

been held that a mortgagee of a ship and its freights

acquires no rights to freights which have been received

by the mortgagor or its assigns before possession is

taken by the mortgagee.

E.g.

Layne & Bozvlcr v. U.S. Shipping Board, 27 F.

2d 39, 41 (9th Cir. 1928)

;

Merchants Banking Co. v. Cargo of Afton, 134

Fed. 727, 728 (2nd Cir. 1904).

The analogy between a mortgagee of a ship who is

not in possession and the owner where there is a char-

'•''"On this point, innumerable common-law analogies come
readily to mind. E.g., the requirement that a garnishment be levied

before the garnishee makes payment to the defendant ; the giving
of notice of the assignment of an account receivable before pay-
ment is made by the obligor to the assignor ; the recordation

of a mechanic's lien within the statutory time ; the giving of

notice of an assignment of a judgment before payment of the

judgment is made. A most approj^riate analogy is to a mortgagee
of real property who is not in possession - that mortgagee has
an inchoate lien on the rents derived from the property but the

lien does not reach rents paid by the tenants to the mortgagor
before the mortgagee exercises his lien by appropriate notice

or proceedings. [See Malsman v. Brandler. 230 Cal. App. 2d 922,

923-924 (1964).]
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ter is obvious and in either case the Hen holder has no

claim to freights paid before the lien is asserted. That

analogy has been noted by this Court. [Sclurnicr Steve-

doring Co. Ltd. 2'. Seaboard Stevedoring Corp.,

306 F. 2d 188. 192 (9th Cir. 1962)].

Libelant has cited no case (and we know of none)

sustaining a shipowner's lien on subfreights where the

subfreights have been paid to the charterer prior to as-

sertion of the shipowner's lien. This being so. the Dis-

trict Court erred in going even farther by applying a

lien on funds which have passed out of the possession

of the charterer.

The theory of the shipowner's lien on subfreights is

that the shipowner is contractually subrogated (under

the lien clause of the charter agreement) to the char-

terer's right to receive payment of the subfreights. [See

[American Steel Barge Co. zk Chesapeake & O. Coal

Agency, supra, 115 Fed. at 674.] Once the .sub-

freights are paid, however, there is no longer anything

to which the lien can attach or to which the owner can

be subrogated.

That the lien is lost regardless of whether the sub-

freights are paid to the charterer (Kenray) or paid

to a creditor of the charterer (respondent Bank) is dem-

onstrated by one aspect of the decision in In re North

Atlantic & Gulf Steamship Co.. supra. One of the

issues in that ca.se (discussed at 204 F. Supp. 906) was

whether certain attachments of earned (and unpaid)

subfreights which had been levied by creditors of the

charterer were tantamount to payment of the sub-

freights so as to defeat the lien of the ship<iwner. The

court held that had the creditors obtained a judgment

against the charterer and satisfied the same out of the
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funds attached "plainly the shipowner's lien would be

lost." Thus, the court held that if a creditor of the

charterer receives the subfreights the shipowner's Hen

is discharged. The court went on to point out that the

attachments themselves would have been sufficient to

defeat the shipowner's lien except that they were void-

able as having been obtained within four months of the

charterer's bankruptcy and hence not perfected.'® The

teaching of the case is clear: If a creditor of the char-

terer perfects the right to receipt of the subfreights be-

fore the shipowner's lien is asserted (and a fortiori if

the creditor actually receives them) the shipowner's lien

falls. Such is the case at bar.

The authorities which libelant cited below in sup-

port of its contentions do not support the existence of a

lien in its favor upon the attached funds which were in

the possession of respondent Bank. Bank of British

No. America v. Freights etc. of Hutton and Ansgar,

U7 Fed. 534 (2nd Cir. 1905) did not involve the

assertion (as here) of a lien by the shipowner; in Ans-

gar the issue was whether a Bank, which had re-

ceived from the charterer of a ship an assignment of

freights, could prevail over the charterer's admin-

istrator with respect to freights which had been re-

ceived and deposited into the charterer's account; the

court held in favor of the bank. Ansgar was a case

which not only was unrelated to shipowner's liens, but

also involved disputes between the contracting parties

2^The cited case was decided in the context of Chapter X bank-
ruptcy proceecHngs. In the case at bar the payments to respondent
Bank were clearly perfected and there are no bankruptcy proceed-
ings involved. The NortJi Atlantic case, then, involved not only
the question of the shipowner versus consignees, but also the
shipowner versus creditors of the charterer who may have per-

fected receipt of the subfreights.
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tracing of Hens, it does so in the context of a non-

shipowner's lien and with respect to funds which were

still in the possession of the charterer and had not been

paid to third persons; furthermore, in Ansgar the court

made an express finding, upon which it based its hold-

ing, that there was an agency agreement which obli-

gated the charterer to collect the funds for the benefit

of the bank. The court clearly indicated (at p. 537)

that the Bank's lien applied so long as the funds were in

the hands of the charterer or in his bank account—the

case does not support a tracing of any lien to funds pass-

ing into the hands of third persons, especially where,

as here, that third person is not in privity with the

lien claimant. Thus, the case is inapplicable not only

because it does not involve a shipowner's lien (which

by law is lost on payment of the subfreights) but also

because it involved funds still in the possession of the

charterer which were required by agreement to be held

by the charterer for the benefit of the bank.

The Surico, 42 F. 2d 935 (W.D. Wash. 1930), also

cited below by libelant, also did not involve a ship-

owner's lien. In Surico the lien was that of a steve-

dore and the holding of the case was that the stevedore's

lien could not be defeated by novation agreement be-

tween the shipowner and the charterer. In Surico the

court was not concerned with the lien of a shipowner

or the tracing of monies into the hands of a third party

not in privity with the charter party agreement; the

stevedore lien there was asserted to monies still in the

hands of the parties to the charter agreement and the

case has no factual similarity to the matter at bar. The

lien involved in Surico, being for stevedoring charges.
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sessory Hen. It did not involve, as here, the rights

of the shipowner to cargo or subfreights.

Freights of the Kate, et al., 63 Fed. 707 (S.D. N.Y.

1894) relied upon by Compania, involved a case where

the freights had not yet been paid to the charterer and

the assignment thereof remained completely executory,

both in the sense that it was on unearned freights and

that the freights were unpaid to the charterer or its as-

signee at the time of the assertion of the shipowner's

lien. Hence, the case is of no support to libelant here.

The subfreights in the Kate had in fact subsequently

been collected by the shipowner and deposited by the

shipowner in court subject to the order of the court.

The Kate would be helpful to Compania only if it had

asserted its lien against the alleged subfreights of the

Searaven before they were paid to Kenray or to re-

spondent. The court in The Kate specifically noted

that the assignee of the freights had not received pay-

ment thereof (see discussion p. 712), and was there-

fore passing upon executory rights as distinguished

from a lien asserted against prepaid freights.

The case of N. H. Shipping Co. v. Freights of the

S. S. Jackie Hause, 181 F. Supp. 165 (S.D. N.Y.

1960) which we have previously discussed in part, was

the principal authority cited below by libelant and was

strongly relied upon by the District Judge in reaching

his result. The case does not sustain the judgment. In-

sofar as that decision dealt with subfreights the case is

distinguishable in that the monies owed by the consignee

were clearly for the shipment of cargo (and not, as here,

a lump-sum purchase price) and the subfreights had not

been paid by the consignee but had been impounded



pending trial. The court noted that the impounding of

the subfreights had been an express condition of the

release of the cargo to the consignee (also a fact not

present here) and that this conditional delivery was the

fact which prevented the shipowner's lien from being

discharged (p. 171). In the case at bar there was not,

and could not have been, such an impounding since any

funds due from the consignees of the Searaven's cargo

had been prepaid before Compania's lien was asserted.

There is also a major question in Jackie Haiise of the

validity of the assignment of the freights because of

the substitution of vessels (see discussion 181 F. Supp.

at p. 170) ; therefore the case is distinguishable upon

that further ground even if libelant w^ere correct

(which it is not) that in determining priorities an execu-

tory assignment of freights is to be equated with actual

payment thereof. A creditor of the charterer who has

received actual payment of the subfreights prior to as-

sertion of the shipowner's lien by appropriate process

(as distinguished from an executory assignment there-

of) takes priority over the alleged lien of the ship-

owner since the shipowner's lien, as a matter of law,

has ceased from the moment of payment. \In re North

Atlantic & Gulf Steamship Co., supra, 204 F. Supp. at

906. l^"^

American Snwiting & Refining Co. v. Naviera Andes

Peruana, S.A., 208 F. Supp. 164 (N.D. Cal. 1962) aff'd

-"As we noted above, the court in North Atlantic held that if

creditors of the charterer who had attached the subfreights on
claims unrelated to the voyage had succeeded in receiving actual

payment of their claims from the attached funds "plainly the

shijHjwner's lien would have been lost." If this be the result on
the involuntary satisfaction of an attachment, the same result

must follow a fortiori on the satisfaction and payment of a

voluntary assignment such as was accomplished in the case at bar.



sub nom, San Rafael, Etc. v. American Smelting

Etc., Co., 327 F. 2d 581 (9th Cir. 1964), cited by

libelant, is distinguishable in that the monies involved,

which were unequivocally subfreights, had not been

paid by the third party shipper to the charterer or its

successor, but rather had been interpleaded and de-

posited in court. Furthermore, the citation of the case

even for the proposition that an owner's lien prevails

over an executory assignment cannot be sustained since

the court there found that there had been inadequate

proof of the validity of the alleged assignment and

made its decision upon that ground and not upon any

legal issue of priorities."^

American Smelting actually supports the Bank's posi-

tion herein in one important aspect. The case involved

conflicting claims to unpaid subfreights earned by a

voyage of the S. S. Ocean Alice and the unpaid portion

of subfreights owed from three prior voyages of the

Ocean Alice and two other ships. Ninety-five percent

of the subfreights from these prior voyages had been

previously paid to the charterer's assignee through its

bank. No issue or contention was made that the ship-

^^In the opinion of the District Judge cited at 208 F. Supp.
164 at 169 (1962), it is said: "While it is well established that

freights of a voyage may either be sold outright by assignment
or assigned as security for a loan, [the alleged assignee] has
failed in its burden to show a valid assignment has been made of

the freights of the second voyage of the Ocean Alice." The most
the American Smelting and other decisions relied on by libelant

could be cited for is the proposition that a shipowner's lien

has priority over an executory assignment of sulifreight if the

lien is asserted before j)ayment of the subfreights by the party

liable therefor. This point, even if conceded, does not help libelant

here since we are not dealing with an executory assignment, but

rather with subfreights which were prepaid before assertion of

the shipowner's lien.
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owners had any Hen upon the subfreights previously

paid (as distinguished from the unpaid portion of the

subfreights which were in issue) and the possession of

the paid subfreights was not disturbed. Therefore the

court as well as the parties implicitly drew a distinction

between unpaid and paid subfreights and in the latter

case indicated that there was no shipowner's lien

thereon. Applying the result reached in American

Smelting case to the matter at bar it is apparent that

libelant's lien under any circumstances could only be as

to any unpaid freights owed by the consignees or ship-

pers. Any lien upon the freights which have been

paid, was discharged upon payment.

LiickenhacJi Overseas Corp. v. Subfreights of S.S.

Audrey J. Luckcnbach, 232 F. Supp. 572 (S.D. N.Y.

1963), another case cited below by libelant, is equally

non-supportive of the judgment in the case at bar, and

in fact supports the contentions of respondent. In

Luckcnbach the libel was against freight monies which

were still in the hands of the shipper and which were

admittedly due (i.e.. unpaid subfreights) and was a

contest between a vessel owner and a stevedore. The

court held that the stevedore, by reason of a "pro-

hibition of lien clause" in the charter party, could as-

sert no lien on the vessel or its subfreights and the steve-

dore's executory, unperformed assignment of sub-

freights was to freights which were unpaid and there-

fore still subject to the owner's lien. The case, then,

is dissimilar to the present proceeding which involves

alleged subfreights which have been entirely paid and

therefore no longer subject to any lien in favor of the

shipowner. This distinction (i.e.. the loss of the ship-

owner's lien upon payment of the subfreights) which
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is the major issue in the case at bar, was noted by the

court in Luckenbach on rehearing and stated as follows

:

"The subfreights had not been paid by Barr [the

third party shipper] and these proceedings were

commenced by the owner to execute its lien.

''0/ course, had Barr paid the charterer, the

situation as to Barr woidd he different. But there

has been no payment." (232 F. Supp. at 577 (em-

phasis ours)

Thus the court noted the very point respondent asserts

here: that regardless of the relative priorty of the

shipowner's lien before the subfreights are paid, if they

are paid before the lien is asserted, the shipowner's lien

falls and is no longer applicable to the paid subfreights.

The case of Schirmer Stev. Co. Ltd. v. Seaboard

Stev. Corp., 306 F. 2d 188 (9th Cir. 1962) relied upon

by libelant and which also involved unpaid subfreights,

is similarly distinguishable. That case involved sub-

stantially the same parties as American Smelting and

once again the court held that the purported assignment

was inoperative since the vessel was withdrawn by the

owners before the freights covered by the assignment

were earned. Therefore, Schirmer, like American Smelt-

ing, was not decided upon the issue of priorities, but

rather upon the factual finding that the assignment

was ineffective. The court in Schirmer expressly

declined to pass on what the relative priorities would

have been had the executory assignment been valid.

(See discussion 306 F. 2d at 191-192).

There is a further aspect of Schirmer which is

worthy of note. That case also involved the rights of

certain attaching stevedores vis a vis the shipowner;
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these stevedores attached the subfreights on independ-

ent claims not related to the voyage in question. There-

fore their attachments stood in the same position as

the claim of a general creditor of the charterer. The

attaching stevedores contended that their attachments

had priority over the shipowner's lien. That conten-

tion, if sustained, would clearly support the proposition

that the shipowner's lien cannot be traced to funds

paid to the charterer or its successor in interest. The

court in Schirmer rejected the stevedores' contention

but, significantly, not for the reason that the shipown-

er's lien was superior, but rather because the attach-

ments were levied prior to the time that the subfreights

became payable. Thus the court indicated that had

the attachments been validly perfected such attach-

ments would have had priority over the shipowner's lien.

The case therefore is entirely consistent with the de-

termination that any shipowner's lien is discharged if

the subfreights are paid the charterer (or voluntarily

or involuntarily assigned to a creditor of the charterer)

prior to the time the shipowner's lien is asserted by ap-

propriate process. [/;/ re North Atlantic & Gulf Stcanp-

ship Co., siipra.]

Where a shipowner asserts a lien on unpaid sub-

freight, the subsequent payment of the third party ship-

per to a person other than the owner is at the shipper's

own risk and does not discharge his liability for the sub-

freight. Thus, the assertion of the lien is akin to a

garnishment. But even such assertion of the lien

would not confer the right upon the shipowner to

"trace" the lien to the monies paid by the shipper to

any other person, and there is no known authority so

holding. Therefore, if libelant herein were correct
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that its lien was not discharged by prepayment of the

alleged subfreight by the consignees, while the con-

signees might remain liable it would not necessarily fol-

low that the lien could be "traced" and respondent Bank

held liable. In other words, the burden is upon libelant

to show as a matter of law, not only that it has a lien,

but also that it can assert that lien against respond-

ent as distinguished from Kenray or the consignees.

There is no authority sustaining such burden. The as-

sertion of libelant that it has a shipowner's lien on

subfreights merely begs the issues here. Those issues

are (1) has the lien been discharged by the payment of

the subfreights and (2) if the lien exists, can it be

traced and applied to funds held by third persons. Both

issues must be answered adversely to libelant.

In summary, libelant has cited no authority, and we

have found none, which supports the judgment below

that the shipowner's lien on subfreights exists after the

subfreights are paid to the charterer or a third person.

What authority does exist is directly contrary to the

judgment here and no maritime lien can be sustained

upon the funds under attachment. In Galhan Lobo

Trading Company S/A v. Diponegaro, 103 F. Supp.

452 ( S.D.N.Y. 1951), where the court in an analogous

case refused to extend to a cargo owner a lien on

freights which it had prepaid, the court made a state-

ment which is indeed apropos of the claim made by

libelant in the case at bar

:

"The law of the sea has passed that period

when even the most ingenious and resourceful of

proctors might father new rights; it has long left

behind the time for the development or belated

recognition of maritime liens heretofore unknown
and unsuspected." (103 F.Supp. at 453),
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III.

The District Court Was Without Jurisdiction to De-

termine Purely Equitable Claims. In Any Event

There Is No Substantive Basis for Its Con-

clusion That the Bank Was a Constructive

Trustee.

Anticipating that its position could not be sustained

upon a maritime basis, Compania at pre-trial interjected

a claim that it had an equitable lien upon the funds

received by the Bank, and that the Bank was a con-

structive trustee for the benefit of Compania. Objec-

tions to the consideration of that non-maritime claim

were made by the Bank at pre-trial and trial.^® The Dis-

trict Judge, however, concluded that he had jurisdiction

to consider the claim,^° and that the Bank received the

proceeds of the letters of credit and the Purdy sub-

freights "as a constructive trustee for the benefit of

libelant to the extent that libelant's charter-hire was

unpaid, "^^ and that it would be "inequitable" if the

Bank could avoid payment to libelant. We respectfully

submit that such conclusions are erroneous as a matter

of law.

A. The District Court Sitting in Admiralty Had No Juris-

diction to Consider an Independent Equitable Claim.

It is settled that where underlying maritime jurisdic-

tion exists, an admiralty court has jurisdiction to hear

and determine equitable matters which are incidental

to the maritime claim. [Sunft & Co. Packers v. Com-

pania Coloiiibiaiio Del Caribc S.A., 339 U.S. 684. 70

II

2»[R. 181; Rep. Tr. 36-37].

aofR. 198-200 (Opinion pi^. 7-8): R. 226 (Conclusion 3)].

"[R. 226-227 (Conclusions 8, 8A, 8B)].
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S. Ct. 861, 94 L. Ed. 1206 (1950)].''- It is equally

settled, however, that the admiralty court, even after

acquiring jurisdiction, may not enforce independent

equitable claims. Thus in Sivift, it was said:

"Unquestionably a court of admiralty will not

enforce an independent equitable claim merely be-

cause it pertains to maritime property." (339 U.S.

at 690).

The difference, for jurisdictional purposes, between

an incidental claim and one seeking independent relief

was considered by this court in detail in Putnam v.

Lower, 236 F. 2d 561, 568 (9th Cir. 1956). In so

doing, this court recognized that certain types of claims,

including that of constructive trust asserted here, are

unequivocally independent and not in admiralty jurisdic-

tion. This court said

:

"While admiralty courts are flexible in opera-

tion and are often said to act as courts of equity,

it does not necessarily follow that they possess ju-

risdiction concurrent with that of equity, but rather

that having once secured jurisdiction as an ad-

miralty court, they may proceed in the trial of

the cause on equitable principles. Thus, admiral-

ty 'cannot entertain a bill or libel for specific

performance, or to correct a mistake, * * * or

declare or enforce a trust or an equitable title * * *

or exercise jurisdiction in matters of accounts

merely * * *'. Nor does admiralty have jursdic-

tion extending to actions seeking affirmative re-

lief from fraud, or seeking to set aside or reform

contracts, merely because there is a maritime flavor

to the transaction." fempahsis ours.)

^-Tn S^ait. the Supreme Court held that a court of admiralty

could consider, for purposes of attachment, a claimed fraudulent

transfer of a vessel.
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While this court in Putnam adhered to the "inci-

dental equities" rule, it is clear from the decision that

certain types of claims, including' claims to impose a

constructive trust, are by their very nature considered

independent and outside the scope of admiralty jurisdic-

tion. This case falls within that class; Compania's con-

structive trust theory was clearly not an incident to its

alleged maritime lien, but is rather a separate and alter-

native claim. ^'* Putnam, moreover, establishes that

where (as here) the equitable matter is asserted af-

firmatively rather than defensively, less latitude should

be allowed in accepting- jurisdiction.

Claims which are independently equitable in nature,

even thoug-h flavored with maritime facts, have con-

sistently been held to be outside the jurisdiction of the

Admiralty Court. An apposite case demonstrating

that there was no jurisdiction to consider Compania's

claim of constructive trust, even though joined with a

claim of maritime lien, is Port Welcome Cruises, Inc. v.

S.S. Bay Belle, 215 F. Supp. 72, 84-85 (D.C. Md.

1963); aff'd. sub. nam. Humble Oil & Refining Co. t'.

S.S. Bay Belle, 324 F. 2d 954 (4th Cir. 1963). Tn

Port Welcome the court was called upon to determine

the validity and relative priorities of certain ships' pre-

ferred mortgages and other maritime liens upon vessels,

where the holder of the mortgages also held additional

security interests in non-maritime property; the court

initially held that the ships' preferred mortgages were

valid and had statutory priority. The junior maritime

lienors then asserted that since the senior mortgagees

s^It cannot be questioned that an action to establish a con-

structive trust lies exclusively in the field of equity [See Black

V. Bo\d, 248 F. 2d 156, 162 (6th Cir. 1957).]
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held other non-maritime security, a constructive trust

should be impressed on that security so that there could

be a marshalling of assets. The court refused to im-

pose such a trust as being outside its admiralty jurisdic-

tion, and after reviewing Swift and other authorities

said:

"[B]ut this extension of the doctrine that courts

of admiralty may apply equitable principles has

been extended only to matters which are subsidiary

but a necessary adjunct to full maritime relief . . .

"In the cases at bar, the lienor's contention

would require the Court, not only to apply equi-

table principles but to apply those principles to non-

maritime property, here, Riverview Beach Park.

It would require the Court to impose a constructive

trust on this piece of realty and, of course, ad-

minister such a trust. No cases have been cited,

nor has any been found, where a trust has been

imposed on non-maritime property by an admiralty

court, except in perhaps a limitation of liability

proceeding, (authority) It is concluded that this

Court does not have such jurisdiction." (215 F.

Supp. at 85)

See also

:

The Eclipse, 135 U.S. 599, 608, 10 S. Ct. 873,

34 L. Ed. 269 (1890) [Holding that admiralty

court had no jurisdiction to determine claims

of equitable title to a vessel.]

F. D. Marchessini & Co. z>. Pacific Marine

Corp. 227 F. Supp. 17. 20 (S.D. N.Y. 1964)

[Holding that action for accounting of funds

under ship agency agreement not within in-
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cidental admiralty jurisdiction even though re-

spondent was to collect freights and receipts

from operation of ships.]

Economu v. Bates, 222 F. Supp. 988, 991-92

(S.D. N.Y. 1963). [Action alleging agree-

ment to become co-owner of vessel and to

share freight monies from operation held not

to be within admiralty jurisdiction.]

The District Court here, in assuming jurisdiction over

a specific equitable claim, went far beyond the inci-

dental relief concept. This is demonstrated by the

complete absence of any cited case in which a construc-

tive trust was found or declared by an admiralty court

upon non-maritime property such as the funds received

by the Bank. Tf the holding of the District Court is

sustained, admiralty jurisdiction over equitable claims

could always be obtained by the expediency of joining a

maritime lien claim, no matter how groundless. Cer-

tainly, such a boot-strapping of jurisdiction was not

contemplated by Szviff and is inconsistent with the his-

tory of the admiralty. Tn summary, then, we believe

that the District Court erroneously concluded that it had

jurisdiction to pass upon Compania's equitable claims.

B. There Is No Substantive Basis for the Imposition of a

Constructive Trust and the Findings of the District

Court Do Not Support Its Conclusion.

As.suming, arguendo, that jurisdiction is sustained,

the judgment of the District Court must nevertheless

be reversed in that the findings of the District Court

do not support its conclusion that a constructive trust

.should be impo.sed and none of the elements of a con-

structive trust are present.
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lt is hornbook law that a constructive trust may be

imposed only where one acquires property to which he

is not entitled by reason of fraud, accident, mistake

undue influence or the violation of an express trust or

confidential relationship.

California Civil Code, §2224;

4 Witkin, Summary of Calif. Law, pp. 2970-

2972;

Bogart, Trusts and Trustees (2nd Ed.) §471-

475;

Scott on Trusts (3rd Ed.) Vol. V. §462.2;

Restatement, Restitution, 160 and comments;

89 C.J.S. Trusts, §139, pp. 1015-1024.

An extraordinary degree of proof is required to es-

tablish a constructive trust and the evidence must be

clear and convincing so as to leave no reasonable doubt

as to the existence of the trust.

E.g.

Fozdcr V. Security-First Nat. Bank, 146 Cal.

App. 2d 37, 43 (1956). ["Not only are

the appellants here under the ordinary burden

of persuasion in a civil case, but since they

are seeking to impose a constructive trust . . .

they must establish the oral agreement by full,

clear and convincing evidence . . ."] (emphasis

by court.)

Jacoby v. Shell Oil Co., 196 F. 2d 855, 858 (7th

Cir. 1952). ["Proof to estabhsh a constructive

trust must be clearly convincing and so strong

and unequivocal as to lead to but one conclu-

sion. If the evidence is doubtful or capable

of reasonable explanation upon a theory other
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than the existence of a trust, it is not suf-

ficient to support a decree declaring and en-

forcing the trust."]

89 C.J.S. Trusts, §158 and cases collected;

Bogert, op. cit., §472.

In the case at bar there are no findings of fact or con-

vincing evidence which justify the impression of a trust.

First, there is no finding of any fraud, actual or

constructive, on the part of the Bank, and there is no

evidence of any such fraud. The Bank had no contact

with Compania and made no representations to it. In-

sofar as the Bank's dealings with Kenray are con-

cerned, there is no finding or evidence that the Bank

represented that it would pay the charter-hire; on the

contrary, the findings are clear that the Bank declined

to obligate itself by the issuance of a letter of credit

and that the only statement ever made by a Bank

representative was that Kenray would have to pay the

charter hire. [Stat, of Case. 1., 4. supra]

Second, there was no unjust enrichment to the Bank.

Kenray was indebted to it for substantially more than

was received from the Searaven cargo and the Bank

has suffered a loss of more than $200,000.00. even if

successful here. The antecedent indebtedness of Ken-

ray was valid and bona fide consideration for the

Bank's receipt of payment.

California Civil Code, §3106.''

^•Section 3106, in effect at the time of the Searaven's sailing,

has heen supersetled hy the California Commercial Code. Section

.^106 iirovifled in part "an antecedent or pre-existing deht con-

stitutes vahie". Cominerrial Code. Section 1201 defines value as

including total or partial satisfaction of a pre-existing claim. To
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Smitton V. McCiillumjh, 182 Cal. 530, 538

(1920) ["The rule that a transfer as se-

curity for a pre-existing debt is a transfer for

value not only as between the parties but as

to third persons as well is too well settled in

this state to be questioned."]

We are not here concerned with voidable preference in

the bankruptcy sense, but rather an alleged trust. As

such, there clearly was value given to Kenray and there

can be no claims that the Bank was unjustly enriched.

Furthermore, even if there were such claims, maritime

liens cannot be conferred upon a theory of unjust en-

richment.

Tlie Eurana, 1 F. 2d 684, 686 (3rd Cir. 1924)

[Court stating: "A maritime lien ... is

stricti juris . . . Martime Liens, therefore,

cannot be conferred on the theory of unjust

enrichment or subrogation."]

The Aljohn, 7 F. Supp. 788, 790 (E.D. N.Y.

1934) ["A maritime lien, being secret and

unrecorded, is stricti juris, and cannot be

conferred on the theory of unjust enrichment

or subrogation, and the right of such lien

cannot be extended by judicial constructive

analogy or reference."]

Third, there is no finding and no evidence of any

confidential relationship or of any express trust. The

Bank and Compania were both simply creditors of Ken-

ray seeking to enforce their respective rights. We
know of no case where the receipt of payment or the

the same effect are Commercial Code §§ 3303, 3408. The Bank
also gave new, as well as antecedent, consideration by advancing
additional loans to fill out the .Searaven cargo.
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exercise of rights by one creditor was deemed to create

a constructive trust in favor of another.

It is true, of course, that the Bank was protective of

its creditor's position in obtaining the payment of the

letters of credit. But, the fact that the Bank exercised

an appropriate creditor's remedy and was more careful

in protecting its rights does not confer any rights in

Compania. "The law helps the vigilant, before those

who sleep on their rights". [Calif. Civil Code §3527].
'"^

Fourth, an analogous case demonstrating that no

constructive trust may be imposed upon one creditor in

favor of another creditor is Zirker v. Babcr, 161 Cal.

App. 2d 355 (1958). In Zirker it was held that the

plaintiffs, who had loaned money to Baber, the pro-

ceeds of which were paid by Baber to a third person in

satisfaction of a contractual obligation, could not re-

cover from that third person upon a theory of trust or

quasi-contract even though there may have been a fail-

ure of consideration in the transaction between Baber

and the third person. The denial of recovery was upon

the grounds that the relationship between plaintiffs and

Baber was simply a loan and the extension of credit to

Baber for his own purposes, that the third person was

not a party to that transaction, that there was no

privity between plaintiff and the third person, and that

no trust relationship existed between the plaintiff and

^^Compania had innumerable ways to protect itself, i.e. Insist-

ing:; on Kenray's prepayment of charter hire or the delivery by
Kenray of satisfactory guarantees of payment ; exercising a pos-

sessory lien on cargo; refusing to surrender the bills of lading

until payment of charter hire was made; rc(|uiring that the letter

of credit drafts be drawn in its favor ; notifying the consignees

of its claim for charter-hire before payment was made ; or sub-

sequently seeking relief under the Bankruptcy Act by attempting

to set aside the payment to the Bank as a voidable preference. —
It did none of these or any other acts to protect its position.
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the third person. Similarly, in the case at bar, Com-

pania extended credit to Kenray (by not requiring pre-

payment of the charter hire) and the Bank was con-

cededly not a party to such credit transaction and had

no privity or relationship to Compania. There is there-

fore no basis for any recovery by Compania from the

Bank.

Another case demonstrating that a creditor-debtor re-

lationship is insufficient to give rise to a constructive

trust is Woodruff v. Coleman, 98 A. 2d 22 (D.C.

1953) in which it was held that a physician whose bill

for services was unpaid could not impose a constructive

trust upon the proceeds of a personal injury settlement

received by his patient even though his bill was used in

negotiating the settlement. The rational of Woodruff

was that the physician had no direct right to obtain

payment from the tortfeasor which paid the settlement

and as a result the patient did not receive any money

belonging to the physician.

The mere non-payment of debt is not a circumstance

which creates a constructive trust [McKcy v. Paradise,

299 U. S. 119, 122-123; 81 L. Ed. 75; 57 S. Ct. 124

(1936).^® Similarly, the mere hope or expectation of

a creditor that he will receive payment out of a par-

ticular fund will not create a trust. [1 Bogart, Trust

and Trustees (2nd Ed.) §19, p. 129]. Therefore, the

fact that Kenray may have been indebted to Compania

^®In McKey, an employer made payroll deductions which it

was required to pay to an employee's welfare association. It failed

to make the payments and went into bankruptcy. The welfare
association claimed preferential status upon a theory of construc-

tive trust. The claim was not allmved and the court, while exer-
cising sympathy for the employees, noted that the association (as

Compania) was simply a creditor and that the "mere failure to

pay a debt does not belong in that [constructive trust] category".
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and Compania expected that it would be paid from the

proceeds of the letters of credit, cannot justify the im-

position of a constructive trust upon either the Bank or

Kenray. Compania's sole remedy therefore is an action

at law against Kenray.

Fifth, there was no evidence of any undue influence

or mistake and no finding to that effect. The drafts

against the foreign letters of credit were knowingly and

intentionally drawn in favor of the Bank. No agree-

ment was made by the Bank to apply the proceeds to

the benefit of Compania and none may be judicially

created. The Bank did not occupy a fiduciary re-

lationship to Compania, with which it had no contact,

and certainly did not do so to Kenray; nor did Kenray

occupy a fiduciary position towards Compania. No
confidential or fiduciary relationship exists between a

creditor and a debtor or between parties who are merely

under contractual obligations to each other. [Wavcrly

Productions, Inc. v. RKO General, Inc., 217 Cal. App.

2d 721. 732 (1963)."

The findings made by the trial court are devoid of

any basis for the imposition of a constructive trust.

Rather, it is clear that the basis of the court's decision

is that it would be "inequitable" if the Bank could avoid

payment of charter hire. That conclusion, however,

adds nothing to the necessary legal analysis. There is

no more inequity here than is present wherever one

creditor is paid and another is not—wherever one

creditor is preferred he receives the benefit of credit

extended by others and there is nothing per sc illegal or

*^No one would seriously arj^ie that an attachment by a

creditor, thereby preferring himself over another, is the basis for

a constructive trust. A jortiori a voluntary payment or assign-

ment by a debtor to that creditor cannot sustain a trust.
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wrong with a preference. We are not concerned here

with an apportionment of assets or the avoidance of a

preference such as would exist in a bankruptcy proceed-

ing; rather we are concerned with the assertion of an

equity claim and the fact that something would be fair

or equitable does not mean that a cause of action exists.

There must be an underlying cause of action and with-

out such there can be no recovery regardless of the

relative fairness of any result. Equity does not mean

that the court, in a non-bankruptcy context, can re-

distribute money out of a sense of fairness without re-

gard to the propriety of claims. As is said in 30 C.J.S.

Equity, § 1, pp. 779-781:

"While a court of equity is a forum for the ad-

ministration of justice, 'equity' is not synonymous

in meaning with 'justice' or 'natural justice' ad-

ministrated without fixed rules, although the terms

have sometimes been so used. On the contrary,

equity is a separate but incomplete system of juris-

prudence, administered side by side with the com-

mon law, having its own fixed precedents and prin-

ciples now scarcely more elastic than those of the

law ... It is not [a court of equity's] function to

assist in creating causes of action . . . Equity may
not and docs not under the guise of doing equity

create new substantive rights. . .
."

Regardless of any sense of fairness, the court may not

create a new right under the guise of being "equitable".

The authorities, discussed above, are contrary to the de-

cision here and the judgment may not be sustained.
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IV.

Compania Waived Any Lien Claim It May Have
Had and Is Estopped to Assert the Same.

We believe that we have conclusively demonstrated

in the foregoing portions of this brief that Compania

does not have any valid lien claim against the attached

funds or respondent Bank. We further believe that

even if a lien ever existed (which it did not) it was

waived by the conduct of Compania which was incom-

patible with the assertion of any lien.

It is established that a maritime lien may be deemed

waived by any conduct which is inconsistent with the

assertion of a lien. [See IV. A. Marshall & Co. v. Tlie

President Arthur, 279 U.S. 564, 568, 49 S. Ct. 420,

72> L. Ed. 846 (1929); 46 U.S.C.A .§974; 1 Benedict

on Admiralty (6th Ed.), §89, p. 274.] We believe that

the conduct of libelant here is to be deemed a waiver.

First, the Searaven bills of lading issued on behalf

of Compania (by the ship's master who was Com-

pania's agent) showed all freight to have been prepaid.

Where bills of lading are marked ''freight prepaid", the

shipowner is precluded and estopped from asserting his

lien for the unpaid freight owed. [See: The Robin Gray,

65 F. 2d 376 (2nd Cir. 1933) cert. den. 290 U.S. 653.]

The Robin Gray case is significant since there it

was held (65 F. 2d at 378) that the shipowner, by rea-

son of the issuance of the prepaid bills of lading, was

estopped to assert its lien not only as against the con-

signees, but also as against factors of the seller who had

extended credit to the seller. Tlius, the estoppel prin-

ciple, which comes into play where prepaid bills of

lading are issued, is equally applicable to an institution

(such as respondent herein") whicli had extended credit
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to the seller-charterer of the goods. The Robin Gray

case precludes, upon principles of estoppel, the assertion

by libelant of any lien herein. The Robin Gray decision

also indicates that a reference to a charter party in a

bill of lading is ineffective to preserve the shipowner's

lien if the reference is inconsistent with the specific pro-

vision in the bill of lading indicating the freight to

have been prepaid. [See also Gilmore & Black, op. cit.

pp. 192-194.] Compania having issued the "freight pre-

paid" bills of lading, cannot now rely upon an at-

tempted incorporation of the charter party into the bills

of lading so as to preserve its alleged lien for unpaid

charter hire.

Second, assuming as Compania argues that it did

have a lien and is not estopped to assert it, Compania,

both prior and subsequent to the filing of this action,

had actual possession of the cargo, which it voluntarily

chose to relinquish. In fact, some of the cargo was

actually removed from the vessel and then reloaded by

Compania after the default in payment by-Kenray. [R.

221-222 (Find. 11); Rep. Tr. 132]. Had the cargo

not been so released, Compania could have rendered this

entire litigation moot by satisfying its claim from the

cargo; or, at least, making a conditional delivery of the

cargo, as was done in the Jackie Haiisc, [181 F. Supp.

165] a case now relied on by Compania. The inescap-

able fact is that Compania had ample opportunity to

hold the cargo to satisfy its claim and chose not to do

so. Having made that decision, Compania should not

now be permitted to hold the Bank liable. Respondent

Bank was not a party to the charter nor to the voyage

of the Searaven—Compania was both. If Compania

suffered a loss, it was due to its volitional release of
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the cargo and not because of any act or breach on the

part of respondent. The choice and decision to release

the cargo was Compania's and respondent should not

be penalized for that determination, however much

Compania may now regret it.

Third, it is also significant that Compania did assert

a lien against cargo for general average (but not for

charter-hire) when the Searaven reached Taiwan, and

that such lien was bonded against by the consignees

[R. 221-222 (Find. 11); Rep. Tr. 134-135]. The fact

that a lien was asserted only for general average demon-

strates: (1) That Compania was aware of the waiver

of any lien for unpaid charter hire by reason of its is-

suance of "freight prepaid" bills of lading; and (2) that

the argument made below by Compania that the filing

of this action was the equivalent of the assertion of a

possessory lien is without merit, since the argument is

inconsistent with the acknowledgment by Compania of

the necessity for the assertion of a possessory lien

against cargo for general average.^^

In concluding that there had been no waiver, the

District Judge relied upon the case of Toro Shipping

Corp. V. Bacon-McMillan Etc. Co., 364 F. 2d 928 (5th

^•^The ship's log disclosed that the captain desired to assert a

lien for the unpaid freight as well as the general average for re-

pairs made in Honolulu, but was instructed by Compania's agent

to release the cargo upon delivery of the general average bond
only. [Rep. Tr. 134-135, 125 1. That instruction demon.strates

that Compania was aware of its waiver of any possessory lien

for unpaid charter hire by the issuance of the freight prepaid

bills of lading. The lien for general average is co-e.\tensive

with that for charter hire, that is, a posscssor\< lien upon cargo.

[Sec: Cutler v. Rac. 48 U.S., 374. 376: 7 How. 729 (1848)
quoted above in Part I of this brief.]
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Cir. 1966). We submit that such reliance was mis-

placed. In Toro the court held that a shipowner had no

lien on cargo where the consignee had prepaid the cost

of the cargo to the charterer. The case therefore not

only fails to support Compania, but on the contrary, is

entirely consistent with the absence of any lien here.

Compania argued below that since Toro held the ship-

owner's lien not to be operative as against a consignee

who paid value, it must per se be operative against other

persons. We submit that this is a most strained and

unusual legal analysis and is unsupported by any au-

thority. Toro dealt with a controversy between a ship-

owner and a consignee and the consignee prevailed. It

does not follow from that holding that the shipowner

should prevail here. The Bank also gave value. [See

authorities Footnote 34, supra.] Furthermore, it is to

be noted that Toro dealt only with the circumstances

under which a shipowner could assert a valid lien

against cargo. The statement in the decision that a

lien on cargo may be reserved by appropriate bills of

lading, except as against a good faith purchaser is there-

fore not relevant here since this case does not in-

volve a lien asserted against cargo; in fact, Compania

expressly declined to assert such a cargo lien; rather

than an asserted lien on cargo, we are here dealing with

claimed inchoate liens against intangibles; the fact that

a lien may be reserved against cargo by so stating in

the bills of lading, cannot be equated with a lien

against subfreights, which lien fails upon payment

thereof prior to the assertion of the lien.
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V.

The Award of Interest Was Improper.

As we have demonstrated, there was no basis for

the judgment of the District Court. The error below

was further compounded by the award of interest to

Compania. By arguing the propriety of the allowance

of interest we do not concede the merits of any of

Compania's claims. We do suggest, however, that the

award of interest by the judgment below was improper

even upon Compania's theory of the case.

Where an admiralty claim is in contract, an award

of interest before judgment is proper. [3 Benedict on

Admiralty (6th Ed.) §419]. In damage cases it is

discretionary [id]. However, the claim here is neither

in contract or for damages. The claim against the re-

spondents other than Kenray is an in rem claim; there-

fore regardless of the amount of Kenray's in personam

debt to Compania, the maximum recovery on the in rem

claim can be only the amount of the res. That principle

is no different than the principle applicable to the fore-

closure of any common law or admiralty lien.

Under Compania's (and the District Court's) theory

of the case the res here is the alleged subfreights of

$96,750.00 which were "carved out" of the letter of

credit and Purdy proceeds. Therefore, even if Com-

pania were correct that such subfreights could be ju-

dicially created and that it has a viable lien thereon

(i.e. that the lien was not discharged by payment of the

subfreights before the lien was asserted or otherwise

discharged), its maximum recovery from the attached

funds or from any respondent (other than Kenray) is

the amount of the res, $96,750.00. just as a mortgagee

can recover from the mortgaged property no more than
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its value, regardless of his total claim against the

mortgagor.

This point can be further demonstrated by analogiz-

ing this case to an admiralty proceeding against a third

party garnishee. In such a garnishee proceeding, the

court determines the amount of the indebtedness (i.e.

the res) owed by the garnishee to the defendant. The

plaintiff is then entitled to recover from the garnishee

no more than the amount of such indebtedness regard-

less of the amount owed by the defendant to the plain-

tiff and regardless of the amount actually placed under

attachment.

The judgment here, under any theory, must Hmit the

interest claim to the personal judgment against Kenray,

and any recovery from the attached funds or respond-

ent Bank can in no event exceed $96,750.00. We do not

concede the propriety of any of Compania's claims. We
submit, however, that even upon the basis of those

claims there cannot be an award of interest.

Conclusion.

The judgment appealed from should be reversed with

directions to the District Court to enter judgment in

favor of respondent Bank and to order the release to

respondent of the funds deposited in court pursuant to

Admiralty Rule 37.

Respectfully submitted,

Jerome L. Goldberg,

Attorney for Appellant.

LOEB AND LOEB,

Of Counsel.
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Preliminary Statement.

First: In an effort to sustain a judgment which

is contrary to law, Compania's answering brief un-

fairly suggests that the Bank is attempting to re-argue

factual determinations. That assertion is without justi-

fication. That this appeal involves solely questions of

law is clearly demonstrated by the Bank's statement

of the case [Op. Br. pp. 6-10^]; that statement is

based almost entirely upon the findings of the trial

court and stipulated facts, and to the hmited extent

that evidence is referred to, it is that of Compania's

^The "Opening Brief For Appellant Beverly Hills National
Bank" is referred to by the abbreviation "Op. Br."; the "Answer-
ing Brief of Appellee" is referred to as "Ans. Br.".
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witnesses and exhibits." Conipania has not demon-

strated any inaccuracy or insufficiency in the Bank's

statement of the case and has accepted the statement in

its entirety; to suggest, then, that the Bank is taking

issue with findings of fact is particularly misleading.

An illustration of Compania's distortion of the nature

of this appeal is found at pages 21-22 of its brief where

it discusses the trial court's imposition of a constructive

trust. After acknowledging the principle which we set

forth in our opening brief that a constructive trust re-

quires a finding of fraud, accident, mistake, undue in-

fluence or the violation of an express trust,^ Compania

asserts the Bank may not now reargue the propriety of

findings supporting the conclusinn that a constructive

trust is to be imposed. That argument is entirely mis-

leading for there are no findings of fraud, breach of an

express trust or any of the other bases for the imposition

of a constructive trust, and Compania has pointed to

none. Our very point, discussed at length in our opening

brief, is that the trial court's conclusions of law cannot

be sustained by its findings of fact. For Compania toj

now suggest that wc are rearguing factual determina-

tions, in a case where there was no factual dispute, is

misleading and improper.

Second: For the most part, Compania's brief is only

an evasion of the main thrust of the arguments we have

made. The brief refers to meaningless generalities con-

cerning the preferred status of maritime liens and the

^Tliere was no conflict in the evidence. There were les.s than
one hunclrefl pages of actual testimony. The only witness called by
the Bank was Theodore B. Roach who testified briefly on the

issne of the stevedoring claim, a matter not involved on this

appeal.

•^See: Op. Br. pp. 52-59.
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broad powers of a court of admiralty. It ignores, how-

ever, the crucial substantive questions involved here

which are the nature of Compania's lien, what it can be

asserted against, when it must be asserted and what

events preclude the imposition of the lien. Take for ex-

ample the question of the shipowner's (Compania's)

possessory lien upon cargo. We contend, supported by

Supreme Court decisions [Op. Br. pp. 14-23] that the

lien is possessory only and does not attach to proceeds.

The Supreme Court decisions have not even been men-

tioned by Compania, but instead the bold assertion is

made by Compania that it did not have to retain pos-

session of the cargo and that it had the unilateral "right

to substitute securities"* by bringing this suit against

the Bank. That assertion would vitiate an unbroken

line of cases going back more than one hundred years.

[E.g. 4885 Bags of Linseed 66 U.S. 108, 113 (1861);

Cutler V Roe 48 U.S. 374, 376 (IS4S)].

Another contention made by us is that to the extent

that Compania had any lien of freights or subfreights

(i.e. monies due Kenray for the shipment of cargo) the

I lien was valid only to the extent that it was asserted

;
prior to the payment of those monies to Kenray or the

Bank; the monies here were prepaid by the consignees

and by Purdy and received by the Bank prior to the as-

sertion of any lien by Compania and therefore Com-

pania has no lien thereon. Our contentions in this re-

gard are documented and supported by numerous au-

*Ans. Br. p. 14. In making this argument Compania continues
to rely on N.H. Shipping Corp. v. Freights of The S.S. Jackie
House. 181 F. Supp. 165 (S.D.N.Y. 1960), which as we pointed
out in our opening brief involved a consentual substitution of
non-prepaid freight monies for the cargo. Jackie House, in fact,

expressly affirms the principle that the shipowner's lien is

dependent upon possession.



thorities and text writers \0p. Br. pp. 34-37]. Com-

pania, without analysis, responds to this contention by

imperiously stating that the admiralty texts are wrong

and that the cases were directed "solely to the rights

and duties of the owner and shipper as against each

other". That simply is not so. In re North Atlantic

and Gulf S.S. Co. 204 F. Supp. 899 ( S.D.N.Y. 1962)

aff'd sub nom Schilling v. A/SD/S Dannehrog 320

F. 2d 628 (2d Cir. 1963) and to a lesser extent Schir-

mer Stev. Co. Ltd. v Seaboard Stev. Corp. 306 F. 2d

188 (9th Cir. 1962) indicate that had creditors of the

charterer perfected valid attachments on the freight

monies prior to the assertion of the shipowner's lien,

the attachments would have priority. [Op. Br. pp. 38-

39. 45-46]. A fortiori, the actual payment of the

freights to the creditor has priority.'^

Conipaniu, while arguing generalities, has completely

avoided any analysis of the nature of its claimed ship-

owner's lien. As we noted in our opening brief [Op.

Br. p. 38] the theory of the shipowner's lien on unpaid

freights is that it is contractually subrogated (under

an appropriate lien clause of the charter agreement) to

the charterer's rights to receive those unpaid freights;

the shipowner is therefore in the same position as a

mortgagee who is not in possession. However, once

those freights are paid to the charterer of his successor,

there no longer is anything to which the owner can

"This aspect of the cited cases is discussed at lenpth in our
opening brief [Op. Br. pp. 38-39, 43-44]. An interesting side-

light of ScJiirmcr is that the attorneys for the attaching credi-

tors were tlie same counsel now representing Conipania. Those
crechtors in Schirmcr made the same contention we now make,
that the shipowner's Hen is invalid as to freights or subfreights

previously paid to or seized by a creditor of the charterer. [See
discussion Op. Br. pp. 45-46].

I
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be subrogated, and accordingly the lien falls. Despite

the long history of the admiralty, there is no case where

the shipowner's lien has been extended to a situation

such as that present in the case at bar, that is, to

freights which were already paid to the charterer or its

successor; and Compania has cited no such case. The

judgment below is unsupported by, and indeed contrary

to, all existing authority and cannot be sustained.

Third: Although somewhat blurred by Compania's

rhetoric, the basic issues here are relatively simply:

(1) What is the scope of a shipowner's maritime lien;

and (2) Is there legal justification for the imposition

of a constructive trust. We have demonstrated con-

clusively that the maritime lien is limited to a right to

retain possession of cargo or the right to receive sub-

freights" which have not been prepaid.—That, how-

ever, is not what Compania seeks to do here. With

respect to the constructive trust argument there are no

findings to support such a trust and Compania has not

pointed to any evidence which would support such find-

ings even if they were present.

^^As we noted in our opening brief [Op. Br. p. 25, footnote
15] and acknowledged by Comj^ania \Ans. Br. p. 11, footnote

7\ the words "sul)frcight" and "freight" are used interchangeably
in the context of this case.



ARGUMENT.
I.

Compania's Possessory Lien Upon Cargo Was Lost

Upon Surrender of the Cargo and Does Not

Attach to Proceeds.

As noted above, Compania's brief does not question

the authorities we previously cited [Op. Br. pp. 14-23]

holding that a shipowner's lien upon cargo is ex-

clusively possessory in nature and is lost upon sur-

render of the cargo. Compania argues, however, that

by bringing this suit it was entitled to substitute the

attached funds for the cargo, even though the funds

had previously been paid to the Bank. In making that

argument Compania relies entirely on A^. H. Shipf>ing

Corp. V. Freights of The Jackie Hmise, 181 F. Supp.

165 (S.D.N.Y. 1960).

We have previously discussed Jackie Hause at length

[Op. Br. pp. 21-23, 41-42,] and will not now repeat

that discussion. It is sufficient here to note that Jackie

Hause involved a crucial fact situation not present in

the case at bar. There, the owner and consignee had

made a confracttml substitution of the freight monies

(which had not been prepaid) for the cargo after the

lien on cargo was asserted. The issue was whether

such consensual exchange precluded a lien upon the

cargo or its substitute and the court held it did not.^

Juckie JJansc in no way changed, and in fact recognized,

the rule that the shipowner's lien was exclusively pos-

sessory. In the case at bar we do not have a con-

^It is to he noted that in Jackie Jhuisc the owner claimed a

direct lien on the freight monies which were still in the hands of

the consignee. The substitution therefore did not broaden the

rights of the shipowner. Had those moneys been paid to a third

person, or attached, however, the shipowner would have no right

thereto. [In re North Atlantic & Gulf S.S. Co., suf>ra].

I
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sensual substitution. Furthermore, Compania, unlike

the owner in Jackie Hausc, is not seeking to assert a

lien upon cargo or its agreed substitute, but is rather

seeking to proceed independently against freights pre-

paid to the Bank.

Compania argues that it was not required to retain

possession of the cargo until hire was paid. That argu-

ment is contrary to law. If Compania had a lien upon

cargo it was possessory; the very nature of the posses-

sory lien is that possession must be retained and once

possession is relinquished the lien is lost. [See author-

ities Op. Br. pp. 15-17]. Compania did not have, as it

suggests at page 14 of its brief, a right to substitute

security, and Jackie Haiise does not so hold. All Jackie

Hause holds is that a contractual substitution of

freights which had not been prepaid was not a relin-

quishment of possession. The "floating warehouse"

language in Jackie Hause is simply to explain the agreed

substitution and does not change the law that the ship-

owner's lien is possessory. To hold, as Compania argues

and the District Court accepted, that the filing of a suit

here and attachment of previously paid freights was

the equivalent of a contractual substitution of unpaid

freights is to expand beyond recognition the shipown-

er's possessory lien on cargo.

Compania argues that it could "trace" its lien and

cites three decisions which it says supports the power of

the trial court to trace. Those decisions are of no sub-

stantive value here. The Siirico 42 F. 2d 935 (W.D.

Wash. 1930) and Bank of British North America v The

Freights of Hutton and Ansgar 137 Fed. 534 (2nd Cir.

1905) have previously been discussed by us. [See Op.

Br. pp. 39-41]. Neither case involved a shipowner's

lien; nor did either case really involve "tracing" since in
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neither had funds passed into the hands of a third per-

son not in privity with the agreement at issue. Lathrop

V Frekjhts of the John Ena 212 Fed. 560 (N.D. Cal.

1914) similarly does not support Compania's tracing

theory. The John Ena was not a matter on the merits

but simply related to an issue of whether the court

should confirm an order for the deposit of funds into

court pending the litigation. The opinion there refused

to confirm the order in view of conflicting claims and

simply deferred the matter for trial on the merits. The

case therefore has no substantive relationship to the

matter at bar. Furthermore, John Ena does not in-

volve funds which had been paid to a third person (such

as the Bank herein), but involved freights which had

been collected by the shipowners. The issue in the

case at bar is not the "power" to trace funds, but

rather is there any lien which is of a nature that it can

be traced. It is to that question that we answer no.

Compania has not cited any case where a shipowner's

lien was "traced" to the proceeds of cargo or to prepaid

freights and cannot do so. The lien on cargo is ex-

clusively possessory and the lien on freights falls as

soon as the freights are paid. Therefore, there is no

lien to trace and no ca.sc has ever attempted to do so.

Compania argues \Ans. Br. pp. 8-9] that a shipown-

er's lien is of first priority. That argument begs the

issue here. The owner's lien has priority only to the

extent that it is seasonably asserted against property

susceptible t(i the lien—that is, against cargo or against

subfreights which have not been prepaid. That is not

what Compania seeks to do here. That the shipowner's

lien is not of all-inclusive priority is demonstrated by

the numerous decisions and texts considering and de-

fining the scope of the owner's lien.

I
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II.

Any Lien That Compania May Have Had Upon
Subfreights Was Discharged Upon Payment
of the Funds to Respondent Bank Prior to the

Assertion of a Lien.

In a somewhat shotgun approach Compania argues

that if it does not have a martime Hen on the attached

funds as "proceeds of cargo" it has one as "freights

or subfreights".

First: In response to our preHminary argument that

there were no indentifiable freights [See Op. Br. pp.

26-31], Compania points to the C.I.F. sales agreements

and asserts that since freight was included in the price

paid to Kenray, the trial court was justified in mak-

ing the determination that there was freight of $96,-

750.00 [Am. Br. pp. 11-12]. We are unable to fol-

low Compania's logic since if (as is undisputed) it is

the seller's obligation to pay the freight in a C.I.F. con-

tract, there would be nothing payable by the consignees

and hence no identifiable freights.^

•^Compania also critcizcs us for not inquiring of its witness

concerning the subject of identifiable freights. [Ans. Br. pp.
11-12]. In this connection we note the following testimony found
at page 47 of the Reporter's Transcript

:

"BY MR. GOLDBERG:
"Q Mr. Coughlin, you told me that in negotiating the

sale of the goods from Kenray to the consignees, that is,

the goods that were shipped on the SEARAVEN, that
sale was made GIF, cargo insurance, and freight.

"A. Yes.

"Q That sale was made upon a lump sum basis to the
consignees?

"A. Yes.
"Q That is, the consignees paid a lump sum for the total

cost of the goods.

"A Yes.
"Q Was there any allocation in that lump sum as be-

tween those three items?

"A No."
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Second: In our opening brief we also argued that the

subject charter party does not grant Compania a Hen

on freights [Op. Br. pp. 31-34]. In so doing we called

the court's attention not only to the authority sup-

porting our. position, but also to the statements made in

N. H. Shipping Corp. v Freights of The Jackie Hause,

supra, 181 F. Supp. at 170 that a lien on cargo is a

lien on freights and demonstrated why that statement

was not controlling. [See: Op. Br. pp. 33-34]. Com-

pania's response is to rely on Jackie Hause. There-

fore, that issue requires no further discussion here.

Third: The crucial question here is whether Com-

pania's asserted lien survives prepayment of the freights

(i.e. payment to the Bank before Compania's lien was

asserted) even assuming that such lien originally ex-

isted under the charter agreement and that there were

identifiable freights. At pages 34-47 of our opening

brief we demonstrate conclusively that the lien does not

so survive and cite numerous authorities supporting

the proposition that the owner's lien does not reach pre-

paid freights. Compania makes no answer to those

authorities and cites no case where a shipowner was

allowed to reach prepaid freights. The suggestion made

by Compania \Ans. Br. pp. 16-17] that the rule only

protects consignees against double payment is not cor-

rect. As we have already noted, both In re North At-

lantic & Gulf Steamship Co.. 204 F. Supp. 899, 904

( S.D.N.Y. 1962) aff'd sub nom Schilling v A/SD/S
Dannchrog. 320 F. 2d 628 (2nd Cir. 1963) and to some

extent Schirmer Stci'. Co. Ltd. v. Seaboard Stez:

Corp.. 306 F. 2d 188 (9th Cir. 1962) discuss the prin-

ciple in the context of a shipowner versus a creditor of

the charterer. Once the freights are paid, the lien
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falls and there is no lien to assert [See, Op. Br. pp.

36-47].

Compania attempts [Ans. Br. p. 17] to dispose of the

recognized text writers who support the Bank's posi-

tion by cavalierly stating they are wrong and contrary

to authority.'' However, Compania has cited no case

where a shipowner was allowed to assert a lien against

prepaid freights regardless of the alignment of the

parties or who had possession of the funds. The cases

cited at page 9 of Compania's brief, with the exception

of The Solhaug 2 F. Supp. 294 ( S.D.N.Y. 1931) are

discussed in our opening brief. [Op. Br. pp. 35, 38, 41-

44]. None of them involved prepaid freights. Solhaug

is consistent with the Bank's position. There, a ship-

owner sought to impose a lien on the unpaid portion of

subfreights still held by a consignee of a sugar ship-

ment; the issues were whether the consignee was en-

titled to credit for certain advances made by it and

for certain sums paid to the charterer and whether

those sums were paid prior to the consignee's notice

of the shipowner's claim. Solhaug did not involve,

as here, a shipowner's claim of lien upon freights pre-

viously paid to and in the possession of a third party.

The citation of Gilmore & Black The Laiv of Ad-

miralty^ p. 517, note 103 at page 9 of the answering

brief supports the Bank. There the authors, in discuss-

ing American Steel Barge Co. v Chesapeake & Ohio Coal

Agency 115 F. 669 (1st Cir. 1902) and other cases, note

®It is to be noted that Compania takes issue with Poor on
Charter Parties and Stephens on Freights. Its brief is silent,

however, with respect to our citation of Gilmore & Black Tlie

Law of Admiralty which is a text cited by Compania for other
purposes. Gilmore & Ijlack are in complete accord with Stephens
and Poor. [See quotation. Op. Br. p. .36]. Compania itself cites

Poor as a recognized authority. [Ans. Br. p. 14, footnote 9].



that a shipowner has no lien on freight without a spe-

cific clause in the charter party [See Op. Br. pp. 31-

34] and that if there is such a clause the shipowner

may enforce the lien "against any freight remaining

mi paid". (Emphasis ours). [See Op. Br. pp. 34-

39J.

Compania refers to the Bank as being in the "shoes

of Kenray". That is of course not true. The Bank as a

creditor of Kenray is no more in its shoes than is Com-

pania which was also a creditor. Furthermore, even if

the assertion were correct, it would add nothing to the

analysis here since the lien is lost as to prepaid freights

even if paid to the charterer. [See authorities Op. Br.

pp. 35-36]. The "third person" referred to at page 16

of Compania's brief must be the consignee or shipper,

and if the subfreights have left the hands of the con-

signee or shipper and been paid to the charterer or his

successor, the owner has no lien thereon. Compania

would have no lien upon the prepaid freights even if

they still remained in the hands of Kenray and had not

been paid to the Bank. The fact that Compania exer-

cised a provisional remedy and caused the funds to be

attached does not mean that it has any substantive

right thereto.

It is the Bank's position that Compania's lien does

not reach prepaid freights, that is, the monies received

by the Bank prior to the assertion of any claim by

Compania. The correctness of this position is demon-

strated by a comparison of Jackie Hausc, supra, relied
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upon by Compania with In re North Atlantic & Gulf

S.S. Co., supra, which we cited in our opening brief.

In Jackie Hause the court characterized the issue as

follows

:

"We have to determine the ownership of uncol-

lected freights admittedly due on a transocean cargo

of corn . .
." [181 F. Supp. at 167]. (Emphasis

ours.

)

In the case at bar we are not dealing with uncollected

freights, but rather with freights prepaid prior to the

assertion of any lien. Compania's claim in the instant

matter is therefore governed by the following rule

articulated In re North Atlantic & Gulf S.S. Co., supra,

204 F. Supp. at 904 as follows

:

"The shipowner's lien on subfreights permits

him to obtain payment of monies due under the

charter out of such subfreights earned by the

vessel as remain unpaid by a shipper to the char-

terer (authority) ... If the cargo is delivered and

the shipper pays the subfreights to the charterer

in good faith, the shipoimier's lien falls (author-

ity)." (Emphasis ours.)

And in Stephens on Freight, p. 200:

"But such a lien can only be exercised before

the subfreight has been paid to the charterer of

the ship or his agent. The lien confers no right

on the shipowner to follow the subfreight after

it has been paid." (Emphasis ours.)

In conclusion, then, the judgment cannot be sustained

on the theory that the attached monies are subfreights

or freights upon which Compania has a lien.
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III.

The District Court Had No Jurisdiction or Sub-

stantive Basis for the Imposition of a Construc-

tive Trust.

A. The District Court Sitting in Admiralty Had No Juris-

diction to Consider an Independent Equitable Claim.

In response to our argument [Op. Br. pp. 48-52]

that the District Court improperly exercised jurisdic-

tion over an independent equitable claim, Compania

cites, at page 7 of its brief, authorities dealing with

quasi-contractual claims.'" Those cases have no appli-

cation here. They did not involve asserted trusts but

rather were situations where there had been overpay-

ment of charter hire [Sword Line Inc. v United States

228 F. 2d 344 (2nd Cir. 1955) aff'd. 230 F. 2d 75,

aff'd. 351 U.S. 976 (1956)]. failure of consideration in

a contract of passage [Arcluru'ski z' Hanioti 350 U.S.

532 (1956)], excessive freight charges [Kratt^ss Bros.

Lumber Co. v Dimon S.S. Corp. 290 U.S. 117 (1933)]

and a seamen's claim for maintenance and cure (dis-

ability coverage) against the owner of his ship.

[ Vaughan. v Atkinson 369 U.S. 527 ( 1%2) ]

.

International Refugee Organization t> Maryland Dry-

dock Co. 179 F. 2d 284 (4th Cir. 1950), also cited by

Compania. was an attempt by parties advancing monies

to an owner of a ship to imjxise a constructive trust

upon the vessel so as to maintain priority over the lien

of one making repairs to that vessel. The court de-

'"Conipania suggests in a footnote [Ans. Pr. p. 5) that the

jurisdictional argunv-nt is niDot hccausc the trial court could have

exercised diversity jurisdiction had it hccn asked to do so. The
answer to this contention is simply that the court was not asked

to do so. The ohjection to jurisdiction was niade well in advance

of trial. (See, Pretrial Order p. 9, R. 181].
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clincd to impose such a trust. Van Camp Sea Food Co.

V Di Leva 171 F. 2d 454 (9th Cir. 1948) referred to

by Compania had nothing to do with constructive trusts

and in fact supports the Bank's position here, in that

case, which was a libel for loss of earnings due to a

collision, this court recognized the distinction between

an admiralty court's proceeding on equitable principles

and exercising jurisdiction over an independent equi-

table claim. In Gayner v The Nezv Orleans, 54 F.

Supp. 25 (N.D. Cal. 1944) the issue was whether dis-

charged ferryboat employees could impose a lien upon a

vessel for termination benefits ; the case has no relation-

ship to the jurisdictional issue present here. Sim-

ilarly Compania Anoima Venc:::olana De Nave-

gacion v A. J. Perec Export Co. 303 F. 2d 692 (5th

Cir. 1962) has no application here despite what Com-

pania refers to as a "colorful opinion". The issue in

Perea was not one of jurisdiction but simply whether a

berth agent, as the subrogee of a carrier, was entitled

to collect freight charges from a shipper where the

shipper had previously paid a freight forwarder who in

turn failed to pay the carrier or the agent.

1 Benedict, Admirality §71 (6th Ed. 1940) cited by

Compania, recognizes that "the court of admiralty is not

a court of general equity nor has it the characteristic

powers of a court of equity. Admiralty does not

take cognizance of specific performance or of trusts

Compania's attempted distinction of the Bay Belle

case" (in which it was expressly held that admiralty

^^Port IVclcotiir Cruises. Inc. 7' S.S. Ba\' BcUr 215 F. Supp.

72. 84-85 (D.C. Md. 1963). aff'd suh nom Humble OH & Re-
lining Co. V S.S. Bay Belle 324 F. 2d 954 (4tli Cir. 1963).



had no jurisdiction to impose a constructive trust) is

most unique and involves a classic bootstrap approach.

Compania argues in Bay Belle the res was not before

the court whereas in the case at bar the res was before

the court below [Ans. Br. p. 8]. What Compania

ignores is that the res here was before the court only

because the District Court chose to exercise jurisdiction

over it. in direct contravention of the historical limita-

tions of its admiralty jurisdiction, whereas in Bay

Belle there was no res before the court because the trial

judge properly concluded that he could not exercise

jurisdiction. The attempted distinction, therefore, is

merely a restatement of the result reached by the trial

court.

In short, Compania has cited no case, and there are

none, where an admiralty court has impressed a con-

structive trust. The exercise of jurisdiction cannot be

sustained.

B. There Is No Substantive Basis For the Imposition of a

Constructive Trust.

As noted in our Preliminary Statement, sttfyra, Com-

pania attempts to make it appear that we are re-argu-

ing findings of fact supporting the imposition of a

constructive trust. Such is not the case. What we are

arguing is that there are no findings which justify the

imposition of a trust [0/>. Br. pp. 52-59].

Compania argues [Ans. Br. p. 22] that the construc-

tive trust can be supported on three bases: constructive

fraud, a breach of a confidential relationship between

Kenray and the Bank, and unjust enrichment. These

assertions dissolve upon analysis.
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First, there was no finding of constructive fraud by

the trial court and Compania has not pointed to any

finding- or evidence of the same. [See Op. Br. p. 54].

Compania has cited no authority to support its bold

assertion that the Bank's conduct here constitutes con-

structive fraud/^ nor has it pointed to any evidence

which supports a finding of such fraud even if such

finding had been made.

Second, there is no finding by the trial court of a

confidential relationship between Kenray and the Bank

and there could be none since their relationship was

that of a creditor and debtor. [See Op. Br. p. 58]. Fur-

thermore, even if there were such a relationship between

Kenray and the Bank, that could not create any right

in Compania with which the Bank had no contact.

Again, no authority is cited to support the assertion

that a confidential relationship exists, and Compania

has not pointed to any finding or evidence of the same.

Third, the Bank gave legal value and was . not un-

justly enriched; there is no finding of unjust enrich-

ment and Compania has not and cannot show how or in

what manner the Bank has been unjustly enriched. [See

discussion Op. Br. pp. 54-55]. The funds received by

the Bank were applied upon a bona fide debt of Kenray.

If Kenray's debt to the Bank was not value, then

similarly its debt to Compania was not value. Further-

more, even if the Bank were unjustly enriched, it is only

Kenray (which paid the Bank) and not Compania that

^-Compania cites Scott on Trusts and otlier authorities for

generalized statements as to when a constructive trust may arise

{i.e. fraud, undue influence, breach of an express trust or con-

fidential relationship, etc.). Those citations add nothing to the

analysis of whether a legal predicate for the imposition of a

constructive trust is present here.
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may be heard to complain. The case of Northwest

Marine Works v United States 307 F. 2d 537 (9th Cir.

1962) cited by Compania in its conckision has no factual

similarity to the case at bar nor does it have any relation-

ship to the legal issues present here. That case simply

held that existing maritime liens (for materials and

supplies) had priority over a claim of the United States

Maritime Administration (as mortgagee) for advances

made while the vessel was operating under an informal

receivership which was ultimately held to be improper.

As we clearly demonstrated in our opening brief the

record here is devoid of any legal basis or justification

for the impression of a constructive trust. This is not

a bankruptcy case. The preference of one creditor can-

not create a trust in favor of another. Compania has

pointed to no evidence or findings which support the

District Court's conclusions sustaining an equitable

cause of action in its favor.

IV.

Compania Is Barred by Principles of

Waiver and Estoppel.

In response to our argument that its issuance of

"freight prepaid" bills of lading and its other conduct

estops Compania from asserting any lien \0p. Br. pp.

60-65] Compania asserts that the Bank "gave no con-

sideration" for the bills of lading and drafts. In making

this argument Compania assumes that Kenray's debt

arising from the prior extension of credit is not value.

That assumption is not supported by any citation of

authority and in fact is directly contrary to law."

"See authorities. 0/>. Pr. pp. 54-55 holding that an antece-

dent indebtedness constitutes vahie.
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Furthermore, if the Bank's antecedent debt was not

value, then Compania also gave no value for it too ex-

tended credit to Kenray by deferring the time for pay-

ment of the charter-hire and now seeks to impress a lien

for the collection of an antecedent debt.

Conclusion.

An affirmance of the judgment here would create

new rights where none existed previously; it would

overrule an unbroken line of authority; and it would ex-

pand the scope of a shipowner's remedies beyond that

ever recognized by a court of admiralty. The in-

genuity of Compania's counsel cannot circumvent con-

trary authority or create legal rights where none exist.

Accordingly the judgment should be reversed with di-

rections to the District Court to enter judgment in

favor of Beverly Hills National Bank.

Respectfully submitted,

Jerome L. Goldberg

Attorney for Appellant.

LOEB AND LOEB

Of Counsel.
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Beverly Hills National Bank, a national banking asso-

ciation,

Appellant,

vs.

Compania de Navegacione Almirante, S.A. Panama,

Appellee.

ANSWERING BRIEF OF APPELLEE

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE CASE

It seems typical of arguments on appeal that the

appellant must urge error in law and then take issue

with the trial court's findings of fact. This case is no

diffei-ent. To a considerable extent, the Bank's^ argument

is one addressed to the trier of fact and is, to that extent,

controlled by the rule of McAllister v. United States

(1954) 348 U.S. 19. Without extending the length of this

brief unduly, Compania can point to the following— all

matters of fact— which limit and indeed undercut the

predicate of the Bank's position:

^Appellee will adopt the style used in the trial court and by

appellant here : it will call itself "Compania" and appellant "the

Bank".



1. Three defendants were before the trial court: the

in rem respondent^ "Proceeds", found to be within the

court's jurisdiction [F. 19; R. 224] ; the charterer Kenray,

Inc., whose default was eventually entered [R. 170-71]

;

and the Bank.

2. Despite its claim in the court below, and by implica-

tion here, that this suit has never really been against it,

the Bank was a named party in the original libel [R.2],

which it answered for itself [R. 161]. The Bank was

confronted squarely with the issue of its ovm liability in

the pretrial conference order [Issues 14, 16, 19; R. 181-

82] and was held severally liable for the full amount of

the judgment [Concl. 11, 12; R. 228].

3. Although the court found that the bank was not

a party to the charter of the SEARAVEN, it did not find

the Bank was ignorant of the transaction. Indeed, the

voyage was instigated by the Bank in an effort to liqui-

date its position in Kenray, a position which had resulted

from a series of unprofitable scrap voyages and which

reached a gross indebtedness the prior May in excess of

$2,000,000 [R.T. 94]. The Bank know and approved of

the charter fixture [R. 220, 225]. It readily acceded to

the suggestion that no letter of credit be offered as

security for the SEARAVEN hire, not in the course of

denying its intention to provide for the hire but so that

no additional indebtedness would appear on its own books

[F. 7, R. 220] — the SEARAVEX'S voyage was for its

benefit [F. 26, R. 225].

4. The Bank makes no assertion that its right to the

more than $500,000 it collected stands on maritime law.

It is thus a non-admiralty claimant in an admiralty court.

To the extent Compania's claim of maritime right is sus-

tained, the Bank necessarily loses. Gilmore & Black,

Admiralty 6U (1957).

2So Styled under the admiralty practice prevailing in 1964 when

suit was filed.
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n

ISSUES PRESENTED

The following are the questions raised by this appeal

:

1. Does an admiralty court, properly vested with

jurisdiction of the subject matter and the parties,

have jurisdiction to grant equitable relief?

2. Does an admiralty court have the power, and a

maritime lienholder the right, to follow property into

the hands of third persons in order to enforce the

lien asserted?

3. To what extent can one who did not act in reli-

ance on a shipowner's conduct or on statements in

bills of lading issued by the shipowner claim an

estoppel arising from the conduct and the state-

ments?

4. Was the evidence before the trial court suffi-

cient to justify the court's finding that appellant was
constructive trustee of designated funds for the

benefit of appellee?

5. Did the trial court have power to award pre-

judgment interest?

m
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

This case involves two principal points: enforcement

of a maritime lien for unpaid charter hire and imposition

of a constructive trust, the result of unjust enrichment.

In seeking to enforce its maritime lien for unpaid hire,

appellee Compania found monies within the trial court's

jurisdiction, clearly identifiable as the proceeds of cargo,
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freights and subfreights of SEARAVEN. These it seized

under process in rem. These were ordered into court at

a time when cargo represented by the proceeds was still

in the vessel's possession. Viewing the fund as proceeds

in part of cargo, the lower court correctly concluded there

had been no unconditional release of the cargo itself until

after the shipo^\^ler's lien was exercised. Viewing the

fund as proceeds in part of freights, the lower court

correctly concluded Compania was entitled to follow such

monies beyond the hands of the consignees. Inasmuch as

the Bank had full knowledge of the facts and circum-

stances of the voyage— and gave no value in exchange

for the bills— it was not entitled to raise the equitable

arguments of waiver and estoppel rmming in favor of

a bona fide purchaser.

The constructive trust argument is essentially a factual

one, as to which the court's findings are not contradicted

by anything in the record. The court below properly

found appellant would have been unjustly enriched had

it not paid the hire earned by carriage of the scrap cargo

for its benefit.

17

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY EXERCISED ITS

ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION

At the threshold of this appeal are two jurisdictional

questions: Does an admiralty court have the power to

trace funds beyond the hands of the payor? Does an

admiralty court have the power to determine equitable

questions presented in the course of deciding a contro-

versy properly before itt

To both of these questions the Bank would answer no.

The Bank is wrong.
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1. The question of tracing is most easily dealt with.

It is implicit in the Bank's argument that an admiralty

court is powerless to determine rights in a fund once that

fund has passed to a third person. No case is cited in

the opening brief in support of such an argument. In

dealing with the "tracing" cases the Bank asserts only

factual distinctions and does not deal with the judicial

power being exercised. It is perfectly clear in terms of

such power that an admiralty court now is, and always

has been, competent to trace monies through successive

hands so long as the monies could be identified. Lathrop

vs. Freights of The JOHN ENA (N.D.Cal. 1914) 212 Fed.

560; Bank of British North America vs. Freights, etc.,

of The BUTTON (2d Cir. 1905) 137 Fed. 534; The
SURICO (W.D.Wash. 1930) 42 F.2d 935.

Here there is no doubt that the respondent "Proceeds"^

constituted an identifiable corpus within the geographical

jurisdiction of the court [F. 15, 19; Concl. 2; R. 223, 224,

226]. The narrow question remaining is a matter of

priorities [discussed in section V, infra]. At this point

it need only be recognized that the court below had clear

jurisdiction over the in rem respondent.

2. The Bank likewise urges upon this Court the prop-

osition that the trial court was powerless to pass on the

equitable questions presented it.* Placing principal re-

^The entire proceeds $535,371.21 were ordered into court under

the court's order to show cause and order denying exceptions

[R. 755]. The parties subsequently stipulated to substitute deposit

of $145,000 [R. 59, 184], which is more than the amount here in

issue.

*In a sense this argument is moot. The record shows that the

trial court could have exercised diversity jurisdiction had it been

asked to do so. Transfer to the law side [for trial without jury

of the equitable issues presented] would have been the only result

of a finding by the court that it lacked admiralty jurisdiction on

these issues.



liance on its interpretation of Ptifnam vs. Lower (9th Cir.

1956) 236 F.2d 561. The Bank contends in essence that,

because the non-lien elements of this suit could possibly

have formed the subject of a separate suit, they neces-

sarily 7nnst be litigated separately. Putnam does not so

hold: this court actually sustained a finding of jurisdic-

tion. The following is part of the excerpt quoted by the

Bank:

"[HJaving once secured jurisdiction as an admiralty

court, they [admiralty courts] may proceed in the

trial of the cause on equitable principals." Id. at 568.

The Bank goes on to quote with approval the language

of Judge Learned Hand speaking for the Second Circuit

as follows:

"That jurisdiction depends in our judgment alto-

gether upon the cause of suit which the libelant

brings before the court ; if that be once maritime, the

court may dispose of it completely without the need

of any other suit in the same, or any other court ; it

is omnicompetent within its sphere."

Rice vs. Charles Dreifus Co. (2d Cir. 1938) 96 F.2d

80, 83.

Putnam then states in conclusion:

"Accordingly, where the original jurisdiction is mari-

time, a court of admiralty may entertain an issue of

fraud, mistake, or other equitable claim, where either

is alleged as affecting the rights of parties to a mari-

time action." 236 F.2d at 569.

The cases approving exercise of equitable powers by

an admiralty court are myriad. Prominent among them

are Sivift dt Company Packers vs. Compania Colombiana

del Caribe, S.A. (1950) 339 U.S. 684, which the Bank ap-

parently seeks to limit. Others include the following:
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Archawski vs. Hanioti (1956) 350 U.S. 532 [action

for restitution, following breach of a contract of

passage, approved]

;

Sivord Line, Inc. vs. United States (2d Cir. 1955) 228

F.2d 344, aff'd on rehearing (1956) 230 F.2d 75;

aff'd (1956) 351 U.S. 976 [action to recover over-

payment of liire, affirmed]

;

See also:

Gilmore & Black, Admiralty 26 n. 94

:

"[T]liere is no warrant in history, venerable prece-

dent, principle, or common sense for denying to

the admiralty courts jurisdiction over the quasi-

contractual claims. If the court is set up as the

special industrial court of the shipping business,

then obviously its expertness is just as much
needed when the theory of action happens to be

quasi ex contractu as at any other time."

Chandler, "Quasi-Contractual Relief In Admiralty",

27 Mich. Law Rev. 23 (1928)

;

Comment, "Present Status Of Quasi-Contractual Re-

lief In Admiralty", 23 Calif. L. Rev. 343 (1935)

;

1 Benedict, Admiralty § 71 (6th ed. 1940)

;

Vaughan vs. Atkinson, 369 U.S. 528;

Krauss Bros. Lumber Co. vs. Dinion S.S. Corp.

(1933) 290 U.S. 117;

International Refugee Organization vs. Maryland

Drydock Co. (4th Cir. 1950) 179 F.2d 284, 287;

Van Camp Sea Food Co. vs. Dileva (9th Cir. 1948)

171F.2d454;
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Gayner vs. The NEW ORLEANS (N.D. Cal. 1944)

54 F.Supp. 25, 28.

The BATBELLE [Port Welcome Cruises, Inc. vs. The

BAY BELLE (D.Md. 19G3) 215 F.Supp. 72; aff'd sub

nom. Humble Oil & Ref. Co. vs. S.S. BAY BELLE (4th

Cir. 19G3) 324 F.2d 954] can be readily distinguislied

from this case. The court there was asked to exercise its

jurisdiction over a res not before it. As already pointed

out, the res here was indisputably and quite properly

before the court below. A decision not to extend physical

jurisdiction to a new res is no authority for denying the

capacity of a court which already has jurisdiction over

the res in question to decide rights in that res.

As Judge Brown said in a typically colorful opinion

speaking for the Fifth Circuit:

**The Chancellor is no longer fixed to the woolsack.

He may stride the quarter-deck of maritime juris-

prudence and, in the role of admiralty judge, dis-

pense, as would his landlocked brother, that which

equity and good conscience impels."

Compania Anonima Vi nczolana de Navegacion vs.

A. J. Perez Export Co. (5th Cir. 1962) 303 F.2d

692, 699.

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY ALLOWED COM-
PANIA TO ENFORCE ITS LIEN AGAINST THE
FUNDS IN THE HANDS OF THE BANK.

The Bank likewise misconceives the nature of the lien

which Compania seeks to enforce. It is, of course, basic

law that a shipowner's lion for its hire is a first priority

as against other maritime claimants. Numerous cases

so hold ; among them are

:
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Freights of The KATE (S.D. N.Y. 1894) 63 Fed.

707;

American Steel Barge Co. vs. Chesapeake & 0. Coal

Agency Co. (1st Cir. 1902) 115 Fed. 669;

The SOLEAUG (S.D. N.Y. 1931) 2 F. Supp. 294;

N. H. Shipping Corp. vs. Freights of The JACKIE
HAUSE (S.D. N.Y. 1960) 181 F. Supp. 165;

American Smelting S Ref. Co. vs. Naviera Andes
Peruana, S.A. (N.D. Cal. 1962) 208 F. Supp. 164;

aff'd suh nom. San Rafael Compania Naviera, S.A.

vs. American Smelting S Ref. Co. (9th Cir. 1964)

327F.2d 581;

Luckenbach Overseas Corp. vs. The Sub-freights of

The AUDREY J. LUCKENBACH (S.D. N.Y.

1963) 232 F. Supp. 572.

See also

:

Gilmore & Black, Admiralty fill (and cases collected

at note 103)

;

Robinson, Admiralty 401-4.

The Bank attempts to distinguish these cases factually,

but it offers no authority to denigrate Compania's prior

right. The unquestioned recognition of this right makes
irrelevant the reliance placed upon such cases as Osaka

Shosen Kaisha vs. Pacific Export Lumber Co. (1923) 260

U.S. 490, and Galban Lobo Trading Company S/A vs.

Diponegaro (S.D. N.Y. 1951) 103 F. Supp. 452. In each

of these cases the alleged "lienor" sought to impose a

maritime lien on a vessel for breach of contract to carry

cargo. Both courts held such a lien had never existed:

that the claimant had no right at all.

Turn then to the nature of the lien which Compania

asserts. Paragraph 8 of the charter party [Exh. 1] reads

as follows:
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"Owners shall have a lien on the cargo for freight,

dead freight, demurrage ..."

So far as Compania is aware, only one reported case

has determined the extent of the res reached by this lang-

uage. In The JACKIE IIAUSE [N.H. Shipping Corp.

vs. Frcirjhts of The JACKIE IIAUSE (S.D. X.Y. 1960)

181 F. Supp. 165] the charter party before the court was

reported to contain this language

:

"6. 'Vessel to have a lien on the cargo for all freight,

dead freight, denmrrage or average' ". 181 F, Supp.

at 168.

The court specifically held that this lien clause gave the

shipo\\Tier a lien, not only on the cargo, but also on the

freight earned by the cargo. In doing so, the court said:

"Much is attempted to be made by Stratford of the

fact that N.II. Shipping Corp's lien is claimed now

against 'freights' while the charter party reserved a

lien on 'cargo' only but while this might be signifi-

cant under other circumstances and under another

charter party it is not here, for the 'freight* earned

by the cargo represent (exclusive of commissions)

the sum to be paid for the use of the ship and a lien

on cargo when the vessel has not been paid its hire

is a lien on the sum earned by the cargo." 181 F.

Supp. at 170.

Accord: Jehsen vs. A Cargo of Hemp (D. Mass. 1915)

228 Fed. 143.

The Bank's argument that The JACKIE IIAUSE is

contrary to other recognized authority is incorrect. None

of the cases it cites deal directly or indirectly uith the

quoted language. Each in fact upheld the shipo^\^ler'8

claim of lien on the strength of language in the charter

party [e.g. In re North Atlatitic oml Gulf S.S. Co. (S.D.
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N.Y. 1962) 204 F. Supp. 899].^ Such cases, as well as

textual authority relied on, are inapposite to the problem

of interpreting language which does appear in the

charter party now before this Court.^

It follows then that the charter party lien extends both

to the cargo and to the "sum earned" by that cargo, i.e.,

the freights.'^ The next question is: were there any

freights to which the shipoAvner's lien could attach? The
Bank contends there were not, that none of the funds re-

ceived were "clearly identifiable as subfreights". This

argument (a factual one) is untenable. The sales docu-

ments are part of the record [Exh. 4 A-I]. They show a

series of GIF sales. Robert Coughlin, \dce president of

Kenray, testified at trial that such a sale meant the buyer

paid cost, insurance, and freight, and that freight was
indeed part of the price [R.T. 45-46]. Had the Bank
been serious in its present contention that "Kenray, in

order to make the total deal, was itself absorbing the cost

^A/S Dampsk. Thorbjorn vs. Harrison & Co. (S.D. N.Y.

1918) 260 Fed. 287 is an exception : the Bank has miscited it for

the proposition put forward. The case in fact turns on good- faith

payment by a subcharterer before receipt of the owner's notice of

lien.

6The Bank's attempt to distinguish The JACKIE HAUSE
factually on the basis of parity between the shipowner and con-

signee is likewise immaterial at this point : obviously, if the ship-

owner had a contractual right to the freight money, it would not

need to resort to any lien right.

'^The Bank consistently refers to the lien as being asserted

against "subfreights". Analytically speaking, the lien was asserted

against "freights" since the payment by charterer to shipowner

was "hire" not "freight". This distinction should not affect analy-

sis of the cited cases. The characteristic of the res is the same
(i.e., payment for carriage by a stranger to the vessel) whether

called subfreights as the Bank would or freights as the court did

[F. 20; R. 224].
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of the freight" [Op.Br. 28] it liad tlie witness available

to answer. It chose not to. The court's finding that there

was freight and that its reasonable amount was $9G,750

is not contested by any evidence the Bank offered.

Moreover, the Bank misses the point on the (juasi-

freight cases [Whitnetf vs. Tibbol (IHh Cir. 189J)) 93 Fed.

686; Poland vs. The SPARTA (D.Me. 1828) 19 Fed. Cas.

912 (No. 11,246) ; Clifford vs. Merritt-Chapman £ Scott

Corp. (5th Cir. 1932) 57 F.2d 1021; Vlavianos vs. The

CYPRUS (4th Cir. 1948) 171 F.2d 435]. These were cited

below to demonstrate tlie power of the trial court to carve

out reasonable freights if it concluded none had been

earned. The seaman's lien on freight money derives from

the vessel's by subrogation in laic. Hence the potvcr to

determine freights exists in the case at bar. Compania

argued, and the court agreed, that the funds received

by the Bank did indeed include freight monies. But the

court chose, in addition, to exercise its power on the alter-

nate assumption that no freights had been earned. No-

thing the Bank presents shows tliis exercise was unrea-

sonable.

This, in brief, is Compania's position: that its lien

extends both to cargo and to the earnings of cargo, i.e.,

freights ; and that, as the court found, there were indeed

such freights earned by the cargo of SEARAVEX. The

sole remaining question is whether Compania properly

exercised its lien against cargo or against freights or

both. In urging that it did not. the Bank sets out several

propositions to which we now turn.

(a) The Bank first urges that deliver)' of the scrap

cargo at Taiwan was so unconditional as to constitute

waiver of Compania's lien. The court found that it was

not [F. 224; R. 225]. Compania had in fact conunenced

suit, seized funds in the Bank's hands, and procured tlie
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court's order for deposit [R. 7, 55] before any cargo was
released to the consignees. Although the Bank purports

to distinguish The JACKIE HAU8E, supra, it actually

makes the same argument which was rejected there

:

"To say that the 'Jackie Hause' had no choice but to

sit in a foreign port AWth the cargo in its hold or in

a warehouse at its risk in order to protect its lien,

disregards law and commonsense. The delivery of

the cargo by N.H. Shipping Corp. did not effect that

absolute and unconditional change of possession to

the consignee sufficient to extinguish the vessel's lien

for pa>nnent of its charter hire." 181 F. Supp. at 171

[citing The MT. SHASTA, 274 U.S. 466; THE
BIRD OF PARADISE, 72 U.S. 545; The VOLUN-
TEER, 28 Fed. Cas. 1260 (No. 16991) (D.Mass.

1834) ; McBrier vs. A Cargo of Hard Coal, 69 Fed.

469 (D.Minn.) ; Bank of British North America vs.

The Freights of The HUTTON (2d Cir.) 137 Fed.

534.]

The Portland Flouring case {Portland Flouring Mills

Co. vs. Portland S Asiatic S.S. Co. (D. Ore. 1906) 145

Fed. 687) does not present the issue asserted by the Bank,

nor is it dispositive on this point. The target respondent

was the cargo underwriter, who obtained the proceeds of

a salvage sale after the shipowner had abandoned both

vessel and cargo to underwriters. The court held [at

694] that abandonment constituted a waiver of the ship-

owner's lien. No salvage proceeds existed until a point

in time after the abandonment/waiver had occurred. If

anything relevant is to be gained from the case and the

language quoted^ by the Bank, it is the negative inference

^"The lien being lost, the alleged fact, which must be taken as

true, that the proceeds of the salved flour came into the Yoko-

hama Specie Bank to the joint credit of the agents of the Portland

& Asiatic and the assurance company, could not be eflfective to

restore it, so that there is no lien upon such proceeds, into whose-

soever hands they have come." 145 Fed. at 694.
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that the shipowner's lien, as asserted by libelant, would

have attached to the proceeds had the shipowner not

waived it beforehand.

What the Bank urges is that SEAKAVEN liad no

choice but to retain physical possession of the scrap

cargo until hire was paid. This is simply not the law.

Compania iiad the right to substitute securities so long

as that security was acquired before release of the cargo.

This it did: the court found that the $535,371.21 which

Compania seized represented the proceeds from sale of

the cargo [F. 12; R. 222].

(b) The Bank next speaks of an estoppel or waiver

based upon the issuance of bills of lading marked pre-

paid. The bills of lading appear in the record in two

batches [San Francisco, Exh. 2; Los Angeles, Exh. 3].

On the San Francisco bills appears the wording "Freight

prepaid as i)er charter party". On the Los Angeles bills

the words "Freight prepaid" appear on one side and

the words "Terms and conditions as per charter party"

appear in the text. Both are clearly types of charter

party bills.^ The Bank argues that the "prepaid" mark-

ing exonerates it from any duty it might otherwise have

to pay hire, although it gave no consideration in exchange

for the hills. It likewise argues, pari passu, that the

charterer Kenray was exonerated by the same markings

on account of the charter jjarty's cesser clause.^"

^So-called charter party bills of lading are those the hulk of

whose terms are set forth in the charter party itself and not in the

bill of lading. As between owner and charterer the bills themselves

are only a receipt for cargo. Poor, Charter Parlies 66 (4th Ed.).

i°Cesser of liability not cesser of hire. At this juncture the

Rank's argument proves too much : from it would follow the con-

clusion that Compania ncrrr had an enforceable right to collect

hire from anyone since hire was not due until after cargo was

loaded and bills of lading issued, at which point cargo and the con-

signees were exonerated because the bills were prepaid. On this

reading, the arbitration clause (Exh. 1, CI. 361, indeed the whole

contract, becomes illusory.
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The authorities cited by the Bank cannot be so broadly

construed. In analyzing an estoppel, it is as important

to ask "Who benefits?" as "AVlio is estopped?". The cases

involving a "prepayment" estoppel are uniformly those

invohdng a contest between a bona fide purchaser of the

bills of lading and the issuer. This is the significance of

Toro Shipping Corp. vs. Bacon-McMillan Veneer Mfg.

Co. (5th Cir. 1966) 364 F.2d 928, where the court said, at

page 930:

"A review of the jurisprudence suggests, in es-

sence, this broad equitable premise: The shipowner

has a maritime lien for charter hire on cargo where a

lien is reserved initially in the original charter and

expressl}' incorporated into the bills of lading except

as against a good faith purchaser of the cargo who

had paid for it in advance without notice of the ship-

owner's rights."

The Bank points to no authority contradicting this

Umitation. It misreads The ROBIN GRAY (2nd Cir.

1933) 65 F.2d 376. That case involved an owner's attempt

to exercise its lien against cargo consigned to bona fide

purchasers who, in the course of a normal commercial

transaction, purchased cargo by pajdng for prepaid on-

board bills of lading. The so-called "factors" were actu-

ally "notify" parties under identical bills of lading [See

facts set out in the companion case reported at 65 F.2d

375 at 376] whom the court treated quite properly as hav-

ing "the same rights as purchasers" [65 F.2d at 378]. By
no stretch of the imagination does the Bank fall into this

category. There was no evidence at trial nor any finding

by the court that that Bank gave anything of value in

exchange for these documents of title.

A brief aside here on the general average lien wliich

the vessel did assert at Taiwan : that lien arises from a
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set of circumstances totally independent of the lien clause

or the bills of lading. The owner's lien for general aver-

age is derived from the general maritime law [Lowndes

and Rudolph, General Average 23U (^th Ed. 19G4); Gil-

more & Black, Admiralty 515] not as a matter of con-

tract; its exercise is irrelevant to the issues before the

Court.

(c) Finally, the Bank argues that freiglit monies are

such only in the hands of the original obligor: once the

obligor has paid, the shipo^\•ne^'s lien fails, the money is

no longer "freight".

Preliminary to examination of this argument, it should

be noted that the shipowner's lien against freight is never

dependent on possession. It is axiomatic that tlie lien is

exercised only when the freights are found in the hands

of some third person [e.g., United States v. Freights

of the MOUNT SHASTA (1927) 274 U.S. 4GG]. Once

again, it is important to analyze the authority on which

the Bank relies. One finds the cases cited are uni-

formly an attempt to procure double payment from an

innocent third party. In essence, the same situation is

presented as in the estoppel cases, supra. The third party

shipper is to be protected. Note, for example, the lang-

uage in The AUDREY J. LUCh'EXBACIP' quoted and

emphasized by the Bank at page 45 of its brief: had the

freights been paid by the shipper, the situation as to him

would be different. The Sorgulf case," ui)on which tlie

^^Luckcnbach Overseas Corp. vs. Subfreights of The AUDREY
J. LUCKESBACH (S.D. N.Y. 1963) 232 F. Supp. 572.

^In re North Atlantic and Gulf S.S. Co. (S.D. N.Y. 1962) 204

F. Supp. 899, afj'd sub nom Schilling vs. A/S D/S Dannebrog (2d

Cir. 1963) 320 F2d 628.
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Bank places primary reliance is no broader. As already

pointed out, the case involved competing claims against

money in the hands of the shipper. The court held the

shipo^\^^er's claim was superior to that of other claim-

ants. The dicta quoted by the Bank [204 F. Supp. at 904]

can only be read in this context, as the unquoted balance

of the same paragraph makes clear. The court's atten-

tion was directed solely to the rights and duties of the

owner and tlie shipper as against each other.

Hence the Bank's argument reduces to the single prop-

osition that freight money altogether loses its character

as "freight" as soon as it is paid. One is reluctant to dis-

pute with so ijrominent an authority as Wharton Poor,

but Compania is compelled to do so to the extent his

statement [Poor, Charter Parties 48, quoted in Op.Br.

35] is understood to go beyond the decided cases. The

court will note that Mr. Poor cites no American authority

to sustain his statement. In fact, American authority is

directly contrary to the statement made: under Ameri-

can law, freight monies remain "freights" in whosoever's

hands they are found so long as they can be identified.

The quotation taken by the Bank from Stephens, Freights

200 is like^\dse made in ignorance of American case law.

Stephens was writing in 1907 and he uses as his sole

authority an English case decided some years before that.

In the United States, the Admiralty has long recog-

nized the principal that assets, including freights, may be

traced into the hands of third parties. In Bank of British

North America vs. The Freights of The BUTTON (2d

Cir. 1905) 137 Fed. 534, the court makes the folloudng

statements

:

"It is familiar doctrine of the admiralty courts that

a maritime lien attaches not only to the original sub-

ject of the lien, but also to whatever is substituted
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for it, and that the lionholder may follow the pro-

ceeds wherever he can distinctly trace them. '"\Mier-

ever there is a maritime lien upon property, it ad-

heres to the proceeds of that property, into whose

hands soever they may go, and these proceeds may
be attached in the admiralty,' Benedict, Adm. Pract.

§290 (3d Ed.), where the authorities are collected

in the note." 137 Fed. at 536.

"The lion should survive . . . whether tlie freights

were unpaid by the consignees and remained in their

hands, whether they were in Perry's hands in the

form in which they had been paid, or whether they

were in his custody in the form of proceeds deposited

in his bank account." 137 Fed. at 537.

The decision in The JOHN ENA, already cited, is to the

same effect, that maritime liens may be asserted against

monies which are passed from the hands of the original

obligor into the hands of others; even in those cases

where the person holding the monies claimed an interest

tlierein as a matter of right.

And as was said in The SUIUCO (W.D. Wash. 11130)

42 F.2d 935 at 930

:

"[Tlhat lien [against freights] is assertable in a

court of admiralty, and follows the freight, and at-

taches to the proceeds and revenue that can be

distinctly traced, and adheres to the proceeds in

whose hands soever they may come."

The Bank's attempt to interpose factual distinctions

between the present case and those cited above does not

meet the principle of law involved : that the holder of a

maritime lien may follow that lit-n into the hands of third

partii's just as Compania has done in this case.
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In The JACKIE HAUSE, supra, the court held that

the charterer had in fact no right to earned freights while

hire remained unpaid. ^^ How then can one standing in

the charterer's shoes, knowing that hire was unpaid, urge

that mere transfer of possession gives it an advantage

it Avould not otherwise have ? The answer is : it cannot.

To summarize, it is Compania's position that the lien

given it under the charter party extends to cargo and to

freight earned by cargo ; that freight was indeed earned

on SEARAVEN's cargo ; that it was entitled to assert its

lien against monies found in the Bank's hands (the ques-

tion of identification not being at issue) ; and that no-

thing in the Bank's position gives it the privilege to as-

sert a waiver or estoppel created for the benefit of some-

one else.

VI

THE BANK'S CONDUCT CLEARLY JUSTIFIED THE
TRIAL COURT IN HOLDING IT AS A CONSTRUC-
TIVE TRUSTEE FOR COMPANIA'S BENEFIT.

The Bank's chief remaining argument is addressed to

the proposition that nothing in the record sustains the

court's finding it would be unjustly enriched at Com-

pania's expense were Compania not paid its hire out of

the funds which the Bank holds. To place this argument

in perspective it is necessary first to recognize that, as

between Compania and the Bank, Compania's claim to

the funds not only is maritime, which the Bank's is not,

but is a priority lien claim, which the Bank's is not either.

Freights of The KATE (S.D. N.Y. 1894) 63 Fed. 707.

Indeed the position of the Bank is that of the charterer

in whose shoes it stands. That position is explicitly sub-

ordinate to the rights of the shipowner.

^^Quoted infra at p. 20.
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"Assuming (w-ithout deciding) that tlie claim and

lien of the charterer i)a.ssed by assignment to CooiJer

[the stevedore], the latter would then have a lien

on the Barr sub-freights. As the opinion points out,

however, the charterer could give up to Cooper no

more than it had and whatever it had was subject

to the superior and earlier lien of the owner."

Luckenhach Overseas Corp. vs. Subfreights of the

AUDREY J. LUCKENBACH (S.D. N.Y. 1963) 232

F. Supp. 572, 577 (on rehearing).

"The inchoate rights to freights of the 'Pacific Wave'

which Pegor had assigned never ripened. Pegor was

not the o^\^le^ of the 'Jackie Hause' and under the

voyage charter it did not become the o%\Tier pro hac

vice; N. H. Shipping Corp. remained in full control

and possession of the 'Jackie Hause', it di.sbursed

her wages, fuel, stores, stevedoring and agency fees,

and it issued the Bills of Lading marked 'freights

as per charter party' signed by her Master. Having

no rights to the freights of the 'Jackie Hause', Pegor

could not assign them; as voyage charterer all it

could assign was surplus freights earned, if any,

after full payment of the vessel's hire and its lien on

such surplus could not arise until that time." ^V. //.

ShippitJfj Corp. vs. Freights of the JACKIE
HAUSE (S.T). NT. 1059) 181 F. Supp. 165, 170.

The Bank thus makes the bootstrap argument that its

o\\Ti misfeasance entitles it to obtain a jiriority to which

it is not entitled. To do so it must dispute the trial court's

findings, made from essentially uncontested testimony,

that it instigated the sale of scrap in Taiwan to minimize

a substantial loss it otherwise faced [F. 6; R. 219-20],

that it solicited Kenray to arrange a charter fixture v^ith-

out letter of credit security in order to protect its — the
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See also:

Restatement of Restitution ^ 160;

Ward vs. Taggart (1959) 51 Cal.2d 736;

Blair vs. Mahon (1951) 104 Cal.App.2d 44.

As Pound pointed out long ago, a constructive trust

is remedial, "affording specific restitution of a received

benefit in order to prevent unjust enrichment." Pound,

The Progress of the Law, 33 Harv. L. Rev. 420, 421

(1920). This case presents at least three independent

bases on which a constructive trust could be supported:

constructive fraud [V Scott, Trusts § 462.4] ; unjust en-

richment [V Scott, Trusts ^ 462, at 3413] ; breach of the

confidential relationship between Kenray and the Bank.

[West. Cal. Civ. Code §2224]. Each of these bases is

amply supported by the evidence and the court's fmdings

as already noted.

The Bank's argument is actually one it should have

addressed to the trial court: that Compania proved a

case, but not enough of a case. Each of the cases it cites

in support is distinguishable on its facts. For example,

Fouler vs. Security-First National Bank (1956) 146 Cal.

App.2d 37 involves an attempt to prove an oral agreement

directly conflicting with a clear testamentary bequest.

However, the true point is that the Bank does not— in-

deed cannot — urge the court's findings are clearly er-

roneous. This is the limit of its right as an apjiollant.

Reliance on the "creditor" cases" is likewise misplaced.

None involve, as here, circumstances in which the liolder

of the trust res (the Bank) and the holder's assignor

(Kenray) acquire specific property subject to a specific

prior right. Contrast the JACKIE IIAVSE, supra. Nor

i*Zirkcr vs. Babcr (1958) 161 Gil.App.2d 355; IVoodruff vs.

Coleman (D.C. 1953) 98 A. 2d 22; McKcy vs. Paradise (1936)

299 U.S. 119.
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do they involve facts where the holder manipulated cir-

cumstances so as to obtain possession of the trust res in

the first instance. The trial court quite properly felt, as

it held, that the Bank's conduct imposed on it the cost of

the ocean freight.

vn
THE AWARD OF INTEREST WAS PROPER

The Bank's argument that interest was improperly

awarded can be dealt with quickly. While it is true inter-

est is a matter of discretion with an admiralty judge, it

is routinely awarded in absence of specific facts.

The PRESIDENT MADISON (9th Cir. 1937) 91

F.2d 835, 845-48;

The STJERNEBORG (9th Cir. 1940) 106 F.2d 896,

898-99, aff'd 310 U.S. 268, 84 L.Ed. 1197, 60 S.Ct.

937 (1940);

Sleeves vs. American Mail Line (9th Cir. 1946) 156

F.2d 59;

Medina vs. Erickson (9th Cir. 1955) 226 F.2d 475,

484;

Ursich vs. DaRosa (9th Cir. 1964) 328 F.2d 794, 798;

Firemen's Fund Ins. Co. vs. Standard Oil Co. of Cal.

(9th Cir. 1964) 339 F.2d 148, 159.

In urging that judgment could be liquidated only as

against the sum of $96,750, the Bank ignores the fact

that judgment was awarded against the entire res, an

amount exceeding $500,000,^^ as well as in personam
against it. It cites no authority for its proposition, con-

trary to the findings of the court below, that the court

exercised its power only in rem and only against the sum
of $96,750.

^^As noted above, $145,000 was deposited by stipulation of the

parties [R. 59].
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CONCLUSION
At trial the Bank urged it was much like the corner

grocer, innocent and naive in the ways of the sea. In

somewhat more conservative language, it makes the same

claim here. The evidence showed— and the court con-

cluded— that the Bank was in fact the dark eminence

standing behind the SEARAVEX's fateful voyage. This

court has faced such a situation before. In Northwest

Marine Works vs. United States [The AUDREY II] (9th

Cir. 19G2) 307 F.2d 537, the United States attempted to

prefer its mortgagee rights by operating a vessel under

foreclosure and in custodia legis. On that occasion tliis

Court said, at page 541

:

"We do hold that when the government, as mort-

gagee, elected, instead of foreclosing, to continue the

operation of the vessel, for its own purposes and

benefit, it did so at its own risk, and not at tliat of

appellant lien holders. It would be grossly unfair to

permit the government, by proceedings that were

essentially ex parte as to these appellants, to put the

ship on the high seas upon whatever terms it might

choose, as a sort of floating credit card payable to

bearer, presumably able to incure [sic] maritime

liens which would ordinarily, because later in time,

prevail over those of appellants {The St. Jago de

Cuba, 1) Wheat. 409, 416, 22 U.S. 409, 416, 6 L.Ed.

122), and then, by advancing moneys to pay those

who would otherwise have such liens, gain priority

over appellants."

Were this Court to accept the Bank's argument, then

the Bank would be pennitted to elTect just such a fraud

as was rejected \xi The AUDREY II.
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But the law demonstrates the Bank's legal argument

must be rejected. Compania properly exercised its lien

rights in tunely fashion. The Bank has no standing to

contest this exercise. Its appeal should be denied.

Dated

:

Respectfully submitted,

LiLLicK, McHosE, Wheat, Adams &
Charles

By

John C. McHose
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

This is an action under the Federal Tort Claims Act,

the District Court having jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

§ 13^6 (b). Final Judgment was entered by the District Court

on November 30, 1966 (CT 121) wherein the Court found in

favor of the defendant and against the plaintiff. Notice of

Appeal was filed on February 13, 1967 (CT 139), and juris-

diction of this Court arises under 28 U.S.C, § 1291.

Prior to trial, the defendant admitted limited lia-

bility in the Pre-Trial Order (CT 72) as follows:

"The defendant hereby admits liability to the
plaintiff for such personal injuries as are
shown by a preponderance of the evidence at
trial or by the admitted facts, to be the proxi-
mate result of the collision hereinabove
described.

"

COUNTERSTATEMENT OF THE CASE

On July 24, 1963, appellant was driving a large tractor

with 40-foot trailer designed for hauling cement across a

railroad track located at the Naval Supply Depot, Seattle,

Washington. As appellant's tractor cleared the track, a

flatcar which was being coupled to an engine and five other

cars operated by appellee, moved slightly (RT 5^5) and struck

the appellant's trailer in the side about six feet from the

rear (RT 215). The impact resulted in a "thumping or bumping'

sound (RT 545). Appellant's truck and trailer continued to
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clear the railroad tracks by approximately twenty feet and

was then brought to a stop (RT 532), at which time appellant

exited from the truck and stated that he had not been hurt

(RT 553> RT 38). He also refused an offer of first aid

treatment (RT 2l8).

After completing an accident report for the Naval

authorities, appellant returned to his place of business,

and then drove the truck which had been reloaded with cases

of liquor, to his home in Everett, Washington. Upon his

arrival in Everett, he visited his family physician who ad-

ministered pain pills and muscle relaxors (RT 291).

Contrary to his doctor's advice (RT 292), appellant

returned to his employment as a truck driver the morning

following the collision and continued to work steadily for

approximately three months until he was fired (RT 89-9O, 97

and 225) in October, 1963,for misleading his employer. His

duties included the lifting and moving of heavy objects

(CT 98) during this time period.

From October, I963, until the date of trial, appellant

worked for a number of firms but terminated his employment

with each not because of physical disability but because of

personal reasons (RT 221-265). He did not miss any days of

work during this period for reasons of health. Appellant's

work record is as follows:

Everett Trucking Company , May through August, 1964 -

quit to take a better job. (RT 227)
.
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Sound Metal , August, 1964 - appellant quit (RT 228).

Morrison Logging - worked one week running a steam

shovel - quit for another job (RT228).

Provisioners - appellant quit because he didn't vjant

to go to Denver with a co-employee (RT 228).

Fishmans Transportation Co . - worked there for three

raonths in fall of 1964 - quit because employer

wouldn't pack the front wheels of the truck, and

because of personal disagreement with employer (RT 229)

Everett Trucking Company - appellant worked there again

from January, 1965, until May, 1965, when he quit,

evidently due to an incident in which he was involved

in LOS Angeles during which he "beat up" three police

officers (TR 236).

Ross and Hogland - appellant worked there from June,

1965, until November 27, 1965, on which date he was

involved in another serious truck accident. That was

the last day on which he ever worked as a truck

driver (TR 236).

On November 27, 1965, appellant was driving a large

truck near Merced, California, when he was involved in another

accident. Appellant passed out at the wheel of the truck

either from lack of sleep or from loss of blood caused by

the extraction of his teeth four days prior to the accident.
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1
He also had diabetes which could cause blacking out (TR 330).

The truck and trailer hit a guard rail, breaking the trailer

loose from the tractor and tipping it over. The entire cab

in v;hich appellant vjas sitting was lifted up in the air and

went over forward;, during which time appellant made several

circles inside the truck striking hard objects therein

(TR 239). Both the tractor and trailer were totally de-

molished (TR 241-242) and appellant sustained several abra-

sions, contusions, lacerations on his forehead and a severed

facial nerve (TR 240), among other injuries.

It also should be noted that appellant was involved in

other accidents prior to the one in 1963. He had previously

flown an airplane through a house (TR 209) and in 1959 was

involved in a rear-end collision (TR 210) which necessitated

him spending nine days in the hospital.

It should be further noted that appellant's complaint

was twice dismissed prior to trial for dilatory tactics. On

April 8, 1966, the complaint was dismissed with prejudice

because of appellant's failure to answer interrogatories

(CT 13), and was dismissed a second time on June 23, 1965,

for failure to prepare for trial (CT 51)-

Appellant was limited to two medical expert witnesses

by court order dated November 1, I966 (CT l6b) .
Dr. Mullins

was eliminated as an appellant's witness (by deposition)

because his deposition was taken, over Government objection,
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only ov.'o court days prior to trial. Dr. Burgess was elimin-

ated as a witness because his last examination of appellant

was in May, 1965, prior to the November, I965, truck accident

and Dr. Burgess had not re-examined appellant subsequent to

said accident.

ISSUES PRSSE^PIED

1. a. ^Jhether a district court has power to limit the

number of expert vjitnesses which a party may call.

b. I-Jhether the district court properly eliminated

Dr. Burgees and Dr. Mullins as expert witnesses.

2. irnether the district court properly excluded the

results of a medical examination which was conducted on the

day of trial without notice to appellee.

3. "^rnether records of a State of Washington administra-

tive agency showing payment of appellant's medical bills was

properly excluded when offered as the only evidence of the

amount and reasonableness of said medical bills.

4. Whether a trial court has discretion to determine

vjhether or not a witness qualifies as an expert.

5. T/jhether appellant's failure to prove that the

appellee's negligence on July 24, 1963, was the proximate

cause of his injuries, if any, at time of trial.
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SU:-g-lA.RY 0? AP.C-UI>lEI7r

1. a. A trial court has discretion to limit the number

of expert witnesses.

b. The testimony of Dr. Burgess v;as properly elimin-

ated because he had not examined appellant subsequent to the

second accident. The testimony (by deposition) of Dr. Kullins

was properly eliminated because it was taken only two court

days prior to trial with only one day notice to appellee.

2. The court properly excluded the results of a medical

examination of plaintiff conducted on the day of trial be-

cause appellee had no notice of said examination and no

discovery was possible.

3. The court properly excluded Washington State Depart-

ment of Labor and Industries^ records showing payment of

appellant's medical bills.

4. The determination of whether a witness qualifies

as an expert is within the sound discretion of the trial

court.

5. There was failure of proof by appellant both as

to proximate cause and damages ^ and there was a-mple evidence

to support the court's judgment in favor of appellee.
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GEI^TSRAL BACKCrROUITO

Commencing April, 1966, tnis case has been repeatedly

delayed by the dilatory tactics of appellant. Twice dismissed

with prejudice for failure to answer interrogatories, for with

holaing information in interrogatories, and for non-prepara-

tion of appellant's case, and then delaying several months

because one of appellant's doctors went to Europe, this case

has shown seme considerable indulgence to appellant's delays.

Appellant has now asked the Appellate Court to reverse the

fairly given and lengthy trial on grounds that the trial court

refused to further indulge several procedurally defective

attempts of appellant to get non-admissible evidence before

the Court.

I.

THE COURT PROPERLY LIMITED THE
NUI'^ER OF MEDICAL EXPERTS.

Appellant's first contention of error is that the trial

court abused its discretion by limiting the number of appel-

ant ' s expert witnessess from four to two medical doctors. This

limitation was allegedly made in open court on November l,196o

but the Court's and counsels' discussion of the issue is not

available inasmuch as a court reporter was not present.

The law is clear that the number of witnesses permitted

to testify to a single point is within the sound judicial dis-

cretion of the trial court, the purpose of limitation of
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witnesses being to prevent cumulative evidence. Suhay v.

United States , 95 P2d 890 (10 Cir. 193«), cert, denied 304

US 380 ; Chapa v. United States , 26I Fed. 775 (5 Cir. I919)

cert. den. 252 US 5S3; Burgrr.an v. United States . I88 F2d 637

(D.C. Cir. 1950), cert, denied 72 S.Ct. 1964).

Rule 83 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure gives

each District Court the power to make and amend rules govern-

ing its practices. Pursuant to said authority. Rule 28(d) of

the Rules for the United States District Court for the

Western District of Washington provides as follows:

"Except as othervjise ordered by the Court, a
party shall not be permitted to call more than
one expert vjitness on any subject."

Being permitted to call two medical doctors, appellant was

accordingly entitled to call more expert witnesses than the

Rule permits. This is especially significant in view of the

fact thatthe appellee limited itself to one expert witness

on the subject of appellant's physical condition.

Of greater significance is appellant's allegation that

the court arbitarily determined which of appellant's four

doctors could appear as witnesses. This ruling was allegedly

made at an unreported hearing on November 1, 1966. The fact

is thatthe Court eliminated Doctors Burgess and Mullins for

good reason, rather than arbi-^arily picking at random which

n-'^ *-Oi ohe four doctors could testify. The reasons for eliminat-

ing Dr. Burgess and Dr. Mullins are as follows:
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1. Dr. Burgess , an orthopedic surgeon, examined appell-

ant on only two occasions, in 1964 and in May, I965. He did

not examine plaintiff at any time after the November 27,1Q6S

accident in California in v.'hich plaintiff sustained serious

injury . Accordingly, Dr. Burgess' testimony would have been

limited to appellant's condition prior to the November 27,

1965, accident. It should benoted that Dr. Burgess did have

an opportunity to examine appellant after the second accident,

inasmuch as the trial vjas delayed for several months so that

Dr. Burgess could go to Europe. He returned on October 10,

1966, but appellant did not arrangefor any examination prior

to trial. Since Dr. Burgess' testimony would have been

limited to showing appellant's condition before the second

accident, his testimxony would have been cumulative inasmuch

as Dr. Garner testified as to appellant's condition both

before and after the second accident, and Dr. Grossman

testified as to his condition subsequent to the second

accident. Dr. Burgess v;ould have been unable on the basis

of his examination to segregate damages between the first and

second accidents as required by law.

2. Dr. Mullins : The defense had never heard of Dr.

Mullins until three court days prior to trial. At that time

(October 27, 1966) appellant orally moved the court for an

order allowing the taking of Dr. Mullins deposition on the

following day (October 28, 1966) in order to perpetutate his
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testimony inasmuch as he would be out of town on date of

trial. This was insufficient notice in violation of Rule 30

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure which provide:

"(a) Notice of Examination: Time and Place.
A party desiring to take the deposition of any
Derson upon oral examination shall give reasonable
notice in writing to every other party to the

action.
v;riting

n

Nevertheless J the court allowed the taking of the deposition,

but also allowed the appellee to renew its objections at time

of trial (CT 70). The unfairness to appellee of appellant's

last-minute tactics is best shown by the objection made by

defense counsel at the time deposition was taken.

"We oppose the taking of this deposition or its

subsequent use because , . . the one day's notice

to us that this deposition was going to be taken

was not sufficient' under the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure or any other rule, because it does

not give us sufficient Uime to adequately prepare

for cross-examination, to consult with other

medical specialists, and, of course, trial is only

two court days away. It is, therefore, impossible

for us to arrange medical examination, a subsequent

medical examination of the plaintiff and if new

issues, symptoms or injuries are raised by reason

of this deoosition, we are taken by surprise and no

conceivable way that we can rebut or prepare a

defense prior to trial. . . .

"Furthermore, there is no necessity for this

deposition to be taken inasmuch as this case having

been filed over a year ago and at issue nearly a

year, there have been four doctors in addition to

the treating physician that examined the plaintiff

on behalf of plaintiff's counsel. . . And this

makes the fifth doctor that has been calledas
potential medical expert witness by the plaintiff.

-10-
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"Additionally, inasmuch as the purpose of this
.
deposition is for the purpose of perpetuating
testimony for trial rather than discovery, this
amounts to the taking of evidence of a witness
with only one day's notice to the defense that
he was even going to be a witness in the case.
As such, this gives us no possible way to investigate
the background of this witness, his qualifications,
or to prepare any possible impeachment or discover'
if any would be appropriate. The very purpose for which
pre-trial discovery in the Federal Rules are designed
is avoided if this deposition is used at the time
of trial." (Deposition of Dr. John R. Mullins,
pages 3 through 5).

One of the purposes of the discovery rules is the avoidance

of surprise. As stated in 38 Coluiribia Law Review 1436:

"The deposition-discovery device under the new
rules aid in preparation for the trial more fully
than any previous procedure. Such assistance is
of several types:

1^ Avoidance of surprise;

2J
Affording an intelligent basis for trial brief;

'3; The preservation of testimony likely to be needed."

Appellant's attempt to take Dr. Mullins' deposition two court

days prior to trial, on one day's notice to the defense,

certainly contravenes the purpose of the Federal Discovery

Rule, and the trial court therefore properly excluded Dr.

Mullins' testimony (by deposition).

In summary, the court on November 1, I966, properly ex-

cluded both Dr. Burgess and Dr. Mullins as witnesses for good

reasons, and did not artitrarily decide which doctors could

testify, as alleged by appellant. Such a determination was

within the discretion of the trial court, and in recognition

of the rules.

-11-





II.

THE COUET PROPERLY EXCLITDED TESTIMONY OP A
MEDICAL EXAMINATION FiADE ON THE DAY OF TRIAL .

Dr. Grossman, an internist, examined appellant in June

1966. At that time he apparently did not take physical

measurements of appellant's leg. Dr. Grossman then conducted

another physical examination of appellant on the day of trial.

vjithout notice to defense counsel (RT 129), and attempted to

introduce evidence relating to the medical findings made on

the day of trial. Defense counsel objected to the evidence

as follovjs

:

"Mr. Barer: I would object to any statement or
questions or answers as to his examination con-
ducted today. This examination today, if it
did occur, is after the pre-trial order, after the
time of discovery, there is no possible way we could
havediscovered this medical testimony today. I feel
this is outside the scope of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure and that it should not be allowed
into evidence in this courtroom."

"The Court: Did you give counsel notice that you
wish to have further exploration made today?"

"Mr. Caughlan: No, your Honor."

"The Court: The court will have to sustain the
objection and does so."

Crucial to this objection is Rule 26(d)(2) of the Rules for

the Federal District Court, Western District of Washington,

vjhich read as follows:

"Unless otherwise ordered by the court, all parties
shall exhaust the discovery procedures provided for

in Rule 26 through 37:, Federal Rules of Civil ^Pro-

cedure, prior to the conference of attorneys."

•12-
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The appellee was given no notice of Dr. Grossman's i^\amination

on the day of trial in direct violation of the purp ir.e of the

Federal Rules, and was given no opportunity to prep, re

rebuttal testimony or even to make discovery, all ij* violation

of the Federal Rules and Procedural Due Process. All medical

information should have been exchanged at the time of the pre-

trial order and appellant had no right to introduce without

notice new evidence resulting from a medical examination con-

ducted on the day of trial.

III.

THE COURT PROPERLY EXCLUDED WASHINGTON STATE
DEPARTMENT OP LABOR AND INDUSTRY RECORDS
SHOWING PAYMENT OF PLAINTIFF'S MEDICAL BILLS

Appellant attempted to prove the existence and reason-

ableness of his medical bills by offeringevidence from the

Washington State Department of Labor and Industries indicating

that said Department had already paid all of appellant's

medical bills. The appellee objected and counsel stated as

follows

:

"V7e will not object to bills that were charged
for services for Mr. Sowards being admitted
into evidence nor the reasonable value being
shovm so long as there is no evidence admissible
to show who paid for them, particularly the
Washington State Department of Labor and In-
dustries, because that necessarily involves the
matter of discretion with them as to whether they
honor the claim or think there is in fact any
injury or think the bill is reasonable. We are
not trying to prevent this man from proving his
dajnages or what the bills were." (Tr 402^)

-13-
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The objection to said testimony and said records wo • properly

sustained for the following reasons.

1. A showing that appellant's medical bills 1, • been

paid by someone other than appellant would be inadii.i.isible

without proof of a legal obligation.

2. A decision made by an administrative body would have

no probative value in court without laying a proper Tounda-

tion.

3. There was no privity between the appellee rind the

Washington State Department of Labor and Industries. The

general rule is that testimony and evidence given ai: a trial

cannot be used at a subsequent trial between different

parties not in privity with the parties to the forrnor action.

Duffy V. Blake, 91 Wash. l4o, l62 Pacific 521.

4. The fact that insurance is involved is entirely im-

material in a court of law, and the wanton introduction of

such fact by the plaintiff is positive error, essentially

prejudicial to the defendant, and constitutes grounds for

reversal if plaintiff were victorious. William v. Ilofer ,

30 Wash. 2d 253 (194B); Moy Quon v. Furuya Company , Bl Wash.

526; Jensen v. Schlenz , 89 Wash. 268; Gianni v. Cerini , 100

Wash. 687; Lucchesi v. Reynolds, 125 Wash. 352.

The appellee did not object to appellant showing reason-

able damages by the introduction of medical bills, and then

having a doctor testify as to the reasonableness of such bills

-14-





Appellant could easily have had either Dr. Gardner' or Dr.

Grossman, while they were on the stand, exsunine t^ bills and

testify as to their reasonableness. However, app .ant

failed to elicit any testimony concerning medical -xlls from

either of his doctors.

Appellant's citation of Standard Oil Coompany v. United

States, 153 F2d 9^3 (9 Cir. 1946); and Rayfield v. ..awrence
,

253 F2d 209 (4 Cir. 1958), does not give any weight oo appell-

ant's argument inasmuch as the appellee admits that appellant

is not barred from recovering damages merely becau- he also

recovered insurance proceeds. This ruling in no v;..y changes

the requirement of proving damages by competent evidence.

IV.
•

THE DETERMINATION OP WHETHER A WITNESS
QUALIFIES AS AN EXPERT IS WITHIN THE
SOUND DISCRETION OF THE TRIAL COURT.

Appellant contends that the court erred in admitting the

testimony of Morris Fishman on ground that he lacked quali-

fications as an expert. The law is well settled tl.at the

qualifications of a witness to testify as an expert is a

matter within the discretion of the trial court. Bratt vs .

Western Airlines , I55 F2d 85O (10 Cir. 1946); Rogh v. Bird ,

239 F2d 257 (5 Cir. 1956).

In Brat t. supra, the trial court sustained an objection

to the opinion of an expert witness on ground that he was not

-15-





properly qualified to express an opinion. The opi ..on

sought was as to the cause of the crash of a DC-3 rnercial

airplane. The witness was an aircraft mechanic wl. .id not

have a commercial pilots license and who had not b'.' a certi-

fied by the Civil Aeronautics Administration. However, he

had had extensive experience as a private pilot ana .,ad sub-

stantial actual experience and training in aerodync-LT.ics.

The Appellate Court reversed the trial court, stating that

it had applied incorrect legal standards in refusin^; to

permit the testimony. The court stated at page 855:

"If actual experience cannot be the test in
cases of this kind, v;hen then does a witness
become qualified to testify from special ex-
perience concerning the scientific cause of an
accident not susceptible to direct proof. There
is no prcise requirement as to the mode in which
requisite skill or experience shall have been
acquired. A witness ma^y be competent to testify
as an expert although his knowledge was acquired
through the medium of practical experience rather
than scientific study and research."

In Firemens Fund Insurance Company v. Collins , 220 F2d

150 (5 Cir.1955) the court approved the admission o" expert

testimony as to the effect upon a tractor-trailer of upsets

by a witness who was the president of a trailer company and

who was thoroughly familiar with the construction oC trailer.

See also Rich v. Ellerman and Bucknall S.S. Company , 278 F2d

704 (2 Cir.1960); Hjggins, Inc. v. Hale, 251 P2d 91(5 Cir.

195b); Shipley v. Pittsburgh L.E.R. Company , 83 F.Supp. 722

(W.D.Penn. 19^9); Allied Van Lines v. Parsons , 293 Pac. 2d

4^0 (Ari7.. IQ^h). . ^

-16-





V.

THERE WAS A FAILURE OF PROOF BY APPELLANT
BOTH AS TO PROXIMATE CAUSE AND DAMAGES.

Plaintiff contends that the evidence does not upport

the court's judgment in favor of the defendant^ especially

in view of the fact that defendant admitted liabilicy prior

to trial for all injuries proximately caused by the accident

on July 2k, I963. The following evidence supports ..he court's

finding that the plaintiff's injuries, if any, at t:me of

trial were not proximately caused by defendant's n-^gligence

on July 24, 1963:

1. The fact that plaintiff was involved in two acci-

dents prior to July 24, 19^3^ and one more serious accident

after, and on November 27, 1965;, and plaintiff's inability

and failure to segregate damages, if any.

2. Dr. Fein's testimony that he could find no objective

findings to substantiate any physical impairment resulting

from the accident on July 24, 1963 (TR 457, 459, 480).

3. Dr. Gardner's testimony infering the seriousness

of the November 27, I965, accident and injuries (TR 335).

The following evidence would allow the trial court to dis-

believe all testimony rendered by plaintiff himself:

1. Plaintiff's attempt, while being exaunined by

Dr. Fein, to impart false information as to his ability to

turn his head without pain (TR 456).

-17-





2. Plaintiff's ability to work the day follow i.ng the

1963 injury, contrary to medical advice, and for s^ •< time

thereafter.

3. Testimony that plaintiff had never left siibi-.equent

employment for reasons of health.

4. Plaintiff's attempt to have a Certified Public

Accountant falsify official record indicating date; on which

plaintiff was employed and had been paid (TR 508, 500).

SUMMARY

Plaintiff had a fair, impartial, and lengthy trial.

There is a failure of proof by plaintiff both as to proxi-

mate cause and damages, and there is ample evidence to

support the court's judgment in favor of the defendant.

The defendant respectfully prays that said judgment be

affirmed.

Respectfully submitted.

V^WVN».*^\

EUGENE G. GUSHING H"
United States Attorney

ICHAEL J. SKOFFORD
Assistant United States Attorney

DATED this 27th day of September, I968.
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CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that, in connection with fr prepara-

tion of this brief, I have exsunined Rules 28 and ,\.1 of the

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and that, ii> my opinion

the foregoing brief is in full compliance with th'se rules.

MICHAEL J. iSWOI^FORt
c.,^.-f/V. o

Assistant Unrted States Attorney

DATED at Seattle, Washington, this -^y^^ day of

September, I968.
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No. 22,696

In the

United States Court of Appeals
For the Ninth Circuit

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

Appellant,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Appellee.

Opening Brief of Appellant

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.

JURISDICTION

This action originated in the United States District Court for

the District of Arizona on December 17, 1963, pursuant to 28

U.S.C.A. §1332 (TR 1-10).

The lower Court rendered an Opinion (TR 978-1007) and an

Order and Judgment (Partial Summary Judgment) (TR 1008-

1010) , which were filed on September 8, 1967, in which the lower

Court ordered that Appellee's Motion for Partial Summary Judg-

ment as to all portions of Appellant's complaint, other than Count

Three (anti-trust) be granted (TR 1011). The lower Court also

expressly determined in its Order and Judgment ( Partial Summary

Judgment) that there was no just reason for delay and expressly

directed the entry of final judgment in accordance with the lower
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Court's Order and Judgment (Partial Summary Judgment) not-

withstanding the fact that there remained other chiims which had

not been disposed of by the Court's Order and Judgment (TR

1011).

Appelhint thereupon moved to Alter and Amend the Judgment

on September 18, 1967 (TR 1013-1083) and said motion was

denied by the Court on December 4, 1967. Appellant thereupon

filed a Notice of Appeal on December 28, 1967 (TR 1193) and

on the same date fi led a bond for costs on appeal (TR 1 1 91- 1 1 96 )

.

The jurisdiction of this Court rests on 28 U.S.C.A. §1291.

STATEMENT OF CASE

For the convenience of the Court, the individual parties will be

referred to by their first names. The Appellant, Southwest Forest

Industries, Inc., will be referred to as "Southwest", and the Appellee,

Westinghouse Electric Corp., will be referred to as "Westinghouse."

In the late 1950's feasibility studies were conducted to deter-

mine whether or not it would be advisable for Southwest to build

a pulp and paper mill to be located near Snowflake, Arizona.

Assisting Southwest in portions of the feasibility studies was the

Rust Engineering Company, a Delaware corporation, having its

principal office in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (hereinafter called

"Rust"). In order to have the necessary electrical ix)wer to run

the Kraft and Newspaper Mill, it was determined that a 25,000

kw turbine generator unit was necessary.

On May 3, I960, Rust sent an inquiry to Westinghouse ad-

dressed to the Westinghouse Electric Corp., Steam Division Sales

Department (Exhibit CCC), wherein Rust requested that West-

inghouse submit their proposal for furnishing one 25,000 kw
turbine generator in accordance with certain specification. On page

3 of Exhibit CCC, Rust informed Westinghouse that:

The proposed unit will be the sole source of electrical energy

for a Kraft and Newsprint Pa|x-r Mill and shall therefore be

of proven design and so constructed that long {xriods of

trouble free operation can reasonably be expected.
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On May 17, I960, Southwest and Rust entered into an Engi-

neering and Construction Contract (Ex. 1), wherein Southwest

employed Rust, among other things, to install, erea and construct

a pulp and paper mill and related facilities for the production of

Kraft products.

On May 18, I960, Westinghouse answered Rust's inquiry of

May 3, I960, by Exhibit DDD. In the cover letter accompanying

the turbine-generator proposal, it was stated, by Mr. J. J. Sherman

on behalf of Westinghouse:

We are pleased to quote a price of $1,137,000.00 for the

equipment covered in our proposal. The equipment can be

shipped from our factory in 15 months from the time a firm

order with comlete information is received. If this delivery

does not line up with your requirements, we would appre-

ciate the opportunity of negotiating with you in an effort to

meet your needs. Deliveries on large items such as this can

change rapidly because of the situation on large castings and

forgings. Drawings for approval could be submitted in 90
days after receipt of an order. (Emphasis added)

In addition, the cover letter continued by stating:

In view of the fact that the proposed unit will he the only

source of electrical power for the Kraft and Newsprint Mill,

we direct your attention to several Westinghouse features

that contribute to the high reliability of our unit. We urge

that these features he considered in your evaluation.

(Emphasis added)

Near the bottom of the first page of the cover letter sent by West-

inghouse to Rust, it stated in small, inconspicuous type: "Subject

to the terms and conditions on the back of this quotation". On the

reverse side of page one of the transmittal letter from Westing-

house to Rust, it is stated in part:

Warranty—Westinghouse, in connection with the appara-

tus sold hereunder, agrees to correct any defect or defects in

workmanship or material which may develop under proper

or normal use during the period of one year from the date

of shipment, by repair or by replacement f.o.b. factory of the



dcftxtivc part or parts, and such corrcaion shall constitute a

fulfillment of all Wcstinghousc liabilitit-s in respect to said

apparatus, unless otherwise statc-d hereunder. Westinghousc

shall not be liable for consequential damages.

Ordlrs—On orders placed with Westinghouse in accord-

ance with this quotation the above conditions shall take

precctience over any printed conditions that may appear on

your standard order form.

On June 6, I960, the Rust Engineering Company by S. D.

Clarke, Jr., Purchasing Agent, wrote a letter to the attention of

Mr. J. J. Sherman of Westinghouse (Ex. EEE), wherein Mr.

Clarke stated:

It is the intention of Southwest Forest Industries, Inc., as

soon as praaicably possible, to issue a formal order to cover

the purchase of one 25,000 kw turbine-generator unit. Gen-

erally in accordance with your above referenced proposal.

However, in the interim, please accept this letter of intent

as your authorization to proceed establishing this date as the

order date for determination of delivery for the turbine-

generator, which we understand has been established for

approximately 13!/2 months. (Emphasis added)

Apparently, on June 13, I960, Westinghouse sent to Rust an

order acknowledgement form (see Ex. Y-I ), which stated on the

bottom: "See reverse side for terms and conditions" and on the

reverse side thereof, the same statements with regard to the war-

ranty provisions are stated as found in Exhibit DDD. However,

it should be noted there are various notes contained on the order

acknowledgement form for various people, of which Note One

stated:

Verbal order given to G Fortibi Soutli Pliila medium turbine

sales of May 31, I960 to proceed with outline data and

loading information for customer with shipment required by

July 15, 1961 or before.

Note Three stated:

All necessary information must be available by July 7, i960
for contract meeting with Rust Engr Co which will enable

them to procetxl with their engineering works.
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However, it should be noted that there is no showing that South-

west received Exhibit Y-1 until March 29, 1962.

On June 14, I960, Southwest specifically appointed James A.

Stacey as its agent for the sole purpose of signing purchase orders

to be issued in its name in connection with the construction of a

pulp and paper mill and related facilities near Snowflake, Arizona

(Exhibit KKK). The authority specifically granted by Southwest

to James A. Stacey was to sign purchase orders issued pursuant to

§ "C" of Article I of an Engineering and Construction Contract

between Southwest and Rust, dated May 17, I960 (PI. Ex. l).

The next event to occur between the parties was on July 6,

I960, when Southwest accepted Westinghouse' offer to sell one

25,000 kw turbine generator by sending to Westinghouse a

purchase order (Exhibit 2-A) . On the front of Southwest's accept-

ance, it is stated near the top:

This order is subject to the terms and conditions set forth

on the reverse side hereof.

Near the bottom of the page, in bold type, it is stated:

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

Underneath the important instructions it is stated:

Shipment and/or delivery by the Vendor of. the materials

covered hereby, with the consent of the Purchaser, shall in

all cases constitute an unqualified acceptance of all the terms

and conditions of this order by the vendor.

The reverse side of page 1 of Ex. 2-A states, in bold conspicuous

type:

THIS ORDER IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

(2) The materials to be furnished hereunder shall comply

with the plans and specifications furnished to the Vendor by

the Purchaser or Engineer. The Vendor warrants the proper



quality, character, adequacy, suitability and workability of

the materials. The Vendor and the materials furnished here-

under are subject to the approval of the Engineer. The
Vendor agrees to indemnify the Purchaser and Engineer

against all loss or damage arising from any defect in mate-

rials furnished hereunder.

(12) All negotiations and agreements prior to the date of

this order are merged herein and superseded hereby, there

being no agreements or understandings other than those

written or specified herein. In the event of conflict bet\\'een

any proposal of Vendor specifically referred to herein and
this order, and as to all matters or points not expressly cov-

ered by such proposal, the terms and conditions of this order

shall govern.

On Exhibit 2-A, Mr. J. J. Rice of Westinghouse wrote in

longhand:

Will ship w/o 7/10/61

J. J. Rice 8/9/60

and stamped tlie following:

ORDER PG 88081

In referring to this order please use this number as a

reference.

Order accepted subject to conditions outlined in attached

\V. E. Q)rp. form of acknowledgement.

Mr. Rice crossed out the word "attached" and then did not

transmit to either Southwest or Rust the "W. E. Corp. form of

acknowledgement" (Appeal Transcript, p. 86).

On July 19, I960, November 9, I960, December 1, I960, and

January 20, 1961, Southwest revised its prior acceptance of the

Westinghouse oflfer and in all cases Westinghouse stamped their

acceptance thereon, and again crossc-d out the word "attached"

in their acceptance stamp (Exhibit 2-A).
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The erection for the turbine generator unit commenced on

June 26, 1961, and the turbine itself arrived at the mill on August

21, 1961 (see answer to Interrogatory l(a)(v)(ii) TR 368)

and the installation of the turbine generator unit was completed

on October 13, 1961. (See answer to Interrogatory 1 (k) TR
373). On October 17, 1961, the turbine generator unit was first

put into operation, but without the extraction stages (Appeal

Transcript p. 110). On December 17, 1961, one extraction stage

was put on the line and on December 22, 1961, both extraction

stages were put on the line for the first time (Appeal Transcript,

pp. 119-120).

From the very first day both extraction stages were put on the

line, Southwest experienced a multitude of malfunctions with the

turbine generator unit. On December 22, 1961, Southwest had

extraction control difficulties with the turbine generator unit.

Again, on December 23-24, 1961, the turbine generator unit

malfunctioned in that the 60-pound grid valve froze and there

was an oil leak. On December 27, 1961, Southwest again had

problems with the malfunctioning turbine generator in that work

on the governor extraction control was required. Again, on Decem-

ber 28-30, 1961, the turbine generator unit malfunctioned in that

the 234-pound and 60-pound extractions were uncontrollable.

On January 2, and January 3, 1962, tliere w^is a complete

inspection and cleaning of the turbine generator unit. Again, on

January 8-9, 1962, Southwest had difficulties with the turbine

generator unit in that a new upset main spring had to be installed.

Again, on January 22, 1962, the turbine generator unit mal-

funaioned, in that the 60-pound extraction safety disc ruptured.

Again, on January 22-23, 1962, Southwest had difficulty with

the malfunctioning turbine generator unit in that the 235-pound

extraction safety disc ruptured. Again, on January 29, 1962,

Southwest experienced dijSiculties with the malfunctioning turbine

generator unit in that the 60-pound and 235-pound extraction

piston cylinders were galled. Again, on January 31, 1962, South-

west experienced difficulties with the malfunctioning turbine

generator unit in that the 235 -pound Servo motors were cutting
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out and surging. Again, on March 21, 1962, Southwest experi-

enced difliculties with the malfunctioning turbine generator unit

in that the extraction pistons were scored. Again, on March 26,

1962. and March 28, 1962, Southwest experienct-d difficulties

with the malfunctioning turbine generator unit in that the

235-pound cylinder scored and piston galled. Again, on March 21,

1962, Southwest had difficulty with the malfunctioning turbine

generator unit, in that the 235-pound and 60-pound extraction

controls were operating improperly. On April 8-11, 1962, South-

west again had difficulty with the malfunctioning turbine gener-

ator unit, which required repair of regulator control block and

governor sleeve. Again, on April 1 1, 1962, Southwest experienced

difficulty with the malfunctioning turbine generator unit, which

recjuired the replacement of a ruptured disc on the 23')-pound line.

Again, on July 14, and July 18, 1964, Southwest experienced

difficulty with the malfunctioning turbine generator unit, in that

the exciter armature coil conncaion failed. Each of the foregoing

mentioned dates the turbine generator unit was aaually out of

operation, thereby causing the pulp and paper mill of Southwest

to be shut down. (See answer to Interrogatory No. 22, TR 63-64).

Southwest in its answers to Interrogatories, which have not been

controverted, alleged that Wcstinghouse negligently manufactured

the stc-am turbine generator unit in the following particulars: that

mill cuttings and other foreign materials were not properly removed

from the governor control hydraulic system prior to the shipment

as a sealed unit from the faaory; that mill cuttings and other

foreign materials were not removed from the generator control

unit system during the flushing procedure conducted by Westing-

house; that Westinghouse was negligent in design in that the

governor control hydraulic system did not contain an adequate

filtration method or device; that the ends of the armature coils

were not pro{x-rly soldered to the risers from the commutator bars,

resulting in physical failure of two of these welded joints during

July of l')<>4. (See answers to Interrogatories Nos. 26 and 27. TR
68; and supplemental answer to Interrogatory No. 27, TR
754).



Southwest has also alleged in its answers to Interrogatories,

which have not been controverted by Westinghouse, that West-

inghouse or its agents negligently made repairs and failed to rem-

edy the defects in the turbine generator unit in the following re-

spects: that they failed to determine the extent of damage in the

governor control mechanism that had been caused by foreign mate-

rial left in the hydraulic system in the Westinghouse factory; that

they did not find and remove all of the foreign material after it was

first discovered to be present in the hydraulic system by Westing-

house' service engineers; that by polishing out the score marks

made on the power pistons and cylinder walls of the control system

by the foreign materials, the result was excessive clearances and

the consequent binding of the pistons in the cylinders during their

normal aaion. (See answers to Interrogatory No. 25, TR 68.)

It was against this background that on December 17, 1963,

Southwest sued Westinghouse alleging, in its final pleadings, in

Count One, that Westinghouse negligently manufactured the tur-

bine generator unit so that it failed to function and perform, and

that as soon as Southwest informed Westinghouse to that effect,

Westinghouse undertook to repair the turbine generator unit but

that such repairs were negligently made and failed to remedy the

defects caused by Appellee's negligence in the manufacture of the

turbine generator unit. In Southwest's supplemental complaint it

was alleged that Southwest discovered additional defects in the

turbine generator unit and that such defects were in the exciter

and were proximately caused by Westinghouse' negligence in the

manufacture of the turbine generator unit, and that when South-

west notified Westinghouse of that fact, Westinghouse failed and

refused to make the necessary repairs or to remedy such defects.

Count Three of Southwest's complaint, which was severed by the

lower Court, alleged a conspiracy in violation of Section One of

the Sherman Act. In Count Four, Southwest alleged that certain

warranties had been made by Westinghouse to Southwest and

that they had been breached by Westinghouse.
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SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS

1. The lower Court erred in its Order and Judgment (Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

granting Appellee's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on

G)unt One of Appellant's complaint, because there were genuine

issues as to material facts, and the Appellee was not entitled to a

judgment as a matter of law.

2. The lower G)urt erred in its Order and Judgment (Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

granting Appellee's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on

Appellant's supplemental complaint, because there were genuine

issues as to material facts, and the Appellee was not entitled to a

judgment as a matter of law.

3. The lower Court erred in its Order and Judgment ( Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

granting Appellee's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on

Count Two of Appellant's complaint, because there were genuine

issues as to material facts, and tlie Appellee was not entitled to a

judgment as a matter of law.

4. The lower Court erred in its Order and Judgment (Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

granting Appellee's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on

Count Four of Appellant's complaint, because there were genuine

issues as to material facts, and the Appellee was not entitled to a

judgment as a matter of law.

5. The lower Court erred in its Order and Judgment (Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

in its finding that the applicable warranty on the sale of the steam

turbine generator unit was the exculpatory warranty of the

Appellee.

6. The lower Court erred in its Order and Judgment (Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

in finding that there was a meeting of the minds with regard to

the warrant)' set forth in Specification No. 5.
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7. The lower Court erred in its Order and Judgment (Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

by finding that by virtue of the limitation in the warranty re-

ferred to in Specification No. 5, that the Appellee was not liable

to Appellant for damages under any theory set forth in the final

pleadings of the Appellant.

8. The lower Court erred in its Order and Judgment (Partial

Summary Judgment) of September 7, 1967 (TR 1008-1011)

in finding that there was no evidence before the Court that the

Appellee had failed to perform its affirmative warranty duties of

correction and replacement.

9. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in finding that there were no issues of material

fact with respect to the matters before the Court for decision.

10. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7,

1967 (TR 978-1007) in granting Appellee's Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment as to the damages claimed under the theory

of strict liability in tort, because the principles underlying the doc-

trine of strict liability in tort for defective products were not

applicable.

11. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007 ) in finding that all damages sought by Appellant

were consequential.

12. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in finding that the circumstances of the case at

bar did not bring the Appellant within the class of consumers

entitled to relief based upon strict liability in tort.

13. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in finding that neither the philosophy nor the

theory of the doctrine of strict liability in tort, nor the actual hold-

ings of cases involved support an extension of the doctrine of strict

liability in tort to the present facts in determining that all of the

parties operated on the assumption that the Appellee's proposal

and the Rust Engineering Company letter of intent constituted

the contract for sale of the turbine generator unit.
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14. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that the conduct of the parties

could not be reasonably explained on any other basis.

15. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that by every objective test there

was an agreement as to the nature of the contract in eflea and its

terms and conditions and particularly as to the express warranty

involved.

16. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that the limitation of liability

provisions in tlie Appellant's proposal and form of acknowledge-

ment were sufficient under the Uniform Commercial Code, §2-719

to limit the Appellee's liability so as to exclude consequential dam-

ages based on breach of contract.

17. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that there was no evidence be-

fore the Court that the Appellee failed to perform its obligations

under its warranty.

18. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that the limitations of liability

under Pennsylvania law were valid and enforceable.

19. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that the parties to an agreement

may contract as to limitation of liability resulting from breach of

both express and implied warranties.

20. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in finding that there had been no allegations of

unconscionability.

21. The lower Court, in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007), in determining that although liability for con-

sequential damages resulting from negligence was not expressly

limited in Apix.llee's form of warranty, erred in finding that the

provisions limiting liability to exclude consequential damages

were sufficiently broad to limit liability resulting from negligence.
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22. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in finding that under the facts in the case at bar

there could be no recovery for consequential damages based upon

a theory of tort, apart from a contractual duty.

23. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that any remedy for breach of

duty of repair under the warranty referred to in Specification No. 5

was similarly limited to repair and replacement of defective mate-

rials and workmanship for a period of one year.

24. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that the documents constituting

the contraa between the Appellee and the Appellant with respect

to the sale of the turbine generator unit were the proposal of the

Appellee and the Rust Engineering Company letter of intent, as

confirmed by the Appellee's form of acknowledgement.

25. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that the effect of the documents

referred to in Specification No. 24 and of the condua of the

parties with respect thereto was to include the Appellee's form

of warranty and limitation of liability as part of the agreements

of the parties.

26. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007) in determining that the terms of the Appellee's

form of warranty and limitation of liability under Pennsylvania

law were sufficient to limit Appellee's liabilities so as to exclude

recovery of consequential damages resulting from breach of ex-

press or implied warranty or from negligence, in the manufac-

ture, installation and repair of the turbine generator unit.

27. The lower Court erred in its Opinion of September 7, 1967

(TR 978-1007 ) in determining that there is no separate tort duty,

apart from a duty based on contraa, to compensate the Appellant

for consequential losses which it claims to have suffered.
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QUESTIONS PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

The questions involved in this appeal are as follows:

I. Gin a court properly grant a motion for summary judgment

to the moving party, when the moving party on a motion for

summary judgment fails to establish that there are no genuine

issues as to material facts?

II. Was there a meeting of the minds of Southwest and West-

inghouse on all of the terms and conditions set fortli in the

Westinghouse offer and the Southwest acceptance?

III. When an unconscionable exculpatory clause, which was not

brought to the attention of a party, fails in its essential purpose

and operates to deprive the party of a substantial value of the

bargain, is such an exculpatory clause unconscionable under the

Vnijorni Commercial Code?

IV. When the record on appeal affirmatively shows that West-

inghouse was negligent in the manufacture and repair of the steam

turbine generator unit, then was it proper for the lower Court to

grant Westinghouse' motion for summary judgment against South-

west on the theory of negligence, when Southwest had established

a prima facie case in negligence?

V. Is the granting of a summary judgment proper when the

moving party has not shown that it is entitled to a judgment as

a matter of law?

VI. Did the lower Court improperly grant Westinghouse*

motion for summary judgment based upon the theory of stria

liability in tort, when all indications would show that the Supreme

Court of the State of Arizona would grant recovery to Southwest

in strict liability in tort in the case at bar?

VII. When a seller has not disclaimed express and implied

warranties, can the seller effectively disclaim express and implied

warranties given by merely restricting the damages and remedies

of the buyer without complying with the precise requirements for

disclaimer of express and implied warranties as provided for in

the Uniform Comiuercial Code?
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

I. A motion for summary judgment cannot be granted when

there are genuine issues as to material facts, and the moving party

has the heavy burden of proof to show that there are no genuine

issues as to any material fact. Even though counsel for the parties

may stipulate that there exists no dispute as to any material fact,

such a stipulation is obviously inoperative since the lower Court

cannot be controlled by agreement of counsel on a question of

law, and in fact, the lower Court has the affirmative duty to search

the entire record to determine if there are genuine issues as to

material facts. Not only must the historic facts be free from con-

troversy, but also there must be no controversy as to the inferences

which may be drawn from the historic facts, and when questions

of fact are presented as to the nature of a person's conduct, inten-

tion, or state of mind, and it is very unusual that a disposition of

the case may be made by summary judgment.

II. There was never a meeting of the minds of Southwest and

Westinghouse on all the terms and conditions set forth in the

Westinghouse oflfer and the Southwest acceptance. In such a case,

when the minds of the contracting parties do not meet and assent

to all of the essential terms and conditions contained in an offer

and acceptance, then there is still a contract under §2-207 ( 3 ) of

the Uniform Commercial Code, when the conduct of the contract-

ing parties recognizes the existence of a contract. The contract

between the parties will then consist of those terms upon which

the writings of the parties agree, together with any supplementary

terms incorporated under the other provisions of the Uniform

Commercial Code. When an unconscionable exculpatory clause,

such as used by Westinghouse in the case at bar, is not brought

to the attention of a contracting party, it does not become a part

of the contract between the parties. Further, assuming arguendo

that there was a meeting of the minds between Southwest and

Westinghouse on all the essential terms and conditions contained

in the oflfer by Westinghouse and the acceptance by Southwest,

then in that case, the diflferent terms contained in the Southwest
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acceptance became a part of the contract ber<^'een the parties by

virtue of §2-207 of the Uniform Commercial Code.

III. When an unconscionable exculpatory clause, which was

not brought to the attention of a party, fails in its essential purpose

and operates to deprive the party of a substantial value of the

bargain, then such an exculpatory clause is unconscionable under

the Uniform Commercial Code. Even assuming, arguendo, that

the Westinghouse unconscionable exculpatory clause applied, then

the unconscionable exculpatory clause does not limit recovery by

Southwest when Westinghouse repeatedly failed to adequately

correct the defects as promised. Also, the purchase price paid by

Southwest to Westinghouse for the stciun turbine generator unit

was excessively high as a result of a conspiracy by Westinghouse

in violation of Section One of the Sherman Act, and as such,

the contractual provisions as contended by Westinghouse are

unconscionable.

IV. The record on appeal affirmatively shows that Westing-

house was negligent in the manufacture and repair of the ste;mi

turbine generator unit, and it was, therefore, improper for the

lower 0)urt to grant Westinghouse' motion for summary judg-

ment against Southwest on the theory of negligence, when South-

west had establislied a prima facie case in negligence. Under the

law of the State of Arizona, Southwest may recover against West-

inghouse on the theory of negligence, because the liability for

negligence may co-exist with a buyer's cause of action for breach

of warranty.

V. The granting of a motion for summary judgment was im-

proper because Westinghouse had not shown that it was entitled

to a summary judgment as a matter of law. Even assuming,

arguendo, that the Westinghouse unconscionable exculpatory

clause applied to consequential damages, then Westinghouse, as

the moving part)', had not shown as a matter of law that Southwest

is not entitled to recover incidental damages.

VI. The lower Court improix-rly granted Westinghouse' motion

for summary judgment based upon the theory of strict liability
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in tort, when all indications show that the Supreme Court of the

State of Arizona would grant recovery to Southwest based upon a

theory of strict liability in tort, since Arizona has adopted the

Doctrine of Strict Liability in Tort.

VII. Westinghouse has not disclaimed certain express and im-

plied warranties given to Southwest, and therefore, Westinghouse

cannot effectively disclaim the express and implied warranties

given to Southwest by merely restricting the damages and remedies

of Southwest, without complying with the precise requirements

for disclaimer of express and implied warranties as provided for

in the Uniform Commercial Code. Even assuming arguendo, that

the unconscionable exculpatory clause of Westinghouse applies,

then Westinghouse has not disclaimed the express and implied

warranties given to Southwest and Westinghouse should not be

allowed to do so merely by using an inconspicuous unconscionable

exculpatory clause limiting the remedies of Southwest.

QUESTION I AFFECTING SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

b, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24 and 25.

ARGUMENT

I. Can a Court Properly Grant a Motion for Summary Judg-

ment to the Moving Party, When the Moving Party on a

Motion for Summary Judgment Fails to Establish That

There Are No Genuine Issues as to Material Facts?

A. AN AGREEMENT BY COUNSEL THAT THERE EXISTS NO GENUINE ISSUE TO
ANY MATERIAL FACTS IS INOPERATIVE, AND THE COURT CANNOT BASE

THE GRANTING OF A MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON SUCH AN
AGREEMENT, BECAUSE THE LOWER COURT CANNOT BE CONTROLLED BY

AGREEMENTS OF COUNSEL ON QUESTIONS OF LAW.

As this Court knows, the requirements for the granting of a

summary judgment are set forth in Rule 56 of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure. Rule 56(c) provides:

The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the

pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admis-

sions on file, together with the affidavit, if any, show that

there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the

moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.

(Emphasis added)
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In the case at bar, the lower Court in its Opinion (TR 979,

984) and in its Order and Judgment (TR 1009) relied upon an

agreement between counsel for Southwest Forest Industries and

Westinghouse that there was no dispute as to any material issue

of fact, and therefore, there being by agreement of counsel no

genuine issue as to any material fact, the lower Court entered its

order granting Westinghouse' motion for partial summary judg-

ment (TR 984).

The agreement that the lower Court referred to, occurred on

August 11, 1967, and stated as follows:

The Court: And the parties agree that there exists no dispute

as to any material fact necessary to decide the legal issues

of what constitutes the contract warranty and whether the

defendant is liable thereunder for the claimed consequential

damages; is that correct?

Mr. Perry: That is correct.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 229-230)

At first blush, it might appear that this agreement eliminated

any material issue of fact to be presented to the tryer of fact.

However, reference should be made to the proceedings held be-

fore the Court prior to the submission of the motion for summary

judgment by Westinghouse. On August 10, 1967, Mr. Perry

stated to the Court as follows:

Counsel has raised the point in two separate motions for

summary judgment that consequential damages cannot be

recovered in this action, in an action based upon negligence,

for the reason that he takes the position that consequential

damages are never recoverable in a negligence action; and
for the second reason that he believes the warranty clause,

uhich is the effective clause in this case, has the effect of
barring a right to recover in tort. We, of course, resist both

of those positions.

(Apjxral Transcript, p. 223) (Emphasis added)

In the case of Su-ift & Co. v. Hocking Valley R. Co., 243 U. S.

281, 289; 61 L.Ed. 722. 725-26 (1917), the Supreme Court of

the United States was dealing with the question of a stipulation by
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the parties and the eflfect of such stipulation upon the court. With

regard to the effect of a stipulation, the Supreme Court of the

United States stated:

// the stipulation is to be treated as an agreement concern-

ing the legal effect of admitted facts, it is obviously inopera-

tive; since the court cannot be controlled by agreement of
counsel on a subsidiary question of law. If the stipulation is

to be treated as an attempt to agree 'for tlie purpose only of

reviewing tlie judgment' below, that what are the facts shall

be assumed not to be facts, a moot or fictitious case is pre-

sented. 'The duty of this court, as of every judicial tribunal, is

limited to determining rights of persons or of property, which

are actually controverted in the particular case before it . .

.

No stipulation of parties or counsel, whether in the case

before the court or in any other case, can enlarge the power,

or affect the duty of the court in this regard' ... we treat the

stipulation, therefore, as a nullity. (Citations omitted) (Em-

phasis added)

In the case of Cram v. Sun Insurance Office, Ltd., 375 F.2d 670

(4th Cir. 1967), the trial court was faced v/ith a similar prob-

lem as in the case at bar, and the court stated as follows:

The summary judgment procedure is available only in

cases where there is no genuine issue of material fact. Wheth-

er or not a genuine issue of material fact exists is a deter-

mination for the court, not the parties, and the fact that the

parties may have thought there was no material fact in issue

is in no way controlling. 'The fact tliat both sides moved for

summary judgment does not establish that there is no issue

of fact and require that judgment be granted for one side or

the other.' Neither party, by moving for summary judgment,

concedes the truth of the allegations of his adversary other

than for purposes of his own motion. A movant may contend

that under his theory of the case, no substantial issue of fact

exists, while under the adversary's theory factual questions

are in issue . . . Moreover, the party opposing a motion for

summary judgment is entitled to all favorable inferences

which can be drawn from the evidence. (Citations omitted)

(Emphasis added) (375 F.2d at 673-674)
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The trial Court in the Cram case relied on depositions which

were apparently uncontrovcrtc-d by counsel; however, the Q)urt

of Appeals stated:

However, it does not necc-ssarily follow that the case can

therefore be disposed of by summary judgment. (375 F.2d

at 674)

The Court then held:

'Not merely mint the historic facts be free of controversy

but also there must be no controversy as to the inferences to

be drawn from them. It is often the case that although the

basic facts are not in dispute, the parties nevertheless disagree

as to the inferences which may properly be drawn. UfiJer

such circumstances the case is not one to be decided on a

motion for summary judgment.'

(Emphasis added) (Citations omitted) (375 F.2d at 674)

Another case which follows the reasoning in the Cram case is

that of Brawncr v. Pearl Assurance Company, 267 F.2d 45 (9th

Cir. 1958) wherein the Court stated:

( 1 ) In this case, this Court is again confronted with the

confusion which follows the filing of motions for summary
judgment by plaintill and defendant, re-sixxtively. Again it

is reiterated that such a situation does not parallel that

where both parties file motions for directed verdict. In the

latter instance, each part)' is held to agree that there is no

disputed question of fact and that the case is to be decided on
the principles of law. /;; contrast, by definition, a summary
judgment cannot be granted if there be a disputed question

of material fact. This determination does not depend upon
what either or both parties may have thought about the matter.

(Emphasis added) (267 F.2d at 46)

It should also be noted that in the Brawner case, supra, the

United States Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit held that a

motion for summary judgment would not lie unless the defendant

could establish by uncontroverted facts that plaintifT suffered no

loss whatsoever and that whether plaintiff suffered loss and in

what amount constituted a genuine issue of a material faa.
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Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that the agreement of

counsel that there existed no dispute as to any material fact is

inoperative, and as such, the Court cannot base the granting of a

motion for summary judgment on such agreement because the

Court has the affirmative duty to search the pleadings, depositions,

and answers to interrogatories, in order to make a judicial deter-

mination that there exists, as a matter of law, no genuine issue as

to any material fact before the Court can grant a motion for sum-

mary judgment.

B. IN DETERMINING WHETHER OR NOT THERE ARE GENUINE ISSUES AS TO
MATERIAL FACTS, NOT ONLY MUST THE HISTORIC FACTS BE FREE FROM
CONTROVERSY, BUT THERE MUST ALSO BE NO CONTROVERSY AS TO THE

INFERENCES WHICH MAY BE DRAWN FROM THE HISTORIC FACTS, AND
THE NON-MOVING PARTY IS ENTITLED TO ALL FAVORABLE INFERENCES

WHICH CAN BE DRAWN FROM THE HISTORIC FACTS AND ALL DOUBTS
AS TO THE EXISTENCE OF A GENUINE ISSUE AS TO A MATERIAL FACT

MUST BE RESOLVED AGAINST THE PARTY MOVING FOR A SUMMARY
JUDGMENT.

Even though there is no dispute as to the existence of a contract

between Westinghouse and Southwest, and even though there

may be no dispute as to the historic facts which comprise the

various documents which comprise the contract, there are mate-

rial issues of fact as to the inferences which may be drawn from

the various documents in the case at bar.

In the case of American Fidelity & Cas. Co. v. Lbndon & Edin-

burgh Ins. Co., 354 F.2d 214 (4th Cir. 1965), the Court stated:

The fact that both sides move for summary judgment does

not establish that there is no issue of fact and require that

judgment be granted for one side or the other. A party may

concede that there is no issue if his legal theory is accepted

and yet maintain that there is a genuine dispute as to mate-

rial facts if his opponent's theory is adopted ... In order to

grant a motion for summary judgment it must be shown

'that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact.' . . . Not
merely must the historic facts be free of controversy, but also

there must be no controversy as to the inferences which may

be drawn from them. It is often the case that although the

basic facts are not in dispute, the parties nevertheless disagree

as to the inferences which may properly be drawn. Under
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such circumstances the case is not one to be decided on a

motion for summary judgment. (Emphasis added) (354 F.2d

at 216)

In the case at bar, even though we do not have cross motions

for summary judgment, it is readily apparent that we have an

analogous situation, especially in the light of the arguments ad-

vanced by counsel for Southwest and Westinghouse and the vari-

ous inferences which they attached and argued with reference to

the documents in an attempt to show the existence or non-exist-

ence of the specific contract between the parties. Even tliough tlie

parties may have agreed that the historic facts were free of con-

troversy, their argument to the Court conclusively shows that

there was a controversy as to the inferences which could be drawn

from the historic facts and documents before the Court. For argu-

ments of counsel on the historic documents and the inferences that

they draw from them see arguments of counsel set forth in

Appendix II.

The Federal Courts have consistently held that questions of

fact are presented as to the nature of a person's conduct and inten-

tion and that "sound judicial administration strongly suggests that

a Court should not attempt to reconstruct the intent of the parties

in a complicated fact situation before they have had an opportunity

to present evidence on that issue before the fact-tryer", (emphasis

added) and that under such circumstances, the facts should be

fully explored at a trial precluding summary judgment. See

Rosenftld v. Schwitzer Corporation, 251 F.Supp. 758, 763

( S.D.N.Y. 1966).

The case of Consolidated Electric Co. v. United States, 355 F.2d

437 (9th Cir. 1966) was an action brought under the Miller

Act to recover on behalf of the subcontractor's supplier against

the subcontractor, prime contraaor, and prime contractor's surety.

The Court of Appeals reversed the District Court's granting of

summary judgment against defendants, holding that certain fact

issues existed such as to preclude summary judgment. There is an

interesting statement concerning summary judgment contained in
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this case, which does an excellent job of summing up Southwest's

position in the case at bar:

Summary judgment has been described as a "drastic rem-

edy' ... It should be rendered, upon motion, only "if the

pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and ad-

missions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that

there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the

moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.'

...//, viewing the evidence as a whole and the inferences

which may be drawn therefrom in the light most favorable

to the party opposing the motion, we can see that there is no
genuine issue of fact, then the granting of a motion for

summary judgment should be sustained. When an issue re-

quires determination of state of mind, it is unusual that dis-

position may be made by summary judgment. ... It is im-

portant and ordinarily essential, that the trier of fact be

afforded the opportunity to observe the demeanor, during di-

rect and cross-examination, of a witness whose subjective

motive is at issue.

(Citations omitted) (Emphasis added) (355 F.2d at 438-

439)

The Court found to exist certain issues of material fact in the

form of possible inferences which could be drawn from the evi-

dentiary facts, and stated in this regard:

Under the peculiar circumstances, we believe that the trial

court may have derived aid from observation of the demean-

or and attitude of witnesses, particularly under cross-exami-

nation. As our court has written,

'If the district court were permitted to weigh the evi-

dence and resolve issues in making its findings of fact

and conclusions of law, we could properly find from the

evidence here that the findings and conclusions should

be sustained. It is necessary to determine, however,

whether viewing the evidence as a whole and the infer-

ences to be drawn therefrom in the light most favorable

to the (party opposing the motion for summary judg-

ment) it may be said that there is no genuine issue of

fact'"' mindful also of the fact that there is no express

finding to that effect by the district court (as there was

no such express finding by the trial court in the case at
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bar)' United States ex rel. Austin v. Western Elec. Co.,

supra, 337 F.2d, at 572.

'"*/!» issue of fact may arise from inferences to be drawn

from all evidence, and all doubts as to the existence of a genu-

ine issue as to a material fact must be resolved against the party

moving for a summary judgment . . . (Citation omitted)

(Emphasis added) (355 F.2d at 440)

The case of United States v. Western Electric Co., 337 F.2d 568

(9tl) Cir. \9(A) involved an action by a subcontractor and his

surety under the Miller Act against a prime contractor. The Dis-

tria G)un entered summary judgment for defendants, from which

plaintiffs appealed. The United States Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit held that the pleadings, affidavits, and answers to

interrogatories presented genuine issues of fact as to whether, for

purposes of the right of defendants to invoke the Statute of

Limitations, any work had been performed on or after a certain

date. Here, the Distria Court weighed the evidence rather than

determining whether a genuine issue of material faa existed. This

case stands for the proposition that when a motion for summary

judgment is filed, the Court is to determine whether a genuine

issue of material fact exists, and is not to substitute itself as the

trier of fact as it might where fact isucs are actually tried to the

Court instead of a jury. The Opinion states:

The findings of fact recite that 'having considered all of

the evidence and having examined all of the proofs offered

by the respective parties' the court makes its findings of fact

—a form customarily followed where the court has weighed
the evidence and resolved the issues. Rule 52(a), by amend-
ment effective March 19, 1948, specifically provides that,

'Findings of fact and conclusions of law are unnecessary on
decisions of motions' for summary judgment under Rule 56.

We recognize, however, that findings of fact and conclusions

of law are frequently used in granting motions for summary
judgment. . . . findings of fact, "while unnecessary,' sometimes
'provide a handy summary.' On the other hand, 'all tcx) often

a set of unnecessar)' findings of fact is the telltale flag that

points the way to a discovery that summary judgment should

not have been granted.'
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If the district court were permitted to weigh the evidence

and resolve issues in making its findings of fact and conclu-

sions of law, we could properly find from the evidence here

that the findings and conclusions should be sustained. It is

necessary to determine, however, whether viewing the evi-

dence as a whole and the inferences to be drawn therefrom

in the light most favorable to the plaintiff it may be said that

there is no genuine issue of faa, mindful also of the fact that

there is no express finding to that effect, by the district court.

(Citation omitted) (337 F.2d at 572)

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that in the case at bar,

even though the historic facts may be free from controversy, the

record, as shown by arguments of counsel, affirmatively shows that

there is a substantial controversy as to the inferences which are

drawn from the historic facts, and since the non-moving party is

entitled to all favorable inferences which can be drawn from the

historic facts, and since all doubt as to the existence of a genuine

issue as to a material fact must be resolved against the party mov-

ing for a summary judgment, it is submitted that the lower Court

improperly granted the Appellee's motion for summary judgment.

In conclusion, it is submitted that a motion for summary judg-

ment cannot be granted when there are genuine issues as to mate-

rial facts, and the moving party has the heavy burden of proving

that there are no genuine issues as to material facts. In the case at

bar, even though counsel may have stipulated that there existed no

dispute as to any material fact, such a stipulation was obviously

inoperative since the trial Court cannot be controlled by agreement

of counsel on a subsidiary question of law, and in fact, the trial

Court has the affirmative duty to search the entire record to deter-

mine if there are genuine issues as to material facts. In determining

whether or not a summary judgment should lie, not only must the

historic facts be free from controversy, but also there must be no

controversy as to the inferences which may be drawn from the

historic facts and questions of fact were presented in the case at

bar because there was a genuine dispute as to the inferences which

were drawn from historic facts so as to preclude the granting of a
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motion for summary judgment. Also, questions of faa are pre-

sented when the determination of the nature of a party's conduct,

its intent, or state of mind was taken into consideration by the

trial Q)urt.

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that the trial Court's

granting of the Appellee's motion for partial summary judgment

was improper and should be reversed by this G)urt.

QUESTION II AFFECTING SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 1, 2, 3, 4,1

5,6,7,8,9, 14, 15,16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27

J

ARGUMENT

11. Was There a Meeting of the Minds of Southwest and West-

inghouse on All of the Terms and Conditions Set Forth in

the Westinghouse Offer and the Southwest Acceptance?

A. WHEN THE MINDS OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES DID NOT MEET AND
ASSENT TO ALL OF THE ESSENTIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED
IN AN OFFER AND AN ACCEPTANCE, THERE IS STILL A CONTRACT UNDER
§2-207(3) OF THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE WHEN THE CONDUCT OF
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES RECOGNIZES THE EXISTENCE OF A CONTRACT.

On May 18, I960, Westinghouse sent to Rust Engineering

Company a letter offering to sell to Southwest a 25,000 kw tur-

bine generator unit at a price of $1,137,000.00 (Ex. DDD). On
the front page of Exhibit DDD, Westinghouse expresses the vir-

tues of the high reliabilitj' of their steam turbine generator unit by

stating;

In view of the fact that the proposed unit will be the only

source of electrical power for the Kraft and Newsprint Mill,

we direct your attention to several Westinghouse features that

contribute to the high reliability of our unit. We urge these

features be considered in your evaluation. (Emphasis added)

However, what Westinghouse givcth it also taketh away, for

on the back page of Exhibit DDD in inconspicuously small type,

Westinghouse set forth certain statements, among which are the

following:

WARRANTY—Westinghouse, in connection with appa-

ratus sold hereunder, agrees to correct any defect or defects
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in workmanship or material which may develop under

proper or normal use during the period of one year from the

date of shipment, by repair or by replacement f.o.b. faaory

of the defective part or parts, and such correction shall con-

stitute a fulfillment of all Westinghouse liabilities in respect

to said apparatus, unless otherwise stated hereunder. Westing-

house shall not be liable for consequential damages.

# * *

ORDERS—On orders placed with Westinghouse in ac-

cordance with this quotation the above conditions shall take

precedence over any printed conditions that may appear on
your standard order form.

On July 6, I960, Southwest, by its purchase order (Ex. 2-A)
accepted Westinghouse' oflfer to sell a 25,000 kw turbine gen-

erator unit.

On the face of Southwest's purchase order (Ex. 2-A) it is

stated in bold type:

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

Direaly underneath the words "Important Instructions" it is

stated:

Shipment and/or delivery by the Vendor of the materials

covered hereby, with the consent of the Purchaser, shall in

all cases constitute an unqualified acceptance -of all of the

terms and conditions of this order by the vendor.

On the reverse side of the Southwest purchase order, it is stated

in bold, conspicuous type:

THIS ORDER IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

Following this, there are twelve important terms and conditions,

of which we are concerned with Nos. 2 and 1 2. Sub-paragraph 2

states as follows:

( 2 ) The materials to be furnished hereunder shall comply

with the plans and specifications furnished to the Vendor
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by the Purchaser or Engineer. The Vendor warrants the
proper quahty, character, adequacy, suitabihty and worka-
bihty of the materials. The Vendor and the materials fur-

nished hereunder are subject to the approval of the Engineer.
The Vendor agrees to indemnify the Purchaser and Engineer
against all loss or damage arising from any defect in mate-
rials furnished hereunder.

(Emphasis added)

Sub-paragraph 12 of the terms and conditions states:

(12) All negotiations and agreements prior to the date
of this order are merged herein and superseded hereby, there
being no agreements or understandings other than those
written or specified herein. /;; the event of conflict between
any proposal of Vendor specifically referred to herein and
this order, and as to all matters or points not expressly cov-
ered by such proposal, the terms and conditions of this order
shall govern.

(Emphasis added)

Southwest's original purchase order was accepted by Westing-
house by Mr. J. J. Rice. He then placed upon the purchase order
the following notation:

In referring to this order please use this number as a ref-
erence.

Order accepted subject to conditions outlined in attnchod
W. E. Corp. form of acknowledgement.

Mr. Rice crossed out the word "attached" and then did not
transmit to either Southwest or Rust the W. E. Corp. form of
acknowledgement. (See deposition of John J. Rice) . Thereupon,
subsequent to July 6, I960, Westinghouse shipped to Southwest
the steam turbine generator pursuant to the Southwest purchase
order. It should be noted that subsequent purchase orders were
sent by Southwest to Westinghouse on July 19, I960, November
9, I960, December 1, I960, and January 20, 1961, on the same
purchase order form all of which were accepted by Westinghouse.
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In the case at bar, it is readily apparent, and we are sure that

Westinghouse must admit, that a contract was in existence be-

tween the parties.

Therefore, it is readily apparent that the question is, upon

which claimed terms and conditions of the documents did the

minds of the parties meet? Did they meet on the terms and con-

ditions found in the Southwest purchase order, or did they meet

on the terms and conditions of Westinghouse' form of offer? What
is the fact?

In the case of Euclid Engineering Corporation v. Illinois Poiver

Company, 78 Ill.App.2d 235, 223 N.E.2d 409 (1967) the

Court held that §2-204 of the UCC still required an agreement

or meeting of the minds between the negotiating parties, and with

respea thereto, the Court stated at p. 4l3:

The law is well settled that in order for a contract to come
into being, there must be a meeting of minds of the parties

to the contract. . . . We believe the rule to be well stated in

LLP., Vol. 12, Contracts, §31, as follows:

One of the essential elements for the formation of

a contract, other than a contract implied in law or quasi

contract, is a manifestation of assent by the parties to

the terms thereof. It is essential that both parties assent

to the same thing in the same sense and that their minds

meet on the essential terms and conditions.

The Uniform Commercial Code has not made any change

in the basic law. (Citations omitted)

It is apparent in the case at bar that the minds of the parties

did not meet on all of the essential terms and conditions set forth

in their respective documents. In such a case as this, the authors

of the Uniform Commercial Code had great foresight, and the

UCC steps in over the common law to fill this void by declaring

that there is still a contract between the parties.

In §2-207, subsection (3) of the UCC, it is stated:

(3) Conduct by both parties which recognizes the exist-

ence of a contract is sufficient to establish a contract for sale

although the writings of the parties do not otherwise estab-

lish a contract. In such case the terms of the particular con-

tract consist of those terms on which the writings of the par-
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ties agree, together with any supplementary terms incorpo-

rated under any other provisions of this Act.

(Emphasis added)

In the case at bar, there can be no argument by either South-

west or Wcstinghouse that the conduct by both parties recog-

nized the existence of a contract, because in fact, the steam turbine

generator unit was actually delivered by Westinghouse to South-

west and Southwest paid the entire purchase price for the unit,

except for the sura of $57,082.20 which, according to Westing-

house, is still owed by Southwest, as alleged in the counterclaira

of the Appellee.

However, it is respectfully submitted that the minds of the

parties in the case at bar did not meet and assent to all of the

essential terms contained in the purchase order of Southwest and

the offer of Westinghouse. In such a case as this, it is respectfully

submitted that the operation of Subsection (3) of §2-207 is

intended to apply, and in this event the conflicting terms and con-

ditions in the documents upon which the minds of the parties did

not agree are excluded and the contract between the parties be-

comes only those portions of the terms and conditions upon which

the writings of the parties agree and any supplemental terms

incorporated under any other provisions of the IJCC.

. AN UNCONSCIONABLE EXCULPATORY CLAUSE, WHICH IS NOT BROUGHT
TO THE ATTENTION OF A CONTRACTING PARTY, DOES NOT BECOME A
PART OF THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES.

The courts have consistently held that an unconscionable excul-

patory clause, such as used by Westinghouse in the case at bar,

must be brought to the attention of the parties. In 3 Bender's

UCC Service, Section 4.08(2), p. 4-102, the authors state:

Another area where courts have been active to construe

provisions strictly against their authors, or where the harsh-

ness of the results has been an objea of judicial avoidance

is that of clauses limiting the remedy which either party, but

usually the buyer, may have. The most commonplace is the

clause limiting an injured buyer to a repair or replacement of
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defective parts. After several fruitless attempts at repair,

resort to legal sanction may be necessary. Courts have stated

that such terms did not become a part of the bargain because

not brought to the attention of the parties, or that failure to

repair meant that the remedy was not elective and therefore

allotved the injured party to assert any other remedy avail-

able at law. Section 2-719(2) now provides that where
resort to a remedy set forth in the agreement fails of its

essential purpose, the party shall have any remedy provided

under the Code. ( Emphasis added

)

In the case at bar, not only has the remedy of repair failed in its

essential purpose, but in addition thereto, notice of the exculpatory

clause was not brought home to Southwest.

In the deposition of John J. Rice, Project Correspondent for

Westinghouse, dated August 5, 1967, the following questions

were asked and answered on p. 15 and p. 16:

Q. Did you ever discuss with Mr. Fritschi the terms and

conditions of warranty?

A. No, sir.

Q. Did you ever discuss with anyone from Rust Engineer-

ing, or from Southwest Forest Industries, the terms and con-

ditions of warranty?

A. No, sir. (Emphasis added)

At the deposition of John J. Sherman, Sales Engineer for West-

inghouse, on August 4, 1967, the following questions were asked

and answered on pp. 8 and 9

:

Q. At any time from the time you made your proposal in

writing to Rust and up until the time the letter of intention

was received by Westinghouse, did you have any discussions

with Rust personnel which were directed to the terms and

conditions of any warranties to accompany the sale?

A. Other than the terms and conditions?

MR. FLYNN: If you remember.

A. I was going to say the only thing that I could even

tell you that I remember is the terms and conditions as out-

lined in a quotational letter on the back of the Westinghouse

standard form, the only thing I have any reference to whatso-
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ever, and only because that is standard. We did not discuss

it in detail at all.

Q. Did you at any time ever discuss in detail and with any

degree of specificity the terms and conditions of any warran-

ties in the sale of this turbine generator with Rust people?

A. None that I can remember.

Q. Did you ever have any discussion with any person

from Southwest Forest Industries about the terms and condi-

tions of warranties?

A. To my knowledge, I never had any discussion with

Southwest Forest Industries personnel directly.

(Emphasis added)

For cases allowing recovery even though repair and replace-

ment was set forth as the exclusive remedy available, see Jarnot

V. Ford Motor Co., 191 Pa. 422, 156 A.2d 568 (1959); Seely v.

White Motor Co., 63 Cal.2d 9, 403 P.2d 145 (1965).

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that since the uncon-

scionable exculpatory clause contained in the Westinghouse oflPer

was not brought to the attention, as required by the Uniform Com-

mercial Code, of Southwest or Rust, then in that case, the terms

of the unconscionable exculpatory clause did not become a part

of the contract, and as such, Southwest is entitled to assert against

Westinghouse any other remedy available at law.

C. ASSUMING, ARGUENDO, THAT THERE WAS A MEETING OF THE MINDS BY

SOUTHWEST AND WESTINGHOUSE ON ALL OF THE ESSENTIAL TERMS AND
CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN THE OFFER BY WESTINGHOUSE AND THE

ACCEPTANCE BY SOUTHWEST, THEN IN THAT CASE, THE DIFFERENT TERMS
CONTAINED IN THE SOUTHWEST ACCEPTANCE BECAME PART OF THE CON-
TRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES.

The Uniform Commercial Code, Article II §2-207 brings about

a substantial change in the contract law of any state in which the

Gxle has been adopted, as it has in Pennsylvania. Under pre-Code

law, a responsive document which differed from or added to the

terms of an offer in general could not be an acceptance prior to

the adoption of the UCC. However, since the adoption of §2-207

of the UCC, an acceptance of an offer is effective even though it

states different terms than tlie original offer. At tliis time we feel
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it is important to set forth §2-207 of the UCC in its entirety for

analysis by the Court. Seaion 2-207 states:

(1) A definite and seasonable expression of acceptance

or a written confirmation which is sent within a reasonable

time operates as an acceptance even though it states terms

additional to or different from those offered or agreed upon,

unless acceptance is expressly made conditional on assent to

the additional or different terms.

( 2 ) The additional terms are to be construed as proposals

for addition to the contract. Between merchants such terms

become part of the contract unless:

(a) the oflfer expressly limits acceptance to the terms

of the offer;

(b) they materially alter it; or

(c) notification of objection to them has already been

given or is given within a reasonable time after

notice of them is received.

(3) Conduct by both parties which recognizes the exist-

ence of a contract is sufficient to establish a contraa for sale

although the writings of the parties do not otherwise estab-

lish a contract. In such case the terms of the particular con-

tract consist of those terms on which the writings of the

parties agree, together with any supplementary terms in-

corporated under any other provisions of tliis Act. (Emphasis

added)

The authors of the Uniform Commercial Code' in their precise

and deliberate wording of §2-207 make an important distinction

between "different terms'' and "additional terms" . This is seen in

Sub-seaion ( 1 ) of §2-207 wherein it is provided that an accept-

ance is effective even though it may state terms additional to

".
. . or di§erent from . .

." those agreed upon. However, in Sub-

section (2) of §2-207, the authors limit the inclusion of "addi-

tional terms" by setting forth certain criteria which must be met

before they shall be included in the contract between the parties.

This distinction is noted by Mr. Duesenberg and Prof. King in

3 Bender's Uniform Commercial Code Service §3.03 ( 1 ) , p. 3-28,
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wherein they discuss and define "different" and "additional" terms,

stating:

The distinction between additional and different, as can

be seen from the preceding illustration, would be crucial to

the disposition of the case. Almost any situation where both

parties have clauses addressed to a given subject area, but

where they are different, is ripe for the type conflict these

two terms of Section 2-207 suggest. To avoid the section's

getting bogged down in considerable wasteful litigation, and
in view of the history of the section's drafting, wherever par-

ties have covered the same provision, though in different lan-

guage, the conflicting terms should be regarded as different,

not additional. Otherwise, it would seem that the impact of

Subsection (2) with regard to 'additional', and indeed, the

objective of the section to visit the consequences of an ambi-

guity on the party inserting it—the offeree—will be frus-

trated. Such a construction would also serve to minimize the

objection to the section that it takes from an offeror the ability

to retain control over the terms of his offer. (Emphasis

added)

In the case at bar, the warranties and the obligation for breach

thereof, are at odds because one of the Southwest warranties pro-

vides that the vendor warrants the proper quahty, character, ade-

quacy, suitability and workmanship of the materials, and that

Westinghouse shall indemnify Southwest against all loss or dam-

age arising from any defect in the materials furnished by West-

inghouse. Whereas, the Westinghouse warranty and obligation

therefrom provides that Westinghouse shall correct any defect or

defects in workmanship or material which may develop during

the period of one year by replacement or repair and that such

correction shall constitute a fulfillment of all Westinghouse lia-

bilities and further, that Westinghouse shall not be liable for

consequential damages.

This construction is also consistent with the very terms of the

Southwest purchase order, since Southwest informed Westing-

house that any shipment and/or delivery of the steam turbine

generator unit by them constituted an unqualified acceptance of

all of the terms and conditions of the Southwest purchase order.
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Therefore, it is respeafully submitted that since both docu-

ments, by their terms, are talking of and discussing the same pro-

vision, although in different language, then the conflicting terms

are "different" and not "additional" terms; and, therefore, the

different terms contained in the Southwest purchase order become,

pursuant to §2-207 ( 1 ) of the UCC, part of the contract between

the parties, thereby eliminating the warranty and liability for

breach of warranty provided in the Westinghouse terms and

conditions.

In conclusion, it is submitted there was never an assent or a

meeting of the minds of Southwest and Westinghouse on all the

essential terms and conditions contained in the offer and accept-

ance, and therefore, since the conduct by the parties themselves

recognized the existence of a contract, then there was a contract

under the Uniform Commercial Code. However, such a contract

would only consist of the terms and conditions on which the

documents of the parties agree, together with any supplemental

terms incorporated under any other provisions of the Uniform

Commercial Code. It is further submitted that since Westinghouse

never discussed with Southwest or Rust the terms and conditions

of their unconscionable exculpatory clause, that such unconscion-

able exculpatory clause did not become a part of the contract be-

cause it was not brought to the attention of Southwest or Rust.

It is further submitted that, assuming arguendo that there was a

meeting of the minds between Southwest and Westinghouse on

all of the essential terms and conditions contained in the offer of

Westinghouse and the acceptance by Southwest, then the different

terms contained in the Southwest acceptance became a part of

the contract between the parties, so as to allow Southwest to

recover from Westinghouse any and all damages, including conse-

quential damages, which arose by virtue of the breach of the

express and implied warranties by Westinghouse.
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QUESTION III AFFECTING SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 1 4, 1 5, 1 6, 1 7, 1 8, 1 9, 20, 2 1 , 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27.

ARGUMENT

III. When an Unconscionable Exculpatory Clause, Which Was
Not Brought to the Attention of a Party, Fails in Its Essen-

tial Purpose and Operates to Deprive the Party of a Sub-

stantial Value of the Bargain, Is Such an Exculpatory

Clause Unconscionable Under the Uniform Commercial
Code?

A. EVEN ASSUMING, ARGUENDO, THAT THE WESTINGHOUSE UNCONSCION-
ABLE EXCULPATORY CLAUSE APPLIES, THE UNCONSCIONABLE EXCULPA-
TORY CLAUSE DOES NOT LIMIT RECOVERY BY SOUTHWEST WHEN WEST-
INGHOUSE REPEATEDLY FAILED TO ADEQUATELY CORRECT THE DEFECTS AS
PROMISED.

The lower Court, in its Opinion (TR 983) has stated that

there have been no allegations of unconscionability. However, this

finding by the Court is unfounded and unsupported by the record.

In the Appellant's memorandum filed with the Court on August

11, 1967, it is stated at p. 9 thereof (TR 1022)

:

Uniform Commercial Code § 2-719 expressly provides tliat

limitations of liability which are 'unconscionable' are in-

valid. Under the circumstances of this case, where the parties

knew that the turbine-generator was to be the sole source of

power for a paper mill, and stressed its reliability and ade-

quacy for that purpose, and where the parties knew that such

generators were only available from two sources within the

United States, a limitation of liability to parts replacement

will be 'unconscionable.' We submit that under no construc-

tion of the applicable provisions of the Uniform Commer-
cial Code, can the disclaimer relied upon be effeaive.

Counsel for the Appellee, in its oral argument to the Court on

August 1 1, 1967, also placed the issue of unconscionability before

the Court. Mr. Ulrich stated:

. . . conseqiiejjtial damages may be limited or excluded unless

the limitation or exclusion is unconscionable, limitation of

consequential damages for injury to the person in the case of

consumer goods is prima facie unconscionable, but limitation

of damage where the loss is commercial is not, and in addi-
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tion, if your Honor please, this is not an unconscionable sit-

uation, this is not a matter between a consumer and an indi-

vidual car owner going down and he has got a packet inside

the glove compartment of his car indicating somehow that he

has a warranty, that doesn't make any sense to anybody. This

is a negotiation between an engineering firm, one of the

largest in the world, thoroughly knowledgeable and engaged

in this again and again and again between Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, which Mr. Ruyak admits that he is

familiar with the standard terms and conditions of the West-

inghouse warranties, and he knows what they are, and a

man or an organization of which he is a part with a respon-

sibility to obtain satisfactory warranties in this case, who in

their original request for quotation expressly drafted a para-

graph. Guarantee replacement of parts for a period of one

year unsuited for the purpose to which we proposed and

which is in conformity, and we limited ourselves to conse-

quential damages in that matter pursuant to Section 2-719.

This goes back as the court said, this was a particular order

for a particular design by a firm knowledgeable. Rust En-

gineering Company, as to what they could expect and could

obtain. This isn't the question of the unfairness or uncon-

scionable situation to the individual single one man con-

sumer down on the street buying from the shelf or buying a

car. He has no position to negotiate. He can't do anything

about it. He either buys the car or he can't get one, and that's

not this situation. ( Emphasis added

)

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 255-256)

Mr. Ulrich, in his argument to the Court with regard to uncon-

scionability, and his analogy witli a single individual purchasing a

car, has hit the issue of unconscionability directly on the head.

As he stated:

He has no postion to negotiate. He can't do anything about

it. He either buys the car or he can't gt.t. one, and that's not

this situation. (Appeal Transcript, p. 256)

However, it so happens that this is exactly the situation that

Southwest has found itself in with regard to its dealings with
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Westinghouse. If the documents constituting the contract between
Westinghouse and Southwest are as Westinghouse would contend,
then we have exaaly the same situation because: ( 1 ) there are
only two suppliers of a turbine-generator unit, Westinghouse and
General Electric Corporation (see Deposition of Carl E. Roden-
burg, p. 20); (2) adopting the view of Westinghouse in the liti-

gation at hand, Southwest is in no position whatsoever to negotiate
with Westinghouse; (3) there is nothing Southwest can do about
it; and (4) Southwest either buys the turbine-generator unit on
tlie terms and conditions set by Westinghouse or else they cannot
get one. This in effect is exactly the same situation that Southwest
is in if the Court holds that the contract which existed between the
parties is the contract provided by Westinghouse with their uncon-
scionable, exculpatory clauses with regard to liability.

Therefore, it is apparent that the issue of unconscionabilit)' of
the Westinghouse exculpatory clause was properly raised before
the lower Court. Also, it should be noted by the Court that Rule
15 (b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure specifically provides
that the issue of unconscionability was raised, as it states:

When issues not raised by the pleadings are tried by express
or implied consent of the parties, they shall be treated in all
respects as if they had been raised in the pleadings.

The test applied to determine whether or not a contraa or a
clause therein is unconscionable is SGt forth in Article II §2-302 of
the VCC, as follows:

(1 )
If the court as a matter of law finds the contract or any

clause of the contract to have been unconscionable at the time
>t was made the court may refuse to enforce the contract
or It may enforce the remainder of the contract without the
unconscionable clause, or it may so limit the application of any
unconscionable clause as to avoid any unconscionable result.

(2) When it is claimed or appears to the court that the con-

'Tlif "7
'^^f"'^

^^^^'^^^ """"y ^^ ^unconscionable the parties
shall he afforded a reasonable opportunity to present evidence
as to Its commercial setting, purpose and effect to aid the court
tn making the determination. (Emphasis Added)
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The unconscionable exculpatory clause (Ex. DDD) provided

by Westinghouse in the case at bar, states as follows:

Westinghouse, in conneaion with apparatus sold hereunder,

agrees to correct any defect or defects in workmanship or

material which may develop under proper or normal use

during the period of one year from the date of shipment by

repair or by replacement, f.o.b., factory of the defeaive part

or parts, and such correction shall constitute a fulfillment of

all Westinghouse's liabilities in respect to said apparatus,

unless otherwise stated hereunder. Westinghouse shall not be

liable for consequential damages.

It should be noted that the unconscionable exculpatory clause

of Westinghouse specifically provides that "such correction shall

constitute a fulfillment of all Westinghouse's liabilities." By the

use of the words, "such correction" it must be deemed to mean that

Westinghouse must first provide the proper correction in a non-

negligent and workmanship-like manner before it can exculpate

itself from liability. In the case of Gore v. Sindelar, 74 N.E.2d 414

(Ct. App. Ohio, 1947 ) , the court stated the following with regard

to the seller's obligation to do work in a workmanship-like manner

at page 4l6:

When a contract to install a machine is entered into, it needs

no citation of authority in support of the rule that an agree-

ment to do such work in a workman-like manner is an implied

provision of the contraa if it is not otherwise provided.

In the case at bar Southwest has alleged that Westinghouse negli-

gently manufactured a turbine generator unit so that it failed to

function and perform and that when Southwest notified Westing-

house to that eflFect, Westinghouse undertook to repair same but

such repairs were negligently made and failed to remedy the defects

caused by Westinghouse's negligence in the manufacture of said

equipment. There is nothing in the record at this stage to show

that Westinghouse properly, without negligence, and in a good

workmanship-like manner corrected any defect or defects in the

turbine generator unit but the record is to the contrary. Therefore,
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it is apparent that Section 2-719(2) of the Uniform Commercial

Code which states: "Where circumstances cause an exclusive or

limited remedy to fail of its essential purpose, remedy may be had

as provided in this Act" must appropriately come into eflett in

this situation because the circumstances and facts show that this

clause has failed in its essential purpose and operates to deprive

Southwest of a substantial value of the bargain if its is properly

found by the trier of fact that the unconscionable Wcstinghousc's

exculpatory clause applies in this case.

The comments to Section 2-719 of the UCC are very imix)rtant

to the understanding of Section 2-302, wherein it is stated:

lloiicvcr, it is of the very essence of a sales contract that at

least minimum adequate remedies be available. If the parties

intend to conclude a contract for sale within this Article, they

must accept the legal conscxjuences that there be at least a fair

quantum of remedy for breach of the obligations or duties

outlined in the contract. Thus any clause purporting to modify

or limit the remedial provisions of this Article in an uncon-

scionable manner is subject to deletion and in that event the

remetlics made available by this Article are applicable as if

the stricken clause had never existed. Similarly, under sub-

section (2), where an apparently fair and reasonable clause

because of circumstances fails in its purpose or operates to

deprive either party of the substantial value of the bargain, it

must give u-ay to the general remedy provisions of this Article.

( Emphasis added

)

The whole purpose of Section 2-302, 2-719 of the JJCC is to

allow a court not to enforce an unconscionable bargain, to strike a

clause which is deemed to be unconscionable, and to enforce the

contract as it reads after the expulsion, or so to limit the application

of the condemned term as to avoid any unconscionable result.

In 3 Bender's JJCC Service §14.09(3), at 14-67, the authors

state the following with regard to the minimum remedies which

must be available to a buyer in a sales contract:

There must be some minimum type of remedy available. If

the exclusive remedy provided for fails in some respect to

provide adequate relief then it must be deemed an unconscion-
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able clause and be stricken from the contract. In such an event,

the ordinary remedies provided by the Code in all of its pro-

visions would be available to the aggrieved party. Even though

the particular exxlusionary clause may be deemed fair and
reasonable, if surrounding circumstances cause it to fail in

its purpose or as the Comments state "operate to deprive either

party of the substantial value of the bargain, it must give way
to the general remedy provisions of this Article." ( 2

)

( 2 ) ibid. E.g. if the exclusive remedy or repair fails, all of the Code
remedies become available.

The following cases deal with situations where the remedies

provided for by the seller failed in their essential purpose.

In the Pennsylvania case of Jarnot v. Ford Motor Company, 191

Pa. Super. 422, 156 A.2d 568 (1959) (overruled on another point

in 422 Pa. 383, 221 A.2d 320 at 325 (1966)), the contract of sale

stated as follows

:

The Ford Motor Company Warrants all such parts of new
automobiles, trucks and chassis, except tires, for a period of

ninety (90) days from the date of original delivery to the

purchaser of each new vehicle or before such vehicle has been

driven 4,000 miles, whichever event shall first occur, as shall,

under normal use and service, appear to it to have been de-

fective in workmanship or material. This warranty shall be

limited to shipment to the purchaser without charge except for

transportation of the part or parts intended ta replace those

acknowledged by the Ford Motor Company to be defective.

(Emphasis added) (156 A.2d at 571)

The facts show that the plaintiff purchased a Ford tractor and

cab for $4,973.00 and that, within 90 days, the tractor was de-

stroyed when an essential part of the steering mechanism—the

king pin— had broken. The trailer could not be repaired and it

cost $1,700.00 to repair the tractor. The plaintiff was awarded

$4,800.00 for the value of the truck when destroyed, plus the cost

of repairing the tractor. The court in its decision noted that the

warranty applied exclusively to the replacement of a defective part,

however, the court stated that this had no bearing on the question

of the liability of Ford Motor Company where the failure of a

defective part resulted in damage covered by another and distinct
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implied warranty of merchantability and fitness for the intended

use of the vehicle. The court also acknowledged that in Pennsyl-

vania a provision in a contract pertaining to a sale that the contract

contained all of the agreements berween the parties did not preclude

an implied warranty of merchantability.

In the case of Cox Motor Car Company v. Castle, 402 S.W.2d 429

(Ct. App. Ky., 1966), the purchaser of a truck brought an action

against a dealer who sold him a new Chevrolet truck. The facts

show that the truck had a shimmy and that the automobile dealer

could not fix it and simply refused to recognize that there was any-

thing defective with regard to the truck and tried to wash his hands

of the whole affair. The exculpatory clause involved stated:

Dealer warrants each new Chevrolet motor vehicle and chassis

• * * sold by Dealer to be free from defects in material and

workmanship under normal use and service, Dealer's obliga-

tion under this warranty being limited to making good any

part or parts thereof which shall, within ninety days after

delivery of such vehicle or chassis to the original purchaser or

before such vehicle or chassis has bc^n driven 4,000 miles,

whichever event shall first occur, be returned to Dealer at

Dealer's place of business and which Dealer's examination

shall disclose to its satisfaction to have been thus defective;

this warranty being expressly in lieu of all other warranties,

expressed or implied, . . . (Emphasis added) (402 S.W.2d at

430)

The court basing its decision on Sections 2-316 and 2-719 of

the t/CC held:

A breach having been established, /'/ is obvious that the con-

tract did not contemplate that the remedy shall be by suit for

specific performance of the agreement to replace the defective

parts. Clearly, the contract envisions damage in the form of

monetary cost for such replacement. The trouble is that in the

instant case the buyer did not know and could not reasonably

be expected to know what parts were causing the shimmy. The
seller, who was in the best position to identify the offending

parts, simply refused to recognize that there was any defea

and tried to wash his hands of the whole thing. Under those
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circumstances we think that the whole truck properly may be

considered one big defective part, and the measure of damages
properly would be the cost of replacing the truck with one
not defective, which would be the same as the difference in

market value. (Emphasis added and supplied) (402 S.W.2d
at 431)

In the case at bar, we are faced with a very similar situation where

Westinghouse undertook to repair but the repairs were negligently

made and failed to remedy the defects, caused by Westinghouse's

negligence in the manufacmre of the equipment.

In the case of Seely v. White Motor Company, 63 Cal.2d 9, 403

P.2d 145, (1965), upon which Westinghouse has relied very

strongly, involved the purchase order signed by plaintiff which

stated

:

The White Motor Company hereby warrants each new motor

vehicle sold by it to be free from defects in material and work-

manship under normal use and service, its obligation under

the warranty being limited to making good at its factory any

part or parts thereof . . . (Emphasis added) (403 P.2d at 148)

The Supreme Court of California in rejecting the defendant's

contentions, held the defendant liable and stated:

Defendant contends that its lifnitation of its obligation to

repair and replacement, and its statement that its warranty is

expressly in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied,

are sufficient to operate as a disclaimer of responsibility in

damages for breach of warranty. This contention is untenable.

When as here, the warrantor repeatedly fails to correct the

defect as promised, it is liable for the breach of that promise

as a breach of warranty. ( Emphasis added ) ( 403 P.2d at 148

)

In the case of Armco Steel Corp. v. Ford Construction Co., 237

Ark. 272, 372 S.W.2d 630 (1963) Ford and Armco entered into

a contract where the latter agreed to furnish metal piping, and after

the work was finished, tests made by Ford revealed breaks had

developed in about 25 joints of the pipes. Thereafter, Armco sued

Ford for the balance due on the merchandise ordered and delivered

and Ford counterclaimed for alleged damages, upon which Ford
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received a judgment against Armco for damages allegedly resulting

from Armco's breach of warranty.

Ford's counterclaim set forth four basic counts which consisted

of breach of contract, breach of warranty, negligence and fraud.

Armco afiirmatively pleaded a provision in the contraa which

stated

:

There are no understandings, terms or conditions not fully

expressed herein. There is no implied warranty or condition

except an implied warranty of title to and freedom from en-

cumbrance of the products sold hereunder and in respect of

products bought by description that they are of merchantable

quality. Seller's liability hereunder shall be limited to the

obligation to replace material proven to have been defective

in quality or workmanship at the time of its delivery, or allow

credit therefor at its option. In no event shall Seller be liable

for consequential damages or for claims for labor.

(Emphasis added) (372 S.W.2d 632)

On appeal, Armco relied upon the aforementioned clause in the

contract stating that their only requirement was to replace material

to have been defective in quality of workmanship. The Supreme

Court of Arkansas had little problem with this contention by stating

that at the time the pipe was delivered to Ford it was heavily coated

with tar or asphalt so that in all actualit)', Ford had no way of

detecting whether the pipe was welded, riveted or whether it would

be water tight. The main contention of Armco on appeal was that

portion of the contract which stated:

In no event shall Seller be liable for consequential damages . .

.

With regard to this, the court stated:

...before appellant (Armco) would be entitled to an

instructed verdict, it must show that all damages resulting

from defective materials furnished, were "consequential dam-
ages" that is, damages not recoverable under the implied

warrant)' of fitness for the purpose intended.

(Emphasis supplied) (372 S.W.2d at 633)

Next, the court considered the major question, as in the case

at bar, as to whether consequential damages necessarily included
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all damages including direct and forseeable damage and the court

stated that the words "consequential damages" were not so inclusive.

Westinghouse has never seriously contended that Southwest did

not have the implied warranty of fitness, the implied warranty of

merchantability, and the various express warranties made by West-

inghouse to Southwest. What Westinghouse is in effect saying is

that even though they have not disclaimed their responsibility

for these warranties, they have exculpated themselves from any

liability' whatsoever by their statement that they shall not be liable

for consequential damages and their statement that their obligation

is to repair and replace defects in workmanship or material even

though correction of such defects in workmanship or material may

be done in a negligent manner and in a non-workmanlike manner.

This position is inconsistent with the purpose and intent of the

Uniform Commercial Code and, in addition thereto, if Westing-

house's position is found to be correct, then this must constitute an

unconscionable contract because Southwest is left without any

remedy whatsoever. This position is not and cannot be the law as

intended by the Uniform Commercial Code.

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that since Westinghouse

negligently manufactured the steam turbine generator unit so that

it failed to function and perform properly, and further, that when

Westinghouse undertook to repair the same, the repairs were negli-

gently made and failed to remedy the defect caused by Westing-

house' negligence in the manufacture of the unit. Southwest is then

entitled to all remedies provided by the Uniform Commercial Code,

since the facts of the case at bar affirmatively show that the uncon-

scionable exculpatory clause of Westinghouse has failed in its

purpose and has operated to deprive Southwest of a substantial value

of its bargain, assuming arguendo that there was a meeting of the

minds between the parties. Therefore, the lower Court's granting

of a summary judgment in favor of Westinghouse was in error.
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t. THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID BY SOUTHWEST TO WESTINCHOUSE FOR THE

STEAM TURBINE GENERATOR UNIT WAS EXCESSIVELY HIGH AS A RESULT

OF A CONSPIRACY BY WESTINGHOUSE IN VIOLATION OF SECTION 1 OF

THE SHERMAN ACT, AND AS SUCH, THE CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS AS
CONTENDED BY WESTINGHOUSE ARE UNCONSCIONABLE.

In the case at bar, Southwest, in its complaint against Westing-

house, in G)unt Three (1 R 780) has alleged that the purchase

price paid for the turbine generator unit purchased by Southwest

from Wcstinghouse exceeded the price which Southwest would

have had to pay by at least $250,000 if Wcstinghouse had not

engaged in a conspiracy in unreasonable restraint of interstate trade

and commerce in the sale of turbine generator units, in violation

of § 1 of the Sherman Act {15 U.S.C. §1 )

.

In the case of Central Biulget Corp. v. Sanchez, 53 Misc.2d 620,

279 N.Y.Supp.2d 391 ( 1967 ) the Court held that excessively high

prices may constitute unconscionable contractual provisions within

the meaning of §2-302 of the VCC.

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that the contract as con-

tended by Westinghousc may be unconscionable as a result of the

alleged violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act ( 15 U.S.C. §1 ),

and as such. Southwest was denied the opportunity to present

evidence as to its commercial setting.

In conclusion, it is respectfully submitted that the unconscionable

exculpatory clause of Wcstinghouse, which was not brought to the

attention of Southwest, failed in its essential purpose and operated

to deprive Southwest of a substantial value of its bargain when

Westinghousc repeatedly failed to adequately correct the defects

as promised. Therefore, such an exculpatory clause is unconscion-

able under the Uniform Cornmcrcuil Code, and it must give way

to the general remedy provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code.
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QUESTION IV AFFECTING SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 1, 2, 4, 7,

8, 9, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, and 27.

ARGUMENT

iV. When the Record on Appeal Affirmatively Shows That

Westinghouse Was Negligent in the Manufacture and Re-

pair of the Steam Turbine Generator Unit, Then Was It

Proper for the Court to Grant Westinghouse' Motion for

Summary Judgment Against Southwest on the Theory of

Negligence When Southwest Had Established a Prima
Facie Case in Negligence?

A. UNDER THE LAW OF ARIZONA, SOUTHWEST MAY RECOVER AGAINST
WESTINGHOUSE ON THE THEORY OF NEGLIGENCE BECAUSE THE LIA-

BILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE MAY CO-EXIST WITH A BUYER'S CAUSE OF AC-

TION FOR BREACH OF WARRANTY.

This portion of the case is to be determined under Arizona law.

Klaxon Co. v, Sentor Elec. Mfg. Co., 313 U. S. 487, 61 S.Ct. 1020,

85 L.Ed. 1477 (1941) ; Maloy v. Taylor, 86 Ariz. 356, 346 P.2d

1086 (1959).

In Count One of the Appellant's Amended Complaint (TR 777

)

in IIVI of Count One ( TR 778 ) , it is alleged:

Defendant negligently manufactured said turbine generator

unit so that the same failed to funaion and perform. As soon

as plaintiff ascertained that the equipment was defective, it

notified defendant to that effect and defendant undertook to

repair the same but such repairs were negligently made and

failed to remedy the defects caused by defendant's negligence

in the manufacture of such equipment.

With regard to the Appellant's negligence counts, the Court

held that there could be no recovery for consequential damages

based upon a theory of negligence apart from a contractual duty.

(TR983)

The cases cited by the lower Court for its reasoning are wholly

inapplicable to the case at bar. (See an analysis of case law cited by

the Court at pp. 1 05 6- 1 074, Transcript of Record

)

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that, if under the law of

Arizona, Southwest has stated a claim for relief in negligence, then

the motion for summary judgment was improperly granted by the
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Court with regard to Counts One and Four of Appellant's com-

plaint, and the Appellant's Supplemental Complaint.

In the case of Pipe Welding Supply Co., Inc. v. Gas Atmospheres,

Inc., 201 F.Supp. 191 (E.D.Ohio 1961), the plaintiff brought an

action for breach of warranty and for negligence The facts show

that the plaintiff purchased from the defendant a generator tliat

would manufacture carbon dioxide. The generator did not operate

satisfactorily and leaks occurred in the firing tube of the main boiler

of the generator, causing contamination of the carbon dioxide

processed by the generator and purchased by the customers of the

plaintiff. As a result of the contamination of the carbon dioxide,

large quantities of soft drinks bottled by the customers of the plain-

tiff were spoiled, with the result that numerous claims for damages

were made against the plaintiff. The Court determined the issues to

be whether the defendant breached express warranties or an implied

warranty of fitness of the generator, or whether the defendant was

negligent in the manufacture of the generator, and whether the

defendant's fault, if any, in one or more of the foregoing respects

was the proximate cause of the damage claimed to have been

sustained by the plaintiff.

The facts also show that the contract between the plaintiff and

defendant contained an express warranty obligating the defendant

to make good any defect due to defeaive material or workmanship

which might develop prior to 90 days of actual service, but within

one year after the completion date of the erection of the generator.

The contract also contained an exculpatory clause, as in the case

at bar, which stated:

Gas Atmospheres, Inc. assumes no liability for consequen-

tial damages of any kind which result from the use or misuse

of the equipment, supplied hereunder, by the Purchaser, his

employees or others. (201 F.Supp. at 198)

With regard to the plaintiff's claim in negligence, which was

based upon the same facts as the plaintiff's claim for breach of

warranty, the Court held that the exculpatory clause of the contract

did not relieve the defendant from liability for its negligence, and

stated, at p. 200:
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Gas Atmospheres owed Pipe Welding the duty to exercise

reasonable care and skill in the manufacture of the generator.

Liability for negligence may co-exist with a buyer's cause

of action for breach of warranty or it may exist independently

of the latter. Prosser on Torts, 2d Ed., §83, pp. 491-493. A
person who undertakes to manufacture an instrumentality for

use by others will be held to an expert's knowledge of the arts,

materials and processes relating to his product. Harper &
James, Law of Torts, §284, p. 1541. The evidence clearly

establishes that defendants breached their duty to exercise

reasonable care and skill in designing the firing tube of the

main boiler. (201 F.Supp. at 200) (Emphasis added)

The case of Asphaltic Enterprises, Inc., v. Baldwin-Lima-Hamil-

ton Corporation, 39 F.R.D. 574 (E.D.Pa. 1966), involved a buyer's

action against a seller for damages for breach of warranty. The facts

show that the plaintiff contracted for the purchase of a machine for

manufacturing asphalt and alleged the defendant had breached his

express warranty that the machine was free from defective work-

manship and material, due to the fact that the machine had not

produced any merchantable asphalt.

The contract between the parties contained, as in the case at bar,

various exculpatory clauses, one of which stated:

Seller shall under no circumstances be liable for any ex-

pense, indirect or consequential damages in connection with

the sale or use of the property or otherwise. Buyer waives any

right to damages for breach of warranty in the event of rescis-

sion by it. Seller warrants that the property covered hereby . .

.

is free from defective tvorkmanship and material provided

that any claim arising from defective tvorkmanship and mate-

rials must be presented to Seller tvithin six (6) months from
the date hereof and upon presentation thereof Seller is obli-

gated only to replace at its factory such parts as may appear to

Seller, upon inspection by Seller, to have been defective in

workmanship or material.

(Emphasis supplied) (39 F.R.D. at 575)
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In his brief opposing the defendant's motion for dismissal, die

plaintiff made no attempt to assert the contractual grounds necessary

for the recovery of consequential damages and he relied entirely

upon the law of damages with respea to negligence actions based

upon a breach of duty arising from a contraaual relationship, draw-

ing his support from the case of Pipe Welding Supply Co., Inc. v.

Gas Atmospheres, Inc., supra.

At the oral argument the defendant pointed out the absence in

plaintiff's complaint of any intimation that he wished to proceed

in tort rather than in warranty. The GDurt had no difficulty what-

soever with the argument posed by the defendant, stating that all

that was required of the plaintiff was to place the defendant on

notice as to the nature of his claim, which the plaintiff had done.

The GDurt further stated that the plaintiff need not specify his

theory of recovery, nor was it necessary that the plaintiff set forth

in detail the facts upon which such theory rested, holding that where

a party has a sound claim he should recover on it regardless of his

counsel's failure to perceive the true basis of the claim.

In the case of McClure v. Johnson, 50 Ariz. 76, 69 P.2d 573

(1937), the cause of aaion arose out of an automobile accident

near Phoenix. Prior to the accident the plaintiff, who lived in

Missouri, decided to move to California, and Johnson (one of the

plaintiffs) learned of this fact and entered into an agreement with

the deceased plaintiff whereby Johnson was to pay the decedent $20

for transporting Johnson and his family from Missouri to California.

While enroute to California an accident occurred in Arizona and

the decedent plaintiff was killed in the accident and the Johnson

family was injured.

The question that the Court considered was whether the action

was one for breach of contract or for tort.

With regard to this issue, the Court stated the following at p. 578:

Wc think a good test to be used in determining whether a

pleading sets up a case in contract or in tort may be stated as

follows. When an aa complained of is a breach of specific

terms of the contract, without any reference to legal duties

imposed by law upon the relationship created thereby, the
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action is in contract, but where there is a contraa for services

which places the parties in such a relation to each other that,

in attempting to perform the promised service, a duty imposed

by law as a result of the contractual relationship between the

parties is violated through an act which incidentally prevents

the performance of the contract, then the gravamen of the ac-

tion is a breach of the legal duty, and not of the contract itself,

and in such case allegations of the latter are considered mere
inducement, showing the relationship which furnishes the

right of action for the tort, but not the basis of recovery for it,

and in such cases the remedy is an action ex delicto. As was said

in Pecos & N.T.Ry.Co. v. AmariUo St.Ry.Co. (Tex.Civ.App.)

171 S.W. 1103, 1105:

If the transaction had its origin in a contract which places

the parties in such relation as that in performing or

attempting to perform the service promised the wrong
is committed, then the breach of the contract is not the

gravamen of the action. There may be no technical

breach of the letter of the contract; the contract in such

case is a mere inducement and should be so pleaded. It

induces, causes, creates the conditions or state of things

which furnishes the occasion for the wrong. // is the

wrong outside the letter of the contract which is there

the gravamen of the suit.

(Emphasis supplied)

The Court went on to hold that what was imposed upon the

decedent was a contractual relationship between the parties, as a

result of which the law imposed certain legal duty on the decedent,

to-wit, to carry plaintiffs with reasonable care and that in an attempt

to carry out this contract, he committed an act which was a breach,

not of the contractual duty, but of the legal duty, which act resulted

in the injuries complained of by the various plaintiffs. The Court

also stated that the obligation of reasonable care in such transporta-

tion was not imposed by the contract, but by the law, as a result of

the relationship arising out of the contract, and that the remedy for

a breach of that obligation was in tort and not in contract.

For other cases holding that duties created by contract, when

breached through negligence, give rise to actions ex delicto, see:
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Siegel V. Struble Bros., Inc., 150 Pa.Super. 343, 28 A.2d 352

(1942); EaJs v. Marks, 39 Cal.2d 807, 249 P.2d 257 (1952);

Holmes v. Schnoebelen, 87 N.H. 272, 178 A. 258 (1935 ) ; Whit-

tle V. Miller Lightening Rod Co., 1 10 S.C 5 57, 96 S.E. 907 ( 1 9 1 8 )

;

Flint & Walling Mfg. Co. v. Beckett, 167 Ind. 491, 79 N.E. 503

( 1906) ; Kahler v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 204 F.2d 804 (8th Cir.

1953); Harzfeld's, Inc. v. Otis Elevator Co., 114 F.Supp. 480

(W.D.Mo. 1953); Gore v. Sindelar, 74 N.E.2d 4l4 (Ct.App.

Ohio 1947); and 52 Amjur. Torts § 27.

Although involving a common carrier, the case of Apache Ry.

Co. V. Shumway, 62 Ariz. 359, 158 P.2d 142 (1945), should be

noted by the Court because in the Shumway case, supra, the Su-

preme Court of Arizona specifically held that "Relief from negli-

gence cannot be contracted away." Although the Shumway case,

supra, is not on all fours, this case is very persuasive that in the event

the Supreme Court of the State of Arizona were to decide this

question that the Arizona Court would not allow Westinghouse to

exculpate itself from its own negligence by a contractual provision.

In the case at bar, there has been no showing by Westinghouse,

upon whom the burden rests in a motion for summary judgment,

to show that the steam turbine generator unit was not negligently

manufactured and that the subsequent repairs performed by West-

inghouse's employees were not negligently and carelessly made.

However, the record is replete with evidence which shows that the

steam turbine generator unit was negligently made and that when

Westinghouse undertook to repair the unit, such repairs were negli-

gently made and failed to remedy the defects caused by Westing-

house's negligence in the original manufacture of the equipment.

Southwest, in order to make the Court aware of the negligence and

negligent repair of Westinghouse, feels it is imperative that the

Court be informed of the contents of a few portions of the multitude

of depositions which have been taken in this case so that the Court

may more fully understand the acts and the conduct of the Appellee,

Westinghouse, and its employees. [See, Summary of Depositions,

Appendix No. Two]
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Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that the record is replete

with evidence which affirmatively shows the steam turbine gener-

ator unit was negligently made by Westinghouse, and that when

Westinghouse undertook to repair the unit, such repairs were

negligently made and failed to remedy the defects caused by West-

inghouse' negligence in the original manufacture of the equipment.

It is further submitted that Southwest may recover against Westing-

house on the theory of negligence, because liability from negligence

may co-exist with a cause of action for breach of warranty and as

such, the trial Court's granting of a summary judgment against

Southwest on the theory of negligence and the granting of the sum-

mary judgment should be reversed, thereby allowing Southwest

the recovery to which it is entitled.

QUESTION V AFFECTING SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, and 26.

ARGUMENT

V. Is the Granting of a Summary Judgment Proper When the

Moving Party Has Not Shown That It Is Entitled to a Judg-

ment as a Matter of Law?

A. EVEN ASSUMING, ARGUENDO, THAT THE WESTINGHOUSE UNCONSCION-
ABLE EXCULPATORY CLAUSE APPLIES TO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

WESTINGHOUSE, AS THE MOVING PARTY, HAS NOT SHOWN AS A MATTER

OF LAW THAT SOUTHWEST IS NOT ENTITLED TO RECOVER INCIDENTAL

DAMAGES.

The damages recoverable by an aggreived buyer under the Uni-

form Commercial Code (UCC) are set forth in Article II, §2-715,

which states:

( 1 ) Incidental damages resulting from seller's breach

include expenses reasonably incurred in inspection, receipt,

transportation and care and custody of goods rightfully re-

jected, any commercially reasonable charges, expenses or com-

missions in connection with effecting cover and any other

reasonable expense incident to the delay or other breach.

(Emphasis added.)

(2) Consequential damages resulting from the seller's

breach include

(a) any loss resulting from general or particular require-

ments and needs of which the seller at the time of contracting
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had reason to know and which would not reasonably be pre-

vented by cover or otherwise; and

( b ) injury to person or property proximately resulting from

any breach of warranty.

Although the term "incidental damages" may be a new word of

art in the law, this is the same type of damage that was recoverable

under the Uniform Sales Act. 3 Bender's Uniform Commercial

Code Service ^14.01(2), Sit 14-61 states the following with regard

to incidental damages:

They are those which naturally arise from the breach and

which are incurred by the buyer in the normal handling of

the goods. Again these elements listed in Subseaion ( 1 ) are

not meant to be exclusive but merely explanatory of the type

of incidental damage which a buyer can suffer and for which

he should be reimbursed. There is no real difference between

the Code and the Uniform Sales Act even though the Uniform

Sales Act did not contain any specific provisions with regard

to incidental damages. The cases under the Uniform Sales Act

followed approximately the same line as the Code has adopted,

su as a practical matter, the Code has not made a significant

change with regard to incidental damages.

Under the UCC the test as far as consequential damages are

concerned is whether or not the seller at the time of the contraa

had reason to know of the particular needs or requirements of the

buyer. If the seller knew of the particular needs or requirements

of the buyer, then in that case he should be liable for any loss

that results. See 3 Bender's Uniform Commercial Code Service

§14.07(2), at 14-61.

The Court, in its Opinion, has stated: "All damages sought by

Southwest in this case are consequential damages." (TR 981)

However, it should be noted that many of the items of damage

sought by Southwest arc, in fact, incidental damages.

In the Ciise of Willred Company v. Westmoreland Metal Mfg.

Co., 200 F.Supp. 59 (E.D.Pa. 1961 ), the Court, deciding the case

under the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted in Pennsylvania,

distinguished between consc*qucntial and incidental damages which

were recoverable by a buyer upon the seller's breach.
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The WHired case arose out of an action for breach of an exclusive

distributorship contract and for late and defeaive deliveries under

the contract. The Court held that the plaintiff was entitled to recover

$69,500.75 for breach of the exclusive distributorship contract

based entirely upon the profit which the plaintiif would have been

able to realize by contract if the contract had been carried out. The

Court also held that the plaintiff was entitled to recover incidental

damages as defined in Article 2, §2-715. With regard to the inci-

dental damages, the Court held that the plaintiff was entitled to

recover for following incidental damages under §2-715 of the

Uniform Commercial Code.

1. The plaintiff would, upon satisfactory proof, be entitled to

damages in the amount of the difference between the cost

of its cover and defendant's price to it.

2. The plaintiff's cost of having the defective products repaired,

charging defendant with the cost of the work, including inci-

dental expenses as well as direct labor cost including overhead.

3. The plaintiff's cost of materials used in making repairs to

correct the defective products.

4. The plaintiff's expenses with regard to travel expenses

incurred by its repairmen in the field.

5. The expenses incurred by plaintiff because of the defendant's

late delivery of the various products.

6. "Although my attention has not been called to any case

in which a buyer has been allowed interest on amounts with-

held by a subpurchaser from him because of defects in the

goods, I believe that Section 2-714(3) and 2-715 of the

Uniform Commercial Code provide for the recovery of such

damages if they can be proved. Any plaintiff suing for a bal-

ance due from a defendant is entitled to interest from the date

of the defendant's refusal to pay, and I see no reason in princi-

pal why, in a case like the present, the plaintiff should not be

allowed to recover interest on money due but withheld by a

third party for varying periods of time, the delay being due

to the defendant's breach of contract." ( 200 F.Supp. at 69

)

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that before the Appellee

is entitled to a summary judgment, it must also show, as the moving

party, that it is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law and, that

the Appellant has sustained no damages whatsoever which are not
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recoverable. The Appellee has failed to meet these requirements,

because even assuming arguendo that the unconscionable warranty

of Westinghouse applies in the case at bar, then the Appellee has

not shown as a matter of law that the Appellant is not entitlc-d to

recover incidental damages resulting from the Appellee's breach.

The Q)urt in its Order and Judgment (TR 1010) stated:

There is no evidence before the Court that the defendant had

failed to perform its affirmative warranty duties of correction

and replacement.

Even though the burden is on the Appellee, Westinghouse, to

show that they affirmatively performed their warranty duties, as a

moving party on a motion for summary judgment, the evidence of

a breach is still in the evidence before the Court. Mr. Baker in his

testimony before the Court on the trial of the matter stated that

Southwest encountered unusual and unanticipated difficulties in the

turbine generator. [See, Testimony of Mr. Baker, Appendix Two]

Also, it should be noted by the Court that the allegations con-

tained in the Appellant's complaint, which allege that Westing-

house was negligent in the manufacture of the equipment, have

not been controverted by Appellee, nor have the allegations of the

Appellant's complaint alleging that Westinghouse made certain

repairs in a negligent manner been controverted by the Appellee

as the moving party, upon whom the burden rests in a motion for

summary judgment. However, the record is replete with evidence

which shows that the Appellee was negligent in the manufacture of

the equipment and that when it undertook to repair the turbine

generator unit, that in fact, such repairs were negligently made, and

in fact failed to remedy the defeas caused by the Appellee's negli-

gence in the original manufacture of the equipment. See also the

Depositions of Messrs. Paul Kelly, Ralph Willard LeGates,

Henry A. Parzick and Raymond E. Baker.

A case involving a similar fact situation as in the case at bar

and also involving an unconscionable clause in which the seller

attempted to exculpate himself from consequential damages, is the

case of Armco Steel Corp. v. Ford Construction Co., 251 Ark. 272,

372 S.\\'.2d 630 (1963). In this case. Ford and Armco entered into
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a contract wherein the latter agreed to furnish some metal piping

to Ford. After the pipe had been all laid and the work finished, tests

were made by Ford which revealed that the pipe had developed

leaks in about 25 joints of such pipe. Thereafter, considerable

settlement negotiations were ineffective, and Armco sued Ford for

the balance due on the merchandise ordered and delivered, and Ford

counterclaimed against Armco for damages. Ford received a judg-

ment against Armco as a direct and proximate result of Armco's

breach of warranty.

Ford's counterclaim set forth four basic counts:

( 1 ) Breach of Contract

( 2 ) Breach of Warranty

(3) Negligence

(4) Fraud

All four of Ford's counts basically alleged that the materials fur-

nished by Armco failed to meet the required specifications and

Armco affirmatively pleaded a provision in the contract which

stated

:

There are no understandings, terms or conditions not fully

expressed herein. There is no implied warranty for condition

except an implied warranty of title and freedom from encum-

brances of the products sold hereunder, and in respect of

products bought by description that they are of merchantable

quality. Seller's liability hereunder shall be limited to the obli-

gation to replace material proven to have been defective in

quality of tvorkmanship at the time of delivery, or allow credit

therefor at its option. In no event shall seller be liable for con-

sequential damages or for claims for labor. ( Emphasis added.

)

(372S.W.2dat632)

On appeal, Armco contended and relied upon a clause in the

contract which stated that the seller's liability was limited to the

obligation to replace material proven to have been defective in

quality of workmanship. The Supreme Court of Arkansas had no

problem with Armco's contention, and dismissed this contention by

stating that at the time the pipe was delivered to Ford it was heavily

coated with tar or asphalt so that in all actuality Ford had no way
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of detecting whether the pipe was welded or riveted, or whether it

would be water tight.

However, the main contention of Armco, as Westinghouse in

the case at bar, was that portion of the contract which read:

In no event shall seller be liable for consequential damages.

(372S.W.2dat633)

The Supreme Court of Arkansas in meeting Armco's contention

head-on, stated:

. . . Before Appellant would be entitled to an instructed

verdict, it must also show that all damages resulting from

defective materials furnished, were 'consequential damages'—
that is, damages not recoverable under the implied warranty of

fitness for the purpose intended. After careful consideration

we have concluded there is evidence in the record to show Ford

did suffer some amount of damages resulting from Armco's

brc-ach of warranty regardless of whether such damages are

termed consequential damages, direct damages, or foreseeable

damages. It is not denied that the pipe leaked, or that Ford

suffered a financial loss in trying to correct the defective pipe

and in removing the same. It was up to the jury to say whether

Ford acted reasonably in failing to detect the defects in the

pipe before it was installed. (372 S.W.2d at 633)
( Emphasis supplied

)

Next, the Court considered the major question to be decided, as

in the case at bar, was "whether 'consequential damages' necessarily

include all damages including direct and foreseeable damages."

(Emphasis added.)

The Court in its holding stated:

We hold the quoted words are not so inclusive, as many
authorities indicate. Black's Law Dictionary (1th ed. ) defines

'consequential damages' as

'Such damage, loss, or injury as does not flow directly and

immediately from the act of the party, but only from some of

the consequences or results of such act.'

In the case of Despatch Oven Co. v. Rauenhorst, 229 Minn.

436, 40 N.W.2d 73, 79 ( 1949) they had this to say:

'The 'consequential' damages referred to in the clause

in question are such damages as do not arise dircaly

according to the usual course of things, from the breach
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of the contract itself, but are rather those which are the

consequence of special circumstances known to or rea-

sonably supposed to have been contemplated by the

parties when the contract was made' (Citing cases.

)

In the case of General Talking Pictures v. Shea, 187 Ark. 568,

61 S.W.2d 430, we said that if a disclaimer is effective at all,

it will not extend by implication to liabilities which it does not

by its express terms cover. There is, of course, no contention

of Armco here that its disclaimer covered any particular items

of damages. In 17 C.J.S. Contracts, §262 it is stated:

'Contracts of this nature are not favored by the law; they

are strictly construed against the party relying on them, and

clear and explicit language in the contract is required to

absolve a person from such liability.'

5 Corbin, Contracts §1011, in discussing Causation and Fore-

seeability, states:

'Another form in which the present rule is often stated

is that damages are recoverable only for injuries that are

the natural result of the breach. This seems to have no

meaning other than that there was reason to foresee

such injury.' (372 S.W.2d at 634)

The Court went on to state that Armco could have reasonably

foreseen that a leaky pipe would cause damage to Ford and that a

leaky pipe would not be usable, and that it would have to be

removed, and that this would be expensive to Ford. Quoting from

the previous case of Main & Co. v. Dearing, 73 Ark.470, 84 S.W.

640, ( 1905 ) the Court went on to state:

The purchaser cannot be supposed to buy goods to lay them

on a dunghill. (Emphasis Added.) (372 S.W.2d at 634)

The court went on to state that it would be unreasonable to hold,

as it would be in the case at bar:

That Armco could warrant its product to be useful in one

breath and then in the next breath disclaim all liability if it

is unusable. It is our conclusion that Appellant ( Armco ) was

subject to liability in some amount for a breach of its implied

warranty and, therefore, was not entitled to a direaed verdict

in its favor on Ford's counterclaim.

(372S.W.2dat634)
(Emphasis added)
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In the case at bar, Westinghouse has not shown as a matter of law

that all damages sustained by Southwest were consequential dam-

ages and in the case at bar, as in the Armco case, supra, Westing-

house has not effeaively excluded or modified the implied warranty

of fitness for a particular purpose or the implied warranty of

merchantability.

In the Armco.czse, supra, as in the case at bar, the only way that

Southwest could have discovered defects in the turbine generator as

existed were to place the turbine generator in operation and subject

it to performance. Only when this was done did it become evident

that the turbine generator supplied by Westinghouse was not of

merchantable quality nor fit for the purpose intended.

In the lower G)urt's Opinion (TR 978) it is stated that South-

west was, "Claiming damages by reason of lost time, labor, mate-

rials, and loss of business."

In Footnote 2 to the lower Court's Opinion (TR 986), the

Court stated that the damages sought by Southwest:

Include recovery of fixed operating costs for the period of delay

in the start-up of the mill caused by difficulties with the turbine

generator unit, the cost of repairs made by Rusk Engineering

Company to the turbine generator unit, and additional caustic

(used in the paper making process) purchased to offset that

loss from the recovery boiler as a result of shut-down of the

turbine, together with costs of fixed operating costs and costs

of repair relating to the exciter unit. ( Emphasis added

)

The lower Court has classified these as "consequential damages"

based apparently upon Appellee's Interrogatory No. 22(c)

(TR 24), which requested:

1. The total dollar value of consequential damages caused by

the repairs or adjustments which were performed on each date

or dates mentioned in answer to Interrogatory No. 22(a)

above.

2. For each interruption, specify in actual dollar values how
mucli of the total consequential damages attributed to each

interruption is allocated to:

(a) lost time

(b) lost labor
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(c) lost profits

(d) lost materials

(e) other (Emphasis added)

It should be noted that the Appellee in Interrogatory No. 22(c)

(TR 24) sought information concerning "consequential damages"

and not "incidental damages," and therefore, in order to determine

the legal meaning of the term "consequential damages" the Court

must consider that term as defined in §2-715 of the UCC and the

case law actually defining the term "consequential damages."

In the case of Boylston Housing Corporation v. O'Toole, 321

Mass. 538, 74 N.E.2d 288 (1947) the Court discusses the distinc-

tion between "direct" and "consequential" damages with regard

to an exculpatory clause which states that the defendant, Otis

Elevator Company, ".
. . in any event . . . shall not be liable for

consequential damages".

The Court stated, with regard to the distinction between "direct"

and "consequential" damages, as follows:

On the other hand, it is apparent that the agreement that the

defendant shall not he liable for consequential damages is

not to be interpreted as meaning that the defendant shall not

be liable for any damages whatsoever. , . . The natural inter-

pretation of 'consequential damages' as used in the contract is

that it does not refer to damages that 'flow according to com-

mon understanding as the natural and probable consequences

of the breach,' that is, those arising naturally 'according to the

usual course of things, and from such breach of the contract

itself,' . . . 3. We think that the provision against liability

for 'consequential' damages, naturally interpreted, provides

against liability for damages that do not arise 'according to

the usual course of things, from such breach of contract itself

that is, against liability for 'special' damages that are the con-

sequences of special circumstances known to the parties at

the time the contract was made.

(Emphasis added) (74 N.E.2d at 302)

In the case at bar, the Appellee, Westinghouse, even assuming

the unconscionable exculpatory warranty provisions prepared by

them apply, has not shown that the Appellant, Southwest, would
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not be able to recover any damages whatsoever, and as such, the

granting of a summary judgment was improper.

In the case of United States v. Chicago B&Qr. Co., 82 F.2d 131

(8th Cir. 1966) the Court stated, with regard to consequential

damages:

Ordinarily, 'consequential damages' are those which do not

arise from any immediate, natural, and probable result of the

act done, but arise from the interposition of an additional

cause, without which the act done would have produced no

harmful result; while 'proximate damages' are those which

accrue directly and in natural sequence, and as a specific ( hurt-

ful) result of the act done, without the intervention of an

independent cause. (82 F.2d at 136)

In the case of /. C. Penney Company v. Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, 351 F.2d 561 (7th Cir. 1965), the Court held that

damages resulting directly from the injuries sustained are not con-

sequential in nature.

Another case which allowed recovery of incidental damages is

the case of Unners v. Whitney, 428 P.2d 398 (Ore. 1967) which

involved a suit to cancel a contract for the purchase of a used air-

plane and in regard to damages recoverable by the agreed purchaser

the Court, relying upon §2-715 of the UCC, held that the plaintiff

was entitled to the cancellation of the contract and recovery of so

much of the purchase price as had been paid, including the value

of the airplane given to the defendant as part of the purchase price,

and in addition thereto:

. . . plaintiff may recover for incidental damages as provides in

ORS 72.71 10 and 72.7150 for expenses reasonably incurred

as a result of seller's breach, including those incurred in the

care and custody of the goods. Comment 2 to ORS 72.7110

tells us that such expenses are measured by their cost. We find

that plaintiff is entitled to recover the amounts spent in repair

on the aircraft on the Chicago trip, amounts spent to preserve

the craft after the Chicago trip, including cost of removal of

the radio and battery, installation of storage oil, ground insur-

ance and storage charges. (428 P.2d at 404)

Also, the fact that Southwest may have computed their damages

through the use of an improper measure of damages does not render
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their claim invalid. In the case of United States v. Light, 3 F.R.D. 3

(M.D.Pa. 1943) the plaintiff filed a motion for summary judgment

which was predicated upon the proposition that defendant's claim

for damages, by way of credit, was one for liquidated damages, and

since the contract between plaintiff and defendant did not contain

any agreement for liquidated damages, the defense was without

merit. The Court, while dismissing plaintiff's contention and deny-

ing its motion for summary judgment, stated the following, at p. 5:

This contention fails because there is no rule requiring the

claimant to specify items of general damage, and a claim is

sufficient if it sets forth a claim for a lump sum. Furthermore,

even though the amount claimed was computed through the

use of an improper measure of damages, or included items not

properly recoverable, the claim is not rendered invalid thereby.

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that under the controlling

Pennsylvania law as found in the case of WHired Company v. West-

moreland Mfg. Co., supra, and its interpretation of §2-715 of the

UCC, and the cases defining incidental and consequential damages,

that in the case at bar, Westinghouse, assuming arguendo that their

unconscionable exculpation of consequential damages applies,

would be liable to Southwest for any incidental damages sustained

by Southwest and some if not all of the damages sustained by South-

west are incidental damages. ^
Also, the case of Armco Steel Corporation v. Ford Construction

Co., supra, sets forth the requirement that Westinghouse must show

that all damages which resulted from the defective products sup-

plied by Westinghouse to Southwest were "consequential damages."

This they have not done because in the Court's own words. South-

west is seeking "the cost of repairs made by Rusk Engineering

Company to the turbine generator unit, an additional caustic (used

in the paper making process ) purchased to offset that loss from the

recovery boiler as a result of the shut-down of the turbine, together

with recovery of fixed operating costs and the cost of repairs relating

to the exciter unit." These are items of incidental damages.

(Emphasis added)
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In conclusion, it is respectfully submitted that, assuming argu-

endo that the Westinghouse unconscionable exculpatory clause

applies, the granting of a summary judgment in this case by the

lower Court was improper because Westinghouse has not shown as

a matter of law that all of the damages sustained by Southwest are

non-compensable, and as such, Westinghouse has failed in its heavy

burden to show that it is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.

QUESTION VI AFFECTING SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 3, 7, S, 9,

10, 12, 13, 18, 21, 22, 26, and 27.

ARGUMENT

VI. Did the Lower Court Improperly Grant Westinghouse'

Motion for Summary Judgment Based Upon the Theory of

Strict Liability in Tort V\/hen All Indications Would Show
That the Supreme Court of the State of Arizona Would
Grant Recovery to Southwest in Strict Liability in Tort in

the Case at Bar?

A. ARIZONA HAS ADOPTED THE DOCTRINE OF STRICT LIABILITY IN TORT.

Starting in 1964, a series of five Arizona decisions must be

analyzed in determining Arizona's position with regard to the infant

tort of strict liability.

Colvin V. Superior Equip77ient Company, 96 Ariz. 1 13, 392 P.2d

778 ( 1964) was an appeal by the defendant who was sued by the

conditional seller to recover a deficiency arising from the reposses-

sion of a power shovel. The defendant counterclaimed, alleging

that the shovel had a defectively welded replacement part, which

gave rise to an accident, thus delaying performance by the defendant

of a construction contract. The court cited Greenman v. Yuba Power

Products, Inc., 59 Cal.2d 57, 27 Cal.Reptr. 697, 377 P.2d 897

( 1 962 ) in support of its finding that an implied warranty is equally

as applicable when made by a dealer to his customer as when made

by a manufacturer to the customer.

Next followed the case of Nalbandtan v. Byron Jackson Pumps,

Inc.. 97 Ariz. 280, 399 P.2d 681 (1965) which involved the break-
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down of an electric submersible pump sold by defendant to plain-

tiff's predecessor in interest. The trial court gave judgment for

defendant and plaintiff appealed. The Supreme Court reversed and

directed that judgment be entered for the plaintiff, holding that

plaintiff was entitled to relief under either theory, express or implied

warranty.

The importance of the Colvin and Nalbandian cases, supra, lies

in the fact they both were product-failure cases, not personal injury

cases, and particularly, when read in light of Justice Lockwood's

concurring opinion in Nalbandian, supra. She reminds the Court

that it cited Greenman, supra, as authority in Colvin, realizing that

Greenman is a strict liability and tort case. She reiterated the state-

ment in Colvin that the same rationale is to be applied whether

"we are concerned with an injured man 'as the foundation of acci-

dent liability, or by the purchaser to avoid a contract.' " (399 P.2d

a5 687)

Then, in 1967, in the case of O. S. Stapley Company v. Miller,

6 Ariz. App. 122, 430 P.2d 701, the Arizona Court of Appeals

expressly adopted strict liability where the plaintiff was thrown from

the front deck of a boat when it suddenly swerved due to an alleg-

edly defective steering mechanism. Citing Nalbandian, Colvin,

Phillips V. Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., 100 Ariz. 251, 413 P.2d

732 (1966), Crystal Cola-Cola Bottling Co. v. Cathey, 83 Ariz.

163, 317 P.2d 1094 ( 1957 ) , and the California case of Greenman

V. Yuba Power Products Inc., supra.

The Arizona Court of Appeals again applied strict liability in

Bailey v. Montgomery Ward and Company, 6 Ariz. App. 213,431

P.2d 108 (1967), where an infant plaintiff was denied recovery

by the trial court for injuries resulting when a pogo stick purchased

from the defendant disintegrated. Reversing the trial court, the

Court of Appeals remanded the decision for application of the

doctrine of strict liability in tort as enunciated previously in

Stapley, supra.

The Arizona Supreme Court has yet to face foresquare the ques-

tion of strict liability, but the case of Shannon v. Butler Homes, Inc.,
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102 Ariz. 312, 428 P.2d 990 (1967) indicates its approval of the

doctrine:

The allegation of implied warranty adds nothing to appel-

lant's case. The liability of a manufacturer of an article is in

tort (sec Phillips v. Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., 100 Ariz.

251, 413 P.2d 732, and concurring opinion of Justice Lock-

wood in Nalbandian v. Byron Jackson Pumps, 97 Ariz. 280,

399 P.2d 681), and it is not assumed by agreement but

imposed by law. (428 P.2d at 993) (Emphasis supplied)

Noteworthy is the fact that the Supreme Court, in citing authority

for the proposition that the liability of a manufaaurer of an article

is in tort, cited the concurring opinion of Justice Lookwood in

Nalbandian, supra.

There can, tlierefore, be little reasonable doubt that the Arizona

Supreme Court approves the doctrine of strict liability in tort and

that it will vigorously apply it when faced with the question. Fur-

thermore, by virtue of Justice Lockwood's interpretation of the

doarine and statement that it applies in the type of cases as pre-

sented in Colvin and Nalbandian, supra, is strong persuasion that

the Arizona court refuses to limit the doctrine to personal injury

cases only.

The New Jersey court, in Santor v. A. and M. Karagheurian,

44 N.J. 52, 207 A.2d 305 (1965) has sustained the position

advanced by Appellant in the case at bar. Santor sued the manu-

facturer of a defective carpet for which he recovered on the theory

of Stria Liability in Tort.

Arizona has apparently aligned itself with the thinking of the

Santor case, supra. The nature of the loss and the recovery granted

parallel that which is sought herein. That Court ignores the arbi-

trary distinctions imposed in Seely v. White Motor Company,

45 Cal.Rptr. 17, 403 P.2d 145 (1965), and is in line with the

reasoning of Justice Peters' dissent. This case, it is submitted, when

read in conjunction with the Arizona cases, reflects the position the

Arizona court would assume if the case at bar was before it.
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B. IN APPLYING THE DOCTRINE OF STRICT LIABILITY IN TORT, THERE IS

NO VALID REASON FOR DENYING RECOVERY FOR LOSS INCURRED BY
SOUTHWEST.

The lower Court in its Opinion states:

All damages sought by Southwest in this case are consequential

damages. (TR981)

That fact apparently is the basis for the lower Court's decision in

denying the applicability of strict liability in tort. In fact, the Court

cites Rossignol v. Danbury School of Aeronautics, Inc., 154 Conn.

549, 227 A.2d 418 (1967) in which the Connecticut court, apply-

ing the elements set forth in Restatement Second, Torts §402A,

requires as a basis for recovery that the defeaive product cause

"... physical harm to the consumer or user or to his property ..."

(227 A.2dat424).

The lower Court then states in the Footnote to its Opinion:

None of these elements is presented here. (TR 998)

There was in fact physical damage done to the property of the

plaintiff: scoring in the cylinder wall of the mechanism as well as

on the piston (Appeal Transcript, pp 134-135); burning of one

bar of the armature of the exciter ( Appeal Transcript, p. 139); two

additional bars were badly burned (Appeal Transcript, p. 144).

Appellants in the case at bar are persuaded by the reasoning of

Justice Peters' in his dissent in Seely v. White Motor Company,

supra, as follows:

In Greenman we allowed recovery for 'personal injury'

damages. It is well established that such an award may include

compensation for past loss of time and earnings due to the

injury ... for loss of future earning capacity . . . and for in-

creased living expenses caused by the injury. . . . There is no

logical distinction between these losses and the losses suffered

by plaintiff here. All involve economic loss, and all proxi-

mately arise out of the purchase of a defective produa. / find

it hard to understand how one might, for example, award a

traveling salesman lost earnings if a defect in his car causes

his leg to break in an accident but deny that salesman his lost
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earnings if the deject instead disables only his car before any

accident occurs. The losses are exactly the same; the chains of

causation are slightly different, but both are 'proximate.' Yet

the majority ivould allow recovery under strict liability in the

first situation but not in the second. This, I submit, is arbitrary.

This 'history' of produces Habihty law does not compel a

dichotomy between 'economic loss' and other types of damage.

Although the various products liabilit)' doctrines developed

in the field of personal injury claims, the overwhelming ma-
jority of courts today make no distinction bctu-een personal

injury damages and property damages (including 'economic

loss') in products liability cases. If no such distinction was

made under the products liability doctrines in use before

Greenman, then such a distinction under Greenman's strict-

liability doctrine may be reasonably (though not necessarily)

made only on the basis that protection of life and limb is of

greater social value than protection against financial loss. But,

as money damages do not replace the life or limb lost, this

basis is sound only to the extent that allowing recovery for

personal injuries on a strict liability theory operates as a

deterrent (vis-a-vis the theories formerly used) which induces

manufacturers to be more careful in their production mediods.

But it is iiiqhly doubtful tliat Greenman's imposition of strict

liability docs furnish such a deterrent, in view of the fact that,

at the time Greenman was rendered, the doctrine of res ipsa

loquitur and the weakening of the 'privity' requirement in

implied warrant)' actions would have often subjected the

manufacturer to liability, or at least to litigation, in any event,

whenever a defect in his product caused an injury. (403 P.2d

at 153-154) (Emphasis added and supplied)

(Citations omitted)

As further rebuttal of the majority reasoning to the effect that the

risk of personal injury and damages should be borne by the manu-

facturer because "the cost of an injury and the loss of time or health

may be an overwhelming misfortune to the person injured" Justice

Peters argues:

Conversely, an economic loss might be an 'overwhelming

misfortune' in a given case, but I doubt that any court would
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allow recovery in such a case and deny it in other economic loss

cases. 'Overwhelming misfortunes' might occur more often in

personal injury cases then in property damage or economic
loss cases (although the majority cite no evidence to this

effect), but this is no reason to draw the line berv\'een these

types of injury when a more sensible line is available. Suppose,

for example, defective house paint is sold to two home owners.

One suffers temporary illness fro?7i noxious fumes, while the

other's house is destroyed by rot because the paint proved in-

effective {a loss generally uninsured). Although the latter

buyer may clearly suffer the greater misfortune, the majority

would not let him recover under the strict liability doctrine

because his loss is solely 'economic,' while letting the first

buyer recover the minimal costs and lost earnings caused by

his illness.

(403 P.2d at 155-156)

(Emphasis added and supplied)

If the law of torts is to be applicable to the corporate plaintiff as

well as the individual plaintiff, then it should be recognized that a

corporation cannot be "personally injured." Furthermore, it cannot

incur pain and suffering, grief and other various elements uniquely

damaging to the person. Basically, the corporation's only potential

injury lies in its pocketbook.

In conclusion, it is therefore respectfully submitted that the

trial Court improperly granted Westinghouse' motion for summary

judgment as to Count Two of Southwest's complaint, because at the

present time all indications affirmatively show that the Supreme

Court of the State of Arizona would grant recovery to Southwest

based upon a theory of strict liability in tort.
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QUESTION VII AFFECTING SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6,7,8,9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

ARGUMENT

VII. When a Seller Has Not Disclaimed Express and Implied

Warranties, Can the Seller Effectively Disclaim Express

and Implied Warranties Given by Merely Restricting the

Damages and Remedies of the Buyer Without Complying
With the Precise Requirements for Disclaimer of Express

and Implied Warranties as Provided for in the Uniform

Commercial Code?

A. ASSUMING ARGUENDO, THAT THE UNCONSCIONABLE EXCULPATORY
CLAUSE OF WESTiNGHOUSE APPLIES, THEN WESTINGHOUSE HAS NOT
DISCLAIMED THE EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES GIVEN TO SOUTH-
WEST AND WESTINGHOUSE SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO DO SO BY
USING AN INCONSPICUOUS UNCONSCIONABLE EXCULPATORY CLAUSE
LIMITING THE REMEDY OF SOUTHWEST.

In the case at bar, Westinghouse has warranted the high reha-

bility of their product in one breath, and in the next breath, and in

fact on the back of the same page where they warrant the high

rehabihty of their product, they atempt to disclaim all liability' in

the event their product did not have the high reliability previously

stated. In the Appellee's Exhibit (Letter from Mr. J. J. Sherman

on behalf of Westinghouse to Rust Engineering Company regarding

Rust's inquiry), it is stated:

In view of the fact that the proposed unit will be the only

source of electrical power for the craft and newspaper mill, we
direct your attention to several Westinghouse features that

contribute to the high realutbility of our unit. We urge these

features be considered in your evaluation. ( Emphasis Added

)

Mr. Sherman, on behalf of Westinghouse, goes on to state in this

same letter:

In addition to these engineering features, we also wish to point

out that we have facilities to properly handle this plant site.

We have sales, consulting and application, and service engi-

neers located in Phoenix, Arizona. We also have a completely

equipped repair shop in Phoenix.

It should also be noted by the Court that Westinghouse, as Armco,

in Armco Steel Corp. r. Ford Construction Co., supra, in the same
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breath in which it informed Southwest of the high reliability of

their unit and that it would be the only source of electrical power

for their craft and newspaper mill, on the back of page 1 of that

letter, in small and unintelligible type, attempts to disclaim all

liability with regard to ".
. . the high reliability of our unit" provided

to Southwest by stating:

Westinghouse, in connection with apparatus sold hereunder,

agrees to correct any defect or defects in workmanship or mate-

rial which may develop under proper or normal use during

the period of one year from the date of shipment by repair or

by replacement f.o.b. factory of the defective part or parts, and

such corrections shall constitute a fulfillment of all Westing-

house liabilities in respect to said apparatus, unless otherwise

stated hereunder. Westinghouse shall not be liable for

consequential damages.

Southwest would submit that the unconscionable exculpatory

clause of Westinghouse is nothing more than an artful way to

disclaim express and implied warranties. Can it be said, as a matter

of law, that whatever Westinghouse giveth they can taketh away

by their unconscionable exculpatory clause?

Article 2, §2-316 of the Uniform Commercial Code provides the

appropriate method and procedure by which a person can exclude

or modify the implied warranty of merchantability and the implied

warranty of fitness. The appropriate provisions a|^ found in sub-

sections 2 and 3, which state:

(2) Subject to subsection (3), to exclude or modify the

implied warranty of merchantability or any part of it the

language must mention merchantability and in case of a

writing must be conspicuous, and to exclude or modify any

implied warranty of fitness the exclusion must be by a writing

and conspicuous. Language to exclude all implied warranties

of fitness is sufficient if it states, for example, that 'There are

no warranties which extend beyond the description on the

face hereof.'

( 3 ) Notwithstanding subsection ( 2

)

(a) unless the circumstances indicate otherwise, all implied

warranties are excluded by expressions like 'as is,' 'with all
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faults' or other language which in common understanding

calls the buyer's attention to the exclusion of warranties and

makes plain that there is no implied warranty; and

(b) when the buyer before entering into the contract has

examined the goods or the sample or model as fully as he

desired or has refused to examine the goods there is no implied

warranty with regard to defects which an examination ought

in the circumstances to have revealed to him; and

(c) an implied warranty can also be excluded or modified by

course of dealing or course of performance or usage of trade.

The official comments to §2-316 state that there is no prior

uniform statutory provision and Comments 3 and 4 state the strict

requirements that must be complied with if the seller is to exclude

the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness by stating:

3. Disclaimer of the implied warranty of merchantability is

permitted under subsection ( 2 ) , but with the safeguard that

such disclaimers must mention merchantability and in case

of a writing must be conspicuous.

4. Unlike the implied warranty of merchantability, implied

warranties of fitness for a particular purpose may be excluded

by general language, but only if it is in writing and
conspicuous.

In the case of Boeing Aircraft Company v. O'Malley, 329 F.2d

585 (8th Cir. 1964), Boeing appealed from a judgment entered

against it based upon a breach of the implied warranty of fitness.

Boeing contracted to sell a helicopter, and the contract of sale

provided the following disclaimer:

(b) The foregoing warranty is given and accepted in lieu of

any and ail warranties, expressed or implied, rising out of the

sale of the helicopter. (329 F.2d at 588)

The United States Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit, applying

Pennsylvania law, held as a matter of law, that the attempted dis-

claimer of implied warranties by Boeing was ineflFective because
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implied warranties must be disclaimed by the most precise terms

and the disclaimer must be so clear, definite and specific as to leave

no doubt as to the intent of the contracting parties.

Although the Boeing case, iupra, was decided under the 1934

Pennsylvania Uniform Commercial Code, the requirements for

disclaiming like warranties under Pennsylvania's present Uniform

Commercial Code has not materially changed in its effea.

A Pennsylvania case involving the replacement of defective parts,

decided under the Uniform Sales Act, is the case of Jarnot v. Ford

Motor Company, 191 Pa.Super. 422, 156 A.2d 568 (1959). In

the Jarnot case, the plaintiff, a truck owner, brought an action

against the distributor and manufacturer for damages allegedly

caused by a defect in a new truck. The plaintiff received judgment,

and the manufacturer appealed, such appeal being afiirmed.

The faas show that the plaintiff purchased a Ford tractor and

cab for $4,973 and that within 90 days the tractor was destroyed

when an essential part of the steering mechanism, a king pin, had

broken. The trailer could not be repaired and it cost $1,700 to repair

the tractor. Plaintiff was awarded $4,800 for the value of the trailer

when destroyed, plus the cost of repairing the tractor. The contract

of sale contained the following attempted disclaimer by Ford, which

stated:

The Ford Motor Company warrants all such parts of new auto-

mobiles, trucks and chassis, except for tires, for a period of

ninety (90) days from the date of original delivery to the

purchaser for each new vehicle or before such vehicle has been

driven 4,000 miles, whichever event shall first occur, as shall,

under nor.mal use and service, appear to it to have been defec-

tive in workmanship or material. This warranty shall be

limited to shipment to the purchaser without charge except for

transportation, of the part or parts intended to replace those

acknowledged by the Ford Motor Company to be defective.

The Ford Motor Company cannot however, and does not

accept any responsibility in connection with any of its automo-

biles, trucks, or chassis v/hen they have been altered outside

of its own factory or branch plant. ( 1 5 6 A.2d at 5 7 1

)
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The Court noted that the warranty applied exclusively to the

replacement of a defective part; however, the Court held that this

had no bearing on the question of liability of Ford Motor Company

where the failure of a defective part resulted in damage covered by

another and distinct implied warranty of merchantability and fitness

for the intended use of the vehicle.

The Pennsylvania Courts have also consistently held that an

implied sales warranty arises independently and outside of the

contract of sale and is imposed by operation of law, and that a

provision in a written contract of sale, stating that it contains all

agreements between the parties, does not preclude an implied

warranty. See Frigidinners v. Brachton Gun Club, 176 Pa.Super.

643, 109 A.2d 202 ( 1954; ]arnot v. Ford Motor Company, supra.

The requirements of subsection (2) of §2-316 also require that

any attempt to exclude or modify an implied warranty must be

conspicuous and, the Courts have held in interpreting the Uniform

Commercial Code, that when a disclaimer of implied warranty is

not conspicuous, then an issue of fact is raised to determine whether

or not the attempted disclaimer was effective.

In the case of Ai/nkes v. Admiral Corporation, 48 Misc.2d 1012,

266 N.Y. Sup.2d 461 (1966) the purchaser brought an action

against the defendant for alleged breach of contract relating to

implied warranties. The plaintiff alleged that the refrigerator pur-

chased did not comply with the implied warranties of merchanta-

bility and fitness as set forth in the U.C.C. The defendant contended

that §2-316 permitted a disclaimer of implied warranties and ex-

hibited the "Purchase Order" to show that such had been disclaimed.

In the Minkes case, as in the case at bar, the prelude to the disclaimer

was in large type and the disclaimer was in 5-point and smaller

type than the rest of the purchase order. The Court held that the

burden of preparing an effective disclaimer was heavy, and that

it was one of the hazards of business, stating that before a merchant

could disclaim an implied warranty, it must be shown that the

customer was clearly placed on notice. The Court, in dismissing
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defendant's motion for summary judgment held that since the

disclaimer was in smaller type than the rest of the purchase order,

it was not conspicuous, and as such, an issue of fact remained to be

determined at the trial of the matter.

Southwest's concern about Westinghouse' artful disclaimer of

warranties by its unconscionable exculpatory clause is fortified by

the authors of 3 Bender's Uniform Commercial Code Service

§7.03 ( 2 ) , p. 4-46, wherein they state, in Footnote 30:

On the other hand (and there always seems to be another

hand). Comment 3 to Section 2-719 states: 'The seller in all

cases is free to disclaim warranties in the manner provided in

Section 2-316.' Comment 2 to §2-316 states:

'This Article treats the limitation or avoidance of con-

sc-quential damages as a matter of limiting remedies for

breach, separate from the matter of creation of liability

under a warranty. If no warranty exists, there is of course

no problem of limiting remedies for breach of warranty.

Under subsection (4) the question of limitation of

remedy is governed by the sections referred to rather

than by this section.'

So speak the Comments for whatever help they may be. It is

still difficult to perceive how a limitation clause can be uncon-

scionable and a disclaimer clause conscionable in the same

situation. The Comments seem to say that a seller may not

exclude consequential damages but he may, effectively, exclude

all liability by a disclaimer provision, including liability for

consequential damages. // this is the reading to be given Sec-

tions 2-316, 2-719, and 2-302, it is submitted that the Code

does not make much sense.

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that, in the case at bar,

Westinghouse, assuming arguendo that its unconscionability clause

applies, has not effectively disclaimed liability for breach of the

applied warranty of merchantability and the implied warranty of

fitness. If the UCC is to say that a seller must do certain things in

a precise manner to disclaim the implied warranties of fitness and

merchantability, then it is respectfully submitted that the same type

of disclosure and precision should be required when a seller.
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although granting express and implied warranties, seeks to restria

any obhgation or liabiHty from a breach thereof by an exculpatory

disclaimer, as in the case at bar. Are not the remedies granted to a

buyer just as important to the buyer as the implied warranties of

fitness and merchantability? The answer to this question must be in

the affirmative, for if it were not, then why should any seller at any

time attempt to disclaim or limit the implied warranties when he

can effectively do so merely by exculpating himself from damages

or by merely restricing the buyer's remedies.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons and under the authorities set forth at length

hereinbefore, it is respectfull submitted that the lower Court im-

properly granted the Appellee's Motion for Summary Judgment

under the circumstances of this case.

Respectfully submitted,

O'Connor, Cavanagh, Anderson,
Westover, Killingsworth & Besmears

By: James H. O'Connor
Richard E. Mitchell

Suite 1800 First Federal Savings Building

Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Attorneys for Apliellant
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Appendix I

[CONFOHMED CoPT]

ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT

This Ojntract made and entered into as of May 17, 1960, by and between Southwest Forest

Industries, Inc., a coqwration organized under the laws of the State of Nevada and having its principal

oflSce in Phoenix, Arizona (hereinafter called "Southwest"), and The Rust Engineering Companv,

a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Delaware and having its principal office in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (hereinafter called "Contractor"), in consideration of the mutual covenants and

conditions hereinafter contained,

WITNESSETH :

Whereas, Southwest proposes to build on its site approximately IS miles west of SnowfUke,

Arizona, a Pulp and Paper Mill and related facilities with an average annual production capacity (based

on 358 operating days) of 65,000 tons of kraft products, in the proportion of 53,000 tons of linerboard

and 12,000 tons of 40# multiwall bag paper, and 75,000 tons of standard white newsprint paper, each

of merchantable quality (said Pulp and Paper Mill and related facilities as described under "Scope of

Work" hereinafter called the "Project") j^and

Whereas, Southwest desires to employ, and to enter into a contract with Contractor to design, to

furnish the materials, machinery and equipment for, and to install, erect and construct, the Project, on a

Cost-Plus-a Fixed-Fee, guaranteed-maximum Price (including provisions for participation in savings)

basis in accordance with the terms and conditions hereof.

Now, Therefore, in consideration of the mutual coveiunts hereinafter contained, the parties hereto

mutually agree as follows

:

ARTICLE I— SCOPE OF WORK

A. Gbneslal Descuption of Project

The Project is generally described as follows

:

A kraft and newsprint mill to be constructed on a site approximately IS miles west of Snow-

flake, Arizona, which mill, together with all appurtenant and related facilities, shall be designed

to have an average annual production capacity (based on 358 operating days) of, and which

will be capable of sustained production of, 6S,000 tons of kraft products, in the proportion of

S3,000 tons of linerboard and 12,000 tons of 40# multiwall bag paper, and 75,000 tons of

standard white newsprint, each of merchantable quality, utilizing one kraft pulp plant and

fourdrinier paper machine for production of kraft products and one groundwood plant and

fourdrinier paper nwchine for production of the newsprint, respectively.

The mill will include adequate storage and preparation facilities for roundwood and chips,

chemicals and other raw materials; buildings and equipment for paper, board and newsprint

manufacture; a water well field located approximately 11 miles from the mill site; an under-

ground water line extending from the well field to the mill site ; an effluent disposal ditch and

disposal area ; and other components and appurtenances as required for the complete mill.

The Project and the buildings, facilities, machinery and equipment comprising the same and to be

constructed, installed and furnished are described and defined in greater detail in the following

documents, which documents have been submitted to SotrruwEST and have been marked for identi-

fication by both parties and are attached hereto and fully incorporated herein:

1. Appendix "A" to Proposal ^fo. E-18257 containing Outline Specifications, Equipment List and

Data and Drawings, dated November 18, 1959, Revised May 17, I960.
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2. Appendix "B" to Proposal No. E-18257 containing Flow Diagrams and layout Drawings, dated

November 18. 1959, Revised May 1.7, 1960.

3. Appendix "C" to Proposal No. E-18257 containing General Description of New Kraft Board
and Newsprint Mill dated November 18, 1959, Revised April 5, 1960.

4. Appendix "D" to Proposal No. E-18257 containing Design and Construction Standards.

It is understood, however, that the specifications, equipment list, data, diagrams, drawings, descrip?

tions and construction standards contained in and specified by such Appendices shall not be a
limitation upon the requirements of Article VIII hereof.

B. Engineering

Contractor shall design the Project and shall furnish all engineering services required in connection

with, and shall perform, each of the following

:

1. Preparing detailed engineering plans and working drawings for all phases of the Project as may
be necessary for construction, completion, and efficient operation of the Project; reviewing and

approving manufacturers' drawings; and doing any and all other engineering required in coar

nectipn therewith,

2. Preparing detailed engineering specifications for equipment and materials, including standards of

workmanship and other instructions as may be necessary, and preparing bills of material.

3. Analyzing technical aspects of proposals of manufacturers and vendors for furnishing various

items of materials and equipment, and making technical selections as to purchase (after coa?

sultatipn with Southwest in respect of major items),

4. Selecting the type and character of materials and equipment required,

5. Preparing a detailed estimate of the cost of the Project

6. Assisting, upon Southwest's request, in obtaining approvals and licenses as may be required by

governmental agencies,

Contractor will furnish Soi-'THwest during the progress of the work with necessary copies of

all completed Contractor and vendor drawings and, upon completion of the Project, will deliver to

Southwest the originals of all drawings.

C. J'uRCHASiNG, Inspection and Expediting

Contractor will furnish all necessary services required for the purchase of all materials and equipr

ment and for the inspection and expediting of such materials and equipment, such services to include

generally the following:

1. Preparing inquiries, soliciting quotations from lists of vendors and analyzing commercial terms

of vendors' proposals.

2. Preparing and issuing the purchase orders and necessary supplements thereto (after consultation

with Southwest in respect of major items), provided no item of foreign manufacture will

be purchased without prior approval of Southwest.

3. Providing engineering inspection of materials and equipment, and witnessing manufacturers'

tests before shipment, to the extent deemed necessary.

4. Expediting manufacturers' engineering and the transmittal of manufacturers' shop drawings to

accommodate design requirements.

5. Expediting shop production of materials and equipment.

6. Issuing periodic reports to Southwest on the production status of materials and equipment.
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7. Routing and classifying shipments to obtain minimum freight rates and most direct routes.

8. Tracing and expediting shipments to destination.

9. Filing freight claims with carriers for overcharges, losses or damages, if any, and preparing

applications to the carriers or to regulatory authorities, if necessary, for rate adjustments.

10. Auditing invoices and otherwise endeavoring to secure fulfillment of purchase order contracts

in accordance with the conditions thereof.

Contractor shall schedule and handle all purchases so as to take advantage of all avaibble cash

and trade discounts, rebates and refunds and all sucli discounts, rebates and refunds and all proceeds

from the sale of surplus materials shall be credited to the "Cost of the Work" (as hereinafter

defined).

Contractor covenants and agrees to conduct its purchasing program and work in connection with

the Project so as to obtain benefit from manufacturer's warranties with respect to, and guarantees

of the performance of, macliinery, equipment and other apparatus and facilities to be a part of the

Project and to pass to Southwest, as soon as possible, all such manufacturer's warranties and

guarantees.

D. Construction

Contractor shall plan, organize, supervise and direct construction of the Project and shall furnish

all labor, material, process equipment, tools, construction equipment and supervision necessary to

coiutruct and complete, and shall construct and fully complete, the Project in a workmanlike manner

in accordance with this Contract and Contractor's prints, working drawings, equipment lists and

specifications and good engineering practices and accepted construction procedures.

The construction work to be performed hereunder shall be carried out in accordance with the

schedule for starting and completing the principal sections of the construction work and Contractor

shall coordinate its engineering and purchasing functions with such Construction Schedule. A tenta-

tive construction schedule, indicating the number of montlis required after start of work to complete

each part of the Project, accompanies this Contract ; a detailed approved Construction Schedule will

be mutually agreed upon and become a part of this Contract when vendors' certified arrangement

and fabrication drawings have been approved and firm delivery dates of equipment have been

established.

E. Water Wells and Supply

Contractor shall drill and equip four (4) welk designed to produce 8,000,000 gallons of water in a

twenty-four hour period, said wells to be drilled and developed in reliance upon and in accordance

with recommendations contained in W. F. Guyton and Associates' report on ground water conditions,

dated December 29, 1956, and subsequent letter, dated October 7, 1959, copies of both of which

have been delivered to Contractor, and "Specifications for Snowdake Wells", prepared by W. F.

Guyton and Associates under date of March 14, 1960, Revised April 1, 1960, contained in Appendix

"A" to Proposal No. E-18257 referred to in subparagraph I of paragraph A of Article I hereof.

Contractor shall also design or designate the placement of, and install, all facilities and apparatus

(including the main water pipeline, water service lines, pumps and valves and fittings) requisite to

the transportation of such water to the mill site and its proper utilization and distribution therein

and thereupon so as to insure proper and efficient use thereof in the Project's manufacturing

operations.

In the event further investigation shall result in a decision by Southwest to move the well field

westward, with a view tou'ard reducing the estimated cost of the milt water supply line, any saving

developed by so moving the well field will be credited to the guarantecd-maxiroum coat (as herein-

after defined and discussed) of the Project
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F. Items to Be Furnished by Southwest

Southwest shall arrange for and provide, as and when required by the Construction Schedule,

the following:

1. A site upon which to construct the Project and its facilities, as described in Paragraph A of this

Article I, including space adjacent to the Project site as required by Contractor for locating

construction plant facilities including temporary storage and handling areas and areas for field

fabrication and pre-assembly work.

2. Site for the water well field as above described.

3. Right(s)-of-way for the underground water line from the water well field to the mill site.

4. All access roads outside of, and leading up to the fence line of, the mill area.

5. Right (s)-of-\vay for power and communications lines.

6. Delivery of firm power at 13.8 lc\'. in an amount of not less than 1000 kw.

7. Sites for the effluent ditch and effluent disposal area.

The cost of the foregoing facilities has been and shall be excluded from the guaranteed-maximum

price established and defined in Article VI hereof.

Southwest shall furnish all necessary plant operating supervision and operators, materials,

supplies and utilities required for the start-up and initial operating period.

G. Items Which May be Furnished by Southwest

Southwest may from time to time with approval of Contractor purchase and furnish items of mate-

rial and equipment entering into construction of the Project. In all such instances the guaranteed-

maximum price shall be decreased by the cost to Southwest of the items so furnished including

transportation and other expenses incurred in delivering the same to the site of the Project

H. Excluded Items

Contractor shall not be obligated hereunder to furnish any of the following items for plant

operation

:

1. Spare parts or standby units for equipment to be furnished, except where specified.

2. Fork trucks and automotive trucks. -

3. Maintenance materials.

4. OflRce furniture and equipment.

5. Mill communications systems.

6. First aid equipment.

7. Portable fire extinguishers and hose carts.

8. Mobile yard equipment (other than one Trackmobile).

ARTICLE II— CHANGES IN THE WORK
Southwest may from time to time change the "Scope of Work" by directing Contractor to perform

additional work, or may direct the omission of work previously ordered, and the provisions of this Con-

tract shall apply to all such changes, modifications, additions, and omissions. No changes shall be made

unless first authorized by a change order in writing signed by authorized representatives of Soitihwest

and Contractor and each such change order shall specify the increase or decrease in the gwaranteed-

maximum price and in Contractor's fixed fee resulting therefrom.
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ARTICLE in — WORKING HOURS

The guaranteeJ-maximum price hereunder '\\ based upon working a standard forty (40) hour week,

five (S) days per week, Monday through Friday, except holidays. If it becomes necessary, with agree-

ment of Southwest, to work any other shifts of hours or additional hours (except casual overtime),

any wage premiums and other extra costs in connection therewith shall increase the guaranterd-maximum

price of the Project.

ARTICLE IV — SUBCONTRACTS, PROCEDURE MANUAL AND RECORDS

A. Contractor shall perform the work required hereunder with its own forces but may sublet parts

when it is to the best interes". of the Contract, but any such subletting, however, shall not relieve

Contractor of its obligations hereunder. The specific services to be performed by Contractor, and

the controls and approvals to be exercised by Southwest, shall be itemized in a job procedure

manual to be prepared by Contractor and approved by Southwest.

B. Contractor shall check all material and labor entering into the work and keep such detailed accounts

as may be necessary to proper financial management under this Contract, and the system of records

and accounting shall be such as is satisfactory to Southwest or to an auditor appointed by

Southwest. Southwest shall be afforded access to the work and to all Contractor's records

relating to this Contract.

ARTICLE V— COST OF THE WORK

A. The "Cost of the Work" for which Contractor shall be reimbursed (subject to the limitations con-

tained in Article VI hereof) shall consist of all costs, expenses, and losses not compensated by

insurance, incurred by Contractor in the performance of the work hereunder (except those items

specified in paragraph B of this Article V) and shall include, but not be limited to, the following

items:

1. Salaries, payroll taxes and insurance, general holidays, regular vacation and other reasonable

and customary allowances of Contractor's project manager and his assistants, project engineer,

engineers, designers, draftsmen, estimators, and any other engineering department employees,

while and to the extent engaged in the prosecution of the work at the principal or any branch

office of Contractor.

2. All wages paid to workmen and foremen and all social security and payroll taxes, subsistence

and travel allowances and travel time, pension fund payments, and other monies required to be

paid the workmen or collected for their benefit by virtue of established custom or agreement, or

as may be found necessary in order to maintain an adequate labor force.

3. Salaries, regular vacation and other reasonable and customary allowances of Contractor's em-

ployees stationed at the field office in whatever capacity employed, and of employees while

engaged in the home office, at shops or on the road in expediting the production or transporta-

tioD of material.

4. All expenses incurred for the transportation of the supervisory force required to the site of the

work as the construction begins and from the site at the end of the job.

5. Reasonable transportation, traveling, hotel and living expenses of Contractor's officers or super-

risory employees necessarily incurred in the diKharge of duties connected with the work while

away from home base.

6. Cost of all materials, supplies, and transportation thereof, including all temporary structures and

facilities and their maintenance.

7. Cost of construction supplies and all tools not owned by workmen.
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8. Rentak of all construction equipment and plant or parts thereof (other than any such as shall

be furnished by Southwest without charge therefor pursuant to the provisions of paragraph C
of this Article V) whether rented from Contractor or others, at rates approved by Southwest;
transportation of said construction equipment and plant or parts thereof ; cost of loading and
unloading; cost of installation; dismantling, and removal thereof; and minor repairs and replace-

ments during its use on the work.

9. The total cost of all subcontracts let by Contractor to others in the performance of the work,
including the fees paid to subcontractors working on a cost-plus-a-fee basis, except the fees, if

any, paid to subcontractors which are subsidiaries or affiliates of Contractor.

10. Premiums on all bonds (other than the performance bond provided for in paragraph D of

Article IX) and insurance policies.

11. Miscellaneous expenses, such as telegrams, telephone service, blueprints, expressage, and other

petty cash items.

12. Any tax now or hereafter imposed by a Federal, State, Municipal or other government agency,

based on or measured by the sale or use of the material, equipment, or services, covered hereby

or by the gross receipts from this transaction or any allocated portion thereof, or by the gross

value of the material, equipment services, or payroll covered hereby, or any similar tax.

13. Permit fees, royalties, damages for infringement of patents and cost of defending suits therefor.

It is understood and agreed that the amount charged to the "Cost of Work" hereimder pursuant to

the provisions of subparagraphs 1, 2, 3 or S above, shall be, in each case, proportional to the total

work time of any such personnel expended upon work hereunder during the appropriate period.

B. Contractor shall not be reimbursed for the following

:

1. Salaries, overhead, or general expenses of any kind in the home office or in any regularly estab-

lished branch oflRce of Contractor except as these may be expressly included in paragraph A of

this Article V, or as may be specifically authorized by Southwest.

2. Interest on capital employed.

3. Fixed fees, if any, paid to subcontractors which are subsidiaries or aflRliates of Contractor.

C. Contractor shall prepare and submit to Southwest, as promptly after the date hereof as may be

practicable, a list of anticipated requirements of construction equipment and plant or parts thereof

and Southwest may at its election furnish all or any portion thereof. If Southwest shall elect

to furnish any of such construction equipment and plant or parts, then either a reasonable rental shall

be paid to Southwest therefor (without adjustment of the guaranteed-maximum price) or if

Southwest shall elect to charge no rental therefor, then the guaranteed-maximum price shall be

decreased by a mutually acceptable amount. Any such items so furnished by Southwest shall be

placed at disposal of Contractor at such time or times as shall not result in a delay of, or hindrance to.

Contractor's Construction Schedule. All tools, equipment, materials, supplies, structures, facilities,

plants and other items purchased and charged to "Cost of the Work", which are not incorporated into

or consumed in construction of the Project shall be valued by the Contractor upon completion of the

Project and credited to the "Cost of the Work" or Southwest shall have the right to purchase any

such item at the designated value in which event the proceeds of such sale shall be credited to the

"Cost of the Work."

ARTICLE VI— PRICE

A. Subject to the further provisions of this Article VI, Southwest shall reimburse Contractor for the

cost of the work as defined in Article V "Cost of the Work" and, in addition, shall pay Contractor

a fixed fee of One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000).
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B. In no event »hall the "Cost of the Work" to Southwest plus the fixed fee exceed the gu«ranteed-

maximum price of Thirty-Two Million Three Hundred Thirty-Four Thousand Five Plundred

Dollars ($32,314,S00) hereby esublished subject to the following adjustments:

1. If the "Scope of Work" is changed pursuant to Article II hereof, the guarantccd-maximum

price shall be increased or decreased by the amount of the algebraic sum of the amounts specified

in all such change orders.

2. If the actual cost of items specifically provided for, and listed as, machine shop equipment and

bborstory furniture and equipment shall be more or less than $344^326, the guaranteed-maximum

price shall be increased or decreased, as the case may be, by the difTerence between the actual cost

and $244,326.

3. If SoiTTHwcsT shall furnish items without charge therefor pursuant to paragraph C of Article V
hereof, the guaranteed-maximum price shall be decreased by the agreed amount

4. If the location of the well field is moved pursuant to the provisioiu of paragraph D of Article I,

the guaranteed-maximum price shall be decreased by the agreed amount.

5. If Contractor is required to pay wage premiums or incur other extra costs for additional or

unusual hours of work, pursuant to the provisions of Article III, the guaranteed-maximum price

shall be increased by the aggregate amount of such additional cost.

6. If Southwest shall furnish items of materials and equipment pursuant to the provisions of para-

graph G of Article I hereof, the guaranteed-maximum price shall be decreased by the amount

specified in said paragraph G.

Should the sura of the "Cost of the Work" plus the fixed fee be less than the guaranteed-maximum

price, if and as adjusted, Soitthwest shall pay 25% of the saving to Contractor as additional com-

pensation.

ARTICLE VII — PAYMENT
Soitthwest shall, subject to the other provisions of this Contract, advance to Contractor lufficient

funds to enable Contractor to pay all costs incurred hereunder, including fee earned. Such funds shall

be deposited in a special account by or for Contractor with Morgan Gturanty Trust Company of New
York and shall be handled and disbursed by Contractor in such manner as to keep the management of

such funds wholly apart and separate from other funds of Contractor. Advancement of, and accounting

(or, such funds shall be accomplished as follows

:

A. On or before the fifteenth day of each month, Contractor shall submit to Southwest for approral

an estimate in reasonable detail, of the "Cost of the Work" for the succeeding month (the Monthly

Estimate) ;

B. Within fifteen days following receipt of the Monthly Estimate. Soltthwest shall deposit funds in

the approved amount thereof (increased or decreased by the Monthly .^djustment. if any, as defined

in paragraph C of this Article VII) in Contractor's special account above referred to;

C. Contractor shall deliver to Soitthwest together with the Monthly Estimate, a statement showing in

detail money expended by it or otherwise due on account of the work during the preceding month

including cost of payments m.-\de on equipment even though the equipment is not delivered, together

with copies of payrolls and copies of bills for material delivered and work done during said period,

and also for such proportionate amount of Contractor's fee as has been earned. Such statement

shall also set out the total amount of funds theretofore advanced by Soltrwest to cover or on

account of the total expenditures and fee payment shown therein. The excess or deficiency of such

funds theretofore advanced by Sot-rnwEST shall constitute the amount of the Monthly Adjustment

referred to above in paragraph B of this Article VII.

D. It ij distinctly understood and agreed that all provisions contained in this Contract for pAyment of

Contractor's fixed fee are subject to the further provision that from and after the date payments on
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account of such fixed fee shall have aggregated $750,000, no further payments on account of

fixed fee shall be made, nor shall any amounts thereof be included in subsequent Monthly Estimates,

until completion and acceptance of the Project pursuant to the provisions of Article VIII hereof.

Upon such completion and acceptance, however, the balance of the fixed fee shall forthwith b< paid

over and delivered to Contractor.

lrticle VIII— completion and acceptance

The Project shall be completed on or before August 1, 1962, and shall be deemed completed and

hall be accepted by Southwest when each of the following conditions shall have been met:

L The Project has been placed in good operating condition ; and

J. SoiTTHWEST has received a report from Ebasco Services Incorporated (or such other independent

firm of engineers of recognized standing as Southwest and Contractor shall agree upon) express-

ing the opinion of said firm that the Project has been constructed in a workmanlike manner in

accordance with this Contract and the plans, drawings, and specifications and good engineering

practice and accepted construction procedures, is in good operating condition and is capable of sus-

tained production of the several products in the amounts and of the quality specified under Article I

"Scope of the V\'ork", and that the water supply system installed is capable of delivering from the

well sources to the mill, water in quantities adequate for such production ; and

;. Not less than 1000 tons of standard white newsprint of merchantable quality shall have been

produced

;

irovided, however, such acceptance shall not be withheld if the above conditions are not met by reason of

mproper operation of the Project by Southwest personnel, shortages or urisuitability of raw materials,

r other causes not attributable to work performed or required to be performed hereunder by Contractor.

ARTICLE IX— INSURANCE AND LIABILITY

^. Insurance

Contractor shall, during the performance of this Contract, keep in force the following insurance

:

1. Workmen's Compensation Insurance, including Employer's Liability Insurance for its employees

;

2. Public Liability Insurance covering bodily injuries with limits of $1,000,000 one person and

$1,000,000 one accident, and Property Damage with limits of $1,000,000 per accident;

3. Automobile Liability Insurance covering bodily injury with limits of $1,000,000 one person and

$1,000,000 one accident and Property Damage with limits of $l,00(fto0 per accident; and

4. Fire, lightning and extended coverage peril insurance, plus installation floater coverage on the

Project subject to a deductible of $10,000 per loss, and physical damage insurance on its con-

struction equipment subject to $5,000 per loss deductible.

>. SotTTHWEST Co-InSURED

The insurance required under paragraph A above shall be carried with companies acceptable to

SoiTTHWEST and, to the extent possible. Southwest will be named as a co-insured as its interest

may appear. Southwest shall be furnished with copies of all such policies.

;. Waiyers

SotJTHWEST agrees to waive, and does hereby waive, its right of recovery against Contractor and any

of its affiliated or associated companies performing any part of this work for any losses including

loss of use to its existing plant or other property, except property to be incorporated in the Project,

resulting from fire, lightning, explosion or other extended coverage perils, vandalism and malicious

mischief.
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D. PCVOKMANCX BONV

Cootnctur, forthwith foUowing the execution of this Contract, shall furnish a bond in an amount not

leu than Ten Mtllioo Dollars ($10,000,000) covering Gmtractor's faithful performance of thi*

Cootract and the payniait of all Contractor's obligations arising hereunder, in stich form as Sotmi-

WEST may prescribe and with such sureties as Southwest may approve. The cost of such bond shaB

be paid and borne by SoirrawcsT.

ARTICLE X— UENS
No part of the retaitted fee shall be or become due and payable until the Contractor, boch for itsdf

and an subcontractors, if any, shall deliver to SoimiwtsT a complete release of all liens arising out of

this Contract, or receipts for all pa)Tr.cnts in full in lieu thereof and, if required by Soitthwest, an

affidavit that so far as Contractor has knowledge, information or belief, the releases and receipts include

all labor and material for which a lien could be Alcd. If any lien, however, remain unsatisfied after all

payments are made, the Contractor shall refund to Southwest all moneys that it may be compelled to

pay in discharging such lien or liens, including costs of court and a reasonable attorney's fee. SotrrawisT

shall notify Contractor of any claim that a lien is unsatisfied aixl Contractor shall have the right to

participate with Southwest in resisting any stich claim.

ARTICLE XI — PERMITS

AD building or other permits retiuired for construction of the Project shall be obtained and pud

for by SoirrHWBT.

ARTICLE XII— TITLE TO THE WORK
The title to all work completed and in course of coostructioa and to all materials, oo account of

which any payment has been made, shall be in Soittbwest.

ARTICLE XIII— GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS

Contractor's obligations under this Contract are subject to all applicable govertunental regulatioos,

priorities, rcstrictioos or orders now or hereafter in force and Contractor shall comply with ai>d obaerve

the tame.

ARTICLE XrV — INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
In the performance of its work hereunder Contractor shall be, and shaD be deemed to be, an iixJe-

pendent contractor; Soitthwest exercising no control over the details of such work or the mam>er of

performing the tame and being interested only in the results obtained.

ARTICLE XV— AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES
Southwest and Contractor shall each deliver to the other a list in writing of those officers or

cmpkjyees who have been designated by each of them, respectively, to act as authorized representatives

for the purposes of this Contract. Limitations of authority of any such authorized representatives may be

itated in such listing but tmless stated, each designated authorized representative may be relied upon

by the other party as possessing full power to bind his principal. Authorized represetitatives may be

removed or added but no such changes shaU be binding on the other party until received in writing by it.

ARTICLE XVI— TERMINATION
This Contract shall continue in force until conpletion of the Project

;
provided, however, that

Southwest shall have the right, after 30 days' notice to Contractor in writing, to terminate this Contract

in the event of complete abandonment of the Project by SoirrHWiST prior to iu completioa, in which
event SotrruwEsr shall make settlement for the cost of the Project, and shall p«y Contractor the amoonU
due heretmder and unpaid as of the effective date of such termination, including any fee earned but

onpaid. It is understood that Contractor's fee shaH be not less than the total of the monthly icstallroents
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1

hereof paid and due hereunder at date of such termination, including that installment due for the

nonth during which termination occurs, plus all retentions, if any.

UiTICLE XVII—FORCE MAJEURE

In the event the progress of the work shall be delayed for a period or periods aggregating more than

IS days by reason of force majeure, the completion date of August 1, 1962 specified in Article VIII

lereof shall be extended by such period of time that the progress of the work shall be so delayed in excess

)f IS days ;
provided, however, that in no event shall such completion date of August 1, 1%2 be extended

)eyond February 1, 1963 except by reason of Acts of God, (ire, explosion, flood, civil disturbances, acts

)f the public enemy, wars, strikes of suppliers of items of major equipment or government orders or

•egulations. No such extension shall be made for any delay occurring more than seven days before claim

lierefor is made in writing by Contractor to Southwest. As used herein the term "force majeure" shall

nean Acts of God, strikes, lockouts, boycotts, combinations of workmen, fire, explosion, flood, civil

listurbances, acts of the public enemy, wars or any other contingency or cause which is beyond the control

)f Contractor whether or not of the kind hereinabove specified. Any event of force majeure shall in so

iar as possible be remedied with all reasonable dispatch.

^RTICLE XVIII— LIMITATIONS

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, it is specifically understood and agreed

hat prior to the Effective Date under the Bond Purchase Agreements to be entered into between Soitth-

VEST and the purchasers of the 6%Jo General Mortgage Sinking Fund Bonds which Southwest proposes

» issue, the Contractor shall incur only such costs and expenses and do and perform only such work as

ihall be specifically authorized in advance by Southwest in writing and Southwest shall be liable

jereunder only to the extent specified in any such authorization; and in the event said Effective Date

ihall not occur on or before July 1, 1960, either party hereto may terminate this Contract by notice

a the other in writing whereupon each party shall be released and discharged of and from any and all

labilities hereunder except to the extent theretofor incurred in accordance with tfiis Article XVIII.

\RTICLE XIX— NO OTHER AGREEMENTS
There are no agreements or understandings between the parties relating hereto other than those

«rritten or specified herein.

In Witness Whereof, the parties have respectively caused these presents to be signed by their duly

luthorized officers, and their corporate seals to be hereunto affixed, as of the day and year first above

imtten.

The Rust EngineekAig Company

[Seal]

By S. M. Rust, Jr.

Prtadtnt

\ttest:

D. C. Shaw III "Contractoe"

Stcretcary

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc

[Seal!

By J. B. Edens
Prtsidtnt

Attest;

Harry R. Jones "Soitthwest"

Asst. Secretary
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West inghouse
ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Mcy 16, i960

Riiii c>iglnfferlOe Coopany »o« «•» pit-t»i»u<«0" so pa

9iO Fcrt Duqueine BouIe\-ari

Plttsburgn i-j, fennsyivjjao

A'tcDtlon: Mr. Jonn U. RuyCLK

Ocntlewen: Inquiry tceB^-Q-Pli
Our Negotiation f'x»03
South W?st Forest Induatrles

Ir. coapllance with your specification E-3J:e3-Q-P13 iiateJ May

3, 19fO, we euclose six copies cf our proposal for a 2j,<X)0 KW turbine . , ^»^''
generator unit. 'LXn^-^^'^' "^^Z^'^

He are pV-ated to quote a price of $1,137,100.00 for til" equlpsasnt

covered In 'our prcpcsai. Trv cqulpoiTit can be shipped from our factory la

15 nontht froa the tLca a flm order vlth coajletc lofomatloi. 1* received.

If this delivery does not llive up vlt^ your requlreoentt , we would appreciate

the OFPortJi!l> of t.CbOtl'itlnr. wltn you in ao effort to ireet your needs.

Deliveries Ob larrte iteas sucii as thiii can cnangc mcldJLy because of the

situation on large castlnQS and forglnt-'.. Drawlr^B for approval could be

subcltted In 9J days after receipt of an order.

Price policy aol teroxi of nayocnt are ;ire:>crloe.^ on page o-B of

our proposal. Please note Ihst our price Is flra for Uic suipoent quoted.

In view of the fact that the proposed unit vlll 00 the only

source of clcctrlcaj power for the Kraft and Newsprint Mill, we direct

your atter.tUr. to several Westlnil.cuse features that contribute to tto

bl|{h rellai.il:ty of our unit. We urge Uiat these features be consllered
Id your evaluation.

Please refer to the Turbine Illustrmtion Section of our proposal.

PDL-12aO-3 - CooolastloD Stop and Tnrottie Valve :

The cooblnstloo stop and throttle valve Is oil operated for pro-
tection - the valve csnnot 00 opened w;t:-.out lubricating oil pressure
oelng ect»bll»iied. Tu'.s vaxve can oe used on a cold start-up, this per-

oittlnt; steas to oc a^ltted to all nozzle chachers. Ti.ls penzlts unifcra
beating of the turblnr ejlln-ler, thereby minialtlns stresses is nozzle
partitions on coll start-ups.

•UajICT TO TMt Tinul AHO COflOITIOMt OH TMt •»€« O* TM»» OOOTAT»a»»
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PRICES Thu quoUhon aulomalicaUy expitei tillien (15) daya frem IhU 6Hm «nd by nolic* ia »ubi»c1 lo change
wilhin this p-»riod

TA)C£5 Prices do not include slale or local Uaet batad on or nvoaairsd by a<i>ea, which tat or huaa will b<>

added to the pnces where applicable

PAYMENTS If, in the ludtjrnenl ci V^festingiioui*. Ib» financial condition of the Purchiaor, al any time durmg
the manulacturing ponod, or at t^o b330 ap-Naialue u roady lor ihipment, does not luatify the terma of p«y-
meol apociHed, WeiUn^Kouae may rei^uo hJl or parlul pd>tnent in advance

Pro rata paymeirls xhatl'Ssfi'iiiTdo^ ka ihtrcc^nt* are made. U shipmonti are delayed by the Purchawr,
payrreols thaU beooax- dua liooa date when >7c«bnQhou»3 la prepared to make shif inont IJ icanuiacture
IS debyed by Oi« Por~h»iuT, paywant ?Kall bo made hiTy-i on Qo contract price end pnicant ok completion.
App«rata*i>a!d loi Iho "urchas** ahall b»el the nji aid exper.w> of flia Porckuioi

DELIVESy Unlcca otherwise stated, delivery will be made fob point ol ahipm«irl Shlpr^nQdcfMa.e appron-
mate'aBd are b.ir«i on prompt receipt of all nocesMry inlormahon from the Purchaser.

JjCI£& Pr<M/>GE. -OP DSJ.AY Wolmshc*!© tKaH not bn liablo lor laos, d«m«ge. <Je(«ntion or delay result.

uu} trt/m ca«s«*« hoyoud its icuon&bln rorjiol cj pauwd by hre. st/ii», ci'.*vl or miUt^My f n^ioiilji, rorfnclioni

(A the Unilid StAl»s Goveriunsnl or any depa/tm^ifl, traijch or rcprecantanv« t}M>ifr;>l, uuiurcctioa or not,

etBbrnjr*!. car «hottag«. wrecks or (Jolay» In transportilion. or inatility to obtain ntvbt.iary V>boi. malsrula.

Of iS,iactact\Kiftq faciittase due lo tt?c4i cau<c« R^ceiyi of fSo apparatos by tK« PuTcti««iT upon itj delivery

shaU coistitnU a <*ai»»r d all claijffi* ka-dilay.

WAffilANTY -Wcstuvjhooaa, \». mnntrtvin with D>p*ra^u aotd hereaadsi, aviaea lo correal airy delect or

daiecta -n *"^^r"-*"'^'r "' m**"".! wkick ^aA) dsr^lop under proper or rvpnSAl ut« dunoq tin psrKxJ ol

one year from the dale of aiiipment. l^y rn^wu or bv replacement Lcb. laciory ot t}w doWcbvu part or parts,

and auch correction shall cooatitute' ^ fulHUrr'.ont of all Westinghouae UabiTitres in re<p*c1 to aaid apparatus,

imK aj oAerwfee fftafed hereunder Weebnghouje shall not be liable for consequential damage*.

PATlDiTS V/e*togiiou5B sKaU d^end any arnla or prT>c-c*Jirg» brought a^gainst the Purchaser to lat as based
om m <iaym lint *ny apparann aold feareurvler, ot asy ptfi tfteieol, connitulaa »a biJ^intjvfmenl of any patent

of the United Sta^os, other than a claim covering a pfoce^a or a product taerool, il nohfwd promptly m wrihng
and gibxj^ aulr.or^, miarmatwn and a^sis^-aaoe (at Wv&tinghQuaa expcnao) ber tb« detenae ol aama, arui

We«»iEgbo"ae shaU pay all diicuges and coats award^id tSoiaia *gjirul IhrB PnxcHiJcr, piovij^d that this

agreer^A-n ahall not eiletvd to any inlnn^eraenl batod tpcn the ro-xaulacturc. i.'«a OJ His A any of aaid ap-

parah:s oranypart or porta t}:erc<^ in cocibinatron with appaietua orOimgs r.cJ femUhad harrucder. Id

cade t^ «pparat^9 oreny pdil fh^roej Kiiixi.'shed kervozxier ta in at:^ suit ^teM toconjhtule infringement

and ita use is enioined. Westuighouee sKaD, at its own oxpenu, either p(ocuT« \trt IIm Purch^«ar the nqht

lo continue uang said apparatus or part thereol; or. repLsoa same wilh oon-irdnnging apparatur, or modify

il va it beccmcs fixvi-inlnaguhg or remor* au^i apj>aratus>«iyd refund tlv9 purcKa^e pnce A^d the tiansporta-

ffiKi^*nd imXaHatfon ccSfa thoreof T^ for^^irig svat^ the enhre lialiihty of V/eutinghoosa with roapecl

to patent infnngament by aaid apparatus or auy pari thereof

TITLE The btla lo Ibe apparatus io>J etXaCua. Bi-.ToiiBA iiijH iici-p3X9i;a:n \/a<±ui^na>a acd iSall rsnarn

personal property until fully paid for in cash, and iha Purclka*ar agre^ie >o perform all acts which may be necaa-

aoiy t» pertoct *T>d «»Qtit redscitos of htld ta the nid a^peratio la Wtrtra^houa The Purchaser ahall

asiuma ,ail rak. d ton aiUr ti» apparatus t* d^v«atL
CANCELLATION Aryr.oid«j or ccatiad bist bo caacelW by ^» Putc:."ia>»r only 0700 peya^at ol leaann aMe

ckaL7o3 baled upon e?pan»»a «Jr»^y iacunod ausd cbcixitineaii dade bj WeaJvighoo**,

COOT/JifHT^S Addiflcuil ci«rv>i v.ii be iaAd« lot /stuniable eo^li^n^ra ^nd TTOcsal d.'snoat .(such as oil

ban«l3, Y»el«, liipanlinj, cc^muf-itr ctAjapa, ale.) wiicTi are Mini (o< haarporfocon jfxTprrzA c^y. IWund
of dopoeit will be made if r»tun»*d in good condition to tiia IftcaiioiJ d'^'i.7na!«t) by tkjs Ccr;<5raDaa:

Reels: Within twolre (12) raostlrs Iroro data of onginil ihiptienl by freight collect.

Od Barrels and Other Spacial Deri^a: Within ninely (90) days Iron data ot oiiijuuU tiipcieat by freiglit

prepaid.

OflD£PS

—

Ob onian pUred with Westinghouae in acoordaaoe with this quotaboa the above condibooi ah&ll

ta&a pracadenca over any piiated cocdituns thai may appaar on your aUndard onier form.
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B«»5-£njifctte£ixui_Cymp&nx !:_2-- ~ Maylfl. \^'A-

PDL-l/ijO-21 - Stear. Chest :

We arc offerlna our new laserted steam chest on this unit.

Tiie inaerted t.oe conctructiOQ penults caetlnc a config-oratlon tc give flexi-

bility between ,jx-oups of nozzle ciiaobers and between nozzle cnaaber arch

and turbine cvllrjer flange''. Bearing In mind that the unit will b<? eub-

Jected to frequent and relatively large swings In load, we are offering a

steajT. chest wltd enough freedom of expansion to prevent excessive stresses

due to thernai expansion and coutractlon daring load swings.

PDL-1230-16 - Solid Turbine Rotor :

Our turbine rotor 1b machined from a solid forging. Please note

the absence of shrank and keycl disc. Both turbine and generator rotors

are I'actorj- oalanced. Both are overspeed tested at the factory ?0^ over

rated speed.

PPL-1230-1; - Diaphragm Mountings :

Groups of dlaphratjns are mounted In separate rings. Special

Biountlngs percit the dla?hrat?n rings to expand Independent of the turbine

cylinders.

PDL-12y)-3^ - Fully Hydraulic Control System :

We are offering our fully hydraulic governing system. The system

is fundamentally simple ar.d Inherently flexible for adaptation to a double

automatic extraction control system. The governing speed signal is talcen

directly from the shaft by variation lo pressures from the governor oil

Impcllor. For naiximua reliability, every effort tAS been moue to elimi-

nate the application of ijears, cams. Intricate mechanical assemblies, and

conplex "mechanical'' linkage.

P&L-lt;10-l6 - Sliding Type Front Pedestal :

We offer a heavy duty type front pedestal which pemuts thermal

expansion of the turbine cylinder by sliding on lubricated S'lrfaces. For

a unit of this size and oporatir^ conlition.*;, we offer this t.,-pe of pedestal

support rather than a pcJental supported by flexlole I-bean«.

PDL-1210-19 - Bearings :

The unit will b<» equipped with a double Klr4j9bur> type plvotel-

shoe thrust bearing. The operation of the thrust bearing depends <ipon a

thin wedge-ohape-i load carrying oil flln between the collar and the shoes

of the throst bearing. The exact shape of the oil film is a function of

such variables as Fhoft speed, oil viscosity, and thrust loading. If the

thrust shoes ape pendtted to pivot freely, they will adjust to the required

oil film shape, thereby making the bearing effectivi* for a wide range of

possible variation in conditions.

The features of our hydrogen cooled generator are outlined on

PDL- 1230-31. We should particularly like to caOl to your attanVlon PDl.-
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Rust Engineering Company - 3 - May l6, I969

1250-'*6, which covers Theraalastic Insulntlon.

You will find our porfonnajicc curve (KD-iOU^) Included In the
proposal. It is our intent that the flow capabilities of the projosed unit
In every way reflects the requirenents outlined In the epeclf icatlons.
Supplemental Infomatlon was received verbally which wae incorporated as
pert of the performance field.

We have sized the prL-nary ncizlea to ptos the naxlnun 6t«ia flow
that the power and recovery boilers are capable of generating.

The exhaust of the turbine 1b sized to peralt carrying 20,000 KW
load with rero extraction at both high pressure and low prcooure extraction
points. This can be done without necessitating building up sta^e pressures
to the point that the low pressure extraction pressure will exceed the rated
60 pslg.

Tne intertr^dlate section of the turbine was sized to post

275,000 pounds per hour when the high pressure extraction pressure is caln-
talned at 235 pslg. This sizing will permit the cpccifled 60 pslg. extrac-
tion of 150,000 pounds per hour while carrying an electrical load of 25,000
KW.

In addition to these engineering features ve also wish to point
out that we have the facilities to properly handle this plant site. We
have Sales, Consulting and Application, and Service EnglDecra locates in
Phoenix, Arizona. We also have a completely equipped repair shop 1e Pboeoix.

Our plant, located in Sunnyvale, California, also has the faci-
lities to manufacture this turbine should any labor trouble persist at cur

Lester, Pa., Plant.

In accordance with your request we are also attaching to this

letter a partial list of Installations that we have of units similar to this

design and capacity.

We trunt we will be given the opportunity to present our story to

your people personally, so that we can answer all of your questlonj. In

an effort to make it easier for you to naie your evaluation.

JJSiAVK; j^W-^^ Engineer
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

n^e ccriditioni tinted bslow thjil lake p;ceedencc ovct any conditloni «

;ept «i expietsly lUtcd I'tcrcin, shall b« binding on Wcstinghouic.
'hicS m«y appeor on youi rt^ndird fo'rr I Oi condtlioni of iwcK

XES: Pnces do rol include sl:tc or tocjl teset Wsed on o) rnc^suied

; which <.3x OI ta:ict wil! be added to th« prices where applicdblc.

W.ET ITS: U, In the judgmenl of WeitlisSouie, Ihe finencial con-
>f tSc Pi;»c^asc.-, ^t «ny time duing iSe mf lufaclur-ng period, or

ine appArctus i» ic*c!y for il-ip^C^t, c-tt not jui'.ifv l'>c terrra of

t i;>eci(icd, V/cit'nshousr may require full o( partial payment in

rcta pcyrrcr^b ;hel! become <?ue at ih-pments ere nadc. If iSip*

e C4.!3ycd by ('.* PurcSescr, pai-ncr.li iScll bscome djc from dale

estins^o^-' '* P'spcred ta make s^ic^1eI I. If rianu'eclj.e is delpyed
D I .- ._• .L." L^ I I __ .1. • • _.__ ._JndPurehjtir. pcy.'Cr.t thc'I be rr.^oe bai-d en l!ie cor.'ro;! price =<«
of co:r>le<'or. Apparatus Iic!d-foi liie PurjchAier shall be at the

crptne oJ the Pofchajei.

.r/Cr.Y: Uricss o!V-2fwi;B stated, dcliverr will be made f.o.b. point

.'-r.l, SSippU.fl (ie'Ti «i? tzp'T^xit ale e-j ere baicd on prompt re-

el! (Kceiiar/ i:.fu.r.-ia:ion Iiom the Purchaser.

PATENTS: Wcitlnshous: shall defend any luili or piooedinTi brought
againit th? Purchaser lo fer ai based on a clairi that any apparatus tcld Kcv-
ur>d*r, or any p«'t t!iereof, con:ititu'.cs tn iiifringc.-ncfit of t.iy patent of lh«

United Stelsi, other than a cisim covering a P'ocrsi oi a product iheicof, U
no/''«d prcnptly in writing ind S'**'' cvl'^cfity, irformat'pn end *s;itt"r»c«

(at ^'•'c;*in;;Sofl»e cupenic) for t'le defense af :«•.!«, tr.d ^Vc:t'1-^^J » :''.',H

pay •!! dane^es and ccili a» art'ed therein fl?e>nit ne Pjichattf, oio»idcd'
that ty.t a^reer.'-ent il'a" rol extend to any irfr'n;ci-'rft; fci«»d tfin It*

mar:i:'jctjre, use or sale of en</ of ::lj appcicl.:s cr anv p^it or f^fi: t^ c csf
in coinbtnet'on witS app£-^t~^ or tli'n^s not furnished hereunder. In can
the epparat'js or any ptti t'.crcof hc:condcf I; 'n S'JcS f.*'t Ksid Is covf=t.;tt

inF'^n^errc^it crd Ms u<c i: enjoined, V*'e.i'ng!icu*t £^<all, at tti ovm e;^p(t;e«

either: procjre for I'le ?u*ch:5*( t'n; r'ght to ^cnti-ii-e using seid ^poatatut
Of perl Ciz'ioi/ or, fep!;;3 !fi-i2 with ncT-;n':;T;:-*3 a.Tpr:eti;Jj or rrcd'fy

it so it bcco~.ei non-l.i'iinsir^/ ct rer-.oru liid apofrilui crij refund I.e.
p-rchcse price ar.d tlie l^e.-'sas-UIIon end in-t-lla'ion c^tts l!iere-:f. 1 le

foregoing s'lla l\z entire Ut'j'.'.'.'.y c* V/..:*.i.isJ-.3u:= wflS icrp:ct to pctent~

in'rir<c:ne:i: by said tpparctus or any pail thereof.

TITLE; -T!ie L'tle la ihc epparet;:! told »i h;re!n spcc:f?:d t^sM rot

pfTS frcn Wc'l'npfovsi £r,d s'';!l rcTuii personal popcrty ur.tJ folly paid
"to: in casp, and l""; Pj-r^issr c-'za to pr-'cn ell tc'i wh'eh rvtay be nec-

ciii.y lo pcifccl e-id a»;i';c rttv-^Io.i of t'i'e lo I'e scid a>p4,:£l^t ir. V'ill'nj-

hoL*:e. The Purcha:«r shull e::umc all ilstt of lou aftei the apparalut h
" delivered.

~

'S?, DAMAGE, O^ DCLAY: V/crtir-ghouie jhcll not be liable for

nege, dcls'ition c. :^e!ey tculling fron census beyond its icoiondble
Df csuicj by f'.re, zU'iKs, civil or M:Ktjry aullio'ily, restvjtions of t^e~

jta't; Govjr.i.7i;r:t o' an/ depart.Tient, bfcrich c." repre^cntdtive iSz-eof,

izn -or riot, ex jc-coe;," ccr sSdrttsiJ, wfc:*ts or delays in tranioor-

Br (.labiMty lo ob'sin f>zcc:sjry labor, mctti'als, or manufaclu'ing

dj: to such csu!es. Receipt of tSe ap-cretus by the Purchaser
delivery shall ceritilutc a waiver of all claims (or delay.

VRRANTY: \Vc:«r>ghoiT:e, tn coinect=on wUh oppj'etus sold Kcrc-

»«'ce* lo corrcit cny d:(ect or defects in wo<kfnjn:Sip oi material

k;y deveicp uOl/j* proper o: norrr^d urc dL'.'n^ (he period of o«e
r^i iSe date of rr.'pncnl, Vy repai' o: by replacement f.o.b. fuc'.ory

i3f?ct'\e r*"* Of parlj, tr.i such correction ;hall constitute a fulftll-

a" Weilinghouse !i;bi'it!e; in lespicl to sjid «rr*r4lut, un!c« ot!'Cf-

led hereunder. \Tesling'iouse' shell nol be liable foi conicquenlial

CANCELLAT'ONJ: An*- ou'ei oi contract may be cancelled by the

Pure*i2fer only upci p;yricnt of fcs^onsbtc cSatoes bried upon cipentet
already incurred end com.-nitr.cnts ir,s6t by Westinghouse.

CONTAIMERS: Addi!ionel charge will be m^dt for rctjrnebic cort-

ldir;e:! and special devices (luch as o:l barcis, rec!s, tjrpjulins, cor^nw*

tjtsr chrnp!, etc.) wSicK e:s ui;d for t;ansportal;on pjipo^es only. Rcfjnd
of c'cposit will be mdce il returned in good condition to the location dciig-

nated by iNe Corpo'atiort.

. - REELS; ^ ^Vt^•.i.^ twelve (IS) iCC£.ths j'rom dit* of O'isintI shipment by
frcigid co'lecL

OIL BA^:?EL5 AND OTHER SPECIAL DEVICES Within nin.iy

(90) dcys fiom date of original thtp.Tcnt by freighl prepaid.
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(kkk) ^%rrr Up ^- >cid^
'

\.^.^-\

a??oiktiC2i:t of ageijt

SCUTI-fl^ST FC?.EST INDUSTRIES, KC. , a i-Jevac: co.--

porstion, herein called Southv;esc, hereby appoints Jsaes A.

Staley of Pittsburgh, Per.r.sylvsnia , as its sgent for the

sole purpose of sisning purchsse orders to be issued in

its nane in connection v;ith the construction of £ pulp and

paper r:ill and related facilities near Snov/flake, Arizona.

Specifically, the authority hereby granted is linited tc the

signing of purchase orders issued pursuant to Section "C"

of i'jTticle I of an engineering and construction contract

bet\7een Southwest and The Rust Engineering Cocoany, dated

Kay 17, i960, which contract is raade part hereof by reference.

It is understood that purchase orders signed by Jemes

A. Staley within the scope of the authority herein granted

shall be binding only upon Southwest and the Vendor and shall

in no way be binding upon or obligate The Rust Engineering

Coffipany,

The authority hereby granted by Southwest to Janes

A. Staley may be revoked by Southwest at any tine by an ap-

propriate notice of revocation in v/riting. The er.ercise of

the right of revocation "hereby reserved to Southwest shall
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in no v/ay affect the vaiicity of purchase orders signed by

James A. Staiey prior to .the receipt by hirr: of vrritcen notice

of revocation.

On purchase orcars issued hereunder, Jar.-.es A.

Staley shall use the title "Agent". It v/ill not ba necessary

to ii-ake any further reference en the purchase order to this

agency agreement.

SCUTKv'ESJ'^^.EST IKIJUSTRiES, i:\C.

By ;; <^.-^^ -x^^.-?--g>
x̂« -r-^.

//Dated June /"
, 1960

I hereby accept the above appointment as Agent

'"-"/̂> ^,

JAi'IES A. STALEY

Dated June , 1960
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13 •!/?. tto. froa d*to of
Iflttor cr Ir":D^.^ v'/o/63}

Cr2 (1) SS-C i^ PcdM.o C?.-;iro::ua SriiTcfcic". Ccn-
dci'.''V :'•-: • U''. cc.v^lcto irJ irs tcc&r5:aco vdtb
Vi'..

'

S-.:':;t?.ri'r-;tiu:i EO-i r^i
Vfr. Jc.1'3 i:r>.::'srOL (JVisd ;:->y If, 19^-0,

o:;ilu"i!. i . . i-ui'.ic;.'; e-.cj3X.rd on PaTOo t-!) cz'J 5-F«
?»-3in^:V c ri"i\U'i!t-C:..-v.',-Ao' TJHI. c:-'?ij i-'-Jv'o fcho

f<"' ?."2j,C-i X' ci:o:.'ar.ic-..'
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. 3c^ TiM c::v.1or.3in~ Va

tv - r.i-j-:} Tor cf.:rr. P.t i'-.o I . . /:.-. o: .•>.- ,:-:;; £caJ»
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23? •:.! -
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»t 60 :i - tt 2.C' Kj..V -,. X-3?.:C0 IIW .C5
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c\'. r'-.l .-.cc ;33o; ic-jj facl-o;;.' a .i acco-,V\.:c3 sc;'c3 -

All C3 cfjolTisi.

£gg2; E^•li-^•r•^ is to cr^rAto ct «a o".oTr.tion oi 6,C;0 fsot
cb>vo C3\ larsl. Fy«r/iiri&4TJ 8iv..3J. be iaclvi^J to

FMCB CC:Tt3I3 AS ATOT?.

(cantixt-ci on piyj 2)

0l.lO?,O5O.C2
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Q-P-.13

E-8285-S'.'f-50O2

Ju.Ty 6, I960 '

LesJjoueg Eloctrio Corrwratioa JvattK©

2

Listed price ie fina and not snbjoct to cscalction.

Ple£33 ^epay trarisportation charges as^ show as a separate

itea on invoices.

This pirohaso is £n Istcrstate Ccrserca Traiwaction aid is

theraforo Gzsxrjit frca Saloo Tax, zs& it is nst svioact to tho

ArlEOsa Uso Tex becausa the eatsrial prrchasod is cot ESaiifac-

tured 0? stoi'ed in a h-arshouce in Arizona.

Attached horoto and cado a jart of this jrorehass oriar is fora

titled, "tlnGti-uctions for Transnittal of Shop Drawiiiga asd

Date," Please abide by those iantmctiors,

RtCGcESS PAyjEKTS SCREDPI.S;

$28t,20J5CO idfn crds?, u~on prosentstica of invoice

$ 53,230„CO Fcbr;:£iS7-/l96l

$ 82,CC0.C0 Hrjch» 1951
8 eZjC&OoCn) Atsrii, 1961

I 62,000,00 Hc7, 1961

S 82,000,00 3VT.0, 1961 •
8221,810-00 Zi$> upsn siiijinsnt

Ol66,357o50 1^30 da^D aficr ehipsant

$ 55,45;?» 50 52 upon aocopiar.co or 120 days aftor slsiFSsnt

Confimlns "iiCttor of latsnt" dated Jueo 6, 3.9SO to

Mr, J, J, ShaiTnaa - DO nGTJ).U?IICJV%3c

SM.jjin2 Point -

Lesto7p Peansylvaaia Soa Absva

'a:^?^^^-^
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^ PURCHASE ORDER ^ \

SOUTHVvJ^" FOREST INDUS!. •s. INC.j

PHOENIX. ARIZONA

"• /ir< .felon

.iI: Batl'ilna

Aw. .-oii.' c-a: :* «. ij. bsv.'fc.'M;

OROeR NO
OAT I J-

RCOUIBITION ''

JOB 5f Jf-^.' -:•

CONTRACT ~ -'j :'..'•

iMroaTANT
THK *»OV( 0*OII> NUMBIM MUt^

K SHOWN ON ALl aMirMINll
iKVO'Ctt *K(^ CO«t«(4rOKr INC I

WHCN TO SHIP

J3. .'^.'Ship To: SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES. INC.
,„,p ^^^

PULP AND PAPER HILL

SNOWrLAKC. ARIZONA

Thia aein to wbjKt la tlw tcrtu ad ooBdiUoiu Ml fonb oo r«T<na ritf* hanoC

OUANTITT A R T IC L I PRICI

...•.C: Xtai V'-V-S^' - i"u?liV.a; " C'iinV .•^- - LraiJ^,

o

(:

2 11

^ « -'i - 1
-^ -S - ^

- • • -• v;.te

^'
. ISto

uj.> to j: rt.

.i, 3'p:'- '•:•.•
^

r31'..t F5ulv.?nt ia to o'Jsrate at na ol-ivaiion of ^'JCO fccfc~"
a^>wo aoa lord, rvovioiccr. oU^-U l« l«d.cOci to

' •^. V . s/;/<^. p?icn c.-s:?i^s .*.5 .«i.3V- •
•7..: ;•..;.;--•

r o CAM* '^ ' /

OfLlVflOtO BV T«UCK

'"• C3::tlPu«l ca ?J;;o 2

IMPORTANT

INSTRUCTIONS

ofiB If nines TNniQ I OMuu naoT hi. mmhu hi v um m :FOUR
ruan wn it laonn n vrnntamm mnig ik, r.t. wi m. wtm. umu

S'.. »|»^wtn-e w!l S« mmi^r far Timckliw, Cftftac* or CT»Unf «f»U«« lUUd bora.
' '' "-( for wijr nutcTijtl ihtppad in •>€••• of itut ealM for kbov* w^thoot wT^tUn (

i mcai

inUTwl«d part»cuUrt]r for u*» on ih« )ob lnd»cftt«<l kbov*.
Vendor of the irmtmalt coT«r*«l hertbr. with lh« conMnt «f th« PorcKftwr. abAt] In til 4

I urn term wmI ooAdiuoat of thif onter by tK* rvndor

ACKNOWLEDGMENT DATC-
Th« foreiroinff order tt hereby accepted by the Vendor subject to all the terms and condition! set forth herein.
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THIS ORDER IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

(1) The term "materials" used herein shall be understood to Include articles and appliances of every
nature and description being purchased hereunder.

(2) The materials to be furnished hereunder shall comply with the plans and specifications furnished to
the Vendor by the Purchaser or Engineer. The Vendor warrants the proper quolity. character, odequacy,
smtability and workability of the materials. The Vendor and the materials furnished hereunder oxt subject
to the approval of the Engineer. The Vendor agrees to indemnify the Purchaser and Engineer against all lost
or damage arising from any defect in materials furnished hereunder.

(3) Shipment and delivery of the materials to be furnished hereunder shall be made as hereinbefore
provided or as otherwise required by the progress of the work In which the materials are to be used, upon
notice from the Pxirchoser or Engineer; and it is expressly provided thot. as to performance on the part of the
Vendor, time is and shall be considered of the essence of the contract.

(4) Should the Vendor, for any reason other than some fortuitous event beyond the control and without
the fault or neglect of the Vendor, fail to make deliveries as required hereunder to the satisfaction of the
Purchaser, or if the materials are not satisfactory to the Engineer, the Purchaser shall be at liberty to purchase
the materials elsewhere, and any excess in cost of same over the price herein provided shall be chargeable
to and paid by the Vendor on demand. Should any delay on the part of the Vendor (due allowance being
made for contingencies provided for herein) occasion loss, damage or expense to the E\irchaser or Engineer,
the Vendor shall indemnify the Purchaser and Engineer against such loss, damage or expense. If, for any
cause, all or any portion of the materials to be furnished hereunder are not delivered at Che time or times
herein specified, the Purchaser may. at his option, cancel this order as to all or any portion of materials not
to delivered.

(5) The Vendor hereby covenants and agrees to indemnify and save harmless the Purchaser and Engineer
against any and all claims or suits for infringement of patents or patent rights claimed to cover the Vendor's
processes, products, materials, equipment, apparatus or appliances, such indemnity to include all costs cod
expenses which the Purchaser and Engineer may incur in defending any such actions that may result from the
furnishing of any materials hereunder. The Vendor further covenants and agrees to undertake at the Vendor's
own expense the defense of any and ail such claims or suits.

(6) The Vendor shall not assign, sublet or otherwise dispose of the whole or any part of this order nor shall

the Vendor assign any moneys due or to become due hereunder without the previous written consent of the
Purchaser. Any attempt by the Vendor to so assign or dispose of any interest herein shall operate as an instant

forfeiture and repudiation hereof by the Vendor and the rights of tiie parties shall be determined in the same
monner as though the Vendor had at the time of such attempted assignment or disposal failed in and refused
performance hereunder.

(7) The Purchaser agrees to pay to the Vendor, and the Vendor agrees to accept, as full compensation for

the materials furnished hereunder tiie sum herein set forth, and such sum shall be poid in current funds by the
Purchaser to the Vendor at the times and under the conditions herein set forth. Before any payment here-
under shall become due, the Piuchaser at its option may require and the Vendor thereupon shall furnish

satisfactory evidence of the payment of all accounts for labor and material! pertaining to Vendor's perform-
ance hereimder; and provided further that before any payment hereunder shall become due the Vendor shall.

If required by the Purchaser, procure and furnish to the Purchaser full and complete release of liens from all

persons fumidiing labor and materials toward the performance Kereof or, at the option of the Purcl-'

sotisfactory surety bond indemnifying the Purchaser against any claims based thereon.

(8) It is understood and agreed that any moneys due from the Purchaser to the Vendor hereunder may. at

the option of the Purchaser, be applied by it to the payment of any indebtedness which may be owing by the

Vendor to the Purchaser or to any subsidiary, affiliated or associated company of the Purchaser.

(9) It is agreed that no certificate given or payment made on account of this order shall be conclusive

evidence of delivery and acceptance of materials hereunder, either wholly or in part, or shall be construed

OS acceptance of defective or improper materials.

(10) The Purchaser shall have the right to make changes in this order. If such changes affect the price

specified herein to the Purchaser, the Vendor shall secure approval in writing of any change in price before

proceeding.

(11) The Vendor further agrees that he shall within ten (lO) days from date of notice to furnish same, at

the option of the Purchaser, provide the Purchaser with a bond in full amount of this order, conditioned for

the faithful performance thereof in all its particulars, duly executed with a surety company designated by
the Purchaser, as surety, and in form and contents acceptable to the Purchaser^ the cost of said bond to be

. borne by the Purchaser.

(12) All neROtintlom and agreements prior to the dnte of this order are merged herein and nipprteded

event of conflict between any proposal of Vendor specifically referred to herein and this order, ond at to all

macten or points not expressly covered by such proposal, the ternu and conditions of this order shall govern.
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PURCHASE ORDER
SOUTHV^JJt forest INDUS!.^S. INC.

<*( M-. .„

PHOENIX. ARIZONA
J.a:SJ.\

rWoaticsiwuOT Elcatrlt; Corpo73tloa

FafiO 2

OROCR NO
OATC
RCOUISITION

JOB
CONTRACT

EtcciiitH-j

IH^OMTANT
THt A»OVf OMDtH NUWBt* •

• C ftMOWN OH *Lt tMir.. •

iNvoicc* AMD coaac»'-o»>

WHCN TO SHIP

SHIP VIASHIP TO: SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES. INC
PULP AND PAPER MILL

SNOWFLAKE. ARIZONA

Thi« order b •ubjwt lo lb* Uraa ud coiiimnin (M forth no ranrw lid* hanoL

OUANTITY A R T I C L I

LlotcJ prlco ia fiia and nob asbject to cscnlzVloc.

Plsa.-.3 pi-Bjay JiTJsaportation charges end 6h9»-a3 eeparafcs Iton
on litvoiccsc

flRAwiKo RB3ornE?s?rrst
Hlcoti^ rei'or to Ewt?chcd "TrnsSrucfciona for Tranaoittal of Shop
Drewtngo and t-utr." for Cctalls o.i cxt^.tncX Gca Tranj:35.ttal

4rawin30j opsrailn^j cninttrir.nao arJ Irjlcllation Icfffcr^tlons

spATo parts and rsccsr-^nisi ofcock spisc parba ll8ta«

Conf:"jrxiTig "Leitsr of Intsct" dotod Juno 6, 1?60 to Kr. J. J.

8h8«an - DO YXK im?LICATE.

PBOatgrs PilMEaffS i CZ&ijtCO.OO wil;U or.'.9r, upon pi'ocantatioo a''~~~~~~~~~~'~'
Ictroloc.

SCREIQICi 53,2P2.00
6Uj:-:-3.r.o

8l»,3£3.C0

8!j,323.CO

163,653.CO
56,cij.co

1961
1961
1961
l?6l
l?6i

15, '-30 Dors after aWjomt
D:»n asisptan^e or 120 Csj-

1

afwsr e'.ilprmt

Feorcoiyj

A?rUj

Jul!");

SC')' =cO'i

lesiar, P2i.;irj-lToric
OIk'VIBflO OT TNUCH

6ca Atoro

ana er iwcb wtoia im wiaui naw kl vmm. ux. tf um aFOUB
tmxm BBi K i£iKi£» to smnni war uibtiib, ic >.!. wiw. wan, uam

lUPORTANT

INSTRUCTIONS

No ftllowmneo will bo mad* for pofktnc , cftrtAC* or crsttnf onlMS iUtad ftboro.

TIm PonhAMT will not accof1 btlUnff for mny maunAi ihippod In «xeHi of thftt calWd for kbor* withoot wHUoa e
TIm oiAlrriAli rDTorvd borvby u% iaundod pArtJcuUrlj (or um oa lh« job Indtcmtvd Abov*.
mpmm ud lor dotmry bj Um Vtndor of tho nuitmAlt comod b»r«bT. wtih ibo WMHont sf Ik* PurahoMr,
I aaqacliSod Acnpunn of (U Um torn* ind condiuoru of Uiii ordrr b; Um nador

tad
1 till

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OATC.
Th* foracoing ordrt i* hcrvby scccptcd by the Vendor lubjrct to all the tcmu snd condition* Mt forth hanin.
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Order Noo .e235-SV;-$002

Jt^7SgCTI0NS FCR TRAIvSt-flTTAL OF SHOP DRAWI.N'GS AND DATA

Shop Drsvingg ond Transmittal Letter Shall Shotf the ? 'llordx^;

Purch4a9r*9 Ksyne

Purchasa Ordor and RequJeltlon Kunbars
Purch«a3T-*8 Draving and/or Sped imitation Numbor
Revised Di<Rvlng:3 ehill be so taarkad and dated

Dravlnga esA Data Ro<7iiix^.d for A^yproTOl

Within odays eft«r a'»fii]fd of Purchase Order, Vendor
shtU s<srd r^qulrtsd ecpl<^3 of DRAV/INGSj Data end two (2)
copies of IPJlKSraTTAL LETKR TOs

The Ru.iit Engineering Comply
930 ?ort Duqissn© Doulavird
Pittsburgh Z2„ Penii3yl*sn5a

Attention! Mr, E. Jo Fritschi

Tha *bov« instructlijns lO-sa &ppl;r for revised dravln^
reevibsaitt€d for &ppf\3^3lo

Dffcrifign and Data Rg.niirtxi After Approval as Liated Ealoty;

After spprorol. Vendor ehall trsnsslt tha required copies of
draidjigs, data &tA tve (2) copies of THANSHXTTAL LETTER TOj

%e Bust EnglneerliTg Cotopsny ^
930 Fort D-jquiisne Boulevard
PittsbjTgh %tf Pemoisylrsni*

Attentions »r. Eo J. Fritschi

DRAViro 6 DATA BSO.tJICTlHENTS

Ccpias po^iredj

7 Dniwin^s for Approval

J.2 Pliial Approved Drivings
6 In^truitton MaAuala
6 Spirti PArts Ll?t3

__________ Raprcducibl« TrAclng9
Tep)t CartlMc4t«-3
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PURCHASE ORDER

y^'d

/'
SOUTHVV0T FOREST INDUS! .0:S. INC.

PHOENIX. ARIZONA
J'. /i:iii

•"v/cst^ i^hov.oci E1.oct:'ric Co-.-porctiOTi

3O0 Pj'.'Tih /A-3n»;c - Union Ec:j!: SoAldii-s
Pittaovr^h ?2, Pom.iyl' chic
Attn: Kr. J. J. Shoraan

ORDER NO 7-19-£

RCOUtSITlON . ,..|-

CONTRACT

iw»omt«ht
THC *»OVI OaDIM WUMSia MUtf

C aMOWN ON ALL •MIPMIHTa
iNvoictt AND coaaiaroNDtNCt

WHEN 10 SHIP

SHIP VIASHIP TO: SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES. INC.

PULP AND PAPER MILL

SNOWFLAKt. ARIZONA

Tbb ordtr l> aubjAct to Om unna aod coodltiofka mi fonh en ravcrM M* haraol.

OUANTITY A R T IC 1. t rmci

Pleaoo revioo origlnil or. :•• C265 'Sl."-5002 ?c fsnc-.-s;

DEL5I?,:

PaiT^rr.ph rcforrins to pn pnying trpaaportatic a

ch.ax'sos and inutjaS bi?J. ; r.iiujpoi'tp.tion ch.ircoj f^a

F.O.B. S,P.- -Fr3i.c'-.t Colli c'v.

Botior-tcd P.r.ll Fx^oislit ChirgGa » Cl2.650.CO.

All oth?r toriTD ftnd cond:'tu.ona of orizinal orior to
rcna5.n the s£s;a.

^ ORDER PC S' w .W

^ In referring to this crdw pitase use Ihi:
num^jf 3s : refcrcrK^.

Order iccp-ec subject to cpr(!itcr.s
Oull.rcd .n .M^w. t. Ccrp. ten, of
•ckncwJKfgefTKr!!.

^
» > CAa. S.f . l/OSilC*-, Ira.

Dlk'VCMtD av TauCH

WPORTMIT
INSTRUCTIONS

FOUR Mfio 8f inwcti lotnio wi Miaiii noan m. auam wi of uwt. ui awni wnco
nriKiiE nn h iokui is tooimn Rum mniiEt. ncmm at. naaa. umu

No aitowanca anil ba matU '.

Thm PuirluBar vUl mx a/- '

TW matanal. <m . i til harr
BUpaaM aarf /antakno i.,

mutfUmmem e( all Iha lanaa and condiuona of lAlt onlar by tA. vamior.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

vi for abova wlUiaat wrilun
. kbov.

I iha conarftt of Iba PurchaMT. ahall la aB

It ol tkl* aaea.

OATE-
TIm forasoinr order U'hcrebjr accepted bj the Vendor subject to all the tenni and condition* Mt forth b«r«lii.
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(^ PURCHASE ORDER

31

•/>

-< i- ^5 PURCHASE ORDER
OUTHW^Y FOREST INDUST.#:S,

/
INC.

PHOENIX. ARIZONA

mii^

ORDER NO
DATE
REQUISITION

JOB
CONTRACT

IMPONTANT
THC ABOVE OnOlt* NUMfiEK MUST
BE SHOWN ON ALL SHIPMENTS
INVOICES AND CONRESPON OINC E

WHEN TO SHIP

SHIP VIA
O: SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES. INC.

PULP AND PAPER MILL

SNOWFLAKE. ARIZONA

This order is subject to the terms and conditions set forth on reverse side hereof.

ANTITY ARTICLE PRICE

1= - o

bo

rs £>

1 ij

•••

2 § £ ^ 8 ;

(pDi ii^ - C3 «

Lc.'.; .?•. .^73,c:

-

S
*.

. !:

BCD ev TBUCK

RTAHT

ICTIONS

FOUR COPIES OF myOiCES T0I5ETHER WITH 0BI6IIIAL FREIGHT BILL, 0BI6IN>L BILL OF UDHC HP SHIPPIIIS HOIICES 11

DUPUCIIE MUST BE RENDERED TO SOUTHWEST FOHEST IKOUSTfllES. INC., P.O. BOI 903, PHOENII. IRIZONt

'ancc will be made for packing, cartage or crating unless stated above.
chaser will not accept billinjj for any material shipped in excess of that called for above without written consent of this office.

erials covered hereby are intended particularly for use on the job indicated above
It and /or delivery by the Vendor of the materials covered hereby, with the consent of the Purchaser, shall in all cases constitute
llified acceptance of all the terms and conditions of this order by the venHor.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT DATE-
e foregoing order is hereby accepted by the Vendor subject to all the terms and conditions set forth herein.
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. .^..::3V Foriio'i IiiDUSTHIKS,

i,'(et;bi!:i".iiov.so Electric Corpora -.ion aailS-S/Z-SODZ. Re

Esf:s ?. JWR/de!-. 11/9/60

r.TM (iTi TAG: KEJTHAL PUSHIilC- f.NCLOSUP.E

3 1 Kou'iral iH-jhing l^nclcsuri) v;i;;h 2(3cr)oorr and conn«c«c:
shall be furnisheil with r»rovl3lon3 for connfictins a
neutral ?rovi;U;-.e resistor v'^r Bill of iiatarJ.sl 2-11.

Price v3,tJ

TAG : KyPribGl?! PA?.i-:L ,':<:,U!<CIAVGR

i> 1 Scsi.i AnnufiCiator for thr. hydi-ogon D.-..-.el, including
"Scpm" S-Lirie tack li-iit, «;Oviftl^C-AC stqv.j.-ice, Aj*

plu,;-in ucdai ACS-9 v;ith fJ.ashor.. tesv rtid ack:iovilo:l£.i

pu3:;-bjttr;ii Tor CMarctiyn ci 115 volt D.C. £5 Miuivjfac'ui-

by Scar.! Corp., Cliicego, IJlinoie. K/droro:' ore&eurc
pego to be mounton or, hydrognn coi.'ci'ol p?nol.

Price 5

T/G : TUa'jr..E-Cc:i<T.KAT>.-it START-UP PANEL

5 1 Tt-rbtn? Start-Up oan.3l 90'' hif/.i and JO" doop shall bo

furiiis"iDd to watCu otf.er oaiiols in buyer's ole.'.fc.

Iri3trui;tin-3 shall be motir.taa thsrcon and shall bj
stendr.rd black ccsc. The D-.n^l shrll include ti.o

follo-.-lnw: (Prrt v/us inclu.'.ud in origincl order
bala:;C3 is additional)-

A. Cil nrsasur^ Kai:.",.-^ as outlined in Seller's
Proocsol (iiic:.".v.dod)

B. STieam or^aaura rbusts for first stage, initial
a>id exnaust orossur.'.'s and 150 i>z\ staotr. header
pressure ( '.included)

C. Ksicur;- lisromater A:3D - v2t>0.00

D. Vacuus Colur-n AOO - y250.0O

E. Slectrlc s'Sicd imii. .-.^lor (include:)

F. Tarbin? "^rip Switch AUD - ij50.00

0. Tjrbin? Gsa.' Oil Purit'? lis'it tnJ Switcli
'add - ViOO.OO

K. V> Point tomsrdu.-i r-?so'.*dcr -it'i' ^lar.'j cori*-acts

A'.)9 - vl,950.CO

1, Tjrbinj unrv.-.iclc^or, li p-iir:.. :^.-U vj

Sc;i:; o-lin<. b-:':? l;.;;t, SC-.« '^.i,

AV •v.w/; :.r. r.isdoi A':i>-9 with ; . toct zt.C

ackr.o'./lii^-i'' —jchbv-tona fcx* oro.; j--v<! on 115
vilt, oO cycle A.C. Unit to bt 3 hijih rr.d

6 Ions
ADD - v790.00

Contd on papo 3
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A>^C.:v PURCHASE ORDER
T FOREST INDUS! .^S, INC

PHOENIX. ARIZONA

JWS/d3k

iShou33 Electric Corrora-'ilon

WHEN TO SHIP

ORDER NO. i^'-''' -1,2

DATE &2[;5-s',^-50.':

REQUISITION -••/ 9/uO
JOB
CONTRACT

IMPORTANT
THE ABOVE OnOCR NUMBER MUST
BE SHOWN ON ALL SHIPMENTS
INVOICES AND CORRCSPONOENCI

SHIP VIA
): SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES. INC.

PULP AND PAPER MILL

SNOWFLAKE. ARIZONA

This order is subject to the terms and conditions set forth on reverse side hereof.

-•3-

NTITY ARTICLE PRICE

ilri

1-) Lc;; vac'-iuin

;•:.; L-cVi- oii r..-3r.r.i:-';

:;.; Kisli/ic.v o:LT. •^se:-^j.r iyvel
*...,' .i.r£;'r:/lc.-: i70'-;d-:!n;:Ci- Isvel
5.) 5'inh ocpx-i.".^; i:--io.-.ratars
'c, 1 Sea.l oil '.jroiibJ ;

7.) D. C, to lv/cii'02;::i t),-:n-2l

b.) Higr. r,cat=.r i.-jvai

,?•{ '^--S-^ '^0 "'-'•5- 3i;o?iv. vS-MoiratuTj
J.O.) Kigh 3.50 j.;.«3, stsjiM tsmpai-atur-e
J.i.} Mi2ii .150 ;Lb,u. sv.err-1 toDio^rGtive
J.?..) Higi 2cr.d:-;.ioc.t;c collnciioEj t.3ik level

H-) Turni-.-;i: i'^ar a.ic; ga-ge
15.) - our sp-.r; ^nr:u::c:.r.vor noj.n'.; 3

P-.-Lc£ •53.. '.50.00

. TKRUST S-:AHI?;0 Ij;S"'Rl/M:?*i?ATIGK f
6 The i:cou.->i.-j fc.-,- installation in thi-.rri 'ceoring .-ho

-it. I loads brcisat out to ccnv3.^icJJt tiurioirial block

Prr.ca ^.So.c:)

TOTA.L p£7 I^•cI^;.^.ss ';2f;,073.'-c

ED BY TRUCK Coned. Oil pr.ga V

lANT

;tions

FOUR COPIES OF IHVQICES TOSOHEH WIIH OfllGINtL FBEIGHT BILL OaiGHHL BILL Of UDIII81 m SHIPPIItS lOTICES III

DUPLICITE MUST BE RENDERED TO SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES, INC., P.O. eOI 908, PHOENII, IRIZONI

nice will be made for packing, cartage or crating unless stated above.
laser will not accept billing tor any material shipped in excess of that called for above without written consent of this office.

rials covered hereby are intended particularly for use on the job indicated above.
and /or delivery by the Vendor of the materials covered hereby, with the consent of the Purchaser, shall in all cases consUtuta
ified acceptance of all the terms and conditions of this order by the vendor.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT DATE.
foregoing order is hereby accepted by the Vendor subject to all the terms and conditions set forth herein.
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O'*- "^^ PURCHASE ORDER

SOUTHV\<^T FOREST INDUST.^S. INC.

PHOENIX. ARIZONA

JV/:i/c.:k

ORDER NO
D*TE

:: J.J ^Jixr.
REQUISITION

JOB
CONTRACT

Wastinshouso Ele-^trJc Oo:por5tica

WHEN TO SHIP

IMPOWTAHT
THE ADOVI OMOIN NUMH
BE SHOWN ON ALL SHIPHI
INVOICES AND COHAISPOMO

Ship To: SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES. INC. g^,p ^,^
PULP AND PAPER MILL

SNOWFLAKE. ARIZONA

This octler is sobjaet to the tanns uid couUtions sat forth on rsTsns sUs hsnof.

QUANTITY ARTICLE pRicr

In.-;rfc.'3e p-ir ' - Pl-J^'-'^i'iS

;'ri. ..'-:» ; f.y^tl T)r;.'„-'.- c.r o--.:.-- 81,137.3.23.00

;;w.. ; ;.;; ier o* 1 y - '.O 5'-'
. C J

All <.'06-v; ^hafc a.: -.n thtj.p-jc? u-pe -.rnv cis-:

'./h ."i r.o .'.i"l?:it?.Tio::.;'.o:5 ;.:-,3 «r3 acca- <p.r

r O • CAllS _; _- -ziAi-.C

OELIVEMID BV THUCK

TinM*. ; ; ;-^r :.r..:~l.'i.^: :.!.:::. ;..-., ,-. sr.;

IMPORTANT

INSTRUCTIONS

FOUR contt OF iiioico mma tin oaiaiii fiieisiit bil wiaui iiu of uoiit. u» vman wiio

nruuTi Him k deideiied n mmm forest iiDusmiEs. iic p.o. m m, noEin. uizou

No sllowonc* will b« m»d« for packins, csrts^ or crstinir unlvu iut«d sbovs.
T>M PurthsMr will not scrrpt billing for any mst«risl 9hipp«d in txc«u of thsl called for sbora without writtan consant of this offlca.

Tha mst»ri»l« corrr*\l hcrrV'y src intcnd«d psrticulu-ly for um on iha job indicsted sbova.
Shlpn)«nl and /or delivery by the Vendor of the msteriaU covered hereby, with the consent of the Porchasar, shall la all

sa lUKiualifled acceptance of all the urms and conditions of this order by tne vendor.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT DATE.
The forcsoing onler is hereby accepted by the Vendor subject to nil the terms and conditiotu set forth herein.
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•!<. / ^ PURCHASE ORDER
SOUTHN/V^T FOREST INDUST.#:S. INC

PHOENIX. ARIZONA
ORDER NO j.:i;;-c;:-5C-:

2

DATE Bsccrisr 1, IS'i')

;-C225

REOUISITION

JOB CxiVi:
CONTRACT

•ijn

iX^--2-"^!> S?-cc'•Pic a^;:o:^3tion

Pcurlh At-33 - u:^' ta ^j:--:: Eie^
<fc:x--b ^>C r>_ 7-,r.

ii.C,

2iion; Ilr^ J J, c-
iSn'ii-a

JE3t£V3 IM^OMTANT
THC ABOVE OnOCn MUMBtR MUST
•C SHOWN ON ALL SHIPMtNTS
INVOICES AND CORHES^ONOCNCI

WHEN TO SHIP

SHIP VIA
TO: SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES. INC

PULP AND PAPER MILL

SNOWFLAKE. ARIZONA

This order is subject to the terms and eooditiona set forth on reverse side hereof.

QUANTITY ARTICLE PRICE

Pie3':0 rcTwdco oai* o:.•i;^^''' o?cer £S;5^~~5'-i''2 a-. f.~j.i/j-.ic;

C?A7 -^-t

Scae": v. of rrc.5:sG 7 ?.V-j3'T:-= to c3 niAj cjairj; '4:.tG -c^t^-zn •t\

c-ido:.- ill ascsr&mco vdtii ZS-.7 -icicl c:r2a? rclcs (r^£-. Eiv. f2} ^ ^ c a

EcS ZoX,.T^s.z rovlEca ssjci^alo: r^ M ~ E
«

3 c .O

Si^"^Ci:-,Sri liffiS- ;;? i
" d.

^SS-Jj-SJOjCO lith orf-? «-5a zrcrcsialioa o? luroioc. ^ a. *-0

pvx;-vT-j-.~ Prr^.o V; Dr.-,3 >o -3 • -iJ

8 S^jCfJ.SO - Fobressy, i=ol 1 >o
O _> SE

© sSsecD.co - ilar-ch, 19S3. £ ai

5 fij,CCO.GO - hrpiX. 19J1 ?p
O CI

C^ E

S S3,c:o.co - 237^ ?-?^ Cd g-Ji H flf *_•

8 g5,CSDoC3 - Jrz3. ivSl LU D *' £^

02Z7:,iS>.60 - 2wi v;»r> E;ii--xib cc:O £ ».
5j — £i

5l70,5>r)J>3 - 1S;5 - SO Csg'a RTic? siipcDsi c: ~ o «u iJ

55,S56.15

a
II

S?.,J-37.-123.K> - Pr-'-u^ i.zt!^X jr.-ico c-r oic'.s?' o ra

All ciiSt>r tcjso atd cc-slitlt-ns Gf crijiiJ^ oissi' c'inll rcta-i:

f-s r~:,i.

•. CABS TCHMS

VEBtO BY TBUC K

IPQRTANT

TRUCTIONS

FOUR CflPIEt Of imDICO TOStTHa mil OBIGIHL FDDGIIT bill 0RI6IIU BLL OF UDHS. m Vm\\% Mnca II

miMClTE KUST 8E REIIDEIIED TO SOOmEST FOIIEST liDOSTRIES, IK, P.O. HOI SOI. nOEIII. UI70I1

~

JlowAnce will be made for packinc, cartage or crating onleas stated above.
Purchaaer will not accept biilin); lor any material shipped in excess of that called for above without written consent of this office.

materials covered hereby are intended particularly for ose on the job indicated above.
menl and /or delivery by the Vendor of the materials covered hereby, with the consent of the Purchaser, shall in aD cases eoostituu
nqualified acceptance of all the terms and conditions of this order by the vendor.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The foregoing order is hereby act^pted by the Vendor subject to all the terms and conditions set forth herein.
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^ PURCHASE ORDER

SOUTHU.0r FOREST INDUS! is. INC.

PHOENIX. ARIZONA

'.Ifij'.t

LWlcs

WHIN TO SHir

•NIP VI*Ship To; southwest forest industries. INC
PULP ANO PAPCH Hill

fNOWFLAKf. ARIZONA

Tkto «rtM !• Hb)Kt w (k* una aad caMdiUoaa mi tirxk e> n<ren< ul»

OUAMTTTT

IYK1 /'

AMT IC Ll

^i-n I -.G to ?0 e;i9 m~J)or or jio'ato in tl!?

.. p3i*ctiaA vcooniw y.zirl b'>5r(a rappli ' f.ZO

.'«;.nt at ••<< r:l..c c:i>-a'..

*rs"?io«r Total ?rlcp of Ci-.

In-. r \.hia r"./isicr.

-.37 i^?.00

•. y:

.

ra of invoice

.00

J?7 .•70.'.C

170

i'pbA'.^.iy ;9S;
:-lir=.h 95
April "^.
Vty. 'fS
Juas .9'''

2C.''. uptn xiipT'.o.T

5^ - x.pnn accopccfvia or '^0

^ ??0.

5

^J

•*» * .

o ^ - J

g c s :k

e

» o m CABt

lUPORIUNI

INSIRUCIIONS

FOUR ana « mwn nana nn Fllltll tU. OUBIU Hi « UIK, IN imcoi

MnuiMKi H iiiHui njMTnni anv inmnFs nt. r o w
I »H««1M 1 «%fl b« «MI^ <qr fitHtf. (ftruc« or rrvt.rtf

• ^W l llim •! IMt wrwl mI1I«c for «n) m«l«Tul %h.;

•a4's a«lln»| bi Um Vaaikv •( Um malMiab cc.xol b»<t.> <iiU> IM '

lannt t»d citf^UMvs ol Ihtt «tW by IM v««4ar.

.r ab0v« vHkoM vriUMi tm

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OATC
Hm tontoing ordar is harabjr aeeaptad bj the Vendor >ub;rct to til the Icnni and condition* wt forth
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.0-7

LEG

• (g>)

a,K.JIcCt:-.o

ALC

louM KiGotric CcaTporation

:tU Avr3, - Uiicn B-rji'c Bldg.
rgh 22, Pciinsylvr.nia

r. J. SaejMaa

Ihc Rust EajineoriBs Ccipaj^r
SnovrTlViM

Arisoiu

Jia:B\i3

8285-11';

Doc2i±ai- 15, 19cO
JI.K.StconiLUJ.

Southuost Forest
£-8263

VJhaa reqpaestcd by job
suporintendont

This r.j;."ohas3 orde? co-.'ers FilcXd Erection Ei^ilaeairlr^; Saosrvi-
6ioE Ssi'vicos ao outlined on Fasss 4-B cad 5"B of Weati-i5hmo«
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Appendix II

In the United States District Court

For the District of Arizona

No. Civ. 860 Pet.

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

a corporation,

Plaintiff,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

a corporation.

Defendant.

REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiff, Southwest Forest Industries, Inc., by and through its

attorneys, replies to defendant's counterclaim as follows:

I

Admits that on or about July 6, I960, defendant sold and

plaintiff purchased a turbine generator unit from defendant for

the price of $1,137,123.00 and that said unit was delivered and

installed on or about December 20, 1961 but denies that said

unit was then accepted by plaintiff.

II

Admits that plaintiff has paid all of the purchase price to

defendant except the sum of $57,082.20 but denies that said sum

is now due and owinq to defendant since the same should be offset

against any judgment which plaintiff might obtain by virtue of

its complaint herein.
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WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that defendant take nothing by

its counterclaim.

SnELL & WiLMER
By: /s/ Bur Sutter

Attorneys for Plaintiff

400 Security Building

Phoenix, Arizona 85004

COPY of the foregoing "Reply

To Counterclaim" mailed this

10th day of February, 1964,

to:

Lewis, Roca, Scovile, Beauchamp & Linton

Attn: Mr. Don A. Davis

Title and Trust Building

Phoenix, Arizona

Attorneys for Defendant

/$/ Burr Sutter

Burr Sutter
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Filed Jul 24 1967

In the United States District Court

For the District of Arizona

No. Civ. 860 Pet.

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

a corporation,

Plaintiff,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

a corporation,

Defendant.

i

I

AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiff complains of defendant and for its cause of action

alleges:

COUNT ONE

I.

Plaintiff is a corporation organized under the laws of the State

of Nevada and duly qualified to do business in the State of Ari-

zona. Defendant is a corporation organized under the laws of the

State of Pennsylvania and is duly qualified to do business in the

State of Arizona and is doing business in the District of Arizona.

II.

The amount in controversy exceeds the sum of $10,000.00,

exclusive of interest and costs.

III.

On or about June 6, I960, plaintiff ordered from defendant a

maciiine cominonly known as a turbine generator unit to be in-

stalled in plaintiff's Kraft and Newsprint paper mill near Snow-

flake, Arizona.
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IV.

Defendant accepted said order and manufactured a turbine

generator unit which it knew was to be the sole source of elec-

tric energy for plaintiff's mill. Defendant also knew that said

j

mill could not be operated unless the equipment performed

properly.

V.

The turbine generator unit was delivered to plaintiff's plant

and installed and placed in operation on or about December 20,

1961.

VI.

Defendant negligently manufactured said turbine generator

unit so that the same failed to function and perform. As soon as

plaintiff ascertained that the equipment was defective, it notified

defendant to that effect and defendant undertook to repair the

same but such repairs were negligently made and failed to remedy

the defects caused by defendant's negligence in the manufacture

of such equipment.

VII.

Defendant's negligence caused damage to plaintiff in that

plaintiff was required to shut down the operation of its mill for

long periods until at least April 9, 1962, and plaintiff has suffered

damage by reason of lost time, labor and materials and loss of

business as a result of defendant's negligence.

VIII.

Plaintiff did not know and could not by the exercise of reason-

able diligence have learned of defendant's negligence until after

the turbine generator unit was installed and placed in operation.

By reason of the aforesaid, plaintiff was damaged in the sum of

Six Million Dollars ($6,000,000.00).

Wherefore, plaintiff prays:

1. For judgment against the defendant in the sum of Six

Million Dollars ($6,000,000.00).
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2. For its costs and disbursements incurred herein; and

3. For such other and further relief as may be proper in

the premises.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMPLAINT

Comes now the plaintiff, by its attorney, and submits its Sup-

plemental Complaint as follows:

I.

The plaintiff, on or about December 17, 1963, filed its original

Complaint herein.

n.

After the original Complaint was filed, plaintiff discovered

additional defects in the turbine generator unit sold and furnished

by defendant to plaintiff. Such defects were in the exciter, an

integral and essential part of the turbine generator unit, and were

proximately caused by defendant's negligence in manufacturing

such equipment. As soon as plaintiff discovered that the exciter

was defective, it notified defendant of that fact and defendant

failed and refused to make necessary repairs or to remedy such

defect.

in.

Plaintiff did not know and could not by the exercise of reason-

able diligence have learned of defendant's negligence in die manu-

facture of the exciter prior to July 14, 1964.

IV.

Defendant's negligence aforesaid proximately caused additional

damage to plaintiff in the sum of $150,000.00.

Wherefore, plaintiff prays judgment for damages in the addi-

tional sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000).
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COUNT TWO
I.

Plaintiff refers to paragraphs I, II, III, IV and V of Count One

and the Supplement thereto and by this reference incorporates the

same herein as though fully set forth.

II.

The said turbine generator unit was defective in design, mate-

rials, manufacture and assembly.

III.

The defects in the said turbine generator caused damage to

plaintiff in that plaintiff was required to shut down the operations

of its mill for long periods until at least April 9, 1962, and plain-

tiff has suffered damage by reason of lost time, labor and materials

and loss of business as a result of the defects in said product

designed, assembled and manufactured by defendant.

IV.

Plaintiff did not know and could not, by the exercise of reason-

able diligence, have learned of the said defects until after the

said turbine generator unit was installed and placed in operation.

By reason of the aforesaid, plaintiff was damaged in the sum of

$6,000,000.00.

Wherefore, plaintiff prays:

1. For judgment against the defendant in the sum of

$6,000,000.00.

2. For its costs and disbursements incurred herein, and

3. For such other and further relief as may be proper in the

premises.

COUNT THREE

I.

The claim set forth in this Count arose under the Anti-Trust

laws of the United States, particularly Section 4 of the Clayton
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Act (15 U.S.C. Sec. 15) and Section 1 of the Sherman Act (15

U.S.C. Sec. 1).

II.

Plaintiff is now and at all times herein mentioned was a corpo-

ration organized and existing under tlie laws of the State of

Nevada and duly qualified to do business in the State of Arizona.

Plaintiff's primary business is carried on in the State of Arizona.

III.

Defendant is a corporation organized and existing under the

laws of the State of Pennsylvania, is qualified to do business in

Arizona, has its principal place of business in tlie City of Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania and manufactures turbine generator units at

Lester, Pennsylvania and Sunn)^'ale, California.

IV.

General Electric Company, AUis-Chalmers Manufacturing Com-

pany. Carrier Corporation, DeLaval Steam Turbine Company and

Worthington Corporation (hereinafter sometimes called the

"co-conspirators") participated in the combination and conspiracy

hereinafter alleged and are hereby named as co-conspirators.

General Electric Company is a corporation organized and existing

under the laws of New York. Allis-Chaimers Manufacturing

Company. Carrier Corporation and Worthington Corporation are

corporations organized and existing under the laws of the State

of Delaware. DeLaval Steam Turbine Company is a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey.

At all times herein mentioned, defendant and corporate co-

conspirators were tlie principal manufacturers of turbine generator

units in the United States witli plants located in California, Massa-

chusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin

and they and each of tliem were engaged in manufacturing,

selling, shipping and delivering such, units in interstate commerce

to purchasers throughout tlie United States, including plaintiff in

the District of Arizona.
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VI.

Beginning at least as early as January 1, 1951, and continuing

until on or about the 1st day of July, I960, defendant and co-

conspirators engaged in a combination and conspiracy in unreason-

able restraint of the aforesaid interstate trade and commerce in

turbine generator units in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman

Act (15 U.S.C. Sec. 1 ) . The combination and conspiracy consisted

of a continuing agreement, understanding and concert of action

among defendant and co-conspirators among other things:

(a) To fix and maintain prices, terms and conditions for

the sale of turbine generator units, including the prices,

terms and conditions for sale to plaintiff;

(b) To submit non-competitive, collusive and rigged

bids and price quotations for supplying turbine generator

units to purchasers throughout the United States, including

plaintiff.

VII.

In furtherance of the aforesaid combination and conspiracy,

representatives of defendant and co-conspirators met from time

to time to discuss the price, terms and conditions for the sale

of turbine generator units and to establish bids and quotations

to be made to particular prospective customers. At some of such

meetings, or as a result thereof, it was agreed that defendant and

corporate co-conspirators would change the prices, terms and

conditions for the sale of turbine generator units and that one of

them would be designated as having "position" in regard to the

sale of a turbine generator unit or units to a particular prospective

customer. Pursuant to such agreements, defendant and co-conspir-

ators increased the price of a turbine generator unit offered to and

purchased by plaintiff and changed the terms and conditions for

the sale of such unit to plaintiff, all of which caused injury and

damage to plaintiff's business and property as hereinafter set

forth.

VIII.

The effects of the aforesaid combination and conspiracy were

tliat:
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(a) Prices of turbine generator units throughout the

United States, including t)ie price charged plaintiff, were

raised to, fixed and maintained at high and artificial levels;

(b) Price competition in tJie sale of turbine generator

units throughout the United States, including the sale to

plaintiff, was restrained, suppressed and eliminated;

(c) Purchasers of turbine generator units throughout the

United States, including plaintiff, were deprived of the

benefits of free competition in the purchase of these products;

(d) Purchasers of turbine generator units throughout

the United States, including plaintiff, did not receive com-

petitive bids and quotations; and

(e) Purchasers of turbine generator units throughout the

United States, including plaintiff, were forced to pay arti-

ficially fixed prices for such vmits which were higher than

the price they would have paid had no such combination

and conspiracy existed.

EX.

On the 29th day of June, I960, a criminal proceeding was insti-

tuted by the United States in the United States District Court for

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, entitled "United States of

America vs. General Electric Company, AUis-Chalmers Manu-

facturing Company, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, et al.",

Criminal Action No. 20401, for the purpose of punishing defend-

ant and others for the aforesaid violation of Section 1 of the

Sherman Act. Defendant pleaded guilty to the indictment on

December 8, I960. Judgment of guilty was entered on this plea

and sentence was imposed by die Court on February 6, I96I.

X.

On or about June 6, I960, plaintiff purchased a turbine genera-

tor unit from defendant for the price of $1,137,123., all of which

has been paid except the sum of $57,087.20. By reason of the

aforesaid combination and conspiracy, plaintiff was denied the

benefit of unrestricted competition in the price of turbine gener-

ator units and paid for such unit a price which was substantially
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in excess of the price which it would have paid under conditions

of unrestricted competition had such combination and conspiracy

not existed. Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that irround

alleges that, by reason of the aforesaid combination and conspiracy,

the price paid for the turbine generator unit purchased by it

exceeded the price which it would have paid had said combination

and conspiracy not been in existence by at least $250,000.00.

Wherefore, plaintiff prays:

1. That plaintiff's damages be determined and the actual

amount of its damages be trebled as required by law;

2. That plaintiff be granted its costs of litigation herein,

including reasonable attorneys' fees as required by law,

and

3. That plaintiff have sucii other and further relief as the

Court may deem just and reasonable.

Dated as of the 19 day of July, 1967.

SnULL & WiLMER
By /s/ Roger W. Perry

400 Security Building

Phoenix, Arizona

Attorneys for Plaintiff

COPY of the foregoing

delivered this 19th

day of July, 1967, to:

John J.
Flynn •

Lewis, Roca, Beauchamp & Linton

114 West Adams Street

Phoenx, Arizona 85003

Attorneys for Defendant

/s/ Roger W. Perry
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Filed Jul 21 1967

In the United States District Court

For the District of Arizona

No. Civ. 860 Pet.

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

a corporation,

Plaintiff,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

a corporation,

Defendant.

ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT

Defendant, for its answer to die amended complaint filed on

July 19, 1967, admits, denies and alleges as follows:

I

Defendant admits the allegations of paragraphs I and II which

relate to tlie status of the parties and tlie amovint in controversy.

II

Admits the allegations of paragraph III except alleges that

plaintiff ordered the unit from tlie defendant on or about July 6,

I960.

Ill

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph IV and alleges

that tlie turbine generator unit was manufactured in accordance

with tlie specifications furnished it by tlie plaintiff and the Rust

Engineering Company, a firm employed by the plaintiff to deter-

mine such specifications.
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IV

Admits the allegations of paragraph V to the effect that the

generator unit was delivered, installed and placed in operation

but alleges that the unit was installed and operational by October

15, 1961, rather than December 20, 1961, as alleged.

V

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraphs VI, VII and

VIII of plaintiff's complaint except as to the allegation that

defendant did perform service upon the unit after delivery and

installation.

VI

If plaintiff was damaged in the sum alleged or in any other

sum, such damage was solely caused by or contributed to by plain-

tiff's negligence and plaintiff assumed the risk of such damage,

if any.

VII

Plaintiff's claim as asserted is barred in whole or in part by

the statute of limitations.

ANSWER TO SUPPLEMENTAL COMPLAINT

I

Admits the allegations of paragraph I of the Supplemental

Complaint.
*

II

Denies the allegations of paragraphs II, III and IV of the

Supplemental Complaint.

Ill

If plaintiff was damaged in the sum alleged or any other sum

such damages were solely caused by or contributed to by the

negligence of plaintiff and plaintiff assumed the risk of such

damages, if any.
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IV

Plaintiff's claim, if any, is barred by the statute of limitations.

ANSWER TO COUNT TWO
I

Defendant incorporates by reference its answer to Count One

and to the Supplemental Complaint as tliough fully set forth

herein.

II

Denies the allegations of paragraphs II, III and IV of Count

II.

Ill

If plaintiff was damaged in the sum alleged or in any odier

sum, such damage was solely caused by or contributed to by

plaintiff's negligence and plaintiff assumed the risk of such

damage, if any.

IV

Plaintiff's claim, if any, is barred by the statute of limitations.

Count Two fails to state a claim upon which relief may be

granted.

ANSWER TO COUNT THREE

I

Defendant is without information or knowledge sufficient to

form a belief as to the allegations contained in paragraph I of

Count Three of plaintiff's complaint, and therefore denies tlie

same.
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II

Defendant is without information or knowledge sufficient to

form a belief as to the allegations contained in paragraph II of

Count Three of plaintiff's complaint, and therefore denies the

same.

Ill

Defendant admits the allegations of paragraph III.

IV

This defendant denies the existence of any combination or

conspiracy referred to in paragraph IV and is without information

or knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the remaining allega-

tions contained in paragraph IV of Count Three of plaintiff's

complaint, and therefore denies the same.

V

Defendant admits that it has engaged and is now engaging

in the manufacture and sale in interstate commerce of turbine

generators. Defendant alleges that it is without knowledge or

information sufficient to form a belief as to the trutli of the

remaining allegations of paragraph V, and therefore denies the

same. "^

VI

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VI.

VII

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VII.

VIII

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VIII.
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IX

Defendant admits the allegations of paragraph IX, but it

further avers that it did not admit the allegations of the indictment

and tliat each and every allegation of paragraph IX is irrelevant

and immaterial to any claim that may be stated by the complaint.

X
Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph X except to

admit the purchase price of the turbine generator unit and the

amount remaining unpaid by the plaintiff for same as alleged.

Wherefore, having fully answered plaintiff's complaint, the

defendant requests that it be dismissed, that it recover its costs

of suit, that it have judgment against the plaintiff in accordance

witli its counterclaim filed herewitli.

COUNTERCLAIM

Defendant, for its counterclaim against plaintiff, alleges:

I

On or about July 6, I960, plaintiff purchased from defendant

a turbine generator unit for the agreed price of $1,137,123. The

generator unit was delivered, installed and was operational on or

about October 15, 1961.

II

Plaintiff has failed to pay $57,082.20 of the purchase price,

which sum is now due and owing to the defendant and has been

since December 15, 1961, pursuant to the terms of the agreement

between the parties.

Wherefore, defendant prays for judgment against plaintiff on

its counterclaim in the sum of $57,082.20 with interest thereon

at the legal rate from December 15, 1961, until paid, for its
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costs of suit herein, and for such other and further relief as to

the court may seem proper.

Lewis Roca Beauchamp & Linton

By /s/ John J. Flynn

John J. Flynn

Attorneys for Defendant

Copy of the foregoing delivered

this 21 day of July, 1967, to:

Roger W. Perry and

Burr Sutter

Snell & Wilmer

400 Security Building

Phoenix, Arizona 85004

Attorneys for Plaintiff

/s/ John J.
Flynn

John J.
Flynn
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Filed—Jul 31 1967

Lodged—Aug 2 1967

In the United States District Court

For the District of Arizona

No. Civ. 860 Pet.

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

a corporation,

Plaintiff,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
a corporation,

Defendant.

AMENDMENT OF COMPLAINT—JULY 29, 1967

Count Four

I

Plaintiff refers to Paragraphs I, II, III and IV of COUNT ONE
of this complaint and by this reference incorporates the same

herein as though fully set forth.

II

Plaintiff purchased the aforesaid turbine generator unit to be

the sole source of electric energy for a Kraft and Newsprint

paper mill near Snowflake, Arizona.

Ill

Defendant had knowledge of the purpose for which said

turbine generator unit was purchased and then and there war-

ranted the same to be in all respects fit, proper and adequate for

such purpose.
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IV

Plaintiff relied on said warranties, but the equipment was

defective in design, materials, manufacture, assembly and work-

manship and was inadequate and unsuited for use in plaintiff's

business in that it failed to provide electric energy at the times

and in the quantities required for the operation of plaintiff's mill.

As soon as said defects in design, manufacture, materials,

workmanship, assembly and unfitness of the equipment was

ascertained, plaintiff notified defendant and defendant thereupon

undertook to remedy the defects in said equipment but negligently

failed to do so.

VI

Plaintiff agreed to pay the sum of $1,137,123.00 for said equip-

ment and has paid all of said sum except $57,087.20.

VII

As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid breaches of

warranty in the sale of said equipment and in defendant's attempts

to correct said defects and to repair the equipment, plaintiff has

suffered damage in lost time, labor and materials and loss of

profits and in overhead expenses while, by reason of the defects

in the equipment, plaintiff's mill was totally or partially shut

down.

VIII

By reason of the aforesaid, plaintiff has been damaged in the

sum of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00).

Wherefore plaintiff prays:

1. For judgment against defendant in tlie sum of Five

Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00)

;

2. For its costs and disbursements incurred herein; and

3. For such other and further relief as may be proper in

the premises.
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Dated this 31st day of July, 1967.

SnELL & WiLMER
By /s/ Roger W. Perry

Roger W. Perry

400 Security Building

Phoenix, Arizona 85004

Attorneys for Plaintiff

COPY of the foregoing

Amendment of Complaint

—

July 29, 1967 delivered

this 31 day of July,

1967 to:

John J. Flynn

Lewis Roca Scoville Beauchamp & Linton

1 14 West Adams Street

Phoenix, Arizona 85003

Attorneys for Defendant

/s/ Roger W. Perry
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Filed Aug 7 1967

In the United States District Court

For the District of Arizona

No. Civ. 860 Pet.

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

a corporation.

Plaintiff,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
a corporation.

Defendant.

AMENDED ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM TO
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT FILED

AUGUST 7, 1967

Defendant, for its answer to the amended complaint filed on

August 7, 1968, admits, denies and alleges as follows:

ANSWER TO COUNT ONE

I £

Defendant admits the allegations of paragraphs I, II, III, and

IV.

II

Admits the allegations of paragraph V to the effect that the

generator unit was delivered, installed and placed in operation

but alleges that the unit was installed and operational by October

15, 1961, rather tlian December 20, 196I, as alleged.

Ill

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraphs VI, VII and

VIII of plaintiff's complaint except as to the allegation that
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defendant did perform service upon the unit after delivery and

installation.

IV

If plaintiff was damaged in the sum alleged or in any other

sum, such damage was solely caused by or contributed to by

plaintiff's negligence and plaintiff assumed tlie risk of such dam-

age, if any.

V
Plaintiff's claim as asserted is barred in whole or in part by the

statute of limitations.

ANSWER TO SUPPLEMENTAL COMPLAINT

I

Admits the allegations of paragraph I of the Supplemental

Complaint.

II

Denies the allegations of paragraphs II, III and IV of the

Supplemental Complaint.

Ill

If plaintiff was damaged in the sum alleged or any other sum

such damages were solely caused by or contributed to by the

negligence of plaintiff and plaintiff assumed the risk of such

damages, if any.

rv

Plaintiff's claim, if any, is barred by the statute of limitations.

ANSWER TO COUNT TWO
I

The court has granted summary judgment as to Count II.

ANSWER TO COUNT THREE

I

Defendant is without information or knowledge sufficient to

form a belief as to the allegations contained in paragraph I of

Count Three of plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies tlie

same.
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II

Defendant is without information or knowledge sufficient to

form a belief as to the allegations contained in paragraph II of

Count Three of plaintiff's complaint, and therefore denies the

same.

Ill

Defendant admits the allegations of paragraph III.

IV

This defendant denies the existence of any combination or

conspiracy referred to in paragraph IV and is without information

or knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the remaining allega-

tions contained in paragraph IV of Count Three of plaintiff's

complaint, and therefore denies the same.

V

Defendant admits that it has engaged and is now engaging

in the manufacture and sale in interstate commerce of turbine

generators. Defendant alleges that it is without knowledge or

information sufficient to form a belief as to the trudi of the

remaining allegations of paragraph V, and therefore denies the

same. «

VI

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VI.

VII

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VII.

VIII

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VIII.

IX

Defendant admits tlie allegations of paragraph IX, but it

furdier avers that it did not admit the allegations of the indict-
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ment and that each and every allegation of paragraph IX is

irrelevant and immaterial to any claim that may be stated by the

complaint.

X
Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph X except to

admit the purchase price of the turbine generator unit and

the amount remaining unpaid by the plaintiff for same as alleged.

ANSWER TO COUNT FOUR

I

Defendant adopts by reference the answers given to paragraphs

I, II, III and IV of Count One and incorporates them herein.

II

Defendant admits the allegations of paragraph II.

Ill

Defendant denies that it had knowledge of the purpose for

which the unit was purchased. Defendant denies that it warranted

the same as proper and adequate for such purpose. Defendant

affirmatively alleges that it relied upon tlie specifications furnished

by Rust Engineering Company, a firm employed by plaintiff to

determine such specifications, and manufactured a unit precisely

in accordance with said specifications.

IV

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph IV and affirma-

tively alleges that if the unit was not adequate or suited for use

in plaintiff's business, that the responsibility lies in the speci-

fications furnished to the defendant by the Rust Engineering Com-

pany, a firm employed by the plaintiff to determine such specifica-

tions, which specifications were precisely followed in the manu-

facturing of the unit.
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V

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph V, except to

allege that the defendant did perform some service on the unit

after delivery and installation.

VI

Defendant admits the allegations of paragraph VI.

VII

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VII.

VIII

Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph VIII.

IX

As a further and affirmative defense the defendant alleges

that if plaintiff was damaged in the sum alleged or in any other

sum such damage was solely caused by or contributed to by

plaintiff's negligence or that plaintiff assumed the risk.

X
As a further and affirmative defense the defendant alleges

that plaintiff's claim as asserted is barred in whole or in part by

the statute of limitations.

Wherefore, having fully answered plaintiff's complaint, the

defendant requests that it be dismissed, that it recover its costs

of suit, that it have judgment against the plaintiff in accordance

with its counterclaim filed herewith.

COUNTERCLAIM

Defendant, for its counterclaim against plaintiff, alleges:

I

On or about June 6, I960, plaintiff purchased from defendant

a turbine generator unit for the agreed price of $1,137,123. The

generator unit was delivered, installed and was operational on

or about October 15, 1961.
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II

Plaintiff has failed to pay $57,082.20 of the purchase price,

which sum is now due and owing to the defendant and has been

since December 15, 1961, pursuant to the terms of the agreement

between the parties.

Wherefore, defendant prays for judgment against plaintiff on

its counterclaim in the sum of $57,082.20 with interest thereon

at the legal rate from December 15, 1961, until paid, for its

costs of suit herein, and for such other and further relief as to the

Court may seem proper.

Lewis Roca Beauchamp & Linton

By /s/ Paul G. Ulrich

John J. Flynn

James Moeller

Paul G. Ulrich

Attorneys for Defendant

Copy of the foregoing delivered

this 7 day of August, 1967, to

:

Roger W. Perry and

Burr Sutter

Snell & Wilmer

400 Security Bldg.

Phoenix, Arizona 85004

Attorneys for Plaintiff

/s/ Paul G. Ulrich

Paul G. Ulrich
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Filed Sep 8 1967

In the United States District Court

For the District of Arizona

No. Civ. 860 Pet.

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

a corporation,

Plaintiff,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

a corporation.

Defendant.

OPINION

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc., a Nevada corporation (here-

after Southwest), which owns and operates a pulp and paper

mill near Snowflake, Arizona, sued Westinghouse Electric Corpo-

ration, a Pennsylvania corporation (hereafter Westinghouse),

claiming damages by reason of lost time, labor, materials, and loss

of business as the result of the alleged (l) negligent manufacture

of the turbine generator unit supplied to the Snowflake mill by

Westinghouse, (2) negligent repair of the unit when defects

caused by Westinghouse negligence in the manufacture of the

equipment were discovered, and (3) negligent or other breach

of warranty because the equipment supplied was inadequate and

unsuited for use in plaintiff's business in that it failed to provide

electric energy at the times and in the quantities required for the

operation of the mill.^ A supplemental complaint alleged negli-

1. The negligence allegations were further refined, in a joint pretrial

statement, as follows:

"Plaintiff contends defendant was negligent in one or more of

the following particulars:

"A. In the manufacture of the turbine generator unit by reason

of leaving foreign materials in the control system of the unit.

"B. In the supervision of the installation of the control system

of the unit at Snowflake, Arizona, by utilizing inadequate flushing

procedures.
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gence in the manufacture of an exciter unit, a part of the turbine

generator unit, that was not discovered until after the original

complaint had been filed. An additional amending count alleged

that the turbine generator unit was defective in design, materials,

manufacture and assembly, to "take advantage of the newly

recognized doctrine of 'strict liability in tort'." The facts upon

which the allegations of strict liability in tort and the resulting

damages are based are the same as those alleged in support of

the negligence and breach of warranty counts.^

After tlie trial of this matter had commenced, and testimony

and exhibits had been received in evidence, Westinghouse renewed

certain motions for partial summary judgment. Southwest agreed

to tliis procedure and that there were no issues of material fact

"C. In the repair of the control system after foreign materials

were first discovered.

"D. In the design of a filtration system for the control system."

The factual basis of the breach of warranty claim was stated by the

plaintiff to be the same as that of the negligence claim. In addition,

Westinghouse counterclaimed for $57,082.20, the balance due on the

purchase price of the turbine generator unit. The joint pretrial statement

agreed that this amount was the unpaid balance, that in the event South-

west did not recover on its complaint Westinghouse was entitled to

judgment on its counterclaim in that amount plus interest at 6% per

annum from December 15, 1961, until paid, and that in the event South-

west obtained a judgment against Westinghouse, Westinghouse was
entided to an offset of $57,082.20.

2. Exhibits submitted by Southwest provide "the total dollar value of

consequential damages claimed, together with mathematical computations

supporting such claim." These include recovery of fixed operating costs

for the period of delay in startup of the mill caused by difficulties with the

turbine generator unit, the cost of repairs made by Rust Engineering

Company to the turbine generator unit, and additional caustic (used in the

papermaking process) purchased to offset that lost from the recovery

boiler as a result of shutdown of the turbine, together with recovery of

fixed operating costs and the cost of repairs relating to the exciter unit.

No damages are claimed resulting from personal injuries or physical harm
to property.

The damages sought resulting from the alleged improper manufacture,

installation, and repair of the turbine generator unit were suffered between

December 1961 and April 1962. Those resulting from the alleged im-

proper manufacture of the exciter unit were suffered in July 1964.
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with respect to the matters before the Court for decision.^ The

determination of these motions turns upon the terms and legal

effect of various agreements entered into by the parties for the

sale, erection, and installation of the turbine generator unit,

together with a consideration of the policies supporting the

doctrine of strict liability in tort. There follows a summary of

the facts necessary for this determination.

Upon the completion of certain preliminary feasibility studies,

Southwest' and Rust Engineering Company (hereafter Rust)

entered into a formal agreement under which Rust was to con-

struct the Southwest pulp and paper mill to be located near

Snowflake, Arizona.'"^ The total design, construction, purchase,

and installation of the mill and its equipment were to be accom-

plished by Rust, as was the final decision as to what equipment was

to be purchased for the mill.

3. The parties also agreed that the Court might consider certain docu-

ments that had either been admitted into evidence at the trial or were
attached as exhibits to designated depositions, that there existed no dispute

as to any material facts necessary to decide the legal issues of what docu-

ments constituted the contract and whether Westinghouse was liable

thereunder for the claimed consequential damages, that the specified

exhibits were genuine in that they were what they purport to be, that the

only question at this stage of the proceedings was the legal significance of

the testimony and exhibits, in connection with the motion for summary
judgment, and that neither side had any evidence to present contradicting

or impeaching any of the testimony in the specified depositions.

4. Southwest was incorporated as a Nevada corporation on September

30, 1935. The Snowflake mill is one of several operating divisions of the

company, others of which include logging operations and lumber mills.

The consolidated balance sheet for the Snowflake division alone shows its

assets to be in excess of $37,000,000 for the year 1962. The Snowflake
mill employed 426 persons as of July 1964.

5. Article I, paragraph C(10) of this agreement provided that Rust
would "conduct its purchasing program and work in connection with the

Project so as to obtain benefit from manufacturer's warranties with respect

to, and guarantees of the performance of, machinery, equipment and other

apparatus and facilities to be a part of the Project and to pass to Southwest,

as soon as possible, all such manufacturer's warranties and guarantees."

Supplementing the contract between Rust and Southwest was a separate

agreement appointing a Rust purchasing officer as the purchasing agent to

act on behalf of Southwest.
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Pursuant to these agreements, Rust sent to Westinghouse on

May 3, I960, an invitation to bid on the turbine generator unit.

While not a part of the contract between the parties, the invita-

tion is significant in determining Rust's expectations.'' Westing-

house then sent to Rust, on May 18, I960, a formal proposal con-

taining detailed specifications for the turbine generator unit. The

first page of the proposal's covering letter stated that the proposal

was "subject to the terms and conditions on the back of this

quotation.'"'

6. Paragraph 13 of the invitation included, with other requirements

to be furnished with the proposal, the following:

"GUARANTEE: Supplier shall be required to guarantee the

performance of his equipment and the material furnished to the

extent that he shall replace, f.o.b. job site, without additional cost

to the owner, any unsuited to the purpose intended during the first

year of use of same in active service, upon notice by tlie engineers

or owner."

This guarantee was not a part of a standard request for quotations used

by Rust, but was specially drafted for this particular Southwest order.

7. These terms and conditions included the following:

"Westinghouse, in connection with apparatus sold hereunder, agrees

to correct any defect or defects in workmanship or material which
may develop under proper or normal use during the period of one
year from the date of shipment, by repair or replacement f.o.b.

factory of the defective part or parts, and such correction shall

constitute a fulfillment of all Westinghouse liabilities in respect to

said apparatus, unless otherwise stated hereunder. Westinghouse
shall not be liable for consequential damages. . . .

"On orders placed with Westinghouse in accordance with this

quotation the above conditions shall take precedence over any printed

conditions that may appear on your standard order form."

In addition, the formal proposal itself, at p.age 5B, contained the follow-

ing warranty with respect to installation and services:

"Westinghouse warrants that the recommendations of the Field

Engineer shall accurately reflect the best judgment of a qualified

engineer in the premises, but no other warranty or obligation of any
kind shall extend thereto or be implied therefrom and Westinghouse
shall not be liable for any act or omission of those not its employes
nor for any injury, loss, damage, delay, failure to operate, or other

things whatsoever due in whole or in part to any cause other than

failure of its engineering recommendations to fulfill such warranty.

The liability of Westinghouse with respect to the Field Engineer's

services shall not, in any event, exceed the cost of correcting defects

in the apparatus, and Westinghouse shall not be liable for conse-

quential damages."
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On June 6, I960, the Rust purchasing officer designated as

Southwest's agent sent to Westinghouse a letter of intent,^ upon

which Rust expected Westinghouse to begin to prepare engineering

drawings, start the work under the contract, and expend funds

in its furtherance. Westinghouse next sent to Rust, on June 13,

i960, a form of acknowledgment," which was eventually sent

on to Southwest by Rust.

On July 6, I960, the formal purchase order referred to in the

Rust letter of intent of June 6, I960, was sent to Westinghouse

on a Southwest purchase order form.^" This purchase order was

received by Westinghouse, which, after determining the shipping

date of the turbine generator unit, stamped on the face of the

8. The letter of intent stated

:

"It is the intention of Southwest Forest Industries, Inc., as soon as

practicably possible, to issue a formal order to cover the purchase of

one 25,000 kw turbine-generator unit, generally in accordance with

your above referenced proposal.

"However, in the interim, please accept this letter of intent as your

authorization to proceed establishing this date as the order date for

determination of delivery for the turbine-generator, which we
understand had been established for approximately 13y2 months."

9. The face of the customer's copy of the acknowledgment form
states: "See reverse side for terms and conditions." On the reverse side is

a warranty identical to the warranty appearing as a part of the Westing-

house proposal.

10. The warranty contained in the Southwest purchase order form
provided

:

"(2) The materials to be furnished hereunder shall comply with the

plans and specifications furnished to the Vendor by the Purchaser or

Engineer. The Vendor warrants the proper quality, character, ade-

quacy, suitability and workability of the materials. The Vendor and
the materials furnished hereunder are subject to the approval of the

Engineer. The Vendor agrees to indemnify the Purchaser and
Engineer against all loss or damage arising from any defect in

materials furnished hereunder. . . .

"(12) All negotiations and agreements prior to the date of this

order are merged herein and superseded hereby, there being no
agreements or understandings other than those written or specified

herein. In the event of conflict between any proposal of Vendor
specifically referred to herein and this order, and as to all matters or

points not expressly covered by such proposal, the terms and
conditions of this order shall govern."
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purchase order (and each of die subsequent purchase orders

received diereafter) a conditional acceptance^ ^ and returned it

to Rust.

Revised copies of the Southwest purchase orders were sent by

Rust to Westinghouse in October, I960. These revisions removed

from the original contract between Westinghouse and Southwest

the erection and installation of the turbine generator unit, sub-

stituting an independent contract between Rust and Westinghouse

for such services. The new erection and installation contract

accepted page 5B of tlie original Westinghouse proposal, which

contained a warranty substantially identical to the original Rust

request for warranty and the warranty contained in the Westing-

house proposal.-^^

11. The following Westinghouse stamp appears on the first page of

each Southwest purchase order form:

"Order PGS8081.

"In referring to this order please use this number as a reference.

"Order accepted subject to conditions outlined in attached WE
Corp form of acknowledgment."

The longhand notation, "will ship W/O [week of] 7/10/61, J. J.
Rice

8/9/60," appears on the face of the first purchase order form. The word
"attached" was lined out because the Westinghouse form of acknowledg-

ment had previously been sent to Rust. See notes 7 and 9 supra for the

Westinghouse form of acknowledgment.

Each Southwest purchase order form provided a space for signature

and acknowledgment that "The foregoing order is hereby accepted by the

Vendor subject to all terms and conditions set forth herein." On none of

the Southwest purchase order forms was the space for acknowledgment
signed.

12. See note 7, supra. Other facts before the Court show that Rust

was requested by Southwest in August or September, 1962, to extend the

Westinghouse warranty. Rust and Westinghouse exchanged correspond-

ence, the effect of which was that the replacement portion of the warranty

would be extended, but that no blanket extension of the warranty could

be made. A Southwest memorandum dated April 9, 1962, refers to docu-

ments that Southwest's attorney would like to have in preparing an

insurance claim for the damages suffered at the mill. Tliis memorandum
refers specifically to the form of warranty contained in the Westinghouse
order acknowledgment form that had by that time been received by
Southwest.

To the Court these facts also show at these late dates that Southwest

clearly confirmed their understanding that it was the Westinghouse form
of warranty, limited in time and obligation, that was applicable to the sale.
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On July 24, 1967, some days prior to trial, the Court granted

defendant's motion for partial summary judgment as to the

damages claimed under the theory of strict liability in tort because

the principles underlying the doctrine of strict liability in tort

for defective products^^ were not applicable. All damages sought

by Southwest in this case are consequential damages." The turbine

generator unit is a highly specialized, custom-built piece of

machinery, built to particular specifications and tested in the

factory before delivery, under supervision of engineers represent-

ing both parties.

The circumstances of this case do not bring the plaintiff within

the class of consumers, type of transaction, or damages suffered

that created the need for relief based on strict liability in tort.

Neither the philosophy nor the theory of the doctrine of strict

liability in tort nor the actual holdings of the cases involved sup-

13. See, e.g., Greenman v. Yuba Power Prods., Inc., 59 Cal.2d 57, 27
Cal. Rptr. 697, 377 P.2d 897 (1962); Vandermark v. Ford Motor Co.,

61 Cal. 2d 256, 37 Cal. Rptr. 896, 391 P.2d l68 (1964); Seely v. White
Motor Co., 63 Cal.2d 9, 45 Cal. Rptr. 17, 403 P.2d l45 (1965); Price v.

Gatlin, 241 Ore. 315, 405 P.2d 502 (1965); Brewer v. Reliable Auto-
motive Co., 240 Cal. App.2d 228, 49 Cal. Rptr. 498 (1966). See

generally Restatement (Second) Torts § 402(A); Prosser, The Fall of
The Citadel—Strict Liability to the Consumer, 50 Minn. L. Rev. 791,
822-23 (1966).
The Seely opinion, supra, makes it plain that law of,warranty recovery

for economic loss has not been entirely superseded by strict liability in

tort in a commercial setting, that it is inappropriate to hold a manufacturer

responsible for the quality of performance of its products in a purchaser's

business unless it agrees that the product was designed to meet the pur-

chaser's demands, and that the risk that the product will not meet the

purchaser's economic expectations may fairly be charged to the purchaser

unless the manufacturer agrees that it will bear that risk. There was no
such agreement in this case.

14. See, e.g., Monarch Brewing Co. v. George
J.

Meyer Mfg. Co.,

130 F.2d 582 (9th Cir. 1942); Pipe Welding Supply Co. v. Gas Atmo-
spheres, Inc., 201 F. Supp. 191 (N.D. Ohio 1961); Wallich Ice Machine
Co. V. Haneivald, 275 Mich. 607, 267 N.W. 748 (1936); Ford Motor
Co. V. Puskar, 394 S.W.2d 1 (Tex. Civ. App. 1965); Washington & O.D.
Ry. Co. V. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., 120 Va. 620, 89 S.E. 131

(1916), reversed in part on rehearing on other grounds, 91 S.E. 646

(1916).
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port an extension of the doctrine of strict liabilit}' in tort to the

present facts.^^

With respect to the issues relating to the formation, interpreta-

tion, and validity of the agreements of the parties, the substantive

law of Pennsylvania is controlling.^* At all relevant times, the

Uniform Commercial Code was there in effect and controls the

legal result of the agreements here. The sections of the Code most

directly involved are sections 2-204, 2-206, 2-207, and 2-719, re-

lating to the formation of a contract and the ability of the con-

tracting parties to limit their liabilit)' for consecjuential damages.^^

15. This conclusion has been confirmed with the decision by the

Arizona Court of Appeals on July 27, 1967, of O. S. Stapley Co. v. Miller

(not yet reported), which holds that the doctrine of strict liability in tort

has been adopted in Arizona. The court, however, decided only that " "a

manufacturer is strictly liable in tort when an article he places on the

market, knowing that it is to be used without inspection for defects,

proves to have a defect that causes injury to a human being," Greenman v.

Yuba Power Products, Inc., 377 P.2d 897, 900, 27 Cal. Rptr. 697
(1962)." The Stapley court also approvingly cited Rossignol v. Datibury

School of Aeronautics, 227 A.2d 418, 424 (Conn. 1967), in which the

Connecticut court, applying the elements set forth in Restatement

(Second), Torts § 402 A, required as a basis for recover}- that the defec-

tive product cause "physical harm to the consumer or user or to his

property." 227 A.2d at 424. See also Bailey v. Montgomery W^ard & Co.,

(Ariz. Ct. App., Aug. 17, 1967) (not yet reported). None of these

elements is present here.

Arizona substantive law as to this count of the complaint applies where,

as here, jurisdiction is based upon diversity of citizenship of the parties

and the damages suffered occtirred in Arizona. See, e.g., Klaxon Co. v.

Stentor Elec. Mfg. Co., 313 U.S. 487, 61 S. Ct. 1020, 85 L.Ed. 1477

(1941); Maloy v. Taylor, 86 Ariz. 356, 346 P.2d 1086 (1959); Fried-

man V. Friedman, 40 Ariz. 96, 9 P.2d 1015 (1932).

16. See, e.g., Klaxon Co. v. Stentor Elec. Mfg. Co., 313 U.S. 487, 61

S. Ct. 1020, 85 L. Ed. 1477 (1941); Ross t: Ross, 96 Ariz. 249, 393
P.2d 933 (1964); Ruby v. United Sugar Companies, S.A., 56 Ariz. 535,

109 P.2d 845 (1941); Schram v. Smith, 97 F.2d 662 (9th Cir. 1938).
All purchase negotiations and documents material to this transaction

were executed in Pennsylvania.

17. This case does not involve any attempted disclaimer of warranties,

the subject of Uniform Commercial Code section 2-316. As comment (2)
to that section indicates, U.C.C. sec. 2-316(4) provides that questions of
limitation of remedy are governed by U.C.C. sees. 2-718 and 2-719, and
are "in no way affected by " U.C.C. sec. 2-316, which describes the manner
in which the warranties themselves may be modified or excluded entirely

from an agreement. 12 A. Purdon's Pa. Stat. Ann. 192, 193 (perm. ed.

1954).
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At all times in the negotiations and in the contract documents,

and in the complaint itself, which alleges June 6, I960, as the con-

tract date, all of the parties operated on the assumption that the

Westinghouse proposal and the Rust letter of intent, as confirmed

by the Westinghouse order acknowledgment form, constituted the

contract for the sale of the turbine generator unit. The conduct

of the parties during the entire time and up to the filing on August

2, 1967, of plaintiff's "Amendment of Complaint—July 29, 1967",

cannot reasonably be explained on any other basis/® By every

objective test there was an agreement as to the nature of the con-

18. There were experienced purchasing departments, staffs of en-

gineers, and legal departments available to all three companies. Rust has

had great experience in purchasing electrical equipment from Westing-

house.

The Rust letter of invitation appended a form of warranty specifically

tailored for the Southwest contract. The form of warranty was, setting

aside for the moment the consequential damage limitation, substantially

the same as the Westinghouse warranty. When the Westinghouse proposal

was received, a copy of it was sent to Southwest. Southwest commented
upon the proposal, made some technical suggestions, but made no com-
ment or objection as to the form of warranty.

The letter of intent set forth above refers generally to the Westinghouse
proposal. There is no reference to any differences intended between the

warranty on the back of the purchase order form and of any other war-

ranty intended to be obtained by Rust. Later, when the formal purchase

order was sent to Westinghouse, a conditional acceptance was stamped on
the purchase order and returned to Rust, the acknowldgment form on the

Southwest purchase order not being signed. This recurred with respect to

each Southwest purchase order that was submitted. Although there was
testimony that Rust generally does not consider that it has a contract until

it receives back its own signed acknowledgment form and that Rust always

tries to get its own form of acknowledgment signed, in this purchase of

$1,137,000 these details apparently were not sufficiently important to

delay the transaction.

All purchasing departments involved were familiar with the Westing-
house order and acknowledgment forms. Further, the references to pages

4B and 5B of the original Westinghouse proposal containing the Westing-

house form of warranty by Rust when it changed its purchase orders to

provide for erection services and installation of the turbine generator unit

in a separate contract is significant as indicating the intentions and ex-

pectations of the parties. Other correspondence and testimony before the

Court shows that as late as September, 1962, the parties had in mind the

Westinghouse warranty with its one-year term, rather than the much
broader Southwest warranty of indefinite duration.
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tract in effect and its terms and conditions'^ and particularly as to

the express warranty involved.

The limitation of liability provisions in the Westinghouse

proposal and form of acknowledgment are sufficient, under

Uniform Commercial Code Sec. 2-719, to limit its liability so as

to exclude consequential damages based on breach of contract;

there is no evidence before the Court that Westinghouse failed

to perform its obligations under its warranty. Westinghouse

engineers repeatedly visited the Snowflake mill in response to

Southwest's requests in relation to the turbine generator unit.

Limitations of liability under Pennsylvania law are valid and en-

forceable. The parties to an agreement may contract as to limita-

tion of liability resulting from breach of both express and implied

19. This objective test is consistent with the Uniform Commercial

Code, which recognizes that "a contract for sale of goods may be made
in any manner sufficient to show agreement, including conduct by both

parties which recognizes the existence of such a contract," sec. 2-204(1),

that an acceptance may be made "in any manner and by any medium
reasonable in the circumstances," sec. 2-206(1) (A), and that "a definite

and seasonable expression of acceptance or a written confirmation sent

within a reasonable time operates as an acceptance even though it states

terms additional to or different from those oflfered or agreed upon, unless

acceptance is expressly made conditional on assent to the additional

terms," sec. 2-207(1).

The Rust letter of intent was just such a "definite and seasonable

expression of acceptance." The letter was a general acceptance, requiring

action by Westinghouse in furtherance of the contract, and not expressly

made conditional on assent to additional or different terms. Under the

Code, therefore, there was a contract between the parties at the time of

the Rust letter of intent.

The effect of the July 6, I960, Southwest purchase order is determined

by sec. 2-207(2), and comments (2) and (3) thereto. The additional

terms are to be construed as proposals for additions to the contract. The
additional terms here, paragraphs (2) and (12) of the Southwest pur-

chase order, never became a part of the contract because: (1) The original

Westinghouse offer expressly limited acceptance to its terms; (2) the

proposed additional warranty constituted a material alteration to the prior

agreement; and (3) the proposed terms were uncontrovertedly rejected

by the Westinghouse stamp affixed to the face of the purchase order
form that referred to a form of acknowledgment that Rust had previously

received, confirming the warranty contained in the formal proposal and
its covering letter, as to which there never was any objection.
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warranties. '"^ There have been no allegations of unconscionability,

and there was no personal injury; this trubine generator unit can

hardly be considered "consumer goods", within the meaning of

section 2-719. Although liability for consequential damages re-

sulting from negligence was not expressly limited in the West-

inghouse form of warranty, the provision limiting liability so as

to exclude consequential damages is sufficiently broad also to limit

liability resulting from negligence and, in particular, to limit

liability to replacements required as the result of faulty workman-

ship.^^ Under these facts there also can be no recovery for conse-

quential damages based upon a theory of negligence, apart from

a contractual duty." Any remedy for breach of the duty of repair

20. See, e.g., Eimco Corporation v. Joseph Lomardi & Sons, 193
Pa. Super. 1, l62 A.2d 263 (I960); Bechtold v. Murray Ohio Mfg. Co.,

321 Pa. 423, 184 A. 49 (1936); Magar v. Lifetime, Inc., 187 Pa. Super.

143, 144 A. 2d 747 (1958); Shafer v. Reo Motors, Inc., 108 F. Supp.

659 (W.D. Pa. 1952), afd, 205 F.2d 685 (3rd Cir. 1953). See

generally National Steel Corp. v. L. G. Wasson Coal Mining Corp.,

338 F.2d 565 (7th Cir. 1964); American Can Company v. Horlamus
Corp., 341 F.2d 730 (5th Cir. 1965); Pipe Welding Supply Co. v. Gas
Atmospheres, Inc., 201 F. Supp. 191 (N.D. Ohio 1961); 3 Bender's

U.C.C Serv. sec. 7.03[3], at 7-48 (1966).

21. See, e.g., Shafer v. Reo Motors, 205 F.2d 685 (3rd Cir. 1953);
Charles Lachman Co. v. Hercules Powder Co., 19 F. Supp. 206 (E.D.

Pa. 1948); Cannon v. Bresch, 307 Pa. 31, 160 A. 595 (1932); Atherton

V. Clearview Coal Co., l6l Pa. 425, 110 A. 298 (1920); Wright v.

Sterling Land Co., 157 Pa. Super. 625, 43 A.2d 614 (1945); Siegel

Co. V. Philadelphia Record Co., 348 Pa. 245, 35 A.2d 408 (1944);
Mayo V. McCloskey & Co., 200 F. Supp. 7 (E.D. Pa. 1961). See gen-

erally Fire Association of Philadelphia v. Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co., 129
F. Supp. 335 (N.D. Iowa 1955).

22. See, e.g., Seely v. ]Fhite Motor Co., 63 Cal.2d 9, 45 Cal. Rptr.

17, 403 P.2d 145 (1965); Byrd v. English, 117 Ga. 191, 43 S.E. 419

(1903); Stevenson v. East Ohio Gas Co., Al Ohio L. Abs. 586, 73
N.E.2d 200 (1946); Ultramares Corp. v. Touche, 255 N.Y. 170, 174
N.E. 441 (1931); Polo v. Adelbrau Bretvery, 185 Misc. 775, 60 N.Y.S.

2d 346 (App. Term 1946); City of Oxford v. Spears, 228 Miss. 433,

87 So. 2d 914 (1956); see generally Restatement (Second), Torts sec.

388 et seq.; 1 Harper & James, Torts, sec. 6.10, at 509-10 (1956);
cofnpare Southern Pac. R. Co. v. Gonzales, 48 Ariz. 260, 6l P. 2d 377

(1936). For a discussion of the application of such authorities in the

determination of Arizona law, see generally Ulrich, Federal Diversity

Jurisdiction—The Problem of Ascertaining Applicable State Laiv in the

Absence of State Authorities, Arizona Weekly Gazette, p. 3, col. 1, May
9, 1967.
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under the warranty was similarly limited to repair and replacement

of defective materials and workmanship for a period of one year.

To summarize, the Court is of the opinion that: (1) the docu-

ments constituting the contract between Westinghouse and South-

west with respect to the sale of the turbine generator unit were

the Westinghouse proposal and the Rust letter of intent, as con-

firmed by the Westinghouse form of acknowledgment; (2) the

effect of these documents and of the conduct of the parties with

respect thereto is to include the Westinghouse form of warranty

and limitation of liability as a part of the agreements of the

parties; (3) the terms of the Westinghouse form of warranty

and limitation of liability under Pennsylvania law are sufficient to

limit Westinghouse liability so as to exclude recovery of conse-

quential damages resulting from breach of express or implied

warranty or from negligence, in the manufacture, installation,

and repair of the turbine generator unit; (4) the damages claimed

to have been suffered by the plaintiff in this case are consequential

damages within the meaning of the Westinghouse form of war-

ranty and Uniform Commercial Code Sec. 2-719; (5) on the facts

of this case, there can be no recovery based upon a theory of

strict liability in tort; and (6) there is no separate tort duty, apart

from a duty based on contract, to compensate the plaintiff for the

consequential losses that it claims to have suffered.

For these reasons, therefore, there being by agreement of

counsel no genuine issue as to any material fact, the Court has

entered its order granting defendant's motions for partial summary

judgment.

Dated this 7tli day of September, 1967.

/s/ Wm. p. Copple

Wm. P. Copple

United States District Judge.
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Filed Sep 8 1967

In the United States District Court

For the District of Arizona

No. Civ. 860 Pet.

Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.,

a corporation,

Plaintiff,

vs.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
a corporation,

Defendant.

ORDER AND JUDGMENT

(Partial Summary Judgment)

Trial to a jury was commenced in this matter on August 8,

1967. The original complaint was filed December 17, 1963.

Issue was joined on plaintiff's amended complaint filed July 24,

1967, together with plaintiff's "Amendment of Complaint—July

29, 1967" filed August 2, 1967, and defendant's "Amended

Answer and Counterclaim to Plaintiff's Amended Complaint filed

August 7 (sic), 1967." There had been various other amend-

ments and changes made in plaintiff's complaint in the interim.

Count One and the Supplemental Complaint set forth in the

final pleadings sounds in negligence; Count Two, a "strict lia-

bility in tort" theory; and Count Four, a warranty theory; all

contain, however, prayers for consequential damages only.

Prior to time of trial. Count Three of the final complaint

(antitrust) had been severed for a later and separate trial and

a stipulation entered into by the parties and filed which is dis-

positive of defendant's counterclaim. Prior to trial the Court had

granted defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Count

Two of the complaint (products liability theory). Count Four

of plaintiff's complaint (Amendment of Complaint—^July 29,

1967) restated a warranty theory which had previously been

withdrawn by plaintiff.
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On August 10, 1967, the third day of trial, witli the consent

of counsel for plaintiff, defendant renewed its motion for partial

summary judgment as to all counts except tlie severed antitrust

count. The question raised by the motion being:

First: What warranty was extended by defendant to

plaintiff in the sale of the machinery which is the subject

matter of the suit ?

Second: Under the warranty found as a matter of law,

is defendant liable to plaintiff for the claimed consequential

damages ?

Counsel for both sides agreed that these were questions of

law to be decided by the Court from the trial record to tliat

time together with certain stipulated exhibits and depositions.

Counsel also agreed that as to these issues and the agreed record

there was no dispute as to any material issue of fact and no

additional evidence bearing on these two legal questions available

to either party.

The Court, having considered tlie stipulated evidence and read

and heard the memoranda and arguments of counsel in support

of and in opposition to defendant's said motion for partial sum-

mary judgment, has determined that the applicable warranty

upon which the sale of machinery was based and which estab-

lishes and limits the liability of the defendant and upon which

there had been and was a "meeting of the minds" at all pertinent

times, is that referred to in Exhibit C-2 attached to plaintiff's

answers to defendant's written interrogatories (filed by plaintiff

on August 17, 1964) reading as follows:

"Warranty Westinghouse, in connection with apparatus

sold hereunder, agrees to correct any defect or defects in

workmanship or material which may develop under proper

or normal use during the period of one year from the date

of shipment by repair or by replacement f.o.b. factory of

the defective part of parts, and such correction shall con-

stitute a fulfillment of all Westinghouse liabilities in respect

to said apparatus, unless otherwise stated hereunder. West-
inghouse shall not be liable for consequential damages."
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The Court has further determined as a matter of law that

defendant, by virtue of the L'mitations in this warranty, is not

liable to plaintiff for the claimed consequential damages under

any theory set forth in those portions of the final pleadings sub-

ject to the motion for partial summary judgment. There was no

evidence before the Court that defendant had failed to perform

its affirmative warranty duties of correction and replacement.

The Court announced from the bench on August 11, 1967, its

decision to grant the motion for partial summary judgment.

Now, Therefore, It Is Ordered that defendant's motion for

partial summary judgment as to all portions of plaintiff's com-

plaint other than Count Three (antitrust) be granted. Because

defendant's costs incurred to date are not fairly separable as

being applicable to these counts alone and not to Count Three,

taxation of costs will be made in connection witli the ultimate

final determination of the case.

The Court hereby expressly determines that there is no just

reason for delay and expressly directs the entry of final judg-

ment herein in accordance with the foregoing, notwithstanding

the fact that there remain other claims that have not been dis-

posed of by this order and judgment.

On July 21, 1967, plaintiff and defendant filed their Pretrial

Statement containing a stipulation (paragraph numbered 5) re-

garding defendant's counterclaim and providing that ".
. . in

the event plaintiff does not recover on its complaint, defendant

is entitled to judgment on its counterclaim ..." Until the entire

complaint has been adjudicated, the Court does not feel it ap-

propriate to enter final judgment on the counterclaim.

For benefit of counsel, the Court is concurrently filing a detailed

opinion upon which this Order and Judgment is based.

Dated this 7 th day of September, 1967.

/s/ Wm. p. Copple

Wm. P. Copple

United States District Judge
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ARGUMENT OF COUNSEL

In Mr. Flynn's argument to the Court on August 11, 1967,

he proposed the following inference from Appellee's Exhibit Y-1:

And the significance of this is that at the bottom of it, your

Honor will find, I believe, 'your order has been entered

as our general order number. See reverse side for terms

and conditions.' And here again, spelled out in exactly the

same language are the same warranty provisions.

(Appeal Transcript, p. 236)

Mr. Flynn also raised and argued the following inference

from Appellee's Exhibit Y-2:

It's dated March 27, 1962, and indicates its distribution and
that certainly as early as March 27, 1962 the significance

of terms and conditions contained on the back of that docu-

ment were well known to Mr. Baker because there is a

little tab attached to it dated March 29, 1962, which says

'six photostats each of three pages. Six on back of page 1

(terms and conditions)
.'

(Appeal Transcript, p. 237)

With regard to Exhibit 2-A, Mr. Flynn, counsel for Westing-

house, would reach the following inference which could be

drawn from this document:

Number 1: It says absolutely nothing about one year

as this matter started off of the ground and this is a total

addition as distinguished from any other aspect of the case.

Theoretically, under that form Westinghouse Electric Com-
pany would be liable on the item forever. There is no one
year limitation and so it is completely different in a total

addition and this appears on each one of tlie revision docu-

ments.

Again, if the court please, each is stamped and returned

unsigned. There does appear on the first one the notation,

'Will ship week of July 10, I960, J. J. Rice, 8-9-60.' I think

this is thoroughly explained in Mr. Rice's deposition that

because this delivery date was an open end matter and had
to be scheduled and confirmed back through the shop, that

he waited until this was done. When it was, he inserted

that as the date and stamped the documents, 'subject to the

Westinghouse Electric Corporation form acknowledgement."
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He also explained the reason that it was not attached, but

because on June 13th it had already gone to Rust Engineer-

ing Company, and tliat he returned this document to Mr.
Fristchi, I believe his name was, at Rust Engineering Com-
pany.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 238-239)

With regard to tlie testimony of Mr. Steenhill, in his deposi-

tion, Mr. Flynn argued tlie following inferences were to be

derived therefrom:

In August or September, according to Mr. Steenliill's

deposition, he received a telephone call from Mr. Baker
which there was a request to extend the Westinghouse war-

ranty, and I think this is of substantial significance, if the

court please, and the deposition indicates that the reason

for die extension was predicated on the fact that the annual

tear down had to be extended for a period of time, and
because of this they were asking to extend the warranty.

Now the only warranty to be extended would be the one-

year warranty, and if your Honor please, I think that it was
quite clear from Mr. Steenhill's deposition the exliibit that

you have before you which is the letter from Mr.—that

was attached to his deposition, which was in response to

some correspondence from Mr. Steenhill to Mr. Boes of

Westinghouse indicating that the repair and replacement

portion of the warranty would be extended, but no blanket

extension of the warranty could be made.

I submit, if your Honor please, that this is confirmation

that in everybody's mind as of that date there simply was
no question that the Westinghouse warranty, one-year war-

ranty requested by Rust and proposed by Westinghouse and

accepted by Rust Engineering Company on behalf of South-

West Forest Industries, was in full force and effect.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 240-241)

Again, Mr. Flynn raised the following inferences with regard

to Appellee's Exhibit Y-2:

Now, if your Honor please, it seems crystal clear that

throughout the period and at the time when the difficulties

arose in April of 1962, the documents obviously were

gathered together and analyzed and there simply was no
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question as of tliat time in anybody's mind, including the

plaintiff in this case, that it was tlie Westinghouse war-

ranty that applied in the case and as late as—we find,

August of the same year, several months later, Mr. Baker

asked Mr. Steenhill to ask Westinghouse to extend that

warranty.

(Appeal Transcript, p. 242)

Witli regard to tlie letter of intent from Southwest to W'esting-

house, dated June 6, I960 (Ex. EEE), Mr. Flynn argued the

following inferences:

Now, the June 6th, I960 order has to be the letter of

intent. There's no otlier document in this record, and it is

ordered to tlie proposal submitted by Westinghouse on May
18, I960, and it appears to me that it's crystal clear by the

very allegation and the state of tlie pleadings which are

part of tlie record in tliis case, June 6tli, I960, is the date

tliat they accepted the offer extended by Westinghouse.

(Appeal Transcript, p. 244)

"^'^ith regard to tlie knowledge of Mr. Ruyak, Mr. Flynn would

advance the following inference from his deposition:

And certainly Mr. Ruyak knew what the significance of

an order acknowledgement form is and certainly he knew
what the significance of the stamp on the front of its was;

and he certainly knew what tlie significance of a purchase

order tliat was unsigned was. (Appeal Transcript, p. 248)

Mr. Flynn would also raise die following inferences from Ex.

EEE and die Appellant's pleadings:

At that time we called to your Honor's attention Section

2-204 of the Uniform Code applicable in Pennsylvania, and

we argued at tliat time, and I think our memorandum sup-

ports that, that the letter of intent and as now plead in dieir

own pleadings, all tied together was the contract between

the parties at that time and the acceptance and at that point

diere was certainly no misunderstanding or variance or dis-

agreement of any kind between the parties to this transac-

tion, Westinghouse and Rust acting on behalf of Soutliwest

Forest Industries.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 248-249)
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Again, Mr. Flynn advanced from Ex. EEE an inference that a

contract existed as of that date:

I would submit, if the court please, that and without con-

ceding for an instant that the documents in this case clearly

show that a contract existed between these parties as is

alleged even in the plaintiff's own pleading by the letter of

intent of June 6. (Appeal Transcript, p. 252)

Mr. Flynn also advanced the following inferences from the

one-year extension requested by Southwest:

Consequently, I submit, if your Honor please, that in the

commercial world there was no question as to what the

warranty was between these parties, and I don't believe

there was even any question in Mr. Baker's mind as to what
the warranty was in this case. I think they have known all

the time what the warranty was in this case. I think when
they called and asked to extend the one-year Westinghouse,

this proves what they knew they had in mind when Mr.

Steenliill made the calls. I think when they drafted their

pleadings, including their amendments, and as they stand

before the court today, they knew then and they know now
exactly what the warranty in this case was and a pleading

drafted stating that they placed an order on June 6 can

only relate to the letter of intent which was submitted be-

cause of the May 18, I960 proposal and die order acknowl-

edgement of June 13, I960. (Appeal Transcript, p. 253)

Mr. Flynn, in the following excerpts from the transcript, states

that the historic facts (the Exhibits) raised the following infer-

ences:

Each document in the sequence in this matter has been pro-

duced, and I submit that they are the exact documents that

we urge were the facts in this case, the facts submitted to

your Honor are the exact facts that I argued on Monday as

being the facts that controlled this case and which were dis-

puted by Mr. Perry on the basis that there is nothing in the

record to support an acknowledgement form, nothing in the

record to support this, and so forth.

I think that even Mr. Perry at that time was unaware

that in fact there was maintained in the Southwest Forest
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Industries office such a file, that set forth all of these docu-

ments. Clearly Mr. Baker got them together and took them

to Mr. Fennemore as far back as 1962 at or about the time

this matter occurred.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 254-55)

Counsel for Southwest, Mr. Perry and Mr. Sutter, have also

argued the various inferences that were raised from the historic

facts and documents before the Court.

"With regard to Exhibit CCC, the Appellant's counsel argued

that an entirely different inference arose from the inference that

the defendant's counsel, Mr. Flynn, would imply. Mr. Sutter

states

:

However, I would like to go back briefly to his reference to

Exliibit CCC, which was the—particularly the second page

of the Rust invitation to bid and paragraph 13 thereof

which Mr. Flynn would imply is identical or virtually iden-

tical with the limitations of liabilit)' contained in the West-

inghouse proposal. Tliat is not true because in paragraph 13

there is no language whatsoever that limits liability or ex-

cludes consequential damages whereas the Westinghouse

proposal seeks to go further. The two are not identical in

that respect, and it cannot be said that Westinghouse in its

proposal was accepting a proposal made by Rust as far as

the limitation of liability was concerned. (Appeal Tran-

script, p. 261)

With regard to the letter of intent, dated June 6, I960, (Ex.

EEE) Appellant's counsel raised an entirely different inference

than that which was raised by the Appellee's counsel:

Now, I'd like to look specifically at the letter of intent

which was sent out by Rust Engineering on June 6, I960.

That letter opens by saying, 'It is the intention of South-

west Forest Industries, Inc., as soon as practicably possible

to issue a formal order to cover the purchase of one 25,000

kw generator unit generally in accordance with your above

referenced proposal.' It then goes on and refers specifically

to the establishment of a delivery date, but that is the only

specific item to which reference is made. An acceptance

generally in accordance with your above proposal does not

mean that negotiations are ended or that the terms and con-

ditions of the contract have been agreed upon.
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Mr. Flynn made the statement that upon sending out tlie

letter of intent, Mr. Ruyak of Rust Engineering expected

Westinghouse to start manufacturing on the strength of the

letter of intent, but look at what Mr. Ruyak said in his depo-

sition in that regard at page 16. He was asked the question:

'Is the letter of intent the acceptance of the vendor's pro-

posal ?'

His answer was: 'I would say not necessarily simply be-

cause a letter of intent is so preliminary to actually getting

down into the finite language of the contract, I don't think

you can interpret the letter of intent as actually part of a

proposal or acceptance of a proposal.'

Question: 'What happens, Mr. Ruyak, if the vendor

complies with the terms of the letter of intent and starts his

date of delivery on drawings.^'

Answer: "Well, we hope that the vendor will commence
doing the preliminary engineering work in the spirit of the

letter. We hope the vendor will commence to do the engi-

neering work in the spirit of the letter, but there is also tlie

question that he might not accept our terms and conditions,

too, when he receives our formal order, so this is something

that may have to be worked out later on.'

So clearly when Mr. Ruyak sent out the letter of intent

or it was sent out by Rust, there was no intention on the

part of those people that a contract was then being created

and Mr. Ruyak says, 'In all cases there are further negotia-

tions to be carried out.' The terms and conditions must be

agreed upon and they did not expect Westinghouse to start

manufacture of the unit. They hoped that perhaps they

would start on the preliminary engineering work on the

basis of the letter of intent. Whether Westinghouse did or

did not was a matter of policy for them to decide upon.

Now, in the deposition of Mr. Rice, he indicates that the

letter of intent would not be considered as an acceptance of

the Westinghouse proposal, but that a formal purchase

order would be subsequently following and it would be that

on which they relied.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 263-265)

Also, the inferences raised by Mr. Sherman's testimony as

contained in his deposition are entirely conflicting as conteiided

by the parties, and as stated by Mr. Sutter:
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So all that it does according to Mr. Sherman when the

letter of intent comes in is to enter an order on the division.

I assume he means the manufacturing division to confirm

that space.

In other words, they use the letter of intent to call the

manufacturing division and say, 'We expect to have an

order for a 25,000 kw turbine generator unit coming in.

Please reserve or set aside space in your manufacturing

schedule for tliat purpose.' That is all tliat I can see that

they do as far as the letter of intent is concerned.

This is brought out even more at page 11 of Mr. Sher-

man's deposition where he was asked a question: "Did you

know that sometime after your form of general order was

prepared that Westinghouse Electric Corporation received

a formal purchase order from Southwest Forest Industries

for the turbine generator?'

Answer: 'I would know that that happened.'

Question: 'Do you have a recollection that in fact it

did happen.^'

Answer: 'Yes, because this is tlie way a salesman gets

his credit, when the treasury and order department say we
really have an order from the customer at this stage of the

game, and that's when the purchase order comes in when
we say we really have an order from the customer at this

stage of the game. Prior to that, everything is considered

to be in negotiation or primary stages and it's negotiation

when the purchase order is received that Westinghouse con-

siders that they do have an order:

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 267-268) (Emphasis added)

Mr. Sutter also stated that the only inference that can be

derived from the letter of intent (Ex. EEE) is:

Under the facts in the case and the depositions of the

people who were principally involved in the formation of

this contract, I cannot see how the letter of intent and the

Westinghouse proposal can be said to form the contract

involved in this litigation. There was something left to be

done and it was more than a mere formalizing of the con-

tract because the subsequent events indicate that there were

substantial changes made in the proposal and in the ulti-

mate contract, principally in the warranty provision, but
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also in other matters dealing with price and other terms

and conditions in the contract.

On July 6th, Rust Engineering sent to Westinghouse the

formal purchase order which is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit

12 in this case. That was stamped with the Westinghouse
stamp form of acknowledgement and it was held until

August 10th by Mr. Rice who according to his deposition

said that he held it for that length of time in order to be

able to give die customer a firm delivery date.

Now, there is one very important element of the contract

that had not been settled at that time. It was highly signifi-

cant or highly important to Southwest Forest Industries that

they have a firm delivery date for this piece of equipment

that would fit into the construction schedule of the mill. It

would be vain and futile for tliem to spend $20,000,000,

$25,000,000 or more constructing a mill at Snowflake, Ari-

zona, and have all of the other equipment sitting there for

a year or two, or even a matter of only three or four or six

mondis waiting for a turbine generator to arrive. So delivery

of this piece of equipment which might be said to be tlie

heart of the mill since it supplied die electricity on which

the mill was to operate was an important item, that delivery

date was extremely important. So there was a very material

element of the contract that was not fixed and not deter-

mined until Mr. Rice returned the purchase order with the

delivery date on it.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 268-270) •

Also, the parties are in dispute as to tlie conflicting inferences

that may be drawn from the testimony of Mr. Rice and Mr.

Ruyak, as Mr. Sutter stated:

Mr. Rice admits in his deposition that they were not

attached to the purchase order when it was returned. Mr.

Ruyak not once, but repeatedly in his deposition said he

didn't know what forms of acknowledgement Westinghouse

might have been referring to. He had no knowledge of

what those terms and conditions might be. . . .

Mr. Ruyak was positive and explicit in his statement not

once, but many times on questioning by Mr. Flynn, tliat he

did not know what the terms and conditions of the West-

inghouse forms of acknowledgement were. Now Mr. Ruyak

is the only one who testified on this point. I would say at
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least a half a dozen times in his deposition he testified to

that effect, so these items or this form of acknowledgement

which was not disclosed, and they may have assumed that it

had been disclosed or that somebody at Rust knew some-

thing about it, but tliere's no evidence in the record to that

effect, being undisclosed, it could not become part of die

contract.

It is therefore our position that die acceptance by West-

inghouse by placing the rubber stamp on the purchase

order and by having Mr. Rice's signature appear on that

purchase order is sufficient to form die contract and that

diat is the contract betw'een die parties. (Appeal Transcript,

pp. 272-273)

The various inferences drawn from die historic facts, and

documents by the Appellant and Appellee are in direct contro-

versy and conflict as stated by Mr. Sutter:

We submit that under all the documentary evidence, the

depositions of the witnesses and the other evidence in this

case, that the contract before the court in this case is that

form by the purchase order and its acceptance by Westing-

house and that the warranties and dates are diose specified

on that purchase order. (Appeal Transcript, p. 274)
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SUMMARY OF DEPOSITIONS

In the deposition of Paul Kelly, an employee of Westinghouse

he states that he went to Snowflake, Arizona, on December 12,

1961, when the No. 2 extraction valve had closed suddenly (Dep-

osition, p. 7) because the orifice was blocked with metal chips

(Deposition, pp. 10-12). Mr. Kelly again returned to Snowflake

on January 27, 1962, because of the poor operation of the No. 2

extraction regulator. (Deposition, p. 22). He then dismantled the

regulators and found that they had slight scoring on both pistons and

cylinders, which was caused by hard foreign matter (Deposition,

p. 25 ) . He then found foreign matter, or chips, in the oil reservoir,

which was located on the ground floor of the power house, and the

oil from the oil reservoir was pumped from the reservoir up into

the turbine generator unit (Deposition, p. 27). Mr. Kelly does

not recall doing anything about the scoring on the pistons and

cylinder walls of the No. 2 regulator, and the only thing he did

in an attempt to find out what had caused the scoring, was to keep

his eye open when he opened the regulators for any foreign matter

(Deposition, pp. 33-34). On March 22, 1961, Mr. Kelly again

returned to the Appellant's plant, and found that the turbine unit

was only operating fairly, in that the No. 2 extraction was not

holding the pressure quite as well as he would have liked to have

seen it. (Deposition, pp. 35-36) On March 27, 1961, he took the

regulator apart and found additional scoring had taken place on

the power piston and cylinders and that the orifice feeding the

B2 cup valve was partially plugged with mill scale. (Deposition,

p. 40 ) Also, upon finding the mill scale, he drained the oil reservoir

for the first time. (Deposition, pp. 41-42)

.

Mr. Kelly states the oil from the oil reservoir was pumped up

from the reservoir into the turbine to lubricate the bearings and

other portions of the turbine, and that between the reservoir and

the extraction controls there were no filters on the oil lines at this

time, as they were installed later (Deposition, p. 45). Mr. Kelly

states that in January of 1962 he removed the pistons and found

scoring on the pistons and cylinders and that on March 27th, he
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again removed the pistons and found scoring, and that the scoring

was of a greater magnitude in March than it had been in January,

and that he had found the same problem again in the same orifice

where he had encountered the difficulty in December. (Deposition,

pp. 48-50)

.

Mr. Kelly goes on to state in his deposition that there was im-

proper machining on the compensator bushing, which is something

that could have occurred at the faaory, and that on April 1, 1962,

he also found interference between the compensator rods and the

cup seat valve in the compensator. He states there was not enough

tolerance between the moving parts to permit free movement, and

that they hit and rubbed when they were not supposed to. He also

states this is something that could have occurred at the factory.

On April 1, 1962, Mr. Kelly also found a small amount of mill

scale and a gelatinous substance in the compensator, which was

very similar to the foreign material which he had previously found

in the orifice on the extraction regulator, and in response to the

following question, "You made no effort to determine its source?",

Mr. Kelly answered, "Well we didn't dismantle the entire piping

system." (Deposition, pp. 67-69).

Mr. Kelly then continued by saying that the power piston cylinder

showed definite scoring and some scratches were apparent on the

pistons again, and that there was more damage done to the pistons

and cylinders on this occasion than he had seen on his visit in

January and February (Deposition, pp. 70-72).

Mr. Kelly goes on to state that as far as he was personally con-

cerned, he felt the cleaning up of the pistons and cylinders, which

was on April 1, 1962, was all that was indicated at the time as being

required. However, he does state that on April 2, 1962, the 60-

pound extraction Servo motor started to oscillate because the piston

rod, which is a vertically moving piston rod, began moving up and

down and that this was not normal under the circumstances. He
states that they then took the Servo motor apart and found what

appeared to be several small pieces of mill scale in the pilot relay

mechanism. The mill scale which he found was similar to that

which he found in the oil reservoir and in the orifice on die regulator
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extractor unit No. 2. (Deposition, pp. 11-19). Mr. Kelly stated at

this time he did not attempt to determine the source of the mill scale,

although he did look at a few pipes they had off between the regu-

lator and the Servo motor (Deposition, pp. 78-79). On April 9,

1962, Mr. Kelly states that the mill was shut down so that repairs

to the regulator block could be made. These repairs were done at

Karlson Machine Works in Phoenix, Arizona, where the regulator

block was bored out and sleeved, and bushings put in and new

pistons installed. Also, the No. 2 extraction Servo motor was dis-

assembled, inspected, and reassembled and some of the pipe was

disassembled and pickled with acid for the purpose of removing

any foreign material that might be inside the pipe. Mr. Kelly says

the pickling was done at the recommendation of Mr. Baker of

Southwest Forest Industries. Mr. Kelly also states that at this time

a filter was installed in the high pressure oil line, immediately up-

stream of the regulator so that the oil would be passing through

the filter just prior to entering the regulator block. (Deposition,

pp. 90-94 (a) ). Mr. Kelly then states that on approximately

April 16, 1962, the steam turbine generator went back on the line

and operated satisfactorily. ( Deposition, pp. 96-97 )

.

The deposition of Mr. Ralph Willard LeGates, an engineer for

Westinghouse, shows that he arrived at the Snowflake plant on

March 31, 1962, and that Mr. Kelly advised him tlaat the extraction

regulators were not operating right, that he could not get them set,

and that they were just in general difficulties. Mr. LeGates stated

he had been informed by Mr. Kelly that he had worked for some

time attempting to set the extraction regulators and had been unsuc-

cessful. (Deposition, p. 38). Mr. LeGates states that they checked

the unit over, reset the control, and tried to put it back on the line,

but they were not successful in getting what he considered good

operation from the unit, as the extraction controls were the prin-

cipal trouble. He also states they found the compensator bushing

had been improperly machined as it had tool marks in it where it

should have had a smooth surface, and that this undoubtedly

occurred at the faaory (Deposition, pp. 41-42).
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In the Deposition of Mr. Henry A. Parzick, an engineer for

Wescinghouse, he states tliat around Christmastime he was in-

formed that problems had developed with the extraction regulator.

He states the 60-pound regulator was oscillating and that the only

thing they could attribute this condition to after an examination

of it, was, of course, the foreign matter in the regulator, itself. He

was present when the foreign matter was discovered in the regulator

(Deposition, pp. 9-11).

In the Deposition of Mr. Raymond E. Baker, an employee of

Southwest, he states that on December 28, 1961, they experienced

further difficulty in the operation of the steam turbine generator. It

went back on the Hne at 2:45 p.m. on December 29, 1961, and on

the next day the extraction control still was not functioning proper-

ly, with one of the extraaion valve motors locked in one position. He

states that on January 3, 1962, after several attempts, it was shown

that the 60-pound extraction control still would not operate proper-

ly, and on January 8, 1962, the other extraaion control went out of

order, and on January 9, 1962, springs were replaced on the extrac-

tion operating motors and various other adjustments were made.

During this period of time, more foreign material was found in the

hydraulic system. (Deposition, pp. 36-37). Mr. Baker then states

that the operation was reasonably satisfactory berw'een January 9,

1962, and January 22, 1962, until there was a mill shut-down be-

cause of power failure in the well field and during the process of shut-

down, a ruptured disc on a 60-pound steam line ruptured, appar-

ently because the 60-pound extraaion control valve did not operate

quickly enough. On start-up the second one failed and the machine

was shut down again, repairs made to the piping, and the ruptured

disc replaced. On start-up, both extraction controls hung-up very

badly and would not control, so they contacted the Westinghouse

people ( Deposition, p. 40 ) . Mr. Baker goes on to state that at this

time, they were relying primarily upon Westinghouse to make

whatever correaions were necessary to get the unit functioning

(Deposition, p. 42). On January 24, 1962, after repairs to the

piping and the ruptured disc, the unit was put back into operation;
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however, during that day there was sufficient load on the mill to

put the extraction stages into operation and it became apparent

they would not work at that time, and Southwest then tried to

operate in a curtailed manner and make arrangements to redo the

job and redo the repairs. The mill was again shut down in the early

morning hours of January 29, 1962, and it was found that the

power piston cylinder wall had been scored on the 60-pound

extraction control (Deposition, p. 45). On January 30, 1962, the

unit went back on the line, with some variation in the steam pressure

in the 235-pound line and the Southwest people felt that it was still

not functioning properly. However, Westinghouse maintained it

was satisfactory. It continued to operate in that manner with some

variation in pressure until the early morning of March 20, 1968,

when the 2 35 -pound control started sticking again, and there was

another shut-down at 8:00 a.m. on the morning of the 21st day

of March, 1962. Upon examination, it was found that both of the

pistons and cylinder walls had been scored again. They were pol-

ished and then on the start-up the controls functioned improperly

on both the 60-pound and the 235-pound mechanisms. The mill

was again shut down on the morning of March 27, 1962. Again,

the cylinder walls were scored and there was an additional delay

in waiting for a new oil filter that was to be installed in the system,

and the mill was finally re-started on March 29, 1962. On start-up,

it was impossible to get the 235-pound extraction into operation, so

they had to operate the groundwood plant at a reduced load and by

the 31st of March, 1962, the 60-pound was also out of control and

would not operate. On April 1, 1962, the plant was again shut

down and on April 2, 1962, it was back on the line at 7:35 a.m.,

but it was impossible to get the 235-pound extraction working and

the other one was fluctuating in pressure. Mr. Baker was advised by

Mr. Eikner, General Manager of Westinghouse Large Turbine Di-

vision in Philadelphia, that because of the scoring that had taken

place, and then the increase in clearance due to the polishing of the

original score marks, they were continuing to gtt binding that was

causing the continuing score marks and continuing binding.
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Mr. Baker was advised it would be impossible to get satisfactory

operation because of the original scoring and polishing out.

On the morning of April 8, 1962, the mill again began a shut-

down, and at this time the block and pistons were taken to Phoenix,

Arizona, and Hanson Machine Company bored out a cylinder to

a larger diameter to accommodate the sleeves that were being

furnished by Westinghouse. (Deposition, pp. 48-50).
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TESTIMONY OF MR. BAKER

Q. All right. On that date did you personally observe a defect

in the equipment?

A. Yes. I saw leakage around the seals at the top of the power
pistons and I saw that the springs were not functioning

properly.

Q. And at that time did you have a conversation with Mr.
Adams and Mr. Canavan?

A. At that time, yes, some.

Q. And where did that conversation take place?

A. In the turbine room.

Q. And who was present?

A. Mr. Adams and Mr. Canavan.

Q. All right. Will you recite or relate to the jury that conver-

sation as you remember it?

A. Well, as I recall, we talked about the difficulties at that

time that they had with the spring at the Servo motor operating

the extraction valve and at the oil seals at the top of the power

pistons in the extraction regulator or block. They had pre-

viously dismantled it and had replaced these seals and they

were still leaking.

Q. Did they tell you why?
A. No, they didn't tell me why at that time.

Q. Is that the extent of the conversation you remember at

this time?

A. So far as I recall. it

( Appeal Transcript, pp. 132-133)

Q. What did you see?

A. Well, they had obtained in the meantime a new spring to

install into the extraction Servo motor. We made arrange-

ments to shut the mill down by the next morning at which
time they replaced the spring.

(Appeal Transcript, p. 133)

Q. Now, sir, on that occasion did you have a conversation at

the turbine room about the malfunction of the unit?

A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. And who was present?

A. Mr. Pozek and Mr. Kelly.

Q. Tell us that conversation, please.

A. After they had told me that they had found scoring in
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the cylinder wall and pistons of the 60-pound extraction gov-

ernor of the control mechanism, we talked about the desira-

bility of taking apart the 235-pound piston, the corresponding

system, regulating the 2 35 -pound regulator's valve.

Apparently they had previously not decided to do that.

We did take it apart. Scoring was found in the cylinder wall

of that mechanism as well as on the piston, and there was
some small particles of iron filings present.

Q. Will you tell the jury whether in a proper hydraulic

system iron filings are to be found in the hydraulic system?

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 134-135)

Q. BY MR. PERRY. Answer it, please.

A. You cannot tolerate the presence of iron filings in a hy-

draulic system operating mechanisms that were depending

upon as close clearances as there are in this without doing

extreme damage and causing malfunaions in the unit.

Q. And will you explain to the jury why that is so?

A. Because the parts have to be free to move without friaion.

The clearances are very small. The presence of a small iron

filing which is very sharp on its edges would get caught in

these clearances and by the movement of the piston would
cause scoring and tlien cause friction or binding and when
the piston was not free to move, the control system could

not operate.

( Appeal Transcript, p. 138)

Q. Is a properly functioning exciter essential to the operation

of a turbine generator?

A. Absolutely.

Q. Do you have any direct personal knowledge of trouble

which was experienced with the exciter at Snow Flake during

July, 1964?

A. I do.

Q. What problems were experienced during July, 1964 with

the exciter?

A. The first occurrence was the darkening or .... of one bar

and burning of one bar of the armature of the exciter, and

that evidenced itself by arcing between the brushes and the

commutator.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 139-l40)

A. After discovering the severe arcings that was taking place

and the burning of one bar in particular, we knew that we
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had to shut down because first of all we tried polishing to

remove the effects of the arcing that had taken place, polishing

the bars, started up again and it reoccurred very quickly. We
called for help. First of all, we talked to the technical people

at Sterns-Rogers consulting

—

Q. Excuse me, Mr. Baker. You should not relate any conver-

sations you had with people other than with Westinghouse

people, but you can tell physically what was discovered to

be wrong with the unit if you know from your personal

knowledge.

A. Well, we did not get help from Westinghouse on this job,

we got help from—
Q. Well, did you send the unit somewhere for repair?

A. Yes, sir. After we had a General Electric service manager

there to look at it, he told us that it would have to go to a shop

to be repaired; and we sent it to Phoenix to General Electric

Repair Shop.

(Appeal Transcript, p. 142

)

Q. All right. What was that defect which was discovered?

A. There was a loose connection between the riser from the

bar, commutator bar, and the field coil lead. It had been sol-

dered only in two very short hairline spots rather than the full

contact faces being soldered and that had parted breaking the

contact between the commutator bar and the field coil lead.

Q. All right, sir. Was that repaired?

A. That was repaired.

Q. And was the unit returned to Snowflake and put back

in operation?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How long was your mill down during that period of

repair?

A. As I remember, it was about 36 hours.

Q. And after the unit was placed back in service following

that repair, how long did it continue to operate without

difficulty?

A. It barely went on the line until trouble started again.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 143-144)

Q. All right. What was the trouble this time?

A. Two additional bars were burning badly and there was

more severe arcing.
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Q. Do you know of your own personal knowledge what was

discovered when the unit was inspected in Phoenix on this

second occasion?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What was it?

A. Two additional bars had—the connections between the

riser from the bars and the field coil leads had separated.

Q. Will you describe the welding as it was done, the silver

soldering, rather?

A. It was very similar to the first one, to— or very small por-

tion or hairline contacts of the bar with the riser with the field

coil lead by solder, the full face of contaa, there was no

soldering surface.

(Appeal Transcript, pp. 144-145

)
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

I. Introduction.

Southwest sued Westingliouse for consequential damages

allegedly incurred by it as a result of defects in a 25,000

kilowatt turbine generator unit sold by Westingliouse to

Southwest. The dollar amount of the claim was large.* Both

parties are substantial corporations. Southwest was repre-

sented in the lawsuit from its institution in 1963 through its

trial in 1967 by a battery of experienced lawyers from a

large Phoenix law firm. Few cases have been more exliaus-

tively prepared and presented. Through its trial counsel,

*The original claim as expressed in the complaint was $11,000,000.

It has been refined downward to approximately $2,500,000 by the

time of trial.
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Southwest selected the legal theories iij)on which it wished

to rely. As the size of the record attests, exliaiistive dis-

covery proceedings based on those theories were had. After

full factual and legal development on Southwest's original

theories, it became evident to Southwest's trial counsel that

those theories would probably not suffice to produce the

recovery Southwest desired. They therefore, with consider-

able ingenuity, persuaded the trial court to allow Southwest

to abandon its original theories and to adopt a new and more

promising one. That necessitated a continuance of the trial

and additional discovery. Following that, trial was had. The

case was tried on Southwest's new theory. Westinghouse

won. Following final judgment, Southwest changed attor-

neys and theories.

"Westinghouse cannot and does not accept either the

statement of the issues or the statement of the case as

presented by Southwest. In part the theories now as-

serted on appeal are a reversion to earlier theories aban-

doned by Southwest before trial and not litigated below.

In the main the theories are wholly new and were never

suggested imtil after trial. In many instances, the positions

taken by Southwest on this appeal bear little resemblance

to the case presented below and many are contrary to ex-

press stipulations and concessions of Southwest below. For

all of these reasons, it will be necessary for Westinghouse

to develop in this brief, in some detail, the true procedural

and substantive posture of the case as it was presented

below. Because we will have to do so point by point with

respect to the seven "Questions Presented" by Southwest,

we wish first to make the following preliminary observations

which will be developed in greater detail later:

1. (Relative to Southwest's Questions Presented I and

II). Except with respect to the theory of strict lial)ility in

tort, this is not a summary judgment case at all. The critical

issues in the case, as presented to the trial court under the
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theory selected by Southwest, were submitted to the court

for final determination one way or the other pursuant to

an express stipulation of the parties that the issues were

issues of law, that the issues should be decided by the

court, that the facts were undisputed, and that neither side

had any additional evidence of any type bearing on those

issues.

2. (Relative to Southwest's Question Presented III).

At no time prior to final judgment did Southwest put in

issue the alleged unconscionability of the Westinghouse ex-

clusion of consequential damages, a theory that was im-

material under Southwest's primary theory of the case at

trial.

3. (Relative to Southwest's Question Presented IV). At

no time below did Southwest contend that Westinghouse was

liable for negligent manufacture or repair on a pure tort

theory independent on any duty created by the contract

between the parties.

4. (Relative to Southwest's Question Presented V).

Southwest conceded throughout and in fact stipulated that

the damages it was claiming were legally termed "conse-

quential," At no time i)rior to final judgment did Southwest

assert its theory that some of its damages were legally

termed "incidental."

5. (Relative to Southwest's Question Presented VI) . The

question of whether the trial court committed error in

granting summary judgment on Southwest's theory of strict

liability in tort is ])roperly here for review and decision.

6. (Relative to Southwest's Question Presented VII).

At no time below did Southwest contend that the exclusion

of consequential damages contained in the Westinghouse

warranty was ineffective because it failed to comply with

the Uniform Conmiercial Code requirements for the dis-

claimer of all warranties.
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II. Background of the Cose and Development of the Litigation

from 1963 Until Southwest Changed Its Theory on August 2,

1967.

Between 1955 and 1959 Southwest, through independent

consulting experts, conducted studies to determine the feasi-

bility of building and operating a pulp and paper mill on

land oANTied by it in Arizona (A.T. 94).* Upon completing

these studies, Southwest determined to proceed with the

project and entered into an engineering and construction

contract with Rust Engineering Company (hereafter

''Rust"), a large engineering firm headquartered in Pitts-

burgh (Ex. 1, App. 2-11). Under this turnkey contract, Rust

was to design and construct the entire mill, and had full re-

sponsibility for purchasing all necessary materials, machin-

ery and equipment for it. The Southwest-Rust contract spe-

cifically required Rust to obtain for Southwest appropriate

warranties from manufacturers of the equipment to be pur-

chased (Ex. 1, Art. I, para. C-10, App., p. 4). For perform-

ing its services. Rust was to receive a fixed fee of $1,500,000

plus 25% of any savings realized if it succeeded in building

the mill for less than the guaranteed maximum price to

Southwest of $32,334,500.

Rust proceeded to design the mill. It determined what

equipment was necessary for the entire mill and prepared

specifications for such equipment. One piece of equipment

determined to be necessary was a 25,000 kilowatt turbine

•References to "A.T." are to the Appeal Transcript which i.s in

two volumes consecutively paginated and which covers proceedings
of August 8, 9, 10 and 11, 1967. Seven separate volumes of Re-
porter's Transcript are part of the record, cover ]n-etrial and post-

trial matters, and are individually paginated. They will be referred
to by the abbre^^ation "T." and the date of the volume, e.g., T.
Aug. 1, p. 10. References to exhibits will be by exhibit number and.
where ap])ropriate, by parallel citations to the appellant's appendix
where the exhibit is reproduced. Reference to that appendix will be
"App." References to the reproduced record, consisting of three
volumes, consecutively paginated, will be to "R."
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generator. Having determined the specifications it desired

for it, Rust sent to Westinghoiise an invitation to bid on

the nnit.* In response to that invitation, Westinghonse, on

May 18, 1960, submitted a formal projiosal on the unit.

Rust and Southwest decided to purchase the unit from

Westinghouse. After Westinghouse received the order, it

built the unit in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia during the

balance of 1960 and the first half of 1961. It was shipped

to Arizona during the summer of 1961 and installed by

Rust by October, 1961. The pulp and paper mill began

operation in November, 1961.

Southwest claimed that it had trouble with the unit dur-

ing the early stages of the mill's operation. It sued West-

inghouse on December 17, 1963 alleging that the turbine

generator unit was defective. Southwest's original com-

plaint alleged two legal theories : negligence and breach of

Avarranty. Relatively early in the case, Westinghouse pro-

pounded interrogatories to Southwest seeking its "under-

standing of any warranty extended by Westinghouse

concerning the purchase and sale of the steam turbine"

(R. 25). In the face of Southwest's objection that the inter-

rogatories were "too vague and indefinite" ^and called for

"legal conclusions" (R. 29), the trial court amended the

interrogatory so that Southwest could respond by supply-

ing "a copy of the document or documents which plaintiff

considers to contain the terms of the warranty in ques-

tion." (R. 46). Southwest then submitted two documents.

One was the turbine generator specifications prepared by

Rust on April 14, 1960 and submitted by Rust to AVesting-

house as part of its invitation to bid of May 3, 1960 (R.

139-141). The other document submitted by Southwest was

*R\ist submitted a similar invitation to at least one other manu-
facturer of turbine generators, General Electric (A.T. 154).



the Westinghoiise proposal of May 18, 1960 (R. 143-146),

which contains what is now knoA^Ti in this case as the "West-

inghoiise warranty." It states

:

"WARRANTY—Westinghoiise, in connection with ap-

paratus sold hereunder, agrees to correct any defect

or defects in workmanship or material which may de-

velop under proper or normal use during the period

of one year from the date of shipment, by repair or

replacement f.o.b. factory of the defective part or

parts, and such correction shall constitute a fulfillment

of all Westinghoiise liabilities in respect to said ap-

paratus, unless otherwise stated hereunder. Westing-

house shall not be liable for consequential damages."

These answers to interrogatories were sworn to by a senior

executive of Southwest, Ra^^llond E. Baker, Executive Vice

President in charge of Southwest's Paper Products Group

and the man with overall responsibility for the mill at all

times (R. 80).

These answers were filed on August 17, 1964. From then

until August 1, 1967, the scheduled trial date, the parties

proceeded on the basis of Southwest's response. Westing-

house did not know, of course, precisely how Southwest

would present its contention that the governing warranty

was in the Rust specifications and the Westinghouse pro-

posal, but since Westinghouse's position was that its war-

ranty in its proposal of May 18, 1960 governed the case,

the parties were at least in agreement as to what docu-

ments were important.

All discover^'- proceedings, which were very extensive,

proceeded on the basis that the documents containing the

governing warranty were not in dispute. Therefore, dis-

covery was directed toward other matters, such as the

nature, extent and method of computation of Southwest's

damages, the design, construction, installation, repair and
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operation not only of the turbine generator nnit but of the

entire mill and innumerable other matters relating to de-

sign and operational difficulties of the mill during the

start-up period.

In 1966, Southwest added a count to its complaint alleg-

ing that a portion of the unit known as an "exciter" had

malfunctioned in July, 1964, more than two and a half

years after its installation (R. 639-40). Consequential dam-

ages of $150,000 were claimed. Also in 1966, Southwest

amended its complaint to add a count to "take advantage

of the newly recognized doctrine of 'strict liability in tort.'
"

(R. 648). It was established by interrogatory that South-

west claimed the same defects and the same items of dam-

age with respect to this theory as it did with respect to its

original theories of breach of warranty and negligence

(R.677).

After discovery was substantially completed, Westing-

house filed two separate motions for partial summary

judgment. One contended that the strict liability in tort

theory did not apply to the case so as to enable Southwest

to recover its claimed economic consequential damages

(R. 700-719). The second motion was directed to South-

west's warranty theory, the contention of the motion being

that the warranty in the Westinghouse proposal of May
18, 1960, by its express terms barred recovery of conse-

quential damages (R. 720-32). Pretrial conference was set

for July 24, 1967. A few days before that, counsel for the

parties met pursuant to court order to exchange lists of

witnesses and exhibits and to prejDare a joint pretrial state-

ment. In that statement. Southwest, in the face of the

pending motion on the warranty count and in apparent

recognition that the Westinghouse warranty did in fact

bar consequential damages, voluntarily abandoned its war-
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ranty count and elected to rely upon its theories of negli-

gence and strict liability in tort (R. 751-53). A "clean

draft" conii^laint alleging only those two theories was sub-

mitted at the pretrial conference by Southwest (R. 777).

At the pretrial the court granted Westinghouse's motion

for partial sununary judgment directed to Southwest's

theory of strict liability in tort (R. 981). This left South-

west's negligence claim on both the basic unit and the ex-

citer which the court set for trial for August 1. Since

Southwest had voluntarily dropped its warranty count, it

requested and was granted leave to amend its answers to

interrogatories concerning damages and Westinghouse was

granted leave to redepose Southwest's principal damage

witness after the pretrial. (R. 786). That witness, the

Comptroller of Southwest, was redeposed on July 25. On
July 26 Southwest filed its amended answers to interroga-

tories on damages, reducing its claim to approximately

$2,500,000 (R. 789).

Following completion of this additional discovery re-

lating to damages, Westinghouse filed a motion for sum-

mary judgment directed to Southwest's sole remaining

theory—negligence. This motion asserted tliat, under Penn-

sylvania law, the exclusion of consequential damages con-

tained in the Westinghouse warranty barred recovery on

Southwest's negligence theory. Late in the day the day

before the case was set for trial, Southwest filed and served

a motion to amend its complaint to reallege the warranty

theory previously withdraAvn by it (R. 848) and the pro-

posed amended complaint itself (R. 880-81). Southwest

simultaneously dropped the bombshell around which most

future proceedings revolved. It filed an "Amended Answer

to Interrogatory Nos. 28 and 29," (relating to the Avarranty

documents) asserting for the first time that the "warranty
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extended by Westinghoiise in its sale of the steam turbine

is contained in the purchase order for the said unit issued

by Southwest Forest Industries, Inc. and accepted by West-

inghouse" (R. 850). If the governing warranty was in fact

contained in the Southwest purchase order, a whole new

lawsuit was about to begin because its terms were:

"The materials to be furnished hereunder shall com-

ply with the plans and specifications furnished to the

Vendor by the Purchaser or Engineer. The Vendor
warrants the proper quality, character, adequacy, suit-

ability and workability of the materials. The Vendor
and the materials furnished hereunder are subject to

the approval of the Engineer. The Vendor agrees to

indemnify the Purchaser and Engineer against all loss

or damage arising from any defect in materials fur-

nished hereunder." (Ex. 2-A, App. p. 27).

Since these developments occurred at 4 :45 p.m. the night

before the scheduled trial, counsel met with the court in

the morning. The jury was excused and counsel, on August

1 and 2, presented arguments on Southwest's motion to

reallege its warranty count and to amend its interroga-

tories to insert a wholly new warranty document into the

case, which warranty was unlimited in type of damage

recoverable and unlimited even in point of time. Westing-

house vigorously opposed the motions, pointing out that

Southwest itself years earlier had selected the documents

upon which it relied as containing the governing warranty,

that all discovery had proceeded on that basis, and that

Southwest had itself voluntarily abandoned its warranty

count in the face of a motion for summary judgment di-

rected to it. Westinghouse argued that the motion was un-

timely, would broaden the issues in the case and would

require additional discovery.
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Southwest argued in support of its motion that putting

the warranty count back in really added nothing to the

case, since Southwest would have to prove a contract under

its negligence count anj^way to create any duty running

from Westinghouse to Southwest (T. Aug. 1, p. 3, 4), that

the Southwest purchase order of July 6, 1960, was in fact

the contract which existed between the parties rather than

the Westinghouse proposal of May 18, 1960 {Id., p. 5) and

that under the terms of its purchase order Southwest was

entitled to recover consequential damages {Id., p. 6). Coun-

sel for Southwest argued that Southwest should not be

penalized if its counsel had misunderstood which contract

existed between the parties.* (T. Aug. 2, p. 15-16).

Southwest also argued that the amendment Avould not

change the character of the damages being sought, stating

:

"They obviously are consequential and have been all along"

and "the damages claimed are those damages which the

courts characterize as consequential damages." (T. Aug. 1,

p. 21-22). Southwest's counsel, obviously recognizing that

Southwest could not recover under its negligence theory

if the Westinghouse warranty applied argued that "for this

case to be terminated at this jioint because of a mistake

in the answer to interrogatory would not be performing

justice." (7^., p. 23). Southwest's counsel expressly stated

for the record that Southwest would rely on a contract to

create a duty running from Westinghouse to Southwest

{Id., j>. 28).

*This arprument was made even though the answers to interroga-
tories -which stated that Southwest relied upon the "Westinghouse
warranty were verified in 1964 by Raymond E. Baker, Executive
Vice President of Southwest in charge of the Paper Products Group
who, at that time, swore that the answers to interrogatories were
prepared under his supervision, tliat he had read the exhibits at-

tached to them (which included the "Westinghouse warranty marked
with an "X") (R. 144), and that the answers were true and cor-

rect to the best of his knowledge, information and belief (R. 80).
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The trial court was deeply troubled by the motions. It

recognized that Southwest was now asserting a contractual

basis for its claim entirely different from the "agreements

of i^arties and everything from the very beginning" (T.

Aug. 2, p. 17) making the case "a substantially different

lawsuit" {Id., p. 18). But the trial court finally determined

to grant the motion {Id., p. 20). The deciding factor was

the court's belief that a litigant should not be penalized

for counsel's error {Id., p. 19). Had the court then known

what everyone later learned, i.e., that Southwest's own

executives had always considered the applicable warranty

to be the Westinghouse warranty and had in fact sub-

mitted the Westinghouse warranty to former counsel for an

opinion when the matter first came up (a fact unknown to

Southwest's trial counsel until Westinghouse discovered

such proof in Southwest's records during trial), it un-

doubtedly would have denied the motion and the litigation

would have been terminated at that point.

Since Southwest's new theory made additional discovery

necessary, the court continued the trial for several days to

allow the jjarties to take more depositions in Pittsburgh and

Phoenix. The parties then set about to esfablish, through

discovery, all of the facts relative to Southwest's new the-

ory. The gathering of all those facts was not completed

until the second day of the trial itself, a fact which is im-

portant in understanding the procedural posture of this

case.

III. Developments Between Southwest's Change of Theory on

August 2 and the Commencement of Trial on August 8.

The depositions in Pittsburgh and Phoenix the next few

days concentrated on attempting to develop all the testimony

and to trace all the documents relevant to the now critical

question : was the Westinghouse warranty of May 18, 1960,
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the contract of the parties or was the warranty on the

Southwest purchase order of July 6, 1960, the contract of

the parties ! The facts developed as follows

:

Chronologically the first document in the chain was the

Bust invitation to bid which was sent by Kust to Westing-

house on May 3, 1960. Rust, of course, had agreed to obtain

for Southwest appropriate warranties on all equipment

purchased for the mill. Amazingly, this first document is

not even mentioned in Southwest's opening brief. "Wliile it

is not itself one of the contract documents, it is highly rele-

vant in establishing Rust's exijectations and the usual

warranties provided in the industry. It contained the fol-

lowing provision, which had been specially prepared by

Rust for use with all its invitations to bid on the entire

Southwest project (Ruyak Depo., p. 58).

"13. GUARANTEE: Supplier shall be required to

guarantee the performance of his equipment and the

material furnished to the extent that he shall rejalace,

f.o.b. jobsite, without additional cost to the OAvner, any
unsuited to the purpose intended during the first year

of use of same in active service, upon notice by the

engineers or owner." (Ex. CCC, p. 2, para. 13).

It was in response to this invitation that "Westinghouse,

on May 18, 1960, submitted its formal proposal (Ex. DDD,
App. 12-16). It has been quoted above and, as noted, pro-

vides for repair or replacement of defective parts for a one-

year period and excludes consequential damages.

The proposal included provision for a Westinghouse en-

gineer to provide technical advice when the unit was in-

stalled. The warranty for that service was spelled out in the

proposal and also excluded liability for consequential dam-

ages (Ex. DDD, p. 5B).

On June 6, 1960, Rust sent to Westinghouse a letter of

intent. It read:
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"Subject: Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.

25,000 Kw Turbine-Generator

Westinghouse Eeference #60203

"Gentlemen

:

"It is the intention of Soutlnvest Forest Indnstries, Inc.,

as soon as i)racticably possible, to issue a formal order

to cover the purchase of one 25,000 kw turbine-genera-

tor nnit, generally in accordance with your above refer-

enced proposal.

"However, in the interim, please accept this letter of

intent as your authorization to proceed establishing

this date as the order date for determination of delivery

for the turbine-generator, which we understand had
been established for approximately 13 V2 months." (Ex.

FEE, App. 17).

Upon receipt of this letter of intent, Westinghouse pre-

pared its General Order, which was assigned number 88081.

This is the document used by Westinghouse formally to

write up and to acknowledge an order from a customer.

Several copies are made on a preprinted set. One of these

copies is called a "25" and is the customer's acknowledgment

copy (Ex. Y-1, App. 18-21). It advises the customer that

the order has been entered under a particular number, re-

quests the customer to use that number in all future com-

munications relating to the order, and, most importantly

for purposes of this case, restates the Westinghouse war-

ranty in the precise terms as that which were included in

the Westinghouse proposal of May 18, 1960 (Ex. Y-1, App.

19). Westinghouse personnel in Pittsburgh testified that

Copy 25 was sent by Westinghouse to Rust when the General

Order was prepared (Depo. of Suto, i^p. 12-13, Depo. of

Rice, pp. 18-19).

Westinghouse naturally desired to establish that Copy 25

had in fact been received by Rust. This attempt failed in

Pittsburgh when two Rust executives testified that Rust's
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entire purchasing file relating to the turbine generator unit

had recently disappeared and could not be located (Steen-

hill Depo., p. 11; Ruyak Depo., pp. 8-9).

The next document that was exchanged between Rust and

Westinghouse was the Southwest purchase order of July G,

19G0, which is the document Southwest contended formed

the contract between the parties (Ex. 2-A, App. 26-29). It

was prepared by Rust and signed by a Mr. Staley, who

had earlier been appointed Southwest's purchasing agent

by written document executed by Southwest (Ex. KKK,
App. 22-23). The purchase order states that the unit shall be

"in accordance with The Rust Engineering Company's spec-

ification EQ-6 [which accompanied the Rust invitation to

bid of May 3, 19G0] and Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion's proposal dated May 18, 1960." It also states: "Con-

firming 'Letter of Intent' dated June 6, 1960 to Mr. J. J.

Sherman—Z)0 NOT DUPLICATE:' (Ex. KKK, App. 25).

On the reverse side of the purchase order is printed the

"Southwest warranty." It has previously been quoted.

Basically it is an open-ended indemnification clause without

limitation in time or tA^pe of damage.

At the bottom of the purchase order there is contained a

space for the vendor to sign under the legend

:

"ACKNOWLEDGMENT"
"The foregoing order is hereby accepted by the Vendor
subject to all the terms and conditions set forth herein."

(Ex. 2-A,App.26).

The Southwest purchase order was received by Westing-

house and was handled by J. J. Rice, a Westinghouse order

correspondent. After obtaining verification of a shipping

date from the Westinghouse factory, he wrote on the face

of the purchase order (not in the space for acknowledgment)

"Will sliip w/o [week of] 7/10/61, J. J. Rice 8/9/60" (Rice
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Depo., p. 20, Ex. 2A, App. 26). He did not sign the acknowl-

edgment. Instead, he stamped on the face of the purchase

order the following:

"Order PG88081*

*'In referring to this order please use this number as

a reference.

"Order accepted subject to conditions outlined in W.
E. Corp. form of acknowledgment." (Ex, 2A, App. 26).

Mr. Rice testified this stamp was placed on the purchase

order to do exactly what it says : tell the customer the order

is accepted subject to the conditions in the Westinghouse

form of acknowledgment (Rice Depo., p. 21). The word

"attached" was crossed out by Mr. Rice because the Westing-

house acknowledgment form (Copy 25) had already been

sent to Rust on June 13, 1960, when the order had been

written up following receipt by Westinghouse of the letter

of intent. On four occasions after the purchase order of

July 6, 1960, Southwest purchase orders were again issued

by Rust and sent to Westinghouse to reflect amendments

and revisions of the original order. All of these were handled

in precisely the same way as the original purchase order.

Each was stamped with the same stamp, the word "attached"

was crossed out on each, and each was returned to Rust

with the space for acknowledgment left blank (See Ex. 2A,

App. 30, 31, 35, 36). In each of the revisions which Rust

prepared Rust expressly stated that all the other terms and

conditions of the original order remained the same (Ex. 2A,

App. 30, 34, 35, 36). In addition, one substitute SoutliAvest

purchase order was issued which deleted pages 4-B and

5-B of the Westinghouse proposal (relating to technical

services of a Westinghouse engineer). Pages 4-B and 5-B

*Mr. Rice wrote in the order number, which was not part of the

stamp.
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became the subject of a separate Rust purchase order (Ex.

XXX, App. 37). Page 5-B contained the Westinghouse war-

ranty for services which, like the warranty on the sale of

the equipment, also excluded consequential damages.

^\niile the depositions of the two Rust executives in Pitts-

burgli were not as productive as they might have been if

Rust's purchasing file on the turbine generator unit had not

disappeared, certain relevant facts were established which

became significant later in the trial court's ruling.

Mr. Steenhill, Rust Project Manager for the Southwest

job, testified that he was sure that copies of all contract

documents were transmitted to Southwest at the time they

were being exchanged between Rust and AVestinghouse

(Steenhill Depo., p. 12). Very significant was the fact that

he also testified that he, in 1963, at the specific request of

Baker of Southwest, had requested Westinghouse to extend

its one-year warranty until July 1963 because Southwest was

unable to schedule its first annual shutdoA\Ti until then

(Steenhill Depo., p. 13-16). AVestinghouse's response to the

request was that it would take responsibility for the re-

placement of parts, if any, foimd defective on the July, 1963,

teardown, if defects were found to be clearly due to design,

material or workmanship, but that it could not depart from

the usual one-year warranty and accept responsibility for

Southwest's mode of operation (Ex. 3 of Steenhill Depo.).

Mr. Ruyak, the Senior Buyer for Rust, was also deposed.

He had formerly been employed for seven years by Westing-

house. The majority of his Westinghouse emplo>inent was

in the purcliasing department, where he was responsible

for the purchase of all process machinery and equipment

for one division of Westinghouse. (Ruyak Depo., p. 4-5). He

was fully aware of the normal Westinghouse terms and

conditions (Td., pp. 12, 83-84). He testified that the provision
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in the Rust invitation to bid calling upon bidders to agree

to replace parts for a one-year period was prepared by Rust

and was submitted to all prospective bidders, including

Westinghouse (Id. p. 84). He prepared the letter of intent

of June 6, 1960, the Southwest purchase order of July 6,

1960, and all the later revisions to it. Upon receipt of a

proposal from a vendor, it was his responsibility to deter-

mine whether there were any variances between the ven-

dor's terms and conditions and those required by the pur-

chaser (Id. p. 40). Specifically, it was part of his job to see

to it that the vendor's terms and conditions met the re-

quirements of Rust's contract with Southwest. If there were

conflicting terms, he was to refer the matter to Rust's legal

department (Id., p. 40). Had there been any variance in this

particular case, the normal routine would be to resolve it

in conference with the Westinghouse sales engineer and

the Rust legal department (Id., p. 77). On no occasion did

Rust or Southwest make any inquiry of Westinghouse or

express any questions relative to the Westinghouse terms

and conditions in this case.

Additionally, Ruyak conceded that, on a number of oc-

casions, he had seen purchase orders returned from West-

inghouse with the Westingliouse stamp affixed and the word

"attached" crossed out (Id., pp. 78-79). However, since the

file on this particidar purchase had disappeared, he could

not recall Avhether this had occurred on this particular pur-

chase order. In the absence of his file, he stated that he

believed the Southwest purchase orders were returned by

Westinghouse directly to Southwest (Id., pp. 41-42), al-

though Westinghouse personnel testified positively that the

stamped purchase orders were returned to Rust.

By this point, it was obvious that two documents assumed

considerable importance. The first was "Copy 25," the order

acknowledgment form, prepared by Westinghouse following
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receipt of the Rust letter of intent. This was important be-

cause it showed Westingliouse considered the letter of intent

as an order and because its return to Rust restated the

"Westinghouse warranty in the same terms as the AVesting-

house proposal of May 18, 1960, to which the Rust letter of

intent had responded. The Westinghouse testimony was

that Copy 25 had been sent to Rust on June 13, 1960. Rust

said its file was lost and it did not know if it had received

Copy 25 (Id., p. 17, 24). The other important document was

the Southwest purchase order stamped by "Westinghouse

which a) indicated that the order remained subject to the

terms of the Westinghouse warranty as restated in Copy 25

and b) expressly declined to acknowledge or accept any of

the other terms or conditions contained in the Southwest

purchase order. AMiile Southwest had earlier i)roduced, in

connection with its motion to change theories, a stamped

copy of the jDurchase order,* the testimony was ambiguous as

to whom the stamped copy was sent. Westinghouse said it

was sent to Rust with whom all AVestinghouse dealings had

been. Rust, again pleading absence of specific knowledge

because of the fact the file was missing, claimed it believed

the purchase orders were returned by Westinghouse directly

to Southwest.

On this point, the parties moved back to Phoenix where

Mr. Baker, Executive Vice President of Southwest, was

again deposed on August 7. He denied that he maintained

any file or record whatsover relating to purchases for the

mill or of any correspondence relative to such purchases

(Raker Depo., Aug. 7, p. 5). He testified that the Southwest

purchasing department files had originally been maintained

by a Mr. McBride who had since retired and whose where-

•Westinfjhouse had no stamped cojiy in its possession—the West-
inghouse testimony bcintr that tlie stamped copy was retimied to

Rust.
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abouts were unknown to him. He further testified that the

purchasing files which had been maintained by McBride for

1960-61 had been destroyed (Id., ji. 5). He denied ever re-

calling seeing a copy of the Southwest purchase order

stamped by Westinghoiise, or of any of the revisions thereto,

although he acknowledged Kevisions #2 and 4 bore his

personal "Received" stamp and Revision 3 bore notes in his

personal handwriting (Id., pp. 7-8). On this note, the addi-

tional pretrial discovery necessitated by Sonthwest's new
theory was concluded.

On August 2, after Southwest had reinstated its warranty

count under its new theory, Westinghouse had renewed its

earlier motion for summary judgment which had been made
moot when Southwest abandoned its first warranty count.

The renewed motion was argued on August 7. On that date,

Southwest filed, in opposition to the motion, an affidavit

of Baker in which he swore that page 2 of the Rust invitation

for bids (requesting vendors to include in any proposals

a one-year warranty for the replacement of defective parts)

"definitely" was not included as part of Rust's invitation to

Westinghouse to bid on the turbine generator (R. 959-60).

Southwest then argued in ojDposition to .the motion for

summary judgment that there was a dispute between the

parties as to what the contract was, that the Baker affidavit

created an issue of fact as to whether page 2 was included

with the Rust invitation to bid, that the Ruyak deposition

indicated that he, Ruyak, did not consider that Rust had a

firm deal until a purchase order was returned accepted by

the vendor, that Westinghouse in fact had acknowledged,

signed and returned the purchase order, that Westinghouse

could not modify a proposed contract when it failed to attach

the modifying document, that the stamped purchase order

went to Southwest and not to Rust, and that the court would
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Steenhill of Rust to Baker of Southwest on March 27, 1962,

and that copies were distributed to several individuals, in-

cluding Southwest's attorney at that time. Exhibit Y-2,

also produced from the Southwest files, was a Southwest

inter-office memorandum from Fates to Baker dated April

9, 1962, reflecting the results of a meeting held between

Southwest, its then counsel, and its insurance agent, which

refers to the "Westinghouse order acknowledgment and

quotes the language of the warranty contained therein. It

should be noted that these documents are all dated well in

advance of Southwest's request to AVestinghouse to extend

its one-year warranty.

Baker had clearly been severely impeached. His present

admissions, compared with his previous testimony, together

with the production of the critical documents from South-

west's OAvn file, were highly important. The jury, of course,

had heard and observed this impeachment and had observed

that the critical documents had now been dragged out of

Southwest's own files. Besides this, it now became clear

that Southwest's own executives had been responsible for

Southwest's long reliance on the Westinghouse warranty,

a fact at odds with Southwest's last minute plea to the

court that it should not be penalized merely because its

trial counsel had been in error in their imderstanding of the

terms of the contract.*

Southwest and its trial counsel had some decisions to

make. If Southwest could convince the court as a matter

*We wish to make clear that we do not impugn the integrity of

Southwest's trial counsel in the sliprhtest. There is no hint that

Southwest ever advised them of their earlier review of the contract

documents and of their submission to prior counsel. There is also

no hint that trial counsel knew the Southwest file had not in fact

been destro3'ed, that Baker had in fact kept a personal file or that

Southwest's files showed Rust had received Westinghouse 's Copy
25 and sent it to Southwest until these facts were disclosed by "West-

inghouse 's search of the files finally produced by the subpoena.
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of law that, under the facts as now developed, the terms of

the Southwest purchase order became the contract of the

parties, it could proceed with its case. If it could not so

convince the court, there was no reason to proceed with

what i^romised to be an extremely long, technical and ex-

pensive trial. It Avas at this point in the case that South-

west's counsel requested a bench conference (A.T. 220).

This led to an agreement between the parties and the court

that the court should, at this jjoint in the case, decide the

critical issue of which warranty applied and of its legal

effect. It was Southwest's counsel who first used the ex-

pression "renewed motion for summary judgment" which

present counsel seizes upon. Following the bench confer-

ence. Southwest counsel advised the court that Westing-

house counsel had indicated a desire

"to renew his motion for summary judgment at this

time, and on behalf of the plaintiff, I have agreed that

it is appropriate that it be done at this time since I

believe that the issues he raises are legal ones and that

there is sufficient uncontradicted evidence in the record

from which a determination of those legal issues can

be made." (A.T. 222-23).

Notwithstanding some of Southwest's present conten-

tions, there is no reasonable doubt the positions of the

parties had crystalized: Southwest relied principally upon

the theory that the terms and conditions of the South-

west purchase order of July 7, 1960 governed the case.

Alternatively, Southwest contended that if the Westinghouse

warranty governed, its terms should not be held to bar

Southwest's claim under Pennsylvania law. Westinghouse,

on the other hand, contended that its warranty provisions

governed and that its terms under Pennsylvania law ex-

cluded consequential damages both on a warranty theory
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and on a negligent breach of warranty theory. It was under-

stood by all involved that if the court ruled in favor of

Westinghouse on both questions being submitted, the case

was over. Southwest did not then urge any independent

tort theory, as distinguished from a negligent breach of a

duty created by contract. This is made clear by several

passages in the record.

Southwest's counsel stated that "there is a dispute which

we believe is a legal one about which if any Avarranty pro-

vision is effective to control the contractual relationship

between the parties." (A.T. 223), Southwest's counsel sug-

gested that counsel meet and prepare a written statement

of "the two issues of law which are to be presented to the

court." (A.T. 221). Those questions ultimately were stated

by the court in its order and judgment (R. 1009) to be:

"First : "\^^lat warranty was extended by defendant

to plaintiff in the sale of the machinery which is the

subject matter of the suit?

"Second: Under the warranty found as a matter

of law, is defendant liable to plaintiff for the claimed

consequential damages?"

Counsel for "Westinghouse requested that the memoranda

filed in connection with the earlier motions for summary

judgment be considered by the court in its resolution of

the issues now being submitted to it for decision. The par-

ties then very carefully supplemented the record by stip-

ulating into it every additional document and deposition

which they wished the court to consider in deciding the

two agreed questions (A.T. 224-27).

The court then adjourned until the next day so counsel

could prepare their arguments and so the court could re-

view the transcripts, depositions, and exhibits which the

parties had stipulated should be considered by the court.
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At the beginning of argument the next day the following

colloquy occurred

:

"The Court : Before we start, just to make sure

that on any review the record is perfectly clear, fol-

lowing the request and discussion with counsel, that's

on the record for yesterday afternoon, the defendant

has renewed its motion for summary judgment on all

j)ortions of the complaint as presently amended and
before the court other than the anti -trust count and the

plaintiff concurs in this procedure; is that correct?

"Mr. Perry : [lead trial counsel for Southwest] That

is correct, your Honor.

"The Court: And the motion before the court is

based on the trial record to date, the exhibits and
depositions that were heretofore specified in the record

by counsel ?

"Mr. Perry : That is correct.

"The Court : And the parties agree tl:at there exists

no dispute as to any material fact necessary to decide

the legal issues of what constitutes the contract war-

ranty and whether the defendant is liable thereunder

for the claimed consequential damages ; is that correct?

"Mr. Perry : That is correct.

"The Court : The parties agree that the specified

exhibits are genuine in that they are what they purport

to be and the only question is as to their legal signifi-

cance in connection with the motion for summary judg-

ment ; is that correct ?

"Mr. Perry : That is correct.

"The Court: And that neither side has any evi-

dence to present contradicting or impeaching any of

the testimony in the specified depositions ; is that cor-

rect?

"Mr. Perry : That is correct." ( A.T. 229-30)

.

Counsel then argued the case. In light of the stipulation,

Southwest of course did not argue that there were ques-
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tions of fact requiring jury determination as it now does

on appeal. Southwest argued that its warranty applied.

Westinghouse argued that its warranty applied. Whichever

way the court ruled, the decision would be binding on both

parties, since each had stij)ulated to a resolution of the

issues at this stage of the trial and had no more evidence.

At the conclusion of the argument and having considered

the stipulated record, the court concluded that the minds

of the parties had met on the Westinghouse form of war-

ranty and that that warranty barred Southwest's claim for

consequential damages under Pennsylvania law. There-

after, the court entered a formal order and judgment (R.

1008-1010) as well as a detailed opinion, explaining the

reasons for its decision (R. 978-1007).

V. Southwest's Change of Attorneys and Change of Theories

After the Trial.

The opinion and judgment were filed September 8, 1967.

On September 15, Southwest changed attorneys. On Sep-

tember 18, Southwest's new attorneys filed a motion to alter

and amend the judgment. In it, Southwest disavowed its

earlier stipulation that the question of which warranty

applied was one of law and argued that it was one of fact.

It also disavowed its stipulation that the facts were undis-

puted and argued that there was a question of fact. Then,

seizing upon the term "renewed motion for summary' judg-

ment" and ignoring the plain fact that the issues were sub-

mitted for decision by the court one way or the other,

Southwest argued that the court had erred in ruling for

Westinghouse since the alleged factual disputes barred

summary judgment. Additionally, the motion asserted for

the first time, contrary to all earlier proceedings and a

stipulation of the parties, that Southwest's claimed damages
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were not "consequential" after all, but were "incidental"

so as not to be barred by the terms of the Westinghouse

warranty. The third new argument advanced, which also

had never been presented to the trial court, was that the

Westinghouse warranty was unconscionable.

The motion to alter and amend was extensively briefed

and argued. After a thorough review of the record and all

the prior proceedings, the trial court concluded that there

was nothing in the stipulated record from which a reason-

able person could even draw an inference other than that

the Westinghouse warranty applied, and therefore it was

immaterial whether the stipulated proceeding was treated

as a request for an interlocutory summary adjudication or

as a trial to the court with a waiver of a jury finding. (T.

Dec. 4, p. 24). The court also noted that Southwest itself

had at all times characterized its damages as consequential

throughout all proceedings, that the question of unconscion-

ability had not been raised before judgment, and that

"in the context of this case these facts and these

parties, the court could not say that there was a ques-

tion of unconscionability upon which evidence should

be taken particularly in the absence of any offer or

claim by counsel to that effect." (T. Dec. 4, p. 26).

The court thereupon denied the motion. This appeal fol-

lowed.

ARGUMENT

I. Soutliv<fest Stipulated That the Issues of Which Warresnty

Governed and of its Legal Effect Were Questions of Law

to Be Determined by the Court and That There Were No
Issues of Fact and Cannot ^lovv Claieri Thcit There Were
Fact Issues Which Should Have Been Resolved by the Jury.

Southwest's Questions Presented Nos. I and II are inter-

related and will be dealt with together. As phrased by

Southwest those questions are:
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"T. Can a court properly grant a motion for summary

jutlguient to the moving party, wlien the moving party

on a motion for summary judgment fails to estaljlish

that there are no genuine issues as to material facts?"

"11. Was there a meeting of the minds of Southwest

and Westinghouse on all of the terms and conditions

set forth in the Westinghouse offer and the Southwest

acceptance?"

The phrasing of these questions simply ignores every-

thing that occurred in the trial court. If anything in this

case is clear it is that the parties, by express stipulation,

submitted the following two questions to the court for

determination by the court upon an agreed record of testi-

mony, depositions and exhibits:

"First: Wliat warranty was extended bj^ defendant

to plaintiff in the sale of the machinery which is the

subject matter of the suit?

"Second: Under the warranty found as a matter of

law, is defendant liable to plaintiff for the claimed

consequential damages?" (R. 1009).

The court, in deciding these stipulated questions, held that

there was a meeting of the minds on the Westinghouse

warranty and that the legal effect of Iho Westinghouse

warranty, under Pennsylvania law, barred Southwest's

claim for consequential damages. We have set forth at some

length the procedural history of this case because, we sub-

mit, it demolishes SouthAvest's argument that this is a sum-

mary judgment case. It is quite true that there were

references to a "renewal" of a motion for summary judg-

ment, but such an understandable misnomer should not now

entitle Southwest to repudiate its stipulations and ignore

the record of what actually occurred. Since the issue had

once been briefed and argued in the form of a motion for
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summary judgment, and since the parties requested the

court to consider the same memoranda that had been filed

in connection with the motion, it is not surprising that the

term "renewal of a motion for summary judgment" was

used. What is surprising is that Southwest could now dis-

pute the plain fact that both parties put in all the evidence

they had on the critical issue and specifically requested the

court to decide the issue one way or the other. It was a

perfectly sensible thing to do. The trial had reached a point

where all available evidence on the question was in or could

easily be put in by stipulation. This was done. A lengthy

trial was fruitless and expensive if the court was going to

accept Westinghouse's arguments.

The position of the parties was clear. Southwest claimed

its warranty applied. Westinghouse claimed its warranty

applied. Had the court held that the Southwest warranty

applied, Westinghouse would have been bound by the ruling

for the rest of the trial since it, like Southwest, had stipu-

lated it had no more evidence on the issue. Even after the

court had ruled and Westinghouse submitted a proposed

form of judgment Southwest did not, in its objections to

the judgment, contend that the procedure wa% improper or

that there was an issue of fact requiring jury determination

(R. 976).

The court and the parties would hardly take time out in

the middle of a trial to excuse the jury, enter into elaborate

stipulations, and supplement the record with exhibits and

depositions if the only purpose Avas to re-urge a motion for

summary judgment which had once been denied. Had South-

west felt at the time that the c^uestion was one of fact for

the jury, the whole proceeding could not possibly have

occurred. Southwest would simply have proceeded with

the presentation of its case and Westinghouse would have

been powerless to raise the issue until plaintiff had rested.
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This case is strikingly similar to Gillespie v. Norris, 231

F. 2d 881 (9th Cir. 1956). There both parties moved for

summary judgment. At the hearing on the motions, eviden-

tiary matters were submitted and considered by the court.

The parties acquiesced in this procedure. Each side argued

its respective position and neither side claimed that there

were issues of fact. The court entered judgment for one

party, calling it a "sunnnary judgment" because of the

manner in which it had first been presented to the court.

On appeal, the losing party did exactly what Southwest is

doing in this case. It retreated from its original position

that its view should have prevailed and argued instead that

there was an issue of fact which precluded summary' judg-

ment for the other side. This Court held that the claim

came too late. The parties had acquiesced in a procedure

which was in actualitj^ a trial to the court. Here Southwest

not merely acquiesced in the procedure, it suggested it to

the court and stipulated to it.

The First Circuit was presented with a similar situation

m Demelle v. ICC, 219 F. 2d 619 (1st Cir. 1955), cert, denied

350 U.S. 824, 76 S. Ct. 52, 100 L.Ed. 736 (1955). That case

turned upon an interpretation of an ICC certificate. Each

party had his oa\ti view of the proper interpretation. Plain-

tiff moved for summary judgment. Defendant stipulated

there was no issue of fact but urged that his interpretation

of the certificate be accepted by the court. The trial court

accepted plaintiff's interpretation and granted plaintiff's

motion for summary judgment. On appeal, defendant, like

Southwest here, retreated from the stipulation and asserted

that there was an issue of fact which barred summary judg-

ment for the plaintiff. The court held that, having stipulated

below that no fact issue existed, the defendant could not

contend on appeal that fact issues did exist.
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In Tripp V. May, 189 F. 2d 198 (7th Cir. 1951), defendant

moved for sunnnary judgment. At the hearing, plaintiff

orally moved for summary judgment. Defendant stated

there were no factual disputes and that he had no further

evidence to offer. The trial court granted judgment to plain-

tiff. On appeal, tlie Seventh Circuit affirmed, although it

agreed with the defendant's belated assertion that issues

of fact existed. It affirmed because all the facts were in

evidence before the court and the fair inference of the

record was that the parties had submitted the issue to the

court for determination. In the instant case, the court does

not need to search the record to determine whether there

was any acquiescence or implied waiver by conduct. The

record in this case is clear. There was an express stipulation

that the issues were submitted to the court for decision by

the court. Under the rationale of Gillespie, Demelle, and

Tripp, supra. Southwest cannot now claim that issues of

fact exist.

Additionally, Westinghouse wishes to point out that the

cases relied upon by Southwest in support of its argument

have no relevance to this case. Much of Southwest's argu-

ment is based on the proposition that agreeniQjits of counsel

on questions of law are not necessarily binding on the court

(see, e.g.. Appellant's Brief, pp. 17, 25). Here Westinghouse

and Southwest did not purport to bind the court by agree-

ments on questions of law. They agreed on the facts. The

issues of law were properly submitted to the court for its

determination. Nor did the stipulation as to the facts oper-

ate to create a moot or fictitious case, such as was con-

demned in Swift & Co. v. Hocking Valley R. Co., 243 U.S.

281, 37 S. Ct. 287, 61 L. Ed. 722 (1917), relied upon by

appellant. Appellant's other cases, Cram v. Sim Ins. Office,

Ltd., 375 F.2d 670 (4th Cir. 1967) and Brawner v. Pearl

Assurance Co., 267 F.2d 45 (9th Cir. 1958) simply stand for
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the well known proposition that a party, by making a motion

for summary judgment, does not impliedly concede that no

fact issue is present if his legal theory is rejected. Those

cases have nothing to do with the situation in which a party

stipulates that no fact issue exists.

When Southwest, in its second Question Presented, poses

the question of whether there was a meeting of the minds

of the parties, it completely fails to take into account the

express holding of the trial court that there was a meeting

of the minds. The first stipulated question presented to the

court was:

"What warranty was extended by defendant to plain-

tiff in the sale of the machinery which is the subject

matter of the suit?" (R. 1009).

Obviously to decide that issue, it is essential to determine

what warranty the minds of the parties met on and the

court did so. It expressly held

:

"that the applicable warranty upon which the sale of

machinery was based and which establishes and limits

the liability of the defendant and upon which there

had been and was a 'meeting of the minds' at all perti-

nent times, is that referred to in Exhibit C-2 (the

Westingliouse form of warranty) attached to plaintiff's

answers to defendant's written interrogatories . .
."

(Emphasis added.) (R. 1010).

Southwest's argument on the "meeting of the minds"

issue as it appears in Appellant's Brief pp. 26-35 is not too

clear to Westinghouse. Southwest first states that the fact-

ual (juestion presented is whether the minds of the parties

met on the terms and conditions of the Westinghouse pro-

posal or of the Southwest purchase order (Brief, p. 29).

Next, it is stated that it is "apparent" that the minds of

the parties did not meet on either one, so the Uniform Com-
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mercial Code should fill the void (Id., 29-30). It is next

stated that the Westinghouse exclusion of consequential

damages was not brought to the attention of Rust or South-

west and therefore did not become part of the contract

(Id., 30-31). Finally, it is stated that if there was a meeting

of the minds at one point, the agreement was later modified

by adding to it the terms and conditions of the Southwest

purchase order (Id., 32-35) under applicable provisions of

the Uniform Commercial Code. Southwest then engages in

a partial tracing of the chain of documents without men-

tioning the one that started it all in the first place—the

Rust invitation to bid of May 3, 1960.

Southwest nowhere contends that the ruling of the trial

court is unsupported by the stipulated evidence before the

court or that, if the question is one of fact as now contended

by Southwest, the finding is clearly erroneous. It is entirely

based upon the unwarranted assertion that this is a sum-

mary judgment case. Under these circumstances, we believe

all of Southwest's various positions on this aspect of the

case can best be answered by quoting from the thorough

opinion of the District Court. The court carefully spelled

out its reasons for holding that the minds of the parties met

on the terms and conditions of the Westinghouse warranty

:

"At all times in the negotiations and in the contract

documents, and in the complaint itself, which alleges

June 6, I960, as the contract date, all of the parties

operated on the assumption that the Westinghouse

proposal and the Rust letter of intent, as confirmed by

the Westinghouse order acknowledgment form, con-

stituted the contract for the sale of the turbine gen-

erator unit. The conduct of the parties during the

entire time and up to the filing on August 2, 1967, of

plaintiff's 'Amendment of Complaint—July 29, 1967',

cannot reasonably be explained on any other basis. By
every objective test there was an agreement as to the
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nature of the contract in etTect and its terms and

conditions and particularly as to the express warranty

involved." (R. 982).

"Other facts before the Court show that Rust was

requested by Southwest in August or September, 1962,

to extend the Westinghouse warranty. Rust and West-

inghouse exchanged correspondence, the effect of

which was that the replacement portion of the war-

ranty would be extended, but that no blanket extension

of the warranty could be made. A Southwest memo-

randum dated April 9, 19G2, refers to documents that

Southwest's attorney would like to have in preparing

an insurance claim for the damages suffered at the

mill. This memorandum refers specifically to the form

of warranty contained in the Westinghouse order

acknowledgment form that had by that time been re-

ceived by Southwest.

"To the court these facts also show at these late

dates that Southwest clearly confirmed their under-

standing that it was the Westinghouse form of war-

ranty, limited in time and obligation, that was applica-

able to the sale." (R. 995).

The court's opinion also dispels Southwest's present con-

tention that the Westinghouse warranty was not brought

to the attention of Rust or Southwest, even though that

issue was not raised below

:

"There were experienced purchasing departments,

staffs of engineers, and legal departments available

to all three companies. Rust has had great experience

in purchasing electrical equipment from Westinghouse,

"The Rust letter of invitation a])])ended a form of

warranty si^ecifically tailored for the Southwest con-

tract. The form of warranty was, setting aside for the

moment the consequential damage limitation, substan-

tially the same as the Westinghouse warranty. When
the Westinghouse i)roposal was received, a copy of it
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was sent to Southwest. Southwest commented npon the

proposal, made some technical suggestions, but made
no comment or objection as to the form of warranty.

"The letter of intent set forth above refers gener-

ally to the Westinghouse proposal." (R. 1001).

"All purchasing departments involved were familiar

with the Westinghouse order and acknowledgment
forms. Further, the reference to pages 4B and 5B of

the original Westinghouse proposal containing the

Westinghouse form of warranty by Rust when it

changed its purchase orders to provide for erection

services and installation of the turbine generator unit

in a separate contract is significant as indicating the

intentions and expectations of the parties. Other cor-

respondence and testimony before the Court shows that

as late as September, 1962, the parties had in mind the

Westinghouse warranty with its one-year term, rather

than the much broader Southwest warranty of indefinite

duration." (R. 1002).

The trial court has also completely answered Southwest's

present assertion that, assuming an original meeting of the

minds, the contract was later modified by adding to it the

terms on the back of the Southwest purchase order

:

"Under the Code, therefore, there was a contract be-

tween the parties at the time of the Rust letter of

intent.

"The effect of the July 6, 1960, Southwest purchase

order is determined by section 2-207(2), and comments

(2) and (3) thereto. The additional terms are to be

construed as proposals for additions to the contract.

The additional terms here, paragraphs (2) and (12)

of the Southwest purchase order, never became a part

of the contract because : (1) the original Westinghouse

offer expressly limited acceptance to its terms; (2)

the proposed additional warranty constituted a ma-
terial alteration to the prior agreement; and (3) the
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proposed terms were imcontrovertedty rejected by the

Westinghouse stamp affixed to the face of the purchase

order form that referred to a form of acknowledgment

that Rnst had previously received, confirming the war-

ranty contained in the formal proposal and its cover-

ing letter, as to which there never was any objection."

(R. 1003-04).

Westinghouse believes now, as both Westinghouse and

Southwest believed at the time of trial, that, under Penn-

sylvania law, the question of what the contract was is one

of law for the court to determine when the facts are undis-

puted. See Reitmyer v. Coxe Bros. & Co., 264 Pa. 372, 107

A. 739 (1919) ; Buif v. Fetterolf, 207 Pa. Super. 92, 215 A.2d

327 (1965) ; In re Home Protection Building £ Loan Assn.,

143 Pa. Super. 96, 17 A.2d 755 (1941). Southwest does not

now challenge that proposition of law but, instead, seeks

to remove its predicate by saying that the facts are dis-

puted. Having stipulated they were undisputed. Southwest

cannot now raise the issue on appeal and the ruling of the

court should be affirmed. But even if the question were one

of fact under Pennsylvania law, Southwest has sho^vn no

grounds for reversal.

By stipulation of the parties, the question of which war-

ranty governed Avas uncjuestionably submitted to the court

for decision. Southwest makes no suggestion that what it

now contends to be a factual finding by the court is unsup-

ported by the stipulated evidence nor does it contend that

it is "clearly erroneous" within the moaning of Rule 52(a),

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The trial court has

rendered a thoughtful and detailed opinion fully explaining

the reasons for its finding. Findings by a trial court are not

reversible unless so "clearly erroneous" that the reviewing

court is left with a "definite and firm conviction tliat a mis-
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take has been committed," United States v. United States

Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364, 395, 68 S. Ct. 525, 92 L. Ed. 746

(1948). Southwest, as appellant, bears a heavy burden to

show that such findings are clearly erroneous. Pacific Queen

Fisheries v. Symes, 307 F.2d 700 (9th Cir. 1962). See also

Bowser, Inc. v. Filters, Inc., 398 F.2d 7 (9th Cir. 1968)

;

Clostermann v. Gates Rubber Co., 394 F.2d 794 (9th Cir.

1968) ; and Home Indem. Co. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 393 F.2d

593 (9th Cir. 1968).

Southwest doesn't even attempt to show that the finding,

which it contends to be factual in nature, is clearly erron-

eous. But even if this case were treated as a summary

judgment case in the classic sense, which it most definitely

is not, Southwest has failed to show grounds for reversal.

It simply asserts that conflicting inferences exist. In sup-

port of its assertion, it simply jioints to the arguments of

counsel which are nothing more than arguments concerning

what legal result should follow given the undisputed stipu-

lated facts. Southwest makes no real attempt to show that

any conflicting inference it claims to exist could reasonably

lead to any conclusion other than the one the District Court

reached. No challenge to the following statement of the

trial court, which was made when denying the post-trial

motion to alter and amend, has been made

:

"... I cannot see that there could even be an infer-

ence [that the Southwest form of warranty controlled

or was in the minds of the parties]. I mean even an in-

ference has to be based upon something, and clearly

from any objective tests as to what the subjective meet-

ing of the minds was, it clearly shows that at all times

from the invitation to bid until the day before the trial

of the lawsuit years later, that it was clearly in the

minds of Southwest that the Westinghouse form of

warranty controlled." (T. Dec. 4, p. 26).
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Westinglioiise believes the foregoing uncliallenged state-

ment of the trial court is the best answer to Soutliwest's

present argument, even accepting Soiithwest's unwarranted

assertion that this case is a summary judgment case at all.

II. Southwest's Present Theory That the Westinghouse Warranty

Was Unconscionable Presents No Reversible Error.

A. The Theory of Unconscionability Was Never Presented or Litigated Below

and Should Not Be Considered on Appeal.

Southwest's third Question Presented relates to the al-

leged unconscionability of the AVestinghouse exclusion of

consequential damages. This theory was inserted into the

case by Southwest after it had changed counsel following

final judgment. It is wholly untimely. Under Southwest's

principal theory, i.e., that the Southwest warranty con-

tained in the July 6, 1960 purchase order governed the case,

it was wholly immaterial whether the AVestinghouse war-

ranty was abstractly unconscionable or not. Under its

theory, the exclusion of consequential damages was not part

of the agreement of the parties. Even in urging Southwest's

alternative theory, i.e., that even if the Westinghouse war-

ranty governed, Pennsylvania law did not bar consequential

damages, Southwest never contended that the exclusion was

unconscionable. Southwest itself relied upon the "Westing-

house Avarranty from the time it filed its suit in 1963 until

August 2, 1967, without once mentioning that a portion of

it was alleged to be unconscionable.

Southwest well knows that its present theory of uncon-

scionability is untimely and goes to considerable effort

(A])i)ellant's Brief, pp. 36-38) to show that Westinghouse

mentioned unconscionability below. Westinghouse's counsel

did mention it, but only in i)ointing out that Sec. 2-719 of

the Uniform Commercial Code expressly allowed such ex-

clusions for commercial losses, whereas in cases involving
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consumer goods such exclusions were prima facie uncon-

scionable where personal injuries were involved. This argu-

ment certainly did not inject the issue of unconscionability

into the case. There is no other reference in the record to

unconscionability until after final judgment.* One thing is

clear: in no pleading ever filed by Southwest was uncon-

scionability alleged, even when Southwest relied upon the

Westinghouse warranty. Only after Southwest changed at-

torneys and theories after final judgment was the issue of

unconscionability injected. The District Court, in denying

the motion to alter and amend, expressly noted that

:

"No offer was ever made to make any record support-

ing it, and I think in the context of this case these facts

and these parties, the court could not say that there

was a question of unconscionability upon which evi-

dence should be taken particularly in the absence of

any offer or claim by counsel to that effect." (T. Dec. 4,

p. 26).

Everyone is entitled to his day in court. But at some point

litigation must be terminated. Both parties to this lawsuit

are substantial corporations and had the means to develop

fully their respective theories. Each did so. Even after ex-

haustive discovery on the original theories selected by

Southwest, the court allowed Southwest, on the day set for

trial, to amend its theory and to start over. Southwest did

this in the face of a motion for summary judgment and in

obvious recognition of the fact that it was in serious trouble

on its original theories. It saw a possible way out—to shift

*0n p. 36 of Appellant's Brief, a paragraph is quoted from a

memorandum Southwest says it filed on August 11, 1967. The ref-

erence is to p. 1022 of the record. That page is a page of South-

west's motion to alter and amend filed September 18, 1967, and
does not contain the quoted material. The record reflects no memo-
randum filed by Southwest on August 11 and "Westinghouse has

unsuccessfully searched the record before the District Court to find

the quoted material.
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to the theory that the Southwest purchase order of July 6,

1960 constituted the contract between the parties. Even

though it was late in the proceedings, the trial court al-

lowed the amendment belie%-ing that a litigant is entitled

to put his best foot forward. Southwest did so. It lost.

Now it wants to advance a new theory in the hope that it

might prove more successful.

Courts ever\-where recognize that a party is not entitled

to litigate interminably on one theory after another. The

sensible and well established rule is that a party may not

raise on appeal issues and theories which he did not present

or litigate below. This Court has applied this rule in a

variety of cases.* The same consideration applies and the

same rule governs when the new theory or issue, while

asserted before appeal, comes only after judgment in the

court below.t Indeed, even when the shift of theories comes

before judgment in the trial court but after the case has

been presented on another theory, it comes too late. See,

e.g., Albrecht r. Herald Co., 367 F.2d 517 (8th Cir. 1966),

rev'd on other grounds, 396 U.S. 145, 88 S. Ct. 869, 19 L. Ed.

2d 998 (1968). The application of this universal rule of

appellate practice prevents piecemeal litigation, tends to

put an end to litigation and requires the parties to deal

fairly and frankly with each other and with the trial court.

See Apex Smelting Co. v. Burns, 175 F.2d 978, 982 (7th Cir.

*Easo7i V. Dickson. 390 F.2d 585 (9th Cir. 1968). Boherson v.

United States. 382 F.2d 71-t (9th Cir. 1967). Pacific Queen Fish-

eries V. Symes, 307 F.2d 700 (9th Cir. 1962). Inman-Poulson Lum-
her Co. v. Commksioner of Int. Revenue, 219 F.2d 159 (9th Cir.

1955). United States v. Wacchter, 195 F.2d 963 (9th Cir. 1952),

and Wilson v. Byron Jackson Co., 93 F.2d 572 (9th Cir. 1937).

iCleary v. Indiana Beach. Inc.. 275 F.2d 543 (7th Cir. 1960) and
Royal Indeyn. Co. v. OJmstead, 193 F.2d 451 (9th Cir. 1951); 3

Barron <£• Iloltzoff/Wright. Federal Practice and Procedure, § 1304

(1958) ; 6A J. Moore, Federal Practice, H 59.07 (Rev. ed. 1966).
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1949). For these reasons, this Court should not consider or

decide the issue of unconscionability.

B. Even Assuming Southwest's Theory of Unconscionability Were Properly Here

for Consideration, Southwest Has Shown No Reason for Reversal on That

Theory.

Southwest phrases its question on this point as follows

:

"When an unconscionable exculj)atory clause, which

was not brought to the attention of a party, fads in its

essential purpose and operates to deprive the party of

a substantial value of the bargain, is such an exculpa-

tory clause unconscionable under the Uniform Com-
mercial Codef" (Appellant's Brief, p. 14, 36).

It is immediately apparent that this question contains

factual assumptions which contradict the record. It assumes

the Westinghouse warranty is in fact unconscionable, that

it was not brought to the attention of Southwest, tliat it

somehow deprived Southwest of the benefit of its bargain,

and then poses the question of whether the clause is uncon-

scionable under the Uniform Commercial Code. A mere

reading of those portions of the court's opinion quoted

above completely dispels the erroneous statement that the

warranty was not brought to the attention of Southwest and

also shows that Southwest got exactly what it bargained

for. Calling something unconscionable doesn't make it un-

conscionable. Had Southwest alleged unconscionability, the

I)rovisions of Sec. 2-302(2) of the Uniform Commercial

Code would have been brought into play. That section

provides

:

"(2) When it is claimed or appears to the court that

the contract or any clause thereof may be unconscion-

able the parties shall be afforded a reasonable oj^por-

tunity to present evidence as to its commercial setting,

purpose and effect to aid the court in making the de-

termination."
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Southwest never requested a liearing on unconscionability,

even after trial.

Soutliwest seems to be arguing that the Westinghouse

warranty is unconscionable as a matter of law under the

Uniform Commercial Code. It has no cases supporting such

a proposition and obviously could have none since the Uni-

form Commercial Code, Sec. 2-719(3) expressly authorizes

the exclusion of consequential damages. Except in the case

of personal injuries caused by consumer goods, such ex-

clusions are not prima facie unconscionable. If Southwest

is claiming that exclusions of consequential damages for

commercial losses are automatically imconscionable, as a

matter of law, the argument is easily answered by the plain

language of Sec. 2-719(3).

Sec. 2-302(2) of the Uniform Commercial Code indicates

the question of unconscionability is one of fact for the court

to decide based on all the circumstances and the commercial

setting of the sale. Southwest has already stipulated that it

has no more evidence on the question of which warranty

governs, which necessarily includes the question of whether

any portion of the governing warranty should be excluded

as unconscionable. Southwest, in support of its post-trial

motion which first raised the issue of unconscionability,

avowed to the court that it had no more factual evidence

on the jjoint of wliich warrant}' governed and expressly

denied that it was asking the court to reopen the case to

take more evidence (R. 1134). Southwest then, in an

astounding reversal, argues that it "was denied the oppor-

tunity to present evidence as to its [the Westinghouse war-

ranty] commercial setting" (Ai)iiellant's Brief, ]). 46).

Superimposed on all of these superfluities is Southwest's

argiunent that tlic issue of unconscionability really is prop-

(M-ly liere for decision because it was in fact tried hy the

court below (A])iiellant's Brief, p. 38). If this be so, the
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court obviously upheld its conscionability. Southwest makes

no claim that the court's finding is clearly erroneous and

has therefore not created an issue requiring reversal.

The cases submitted by Southwest in support of its argu-

ment add nothing to its argument. They are Jarnot v. Ford

Motor Co., 191 Pa. Super. 422, 156 A.2d 568 (1959) (over-

ruled on another point in 422 Pa. 383, 221 A.2d 320 at 325

(1966) ; Cox Motor Car Co. v. Castle, 402 S.W.2d 429 (Ct.

App. Ky. 1966) ; Seely v. White Motor Co., 63 Cal.2d 9, 45

Cal. Rptr. 17, 403 P.2d 145 (1965) ; and Armco Steel Corp. v.

Ford Constr. Co., 237 Ark. 272, 372 S.W.2d 630 (1963). None

of them involves a claim of unconscionability. The Cox

Motor Co. case and the Armco case both expressly point out

that exclusions of consequential damages are proper. Seely

and Jarnot did not involve warranties which excluded con-

sequential damages.

Southwest makes one additional assertion that requires

response. It now claims that the allegations of its antitrust

count (which was severed for trial) may make the contract

unconscionable. This argument is wholly new on appeal

—

it wasn't even raised in the motion to alter and amend the

judgment. Southwest cites no case remotely indicating that

an unconscionable price provision, if proven, should, as a

matter of law, make unconscionable a separate warranty

provision. Sec. 2-302(1) of the Uniform Commercial Code

certainly does not dictate such a result.

The whole issue of unconscionability is simply not prop-

erly here for review. If it were. Southwest has sho\vn no

error in its presentation of its Question III. Surely the

exclusion is not unconscionable as a matter of law since the

Uniform Commercial Code expressly authorizes such ex-

clusions. If Southwest has no more evidence on the point

as it has stated, there is no error since the record certainly

doesn't compel a finding of unconscionability. If the issue
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of unconscionability was in fact tried by the court, as South-

west has also contended, Southwest lias failed to show or

even to claim that the court's finding was clearly erroneous.

III. Under Pennsylvania Law, the Agreement of the Parties Ex-

cluding Consequential Damages Precludes Recovery of Such

Damages for Negligence as Well as for Breach of Warranty.

Southwest ])hrases its question IV as follows:

"Wlien the record on aijjx'al afTiviiiatixcly shows that

Westinghouse was ncgiigcnl in (lie inaiuil'ncliirc and

repair of the steam turbine generator unit, then was it

proper for the court to grant Westinghouse' motion for

suumuiry judgment against Southwest on the theory of

negligence, when Southwest had established a prima
facie case in negligence?"

Again, we are comi)elled to point out wliat the record

in this case is and what actually occurred below. The "record

on appeal" to which Southwest now refers in Question IV,

is a "Suuunary of Depositions" gratuitously inserted as

Appendix 2 of Southwest's brief. It is Southwest's interpre-

tation of a few i)assages in a few of the many de])ositions

taken. No part of this "Record on Appeal" is in the stipu-

lated record upon which the trial court decided this case.

While Southwest's i)resent counsel may think that it is

"im])erative that the Court be informed of the contents of a

few portions of the nudtitude of de])Ositions" (Ai)pellant's

Brief, p. 52), Southwest's trial counsel did not. The reason

is simple. At trial, it was agreed and understood that the

two stipulated cpiestions presented to the court woidd dis-

pose of the entire case if the court ruled in favor of Westing-

house on both of them, whether or not other evidence tending

to show negligence on iIh' part of Westinghouse existed. The

court first decided that the governing warranty was the

AVestinghouse warranty. The coiiit then decided that, under
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applicable Pennsylvania law, the warranty language ex-

cluded consequential damages on a theory of negligent

breach of warranty. The cases relied upon by the court in

making this ruling are collected at R. 1006. Even now South-

west makes no attack upon this ruling or the cases cited, so

we will not lengthen this brief with an unnecessary discus-

sion of Pennsylvania law to show that the court was clearly

correct in its ruling. Under the theory of the case as it was

tried, the court's ruling on the two agreed questions disposed

of the case and Southwest never contended at that time that

it did not.

AVliat Southwest now seems to be arguing is that Arizona

law created an indei^endent tort liability, wholly apart from

any contract, by which Southwest may recover consequential

economic losses for the alleged negligence of Westinghouse

in manufacturing and repairing the unit. The trial court did

note in passing that such a theory would not allow recovery

to Southwest (R. 983). But Southwest had already conceded

that point. Its present argument again completely ignores

the posture this case was in when it was decided.

Southwest repeatedly represented to the court below that

no duty was owed by Westinghouse to Southwest other than

that created by contract, whatever that contract was. It

characterized its whole negligence theory as one of "negli-

gent breach of warranty." In fact, the principal argument

advanced by Southwest in support of its last-minute motion

to reallege its warranty count was that Westinghouse would

not be prejudiced by the amendment since, even under the

negligence count, Southwest would have to prove a contract

in order to create any duty on Westinghouse which could

result in liability.

In its memorandum in support of its motion to amend,

Southwest asserted that AVestinghouse "is mistaken in be-
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of unconscionability was in fact tried by the court, as South-

west has also contended, Southwest has failed to show or

even to claim that the court's finding was clearly erroneous.

III. Under Pennsylvania Law, the Agreement of the Parties Ex-

cluding Consequential Damages Precludes Recovery of Such

Damages for Negligence as Well as for Breach of Warranty.

Southwest phrases its question IV as follows:

**"\\Tlien the record on api)eal affinnatiA^ely shows that

"Westinghouse was negligent in the manufacture and

roi)air of the steam turbine generator unit, then was it

proper for the court to grant Westinghouse' motion for

summary judgment against Soutliwest on the theory of

negligence, when Southwest had established a prima
facie case in negligence?"

Again, we are compelled to point out Avhat the record

in this case is and what actually occurred below. The "record

on ajipeal" to which Southwest now refers in Question IV,

is a "Sunmiary of Depositions" gratuitously inserted as

Appendix 2 of Southwest's brief. It is Southwest's interjire-

tation of a few passages in a few of the many depositions

taken. No part of this "Eecord on Appeal" is in the stipu-

lated record ui)on which the trial court decided this case.

While Soutlnvest's present counsel may think tliat it is

"imperative that the Court be informed of the contents of a

few portions of the multitude of depositions" (Ajipellant's

Brief, p. 52), Southwest's trial counsel did not. The reason

is simple. At trial, it was agreed and understood that the

two stipulated cpiestions presented to the court would dis-

pose of the entire case if the court ruled in f.nor of AVesting-

liouse on both of them, whether or not other evidence tending

to show negligence on the part of Westinghouse existed. The

court first decided that the governing warranty was the

Westinghouse warranty. Tlie court then decided that, under
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applicable Pennsylvania law, the warrant}^ language ex-

cluded consequential damages on a theory of negligent

breach of warranty. The cases relied upon by the court in

making this ruling are collected at R. 1006. Even now South-

west makes no attack upon this ruling or the cases cited, so

we will not lengthen this brief with an unnecessary discus-

sion of Pennsylvania law to show that the court was clearly

correct in its ruling. Under the theory of the case as it was

tried, the court's ruling on the two agreed questions disposed

of the case and Southwest never contended at that time that

it did not.

^Vliat Southwest now seems to be arguing is that Arizona

law created an independent tort liability, wholly apart from

any contract, by which Southwest may recover consequential

economic losses for the alleged negligence of Westinghouse

in manufacturing and repairing the unit. The trial court did

note in passing that such a theory would not allow recovery

to Southwest (R. 983). But Southwest had already conceded

that point. Its present argument again completely ignores

the posture this case was in when it was decided.

Southwest repeatedly represented to the court below that

no duty was owed by Westinghouse to Southwest other than

that created by contract, whatever that contract was. It

characterized its whole negligence theory as one of "negli-

gent breach of warranty." In fact, the principal argument

advanced by Southwest in support of its last-minute motion

to reallege its warranty count was that Westinghouse would

not be prejudiced by the amendment since, even under the

negligence count, Southwest would have to prove a contract

in order to create any duty on Westinghouse which could

result in liability.

In its memorandum in support of its motion to amend.

Southwest asserted that Westinghouse "is mistaken in be-
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lieving that i>laintiff has abandoned its claim for breach

of warranty." (R. 852). Southwest stated:

"Althoiigli the pleading [old Count One] sounds in tort,

the relationship between the parties is based upon con-

tract. Plaintift' must prove the contract and its terms

in order to establish the relationship between the

parties out of which defendant's duty arises." (R. 853).

Southwest repeatedly asserted, in oral argmnent on the

motion to amend, that its theory was still one of contract

(T. Aug. 1, pp. 1-6, 22-23). Following the allowance of the

amendment, in resisting Southwest's renewed motion for

smnmary judgment Southwest did not argue any tort theory

independent of contract and expressly argued that any duty

on AVestinghouse necessarily had to be based on a contract

(T. Aug. 7, pp. 24-33). Southwest simply argued that it re-

lied on its form of warranty, that the AVestinghouse limita-

tion was not part of the contract between the parties, and

tliat evidence of the "Westinghouse limitation was barred

by the parol evidence rule.

Then at the trial, the parties stipulated to the two issues

to be submitted to the court ^vith the clear imderstanding

that they disposed of the entire case if both were decided

favorably to AVestinghouse. In arguing the case on August

11, Southwest argued mainly that its form of warranty ap-

plied. It further argued that even if the AVestinghouse war-

ranty applied, it would not bar recovery on a negligence

theory under Pennsylvania law. But it certainly did not

argue, as Southwest now apparently does on ai)peal, that

Arizona law created an independent tort duty, wholly apart

from any contract, which would impose liability upon "West-

ingliouse for alleged negligent manufacture and repair of

the unit. The only possible reference to an independent tort

dutv was when Southwest's counsel claimed tliat if AVesting-
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house was negligent in the flushing procedures during erec-

tion of the unit, Westinghouse might be liable to Southwest

under a theory of trespass (A.T. 277). However, this argu-

ment was quickly dispelled when it was pointed out that

Bust had the responsibility of erecting the mill, that the

contract for the services of a Westinghouse engineer to

provide advice during erection was between Rust and AVest-

inghouse and that Southwest never claimed or pleaded any

third party beneficiary theory (A.T. 279-82). Certainly

nothing was said about any independent duty relative to

the manufacture or repair of the unit.

After the court decided the case, it expressly made in-

quiry as to whether there was anything further to be done

of record (A.T. 286, 288). Southwest did not then claim

that any theory of the case remained alive. The court also

noted both in its opinion (R. 983) and its order and judg-

ment (R. 1010) that there was no evidence before the court

that Westinghouse had failed to perform its affirmative

warranty duties of repair or replacement. Southwest said

nothing. Nor did it in its later objection to the form of

judgment. (R. 976). Southwest, having repeatedly repre-

sented to the court that it was relying on sT contract to

create a duty between Westinghouse and Southwest, and

having tried the case on that theory, is not now in a position

to shift its theory on appeal. Again, we refer to the authori-

ties collected in Sec. II-A of the argument section of this

brief.

Even if Southwest could now urge such a theory, it has

failed to show the legal validity of such a theory. Southwest

relies upon and discusses at length two cases dealing with

sales of equipment, Pipewelding Supply Co., Inc., v. Gas

Atmospheres, Inc., 201 F. Supp. 191 (N.D. Ohio 1961) ; and

Asplialtic Enterprises, Inc., v. Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton

Corporation, 39 F.R.D. 574 (E.D. Pa. 1966). The discussion
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of those two cases by Southwest, given tlie context in which

the issue was presented and decided below, is incomplete.

In the first place, both cases involve the application of New

York law prior to the adoption by that state of the Uniform

Conmiercial Code. The Pipewelding case expressly held tliat

the exclusion of consequential damages contained in the

warranty there ijivolved barred plaintiff's claim in warranty

but that, imder the law of New York, the limitation of liabil-

ity was not effective as an exemption of liability for negli-

gence. 201 F. Supp. at 199. In the instant case, Pennsylvania

law governs and Southwest does not challenge the correct-

ness of the trial court's ruling that it bars recovery for

negligent breach of warrranty.

In the Asphaltic Enterprises case, the only thing the

court determined was that plaintiff had stated a claim, for

purposes of a motion to dismiss, by alleging an express

warranty, a breach thereof and resulting damages. The

motion to dismiss referred to a provision in the sales agree-

ment excluding liability for consequential damages. The

court expressly recognized that parties can exclude con-

sequential damages. But since defendant did not deny that

there was in fact a breach of the express warranty, the court

simply held plaintiff had stated a claim. In doing so, how-

ever, the court indicated it had grave doubts that plaintiff

could recover since the damages alleged Avere consequential.

But, noting the rule that plaintiff is entitled to any iy\^Q of

relief to which he may ultimately be shoA\Ti to be entitled,

the court denied the motion.

Here there clearly was no duty on Westinghouse to man-

ufacture or to repair the unit in the absence of the contract.

The contract expressly covered those points. Therefore, even

under the Arizona case of McClure v. Johnson, 50 Ariz, 76,

G9 P.2d 573 (1937), now relied upon l)y Southwest, the action

sounds in contract. The other case cited by Southwest,
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Apache Railway Co. v. Slmmway, 62 Ariz. 359, 158 P.2d 142

(1945), a death action imder the Federal Employees' Liabil-

ity Act, is wholly inapplicable.

Nor has Southwest made any showing, as a matter of

Arizona or general tort law, that recovery is available for

its claimed economic losses as a result of a pure tort theory

unrelated to some contractual obligation. There is no Ari-

zona decision allowing recovery on a theory of negligent

infliction of economic loss. The Restatement is most per-

suasive in the Arizona courts in determining matters as to

which no Arizona case law has developed. See, e.g., Rodri-

guez V. Terry, 79 Ariz. 348, 290 P.2d 248 (1955) ; Matland

V. United States, 285 F.2d 752 (3rd Cir. 1961). There is

nothing in the Restatement (Second) of Torts to support

recovery on the present undisputed facts. Its provisions as

to the liability of persons suppljnng chattels for the use of

others. Sees. 388 et seq., extends the liability of such a per-

son only to cases where physical harm is caused by the use

of the chattel. This same limitation expressly appears in

Sections 388, 389 and 390 and is also incorporated by refer-

ence into the later sections of that topic.

Courts in jurisdictions other than Arizona have refused

to allow recover}^ on theories of negligent interference with

contract, negligent interference with prospective advantage,

or negligent infliction of economic loss.* Recovery is denied

in such cases because the damages suffered are too remote,

uncertain, or disproportionate to culpability.f The treatises

*See, e.g., Bxjrd v. English, 117 Ga. 191, 43 S.E. 419 (1903) ;

Stevenson v. East Ohio Gas Co., 47 Ohio L. Ab. 586, 73 N.E.2d 200

(1946) ; Ultra Mares Corp. v. Touche, 255 N.Y. 170, 174 N.E. 441

(1931) ; Polo V. Edelbrau Brewery, 185 Misc. 775, 60 N.Y.S. 2d 346

(App. Term 1945).

tSee, e.g., The Federal No. 2, 21 F.2d 313 (2d Cir. 1927) ; North-

ern States Contracting Co. v. Oakcs, 191 Minn. 88, 253 N.W. 371

(1934) ; Brink v. Wabash R. B. Co., 160 Mo. 87, 60 S.W. 1058

(1901) ; Cain v. Vollmer, 19 Ida. 163, 112 P. 686 (1910) ; City of

Oxford V. Spears, 228 Miss. 433, 87 So.2d 914 (1956).
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confirm tliat such losses, to be compensable, must result

from an intentional tort. See W. Prosser, Torts, Sec. 106-07

(2d ed. 1955) ; 1 F. Harper & F. James, Torts, Sec. 6.10, at

509-10 (1956).

In sunnnary of Southwest's argument on its fourth ques-

tion: 1) the case was tried on the theory that a contract

was necessary to impose any duty on "NVestinghouse ; 2) the

court held that, under Pennsylvania law, the warranty

language barred recovery on a theory of negligent breach

of warranty and Southwest does not here challenge that

ruling; 3) to the extent Southwest now seeks to impose

liability for consequential economic loss on a pure tort

theory absent any contractual arrangement, the claim comes

too late but is, in any event, not meritorious under princi-

ples of tort law,

IV. Southwest's Present Theory That Some Portion of Its Damages

Are "Incidental" Rather Than "Consequential" Presents No
Reversible Error.

A. The Theory of "Incidental" Damages Wes Never Presented or Litigated

Below and Should Not Be Considered on Appeal.

Southwest does not attempt to sliow that its l^resent

theory of incidental damages was timely presented below,

but merely suggests that "Southwest may have computed

their damages through the use of an improper measure of

damages" (Appellant's Brief, p. 62). This theory is purely

an afterthought. Had the court accei)ted Southwest's prim-

ary position at trial, it would have made no difference how

its damages were characterized. Its warranty covered any

and all t^i^es of damages.

By everything Southwest did and said in this case, it

cannot now be permitted to advance this theory on appeal.

To show how grossly untimely this theory is and liow con-

tradictory it is to Southwest's earlier position, it is only
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necessary to refer to some of the history of this litigation

which bears on the point: 1) Early in the case Westing-

house asked Southwest by interrogatory to itemize its con-

sequential damages (R. 24). Southwest responded, charac-

terizing all of its alleged damages as consequential, and

giving a breakdown thereof (R. 64). 2) The motion for

summary judgment directed to Southwest's strict liability

in tort theory was based, in large part, upon the proposition

that Southwest could not recover consequential economic

damages under such a theory (R. 700-19). This motion was

thoroughly briefed. At no time did Southwest contend its

damages were not consequential. 3) The motion for sum-

mary judgment on the warranty count had, as its principal

point, the argiuuent that Southwest could not recover con-

sequential damages because the Westinghouse form of

warranty excluded such damages (R. 720-32), In the face

of this, Southwest, without mentioning incidental damages,

abandoned its warranty count. 4) When Southwest amended

its damage interrogatories after the pretrial, it again ex-

pressly characterized them as consequential (R. 789). 5)

The motion for summary judgment on the negligence count

was based on the point that damages of the type Southwest

was claiming could not be recovered under that theory (R.

808-24). Southwest responded to that motion and argued it,

again without reference to incidental damages (R. 852-62).

6) "When Southwest sought to reinstate its warranty count

and to rely upon the Southwest purchase order of July 6,

1960, Southwest's counsel argued, in support of the motion

to amend, that Westinghouse would not be prejudiced by

the amendment because "They [the damages] obviously are

consequential and have been all along" (T. Aug. 1, p. 21)

and that "the damages claimed are those damages which

the courts characterize as consequential damages." (T. Aug,

1, p. 21-22). 7) "WHien the renewed motions for summary
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judgment were argued the day before the trial on the

ground that the Westinghouse warranty applied and ex-

cluded consequential damages, no mention was made by

Southwest of any claim for incidental damages (T. Aug. 7,

pp. 24-33). 8) After the trial began and the parties agreed

to submit the issues to the court for decision, the second

stijiulated question was

"Under the warranty found as a matter of law, is

defendant liable to plaintiff for the claimed consequen-

tial damages?" (R. 1009)

9) When the parties argued the case at length on August 11,

no reference was made by Southwest to incidental damages

(A.T. 261-79). 10) When the court ruled that the Westing-

house warranty applied, it expressly noted that, "there's no

question by stipulation of counsel that these are what are

legally termed consequential damages." (A. T. 286). South-

west did not deny such a stipulation. 11) Following the

ruling of the court a formal order and judgment as well

as a detailed opinion, both of Avhich referred expressly to

consequential damages, were prepared and filed by the

court (R. 978 and 1008). Southwest objected to the proposed

form of judgment but again did not refer to incidental dam-

ages (R. 976).

Only after Southwest had changed attorneys after final

judgment did the theory of incidental damages come into

the picture. It was asserted in the motion to alter and

amend that the judgment was erroneous because Westing-

house had failed to show as a matter of law that not all of

Southwest's damages were consequential! The trial court

expressly made note of the fact, ruling on the post-trial

motion, that the theory of Southwest throughout all prior

l)roceedings had ])eon that its damages were consequential

in nature (T. Dec. 4, p. 26).

I
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By its own selection of theories and its stipulations and

conduct, Southwest should now be barred from asserting

this theory. It would be hard to imagine a case in which a

theory is more untimely or more contradictory to the

position taken by a party throughout the case. The same

considerations and the same authorities submitted above in

connection with the untimeliness of the theory of unconscion-

ability apply here. The court need not and should not con-

sider this theory.

B. Even Assuming Southwest's Theory of "Incidental" Damacjes Were Properly

Here for Consideration, Southwest Has Shown No Error Because Its Claimed

Damages Are Not Incidental Damages.

By the time of trial, Southwest had amended its damage

claim to approximately $2,530,000 (R. 789 et seq.). Practi-

cally all of that amount was calculated by taking a daily

overhead figure for the mill of $31,403, and charging to

Westinghouse a proportion of that amount for each day

in which the mill's actual production was less than the mill's

alleged rated daily capacity. The proportion of daily over-

head charged was the proportion which actual production

bore to rated production capacity. This item of claimed

damage amounted to approximately $2,450,000 of its total

claim of approximately $2,530,000. The balance of the claim

was for the expense of solid caustic allegedly purchased to

offset recovery boiler loss plus some extremely miniscule

repair costs (approximately $2,300).

Sec. 2-715(2) of the Uniform Commercial Code defines

consequential damages as including "any loss resulting from

general or particular requirements and needs of which the

seller at the time of contracting had reason to know and

which could not reasonably be prevented by cover or other-

wise; . .
." Sec. 2-715(1) of the Uniform Commercial Code

defines incidental damages as including "expenses reason-
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ably incurred in insi)ection, receipt, transportation and care

and custody of goods riglitfully rejected, any commercially

reasonable charges, expenses or connnissions in connection

with effecting cover and any other reasonable expense inci-

dent to the delay or other breach."

Southwest's alleged overhead exi)ense loss of approxi-

mately $2,450,000 constituted by far the greatest portion

of the damages claimed. Southwest accepts the fact that

those expenses are consequential in nature and does not

argue in its brief that they are incidental. The caustic ex-

pense also clearly is consequential by reason of the definition

of Sec. 2-715(2) set forth above. That leaves the claim for

alleged re])air which is a mere $2,300 out of a claim of

approximately $2,530,000. Assuming the repair expenses fell

within the definition of incidental damages, no one would

have considered trying this case for that claim, even if

Soutliwest had then claimed those damages were incidental

and even if the court would have relieved Southwest of all

its avowals and stipulations that all its damages were con-

sequential. The repair claim was not in the minds of the

parties at all. But had the case gotten to a consideration

of it, there is an independent reason why Southwest could

not recover even if the damages were characterized as inci-

dental. The Westinghouse Avarranty provided in part

"such correction [of defect or defects in workmanship

or material Avliich may develop under ]jroper or normal

use during the period of one year from the date of ship-

ment by repair or by replacement f.o.b. factory of the

defective part or parts] shall constitute a fulfillment

of all Wostinghouso liabilities in ros])ect to said appar-

atus, unless otliorwise stated liercunder. Westingliouse

shall not be liable for consequential damages." (Ex.

DDD, App. 13).
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Throughout the District Court proceedings Westinghouse

relied upon Section 2-719(3), which permits consequential

damages to be limited or excluded, since Southwest had

agreed its damages were all consequential. Sec. 2-719(1) (a),

however, also permits the limitation of alteration of "the

measure of damages recoverable under this Article, as by

limiting the buyer's remedies to return of the goods and

repayment of the price or to repair and replacement of non-

conforming good or parts;. .
."

The limitation or alteration of the measure of damages

permitted by Sec. 2-719(1) (a) is far more general than the

specific reference to the limitation or exclusion of conse-

quential damages provided in Sec. 2-719(3). A limitation in

accord with Sec. 2-719(1) (a) was provided in the phrase

of the Westinghouse form of warranty stating that "such

correction shall constitute a fulfillment of all Westinghouse

liabilities." Therefore whether Southwest's damages are

considered "consequential" or "incidental" still remains im-

material, even if the question were properly here.

V. The Doctrine of Strict Liability in Tort Is Inapplicable to This

Case.

At last we reach an issue in this case which was presented

to the trial court, was ruled upon by the trial court and is

legitimately here for review and decision. Southwest did

allege, by amendment to its complaint, a theory of strict

liability in tort. Following discovery, Westinghouse moved

for summary judgment on that count. The court granted it.

Westinghouse submits the court was right. The court stated

that it granted the motion because

:

". . . the principles underlying the doctrine of strict

liability in tort for defective products were not ap-

plicable. All damages sought by Southwest in this

case are consequential damages. The turbine generator

unit is a highly specialized, custom-built piece of ma-
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chinery, built to particular specifications and tested

in the factory before delivery, under supervision of

engineers representing both parties,

"The circumstances of this case do not bring the

plaintiff within the class of consumers, type of trans-

action, or damages suffered that created the need for

relief based on strict liability in tort. Neither the

philosophy nor the theory of the doctrine of strict

liability in tort nor the actual holdings of the cases

involved support an extension of the doctrine of strict

liability in tort to the present facts," (R. 981-82).

At the time the motion for smnmary judgment was

briefed, argued and granted, the damages claimed by South-

west consisted of the following items : excess of Southwest's

costs (excluding depreciation) over sales, interest expenses,

general and administrative expenses, loss of revenue and

profits, interest on additional borrowings, cost of a certain

contract for electrical power, and loss of proceeds on a

stock subscription.* As to the strict liability in tort theory,

the parties agreed that Arizona law applied.

Southwest devotes a considerable portion of its argument

to the proposition that Arizona has adojited the doctrine

of strict liability in tort. With this, Westinghouse has no

quarrel. Although no state decisions had adopted the doc-

trine in Arizona at the time the District Court granted the

motion, two Arizona cases, 0. 8. Stapley Co. v. Miller, 6

Ariz. App, 122, 430 P.2d 701 (1967), and Baileij v. Mont-

gomery Ward S Co., 6 Ariz. App. 213, 431 P.2d 108 (1967),

were decided before the court's formal opinion was pre-

*After the motion was granted Southwest amended its answers
to interro<ratorios which nioflifiod, in some respects, Southwest's
damage claim. However, all damay:cs were still characterized by
Southwest as consequential and Southwest did not claim that the
amendment of damajres reqiiired any reconsideration of the sum-
mary judgment previously granted on the strict liability in tort

theory.
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pared and were taken into account by it (T. 998, App. 70).

These decisions confirm the correctness of the District

Court's ruling.

The question is not whether Arizona has adopted the

doctrine, but whether the doctrine has any applicability to

this case. Southwest makes no analysis of the cogent reasons

which led the trial court to rule as it did and cites no single

case which supports its argument that strict liability in tort

should apply in this situation. It relies solely upon the dis-

sent of Justice Peters in the California case of Seely v.

White Motor Company, 63 Cal. 2d 9, 45 Cal. Rptr. 17, 403

P.2d 145 (1965). An analysis of the doctrine and the ration-

ale which led to its adoption demonstrates that the doctrine

is inapplicable to the case at bar.

In Greenman v. Yuba Poiver Products, Inc., 59 Cal. 2d 57,

27 Cal. Rptr. 697, 377 P.2d 897 (1962), and Vandermark v.

Ford Motor Company, 61 Cal. 2d 256, 37 Cal. Rptr. 896, 391

P.2d 168 (1964), the leading cases developing strict liability,

the doctrine's purpose was declared to be that the cost of

personal injuries should be borne by responsible manufac-

turers rather than by injured consumers powerless to pro-

tect themselves. The Arizona court in Stapley^^supra, follow-

ing Greenman held that "a manufacturer is strictly liable in

tort when an article he places on the market, knowing that

it is to be used "VNathout inspection for defects, proves to have

a defect that causes injury to a human heing,^' (emj^hasis

added) 430 P.2d at 706. The Arizona court approvingly

cited Rossignol v. Danhury School of Aeronautics, 154

Conn. 549, 227 A.2d 418, 424 (1967) in which the Connec-

ticut court, applying the elements set forth in Restatement

(Second) Torts Sec. 402(A), required as a basis for recov-

ery that the defective product cause "physical harm to the

consumer or user or to his property." The Arizona Bailey

case also involved personal injury to an individual con-

sumer. More recently, Tucson Gen. Hosp. v. Russell, 7 Ariz.
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App. 193, 437 P.2d 677, 681 (1968), has expressly approved

tlie Restatement, Torts (Second) Sec. 402(A) definition of

strict liability. It is

:

"One who sells any product in a defective condition

unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer or to

his property is subject to liability for physical harm

thereby caused to the ultimate user or consumer or to

his property [upon certain conditions]." (Emphasis

added.) Restatement, Torts (Second), Sec. 402(A).

The Comments to this section repeatedly limit the scope

of strict liability in tort to physical harm to consumers or

their property. For example, see Comment (b) : "physical

hanii to the consumer or his property," Comment (d)

:

" 'physical harm' in the form of damage to the user's land

or chattels," and Comment (f )

:

"The basis for the rule [of strict liability in tort] is

the ancient one of the special responsibility for the

safety of tlie public undertaken by one who enters into

the business of supplying human beings with products

which may endanger the safety of their persons and
property, and the forced reliance upon that under-

taking on the part of those Avho purchase such goods."

In Seely v. White Motor Co., 63 Cal. 2d 9, 45 Cal. Rptr.

17, 403 P.2d 145 (1965), the California Supreme Court,

which originally pronmlgated the doctrine, expressly lim-

ited it to physical injuries to persons or property. Even

Justice Peter's dissent would not apply the doctrine to the

Westinghouse-Southwest sale because it would extend re-

covery only to consequential losses suffered by individual

consumers. But the plain fact is tliat tlie courts have been

following the view expressed by the court in the Seely

opinion and not the dissent. See, e.g., Price v. Gatlin, 241

Ore. 315, 405 P.2d 502 (1965); Ford Motor Company v.

Lonan, 217 Tenn. 400, 198 S.W.2d 240 (1966); Brewer v.
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Reliable Automotive Co., 49 Cal. Rptr. 498 (D. Ct. of App.

1966) ; Dealers' Transport Co. v. Battery Dist. Co., 402 S.W.

2d 441 (Ky. 1966).

No personal injury is involved in this case. No claim for

damage to Southwest's property was made.* Southwest

never contended that the turbine generator was unreason-

ably dangerous to persons or property. Their contention is

solely that it did not perform according to Southwest's

alleged expectations.

Southwest is not a consumer of the type the doctrine

seeks to protect from personal injury. The assets of the

Snowflake Division alone were in excess of $37,000,000 in

1962 and in excess of $41,000,000 in 1964 (R. 137). The

Snowflake mill alone employed 426 persons in July, 1964

(R. 55). The turbine generator unit's purchase was not a

casual over-the-counter transaction. This is not the case

of an individual consumer buying a standard product and

being entirely dependent upon the skill and judgment of

the seller as to its safety. Negotiations for the purchase of

the generator and development of the electrical require-

ments of the mill were extensive, required substantial time,

and were accomplished in a purely commercial context be-

tween corporations of substantial size. They were initiated

and implemented by Rust, a highly skilled specialized agent

of Southwest. A 25,000 kilowatt turbine generator unit, as

the District Court found, is a custom built, highly compli-

cated machine, whose specifications were tailored on an

individual basis to the purchaser's requirements after a full

analysis of the anticipated electrical needs had been made

*Southwest now advances an argument (Appellant's Brief, p.

67) that there was in fact physical damage done to plaintiff's prop-

erty in that a cylinder wall and piston were scored and some arma-
ture bars were damaged. Southwest did not and does not now seek

damages for a scored piston and cylinder or armature bars.
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by Rust. Engineers from Rust and Westinghouse together

supervised the factory bench tests (R. 981).

No court has ever held that recovery based on strict

liability under the circumstances of this case should be

allowed. The doctrine has been unanunously limited at

some point short of the present facts. The Arizona court,

which had followed California cases on the doctrine, would

certainly follow Seely, supra. The Seely case provides a

complete answer to Southwest's contentions in this case,

for as the trial court correctly stated

:

"The Seely opinion, supra, [Seely v. White Motor

Co., 63 Cal.2d 9, 45 Cal. Rptr. 17, 403 P.2d 145 (1965)]

makes it plain that the law of warranty recovery for

economic loss has not been entirely superseded by

strict liability in tort in a commercial setting, that it is

inappropriate to hold a manufacturer responsible for

the quality of performance of its products in a pur-

chaser's business unless it agrees that the product was
designed to meet the purchaser's demands, and that

the risk that the product will not meet the purchaser's

economic expectations may fairly be charged to the

purchaser unless the manufacturer agrees it will bear

that risk. There was no such agreement in this case."

(R. 996).

Given the facts and circumstances of this case, the nature

of the transaction and the type of damages claimed, West-

inghouse submits the trial court was clearly correct in

ruling that the doctrine of strict liability in tort was inap-

plicable.

VI. By Southwest's Election, the Question of Whether Implied

Warranties Ran with the Sale or Were Excluded by the Lan-

guage of the Westinghouse Warranty Was Not Presented or

Decided Below and Should Not Be Considered Here.

Southwest i)hrases its last question as follows

:

"When a seller has not disclaimed oxi)ross and implied

warranties, can the seller effectively disclaim ex^jress
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and implied warranties given by merely restricting the

damages and remedies of the buyer without complying
with the precise requirements for disclaimer of express

and implied warranties as provided for in the Uniform
Commercial Codef"

The argument advanced by Southwest in support of this

question is wholly new on appeal. It was not even raised in

the post-trial motion to alter and amend. Irrelevant abstract

questions of law or fact should not be decided in the com-

plete absence of a record and without benefit of a trial

court's initial determination. Westinghouse believes it

would be most inappropriate for the court to consider the

question presented above.

First of all, Southwest's argument is again based upon

a complete reversal of the position it took at trial. At trial,

Southwest elected to rely primarily on its theory that the

governing warranty was not the Westinghouse warranty

but was the Southwest warranty. Its alternative theory was

that if the Westinghouse warranty applied, Pennsylvania

law should not be so construed as to bar its claim for con-

sequential damages. It never presented a claim for non-

consequential damages under any asserted implied war-

ranty. Therefore, the court never had occasion to consider

or determine the question of whether the language of the

AVestinghouse warranty effectively excluded all implied

warranties. Secondly, the argument is based upon the un-

founded and unsuggested assumption that the Westing-

house warranty is in fact unconscionable. Thirdly, it super-

imposes a new assumption: that the Westinghouse war-

ranty was inconspicuous, a matter which has never been

mentioned below. We merely note that it was not so incon-

spicuous but that the court found the parties' minds had

expressly met and agreed upon its terms and conditions.
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Fourthly, the Southwest argument ignores the provisions of

the Uniform Commercial Code. Southwest equates exclu-

sions of consequential damages with disclaimers of implied

warranties. They are two different things. Exclusion of

consequential damages is provided for by Sec. 2-719, "Con-

tractual Modification or Limitation of Remedy" which pro-

vides, in subsection (3)

:

"Con.'^equential damages may be limited or excluded

unless the limitation or exclusion is unconscionable.

Limitation of consequential damages for injury to the

person in the case of consimier goods is prima facie

imconscionable but limitation of damages where the

loss is commercial is not."

Disclaimers of implied warranties are dealt with in Sec.

2-316 (2) which provides:

"Subject to subsection (3), to exclude or modify the im-

plied warranty of merchantability or any part of it the

language must mention merchantability and in case of

a writing must be conspicuous, and to exclude or modi-

fy any im])lied warranty of fitness the exclusion must
be by a writing and consi)icuous. Language to exclude

all implied warranties of fitness is sufficient if it states,

for exam])le, that 'There are no warranties which ex-

tend beyond the description on the face hereof."

Subsection (3) of 2-31G jjrovides certain exceptions to the

requirements of subsection (2)

:

"(3) Notwithstanding subsection (2)

"(a) unless the circumstances indicate otherwise,

all implied warranties are excluded by expressions

like *as is', 'with all faults' or other language Avhich

in common understanding calls the buyer's attention

to the exclusion of warranties and makes plain that

there is no imjjlied warranty; and
"(b) when the buyer before entering into the con-

tract has examined the goods or the sample or model
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as fully as he desired or has refused to examine the

goods there is no implied warranty with regard to

defects which an examination ought in the circum-

stances to have revealed to him ; and

"(c) an implied warranty can also be excluded or

modified by course of dealing or course of perform-

ance or usage of trade."

What Southwest is really asking this court to do is to

amend the Uniform Commercial Code to provide that a

seller may never exclude consequential damages unless he

complies with the requirements of the Code relating to the

complete disclaimer of all express and implied warranties.

The authors of the Code and the Pennsylvania legislature

provided that parties dealing in a commercial context could

agree to exclude or allocate damages, whether or not they

also agreed to exclude all express and miplied warranties.

Had Southwest elected to proceed against Westinghouse

for non-consequential damages for breach of implied war-

ranties, the trial court would then have to have decided

whether the language of the Westinghouse warranty did

or did not exclude implied warranties, assuming Westing-

house asserted that it did. In that event, it may well have

been necessary to take evidence to see whether the excep-

tions of Sec. 2-316(3) applied, assuming the court first held

that implied warranties were not otherwise excluded under

Sec. 2-316(2), Evidence that Eust examined and inspected

the machine during manufacture and witnessed tests of it

would have become relevant. Evidence relative to course

of dealing, course of performance, and usage of the trade

would have to be considered. None of these questions was

determined and no evidence was taken. None was necessary

under Southwest's theory. The issue was first raised on

appeal. It cannot be decided in a vacuum. Southwest has

shown no error on this point.
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CONCLUSION

The doctrine of strict liability in tort was correctly held

to be inapplicable to this case. The remaining theories now

presented by Southwest were not timely jjreserved for ap-

peal and are, in many instances, contradictory to South-

west's earlier theories and should not now be considered.

Assuming, arguendo, that Southwest had properly pre-

served them for appeal. Southwest has failed to carry its

burden of showing reversible error. The judgment should

be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

Lewis Roca Beauchamp & Linton

By John J. Flynn
James Moeller
Paul G. Ulrich

November, 1968

I certify that, in connection with the preparation of this

brief, I have examined Rules 18, 19 and 39 of the United

States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, and that, in

my opinion, the foregoing brief is in full compliance with

those rules.

James Moeller
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THE STATEMENT OF CASE SUBMITTED BY WESTINGHOUSE
CONTAINS PURPORTED FACTS NOT CONTAINED IN THE
RECORD

The Court should be ever mindful that Southwest was the one

who purchased the defective steam turbine generator unit sold

by Westinghouse for $1,137,123.00 and that Southwest is the

injured party and not Westinghouse.

Westinghouse has very cleverly and conveniently slanted its

Statement of the Case by including therein many irrelevant and

incorrect matters, which are not set fordi in or supported by the

record and are in direct violation of Rule 28(a)(3), Federal

Rules of Appellate Procedure, which states in part: "There shall

follow a statement of the facts relevant to the issues presented

for review, with appropriate references to the record (see sub-

division (e))." (Emphasis added)
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Southwest feels it has no alternative but to point out some of

the major items submitted by Westinghouse in its Statement of

the Case which are eitlier incorrect or without support in tlie

record.

The following statement by Westinghouse (Appellee's Brief,

p. 11) is gratituously made without the benefit of citation eitlier

to the Appeal Transcript or the Transcript of Proceedings, and

Southwest submits that tliis statement is not in fact in the record:

Had the court tlien known what everyone later learned, i.e.,

tliat Southwest's own executives had always considered the

applicable warranty to be the W'^estinghouse warranty and

had in fact submitted the Westinghouse warrant)' to former

counsel for an opinion when the matter first came up (a fact

unknown to Soutliwest's trial counsel until Westinghouse

discovered such proof in Southwest's records during trial),

it undoubtedly would have denied the motion and the liti-

gation would have been terminated at that point.

Westinghouse informs the Court on p. 12 of its Brief that:

"Amazingly, this first document [invitation to bid which was sent

by Rust to Westinghouse on May 3, I960] is not even mentioned

in Southwest's opening brief." The Court will find on page 2 of

Southwest's opening brief that Southwest specifically and clearly

mentioned the invitation to bid sent by Rust to Westinghouse

on May 3, I960.

Contrary to Westinghouse' s assertion, there is no testimony in

the record to show that the Copy 25 was sent by Westinghouse to

Rust or that Rust received the same from Westinghouse. (See

Appellee's Brief, p. 13). Suto, in her deposition, merely states she

put this document in a mail-out bin and in turn someone else

would pick it up and someone in the mailroom would mail it out.

There is no specific testimony that Ann Suto in fact mailed a

Copy 25 to Rust (Depo. of Suto, pp. 12-13). Mr. Rice in his

deposition merely said in response to a question asking him if he

knew what happened to Copy 25: "Well, personally I can't say

I know, exxept the fact that tliey sent them out to tlie customer.

I mean, that is the standard way of what we did with them."

(Depo. of Rice, pp. 18-19).
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Westinghouse, on page 15 of its Brief, incorrectly quotes the

stamp placed on the Southwest purchase order by Mr. Rice. The

correct quotation should be as follows: "* * * Order accepted

subject to conditions outlined in attached W. E. Corp. form of

acknowledgement." (Ex. 2-A, App. p. 26).

Westinghouse provides no citation to the record for the fol-

lowing sentence contained on p. 15 of its Brief:

The word 'attached' was crossed out by Mr. Rice because

the Westinghouse acknowledgement form (Copy 25) had
already been sent to Rust on June 13, I960, when the order

had been written up following receipt by Westinghouse of

the letter of intent.

In this regard, the Court should see the testimony of West-

inghouse employees Suto and Rice in their Depositions at pp.

12-13 and pp. 18-19, respectively.

Westinghouse, on p. 17 of its Brief, provides no citation as

to the location in the record of the following reported fact: "On

no occasion did Rust or Southwest make any inquiry of West-

inghouse or express any questions relative to the Westinghouse

terms and conditions in this case."

Westinghouse, on pp. 17-18 of its Brief, states:

By this point, it was obvious that two documents assumed

considerable importance. The first was 'Copy 25,' the order

acknowledgement form, prepared by Westinghouse follow-

ing receipt of the Rust letter of intent. This was important

because it showed Westinghouse considered the letter of

intent as an order and because its return to Rust restated the

Westinghouse warranty in the same terms as the Westing-

house proposal of May 18, I960, to which the Rust letter of

intent had responded. The Westinghouse testimony was that

Copy 25 had been sent to Rust on June 13, I960. Rust said

its file was lost and it did not know if it had received

Copy 25 (Id., p. 17, 24). (Emphasis added)

As previously shown by Southwest, there is no testimony in

the record to show that the Copy 25 was actually sent to Rust

and, as Westinghouse states, there is no testimony to show posi-
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tively that Rust received the Copy 25. Additionally, the testimony

of John J.
Sherman, Sales Engineer for Westinghouse and the

sales representative who dealt with Rust in the sale of the turbine

generator in question (TR* 371), admitted that even Westing-

house did not consider that it had an order for the steam turbine

generator until it received the Southwest purchase order dated

July 6, I960 (Ex. 2-A, App. p. 26). Mr. Sherman testified:

Q. Did you know that sometime after your form of

general order was prepared, that Westinghouse Electric

Corporation received a formal purchase order from South-

west Forest Industries for the turbine generator?

A. I would know that that happened.

Q. Do you have a recollection that in fact it did happen ?

A. Yes, because this is the way the salesman gets his

credit, whe?2 the treasury and order departments say we
really have an order frojn the customer at this stage of the

game.

(Depo. of Sherman, ^/A/6l, p. 11) (Emphasis added)

Also, Mr. John J. Rice, a Westinghouse order correspondent,

testified that he understood that Southwest would send a formal

purchase order following the letter of intent of June 6, I960.

Mr. Rice testified as follows:

Q. I will show you a document which I will mark as

Rice 5 and ask you if this is a copy of that letter of intent?

(Thereupon, Rice Exhibit No. 5 was marked for iden-

tification) .

A. Yes, yes.

Q. Did you understand, when you read this, sir, that

there would be coming from the customer a formal order

to cover the purchase?

A. Yes.

Q. And did the formal order eventually come?
A. Yes, it did.

(Depo. of Rice, pp. 11-12, dated 8/5/67) (Emphasis

added)

"Transcript of Record.
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Westinghouse, on p. 19 of its Brief, incorrectly states that

Mr. Baker testified that the purchasing files maintained by Mr.

McBride (sk) had been destroyed. In fact, Mr. Baker's testimony

j concerning the purchasing files was as follows: "A. That has

been destroyed, apparently. We have not found it. We don't keep

them forever." (Depo. of Baker, S/1/61, pp. 4-5) (Emphasis

added)

Westinghouse continues to misquote the testimony of Mr.

Baker on p. 19 of its Brief, wherein it states that Mr. Baker

denied ever seeing a copy of the Southwest purchase order

stamped by Westinghouse. The question asked of Mr. Baker by

Westinghouse' s counsel was whether PI. Ex. 2-A was received by

Mr. Baker, personally. In response thereto, Mr. Baker testified

that as far as he could recall it was not. He also testified that

Revisions Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were not received by him, personally,

in direct response to Westinghouse counsel's question on this

point. (See Depo. of Baker, 9,p/6l, pp. 7-8).

Westinghouse, on pp. 23, 26 of its Brief, would improperly

lead the Court to believe that Southwest is merely seizing upon

the expression "renewed motion for summary judgment" and that

a motion for summary judgment was never made by counsel for

Westinghouse. This is not the fact. Mr. Flynn (lead counsel for

Westinghouse) specifically and clearly informed the Lower Court

on August 10, 1967, that:

/ would like to supplement and make clear, we do at this

time formally renew our motion for summary 'judgment, or

both motions for summary judgment heretofore made and I

believe argued on Monday afternoon, and would request

the court to reconsider the memorandums that were sup-

plied at that time as being the memorandums in support of

the motions which are on file. (TP* 224) (Emphasis added)

The Court was under no impression other than that Westing-

house was renewing its motion for summary judgment, for on the

proceedings held August 11, 1967, the Court made the record

perfectly clear and stated outside the hearing of the jury:

Transcript of Proceedings.
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Before we start, just to make sure that on any review the

record is perfectly clear, following the request and discus-

sion with counsel, that's on the record for yesterday after-

noon, the defendant has renewed its motion for summary

judgment on all portions of the complaint as presently

amended and before the court other than the anti-trust

count and the plaintiff concurs in this procedure; is that

correct? (TP 229) (Emphasis added)

Westinghouse, on p. 24 of its Brief, makes the broad state-

ment, without the support of citation to the record, that: "It was

understood by all involved that if the court ruled in favor of

Westinghouse on both questions being submitted, the case was

over."

ARGUMENT
INTRODUCTION:
SOUTHWEST WILL REPLY TO THE ARGUMENTS OF WESTING-

HOUSE GENERALLY IN SEQUENCE, EXCEPT SECTIONS III

AND V WILL BE DEALT WITH TOGETHER SINCE THEY
ARE INTERRELATED.

I. (A) The Court Cannof Grant a Motion for Summary Judg-

ment When the Moving Party Failed to Establish That There

Were No Genuine Issues as to Material Facts, Even Though

Counsel May Agree as to the Historic Facts.

Westinghouse has very cleverly and skillfully attempted to

".
. . set forth at some length the procedural history of this case

because, we submit, it demolishes Southwest' s argument that this

is a summary judgment case." (Appellee's Brief, p. 28), even in

light of the fact that none of the parties, including the Lower

Court considered Westinghouse' s motion other than as a renewed

motion for summar)' judgment. (See TP 224, 229)

Consequently, it is submitted that under no circumstances does

the lengthy procedural history set forth by Westinghouse demolish

Southwest's argument that this was a summary judgment case as

the record appropriately reflects. (See also TR 979, 1010-11)

Even at this date, Westinghouse does not contend that it estab-

lished on its motion for summar)' judgment that there were no

genuine issues as to material facts. Westinghouse merely relies on
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the agreement by counsel and upon the Court's Opinion in grant-

ing Westinghouse's motion for partial summary judgment.

Westinghouse purports to be surprised that Southwest could

now dispute the plain fact that both parties put in all the evi-

dence they had on the critical issue and specifically requested the

Court to decide the issue one way or the other; however, West-

inghouse is attempting to assert this statement as a matter of

fact when the record is void of any such request made by counsel

for either party. (See Appellee's Brief, p. 29). In the event the

record is not void of such a request, then it became the duty of

Westinghouse to specifically point out to the Court where in the

record the parties specifically requested the Court to decide the

issue one way or the other. Westinghouse has not seen fit to so do.

Westinghouse, in an attempt to bolster its argument that the

Court was specifically requested to decide the issue one way or

the other, would suggest to this Court that ".
. . the parties

would hardly take time out in the middle of a trial to excuse

the jury, enter into elaborate stipulations, and supplement the

record with exhibits and depositions if the only purpose was to

re-urge a motion for summary judgment which had once been

denied." (Appellee's Brief, p. 29) . However, Southwest would

submit that if counsel and the Court had in fact agreed to a trial

to the Court, as suggested by Westinghouse, then they would

have taken the appropriate steps to protect their record as the

lower court did when it stated, ".
. . just to make sure that on

any review the record is perfectly clear . . . the defendant has

renewed its motion for summary judgment . .
." (TR 229).

Westinghouse has attempted to distinguish Swift & Co. v.

Hocking Valley R. Co., 243 U.S. 281, 37 S.Ct. 287, 61 L.Ed. 722

(1917); Cra?n v. Sun Ins. Office, Ltd., 375 F.2d 670 (4th Cir.

1967); and Brawner v. Pearl Assurance Co., 267 F.2d 45 (9th

Cir. 1958) by arguing that the counsel for Westinghouse and

Southwest did not purport to bind the Court by agreements on

questions of law and that they merely agreed "on the facts".

(Appellee's Brief, p. 31) (Emphasis supplied). However, what

Westinghouse fails to point out to this Court is that the historic
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facts were not free from controversy and that the parties dis-

agreed as to the inferences which were to be drawn therefrom, i

(See Argument of Counsel, App. pp. 78-86).

Westinghouse would now like to come within the ambit of

Gillespie v. Norris, 231 F.2d 881 (9th Cir. 1956) and bases its

present contention on the theory that the parties actually tried

this matter to the Lower Court, even in light of the record which

is contrary. (See TP, pp. 222-24, 229). At the outset, it should be

noted that in Gillespie the appeal was dismissed as being prema-

ture, but with some hesitancy by the Court. The Court stated:

It is with some hesitation that we have decided to dismiss

the appeal. The points upon which this action is taken were

not raised by the parties, and no argument has been heard

upon these. The form of the judgment gives us great trouble.

There is doubt as to whether the intention was to enter a

summary judgment, a partial summary judgment or a judg-

ment on the merits. As a result, there is some confusion as to

whether Rule 54(b) or 36(d), Federal Rules of Civil Proce-

dure, 28 U.S.C.A., applies. (231 F.2d 882-83) (Emphasis

added)

Also, the Court noted in its Opinion that summary judgment

cannot be granted where there are questions of fact to be dis-

posed of, even by consent of all concerned.

Additionally, the Gillespie case is entirely distinguishable from

the case at bar because: (l) the trial judge specifically found as

a matter of law that there was no genuine issue of fact; (2) a

jury was not presently empaneled and hearing the case; (3) the

appeal was dismissed as being premature; and (4) the plaintiff

had included,

... in his statements of points on appeal a specification that

"[T]he evidence is insufficient to support the findings of fact

or judgment,' which must be based upon the assumption that

the trial court considered the evidence.

(231 F.2d 884)

Westinghouse also attempts to rely upon the case of Demelle

V. Interstate Commerce Commission, 219 F.2d 619 (1st Cir.

1955), which involved an action by the Interstate Commerce
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Commission to enjoin the defendant from carrying on interstate

motor operations between points in Maine not covered by a cer-

tificate of public convenience and necessity issued by the Commis-

sion. "It was stipulated by the parties that there was no genuine

issue as to any material fact and that the sole issue before the

court was the interpretation of the defendant's irregular route

authority." (219 F.2d 620) The Appellate Court affirmed the

decision of the trial court in holding that when the District Court

granted summary judgment there were no factual issues to be

decided and no indication that any evidence would be offered in

an attempt to prove what the intention of the Commission had

been when such certificate was granted, and that the only dispute

involved was the language of the certificate itself.

A most significant point in the Demelle case is the concurring

opinion of Woodbury, Circuit Judge, wherein he stated:

I concur in the result for I believe that it is more probable

than not that the certificate means what Judge Clifford and

this court think that it means. However, I do not wish to go

on record as subscribing to the proposition that the failure

of the parties to raise a question of fact below, or their stip-

ulation that no issue of fact existed, necessarily requires that

this case be disposed of on the motion for summary judg-

ment filed by the Commission under Rule 36(c). (219 F.2d

622) (Emphasis added) •

The Demelle case is distinguishable in that: (l) the sole issue

was the interpretation of the clause in the certificate of conven-

ience and necessity; (2) the parties stipulated that the sole issue

was the interpretation of such clause; (3) the defendant based

his argument on the theory that the certificate was ambiguous;

and (4) of particular importance, a jury was not empaneled and

hearing the case when the motion for summary judgment was

presented to the Court.

The case of Tripp v. May, 189 F.2d 198 (7th Cir. 1951), cited

by Westinghouse, involved an action to recover overtime compen-

sation, liquidated damages and attorneys' fees under the Fair

Labor Standards Act. The defendant's answer denied liability and
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asserted plaintiff's exemption from the provisions of the Act.

Defendant thereupon filed a motion for summary judgment based

upon the same grounds as set forth in its answer. The trial court

denied defendant's motion and rendered findings of fact to the

effect that throughout plaintiff's period of employment he was

not employed in a bona fide administrative capacity. The Court

thereupon, on oral motion of plaintiff, some ten days later ren-

dered judgment for plaintiff.

On appeal, defendant urged a procedural error in that the

plaintiff's oral motion for summary judgment was without notice.

The Appellate Court held that under the circumstances disclosed

by the record there was no procedural defect in such a disposition

of the case. Additionally, and as a further reason for approving

the entry of a judgment on the record presented to the Appellate

Court, it stated:

And, as suggested in 3 Barron and Holtzoff § 1239: 'In a

nonjury case if both parties move for summary judgment

and the court finds that there are issues of fact but that the

facts have been fully developed at the hearing on the mo-

tions, the court may proceed to decide the factual issues and

give judgment on the merits. This of course amounts to a

trial of the case and is not technically a disposition by a

summary judgment.' (189 F.2d 200) (Emphasis added)

The Appellate Court then went on to determine whether the

facts were sufficient as a matter of law to establish that the plain-

tiff was an exempt employee under the Fair Labor Standards Act

provisions, and subsequently affirmed the judgment.

The Tripp case is inappropriate to the case at bar and is dis-

tinguishable in that a jury was not empaneled and actually hear-

ing the case; and the Court in the Tripp case recognized that

there remained a question as to whether or not the undisputed

facts were sufficient as a matter of law for the granting of a

summary judgment in favor of the plaintiff.

Consequently, Southwest would submit that the rationale of Gil-

lespie, Demelle and Tripp, supra, are inappropriate in the case

at bar, and each of them are distinguishable and none on point.
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Southwest maintains that the agreement between counsel for

Southwest and Westinghouse that there existed no genuine issue

as to any material facts, is inoperative on the theory and rationale

of Swift & Co. V. Hocking Valley R. Co., 24^ U.S. 281, 37 S.Ct.

287, 61 L.Ed. 722 (1917); Cram v. Sun Ins. Office, Ltd., 375 F.2d

670 (4th Cir. 1967); and Brawner v. Pearl Assurance Co., 267

F.2d 45 (9th Cir. 1958) heretofore cited by Southwest (See

Appellant's Opening Brief, pp. 18-20).

Additionally, Southwest urges the theory adopted by the Court

in the case of Koleinimport "Rotterdam" N.V. v. Foreston Coal

Export Corp., 283 F.Supp. 184 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) where the Court

held that there were issues of fact sufficient to preclude summary

judgment where the parties disagreed as to whether contracts

existed, and where the transactions were fragmented into numer-

ous cables, letters and conversations, the cables containing ver-

nacular of the trade and abbreviated phraseology. The Court

stated the following with regard to the appropriateness of grant-

ing a summary judgment in such a case:

Although a substantial part of the evidence is docu-

mentary, the parties dispute the inferences to he drawn there-

from. The inferences to be drawn from such evidence 'must

be viewed in the light most favorable to the party opposing

the motion.' * * *

This is not a case involving the construction or interpre-

tation of 'clear and unambiguous' language of documentary

exhibits. * * * In fact, the exact opposite is exemplified by

this particular case: the transactions are fragmented into

numerous cables, letters and conversations; the cables them-

selves are couched in the vernacular of the trade and are

worded in abbreviated phraseology; the parties disagree

about the relevancy of some of the documents; and there is

a genuine issue as to the meaning and significance of almost

all of them. * * * (283 F.Supp. 187-88) (Citations omitted)

(Emphasis added)

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that the agreement

of counsel is a nullity and inoperative, and since Westinghouse

renewed its motion for summary judgment and, as the moving
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party, has totally failed in its heavy burden to establish that

there were no genuine issues as to any material facts, the Lower

GDurt erred Ln granting a partial summary judgment to West-

inghouse when tlie Lower Court did not find tliat there were no

genuine issues as to any material facts.

I. (B) When There Is a Controversy as to the Inferences Which

Are Drawn from the Historic Facts, the Lower Court Cannot

Grant a Summary Judgment.

At tliis point Southwest feels it is imperative to inform the

Court that Westinghouse has wholly failed to respond to or con-

tradict Southwest's arguments and authorities set fortli at pp.

21-26 of Southwest's Opening Brief. ^ Since Westinghouse failed

to respond to Soutliwest's argument as set forth in Question No.

I B, the only conclusion that can be reached is that Southwest's

tlieory and authorities are correct and that Westinghouse has

admitted tliat the entry of partial summary' judgment by the lower

court was in error.

The rationale of Southwest's argument as presented in Ques-

tion I B is that in determining whether or not tliere are genuine

issues as to material facts, not only must the historic facts be

free from controversy, but there must also be no controversy as to

tlie inferences which may be drawn from the historic facts. Addi-

tionally, the non-moving party is entitled to all favorable infer-

ences which can be drawn from the historic facts, and all doubts

as to the existence of a genuine issue as to a material fact must

be resolved against tlie moving party prior to the granting of a

1. The only statement which Southwest can find with regard to this

portion of Appellee's Brief is on p. 31 thereof wherein it states: ""Much

of Southwest's argument is based on the proposition that agreements of

counsel on questions of Ijtc are not necessarily binding on the court (see,

e.g., Appellant's Brief, pp. 17, 25)." (Emphasis supplied)
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summary judgment. The rationale of this theory is set forth in a

multitude of cases, among which are: American Fidelity & Cas.

Co. V. London & Edinburgh Ins. Co., 354 F.2d 214 (4th Cir.

1965) ; Cram v. Sun Insurance Office, Ltd., 375 F.2d 670 (4tli Cir.

1967); Consolidated Electric Co. v. United States, 355 F.2d 437

(9th Cir. 1966); and Koleinitnport "Rotterdam" N.V. v. For-

eston Coal Export Corp., 283 F.Supp. 184 (S.D.N.Y. 1968).

In the case of American Fidelity & Cas. Co. v. London & Edin-

burgh Ins. Co., 354 F.2d 214 (4th Cir. 1965), the Court stated

this theory as follows:

. . . Not merely must the historic facts he free of contro-

versy, but also there must be no controversy as to the infer-

ences which may be drawn from them. It is often the case

that although the basic facts are not in dispute, the parties

nevertheless disagree as to the inferences which may prop-

erly be drawn. Under such circumstances the case is not one

to be decided on a motion for summary judgment. (Empha-

sis added) (354 F.2d at 216)

In the case at bar there may be no dispute as to the historic

documents which comprise the contract documents between

Southwest and Westinghouse, but there is a definite and genuine

dispute as to the inferences which may be drawn from them. The

Court will note, counsel for Southwest and Westinghouse, after

agreeing upon the historic documents, then proceeded to argue

to the lower court the various inferences which were drawn from

the historic facts and documents. The inferences which were

drawn from the historic documents by respective counsel were in

direct controversy and conflict. (See Argument of Counsel, App.

pp. 77-86)

.

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that Westinghouse has

admitted that the Lower Court was in error in granting its partial

summary judgment when Westinghouse totally failed to respond

to or contradict the theory and authorities cited by Southwest in

its argument.
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I. (C) Where the Conduct of the Parties Recognizes the

Existence of a Contract but the Documents of the Parties

Do Not Establish a Contract, Then There Is a Contract

Between the Parties Which Consists of Those Terms on

Which the Documents of the Parties Agree Together with

Any Supplemental Provisions Supplied by the UCC.

Westinghouse has virtually ignored Question No. II A pre-

sented by Southwest, and merely relied upon the following state-

ment: "Southwest's argument on the "meeting of the minds' issue

as it appears in Appellant's Brief, pp. 26-35 is not too clear to

Westinghouse." (Appellee's Brief, p. 32). Additionally, West-

ingliouse states that Southwest has not shown that the Lower

Court's Opinion was clearly erroneous and then attempts to rely

upon the Lower Court's Opinion.

The reliance by Westinghouse on the Lower Court's Opinion

is not well founded. The case of Caitner v. First National Bank

of Anchorage, 278 F.2d 376 (9th Cir. I960) involved an appeal

from the granting of a summary judgment, and the Court of

Appeals stated:

However, we are not concerned with the reasons given by

the district judge for his action but rather center our inquiry

upon a determination of whether the judgment he entered

was right. * * * To do this, we must now proceed to ex-

amine the record as it was presented. (278 F.2d 381)

(Citations omitted)

Consequently, Southwest has no obligation at this time to

review the reasoning of the Lower Court, nor show that the

Lower Court's ruling was clearly erroneous as Rule 52(a) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is not appropriate.

Southwest submits that one of tlie reasons why Westinghouse

did not come to grips with Southwest's argument as set forth in

Question No. II A was because it did not want to understand this

argument as it is one of the major arguments proposed by

Southwest and presents the applicable ruling which should result

if § 2-207 of the Uniform Commercial Code had been properly

applied by the Lower Court.

II
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On the back page of Ex. Y-2 (App. pp. 12-13), the letter sent

by Westinghouse to Rust Engineering on May 18, I960, offering

to sell to Southwest a 25,000 kw. turbine generator unit, it is

stated in inconspicuously small type:

ORDERS—On orders placed with Westinghouse in accord-

ance with this quotation the above conditions shall take

precedence over any printed conditions that may appear on

your standard order form.

On July 6, I960, Southwest by its purchase order signed by

James A. Staley (Ex. 2-A, App. p. 26) responded to Westing-

house's offer to sell a 25,000 kw. turbine generator unit; however,

on the face of Southwest's purchase order, it is stated in bold

type:

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
* * *

Shipment and/or delivery by the Vendor of the materials

covered hereby, with the consent of the Purchaser, shall in

all cases constitute an unqualified acceptance of all the

terms and conditions of this order by the vendor.

Southwest respectfully submits that these provisions are in

irreconcilable conflict and that as a result thereof there could

never be a meeting of the minds of the contracting parties. South-

west and Westinghouse.

The case of Euclid Engineering Corporation v. Illinois Power

Company, 78 Ill.App.2d 235, 223 N.E.2d 409 (1967), held

that the Uniform Commercial Code still required an agreement

or meeting of minds between the negotiating parties before there

could be a contract. Since the contracting documents between

Southwest and Westinghouse are in irreconcilable conflict, how
could there be a meeting of the minds?

§2-207(3) of the Uniform Commercial Code provides that

where the minds of the contracting parties did not meet on all

the essential terms and conditions, as set forth in their respective

documents, then in such a case there is still a contract between
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tlie contracting parties if conduct by both parties recognizes tlie

existence of a contract. §2-207(3) provides: The contract con-

sists of those terms on which the documents of the parties agree

and any other terms supplemented by the UCC.

Additionally, Comment 7 of the official Comments guides the

Court as to how Sub-§ (3) of § 2-207 is to operate. It states:

In many cases, as where goods are shipped, accepted and

paid for before any dispute arises, there is no question

whether a contract has been made. In such cases, where the

writings of the parties do not establish a contract, it is not

necessary to determine which act or document constituted

the offer and which the acceptance. See Section 2-204. The
only question is what terms are included in the contract,

and subsection (3) furnishes the governing rule.

Therefore, it is submitted that the contracting documents be-

tween the parties did not constitute a contract due to the irrecon-

cilable conflict in the documents themselves. However, neither

party can deny that a contract did not exist between them because

the turbine generator unit was shipped by Westinghouse and sub-

stantially paid for by Southwest prior to the arising of any dispute.

Consequently, § 2-207(3) of the UCC should apply and tlie con-

tract between the parties consists of only those terms upon which

the writings of the parties agree and any missing terms or provi-

sions would be supplemented by the other provisions of the UCC.

I. (D) The Lower Court Erred in Determining That Paragraphs

(2) and (12) of Southwest's Purchase Order Dated July 6,

1960, Were "Additional" Terms.

In connection with Question No. II C, it is again apparent that

Westinghouse is relying entirely upon their statement that the

argument of Southwest "is not too clear to "Westinghouse" and

their misplaced reliance on the Court's Opinion. Westinghouse

has made no attempt whatsoever to rebut the authority cited by

Southwest.

Southwest submits that the Lower Court incorrectly deter-

mined (assuming arguendo that there was a meeting of the minds

between Southwest and Westinghouse) that 5's (2) and (12) of
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Southwest's purchase order (Ex. 2-A, App. p. 26) contained

additional terms as opposed to different terms under § 2-207 of

the UCC.

Since the authors of the UCC made a deliberate distinction

between the terms "terms additional to" and "different from" in

§2-207(1), they must have had a specific reason for so doing.

§2-207(1), when read in conjunction with §2-207(2), further

accentuates this distinction in terms as §2-207(2) contains only

the words "additional terms" and does not contain the words

"different from".

This distinction was appropriately noted by Mr. Duesenberg

and Prof. King in 3 Bender's Uniform Commercial Code Service,

§3-301(1), p. 3-28, wherein they discus and define "different"

and "additional" terms and how this distinction must operate.

(See Appellant's Opening Brief, p. 34)

.

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that the Lower Court

erred in its determination that ^'s (2) and (12) of Southwest's

purchase order were "additional" terms and not "different" terms.

I. (El Genuine Issues as to Material Facts Were Presented as

to Which Contract Existed and What Terms Were Contained

in the Contract Between Southwest and Westinghouse.

Westinghouse, on p. 36 of its Brief, states that under Penn-

sylvania law the question of what the contract is, is one of law

for the Court to determine when the facts are undisputed, and

claims that Southwest does not challenge this proposition of law.

Westinghouse is severely mistaken in its contention that South-

west does not contend that this proposition of law is incorrect

or that the cases cited by Westinghouse are applicable to this

case. Southwest has consistently contended that where each of the

parties have claimed that a different document was the contract,

then a question of fact arose as to which document or documents

comprise the contract between the parties.

Westinghouse has cited the cases of Reitmyer v. Coxe Bros.

& Co., 107 A.739 (Pa. 1919); In re Home Protection Building

& Loan Ass'n, 17 A.2d 755 (Sup. Ct. Pa. 1941), and Buff v.

Fetterolf, 215 A.2d 327 (Sup. Ct. Pa. 1965) for the proposition
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that what the contract was is one of law for the Court to deter-

mine when the facts are undisputed. The cases cited by Westing-

house are inappropriate to the question at issue as they deal with

implied-in-jact contracts and not with express contracts.

It is readily apparent that, and we are sure Westinghouse must

admit that, a contract was in existence betft'een the parties. How-

ever, Southwest is contending that the terms of the contract are

derived from the terms of its purchase order (Ex. 2-A, App. p.

26) , and Westinghouse is contending that the terms of the contract

are derived from its letter to Rust of May 18, I960 (Ex. Y-2,

App. p. 12). Therefore, it is readily apparent that the question

is upon which claimed contract did the minds of the parties

meet? Did they meet on the claimed contract of Westinghouse?

What is the fact? Was it the contract that Southwest claims

was entered into, or was it the contract Westinghouse claims

the parties entered into ?

The Supreme Court of Delaware, applying Pennsylvania law,

held in Pennsylvania Company v. Wilmington Trust Company,

166 A.2d 726 (Del. I960) that the intention of the parties in

the formation of a contract is a matter to be decided by tlie

trier of fact.

The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, in the case of

Melo-Sonics Corporation v. Cropp, 342 F.2d 856 (3rd Cir. 1965)

held that: "Whether this exchange of telegrams and tlie corre-

spondence previously agreed upon created a contract is a ques-

tion of intention of the parties and this question of intention is

to be a matter for the trier of fact." (342 F.2d 859)

In the case of O'Neill v. Atlas Automobile Finance Corpora-

tion, 11 A.2d 782 (Sup. Ct. Pa. 1940) the plaintiff brought an

action in assumpsit to recover a sum allegedly due for profes-

sional services against the defendant, and the defendant counter-

claimed. The Court stated that tlie following items of fact arose:

"(a) Did defendant make these contracts, and if so what were

their terms? (b) Did plaintiff perform the work called for by

them? . . . Each issue was necessarily one of fact to be deter-

mined by the jury." (11 A.2d 783). The Court in its holding

stated:
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It is well settled that the terms and construction of such

a contract are for the jury where, as here, its terms are dis-

puted . . . The jury evidently accepted plaintiffs' version

of the terms of their contract and the nature of their duties

under it. (11 A.2d 785) (Citations omitted)

Other Pennsylvania cases holding that where the terms of a

contract are disputed a jury question is presented are City of

Philadelphia v. Stetvart, 51 A. 348 (Pa. 1902); Bastian v. Mar-

ienville Glass Co., 126 A. 798 (Pa. 1924); and Dougherty v.

Proctor & Schwartz, 176 A. 439 (Pa. 1935)

.

In the case of Geistert v. Scheffler, 25 N.W.2d 241 (Mich.

1946), the Court stated that where each of the parties claimed

an express contract, the sole question of fact was which was the

correct contract.

In the case of Clifton v. Village of Constantine, 293 N.W. 658

(Mich. 1940) , the Court stated:

'Where an express contract is entered into between par-

ties but they differ as to the terms thereof, and there is evi-

dence tending to support the claim of each of them, it is

for tlie jury to determine what the terms of the contract

were, ..."

(Citation omitted)

Westinghouse, on p. 36 of its Brief, contends that Southwest:

. . . makes no suggestion that what it now contends to be

a factual finding by the Court is unsupported by the stipu-

lated evidence nor does it contend that it is "clearly erron-

eous' within the meaning of Rule 52(a), Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure.

This is an incorrect statement of Southwest's position, as

Southwest has continually contended that not only is there a

question of fact as to which, if any, of the historic documents

the parties agreed upon, but there are also questions of fact as

to the inferences whicli were drawn from the historic documents.

In addition. Rule 52(a), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is

inappropriate because, here we are dealing with a motion for
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summary judgment and not an action tried to the Q)urt witliout

a jury. The judgment entered by the Lower Court was a judg-

ment entered pursuant to Rule 56, and not pursuant to Rule

52(a) and as such the "clearly erroneous" rule would have no

applicability. Additionally the testimony derived from the depo-

sitions of John Sherman and John J.
Rice establish tliat even

Westinghouse did not consider that tliey had a contract with

Southwest until Southwest tendered to Westinghouse its formal

purchase order. (See Depo. of Sherman, p. 11; Depo. of Rice,

pp. 11-12).

John W. Ruyak, a buyer for Rust, testified at his deposition

that the letter of intent was not an acceptance of tlie vendor's

proposal, as it is preliminary to actually getting down into tlie

finer language of the contract. (See Depo. of Ruyak, 8/4/67,

p. 16).

Consequently, the various representatives of Westinghouse and

Rust agreed the letter of intent was not an acceptance of the con-

tract.

Additionally, Westinghouse consistently alleged that South-

west purchased and Westinghouse sold the turbine generator

to Southwest on July 6, I960 in its various answer and counter-

claim (See TR pp. 14, 17, 671, 675, 746 and 750). Westing-

house, itself, under oatli stated that tlie sales documents between

Westinghouse and Southwest consisted of the bid invitation

issued by Rust on May 3, I960; tlie proposal dated May 12,

I960, which was transmitted by letter dated May 18, I960, to

Rust; the letter of intent which was issued by Rust on June 6,

I960; and a final purchase order which was issued on July 6, I960.

(See answers to Interrogatory No. 1 submitted by Westinghouse,

TR 367-68) . At no time prior to August 7, 1967, did Westing-

house consider die Copy 25 acknowledgment, dated June 13,

I960, to be of any consequence bet^'een the parties in the pur-

chase and sale of the steam turbine generator unit, for it was not

even mentioned in answer to Interrogatory No. 1 (TR 367-68).

Therefore, altliough Southwest is not required to do so, it

is respectfully submitted that the Trial Court was clearly errone-
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ous in its findings that a contract came into being on June 6,

I960.

Consequently, it is respectfully submitted that there existed

genuine issues as to material facts which prevented the grant-

ing by the Lower Court of a summary judgment because the

finder of fact must determine which contract existed between

Southwest and Westinghouse and what terms were contained

therein.

II. (A) The Issue of Unconscionability of the Exculpatory West-

inghouse Warranty Was Timely Raised and Is Properly Pre-

sented for Review.

Westinghouse, in its second question presented, contends that

Southwest's argument that the exculpatory warranty of Westing-

house is unconscionable is untimely. Westinghouse attempts

to mislead the Court into believing that counsel for Southwest

is for the first time inserting facts in its Brief which are not

supported by tlie record. (See Appellant's Brief, p. 39). South-

west has reviewed the Transcript of Record and indeed finds

that the document to which Southwest referred is not included

tlierein. However, counsel for Westinghouse did in fact receive

the memorandum to which Southwest has referred in its Open-

ing Brief on p. 36. This document is an 11-page memorandum

entitled "Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to Motion

for Summary Judgment", and the portion which Southwest has

heretofore included in its Brief is found on p. 9 thereof. In

addition, the certificate of delivery on p. 11 thereof states:

Copy of the foregoing delivered this 11th day of August,

at 8:15 O'clock A.M. to:

John J.
Flynn

LEWIS ROCA BEAUCHAMP & LINTON
114 West Adams Street

Phoenix, Arizona 85003

Attorneys for Defendant

/s/ R W Perry

Roger W. Perry
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Also, counsel for Westinghouse was fully aware that the'

issue of unconscionability of the exculpatory warranty of West-

inghouse was in issue, for on the same date when counsel for

"Westinghouse received the Memorandum above mentioned, tliey

argued at considerable length to the Court that the exculpatory

warranty of Westinghouse was not unconscionable. (Appellant's

Opening Brief, pp. 36-37).

Westinghouse, on p. 40 of its Brief, goes to some length in

an attempt to argue the theory that a party may not raise on

appeal issues and theories which he did not present or litigate

in a trial on the merits below. The cases cited by Westinghouse

are inappropriate and not on point in the situation at bar, as

all the cited cases involved actual trials on the merits, which

had been commenced and terminated by judgment, with the

exception of one which was dismissed as being premature.

The Eason v. Dickson, 390 F.2d 585 (9th Cir. 1968) case

involved an action under the Civil Rights Act by a state prisoner

against the chairman of State Adult Authority Board and the

administrator of Youth and Correction Agency of the State for

damages and injunctive relief. The petitioner requested that a

3-judge district court be convened to hear the matter, in view

of the prayer for injunctive relief. The lower court refused to

convene the 3-judge district court and granted summary judg-

ment in favor of the defendants. The Appellate Court held that

where the state prisoner's contention, that the State Statutes gov-

erning parole revocation were unconstitutional as they did not

provide for a court hearing, had been overruled on several

occasions, the prisoner did not present a substantial constitu-

tional question. Additionally, the Court held that the Lower

Court's order denying convention of a 3-judge court was not a

final decision from which an appeal would lie, as it did not

terminate the litigation on the merits. Consequently, the prisoner's

notice of appeal was premature.

The other cases cited by Westinghouse: Roberson v. United

States, 382 F.2d 714 (9th Cir. 1967); Pacific Queen Fisheries

V. Symes, 307 F.2d 700 (9th Cir. 1962); Inman-Poulson Lumber
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Co. V. Commissioner of Int. Revenue, 219 F.2d 159 (9th Cir.

1955); United States v. Waechter, 195 F.2d 963 (9th Cir.

1952); and Wilson v. Byron Jackson Co., 93 F.2d 572 (9th Cir.

1937), are wholly inapplicable to the situation at bar, as all

of these cases involved an appeal following a full trial on the

merits and not the granting of a motion for summary judgment.

Westinghouse also cites the cases of Chary v. Indiana Beach,

Inc., 275 F.2d 543 (7th Cir. I960); Royal Indem. Co. v. Olm-

stead, 193 F.2d 451 (9th Cir. 1951); and the authorities of 3

Barron & Holtzoff/Wright, Federal Practice and Procedure,

§1304 (1958); and 6A Moore, Federal Practice, 5 59.07 Rev.

ed. 1966) for the proposition that a party may not raise on

appeal issues and theories which he did not present or litigate

below after judgment in the court below.

In the Cleary v. Indiana Beach, Inc. case, there was an actual

trial to a jury on the merits, and subsequently, the plaintiff was

denied the right to amend his complaint to allege that defendant

had been guilty of wilfuU and wanton conduct. In Royal Indem.

Co. V. Olmstead, the Court merely held that it was within the

discretion of the Court to refuse the appellant permission to

amend its answer after summary judgment had been entered.

The cited authorities of 3 Barron & Holtzoff/Wright, Federal

Practice and Procedure, § 1304 (1958) and 6A Moore, Federal

Practice, *\ 59.07 (Rev. ed. 1966) are wholly inapplicable to the

case at bar as the sections cited involve grounds for granting a

new trial. In the case at bar. Southwest is not seeking a new

trial, but the reversal of a motion for summary judgment.

Westinghouse cites the case of Albrecht v. Herald Co., 367 F.2d

517 (8th Cir. 1966) for the proposition that when the shift

of theories comes before judgment, but after the case has been

presented on another theory, it comes too late. In the Albrecht

case, a jury verdict was involved and the Court held it was too

late after conclusion of the evidence for plaintiff to change its

theories, and as such, this case is wholly inapplicable.

Consequently, the cases and authorities cited by Westinghouse

are wholly inapplicable and distinguishable as they do not deal
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with situations similar to the situation at bar. It is respectfully

submitted that the issue of unconscionability of the exculpatory

warranty clau:e of Westinghouse was timely raised by the par-

ties and is properly here for review.

II. (B) When the Exclusive Remedy of Repair or Replacement

Fails, All the Ordinary Remedies Provided by the UCC
Become Available to the Aggrieved Party.

Westinghouse, on p. 41 of its Brief, has stated that the

question presented by Southwest contains factual assumptions

which contradict the record. However, Soutliwest has specifically

shown tliat the unconscionable exculpatory warranty of Westing-

house was not brought to the attention of Southwest. (See Ap-

pellant's Opening Brief, pp. 30-32).

Westinghouse cannot now merely rely upon the Lower Court's

Opinion for its position in opposition to Southwest's argument.

See Castner v. First National Bank of Anchorage, 278 F.2d 376

(9di Cir. I960).

Westinghouse goes on to state, at p. 42 of its Brief, that

Southwest has no cases supporting its proposition and obviously

could not have such authorities since §2-719(3) of the UCC
expressly autliorizes the exclusion of consequential damages.

However, what Westinghouse has failed to point out is that

§ 2-719(2) specifically provides that where the exclusive or lim-

ited remedy fails in its essential purpose then remedy may be

had by the injured party as provided in tlie UCC. §2-719(2)

specifically qualifies § 2-719(3), which Westinghouse relies upon

entirely, by stating: "Where circumstances cause an exclusive or

limited remedy to fail of its essential purpose, remedy may be

had as provided in this Act." Westinghouse does not seriously

resist this argument of Southwest, because it has cited no cases

which are contrary to the Court.

The cases cited by Southwest and re-cited by Westinghouse

in its Brief at p. 43 all stand for the proposition that if the

exclusive remedy of repair fails, all of the UCC remedies be-

come available. Westinghouse has not eflfectively distinguished
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any of the cases cited by Southwest, other than to state that

none of these cases involved a claim of unconscionability. How-

ever, the basis for each of the Court's holdings in all of the

cases cited by Southwest were grounded upon an unconscionable

theory.

The question squarely presented to the Court is this: "Where

Westinghouse seeks to avoid liability for damages under a con-

tractual provision limiting and excluding such liability, but also

requiring "Westinghouse to repair or replace equipment which

is defective, will the failure of "Westinghouse to accomplish the

repair, or negligence or undue delay in making such repairs,

render it liable for damages, notwithstanding the express lim-

itation of liability?

There are a number of cases involving express warranties by

which the seller of a particular item had included a provision

for repair or replacement of defective parts disclosed within a

certain period of time in order to make the item in question

apply with the warranted performance. The cases have con-

sistently held that where the seller has attempted to correct the

defect but has been unable to do so, or where the seller has

taken an unreasonable time to repair or replace such defective

item, recovery for damages will be allowed.

In Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. v. Glencoe Cotton Mills,

106 S.C. 133, 90 S.E. 526 (1916), Westinghouse sought to

recover the purchase price of six electric motors sold to the

defendant for use in its cotton gin. The contract contained the

following warranty:

'The company guarantees that the apparatus herein spe-

cified will generate or utilize electrical energy to their rated

capacities without undue heating and will do their work
in a successful manner, provided they are kept in proper

condition and operated under normal conditions, and the

purchaser supplies competent supervision for their opera-

tion. The company agrees to correct, at its own expense,

any defects of labor or material in said apparatus which

may develop under normal and proper use within thirty days

after the starting thereof, provided the purchaser gives the
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company immediate written notice of such defects, and the

correction of such defects by the company shall constitute

a fulfillment of its obligation to the purchaser hereunder.'

(90 S.E. 526)

One of the motors was found to be defective shortly after

installation and Westinghouse was promptly notified. Westing-

house made repeated efforts to correct the defect; but the cause

of the trouble was not discovered until more than 2 years later.

Pending the discovery and correction of the cause of the trouble,

defendant's operations were subjected to frequent interruptions,

and defendant incurred expense in getting another motor to run

the spinning frames, and in attempting to ascertain the cause

of the trouble. The Court, acknowledging the principle that

Westinghouse had a right to limit its warranty and that the

rights of the parties are to be determined under the express

warranty contained in the contract, concluded that Westinghouse

would be liable for its failure to correct any defects appearing

within the thirty day period after the lapse of a reasonable time in

which to do so.

It follows that plaintiff is not liable for damages resulting

from any defects that did not develop within 30 days after

starting to run the motors; but that it is liable for all dam-

ages that naturally and proximately resulted from its failure

to correct such defects after the lapse of a reaosnable time

within which to do so, after notice thereof given as required

by the contract.

(90 S.E. 527)

The holding in the Glencoe case is clear that where a seller

fails to comply with the obligations contained in the warranty

concerning repair and replacement, he will be held liable for

damages which accrue to the purchaser as a direct and proximate

consequence of his breach.

In the case of Dieter v. Frick Co., 169 S.C. 480, 169 S.E. 297

(1933), the plaintiff purchased from the defendant refrigerat-

ing plant under a contract containing an express warranty and

limitation of liability to the replacement of defective parts. The
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warranty provided that "Trick Company is not to be liable for

any losses, damages or delays caused by defects, except to furnish

duplicate parts as provided herein; its liability being expressly

limited to furnishing duplicate parts." (169 S.E. 298) (Emphasis

added) . After installation of the equipment and during the speci-

fied time limit, certain parts proved defective and broke and the

whole plant was stopped, and plaintiff's business, dependent on it,

was at a stand-still. The defendant was notified of the defects but

failed to furnish new parts until plaintiff paid an installment

due on the note given for the purchase price, even though de-

fective parts under the warranty were to be replaced free of

charge. This refusal resulted in plaintiff's plant being shut down

for a period of forty-six (^A6) days, which the Court determined

to be an unreasonable length of time. Plaintiff instituted the

action to recover damages based upon a breach of the express

warranty contained in the contract. The defendant contended

that, under the terms of the warranty, if it should fail or refuse

to furnish duplicate parts, plaintiff's only remedy would be to

sue for the value of the parts, and if it did furnish the dupli-

cate parts, then under the contract it would not be liable for

any damages, delays or losses. The court noted that the defendant

denied liability on the contract, but was attempting to hold

plaintiff to its strictest terms. The Court held that in the circum-

stances, the plaintiff was entitled to recover all of the damages

which it suffered by reason of the refrigeration plant being shut

down pending the receipt of duplicate parts.

More recent is the case of Steele v.
J. I. Case Company, 197

Kan. 554, 419 P.2d 902 (1966), wherein the plaintiff-purchaser

sought to recover in an action for breach of an express warranty

relating to three combines purchased from the defendant-manu-

facturer ("Case") for the harvest of Kansas crops. From the

outset, the machinery failed to operate properly, causing many

delays and consequent loss of grain. Attempts by representatives

of Case to repair the machinery were unsuccessful. The action

was instituted to recover damages resulting from delays due to

the alleged breach of the warranty. Generally, the warranty
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provided defendant with the opportunity to remedy defects, or

to furnish a new machine or refund tlie purchase price in the

event the machine cannot be made to fulfill the warranty. Para-

graph 5 of tlie contract specifically provided:

'The Company's liability for any breach of this warranty

is limited to the return of cash and/or notes actually re-

ceived by it on account of the purchase price of said product

or part' (419 P.2d905).

The Court first treated the issue of whether Case complied with its

warranty by supplying new combines for a subsequent harvest

season:

The seller of a piece of machinery would be wrong to

suppose that he could fully fulfill a warranty, containing

provisions similar to Paragraph 2(b) [repair, replacement},

by first taking an inordinately long time in an effort to

remedy the defect and tlien, failing in his attempt, by fur-

nishing a substitute machine a year after special damages

had accrued. We believe such is not the law.

(419 P.2d 907)

"With respect to tlie clause limiting liability of Case, the Court

stated:

. . . However, the question presented in this action is

whether the limitation contained in Paragraph 5 precludes

recovery of consequential damages of tlie character shown
here, damages which, we hasten to add, we think must be

witliin the contemplation of every person dealing in har-

vesting equipment who is familiar witli the exacting de-

mands of a Kansas harshest.

(419 P.2d 908) (Emphasis supphed)

The Court concluded in its holding that, "under the conditions

outlined, ... it would be unfair and inequitable to give eflFect

to the provisions of limitation encompassed in the warranty."

(419 P-2d 910). The holding, therefore, is one of "unconscion-

ability."

For otlier cases allowing recovery when the exclusive remedy

of repair or replacement failed, see Edenton-Mackeys Ferry Co.
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V. Fairbanks-Morse & Co., 201 N.C. 485, 160 S.E. 572 (I93l);

Fairbanks, Morse & Co. v. Twin City Supply Co., 170 N.C. 315,

86 S.E. 1051 (1915); Minneapolis-Moline Potver Implement Co.

V. Wright, 233 Mo.App. 409, 122 S.W.2d 397 (Mo.Ct.App.

1938); Mayfield v. George O. Richardson Machinery Co., 208

Mo.App. 206, 231 S.W. 288 (Mo.Ct.App. 1921); Keitan v.

Wilkinson, 154 Okla. 163, 7 P.2d 486 (1932); A. Baldwin Sales

Co. V. Mitchell, 174 La. 1098, 142 So. 700 (1932); and cases

and authorities cited by Appellant in its Opening Brief, pp.

40-45.

The record is replete with evidence showing that Westing-

house failed to promptly repair the steam turbine generator, and

when it did repair the generator it was done in a negligent

manner. (See Summary of Depo. App. pp. 87-96; Appellant's

Opening Brief, pp. 7-9).

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that since Westing-

house negligently manufactured the steam turbine generator

unit so that it failed to function and perform properly, and

when Westinghouse undertook to repair the Unit, the repairs

were negligently made and failed to remedy the defects as

promised, Southwest is entitled to all the remedies provided by

the IJCC because Southwest has been deprived of a substantial

value of its bargain.

II. (C) An Excessively High Price May Constitute an Uncon-

scionable Contractual Provision Under the UCC.

Westinghouse on p. 43 of its Brief would lead the Court

to believe that Southwest has cited no cases indicating that an

excessively high price may constitute an unconscionable con-

tractual provision. Apparently, Westinghouse has not read the

case of Ceneral Budget Corp. v. Sanchez, 53 Misc.2d 620, 279

N.Y.Supp.2d 391 (1967) wherein the Court held that exces-

sively high prices may constitute unconscionable contractual pro-

visions. Other cases have also held that where a party was

paying an amount in excess of the value of the goods or services

they were to receive, the contract would not be enforced because
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of its unconscionable features. See American Home Improvement,

Inc. V. Maclver, 201 A.2d 886 (N.H. 1964); Frostijresh Cor-

poration V. Reynoso, 281 N.Y.Supp.2d 964 (1967); State by

Lefkowitz V. ITM, Inc., 275 N.Y.Supp.2d 303 (1966).

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that the contract as

contended by Westinghouse may be unconscionable as a result

of tlie alleged violation of § 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1.

III. (A) Southwest Has Pleaded and Suffered Legally Sustain-

able Claims in Negligence and Strict Liability Allowing Re-

covery of Its Losses Under the Tort Measure of Damages.

The reply of Southwest to Westinghouse's argument contained

in §'s III and V of Appellee's Brief is combined in one, as they

are interrelated. This is necessitated because the thrust of West-

inghouse's argument is that Southwest's negligence and strict

liability counts must stand or fall on Westinghouse's position

that "consequential" damages or "economic losses" are not re-

coverable. Reference to textbook law quickly refutes this con-

tention by Westinghouse:

Where an item of personal property which has been used

to produce profits has been injured, taken, or destroyed by

the tortious conduct of the defendant, counts—in appropri-

ate cases—allow a recovery for those profits which were

lost during the time reasonably needed to repair or to re-

place the item.

(22 Am.Jur.2d, Damages, § 176, p. 250)

There is no mistaking that the law generally, and specifically

in Arizona, holds that a tort feasor is liable for all those dam-

ages which are natural and proximate results of the defendant's

tortious conduct. See Gila Water Co. v. Gila Land & Cattle Co.,

30 Ariz. 569, 249 P. 751 (1926). Westinghouse, by urging that

damages sought herein are "consequential" is asking the G)urt

for a preliminary decision on what is "the natural and proximate

result" of the defendant's tortious conduct. This is obviously a

question to be decided by tlie trier of fact.
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In Seely v. White Motor Co., 63 Cal.2d 9, 45 Cal.Rptr.l7,

403 P.2d 145 (1965), the dicta of which is relied upon so heavily

by Westinghouse in support of its liability argument, the Court

sustained the plaintiff's recovery of what Westinghouse terms

"consequential" damages, ostensibly based on the theory of

breach of express warranty. It is significant to note, however,

that the award was based on a tort rule of damages, i.e., those

losses resulting directly and naturally in the ordinary course of

events from the failure to repair. It is indeed, therefore, an

inconsistent line of reasoning which on one hand supports the

result in Seely, supra, in awarding economic loss under a breach

of warranty theory, but on the other hand disclaims the appli-

cability of the Seely rule of damages as utilized in tort actions,

i.e., negligence and strict liability.

Therefore, since under the tort rule of damages the type of loss

which Southwest seeks to recover is capable of being recovered,

and since the tort rule of damages is to be applied in a tort

action, Southwest now directs its attention to whether a tort

actions lies, or more correctly, whether Westinghouse has estab-

lished that a tort action does not lie.

III. (B) Negligence.

Though the parties contracted in Pennsylvania, the damage

occurred at Snowflake, Arizona. Westinghouse has heretofore

argued that Arizona law was applicable to the tort aspects of

the case. (See TR 1109). To then urge, as does Westinghouse,

that Asphaltic Enterprises, Inc. v. Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Cor-

poration, 39 F.R.D. 574 (E.D.Pa.l966) and Pipe Welding Sup-

ply Co., Inc. V. Gas Atmospheres, Inc., 201 F.Supp. 191 (E.D.

Ohio, 1961) are inapplicable, is without merit. Obviously, Penn-

sylvania law does not apply to damage caused in Arizona by the

negligent manufacture and the negligent failure of Westinghouse

to repair the turbine generator. Liability for failure to repair is

generally predicated upon principles of negligence. In 5A Frumer

& Friedman, Personal Injury: Actions-Defenses-Damages § 101,

the authors state at pp. 414-15:
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A person undertaking to make repairs must exercise reason-

able care in doing so, and, altliough elements of contract

as well as tort may be involved, liability is generally pre-

dicated upon charge of negligence, and determined accord-

ing to the same principles of liability applicable in negli-

gence actions generally.

As in tort actions, generally, liability for negligent repair or

negligent failure to repair is governed by the law of tlie place

of injury. See 5A Frumer & Freidman, Personal Injury: Actions-

Defenses-Damages, § 108, p. 430.

"Westinghouse attempts to misconstrue Southwest's position by

contending that Soutliwest would now urge a tort obligation inde-

pendent of the contractual relationship between the parties. This

contention is unwarranted for the negligence claim, as set forth

in Count One of Appellant's Amended Complaint (TR 777-78)

and as clearly set fortli in Appellant's Opening Brief at pp. 50-52,

is an ex delicto action arising out of a duty imposed by law as

a result of the contractual relationship between the parties. (See:

McClure v. Johnson. 50 Ariz. 76, 69 P.2d 573 (1937) quoted at

length in Appellant's Opening Brief, at pp. 50-51). The critical

point ignored by Westinghouse is tliat while the contract cre-

ated the relationship between tlie parties, the duty is one im-

posed by law, and tort rules are applicable to its breach and the

resultant damages.

It is therefore submitted that Southwest's Amended Complaint

(TR 777-78) stated a claim in negligence upon which relief is

properly recoverable, the claim being in tort is properly governed

by Arizona law, and the only premise upon which Westinghouse

opposes this inescapable conclusion is in and of itself totally in

error and, therefore, must fall with the argument advanced there-

from.

III. (C) Strict Liabiliry.

Since Westinghouse concedes that strict liability is now the law

of Arizona. Soutliwest addresses itself to the reasons advanced

by Westinghouse why strict liabilit}' is not applicable in this

instance.
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Westinghouse is urging that the damages sustained by South-

west in the case at bar are not of the type contemplated by the

doctrine.

Westinghouse would have the Court believe that Southwest

relies "solely" on the dissenting opinion in Seely, supra. This

assumption, of course, ignores Southwest's explicit reliance on

Santor v. A. and M. Karagbeurian, 44 NJ. 52, 207 A.2d 305

(1965), as set forth in Appellant's Opening Brief, p. 66. This

assumption further ignores the historical refusal of the courts to

draw such arbitrary distinctions in applying tort remedies, i.e.,

actions predicated on intentionally or negligently tortious conduct

do not—insofar as there is or is not liability—hinge upon the

quantity or quality of damage, economic status of the plaintiff, or

modus operandi of the actor.

Westinghouse argues that strict liability should not be adopted

for the reason that the plaintiff is a large corporation with sizeable

assets. This argument is without merit.

The doctrine of strict liability must certainly apply equally in

personal injury and propert)' damage of the type sustained by

Southwest. The doctrine has been applied in cases involving

tortious conduct factually similar to that of Westinghouse. In

Santor, supra, the damages awarded consisted of so-called eco-

nomic loss. More importantly, the tort rule of damages most

certainly constitutes the measuring stick. Under the tort rule

of damages, economic loss in a case like this is recoverable. But,

once establishing that a cause of action is pleaded in strict liability

the amount of damages to be awarded is a matter for the trier of

fact to determine.

It is therefore respectfully submitted: Southwest has properly

pleaded legally sustainable claims in both negligence and strict

liability; Southwest has suffered substantial damages as a result

of Westinghouse's tortious wrongdoing; Southwest should be

entitled to proceed to trial on the facts; and no legally cogent

reason has been advanced by Westinghouse as to why Southwest

is not entitled to recovery on its negligence and strict liability

counts.
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IV. (A) Whether WesMnghouse Has Shown That It Was Entitled

to a Judgment as a Matter of Law Was Timely Presented and

Is Properiy Presented for Review When the Lower Court

Granted a Summary Judgment.

Westinghouse has continually, despite a record which supports

a contrary result, argued that Southwest has had its day in court

and that this matter has been fully and completely litigated by

the parties hereto. However, the trial of this case had only been

pending 3 days when Westinghouse promptly renewed its motion

for summary judgment. Certainly, under no circumstances can it

be found that Southwest has had its day in court, or that a trial

to tlie Court took place, because Westinghouse was merely ad-

vancing its renewed motion for summary judgment.

In addition to a finding by the Court that no genuine issue as to

a material fact exists, the Court must also find as a matter of law,

that the moving party is entitled to a judgment before a summary

judgment can be granted. Southwest submits Westinghouse must

show, as the moving party, not only that a genuine issue material

fact was missing but also that they are entitled to a judgment as

a matter of law. This, Westinghouse has not done because they

have not shown as a matter of law tliat Southwest was not entitled

to recover any damages whatsoever.

Westinghouse now attempts to take the position that Southwest

has untimely presented a question of law which would definitely

render the granting of a summary judgment to Westinghouse in

appropriate. Westinghouse would now have this Court find that

since they posed an interrogatory to Southwest asking Soutliwest

to itemize its consequential damages and further, since Southwest

responded and characterized all of its damages as consequential,

then all of the damages of Southwest must in fact be as a matter

of law consequential damages. Additionally, they pounce on the

statement of Southwest's prior counsel wherein he stated, "they

[the damages] obviously are consequential and have been all

along" (TP, 8/1/67, p.21; Appellee's Brief, p. 51).

As held in the case of Daugaard v. Hawkeye Security Insurance

Company, 239 F.2d 351 (8th Cir. 1956), a concession by counsel

in die Lower Court is not binding on an appeal.
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Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that whether or not

Westinghouse was entitled to a judgment as a matter of law is

properly presented for review when the Lower Court granted a

motion for summary judgment in favor of Westinghouse.

IV. (B) WesHnghouse Has Not Shown That It Is Entitled to a

Judgment as a Matter of Law Because Westinghouse Has

Not Shown as a Matter of Law That Southwest Was Not

Entitled to Recover Any Damages Whatsoever.

Rule 56(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides

in part:

The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the

pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and ad-

missions on file, together with the affidavit, if any, show
that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and

that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter

of law. (Emphasis added).

Westinghouse, by its own mathematical computations, has

shown that it is not entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.

Westinghouse, on p. 54 of its brief, has conveniently provided

mathematical computations wherein it was unable to account

for the entire amount of damages sought by Southwest. Westing-

house stated: ^

That leaves the claim for alleged repair which is a mere

$2,300 out of a claim of approximately $2,530,000. Assum-

ing the repair expenses fell within the definition of inci-

dental damages, no one would have considered trying this

case for that claim, even if Southwest had then claimed

those damages were incidental and even if the court would
have relieved Southwest of all its avowals and stipulations

that all its damages were consequential. The repair claim

was not in the minds of the parties at all. (Emphasis

added)

.

The Court, in Willred Company v. Westmoreland Metal Mfg.

Co., 200 F.Supp. 59 (E.D.Pa. 1961) in deciding a case under the

UCC as adopted in Pennsylvania, specifically held that the costs

of having a defective product repaired, along with travel expenses
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incurred by its repairmen in the field, were specifically recoverable

as incidental damages under §2-715 of the UCC. Also, §2-719

of the UCC does not provide for the limitation or exclusion of

incidental damages.

Even though prior counsel for Southwest may have been under

the misapprehension that all the damages recoverable by South-

west were consequential damages, this will not bind Southwest

on this appeal. (See Daugaard v. Hawkeye Security Insurance

Company, 239 F.2d 351 (8th Cir. 1956)).

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that a portion, if not all,

of the damages which are sought by Southwest are incidental

damages as defined in § 2-715 of the UCC. Consequently, West-

inghouse has not shown that it was entitled to a judgment as a

matter of law because it has failed to establish that Southwest was

not entitled to recover any damages whatsoever.

V. A Seller Who Has Not Disclaimed Express and Implied War-

ranties Should Not Be Allowed to Negate the Availability of

Recovery for the Breach of Such Express or Implied War-

ranties by Merely Restricting the Damages and Remedies of

the Buyer Without Complying with the Precise Requirements

for Disclaimer of Express and Implied Warranties as Provided

for in the UCC.

Can a seller under the UCC, as was done by Westinghouse in

the case at bar, grant to a buyer any number of express warranties

and the implied warranties of fitness and merchantibility, and in a

complete reversal in one sweeping clause, negate any recovery by

buyer without first disclaiming and disclosing the availability of

the buyer's remedies in the same and precise manner as is required

to disclaim express and implied warranties under the UCC ? If this

be the purpose and intent of the UCC, then Southwest submits

there is an irreconcilible conflict in the provisions of the Code

itself, which are inconsistent in logic and reason.

Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that if the UCC is to hold,

a seller must do certain things in a precise and specific manner to

disclaim express warranties and implied warranties of fitness and
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SAMMY BIANEZ CHAVEZ )
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No. 22697

APPELLEE'S BRIEF

JURISDICTION

The jurisdiction of the United States District

Court to entertain appellant's application for a writ of

habeas corpus was conferred by Title 28, United States Code

section 2241. The jurisdiction of this court is conferred

by Title 28, United States Code section 2253, which makes

a final order in a habeas corpus proceeding reviewable in

the Court of Appeals when, as in this case, a certificate

of probable cause has issued.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Proceedings in State Courts

On November 17, 1964, in case number 291603,

appellant entered a plea of guilty to the charge of

violating Penal Code section 666 (petty theft with a

prior petty theft conviction), a felony, and admitted an

1.





additional prior felony conviction (TR 57)

.

On February 1, 1965, in case number 29611^, appel-

lant entered a plea of guilty to the charge of violating

Health and Safety Code section 11500.5 (possession of

narcotic other than marijuana for sale), a felony, with a

prior narcotics conviction and an additional felony

conviction being found true (TR 63).

On February 23, 1965, appellant was sentenced

on each conviction to state prison for the term prescribed

by law. The sentences were ordered to run concurrently

(TR 41-42).

Appellant appealed from the aforementioned judg-

ments and on August 9, 1966, the Court of Appeal, Second

Appellate District, Division Two, affirmed the judgments

of conviction in case number 10976. On October 7, 1966,

a petition for habeas corpus relief was filed in the

Marin Superior Court and was denied April 3, 1967, in

case number 46665. Four days later, a similar petition

was filed in the Court of Appeal, First Appellate

District, Division One. On April 12, 196 7, said petition

was denied in case number 6340. Petition for habeas

corpus relief was then filed in the California Supreme

Court in case number 1106 0. On May 24, 196 7, said peti-

tion was denied.





Proceedings in the Federal Courts

Appellant petitioned the United States District

Court for a writ of habeas corpus on September 29, 196 7

(TR 1). As in his petitions to the state courts, appel-

lant made no attack on the conviction in case number 291603

(petty theft with a prior petty theft conviction) . He did

challenge, however, the validity of the conviction in

case number 296774 (possession of narcotic other than

marijuana for sale) on the following grounds: (1) that he

was denied effective assistance of counsel; (2) that his

plea of guilty was not freely and intelligently entered;

(3) that the trial judge failed to apply his discretion

to the issue of appellant's eligibility for commitment to

the Narcotics Rehabilitation Center (TR 5, 12-23). In an

order filed December 14, 196 7, the District Court,

deciding the cause on its merits, denied the petition

(TR 139-145).

On March 8, 1968, petition for rehearing

(TR 146-151) was denied (TR 152), Appellant's application

for a certificate of probable cause and leave to appeal

in forma pauperis was granted on this same day (TR 151-

152). Notice of appeal was filed March 20, 1968 (TR 158).

APPELLANT'S CONTENTIONS

1. Appellant was denied effective assistance

of counsel.

2. The trial court erred in accepting appellant's

3.





plea of guilty.

SUMMARY OF APPELLEE'S ARGUMENT

I. Appellant was not denied effective assistance

of counsel.

II. Appellant's allegation that the trial judge

did not adequately examine into his plea of guilty fails

to state grounds for reliefo

ARGUMENT

I

APPELLANT WAS NOT DENIED EFFECTIVE
ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL

»

In support of his contention that he was not

adequately represented, appellant alleges (1) that although

he "believed he had a good defense," trial counsel did not

discuss the matter of defenses with him, and (2) that he

was not apprised by counsel of the consequences of his

guilty plea (AOB 8)0

Before a court can grant federal habeas corpus

relief in response to such a claim, a showing must be

made that the representation was so ineffective that the

proceeding was reduced to a farce or sham. Knowles v.

Gladden , 378 F.2d 761 (9th Cir. 1967); Grove v„ Wilson ,

368 F.2d 414 (9th Cir. 1966). The record in this case

precludes any such showing and affirmatively establishes

that petitioner was ably represented.

The reporter's transcript of the preliminary





hearing (TR 69-lOL) demonstrates that appellant received

competent representation Dy che public defender j who

thoroughly cross-examined 'prosecution witnesses and

explored all facets of the illegal sale and appellant's

subsequent arrest. The vague and conclusory allegation

that counsel failed to discuss with appellant possible

defenses lacks sufficiency as a basis for granting relief.

This barren allegation assumes the existence of some

defense and requires this court to impute to counsel an

act of incompetence in neglecting to present an unnamed

defense or willfully bypassing' the same. Although appel-

lant claims he "believed" he had a defense, he fails to

state what it was. The record establishes that appel-

lant was ably represented and he has failed to present any

facts supporting a different conclusion. See Barquera v.

California , 374 F.2d 177 (1967).

The record also belies appellant's contention

that he was not apprised by counsel of the consequences

of his plea. At the time appellant withdrew his plea of

not guilty and entered his plea of guilty, the following

dialogue took place.

"THE COURT: Are you changing your plea

freely and voluntarily without threat or fear

to yourself or anyone else closely related

to or associated with you?

"THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir,

5.





"THE COURT" Has anybody made you any promises of

a lesser sentence, probation, reward ^ immunity

or anything else in order to induce you to

plead guilty?

"THE DEFENDANT c No. sir»

"THE COURT: Do you understand the matter of

probation and sentence is to be determined

solely by this Court?

"THE DEFENDANT J Yes,

"THE COURT o Are you pleading guilty because

in truth and in fact you are guilty and for

no other reason, is that correct?

"THE DEFENDANT: Yes," (TR 115-116)

This record clearly supports the finding that appellant

knew that he could be sentenced to state prison for the

crime he had committed and that he had been previously

so advised by counsel. Faced with this record, appellant

not only fails to explain the apparent conflict between

the answers he gave at that time and his present con-

tention, but affirmatively cites this portion of the

record in support of his appeal (AOB 9),

Appellee submits that the allegations regarding

the incompetency of counsel are refuted by the trial

court record and, in any events fail to state sufficient

facts warranting relief

o

6





II

APPELLANT'S ALLEGATION THAT THE TRIAL
JUDGE DID NOT ADEQUATELY EXAMINE INTO
HIS PLEA OF GUILTY FAILS TO STATE
GROUNDS FOR RELIEF.

Appellant contends that the trial judge did not

adequately examine him to determine whether his plea

was knowingly and voluntarily entered o Rather than

alleging that his plea was in fact involuntary and stating

facts in support thereof^ appellant confines his attack

to the examination conducted by the trial judge and

relies solely upon the state court record to support this

proposition,,

It is well settled that a habeas corpus peti-

tioner must allege a recognizable ground for relief and

support said allegation with specific facts. Schlette v.

California , 284 F.2d 827 (9th Cir, 1960); Egan v» Teets,

251 F.2d 571 (9th Cir. 1958); 0_sbgrne v. Johnston, 120

F.2d 947 (9th Cir, 1941). The allegation that a trial

judge in a state court failed to conduct an adequate

examination at the time plea was entered, without an

allegation that the plea was involuntary or entered without

knowledge of the consequences, fails to state grounds

for habeas corpus relief. See Waddy v. Heer , 383 F.2d

789 (6th Cir» 1967); Smith v. Hendrick, 260 F, Supp. 235

(E.D. Pa. 1966); see also Gilmore Vo California, 364 F.2d

916 (9th Cir. 1966) » The relevant inquiry is whether





appellant knowingly and voluntarily entered his plea of

guilty, and without any allegation to the contrary,

there is no basis upon which the district court could act.

In any event, the above -quoted dialogue preceding the

entry of plea clearly demonstrates, as the District Court

so found, that the trial judge made a full and complete

inquiry into appellant's desire to plead guilty and the

consequences of said plea. Appellant's responses to the

questions from the bench, which are not refuted or

explained by the appellant ^ disclose that said plea was

made knowingly and voluntarily „ In addition to this

thorough examination by the trial judge, appellant was

represented throughout the proceedings and at the time

of plea by counsel^ was advised of his rights and the

charges against him, and entered the plea on advice of

counsel (TR 113-116). He fails to state any facts support-

ing the general allegation that his plea was involuntary.—

Since appellant fails to state any facts supporting

his contention and relies solely upon the state court

1. It is significant to note that approximately
three months prior to the entry of plea, appellant plead
guilty in case number 291603 (TR 57). The examination
conducted by the trial judge in that case was similar
to the examination presently under attack (TR 106-108).
Appellant does not challenge the validity of the plea
entered in case number 291603, but would have this
court set aside his subsequent plea solely on the basis
of a substantially similar recordo

8.





record, the District Court correctly determined that

the record refuted appellant's contention of an involun-

tary and unknowing guilty plea and properly denied the

petition without an evidentiary hearing.

Appellant's contention that the District

Court erred in failing to determine if his case was an

exception to the McNally v. Hill, 293 U.S. 131 (1934)

doctrine is frivolous since his petition was denied on

the merits.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons ^ it is respectfully

submitted that the order of the District Court denying

appellant's petition for the writ of habeas corpus be

affirmed.

DATED: May 3, 1968

THOMAS C, LYNCH J Attorney General
of California

DERALD E„ GRANBERG
Deputy Attorney General

TIMOTHY Ao REARDON
Deputy Attorney General

Attorneys for Appellee
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No. 22,698

National Labor Relations Board,

Petitioner

Miller Brewing Company,

Respondent

ON petition for enforcement of an order of
THE national LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

BRIEF FOR THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

JURISDICTION

This case is before the Court upon the petition of the National

Labor Relations Board, pursuant to Section 10(e) of the National

Labor Relations Act, as amended (61 Stat. 136, 73 Stat. 519, 29

U.S.C. Sec. 151, et seq,)J for enforcement of its order (R. 20, 3),^

-'Pertinent statutory provisions are reprinted infra, pp. 24-27, as Appendix

A.

^References to the pleadings. Decision and Order of the Board, the Trial

Examiner's Decision and other papers, reproduced as "Volume I, Pleadings,"

are designated "R." References to portions of the stenographic transcript of
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issued on July 20, 1967, against Miller Brewing Company (hereafter

"the Company"). The Board's decision and order are reported at

166 NLRB No. 90. This Court has jurisdiction, the unfair labor prac-

tices having occurred in Azusa, Cahfornia, where the Company oper-

ates a brewery. No issue of the Board's jurisdiction is presented.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

I. THE BOARD'S FINDINGS OF FACT

Briefly, the Board found that the Company violated Section

8(a)(5) and (1) of the Act by refusing to bargain about plant rules

which it unilaterally issued. The essentially undisputed evidence

upon which the Board based its finding is summarized below.

Since 1950, the Union-^ has been the certified collective bar-

gaining representative for certain categories of employees, mainly

machinists, of brewing companies belonging to the California State

Brewers institute,^ which later became the California Brewers Asso-

ciation (the Association) (R. 17; Tr. 10-14). The Association repre-

sented six employer-members for the purpose of collective bargain-

ing on a multi-employer basis, and the Union was one of seven

the hearing, reproduced pursuant to Rules 10 and 17 of this Court as "Volume

II, Transcript of Record," are designated "Tr." References to the General

Counsel's exhibits are designated "G.C.Exh."; references to the Respondent's

exhibits as "R.Exh."; References preceding a semicolon are to the Board's find-

ings; those following are to the supporting evidence.

^International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (AFL-

CIO).

4
See California State Brewers Institute, <)0 NLRB 1747.
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unions that bargained with the Association (ibid.). On May 1,

1966,-^ the Company acquired the Azusa, California, plant of the

General Brewing Corporation, which was and continued to be a

member of the Association (R. 17; Tr. 9-1 1). Thereafter, the Com-

pany also became the seventh member of the Association, and a sig-

natory to the existing labor agreement between the Union and Asso-

ciation (R. 17; Tr. 6, 10, G.C. Exh. 2). The Company continued

to employ and the Union continued to represent the 16 machinists

who had worked for the Company's predecessor. General Brewing,

in the Azusa plant (Tr. 10). From May 1 to October 24, the Com-

pany refurbished and remodeled the plant, and on the latter date it

began actual operations (Tr. 9, 58).

Shortly before acquisition of the plant, the Company decided

to issue certain plant rules governing employee conduct and during

May and June a draft was prepared by the Company's Industrial Re-

lations Department in Milwaukee, which was then circulated among

the supervisors in the Azusa plant for comment. On September 14

it issued the rules by distributing them in booklet form through the

various department heads to the employees. Upon being given the

rules, the employees were asked to sign for them; although most

did so, the machinists refused. The Union had no prior notice from

the Company of the Company's plans or action in this regard (R. 17;

Tr. 7, 18-19, 28-30, 53, 58-59, 62-63, 66-67, 84-85, 93).

The rules, which were similar but not identical to the rules main-

tained by the Company in its Milwaukee, Wisconsin, plant, differed

^Unless otherwise specified, all dates refer to 1966.



in several respects from the plant rules issued by the predecessor com-

pany. General Brewing, for the Azusa plant in 1963. Thus, the new

rules included prohibitions against theft, removal of Company records,

gambling, insubordination, disclosure of confidential information,

falsification of records, fighting and horseplay, which were not spe-

cifically contained in the 1963 rules, although at least some of these

rules were understood by the employees to be in effect. Distinct

changes, however, were made in the regulations governing, inter

alia, overtime, soliciting of funds, gambling and leaving the depart-

ment without permission. Moreover, the new rules introduced a

rigid system of discipline for infractions not found in the old rules,

including immediate discharge for violation of the rules termed

"major rules" and, successively, warning, layoff and discharge for

violation of the rules called "general rules" (R. 18; Tr. 36-50, 54-

56, 58-59, 67, 81-86, 88-89, G.C. Exh. 4, R. Exh. 5).^

Following issuance of the rules, the Union's business represen-

tative, on October 7, telephoned the Company Plant Manager and

asked him to discuss and negotiate the rules. The Manager replied

that he had been advised by the home office that he was not obliged

to do so, and consequently he would not talk about them. On Oc-

tober 10, the Union sent the Company a letter, in which it com-

plained about the Company's "unilateral" promulgation of the rules,

and stated that if the rules were not rescinded and the Union there-

after given an opportunity to bargain about them, it would file an

unfair labor practice charge. Although the Company received the

'^Also prescribed in the same booklet was a series of "safety" rules, vio-

lation of which could lead to discipline as well.



letter the next day, it never responded to it (R. 17; Tr. 19-21, 25-

26, 63-64, G.C. Exh. 5). The Union filed the instant charges on

October 26, 1966 (R. 3).

II. THE BOARD'S CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER

Upon the foregoing facts, the Board found that the Company

violated Section 8(a)(5) and (1) of the Act by refusing to bargain

about the promulgation and content of the plant rules (R. 19, 30-

31).

The Board ordered the Company to cease and desist from the

unfair labor practice found and from in any like or similar manner

interfering with, restraining or coercing employees in the exercise

of their bargaining rights (R. 20, 31). Affirmatively, the order re-

quires the Company to negotiate and discuss the promulgation and

content of plant rules with the Union on request, and to post appro-

priate notices (R. 20-21, 31).
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ARGUMENT

THE BOARD PROPERLY CONCLUDED THAT THE COMPANY
VIOLATED SECTION 8(aX5) AND (1) OF THE ACT BY REFUS-

ING TO BARGAIN WITH THE UNION, UPON REQUEST, ABOUT

ITS PLANT RULES

A. The Company was obligated to bargain with the Union

about plant rules

Section 8(d) of the Act, which defines the employer's duty

to bargain imposed by Section 8(a)(5), requires the employer "to

meet at reasonable times and confer in good faith with respect to

wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment."

The employer's statutory duty to bargain does not end when an

agreement is reached, but is a continuing one, involving "day-to-

day adjustments in the contract and other working rules [and]

resolution of new problems not covered by existing agreements . . .

.'

Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41 , 46; compare N.L.R.B. v. Tom John-

son, Inc., 378 F.2d 342. 343 (C.A. 9). Bargaining about any sub-

ject encompassed within the statutory definition of "wages, hours

and other terms and conditions of employment" is mandatory,

N.L.R.B. V. Borg-Warner Corp., 356 U.S. 342, 348-349, and conse-

quently an outright refusal to bargain, on request, about such a sub-

ject, or unilateral action by an employer with regard to such a mat-

ter, is a violation of Section 8(a)(5). N.L.R.B. v. Katz, 369 U.S.

736, 742-743. There can be no question, and the Company did not

raise any before the Board, that plant rules, regulating the day-to-

day behavior of employees at their work and imposing discipline

for their violation, plainly involve working conditions and are, there-

fore, a required subject of bargaining. Lloyd A. Fry Roofing Co.
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V.N.L.R.B., 2\6¥.2d 213, 274, 276 (C.A. 9); N.L.R.B. v. Tower Ho-

siery Mills, 180 F.2d 701, 703 (C.A. 4), cert, denied, 340 U.S. 811;

N.L.R.B. V. GulfPower Company, 384 F.2d 822, 825 (C.A. 5); Little

Rock Downtowner, Inc., 145 NLRB 1286, 1304, enforced in relevant

part, 341 F.2d 1020 (C.A. 8). But see N.L.R.B. v. Hilton Mobile

Homes, 387 F.2d 7, 12 (C.A. 8). Accordingly, the Company's uni-

lateral promulgation of plant rules and its subsequent refusal to dis-

cuss those rules with the Union was violative of Section 8(a)(5) un-

less justified on the bases set forth in the Company's affirmative

defenses. We show below that each of its defenses is without merit.

B. The new rules substantially changed conditions of

employment and were not a mere codification of

existing rules

As shown supra, pp. 3-4, the new rules introduced prohibitions

not mentioned in the 1963 rules issued by the predecessor company.

General Brewing, although some were generally understood by the

employees to be in effect. Many of the new rules, however, had

not, so far as the evidence shows, previously been in force. Thus,

certain forms of gambling such as card-playing and large football

pools were restricted, although they had apparently been tolerated

in the past (Tr. 33, 39, 86). Collections among employees for worthy

causes were Hmited (Tr. 85). The right enjoyed under General Brew-

ing to refuse to work overtime was taken away, even though the col-

lective bargaining agreement arguably protects such a right (R. 18;

Tr. 44, G.C. Exh. 3, p. 5). A new and rigid system of discipHne for

violations of the rules, the scope of which had not existed under the

old system, was imposed (R. 18; Tr. 41-42, 48-49, 54-55). More-
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over. General Rule 19 asserted the Company's right to establish "any

other rules . . . from time to time" it wished (G.C. Exh. 4).

These facts, we submit, make it clear that the new rules were

not, as the Company urges, just a restatement of existing regulations

but represented a substantial departure from prevailing practice.

The Company conceded as much at the hearing, for its own witness,

Manager Lewis, stated in effect that the rules were not patterned

after General Brewing's rules, but were taken basically from the plant

rules in effect in its Milwaukee plant and drafted by its industrial

relations department in Milwaukee (Tr. 58-59, 67). Therefore, as

the Board pointed out (R. 30-31), while the mere posting of exist-

ing rules is not bargainable. Mason & Hughes, Inc., 86 NLRB 848,

850, the promulgation, as here, of new and different rules is bargain-

able as to both substance and merits. See cases supra, pp. 6-7.

Furthermore, because of the haphazard way in which General

Brewing had issued its rules in the past (Tr. 81-84), and the uncer-

tainty as to the scope of the new rules (Tr. 85-86), bargaining was

required to ascertain the precise nature and extent of the employ-

ees' present duties and responsibilities under the rules.''' The Com-

pany's statement at the hearing that it was willing to discuss the

^Compare N.L.R.B. v. Katz, supra, 369 U.S. at 746-747:

Whatever might be the case as to so-called "merit raises" which

are in fact simply automatic increases to which the employer

had already committed himself, the raises here in question

were in no sense automatic, but were informed by a large mea-
" sure of discretion. There simply is no way in such a case for

a union to know whether or not there has been a substantial

departure from past practice, and therefore the union may

properly insist that the company negotiate as to the proce-

dures and criteria for determining such increases.



meaning and application, but not content, of its rules (Tr. 25-26),

ignores the fact that it flatly refused to enter into any discussion of

any kind with the Union about the rules. In any event, as shown,

it was obligated to bargain in both of these respects.

There is no substance to the Company's claim that changes in

plant rules, that have not been bargained for, are violative of the

Act only when they stem from improper motives. An employer's

bargaining obligation, once established, is independent of his obliga-

tions under other sections of the Act not to make changes for anti-

union reasons, and it exists even though the employer acts in good

faith, N.L.R.B. v. Katz, supra, 369 U.S. at 742-743, or under a good

faith but erroneous view of the law, N.L.R.B. v. Burnett Construc-

tion Company, 350 F.2d 57, 60 (C.A. 10). Consequently, the Com-

pany's subjective motive here in issuing its plant rules is irrelevant,

since the facts show a total refusal to bargain about the rules.

N.L.R.B. V. Tom Joyce Floors, Inc., 353 F.2d 768, 772 (C.A. 9).

C. The Union properly requested negotiations with the

Company rather than the Association

As previously noted, the plant rules in question were prepared

by the Company and issued by it through its department heads to

its employees. When the Union asked the Company's Plant Manager

to bargain about the rules, he refused to do so on the ground that

the home office had advised him that he was not obligated to dis-

cuss them. At no time did he or any other representative of the

Company ever suggest that the Union should deal with the Brewer's

Association rather than the Company over the matter of the plant

rules.
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The facts, we submit, make it clear that, contrary to the Com-

pany's argument, the Union properly addressed its bargaining request

to the Company, and that its failure to seek bargaining from the

multi-employer bargaining association, of which the Company is a

member, did not. in the circumstances, justify the Company's refusal

to bargain. Bargaining on an individual basis between an employer-

member of a multi-employer bargaining association and the union,

for the purpose of handling particular conditions prevailing at that

employer's facility but not necessarily common to the group, is per-

missible for it is neither inconsistent with nor destructive of the

principle of group bargaining. Retail Clerks Union, No. 1550 v.

N.L.R.B., 330 F.2d 210, 213, 216 (C.A.D.C), cert, denied, 379 U.S.

828; Genesco, Inc. v. Joint Council 13, United Shoe Wkrs. of Amer.,

341 F.2d 482, 488-489 (C.A. 2); Western States Regional Council

V. N.L.R.B., _ F.2d _, 68 LRRM 2506, 2508-2509, n. 3 (C.A.

D.C., No. 21,31 7, decided June \9,\96%)\ The Kroger Co., 148NLRB

569, 573. Accordingly, where a single employer takes action peculiar

to it, a request for bargaining made upon that employer is appropriate

and creates a bargaining obligation on that employer. N.L.R.B. v.

Spun-Jee Corporation. 385 F.2d 379, 383 (C.A. 2). Plainly, the re-

quest on the Company here was a valid request. The plant rules,

which were issued by and through the Company, not the Associa-

tion.*^ were intended to apply only to the Company's plant, not the

plants of the other employer-members of the Association. It was,

therefore, entirely proper for the Union to ask the Company to bar-

o
Past practice was for the other individual employer-members of the

Association, including the predecessor-Company, General Brewing, to issue plant

rules themselves, applicable only to their own plants (R. 18; Tr. 22-23, 72-73,

78-79, 81-82, R. Exh. 2 and 8).
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gain itself about its own act, which had no impact other than in its

own plant.

To be sure, an employer is free to designate agents to represent

it in bargaining, and it is lawful for an employer to decline to bar-

gain with a union except through its duly designated representative.

Nonetheless, as the statute specifies, the ultimate obligation to bar-

gain rests on the employer and, accordingly, a demand on him to

bargain, at least initially, is clearly appropriate. If the employer, as

principal, then wishes to deal with the Union only through its au-

thorized agent, it is necessary that he make that fact plain to the

union. The Company here followed no such procedures. Not only

is there no evidence based on past practice or otherwise that the

subject of plant rules was a matter to be handled by the Associa-

tion, but the consistent issuance of plant rules by and through the

individual members of the Association, including the respondent

Company in the instant case, indicates that it was not. Moreover,

the Company at no time before or after the Union's bargaining de-

mand informed the Union that it wanted to deal with it only through

the Association about the matter. It is apparent, then, that the Com-

pany did not refuse to bargain with the Union over its plant rules .

because it wanted such discussions to proceed with its agent, and

that its present contention to this effect is simply an afterthought.

There is no merit to the Company's further argument that the

Union, in attempting to bargain with the Company individually, was

effectively seeking fragmentation of the established multi-employer

bargaining unit. There is no evidence that the Union's purpose, in

asking for bargaining about the plant rules, was other than to bar-
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gain with the Company concerning a subject peculiar to it and hav-

ing no relevance to the Association as a whole or the other employer-

members, a legitimate objective as the cases cited supra, p. 10,

demonstrate. Such bargaining would not have caused any disruption

in the overall unit, which would have remained intact as the basic

bargaining unit for the handling of all problems common to the

group. The Kroger Co., supra, 148 NLRB at 573-575.

D. The Union has not waived its right to bargain about

the plant rules

1 . The past practice of the parties did not amount to

a waiver with respect to the present issuance of

plant rules

As noted supra, p. 10, n. 8, in the past other members of the

multi-employer association, including the predecessor company, Gen-

eral Brewing, had unilaterally issued plant rules, none of which were

protested by the Union (Tr. 23, 73, 78-79, 82). In view of this fact,

the Company contends that the Union has waived its right to bar-

gain about its present issuance of plant rules. Plainly, however, a

union's inaction in the past with respect to a bargainable subject can-

not be regarded as a waiver for all time of its right to bargain about

the subject. At most, such silence or acquiesence constitutes only

a waiver of its right to bargain as to that specific event, or, where

the subject occurs in the course of general contract negotiations, a

waiver as to that subject for the term of the contract.^ Accordingly,

'^Pacific Coast Assn. of Pulp & Paper Manufacturers, 133 NLRB 690,

691, n. 2, enfd, 304 F.2d 760, 763-765 (C.A. 9) (waiver of right to bargain

at association level on subject of pensions during contract negotiations for 1

5

years did not preclude assertion of right in new contract negotiations); General
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the Union's past conduct here is irrelevant, and since the Union

promptly asserted its right to bargain about the Company's present

issuance of plant rules, there is no basis for finding a waiver of its

right to bargain from its actions.

The Board cases cited by the Company ,^^ deahng with the

question of subcontracting as a bargainable matter, are not in point.

It is true that in those cases the Board stated that a previous prac-

tice of subcontracting was one element considered by it in dismiss-

ing a complaint attacking an employer's failure to give a union a

prior opportunity to bargain before letting a particular subcontract.

However, as the Board pointed out, for example, in the Westinghouse-

Mansfield Plant case, the prior practice involved generally consisted

of the daily awarding of many subcontracts, totaUing in the thou-

sands each year. Such a practice had become, in effect, the usual

method of conducting business and was a constant fact of hfe for

the unit employees. 150 NLRB at 1576. By contrast, the issuance

Telephone Company of Florida v. N.L.R.B., 337 F.2d 452, 454 (C.A. 5) (fail-

ure to protest unilateral changes in or abolition of Christmas checks in past was

not waiver of right to bargain about present discontinuance of checks); Leeds

& Northrup Co. v. N.L.R.B., 391 F.2d 874, 878 (C.A. 3) (prior unUateral

changes in a Supplementary Compensation Plan did not relieve employer of

duty to bargain where Union protested present changes. "The union, faced

with the Company's practice over the years, might well have remained quies-

cent until such time as it was seriously dissatisfied with the formula.") See

also Armstrong Cork Company v. N.L.R.B., 21 1 F.2d 843, 848 (C.A. 5).

^^Westinghouse Electric Corp. (Mansfield Plant), 150 NLRB 1514; Shell

Oil Company, 149 NLRB 283; Kennecott Copper Corp. (Chino Mines Division),

148 NLRB 1653; and see American Oil Company, 151 NLRB 421; Superior

Coach Corporation, 151 NLRB 188; Westinghouse Electric Corp., Etc., 153

NLRB 443.
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of plant rules in the instant case has occurred but three or four

times in the last twelve or thirteen years among the various members

of the multi-employer association. It was not, therefore, an event

which the employees had to cope with on a frequent basis.

In any event, the prior practices in the subcontracting cases

were only one of several factors rehed on by the Board to support

its finding that no violation had occurred. The Board also noted

such things as the absence of any significant detriment to the unit

employees, ^^ the presence of contractual provisions empowering

the employer to subcontract, and the opportunity to bargain about

the decision to subcontract subsequently afforded the union. None

of these additional bases is present here. The promulgation of the

plant rules produced an obvious detriment for the employees by re-

straining their actions in important areas where they were formerly

free to act. (The fact that the restraint may not be tangibly felt

until an employee broke one of the rules is completely immaterial.

The rule, which is at all times in effect, itself inhibits activity.) As

shown infra, pp. 15-17, no provisions in the collective bargaining

contract sanctioned the Company's action. Finally, the Company's

flat refusal to discuss its plant rules precluded even subsequent

bargaining about the rules. The Board's "subcontracting" cases,

therefore, are not controlling. The Third Circuit reached the same

conclusion in a comparable situation in Leeds & Northrup Co. v.

N.L.R.B.. supra, 391 F.2d at 878-879.

^^See District 50, United Mine Workers, Local 13942 v. N.L.R.B., 358

F.2d 234, 237-238 (C.A. 4); but see International Union, U.A., A. & A. Imp.

Wkrs. V. N.L.R.B., 381 F.2d 265, 266 (C.A.D.C), cert, denied, 389 U.S. 857.
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2. The provisions of the collective bargaining agree-

ment do not constitute a contractual waiver

The collective bargaining contract contained provisions relat-

ing to safety and granting the employer the right to discharge em-

ployees for "just cause." ^^ The Company contends that these

clauses gave it the right to issue plant rules unilaterally and, there-

fore, amounted to a contractual waiver by the Union of its right to

bargain about the Company's issuance of plant rules. Plainly, they

do not. It is settled law that a purported waiver, in a contract, of

the statutory right to bargain, must, to be effective, be in "clear

and unmistakable" language— "a mere inference, no matter how

strong, should be insufficient." N.L.R.B. v. Perkins Machine Com-

^^ ARTICLE VII. WORKING CONDITIONS

(b) Safety Rules. In the interest of maintaining high standards of safety, and

to minimize industrial accidents and illness, the following is agreed:

(1) The Employer will comply with all State and Federal safety and san-

itary laws. Suitable washrooms and lockers shall be maintained and kept in

clean and sanitary conditions.

(2) Adequate safety devices shall be provided by the Employer, and

when such devices are furnished, it shall be mandatory for employees to use

them.

(3) No employee shall be discharged or disciplined for refusing to work

on a job if his refusal is based upon the claim that said job is not safe, or might

unduly endanger his health, until it is determined by the Employer that the

job is or has been made safe, or will not unduly endanger his health. Any dis-

pute concerning such determination is subject to the grievance procedure.

ARTICLE XII. RIGHTS OF MANAGEMENT

The Union concedes the right of the Employer to discharge any Machin-

ist or Helper for just cause.

Should Machinist or Machinist's Helper be unable to continue his employ-

ment due to illness or injury, he shall report to his foreman at the earliest pos-

sible moment.
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pany, 326 F.2d 488, 489 (C.A. 1).^-^ The clauses involved here, we

submit, fall far short of meeting this standard.

Thus, the clauses themselves say nothing whatever about the

promulgation of rules of any kind, nor do they, by their terms, en-

vision the subsequent issuance of rules interpreting, clarifying or ex-

plaining them. To be sure, the Company's "right" to discharge "for

just cause," a standard, general provision appearing in most collec-

tive bargaining agreements,^^ is not specifically defined in this con-

tract. However, the absence of a detailed catalogue of offenses war-

ranting discharge does not, as the Company urges, automatically give

the Company the unfettered right to draw up the list. Certainly,

^•^Accord: Fafnir Bearing Company v. N.L.R.B., 362 F.2d 716, 722 (C.A.

2)\ International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. v. N.L.R.B., 382 F.2d 366,

373 (C.A. 3), cert, denied, 389 U.S. 1039; Leeds & Northrup Company v.

N.L.R.B., supra, 391 F.2d at S18; N.L.R.B. v. Item Company, 220 F.2d 956,

958-959 (C.A. 5), cert, denied, 352 U.S. 917; Timken Roller Bearing Company

V. N.L.R.B., 325 F.2d 746, 751 (C.A. 6), cert, denied, 376 U.S. 911; Dura Cor-

poration V. N.L.R.B., 380 F.2d 970, 972-973 (C.A. 6); International Woodwork-

ers ofAmer., Local 3-10 v. N.L.R.B., 380 F.2d 628, 629-630 (C.A.D.C); Inter-

national Union, U.A., A. & A. Imp. Wkrs. v. N.L.R.B., supra, 381 F.2d at 267.

See also C & C Plywood Corporation, 148 NLRB 414, 416, in which the Board,

in construing a contractual provision, applied the "clear and unmistakable" test.

The Supreme Court, in later upholding the Board, said, "We cannot disapprove

of the Board's approach." N.L.R.B. v. C & C Plywood Corp., 385 U.S. 421,

430. It is, of course, well established that the Board has the power to construe

contractual clauses in cases of this kind. N.L.R.B. v. C & C Plywood, supra.

As of September 1965, "Grounds for discharge are stated in 90 per-

cent of contracts. A general statement to the effect that discharge can be

made for "cause" or "just cause" appears in 73 percent of the total. But many

of these contracts, plus others which omit general statements (51 percent all

told), go on to list one or more specific grounds for discharge." BNA, Collec-

tive Bargaining, Negotiations and Contracts, 40:1.
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the clause does not expressly grant the Company any such rights.

Rather, the phrase, "just cause," would clearly comprehend only

what had traditionally been agreed to be a ground for discharge in

the plant in the past, as found m the express terms of the contract,

the prior written plant rules, or the practice of the parties. With-

out more, it cannot be authority for the unilateral imposition of

new and different standards of conduct, not previously known in

the plant. In any event, the most that could be said for the phrase

is that it might "arguably" grant the employer such power to act.

A phrase of this nature, however, does not satisfy the "clear and un-

mistakable" test. It cannot, therefore, quahfy as a waiver of the

statutory right to bargain about the subject of plant rules.

Similarly, the "Safety Rules" provisions merely require the em-

ployer and the employees to observe certain listed safety practices

and employ safety devices. Nothing is said about any alleged right

of the Company to define other safety rules. Moreover, the safety

rules are concerned solely with questions of safety, and are, accord-

ingly, irrelevant to the issue of the Company's authority with respect

to plant rules, the principal subject of inquiry herein. ^-^

To the extent that some arbitrators' decisions (See Dunau, Contracts

and Unfair Labor Practices, 57 Colum. L. Rev. 52, 79) may have sanctioned

the unilateral issuance of plant rules in any case other than one in which such

act was expressly permitted by the applicable contract, we submit that such

decisions are irrelevant in that they fail to give full recognition to the Union's

statutory right to bargain or to accept the principle that only a "clear and un-

mistakable" waiver of the right will be given effect. As previously noted supra,

p. 16, n. 13, this is the approach approved by the Supreme Court for handling

such problems.
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E. The Board Properly Exercised Its Power To Adjudi-

cate the Unfair Labor Practice Herein Despite the

Availability of Contractual Grievance and Arbitra-

tion Procedures

The collective bargaining agreement contained a four-step griev-

ance procedure for the resolution of grievances involving, inter alia,

the "meaning and application of the provisions of this agreement,"

culminating in "final and binding arbitration" (Article VI, G.C. Exh.

3). It is settled, however, as the Company apparently concedes, that

under Section 10(a) of the Act'''^ the Board is not obliged to refrain

from exercising its jurisdiction by the existence of alternative arbi-

tration procedures/'^ Nonetheless, the Company argues that, under

the facts presented here, the Board should have exercised its discre-

^"^"This power [to prevent unfair labor practices] shall not be affected

by any other means of adjustment or prevention that has been or may be estab-

lished by agreement, law or otherwise. . .
."

^^N.L.R.B. V. Acme Industrial Co.. 385 U.S. 432, 436A37 ^N.L.R.B. v.

Walt Disney Productions, 146 F.2d 44, 48 (C.A. 9), cert, denied, 324 U.S. 877;

N.L.R.B. V. M&M Oldsmobile, Inc., 377 F.2d 712, 715-716 (C.A. 2); N.LR.B.

V. Scam Instrument Corp., _ F.2d _, 68 LRRM 2280, 2282 (C.A. 1); N.L.R.B.

V. Huttig Sash & Door Co., 377 F.2d 964, 970 (C.A. 8); American Fire Appa-

ratus Company v. N.L.R.B., 380 F.2d 1005, 1007 (C.A. 8). Compare N.L.R.B.

V. Tom Johnson, Inc., supra, 378 F.2d at 343 (C.A. 9).
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tion to decline to assert its jurisdiction, and remitted the Union to

whatever remedies might be available to it under the grievance-

arbitration provisions of the contract. We show below that the

Board here did not abuse its discretion by assuming its undoubted

jurisdiction.

In general, the Board will decline to make a finding of an un-

fair labor practice violation and defer to arbitration where the par-

ties have already obtained an arbitrator's decision, or are in the proc-

ess of obtaining such a decision, the existence of the unfair labor

practice turns primarily on an interpretation of a specific contract

provision, and it is "reasonably probable that arbitration settlement

of the contract dispute would also put at rest the unfair labor prac-

tice controversy in a manner sufficient to effectuate the policies of

the Act."^'^ The Board also considers such factors as whether sending

the parties to arbitration will result in duplication and delay. ^^

Plainly, the instant case was not one warranting deferral to ar-

bitration. In the first place, the controversy has never been submit-

ted to an arbitrator.-^^ Further, the issues here do not turn solely

^^Cloverleaf Division of Adams Dairy Co., \A1 NLRB 1410, 1415-1416.

See also, dSc S Industries, Inc., 158 NLRB 454, 459^60; International Har-

vester Co., 138 NLRB 923, 927, affirmed sub nom., Ramsey v. N.L.R.B., 327

F.2d 784, 787-788 (C.A. 7), cert, denied, 377 U.S. 1003; Spielberg Manufactur-

ing Company, 112 NLRB 1080, 1082; Dubo Manufacturing Corporation, 142

NLRB 431, 432, 148 NLRB 1114, 11 16, enfd, 353 F.2d 157 (C.A. 6); Carey

V. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 375 U.S. 261, 270-272.

^^Unit Drop Forge Div., 171 NLRB No. 73, 68 LRRM 1129, 1131-

1132.

20N.L.R.B. V. Huttig Sash & Door Co., supra, 377 F.2d at 970.
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or even primarily on an interpretation of a contract provision, for

the Company defends its action on several grounds other than its

contract. Moreover, the issue of contract interpretation is not a sub-

stantial one, peculiarly within the competence of an arbitrator; rather,

it is one wholly suitable for Board determination since it involves,

inter alia, apphcation of the principle that waiver of the statutory

right to bargain can only be shown by "clear and unmistakable"

contract language.'^^ And if an arbitrator were to render a contrary

decision, the Board could not give hospitable acceptance to it be-

cause it would necessarily be one opposed to the settled principles

of law involved here, and thus repugnant to the purposes and poli-

cies of the Act. Finally, to require the parties at this stage of the

litigation, a year and a half or more after the onset of the dispute,

to present the case to yet another forum for resolution, would im-

^^ Compare Smith Cabinet Manufacturing Company, Inc., 147 NLRB

1506, 1508; Century Papers, Inc., 155 NLRB 358, 361-362; C & S Industries,

Inc.. supra: Gravenslund Operating Co., djhja Washington Hardware. 168 NLRB

No. 72, 66 LRRM 1323, 1324, with The Crescent Bed Company, Inc.. 157

NLRB 296, 299.
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pose needless duplication and delay without gaining any correspond-

ing advantages.'^^

Following issuance of the Board's Decision and Order herein, the Com-

pany moved to reopen the record for the reception of additional evidence,

asserting that in the most recent (1967) contract negotiations between the

Union and the Association, the Union did not ask either the Company or the

Association to bargain about the plant rules (R. 32^6). The Company argued

that the Board's order should be withdrawn on the ground that even if it had

failed to tell the Union at the time of the original demand that it should bar-

gain with the Association rather than it about the plant rules, it had in effect

done so by taking that position in the course of the instant litigation, and the

Union's subsequent failure to request the Association to bargain over the mat-

ter therefore constituted a waiver of its right to bargain about it now or in the

future (R. 33-36). The Board denied the motion as "lacking in merit" (R.

49).

The Board's ruling was manifestly correct. In the first place, the issue

with respect to the proper party for bargaining was but one of many conten-

tions made by the Company to support its total refusal to bargain. There is

no reason to believe that the Company has abandoned any of its other grounds,

and in particular the Company has not stated that, despite its basic position

that it is not obligated to bargain about the plant rules, it is now freely willing

to bargain on the subject, either by itself or through the Association. Accord-

ingly, the Union had no reason to assume that a later request on the Associa-

tion would be any less futile than its former one on the Company. In any

event, at best, the legal position adopted by the Company in this litigation can

be construed as nothing more than a declaration that it is now ready to com-

ply with the law and bargain with the Union about its plant rules, albeit through

the Association. However, a claim by a respondent that it has ceased and de-

sisted from committing the particular unfair labor practice with which it is

charged, is neither an adequate remedy for the unfair labor practice, nor a bar-

rier to enforcement of the Board's order based on that unfair labor practice.

N.L.R.B. V. Mexia Textile Mills, Inc., 339 U.S. 563, 561-570; N.LR.B. v.

American National Insurance Co., 343 U.S. 395, 399, n. 4; Local 1976, Car-

penters V. N.L.R.B., 357 U.S. 93, 97, n. 2, N.L.R.B. v. United Brotherhood of

Carpenters & Joiners, 321 F.2d 126, 129 (C.A. 9), cert, denied, 375 U.S. 953;

Pacific Coast Assn. of Pulp and Paper Mfrs. v. N.L.R.B., 304 F.2d 760, 765

(C.A. 9); N.L.R.B. v. Trimfit of California, 211 F.2d 206, 209 (C.A. 9). The
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated, it is respectfully submitted that a decree

should issue enforcing the Board's order in fuU.^-^

ARNOLD ORDMAN,

General Counsel,

DOMINICK L. MANOLI,

Associate General Counsel,

MARCEL MALLET-PREVOST,

Assistant General Counsel,

JOHN D. BURGOYNE,

DAVID C. NEVINS,

Attorneys,

National Labor Relations Board.

June 1968

question of whether and to what extent circumstances prevailing now or in the

future may affect the Company's bargaining obligations is a problem which

should be left to the compliance stages of this proceeding. Solo Cup Company

V. N.LR.B., 332 F.2d 447, 449 (C.A. 4).

Before the Board the Company attacked the portion of the Board's

order requiring the Company to cease and desist from "in any like or similar

manner interfering with, restraining or coercing employees in the exercise of

their bargaining rights" (R. 20). Such a provision is clearly proper. Lloyd A.

Fry Roofing Co. v. N.L.R.B.. 220 F.2d 432, 433 (C.A. 9).
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APPENDIX A

The relevant provisions of the National Labor Relations Act, as

amended (61 Stat. 136, 73 Stat. 519, 29 U.S.C, Sees. 151, et seq.)

are as follows:

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES

Sec. 8(a) It shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer-

* * *

(5) to refuse to bargain collectively with the representa-

tives of his employees, subject to the provisions of section

9(a).

* * *

Sec. 8(d) For the purposes of this section, to bargain col-

lectively is the performance of the mutual obligation of the

employer and the representative of the employees to meet at

reasonable times and confer in good faith with respect to wages,

hours, and other terms and conditions of employment, or the

negotiation of an agreement, or any question arising thereunder,

and the execution of a written contract incorporating any agree-

ment reached if requested by either party, but such obligation

does not compel either party to agree to a proposal or require

the making of a concession: Provided, That where there is in

effect a collective-bargaining contract covering employees in an

industry affecting commerce, the duty to bargain collectively

shall also mean that no party to such contract shall terminate

or modify such contract, unless the party desiring such termi-

nation or modification—

(1) serves a written notice upon the other party to the

contract of the proposed termination or modification sixty

. days prior to the expiration date thereof, or in the event

such contract contains no expiration date, sixty days prior

to the time it is proposed to make such termination or modi-

fication;
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(2) offers to meet and confer with the other party for

the purpose of negotiating a new contract or a contract con-

taining the proposed modifications;

(3) notifies the Federal Mediation and Concihation Serv-

ice within thirty days after such notice of the existence of

a dispute, and simultaneously therewith notifies any State

or Territorial agency estabhshed to mediate and conciliate

disputes within the State or Territory where the dispute oc-

curred, provided no agreement has been reached by that

time; and

(4) continues in full force and effect, without resorting

to strike or lockout, all the terms and conditions of the ex-

isting contract for a period of sixty days after such notice

is given or until the expiration date of such contract, which-

ever occurs later.

PREVENTION OF UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES

Sec. 10(a) The Board is empowered, as hereinafter provided,

to prevent any person from engaging in any unfair labor prac-

tice (listed in section 8) affecting commerce. This power shall

not be affected by any other means of adjustment or preven-

tion that has been or may be established by agreement, law, or

otherwise: Provided, That the Board is empowered by agree-

ment with any agency of any State or Territory to cede to such

agency jurisdiction over any cases in any industry (other than

mining, manufacturing, communications, and transportation ex-

cept where predominantly local in character) even though such

cases may involve labor disputes affecting commerce, unless

the provision of the State or Territorial statute apphcable to

the determination of such cases by such agency is inconsistent

with the corresponding provision of this Act or has received a

construction inconsistent therewith.

Sec. 10(e) The Board shall have power to petition any court

of appeals of the United States, or if all the courts of appeals

to which application may be made are in vacation, any district
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court of the United States, within any circuit or district, re-

spectively, wherein the unfair labor practice in question occurred

or wherein such person resides or transacts business, for the en-

forcement of such order and for appropriate temporary relief

or restraining order, and shall file in the court the record in the

proceedings, as provided in section 2112 of title 28, United

States Code. Upon the filing of such petition, the court shall

cause notice thereof to be served upon such person, and there-

upon shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the ques-

tion determined therein, and shall have power to grant such

temporary relief or restraining order as it deems just and proper,

and to make and enter a decree enforcing, modifying, and en-

forcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the

order of the Board. No objection that has not been urged be-

fore the Board, its member, agent, or agency, shall be consid-

ered by the court, unless the failure or neglect to urge such ob-

jection shall be excused because of extraordinary circumstances.

The findings of the Board with respect to questions of fact if

supported by substantial evidence on the record considered as

a whole shall be conclusive. If either party shall apply to the

court for leave to adduce additional evidence and shall show

to the satisfaction of the court that such additional evidence

is material and that there were reasonable grounds for the fail-

ure to adduce such evidence in the hearing before the Board,

its member, agent, or agency, the court may order such addi-

tional evidence to be taken before the Board, its member, agent,

or agency, and to be made a part of the record. The Board

may modify its findings as to the facts, or make new findings,

by reason of additional evidence so taken and filed, and it shall

file such modified or new findings, which findings with respect

to questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the

record considered as a whole shall be conclusive, and shall file

its recommendations, if any, for the modification or setting

aside of its original order. Upon the filing of the record with

it the jurisdiction of the court shall be exclusive and its judg-

ment and decree shall be final, except that the same shall be

subject to review by the appropriate United States court of

appeals if application was made to the district court as herein-

above provided, and by the Supreme Court of the United States
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upon writ of certiorari or certification as provided in section

1254 of title 28.

APPENDIX B

Index to Reporter's Transcript

(Numbers are to pages of the reporter's transcript)

Board Case No. 31-CA-540
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No. 22,698

IN THE

United States Court of Appeals
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

National Labor Relations Board,

Petitioner,

vs.

Miller Brewing Company,
RespoTident.

On Petition for Enforcement of an Order of

the National Labor Relations Board.

RESPONDENT'S BRIEF.

Jurisdiction.

The Respondent concedes the jurisdiction of this Court

as set forth in Petitioner's Brief (Pet. 1-2).^

Statement of the Case.

As stated by Petitioner ".
. . [T]he Board found that

the Company violated Section 8(a) (5) and (1) of the

Act by refusing to bargain about plant rules which the

Company unilaterally issued." (Pet. 2). If this case

^References to the pleadings, decision and order of the Board
and other papers reproduced as "Volume I, Pleadings", are des-

ignated as "R." References to portions of the stenographic
transcript reproduced pursuant to Court Rules 10 and 17 are des-

ignated as "Tr." References designated "R. Exh." and "G.C.
Exh." are to the exhibits of Respondent and the General coun-
sel, respectively. References designated "Pet." are to portions
of Petitioner's Brief.
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involved nothing more than a bare refusal to bargain

over plant rules by an individual company with a duly

certified union, this case would not be before this Court.

In fact, the Court may question why this case is of suf-

ficient significance to either the Board or Respondent

to be the subject of a Petition for Enforcement.

We submit that the case should not be before the

Court, that the charge should have been dismissed, and

that rather than effectuating the policies of the Act. to

grant enforcement would be inimical to the policies of

the Act.

The easy course for Respondent would have been to

"bargain" when the Union" initially made its demand

concerning the plant rules or to have "bargained" at

any further stage of the proceeding. We do not believe

on the basis of the record and the admissions by the

Union witnesses as to the recognition and acceptability

of practically all of the plant rules, that negotiations

would be that onerous considered in a vacuum. How-
ever, for the reasons set forth the principles in this case

transcend the limited narrow question of negotiations

over plant rules.

These reasons include

:

1. The demand for bargaining upon Respondent di-

rectly and alone was inadequate, improper and in deroga-

tion of the authority and status of the established

industry-wide collective bargaining unit and the desig-

nated industry representation. The California Brewers

Association was the representative of all the companies,

had engaged in all the negotiations with the Union for

-International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Work-
ers, AFL-CIO.
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a good many years, and in fact through its predecessor

was a party to the certification by the Board of the

Union as the bargaining representative. The Board

would improperly place the burden upon the Respondent

to advise the Union of the correct procedure to request

bargaining rather than requiring the Union to make a

proper demand as the Union did not.

2. There was no refusal to bargain in that the rules

did not substantively and unilaterally change working

conditions but were merely and basically a codification

of existing rules, some previously posted and most gen-

erally well known to the employees. The rules were not

unusual or extreme, but are common in the industry

and in most industrial plants. Some of the rules such

as those prohibiting gambling are no more than con-

sistent with State law. Under the circumstances here,

particularly when there was no proper demand upon the

duly designated representative, to bring to bear the full

force of the Board and a Court enforcement of such

order is not consistent with and will not effectuate the

policies of the Act.

3. The Union waived any right to insist upon bar-

gaining concerning issuance of the plant rules by Re-

spondent in view of the provisions of the agreement and

the unilateral promulgation and use of plant rules by

other companies, members of the same collective bar-

gaining unit. The rejection of this argument by the

Board points up its determination to require individual

bargaining on matters which the Board contends affect

only individual companies. The impact of any negotia-

tions by Respondent would, of course, have been felt by

the Association and its members and any negotiations

on plant rules themselves were clearly and properly a



matter to be considered as part of industry-wide ne-

gotiations.

4. Any question as to whether there was a waiver

and whether the Respondent had the right under the

agreement to issue the plant rules was a matter properly

subject to the contractual grievance and arbitration pro-

cedures. As stated, the subject matter of this unfair

labor practice proceeding should not be before the Court

but should have been left to the procedures agreed upon

and available to the parties.

5. As of the time of the 1967 negotiations, follow-

ing the hearing in this matter, the Union was well ad-

vised and instructed concerning Respondent's position

that negotiations were to be conducted upon proper de-

mand to the Association. Although the Union bar-

gained with the Association on various contract mat-

ters in 1967, there was no demand to bargain concerning

the right of a company to issue rules unilaterally or the

rules themselves. This constitutes a further waiver

and abandonment by the Union of any right to bargain

on these plant rules and we submit there is no present

or continuing proper bargaining demand.

Statement of the Facts.

Petitioner summarized some of the salient facts (Pet.

2-5). However, we believe that we must set forth our

own statement of facts, some of which will be repeti-

tious of those set forth by the Petitioner but are neces-

sary for a proper understanding and resolution of the

important issues presented.

Since 1950 the charging party, the Union, has been

the certified representative of certain craft employees

employed as machinists by members of the California
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Brewers Association (formerly California State Brewers

Institute^). Although some changes have occurred in

the employers, the Association has continued to be the

established and recognized representative of the mem-

bers. The present members include Anheuser-Busch,

Inc., Pabst Brewing Company, Jos. Schlitz Brewing

Company, Theo. Hamm Brewing Company, Miller

Brewing Company and General Brewing Corporation

(formerly known as Lucky Lager Brewing Company

and prior to the acquisition by Respondent, the owner

of the Azusa plant) [R. 17].

There is no evidence of any negotiations or demand

for negotiations on an individual employer or plant

basis prior to the demand of the machinists in this case.

Negotiations have always been conducted on an in-

dustry-wide basis through the California Brewers As-

sociation. The Association is a nonprofit California

corporation, having as one of its principal purposes the

negotiation and administration of collective bargaining

agreements. All of the companies referred to above

are members of the Association and bargain through

the Association. Individual employers do not bargain

on an individual basis but rather master agreements

are negotiated which are signed by representatives of

the Association. This is the procedure with all of the

various unions including the Teamster Brewery and

Soft Drink Workers Joint Board of California, the

union representing the majority of the employees [R.

17; Tr. 11-12].

Negotiations with the Machinists Union have been

conducted over the last number of years including nego-

'See California State Brewers Institute, 90 NLRB 1747.



tiations in 1956, 1957, 1958, 1960, 1962, 1964 and

1967 [R. 17; Tr. 13].

The only evidence of any demand for bargaining

concerning plant rules by any of the unions on the

Association was by the Teamster Brewery and Soft

Drink Workers Joint Board of California in the 1964

negotiations. At that time the demand was resisted by

the industry through the Association and no provision

was included in the collective bargaining agreement con-

cerning the issuance of plant rules [Tr. 75].

On May 1, 1966, Respondent acquired the Azusa

plant of General Brewing Corporation. From May 1

to October 24, 1966, the Respondent was engaged in

the refurbishing, remodeling and repairing of the plant

to ready it for production. At the plant there are some

200 employees represented by numerous unions, only 16

of whom are represented by this Union [R. 17; Tr. 91.

At an orientation meeting in May. 1966. the em-

ployees including the machinists were advised on cer-

tain matters including some plant rules [R. Exh. 6;

Tr. 61].

As of May 1. 1966, the Association and the Union

entered into an Adoption Agreement whereby Respond-

ent became a party to the collective bargaining agree-

ment between the Association and the Union. This

agreement was executed by the Association and the

Union representatives. It was not an individual agree-

ment executed by Respondent [G. C. Exh. 2].

Respondent determined, as do most industrial plants,

that it should promulgate plant rules covering its em-

ployees including employees represented by the seven

unions representing employees at the plant. Detailed
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and comprehensive rules were in effect at other plants

within the certified unit represented by the California

Brewers Association. None of these rules have been

negotiated [Tr. 23, 7Z, 79] although they are similar

to the rules issued by Respondent.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc. has a detailed nine-page book-

let covering plant rules, safety regulations and precau-

tions, equipment, tools and machines and general rules

[R. Exh. 2]. These rules are available to the em-

ployees and have been since Anheuser-Busch estab-

lished its plant in 1953 or 1954 [Tr. 23].

Another member of the Association, Pabst Brewing

Company, has a set of rules which are distributed to

the employees at the time they are hired. The employees

sign a receipt for the rules agreeing to study the rules

and any subsequent instructions as issued [R. Exh. 8].

The rules include everyday safety rules and general

rules and regulations. It is specifically provided that

disciplinary action will be taken for violation of the

rules and it is even designated that violation of certain

rules are cause for dismissal such as intoxication and

punching time cards [R. Exh. 8].

Theo. Hamm Brewing Company has plant rules

which have been in effect since 1958. There are 42

rules including penalty guides for first, second, third

and fourth offenses, including such penalties as sus-

pension, written reprimands and discharge. Any four

violations within a twelve month period are cause for

discharge and the penalties prescribed are minimum

[R. Exh. 10].

General Brewing Corporation, owner of the Azusa

plant prior to Respondent's advent, had a set of rules.

Many rules were individually posted on such matters



as punching another employee's time card, bringing

whiskey into the plant, punching out at the end of the

day, card playing, reporting in in the event of sickness

[Tr. 81, 82, 92-93]. Some of these rules were codified

into a single document and posted on various bulletin

boards. There were no negotiations on these rules

nor any demand for negotiations by any of the various

unions [Tr. 82, 83].

As stated. Respondent believed it was appropriate to

publish plant rules similar to the rules in effect at the

main plant in Milwaukee [Tr. 67]. The rules were

placed into effect prior to the time Respondent began

operations in October, 1966. The proposed rules were

first distributed to department heads of the Respondent

for suggestions and to see if they violated any collective

bargaining agreement [Tr. 59]. The rules were dis-

tributed to the employees in September, 1966, a few

months after Respondent acquired the plant and before

operations began [R. 17].

ATany employees represented by other unions signed

for the rules without objection. Respondent requested

that the employees sign for the rules but did not require

that they do so [R. Exh. 3]. With the exception of the

demand by the Machinists Union for negotiations, there

was no demand for negotiations by any of the unions

involved representing collectively the vast majority of

the employees, nor any grievance filed [Tr. 62].

Contrary to the statement of Petitioner, at no time

did Respondent "flatly refuse [d] to enter into a discus-

sion with the Union at any time about the rules."

(Pet. 9). Not only did Respondent take the position at

the hearing that they were willing to discuss the mean-

ing and application of the rules [Tr. 25-26] but even



at the time of the promulgation of the rules they were

reviewed and discussed upon request (although not

negotiated with the other unions). For example, rep-

resentatives of the Teamster Brewery and Soft Drink

Workers Joint Board of California inquired as to how

"tough" the Respondent was going to be in connection

with the rules about soliciting and gambling [Tr. 65,

66, 86]. A representative of the Operating Engineers

Union advised the Respondent that if there was a prob-

lem concerning the rules he would file a grievance. A
steward for the electricians even volunteered that he

felt the rules were a decent set of rules [Tr. 87].

The Machinists Union advised their members not to

sign for the rules and the employees objected to the

distribution based upon advice from their representa-

tive. At no time was there an objection to any specific

rule although the Respondent did review and discuss

the rules with the employees. The employees had only

two basic questions, how the rule on gambling would be

enforced and also the rule on soliciting. The Respond-

ent explained on the question of solicitations that they

had no objection to the practice of soliciting to help an

employee in case of an illness or death but that they

wanted to hold the collections down. As to the gam-

bling rule it was explained that the Respondent was

concerned about such matters as a large football pool

[Tr. 85-86].

There has been no grievance filed concerning the rules

or the application of any rule following this discussion

with the employees [Tr. 50]. Through the candid testi-

mony of the Union steward it was established that vir-

tually all of the rules were well known to the employees

(Petitioner contends to the contrary. Compare Pet. 4,
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7). The issuance of the rules did not impose any sub-

stantially new or different standards of conduct and

were, as testified, already well known and in existence.

The rules that were well known and recognized by the

employees include

:

1. Theft or misuse of Company equipment;

2. Misuse or removal of Company property;

3. Unauthorized disclosure of Company informa-

tion;

4. Restricting production

;

5. Falsification of records;

6. Bringing narcotics and intoxicating liquors into

the plant

;

7. Immoral conduct or indecency;

8. Punching time cards

;

9. Insubordination

;

11. Fighting [G. C. Exh. 4, Major Rules; Tr. 37-

40].

The witnesses were also aware of the following rules

which are entitled "General Rules"

:

1. Failure to be at work station;

3. Calling in in advance if absent;

4. Punching time card;

5. Punching out within 20 minutes after end of

shift;

10. Neglecting duties and responsibilities;

1 1

.

Loitering or wasting time

;

12. Creating unsanitary or poor housekeeping condi-

tions
;

14. Unauthorized or repeated absenteeism or late-

ness;
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16. Reporting for work in unfit condition;

17. Failure to work safely [G. C. Exh. 4, Tr. 41-

45].

The witnesses were also aware of the following Safety

rules

:

1. Reporting injuries

;

2. Using safety devices

;

5. Not hitching rides

;

6. Using eye and other personal protective equip-

ment;

7. Following other safe practices [G. C. Exh. 4;

Tr. 46-47].

Following distribution of the rules to the employees

a business representative of the Union called the plant

manager and demanded that the Respondent negotiate

the rules. The Respondent explained its position that

it did not feel that it was under an obligation to do

so [Tr. 20].

The business representative of the Union said that

they were going to file an unfair labor practice charge,

but he made no objection to any particular rule and he

did not request an opportunity to discuss the meaning

or application of any particular rule. The Respondent

has never refused to discuss the application of the rules

or the application of any particular rule [Tr. 63, 64,

66]. As stated above, at the hearing before the Trial

Examiner, counsel for Respondent reaffirmed this will-

ingness :

"[T]he Company's position is now and at all

times has been that we are willing to discuss these

rules as to their meaning or application, and any
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clarification or anything along that line. The

Company's position is for the various reasons set

forth in the Answer, alleged in the Answer, that

they did not have to negotiate, and that is still our

position, but we are not opposed to discussing

them and attempting to resolve any questions or

concerns as to the application of the rules." [Tr.

26].

The Union then sent a formal letter of demand for

negotiations [G. C. Exh. 5]. The Respondent did not

respond as the letter did not require a response in view

of the announced intention of the Union to file an un-

fair labor practice charge [Tr. 64].

At no time has there been any demand on the Asso-

ciation concerning the issuance or promulgation of the

rules by Respondent [Tr. 22].

The hearing was held on February 28, 1967, the

Trial Examiner's Decision issued on May 17, 1967, and

the Board's Decision on July 20, 1967 [R. 16, 30].

After the hearing and while the case was pending be-

fore the Board and even after the case had been de-

cided by the Board, negotiations were conducted be-

tween the Association and the Union [R. 32-46]. The

1967 negotiations with the Union commenced on July

10 and concluded on September 2, 1967. Negotiations,

as for many years previously, were conducted through

the Association and not by the individual companies.

The Memorandum Agreement settling the negotiations

was executed by the Association representatives on be-
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half of the Respondent. There was no demand for in-

dividual bargaining. There was no demand by the Un-

ion for negotiations concerning plant rules.

This was in spite of the fact that the Union had been

specifically and clearly advised of the position of Re-

spondent that the Association was the proper represen-

tative and the representative through whom Respond-

ent wished to negotiate.

Respondent moved to reopen the record on the basis

of this additional information, which motion was re-

jected [R. 49].
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ARGUMENT.

The Company Did Not Violate Section

8(a)(1) and (5) of the Act.

The Respondent was not obligated to bargain with the

Union concerning the issuance of plant rules under the

timing and character of the Union's demand for bar-

gaining. This case does not involve a simple refusal

to bargain over plant rules upon a proper and timely

demand.

If this case simply involved a refusal to bargain

concerning plant rules it would not be before this Court.

We may concede that plant rules do affect wages,

hours and working conditions and are a mandatory sub-

ject of bargaining.*

Certainly this Court should not be burdened with a

petition for enforcement solely involving the question

of whether bargaining on plant rules is mandatory.

What distinguishes this case from any and all cases

cited by Petitioner are the peculiar and controlling cir-

cumstances of the Union's demand.

The demand was not a proper demand. It was not

made on the proper representative. It was not made at

the proper time. There had been a waiver by the

Union based upon the conduct of the parties to the

agreement, coupled with the language of the agreement

itself. Any questions raised should have been resolved

through utilization of the grievance procedure. Finally,

the Union failed to make a proper demand in recent

negotiations with the Association when the contract was

*N.L.R.B. V. Gulf Power Company (5th Cir. 1967). 384 F.

2d 822, 825; Little Rock Doiimtowncr, Inc., 145 NLRB 1286,

1304, enforced in part (8th Cir. 1964) 341 F. 2d 1020.
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open and a demand on the Association would have been

clearly proper. Such failure precludes enforcement.

None of the cases cited by the Petitioner involve solely

the issuance of plant rules and a refusal to bargain

concerning- them (Pet. 6-7). Each of the cases in-

volved a range of activity by the employer of which the

alleged changes in plant rules, if any, were only one

part and in addition, the changes themselves were sub-

stantive and had an immediate effect upon the em-

ployee.^

The Demand for Bargaining Upon Respondent

Alone Was Improper and in Derogation of

the Industry-Wide Bargaining Unit and

Representation.

Petitioner admits

:

"To be sure, an employer is free to designate

agents to represent it in bargaining, and it is law-

ful for an employer to decline to bargain with a

union except through its duly designated represen-

tative." (Pet. 11).

The agent and the only agent designated or recog-

nized by the parties as the representative of the em-

ployer was the Association. The evidence in the instant

case is uncontroverted. All bargaining from the date

of the Union's certification has been on an industry-

^Lloyd A. Fry Roofing Co. v. N.L.R.B. (9th Cir. 1954),
216 F. 2d 273, 274, 276, employer abolished rest periods with
immediate effect upon employees. Did not involve plant rules

;

N.L.R.B. V. Tozver Hosiery' Mills (4th Cir. 1950), 180 F. 2d
701, 703, cert, denied, 340 U.S. 811, employer unilaterally made
wage increases and changed work requirement. Did not involve
plant rules; N.L.R.B. v. Gulf Power Company (5th Cir. 1967),
384 F. 2d 822, 825, did involve a demand for negotiations
concerning safety rules during regular negotiations.
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wide basis through the California Brewers Association

or its predecessor. All bargaining, whether with this

Union or any other union, has been on this basis. There

is no evidence of any bargaining on any subject by any

individual company. The Union well knew who the

bargaining representative was and if it wished to bar-

gain the demand should have been made upon the As-

sociation.*

So long as an employer does not choose as a repre-

sentative someone who will make good faith collective

bargaining an impossibility, he may choose anyone he

desires to represent him. and, this choice must be ac-

cepted by the union seated across the bargaining table.^

Petitioner suggests that a demand upon the employer

"at least initially" is appropriate (Pet. 11). The Re-

spondent has been charged with an illegal refusal to

bargain. To prove such an illegal refusal, the burden

was upon the General Counsel to establish a proper

demand for bargaining. He did not.

Petitioner suggests that the practice of the other em-

ployers in unilaterally issuing plant rules indicates

*"(b) It shall be an unfair labor practice for a labor organiza-

tion or its agents

—

"(1) to restrain or coerce (A) employees in the exercise

of the rights guaranteed in section 7 : : Proz'ided, That this para-

graph shall not impair the right of a labor organization to

prescribe its own rules with respect to the acquisition or retention

of membership therein; or (B) an employer in the selection of
his reprcsentatiz'es for the purposes of collective barqaining or

the adjustment of griez'ances ;" 29 U.S.C. §158(b)"(l) (Em-
phasis added).

"fPainters' Local 823 (1966), 161 NLRB No. 44. 1967 CCH
XLRB 20.857: Oranqe Belt District Council oi Painters No.
48 (1965), 152 XLRB 1136; Plasterers' Local 2 AFL-CIO
(\9&^), 149 XLRB 1264; Warehousemen Local 986 (1964). 145
NLRB 1511; Southern California Pipe Trades District No. 16
(1967), 167 NLRB No. 143, 66 LRRM 1233.
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that the subject of plant rules was not to be handled by

the Association (Pet. 10). To the contrary, as set forth

below the practice merely establishes that the Union had

waived negotiations on the matter and that Respondent

had the right under the contract to issue such rules.

Such practice does not indicate nor can it in any way

constitute an admission that any bargaining demand

on any subject was to be addressed to an individual

member rather than through the Association.

Petitioner suggests that the employer's contention

that bargaining should have proceeded through the As-

sociation was an afterthought (Pet. 11). There is no

evidence from which to draw such inference but to the

contrary the evidence is that all negotiations have at all

times been through the Association. There is no testi-

mony by any Union witness or contention even

made that any bargaining had ever been on an individual

plant or company basis. Characterizing Respondent's

contention as an afterthought is an attempt to find a

rationale to support an inadequate and improper demand

to bargain with an individual company who has desig-

nated an association as its representative.

Petitioner cites certain cases for the proposition

that individual bargaining on certain matters is not

necessarily inconsistent with group or association or

multi-employer bargaining (Pet. 10).^ None of these

cases hold that an employer can be required to bargain

^Retail Clerks Union. No. 1550 v. N.L.R.B. (D.C. 1964),

330 F. 2d 210, 213, 216, cert, denied, 379 U.S. 828; Gencsco,

Inc. V. Joint Council 13, United Shoe Wkrs. of America (2d
Cir. 1965), 341 F. 2d 482, 488-489; Western States Regional
Council V. N.L.R.B. (D.C. 1968), F. 2d ....... 68 LRRM
2506, 2508-2509, n. 3, No. 21,317, decided June 19, 1968; The
Kroger Co. (1964), 148 NLRB 569, 573; N.L.R.B. v. Spun-Jee
Corporation (2d Cir. 1967), 385 F. 2d 379, 383.
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individually or other than through his designated repre-

sentative if all of his bargaining has been through the

association and he wishes to continue on that basis.

Rather, the cases generally stand for the proposition

that individual' bargaining on certain matters mutually

entered into by the union and an individual employer

do not necessarily destroy a multi-employer unit. Retail

Clerks Union, No. 1550 v. N.L.R.B. (D.C. 1964), 330

F. 2d 210, 213, 216, cert, denied, 379 U.S 828 (Pet.

10), may be contrasted with the facts in the present

case. In that case there was no formal organization and

no delegation of authority. Individual contract proposals

were common, and separate agreements were executed

by the individual employers. There was a history of in-

dividual variations in the contracts and negotiations.

One employer's position, as it had a separate pension

plan, was that it was not interested in an association-

wide pension plan. The Court found that this did not

constitute an illegal refusal to bargain.

".
. . [A]n individual employer or an individual

local might by timely action taken in good faith,

reserve its position on a particular matter in such

manner so as not to be bound at all events by

what a majority of their associates might agree

to."

".
. . There, as here, the evidence showed such a

melange of group and individual negotiation and

agreement, carried on over such a period of time,

as to suggest a commonly accepted flexibility in

the format of bargaining which would not auto-

matically outlaw every departure from the fold."

Retail Clerks Union, No. 1550 v. N.L.R.B., 330

R 2d 210, 213, 216.
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There was no such melange of group and individual

negotiations in the present case but solely group ne-

gotiations.

Genesco^ Inc. v. Joint Council 13, United Shoe Wkrs.

of America (2d Cir. 1965), 341 F. 2d 482, 488-489

(Pet. 10), was an action for damages for breach of

contract and not a proceeding before the National Labor

Relations Board although there had been a related

NLRB case. The Court stated

:

"Multi-employer bargaining does not altogether

preclude demand for specialized treatment of spe-

cial problems ; what is required, if an employer or a

union is unwilling to be bound by a general settle-

ment, is that the particularized demand be made

early, unequivocally and persistently."

Genesco, Inc. v. Joint Council 13, United Shoe

Wkrs. of America, 341 F. 2d 482, 488-489.

The Union's demand for bargaining in the present

case was not made persistently, assuming it was made

early and unequivocally. As pointed out above, after

being notified specifically of the employer's position on

the requirement of Association bargaining, the Union

failed in the 1967 negotiations with the Association to

even raise the issue. The right of an employer to issue

plant rules is not a matter requiring specialized or in-

dividual treatment. The right of employers to issue

rules is common to all employers and at least arguably

a right under the Association contract. The only evi-

dence of any previous demand for bargaining on plant

rules was the demand by the Teamsters Union during

the 1964 negotiations, which demand was on the As-

sociation [Tr. 75].
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In Western States Regional Council v. N.L.R.B.,

(D.C. 1968) F. 2d , 68 LRRM 2506, 2508-

2509, n. 3, No. 21,317, decided June 19, 1968 (Pet.

lOj, the court found a multi-employer lockout legal. The

union had contended that the exclusions of certain items

such as pensions, union security, health and welfare

left for local negotiations was not consistent with the

multi-employer unit. However such reservations were

by mutual consent of the parties. At no time in the

present case was there ever any such consent or agree-

ment but to the contrary all negotiations were on the

multi-employer basis and through the Association.

The Kroger Co. (1964), 148 NLRB 569, 573 (Pet.

10), a related case to Retail Clerks Union, No. 1550

V. N.L.R.B., supra, involved a representation question

and whether a unit of one employer out of a multi-plant

bargaining unit was appropriate for an election. The

Board found that it was not and that although certain

matters were left for local determination by the agree-

ment of the parties this did not prevent the existence

of a multi-employer unit. Again, there was mutual

consent by the parties for reservation of certain mat-

ters to particularized individual negotiations.

Petitioner cites N.L.R.B. v. Spun-Jee Corp. (1967),

385 F. 2d 379, 383, to support its contention that where

a single employer takes action peculiar to it, a request

for bargaining made upon that employer is appropriate

and creates a bargaining obligation on that employer.

Petitioner seems to conclude that an exception to the

general rule which protects the right of an employer to

choose his own bargaining representative exists where

the employer is represented by an association. Such a
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conclusion is a misreading of the Spun-Jee decision.

The case in relevant part provides

:

" 'Multi-employer bargaining does not altogether

preclude demand for specialized treatment of spe-

cial problems; what is required, if an employer

or a union is unwilling to be bound by a general

settlement, is that the particularized demand be

made early, unequivocally and persistently.' * * *"

N.L.R.B. V. Spun-Jee Corp., 385 F. 2d 379, 383.

The case therefore establishes not an exception to the

right of an employer to select a representative but

merely that individual bargaining on certain matters is

not necessarily destructive of multi-employer bargain-

ing. The rule as regards an employer's choice of his

bargaining is correctly stated in Detroit Newspaper

Publishers Association v. N.L.R.B. (6th Cir. 1967),

372 F. 2d 569, 572:

"After the withdrawal [of the union from the

association] in the present case, each publisher

would of course still have the right to be repre-

sented in separate bargaining by the Association.

This is guaranteed by Section 8(b)(1)(B) of the

Act and the unions may not interfere with the ex-

ercise of this right." (Bracketed material ours.)

Detroit Newspaper Publishers Association v.

N.L.R.B., 372 F. 2d 569, 572.

Petitioner contends that there was no evidence that

the Union in seeking individual bargaining was seeking

fragmentation of the multi-employer unit. If the em-

ployer had acquiesced in this demand of the Union, it

may not have destroyed the multi-employer unit. How-
ever, the issue was not peculiar to Respondent but in-
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volved the basic right under the contract affecting all

employers—the right of an employer to unilaterally is-

sue plant rules. If the Union were successful in this

case there would be bound to be an effect upon the

other employers. The Union could presumably seek to

demand individual bargaining on a multitude of mat-

ters because, of course, the Association is not an em-

ployer and does not act except through the individual

members. Arguably every matter directly affects only

individual employers.

There are many cases where unions have been found

guilty of a refusal to bargain under Section 8(b)(3) by

seeking to bargain with individual members of a multi-

employer association unit or in seeking to break up an

established unit. Thus in Inteniatioital Union of Op-

eratincj Engineers Local 825 (1964), 145 NLRB 952,

the Board stated

:

"The Union and Weber likewise violated Section

8(b)(1)(B) and (3) of the Act by threatening

to strike and by striking, individual members of

the Association in order to force them to withdraw

bargaining authority from the Association 'and to

enter into individual contracts with the Union [Un-

ion at a time when] it was obligated to bargain for

an associationwide agreement with the [Associa-

tion].'"

There can be no doubt that the Union might law-

fully have struck the members of the Association

in order to achieve its legal objectives, or for break-

ing a legal stalemate or impasse in its negotiations

with the Association, but it is equally clear and well

settled that it could not lawfully strike or other-

wise coerce the Association employer-members with
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an object of causing them to break off from the

Association and execute individual contracts with

the Union. * * *"

International Union of Operating Engineers

Local 825, 145 NLRB 952, 962.

In Hoisting & Portable Engineers Local 701 (1963),

141 NLRB 469, the union was held to have violated

Section 8(b)(3) by attempting to break certain em-

ployers off from the multi-employer unit. The Trial Ex-

aminer stated in his opinion which was adopted by the

Board

:

"The whole theory of multiemployer bargaining

is based on the premise that the employers who

jointly have designated a single bargaining repre-

sentative, are to be regarded as one employer for

applying the rules governing bona fide bargaining.

Hoisting & Portable Engineers Local 701, 141

NLRB 469, 478.

(As the joint employers are to be regarded as one em-

ployer for rules governing bona fide bargaining, the

unilateral promulgation of rules at the other companies

is most persuasive as establishing waiver as argued be-

low.)

In Steamfitters Local No. 638 (1968), 170 NLRB
No. 44, 67 LRRM 1615, the union sought individual

agreements with members of a multi-employer unit and

this was found to violate a union's obligation to bargain

in good faith.^

®See also International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 324
(1960), 127 NLRB 488, reinanded N.L.R.B. v. International

Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local 324 (9th Cir. 1961), 296 F.

2d 48.
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What the Union is seeking here, assuming- Respond-

ent had acceded to its demand, would have been an

individual bargain or agreement concerning the plant

rules for Respondent without regard to any agreement

or the lack of agreement with any of the other com-

panies. The Trial Examiner did not consider the effect

of the proposed order if it were followed by Respondent

and barganining was undertaken in good faith. The

Trial Examiner suggests that bargaining might be re-

quired "only to satisfy form" [R. 17] but if so, what

is the point? If there are to be substantive and mean-

ingful negotiations, what effect does this have on other

members of the Association? Why should Respondent

be treated differently from the other members of the

Association, and is this not a fragmentation of asso-

ciation-wide bargaining which will be disruptive and

harmful to the stability intended?

In another case, Orange Belt District Council of

Painters No. 48 (1965), 152 NLRB 1136, the Board

was confronted with a situation where the issue was

stated to be the bargaining duty of the union to one

member of a multi-employer unit. In finding no duty

to bargain the Trial Examiner stated in a decision

adopted by the Board

:

"However, I am unable to subscribe to the theory

that the Respondent failed in any bargaining duty

owed to Kaufman. There was none. The Re-

spondent upon this record was bound to negotiate

with Tri-County for any agreement affecting

Kaufman or his employees. Attempting to deal
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directly with Kaufman rather obviously was in-

consistent with the duty to bargain with Tri-

County but that is not the thrust of the complaint.

It owed no bargaining duty to Kaufman (other

than as a member of Tri-County) and thus could

not have failed to honor a non-existent obligation.

The contract offered to Kaufman contained a re-

quirement that Kaufman obtain a performance

bond. I am supplied with much authority to the

effect that an employer is not required to bargain

about such a bond but the authority is irrelevant

to the question here. It still remains the fact

that the Respondent had no duty to bargain with

Kaufman, indeed, it seems to have had a duty not

to do so. * * *" (Emphasis added).

Orange Belt District Council of Painters No.

48, 152NLRB 1136, 1141.

The demand by the Union in the instant case to

withdraw from multi-employer bargaining as to Re-

spondent's plant rules was not timely and unequivocal.

As the Board stated in W. S. Ponton (1951), 93

NLRB 924, a case involving an attempt for individual

bargaining by an employer

:

"We have held that although an employer is free to

abandon participation in group bargaining, this

must be done at an appropriate time. To permit

the Employer to alter its course from joint to in-

dividual action during an existing contract would

not, in our opinion, make for that stability in

collective bargaining which the Act seeks to pro-

mote. * * *" (Emphasis added).

W. S. Ponton, 93 NLRB 924, 926.
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The same rules as to proper withdrawal apply to

unions as to the employer members of a multi-employer

unit.'**

The Issuance of the Plant Rules Did

Not in Any Real Sense Substantially

and Unilaterally Change Working Con-

ditions. Such Rules Were Mainly and

Basically a Codification of Existing

Rules Well Known to the Employees.

As established above, the rules are not basically, es-

sentially or substantially new rules. They are merely a

statement of rules of conduct generally expected of

all employees in an industrial plant and from the evi-

dence in this case most of them were well known to the

employees. There was no substantive chang^e in any

term and condition of employment. The rules con-

stituted what the employer expected of the employees,

and as stated below, if and when the employer took

action concerning such violations, the matter was sub-

ject to attack and testing under the grievance and arbi-

tration proceedings. The issuance of the rules them-

selves did not substantially change any condition of

employment.

The Board has upheld the unilateral posting of exist-

ing plant rules. In Mason & Hughes, Inc. (1949), 86

NLRB 848, the Board in reversing the trial examiner's

finding of an 8(a)(5) violation, stated:

"There is no showing in the record that the

shop rules were different in any particular from

'or/t^ Evening News Association (1965), 154 NLRB 1494,

affd. (6th Cir. 1967) 372 F. 2d 569: Hearst Consolidated Pub-
lications. Inc. (1965). 156 NLRB 210; Adams Furnace Co., Inc.

(1966), 159 XLRB 1792.
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those which had previously been in effect. In

these circumstances we are not persuaded that the

mere posting of the existing rules constitute a

refusal on the part of the Respondent (Company)

to comply with its statutory duty to bargain."

Mason & Hughes, Inc., 86 NLRB 848, 850.

Similarly, if the work rules were established to pro-

tect the employer's time from activities inconsistent

therewith, there is no refusal to bargain. W. T. Smith

Lumber Co. ( 1948) , 79 NLRB 606.

Petitioner suggests and gives as examples of rules

which had not previously been in force rules prohibiting

certain forms of gambling such as card playing and

large football pools, collections and the alleged right

to refuse to work overtime (Pet. 7). Gambling, in-

cluding card playing for money, is a violation of state

law as are football pools. ^^ How publishing a rule

to this effect could constitute a substantial change in

employment, we do not understand. As to the collec-

tions, the evidence was that this was one of the areas

that the employer clarified for the employees in re-

sponse to a question [Tr. 85]. There was no evidence

^^"Every person who deals, plays, or carries on, opens, or
causes to be opened, or who conducts, either as owner or em-
ploye, whether for hire or not, any game of faro, monte, roulette,

lansquenet, rouge et noire, rondo, tan, fan-tan, stud-horse
poker, seven-and-a-half, twenty-one, hokey-pokey, or any banking
or percentage game played with cards, dice, or any device, for

money, checks, credit or other representative of value, and
every person who plays or bets at or against any of said pro-
hibited games, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punish-
able by a fine not less than one hundred dollars nor not more than
five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail not ex-
ceeding six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment."
California Penal Code §330.
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that the Respondent was taking away any right pre-

viously enjoyed.

As to the rule against refusing to work overtime,

the Union witness merely stated that he did not know

that he could refuse overtime [Tr. 85]. If there was a

right to refuse under the collective bargaining agree-

ment, and the Trial Examiner contends there arguably

may have been, this is all the more reason w^hy the

matter should have been left to the grievance and arbi-

tration procedures rather than being presented to the

Labor Board [Compare R. 18].

The proposed penalties included in the rule books

were, of course, not self-executing (Pet. 7). If an

employee were discharged or otherwise disciplined for

violation of any rule, the matter w'ould be subject to

the grievance and arbitration provisions and particularly

the just cause provision. This is where any dispute

concerning the effect of the issuance of the plant rules

belonged. If action was taken against any employee

for any violation there w^as a ready remedy available

to it assuming the Union did not wish to test the ques-

tion of the issuance through the grievance and arbitra-

tion procedures.

Petitioner incorrectly states that the Respondent "flat-

ly refused to enter into any discussion of any kind with

the Union about the rules." [Pet. 9]. This is contrary

to the evidence. Respondent's expressed willingness to

discuss the rules, to clarify the rules (although not to

"bargain" on them), has been present since the rules

were first issued. Other unions availed themselves of

this right and the questions were easily and promptly

resolved to the satisfaction of the other unions without

any grievances or demands for bargaining. In fact,
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at the time of the promulgation of the rules Respondent

explained and clarified the rules to the employees repre-

sented by the Machinists Union.

Similarly, the Petitioner states "the facts show a total

refusal to bargain about the rules." [Pet. 9]. This is

not correct and has never been the position of the em-

ployer. The position of the employer is and has been

throughout that it did not have to bargain on the basis

of the request made by the Union in this case. There

is no evidence to conclude that a timely request in ne-

gotiations upon the Association would not have been

honored. The refusal was not a total refusal but a re-

fusal only because of the manner and timing of the

demand by the Union.

N.L.R.B. V. Hilton Mobile Homes (1967), 155

NLRB 873, enforcement denied in part (8th Cir.), 387

F. 2d 7, 12 (Pet. 7), as decided by the Board, was the

only case cited by the Trial Examiner [R. 18]. The

Board had found an unlawful refusal to bargain in the

unilateral issuance of a rule prohibiting the taking

of tool boxes home. The Court in fact found

:

"In view of the facts : that the record does not

support a finding that the tool box rule was a

subject of mandatory bargaining; that there is sub-

stantial evidence in the record that the parties had

bargained to an impasse on the issue; and that

there is no reason for the Board's disparate

treatment of the February and April rules, we de-

cline to enforce the Board's order insofar as it re-

lates to the tool box issue."

N.L.R.B. V. Hilton Mobile Homes, 387 F. 2d 7,

12.
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Respondent's action in isolation. As the obligation of

the Union was to bargain through the Association and

on a multi-employer basis, so also must the question of

waiver be considered on an industry-wide basis. The

practice of the companies to issue plant rules under the

same contract constitutes a waiver of the right to de-

mand bargaining concerning such issuance at least dur-

ing the contract.

In Pacific Coast Assn. of Pulp & Paper Manufactur-

ers (9th Cir. 1961), 133 NLRB 690, 691, n. 2, enf'd 304

F. 2d 760, 763-765 (Pet. 12), over a period of years the

parties had agreed not to discuss pensions on a multi-

employer basis but rather on an individual basis. The

union then demanded to negotiate during regular con-

tract negotiations with the Association concerning pen-

sions rather than with the individual companies. The

Board found that this was a proper and enforceable de-

mand and that the previous waiver did not continue into

the current negotiations. The Board adopted the de-

cision of the Trial Examiner who stated

:

"The closest analogy that comes to mind is where

an individual employer and the representative of

his employees, agree that for the term of a con-

tract or for some indefinite period, certain matters

germane to collective bargaining, such as merit

wage increases, be omitted from the bargaining

agenda. This would not, and indeed could not,

mean that an agreement had thereby been reached

that the employer no longer had the authority to

bargain in such matters or that he might not at

some future appropriate time, on request, be re-

quired to exercise that authority."

Pacific Coast Assn. of Pulp & Paper Manufac-

turers, 133 NLRB 690, 698.
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We are not contending that the Union is forever

bound to Association bargaining or by its waiver of the

right to object under the contract to the issuance of

these plant rules. In any new negotiations, when the

contract is open, the Union may be free to withdraw

from Association bargaining and demand individual

bargaining on the rules or any other matter or to bar-

gain on an Association-wide basis concerning plant

rules.

Support for the employer's position is found in the

recent subcontracting cases holding that a history of

subcontracting may prevent a finding of a refusal to

bargain.

In Westinghouse Electric Corp. (1956), 150 NLRB
1574, subcontracting was a long standing practice

and the union had sought restrictions that were re-

jected by the employer. The Board set forth the fol-

lowing test to determine when an employer can act

unilaterally

:

"In sum—bearing in mind particularly that the

recurrent contracting out of work here in question

was motivated solely by economic considerations;

that it comported with the traditional methods by

which the Respondent conducted its business opera-

tions; that it did not during the period here in

question vary significantly in kind or degree

from what had been customary under past es-

tablished practice; that it had no demonstrable

adverse impact on employees in the unit; and that

the Union had the opportunity to bargain about

changes in existing subcontracting practices at gen-

eral negotiating meetings—for all these reasons

cumulatively, we conclude that Respondent did not
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violate its statutory bargaining obligation by fail-

ing to invite union participation in individual sub-

contracting decisions." (Emphasis added)."

WestingkoMse Electric Corp., 150 NLRB 1574,

1577..

Petitioner sought to distinguish these cases on var-

ious grounds (Pet. 13-14). For example, he stated

some of the prior practices in the subcontracting cases

involved thousands of contracts over a yearly period

and 'Vas a constant fact of life for the unit employees".

Plant rules are also a constant fact of life and no

employer could long exist without standards of conduct

whether they be published in a rule book, oral or on an

ad hoc basis. Plant rules affecting daily conduct are

something that, contrary to Petitioner's contention,

"the employees had to cope with on a frequent basis"

(Pet. 14).

Petitioner also contended that one of the rationales of

the subcontracting cases was the absence of a signifi-

cant detriment to the unit employees, the presence of

contractual provisions and the opportunity to bargain

subsequently afforded. As stated above, the plant rules

in no real, substantial or significant sense restricted the

employees' actions in important areas. District 50,

United Mine Workers, Local 13942 v. N.L.R.B., supra

(Pet. 14). To take the extreme example, certainly the

publication of the rule against theft did not interfere

with any previously unfettered right, nor, for that mat-

ter, did the rule on employees punching another em-

ployee's time card. Practically all of the rules were

>2See also: Kcnnecott Copf^cr Corp. (1964). 148 XT,RB 1653;

Motorsearch Co. & Kriiis Corh. (1962), 138 NLRB 1490; Shell

Oil Co. (1964), 149 NLRB 283.
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standard, well known and well accepted rules and so

testified to by the Union witnesses [Tr. 37-47].

The only rules that Petitioner enumerates as

changes are the rules relating to gambling, to collections

among employees and to the obligation to work overtime

if requested. As stated, gambling is against the State

law in any event with or without a plant rule. It may

well be questioned whether the alleged right of em-

ployees to take up collections for other employees is a

mandatory subject for bargaining but in any event any

modest limitation on it could hardly be a significant

detriment. Employers generally are considered to have

the right to require employees to work overtime. Peti-

tioner suggests that the contract arguably protects such

a right (Pet. 7). This, of course, leads to the argu-

ment that any question should have been submitted to

the grievance procedure where it could have been prop-

erly tested.

The question of whether the contracual provisions

empowered the employer to issue plant rules is a matter

that can best be solved under the grievance procedure.

The more that the Board or a court injects itself into

this area, the more confused the issue of what is the

proper forum will be. Finally, there was ample op-

portunity for the Union to bargain at a subsequent

time about the right of an employer to issue plant rules.

Surprisingly enough the Union failed to demand to

negotiate on the issuance of plant rules in the 1967

negotiations.

The contractual provisions relating to safety rules

and just cause are set out in Petitioner's Brief (Pet.

15). The term "safety rule" is used in the agreement

itself and clearly contemplates such rules. The just
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cause provision indicates if it would not otherwise be

clear that the employer takes the action to establish cer-

tain standards as to what he considers to be just cause.

As stated below, his action in connection with such

rules or standards are subject to the grievance pro-

cedure. Publication of the rules did nothing to in-

crease the right of the Respondent beyond that already

provided in the agreement.

As Petitioner recognizes, a just cause provision in an

agreement is a standard general provision appearing in

most collective bargaining agreements (Pet. 16). Peti-

tioner suggests that the term "just cause" does not

give the right to the employer to decide in the first in-

stance what is just cause, or to publish rules concerning

his beliefs. Petitioner states

:

"Rather, the phrase, 'just cause,' would clearly

comprehend only what had traditionally been agreed

to be a ground for discharge in the plant in the

past, as found in the express terms of the contract,

the prior written plant rules, or the practice of the

parties." (Pet. 17).

It would be remarkable if the term "just cause" was

static and limited by express terms of the agreement,

prior plant rules or practice or what had been agreed

upon. Conditions and events constantly change and

occur. The reason for the extensive use of the term

"just cause" is to give the employer latitude in de-

termining what is just cause in particular situations,

subject to review and affirmance or reversal by an arbi-

trator. Plant rules provide guidance to employees as

to the employer's position on just cause prior to taking

action.
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The alleged absence of specific language expressly

authorizing the unilateral issuance of plant rules does

not of course imply that Respondent does not have such

right. Absent a collective bargaining agreement or a

bargaining representative, an employer undoubtedly has

the right to unilaterally issue plant rules. The collec-

tive bargaining agreement limits and controls the rights

that management otherwise has. However many arbi-

trators in interpreting collective bargaining agreements

rely on the reserved rights concept and hold that an

employer retains the rights that it previously had sub-

ject to any limitations or restrictions contained in the

agreement. As set forth in the following section of this

brief, at the very least this is an argument that should

have been addressed to an arbitrator and answered by

him.

Arbitrators charged with interpreting and applying

collective bargaining agreements generally accept and

recognize the right of the employer to issue plant rules

even without specific contractual authority. We sub-

mit that the reasoning of arbitrators under collective

bargaining agreements is persuasive as to whether the

employer had a right under the contract to issue such

rules. As stated below, the grievance and arbitration

procedure was the one agreed to by the parties and

should have been followed in this case.

Arbitrator I. Robert Fernberg in Bethlehem Steel

Co. (1954), considered a series of thirty-seven rules

with accompanying penalties unilaterally promulgated

by the company:

"[I]t is undoubtedly true that Management has

the right to issue rules such as here were pro-

mulgated, and opposition thereto by union repre-
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sentatives finds no support in any valid theory of

labor relations or in the contract between the par-

ties hereto. The rules here issued constitute mere-

ly a series of acts or offenses which the Company

stated it would consider as justifying disciplinary

action, and sets forth the penalties to be imposed

for each successive offense. Under the agreement

between the parties, the Company is given the

right to discipline or discharge employees for 'just

cause.' The rules constituted merely an announce-

ment by the Company of what it would consider

'just cause.' Whether any such alleged offense

actually is 'just cause' may be tested by the Union

through the grievance procedure when and if it has

been utilized by the Company as the basis for

disciplinary action. Until that time, however, the

rules serve a salutary purpose in indicating in ad-

vance to the employees the attitude of the company

with regard to certain conduct."

(Contracts and Unfair Labor Practices Ber-

nard Dimmi, 57 Col. L.R. 52, 79).

"It is generally held by Arbitrators that in the

absence of restrictions or prohibitions in the Agree-

ment, the Company may unilaterally estabHsh and

put into effect working rules governing working

conditions, provided the same are not unreason-

able, capricious or constitute an abuse of discretion

on the part of Management. Such rules are an

aspect of Management's direction of working

forces and production. In most instances, such

rules are neither included n the Labor-Management

Agreement nor made the subject of bargaining."

Corhart Refracteries Co. (1963), 40 LA 898,

901-902.
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"Absent any specific clause in the contract ob-

ligating the Company to negotiate, bargain or con-

sult with the Union before instituting any safety

rules, the management clause implicitly empowers

the Company to institute [them] unilaterally.

"Whether or not the Company is obligated to bar-

gain, must be judged in the context of the specific

circumstances and the relevant contractual lan-

guage pertaining to each such new condition of em-

ployment. And it has already been shown that

both under the contract and in the light of prec-

edent, the Company has the right to institute

safety rules unilaterally. To be sure, there is

nothing to bar the Union from changing the pro-

cedure of instituting safety rules by getting agree-

ment thereto from the Company during contract

negotiations or at other times. But no such

agreement has so far been obtained. In fact, the

Union has never ever requested such a procedural

change during the various contract negotiations in

the past, although it has frequently asked for

changes in specific safety rules during these ne-

gotiations."

Linde Co. (1960), 34 LA 721, 724-725.'"

The "clear and unmistakable" test enunciated by the

Board and some courts in determining whether there is

a waiver of bargaining rights may be proper and in

furtherance of the policies of the Act in many cases

^^See also: Dayton Steel Foundry Co. (1958), 31 LA 86.S,

869; Svhania Electric Products. Inc'. (1958), 32 LA 1025, 1027-
Gravely Tractors, Inc. (1958), 31 LA 132, 135-136; Butler
Manujacturing Co. (1968), 50 LA 109.



(Pet. 15-16). However, we submit that the evidence is

sufficient to require a finding of waiver in the instant

case based upon the practice of the parties, the con-

tractual provisions and the availability of the grievance

and arbitration provisions.

Any Question of Waiver or the

Right of the Respondent to Issue

Rules Should Have Been Left to

the Grievance and Arbitration

Procedures Available.

The Union had the option of testing the right of Re-

spondent to issue the rules through the grievance and

arbitration procedure [G. C. Exh. 3J. It also had the

right to wait until action was actually taken against an

employee and then have the propriety of the action re-

viewed through the grievance procedure. The rule book

itself recognizes that the rules are subject to the agree-

ment.

"The foregoing rules are subject to the provi-

sions of State and Federal laws and any applicable

collective bargaining agreements which employees

must observe at all times." [last page, G. C. Exh.

4] (Emphasis added).

There may be cases where the Board can act and

should act even though there is some arguable remedy

available under the collective bargaining agreement. The

cases cited by Petitioner reflect the policy of the Board

and the courts as to the proper balance and accommoda-

tion between the two remedies (Pet. 19).
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The fact that the matter has not now been submitted

to arbitration is, to our mind, irrelevant/* What we are

contending is that it should have been referred to the

grievance and arbitration provision in the first in-

stance. This is and has been our position and if the

Board had acted in this manner there would be no dupli-

cation or delay. We hardly believe that the delay caused

by the Board's assumption of jurisdiction is a compel-

ling reason to find that the Board processes were prop-

erly used. If the position, advanced by the Respondent

from the earliest stages of the proceeding, had been

adopted there would have been far less delay than in the

route taken by the Board.

We submit that an arbitration decision as to whether

the Respondent had the right under the contract to issue

the rules would put at rest the unfair labor practice

controversy in a manner sufficient to effectuate the

policies of the Act. We do not believe that it was ever

intended that the Board should be involved in cases

which are properly grievance matters during the term

of a collective bargaining agreement. It is hard to see

how the Petitioner can contend that an arbitrator's de-

cision showing a right to issue these rules could be

"repugnant to the purposes and policies of the Act."

(Pet. 20). These purposes, among others, are to have

matters and controversies resolved expeditiously, with-

out delay to the parties and in the forum agreed. It is

obvious that the question would have been more ex-

peditiously handled through the grievance and arbitra-

tion procedures than through the Board.

"Compare N.L.R.B. v. Huttig Sash & Door Co. (8th Cir
1967), 377 F. 2d 964, 970 (Pet. 18, 19); N.L.R.B. v. Acme
Industrial Co. (1967), 385 U.S. 432.
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The other grounds argued by Respondent as defenses

for its alleged refusal to bargain would never have

arisen or would have been resolved through grievance

and arbitration. Thus the issue of the demand on the

proper party would not have even been involved.

Grievances are on an individual company basis [G. C.

Exh. 3, Article VI j. The questions of waiver by prac-

tice and under the contractual language would be de-

cided by the arbitrator in interpreting whether there had

been a violation of the contract.

The Board Improperly Refused to

Reopen the Record to Admit the

Additional Evidence Establishing

the Failure of the Union to Demand

Bargaining Through the Association

on the Issuance of Plant Rules.

In the 1967 negotiations, long after the Union had

been clearly and specifically advised that bargaining had

to be on an Association basis and that the Association

was the designated and proper employer representative,

the Union was engaged in regular contract negotiations

with the Association. The Union made no effort or at-

tempt to bargain concerning plant rules by demand

either to Respondent or the Association.

The Board has recognized in analogous cases the ob-

ligation on the union to make a proper and timely de-

mand for bargaining. Thus in E-Z Mills htc. (1953),

106 NLRB 1039. 1047, the union alleged that the uni-

lateral closing of the plant cafeteria constituted a refusal

to bargain. The Trial Examiner stated in a decision

adopted by the Board in dismissing the complaint

:

"Since the Union was the representative of the

Bennington employees, this unilateral action of
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the Respondent would ordinarily constitute a re-

fusal to bargain. However, as has been seen, the

parties met and negotiated thereafter. The Union

did not indicate at any of the bargaining sessions

that it wished to bargain about the matters, or to

have the action withdrawn. Indeed, at one of the

meetings, one of the employees specifically brought

up the subject of the cafeteria closing and the

credit union withdrawal, but the Union's regional

director, and its principal negotiator, Salerno, in-

dicated that the Union did not wish to discuss the

subjects, saying that there were 'more important

things than grievances' to discuss. The record

does not reveal that the Respondent refused to talk

about the matters. It is consequently found that

these questions were waived by the Union, or that

it acquiesced to the Respondent's action, and that

there was therefore no refusal to bargain respect-

ing them."

E-Z Mills Inc., 106 NLRB 1039, 1047.

Similarly, in Justesen's Food Stores, Inc. (1966),

160 NLRB 687, the employer unilaterally installed an

automatic meat wrapping machine in his store. In

finding that there was no violation of the Act, the Board

stated

:

" 'In agreeing with the Trial Examiner's dis-

missal of that part of the 8(a)(5) allegation which

concerns unilateral installation by the Respondents

of a wrapping machine and resultant layoff of two

employees in the Bakersfield unit, we do so be-

cause the Union, Party to the Contract and Charging

Party here, failed to protest. Although advised of

Respondents' unilateral action in December 1964,
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immediately after the layoffs of Couch and Manuel,

the Union's sole protest came in June 1965 when it

filed a first amended charge alleging that its bar-

gaining contract with the Respondents required ne-

gotiations when 'new' methods were introduced. At

no time while attempting to bargain for a new

contract—including a meeting with the Respondents

in January 1965—did the Union raise this issue

or in any way request the Respondents to bargain

about it. At the hearing it alluded to the problem

during a record discussion of the contract, but

now, in its exceptions and brief, the Union has

not urged that the Respondents' unilateral action ex-

ceeded the authority conferred by the new methods

clause of the contract then in effect. In the cir-

cumstances we cannot find that the Respondents

failed to bargain in good faith with respect to the

installation of automatic machinery in the meat de-

partment and the layoff of employees.'
"

Justesen's Food Stor.c^, Inc., 160 NLRB 687,

688.'^

The Petitioner contends that the Board's ruling was

correct and first suggests that there is relevance to the

fact that the demand on other than the proper represen-

tative was only one defense urged (Pet. 21). A re-

view of the grounds advanced shows that none of the

other grounds would impede making the demand on the

Association during contract negotiations. The waiv-

"See also: Lakeland Cement Co.. (1961), 130 NLRB 1365;

American Federation. Etc. v. National Labor Rcl. Bd.. (5th Cir.

1952). 197 F. 2d 451, 454; U. S. Lingerie Corporation (1968),

170 NLRB No. 77. 67 LRRM 1482; L. J. Drciling Motors Co.

(1967), 168 NLRB No. 67, 67 LRRM 1071.
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er by practice would not operate to prevent the Union

at any time in the future from negotiating on plant

rules but only during the term of the contract. The

same is true with the contractual provisions constituting

waiver. Obviously, the same is true with the require-

ment that the Union process the matter through griev-

ance and arbitration before resorting to the Board. If

the contract is open for negotiations, the question of

the right to issue plant rules is open for negotiations

too and is, as admitted, a mandatory subject for bar-

gaining if the demand and timing are proper.

Petitioner is just wrong when it asserts that there

was a "total refusal to bargain" (Pet. 21). The Union

demanded bargaining; the employer refused asserting it

was not obligated to do so. There is no evidence of

any request by the Union for the employer to set forth

its grounds and the first occasion to do so was as part

of the NLRB proceeding.

Petitioner cites various cases to the effect that a

claim by Respondent that it has ceased and desisted

from committing an unfair labor practice is not an ade-

quate remedy nor a barrier to enforcement (Pet. 21).

These cases are not relevant for, as stated and es-

tablished above, the employer had not committed an un-

lawful refusal to bargain. The only difference be-

tween the time the Union first made its demand to

bargain and the hearing is that at the hearing the em-

ployer explicated its reasons. The lack of obligation

was the same at both times. Respondent does not

now and it has never contended that it had no obligation

to bargain under any circumstances. It was not con-

fronted with any such circumstances but only with an

improper and untimely demand.
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Conclusion.

For the reasons set forth above, we respectfully sub-

mit that this Court should issue an order denying en-

forcement.

Respectfully submitted,

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher,

By WiLLARD Z. Carr, Jr.,

Attorneys for Respondent

Miller BrcTving Company.
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STATEMENT OF PLEADINGS AND FACTS
DISCLOSING JURISDICTION

I

This is an appeal from a decision of

a District Manager of the Phoenix District

Office of the Bureau of Land Management

and the decision of Stewart L. Udall,

Secretary of the Interior, United States

of America, concerning a purported

cancellation of grazing allotments of the

Appellants. Section 10 of the Administrative

Procedure Act, Title 5, U.S.C., Section

109 (a), which said Section is also Title

5, U.S.C.A., Section 702, and reads as

follows :

"A person suffering legal wrong
because of agency action, or
adversely affected or aggrieved
by agency action within the meaning
of a relevant statute, is entitled
to judicial review thereof."

provides statutory authority for jurisdiction in

the federal courts,.
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II

• This appeal involves the basic

question whether Public Land Order No.

848, dated July 1, 1952, Volume 17,

Federal Register, page 6099, provides a

legal basis for cancellation of grazing

allotments and effective withdrawal of

public lands in excess of 5,000 acres by

the U. S. Department of Defense after

the enactment of Title 43, U.S.C.A.,

Sections 155, 156, 157 and 158. Public

Land Order No. 848 provides the military

with certain rights to withdrawal, subject,

however, to valid existing rights; Title

43, U.S.C.A., Sections 155, 156, 157 and

158 provide that no withdrawals in excess

of 5,000 acres can be made by the military

without first obtaining approval from

Congress for any such withdrawal, reservation

or restriction of and utilization by the
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Department of Defense for defense purposes

the public lands of the United States of

America,

III

Paragraphs 1 and II of Plaintiffs'

Amended Complaint on Appeal from

Administrative Decision, (T.R. page 1 and 2)

set forth the necessary allegations to

show the existence of the requisite

jurisdictional allegations.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Appellants and their predecessors in

interest have for many years occupied the

public land in question as a lessee of

the United States of America under what

is commonly referred to as a Federal

Grazing Allotment. The total acreage

involved is approximately 136,680 acres

divided between two ranches , one ranch

has 79,880 acres, which is the subject
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of this controversy, the other 56,800

acres. These lands were withdrawn from

larger ranch units during World War II

for purposes of desert training but

were restored to the Bureau of Land

Management as federal allotments after the

termination of hostilities, and the

leases of Appellants' predecessors in

interest continued. On July 1, 1952

Public Land Order 848 was signed allowing

certain withdrawal rights, but this

Order was "subject to valid existing

rights" which included the grazing rights

of the Appellants. The Department of

the Army recognized it did not obtain

these rights under Public Land Order 848,

and on the same date, July 1, 1952, the

Department of the Army and the predecessors

in interest of the Appellants entered

into annual "Lease and Suspension Agreements",
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under which Appellants' predecessors in

interest leased their grazing rights to

the army. These leases continued until

July 1, 1958. The Department of the Army, .

however, failed to pay the consideration

provided to be paid by the Lease and

Suspension Agreements and when a Lease

and Suspension Agreement was presented to

Appellants for signature for a term

beginning July 1, 1952 and ending July 1,

1962, (T.R. page 101 to 108) Appellants

refused to sign said Agreement. During

the entire time that the Lease and Suspension

Agreements were in effect no attempt was

made to cancel the grazing privileges of

the Appellants or their predecessors in

interest, each party recognizing that

Appellants still retained the grazing

rights. The Lease and Suspension Agreements

allowing the Department of Defense to
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utilize the acreage leased to Appellants'

predecessors in interest was the only way

the Department of the Army could stop

Appellants 'predecessors in interest from

exercising their grazing rights thereon.

During this period of time there was no

attempt to cancel the leases on this

acreage and the Bureau of Land Management

recognized at all times that the Appellants

had the leases on the land and issued the

annual permits. *

Appellants refused to sign the Lease

and Suspension Agreement dated June 17,

1958, (T.R. 101-108) because it did not

provide for the consideration which had

previously been agreed to between the

Corps of Engineers acting on behalf of the

Army and the Appellants, and since

Appellants had not been paid for any of

the prior years ' Lease and Suspension

Agreement. The Army refused to provide a
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Lease and Suspension Agreement which

incorporated the terms previously agreed

to and failed to make any payments on the

previous Lease and Suspension Agreement,

and Appellants continued to refuse to

lease its grazing rights to the Army and

refused to sign a new Lease and Suspension

Agreement. The Department of the Army

thereupon requested that Appellants*

leasehold interest be condemned and an

action was filed in condemnation, and an

order for delivery of possession issued

by the Court January 14, 1958.

For more than eight years after Public

Land Order 848 was signed on July 1, 1952,

the Bureau of Land Management continued to

lease these lands to Appellants and its

predecessors in interest.

Thereafter, and on July 14, 1960,

Warren J. Gray, District Manager, served
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upon Appellants Eagle Tail Ranch and

H. D. Mollohan, a notice of cancellation

of the grazing allotment setting forth the

fact that the lands had previously been

withdrawn under Public Land Order No.

848 dated July 1, 1952, and notifying

Appellants of the cancellation of the

allotment as to the area included in the

Lease and Suspension Agreement, (T.R. 35-40)

although said Order expressly made the

withdrawal subject to existing rights.

The decision of the District Manager

was appealed through the administrative

procedure of the Bureau of Land Management

to the Secretary of the Interior, and

when sustained by the Secretary of the

Interior, this action was commenced in

the District Court to review the validity

of the actions of the Bureau of Land

Management. Until this Motion for Summary

Judgment was filed, the Department of the
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Army took the position that the condemna-

tion case, which by then had been refiled

for a second five-year term, and which

attempted to condemn the Appellants' lease

to the public lands in question was con-

trolling and that the government was

legally holding the lands pursuant to

said condemnation order. When the

Plaintiffs' and Defendants' Motion for

Summary Judgment was submitted this

position was abandoned and the original

position was again taken that the action

of the Bureau of Land Management was

supported by Public Land Order No, 848.

It is the position of the

Appellants that Title 43, U.S.C.A.,

Sections 155, 156, 157 and 158 provide

the only means by which the Department of

Defense can withdraw and reserve for

defense purposes the grazing rights of
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these Appellants in the withdrawn public

lands of the United States, and the Public

Land Order No. 848 did not provide any-

right for withdrawal of or cancellation

of Appellant^s' lease rights with the

Bureau of Land Management,

This appeal presents only one basic

question: Does the Congressional enactment

contained in 43 U.S.C.A., Sections 155,

156, 157 and 158 constitute the basis upon

which the Department of Defense could in

July of 1960, withdraw Appellants' grazing

rights in public lands for defense purposes,

or did Public Land Order 848 withdraw

these rights on July 1, 1952.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS

I

The Court erred in denying Appellants'

Motion for Summary Judgment in that the
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attempted cancellation of Appellants'

grazing permits are null and void as a

matter of law, since the purported cancella-

tions were in fact withdrawals of Appellants'

validly existing lease rights from the

public domain for use as a military

reservation without meeting the requirements

of 43 U.S.C.A., Sections 155, 156, 157

and 158, and contrary to the express

reservation of such rights in Appellants

under Public Land Order 848, dated July

1, 1952.

II

The Court erred in granting Appellees'

Motion for Summary Judgment for the

reason that 43 U.S.C.A., Sections 155, 156,

157 and 158 provide the only basis upon

which Appellants' validly existing lease

rights could be cancelled and was contrary

to the express reservation of such rights

in Appellants under Public Land Order No. 848,
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dated July 1, 1952; and the revoking of

the allotment pursuant to the Taylor

Act provisions, 43 U.S.C. 1958 Ed.,

Section 315 (b) , constituted a withdrawal

of validly existing lease rights from

the public domain for use as a military

reservation. The finding of law by the

Court that Public Land Order No. 848,

dated July 1, 1952, is still in effect is

in error as are the findings of fact which

were made in support of this conclusion

of law, if from this we infer that

said Land Order provided a basis for

cancellation of Appellants' validly exist-

ing lease rights.

ARGUMENT

The actual question involved in

this appeal is, as stated above, very

limited in scope. The Appellee Warren Gray's

purported cancellation of the grazing rights
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of the Appellants was based solely upon

Public Land Order No. 848, dated July 1,

1952. By giving this cancellation notice

the Bureau recognized that Public Land

Order No. 848 did not withdraw the

existing grazing rights on the property

and in the cancellation letter to Eagle

Tail Ranch, dated September 15, 1959,

(T.R. 30 and 31) Mr. Gray stated as

follows

:

"This office has been advised by
our Director that the public
grazing lands administered by
this office, which were included
within the boundaries of the Yuma
Test Station, were withdrawn from
further grazing use except to the
extent authorized by the terms of
the then outstanding leases,
licenses or permits. The with-
drawal order further provided that
upon expiration the existing
leases, licenses and permits on the
withdrawn public lands would not
be subject to renewal.

In view of the public withdrawal
order provisions you are hereby
notified that. the public lands
within your grazing allotment
which were included within the
boundaries of the Yuma Test Station
are cancelled from your grazing
allotment,

"
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The statements made by Mr. Gray in

said letter are completely false in that

the said Public Land Order No. 848 makes

no mention whatsoever of withdrawal of

grazing rights and in fact the only reference

made is a reference which makes said

withdrawal subject to valid existing rights.

For convenience in reference by the

Court there is reproduced below the said

Public Land Order No. 848 as set forth

in 17 Federal Register, page 6099-6100:

Tuesday, July S, 1952 . . 6099

Appendix—Public Land Orders

[Public Land Order 848]

Arizona

withdrawing public lands for use o?
2i;PARx:v:£NT of the army in connection
WITH YUMA TEST STATION

3y virtue of the authority vested in

the President and pursuant to Executive
Order No. 10355 of May 26, 1952, it is

ordered as follows:

Subjcci to valid existing rights, the
public lands i-:i the following-described

areas in Arizona are hei'eby v/ithdrawn
from all forms of appropriation under
the public-land laws, including the
mining and mineral-leasing laws, and
reserved for the use of the Department
of the Army in connection with the
Yuma Test otation:
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GII..1 :.'.<:> Salv PvIves Meridian

T. 1 x., r-i. ic .. ..

Sees. 6, 7, io. w, ;.-0, .'.nd 31.

T. 2 X., li. 10 "./.,

Sees. 6. 7, -o, .J. £0, and 31.

T. 1 N., Kss. 20 :.;icl 21 W.
T. 2 N., Hgs. 20 ar.cJ 21 V/., unsuTveyed.
T. 1 N., K. 22 W., ur.ourveycd.
Tps. 2 and 3 S., R. I'i W., unsurveyed.

'

Tps. -i and 5 S.. R. l<. W.
T. C S., H. 1-i W.,

Sees. 1 to 21, inclusive;

Sees. 28, 29 and 30.

Tps. 5 and G £.. E. 15 W,
T. 7 S., P.. 15 W.,

Sees. 5, 6 and 7.

Tps. 5 and C S., R. 16 W.
T. 7 S., R. 16 \V.,

Sees. 1 to 12. Inclusive;

Sees. 14 lo 20, inclusive.

T. G S., R. 17 \V., unsurveyed.
T. 7 S., R. 17 W.,

Sees. 1 to 2-1, inclusive;

Sees. 26 to 30, Inclusive;

Scc.31, N'/^;

Sec. 32, N'/2.

T. G S., R. 18 W.. unsurveyed.
T. 7 3., R. 18 W., part unsurveyed.

Sees. 1 to 33, Inclusive;

Sec. 34, N.Vi;

Sec. 35, N'/j;

Sec. 36, N1/2.

T. 3 S., R. 18 W., part unsurveyed.
Sees. 4 to 9, Inclusive; •

Sec. 17, N'/i;

Sec. 18.

61C0

T. 5 S., R. 19 W., unsurveyed.
Sees. 5 to 8, Inclusive;

Sees. 17 to 20, Inclusive;

Sees. 29 to 32, Inclusive.

Tps. 6 and 7 S., R. 19 W., unsurveyed.

T. 8 S., R. 19 W.,
Sees. 1 to 16, Inclusive, unsurveyed;
Sec. 19, N!/2, SE1/4;

Sees. 20 to 23, inclusive;

Sec. 24, W'/z;
Sec. 27, N ',4;

'

^

See. 28, N'/2.

T. 1 S., R. 20 W. ,

Tps. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 S., R. 20 W., unsurveyed.

T. 7 S., R. 20 W., part unsurveyed.
Sees. 1 to 28, inclusive;

Sec. 2n, N1/2; ' •

Sec. GO, N'/2:

Sec. 33. E '/a:

Sees. 34, 35, and 36.
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T. 8 S.. Tv. CO \v., part unsurveyed,

Sees. 1 find 2;

Sec. 3. N'/j:

Sec. 11, N'/;. SE'/^;

Sec. 12;

Sec. 13. N'/;. SE'/,.

T. 1 S.. R. 21 \V.

Tp'^. 2. 3. rnd 4 S., R. 21 W., unsurveyed.

T. 3 S.. R. 21 W.,

Sees. 1 to C, Inclusive:

Sees. 8 to IG, Inclusive:

Sees. 21 to 28. inclusive;

Sees. 32 to 36, Inclusive.

T. G S., R. 21 W., part unsurveyed,

Sees. 1 to 5, inclusive:

Sees. 9 to IG. inclusive;

Sees. 21 to 28, inclusive;

Sees. 32 to 3G, inclusive,

T. 7 S., R. 21 W.,

Sees. 1 to 4, inclusive;

Sees. 5, 8 and 17, those parts east of a

line parallel to and V4 mile east of Gila

Canal;
Sees. 20 to 24, inclusive;

Sees. 9 to 16, inclusive;

Sec. 25. N1/2:
'

Sec. 26. N'/j:

.Sees. 27. 28, 29, 32, 33 and 34.

Tps. 1, 2. and 3 S., R. 22 W., unsurveyed.

T. 4 S., R. 22 W.,

Sees. 1 to 30, inclusive;

Sec. 3G.

The area described Including both

public and non-public lands aggregate

approximately 892,570 acres.

This order shall take precedence over,

but not otherwise afTect, (1) the order

of July 30, 1941, of the Secretary of the

Interior establishing Arizona Grazing

District No. 3, and (2) the orders of

January 31, 1903, October G, 1921, and

Karch 14, 1929, of the Secretary of the

Interior and the order of May 5, 1950

of the Bureau of Reclamation withdraw-

ing lands for Reclamation purposes so

far as such orders affect any of the

above-described lands: Provided, hoio-

evcr. That the Bureau of Reclamation

shall have the right to construct and

maintain storm water protective and
drainage works on the lands withdrawn

for reclamation purposes, and tha Bu-

reau of Reclamation or Its permittees

shall have the right to search for and

remove construction materials on the

lands withdrawn for reclamation pur-

poses, subject to the prior written ap-

proval of the Commanding Officer or

the Yuma Test Station.

It is intended the lands described

herein shall be returned to the adminis-

tration of the Department of the Inte-
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RULiHS AND R:-GULAT!C\'5

rior when they arc no longer needed for

the purpose lor which they are reserved.

R. D. Searles,

Acting Secretary of the Interior.

July 1. 1952.

[P. K. Doc. 52-7383; Filed, July 7, 1952;

8:45 a. m.]

'

At all stages of the appeals and in

their Motion for Summary Judgment,

Appellees have set forth in detail the

law supporting the right of the Bureau

of Land Management to cancel grazing

allotments. Assuming that the Bureau

has all of the rights which have previously

been argued by the Appellees, this does

not in any way touch upon the question of

law involved in this appeal, since

cancellation of grazing rights for other

reasons would not be applicable to the

present proceeding whic h is an attempted

-17-





cancellation for withdrawal purposes for

the Department of the Army as described

in the September 15, 1959 notices of

cancellation. The only basis for the

cancellation was Public Land Order No. 848

which expressly reserved the valid exist-

ing grazing rights of the Appellants from

the withdrawal by the Department of the

Army.

In Appellees' memorandum opposing

Appellants' Motion for Summary Judgment,

Appellees have taken the position that once

the Public Land Order was signed on

July 1, 1952, that Appellants had no

further right in or to said land.

All the facts are to the contrary

and can be summarized as follows

:

1. The serving of the letters of

September 15, 1959 and July 14, 1960 pur-

porting to cancel said grazing leases

constituted a recognition by the Appellees
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that the Appellants had these rights

at all times prior to June 30, 1960, the

date of the purported termination.

(T.R. 29-39)

2. The negotiation and signing of

Lease and Suspension Agreements with the

Appellants' predecessor in interest by

the Department of the Army, effective on

July 1, 1952, the exact same date that

the Public Land Order became effective,

constituted an immediate recognition by

the Department of the Army that the grazing

rights were not included in the withdrawal

order and that a separate means would have

to be taken to acquire this interest.

(T.R. 51,55)

3. The filing of the condemnation

action in 1958 for a term of five (5)

years and the refiling of said action in

1962. for an additional five (5) year term

constituted an express recognition again
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by the Department of the Army that the

Public Land Order did not provide it with

the necessary withdrawal of the grazing

rights of the Appellants. It is to be

noted that the condemnation actions were

brought under the general condemnation

statutes of the United States and expressly

included the entire 892,570 acres of

federal lands. (T.R. 49-50, 56-57)

The key question then is not whether

the Bureau of Land Management has an

abstract right to cancel grazing permits

or leases as argued by the Appellees in

their Motion for Summary Judgment,

(T.R. 17, 18, 19 and 20) but whether the

Bureau of Land Management had a right to

cancel the Appellants' grazing rights on

the sole basis that the grazing rights

had previously been withdrawn by Public

Land. Order No. 848 (T.R. 29-39).
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It was not by chance that Public

Land Order No. 848 does not give the

United States any right to withdraw the

lands from grazing use. Public Land

Order No. 848 is an order based upon the

authority of Executive Order No. 10355,

dated May 26, 1952, 17 Fed. Reg. 4831.

This Executive Order entitled "Delegation

of Authority" delegated to the Secretary

of Interior the authority given the

President to withdraw lands of the public

domain from settlement, location, sale

or entry for water power sites, irrigation,

classification of lands, or other public

purposes to be specified in the Order of

Withdrawals . This Executive Order was

authorized by statute, 43 U.S.C.A. 141,

and expressly limited the withdrawal of

the public domain to the purposes set forth

above. Section 141 is reproduced below

for the convenience of the Court:
-21-





51-il TiTr,K -in.—rTTr.T,io T,AXi)a Ch.

Sv'i-tion in. Withdrawal and rcsorvation of Iniid.s for wator-jxAvor

M'tcs or orlicr puriiDsos. The President may, at any time in his dis-

cretion, tempoi-arily withdraw from settlement, location, sale, or cn-

trj' any of the public lands of the United States, including Alaska, and

reserve the same for water-power sites, irrigation, classification of

lands, or other public purposes to be specified in the orders of with-

drawals, and such withdrawals or reservations shall remain in force

until revoked by him or by an Act of Congress. (June 25, 1010, c.

421, i 1, 3G Stat. S47.)

Historicnl Noto

Tho vrords "the District of." which pro-

roiiod "Ai.iskn" In the orl^'iiml text wcro
eiipcrscucil by the orgniilzatlon of Alaska
as a Territory by Act Aus. 21, 1012, c.

.is". .«;oc { 21 of Title +S, Territories aud
Insiilnr Posecselons.

AU l.inJs which wore occupied by set-

tlcr» or persons cntltlcj to mnkc entries,

etc., under the Koucr.-il homes(oad Inws
Included la a tract of land west of the

Navajo and Moqu roservatlona hi Arizona,

find withdrawn from settlement by execu-

Uts order of January 8, 1300, were cxcmpt-

od from tho operation of such withdraw-
al, and sucli settlorH were aull.orir.od.

within a prescribed period, to mnice liome-

slend entries of not to exceed IM acres of

Bueli land, uiid submit final proof of tl.o

existence of tlielr rlk-lits at the date of tl.o

Issue of tho order of withdrawal, and pat-

ents wore to Issue therefor upon the pay-
ment of the legal fees and purchase price,

by Act Aug. 11, 1010, c. 315. 39 Stat.

Ci04 (doubtless omitted itosa ihe Code aa
temporary).

Cross-Ilcfcroiioea

Provisions for reservation from location, etc., of lands wltbln Indian rcscrvatlODs are
contained in section 14S of this title.

Provisions for withdrawal from entry of lands required for Irrigation works, and
lauds believed to bo susceptible of Irrigation from such works, and proTislODH lor en>
try of lands so withdrawn, are contained In section 410 of this title.

Notes of Dooisions

1. Nnmo of Act.—This Act Is known as

the "Pickett Act." U. S. v. Grass Creek
Oil. etc., Co. (Wyo. 1010) 230 F. 481, 140

C. C. A. 533.

Z. Conhtructlon.—The President's pow-
er to make temporary witlidrawuls of

lauds from entry is not negatived by this

act. U. S. T. Midwest Oil Co. (Wyo.
1015) 30 S. Ct. 300, 310, 230 U. &. 430, 5D

L. Ed. CU, overruling (D. C. 1013) 20G F.

HI. And BC€ Wood v. Douch (Kan. ISO,".)

15 S. Ct. 410, 150 U. S. 5i8, 30 L. Ed. 528;

Kansas Pac. Ry. Co. v. Atchison, T. & S.

F. It. Co. (C. C. Kan. ISSl) 13 F. 100, re-

versed on other grounds (1SS4) 5 5. Ct.

208, 112 U. S. 414, 23 L. Ed. 794; U. S.

V. Payne (D. C. Ark. 1S81) 8 F. 8S3;

(1S.'^2) 17 Op. Atty. Gen. 258; (1880) 19 Op.
Atty. (jtn. 370; U. S. v. Midway Northern
Oil Co. (D. C. Col. lOlC) 232 F. 010.

3, Wltliilmwnls or reservation.* in iren-

rrnl.—The authority given by this act, to

withdraw temporarily from entry oil lands

Is limited to lands which are public lauds
when the withdrawal was made, and docs
not authorize the wltlulrawal of lands
which had been previously selected by thu

state In lieu of school lauds before it was
KUKpectcd they coutiiined oil. Slate of

Wyoming r. U. S. (Wyo. 1021) 41 S. Ct.

303, 255 U. S. 480, C5 L. Hd. 742. reversing
V. & T. &id«eljr (C. C. A. 1020) 202 F.

«7B.

The executive has the right to with-
draw lands from entry, settlement, or
other form of npproprialion witliout spe-

cial authority from Congress, btockloy
V. U. S. (C. C. A. La. Ili21) 271 F. (i'i2,

reversed on other grounds (102.'>) 43 S.

Ct. ISO, 200 U. S. 532, 07 h. Ed. 300.

In a proceeding to establish a trust

under a claim of homestead rights la

public lands, held, that the land was
a part of that Included in the federal act,

creating the Smiley Commi.sslon (sectlou

3), and was In reserve under executive or-

der of May 15, 1870, and was not restored

to the public domalu by said couiuiisslou's

order of December 20, 1801, so (hat plain-

tiff acquired no homestead rights therein.

Stevens v. Southern Pac. I^and Co. (1021)

105 P. 712, CO C.nl. App. 500, Id.. 10.', P. 714,

50 Cal. App. S05, writ of error dismissed

(1922) 42 S. Ct. 088, 259 U. S. 578, GO L.

Kd. 1072. Bcggs T. Soutlicrn Pac. Land
Co. (1921) 105 ?. 714, 50 CaL App. 800.

The executive order of Deceuibcr l.»,

1008, withdrawing certain public lands

In Louisiana from settlement and entry

or other form of appropriation to sccura

tho public Interests and In aid of sucli

legislation as might thereafter bo pro-

posed or recommended, wag wlthlu tho

power of the executire. Mason et aL t.

U. S. (La. 1023) 20 C. & Uo, tt & Ct. 200,

07 lu Ed. ma.

106
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Nowhere in the law upon which the

delegation of authority was predicated do

we find any authority to terminate the

grazing rights of lessees and allotment

holders. When the law specified that

withdrawals could be made from settlement,

locations, sale or entry for water

power sites, irrigation, classifications

of land or other public purposes to be speci-

fied in the Orders of Withdrawal without

specifically naming grazing rights or

specifically setting forth a general

clause covering other forms of appropria-

tion, then it was clear that grazing

was not intended to be covered by the

law. It is apparent in reading the items

which are specified above that each of

these items can be accomplished without

in any way substantially affecting the

grazing rights or privileges of a lessee
-23-





or allotment holder. It should be noted

again that Public Land Order No. 848

specifies that the withdrawal is "subject

to valid existing rights".

The Department of the Army recognized

the fact that grazing allotments were

not to be withdrawn or cancelled in all

of the actions taken by them in dealing

with the lands under Public Land Order

No. 848, as described above.

The position taken by Mr. Steiner,

the Hearing Examiner in his findings of

fact (T.R. 70, next to the last paragraph)

was that "when the withdrawal was put

into effect, the lands included therein

were no longer ' federal range ' under the

administration of the Department of the

Interior subject to license and permit

under the Taylor Grazing Act, supra ."

. This statement is patently in error,

since Appellants continued to lease these
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lands from the government continuously from

1952 through 1960, and renewals were

accomplished and assignments made showing

the lands in question were included

within the allotment boundaries continuously

during that time. If the statement made

by Mr. Steiner, the Hearing Examiner, had

been true, it would not have been necessary

for the District Manager to issue a cancella-

tion notice since the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment would not have had any authority over

the lands

.

The attempted cancellation of Appellants'

grazing leases in 1960 was in fact an

attempted withdrawal of the land from

public domain for use by the Yuma Test

Station as a military reservation.

Under these circumstances this cancella-

tion was not possible without first obtain-

ing approval from Congress for this

withdrawal.
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Congress had long been aware of

the injustices which have been perpetrated

upon various lessees of the federal

government by the arbitrary and capricious

acts of the Department of the Army in

totally disregarding the long established

rights of lease and allotment holders in

public lands and in February of 1958, after

long and protracted hearings, Sections

155, 156, 157 and 158 were added to the

Public Lands Law dealing with withdrawals,

being Chapter 6, 43 U.S.C.A. Copies of

these sections are set forth below for

the convenience of the Court:

§ 1 55. V/iiIi(Tra\val, reservation, or rcslrlclion of public lands

for defense piu'poscs; definition; exception

N'otwithstaiulins any other provisions of law, except in time of war

or national emergency hereafter declared by the President or the

Congress, on and after February 28, 1958 the provisions hereof shall

apply to the withdrawal and reservation for, restrictiflir-of^and.iitili-

7.r^^]on by, the Deparlm.ent of Defense for defense purposes of the

puoiic lands of the United States, including public lands in the Terri-

tories of Alaska and Hawaii: Provided, That

—
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(1) for the purposes of this Act, the term "public lands" shall

bo deemed to include, without limiting the meaniny thereof,

I-'cderal lands and waters of the Outer Continental Shelf, as

defined in section 1331 of this title, and Federal lands and waters
oif the coast of the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii;

(2) nothing in this Act shall be deemed to be applicable to

the withdrawal or reservation of public lands specifically as

naval petroleum, naval oil shale, or naval coal reserves;

(3) nothing in this Act shall be deemed to be applicable to the

warning areas over the Federal lands and waters of the Outer
Conlineulal Shelf and Federal lands and waters off the coast of

the Territory of Alaska reserved for use of the military depart-
ments prior to the enactment of the Outer Continental Shelf

Lands Act; and

M) nothing in this section, section 156, or .^:oction lo7 of this

title sliall be deemed to Ijc applicable either to those reserva-
tions or withdrawals wliich expired due to tl.' > nding of the un-
limited national emergency of ."\Iay 27, 1911, and which subse-
queiit to such expiration liave been and are now used by the mili-

tary departments with the concurrence of the Department of

the Interior, or to the v/ithdrav.-al of public domain lands of the

Marine Corps Training Center, Twentynine Palms, California,

and the naval gunnery ranges in the State of Nevada designated

. as Basic Black Rock and Basic Sahwave IVIountain.

Pub.L. 85-3:i7, § 1, Feb. 28, 1058, 72 Slat. 27.

lA/L

Ch. 6 WITllDKAWAL FKOM ENTRY, ETC. 43 § 157

IIlstorlc.ll Not©

Jlcff.-cnccs ill Text. This Ar.t, referred 73 Stat. c. IC, and Hawaii was adinUlod

to ill tlic text, means Piib.I>. SO-337, wliieh into the Union on Aug. 21, lOoD upon the

is classified to sections LVi-LIS of lliis issuance of I'roc. No. 3300, Aug. 2o, lO-'jO,

title, sedioa 2071 of Title 10. Armed 21 V.R. CSGS, 73 Stat. c. 74. For Alaska

Torces, and section 472(d) of Title •10, Statehood Law, sec Pub.T,. S5 -OOS, July
Tublic Uuildiiigs, Property and Works. 7, lO.'jS, 72 .Stat. 330, set out as a note prc-

r.-ior to the enactment of the Outer
Conlinenlal Shelf Lands .\ct, rofcrrc.l to

cedin;; section 21 of Title -IS, Territories

and Insular Possessions. For Hawaii... , , Statehood Law, sec Pub.L. SO-3. Mar. IS,
ill par. (-,), moans prior to August i, ,,,.. -, t-, . , . .

,0-.-, ,..1.:.,./;. .,,.. .,',„ „f „f ^'>-'^- '3 Slat. 4. set out as a note prc-
]n.')3. which i.s the date of enactment of

section 1331 et aC"i. of this title.

.XdiiiUslu:) uf .Ma^Ua niul Hawaii to

State). outl. Alaslia was ndiniltod Into the

L'nion on Jan. 3, 1050 upon the issuance

of Proc. .No, 3200, Jan. 5, 10.50, 21 F.R. SI,

ceding section 191 of Title 4S.

T,o;;l!,l;itho Itistory; For legislative

history and puri)ose of Pub.L. So-337, £ce
lOoS U.S.Code Cong, and Adm.Ncws, p.

2227.
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§ 156. Same; approvr.! by Conjii-css of ovcz' 5,0C0 -.icrcs for

any 7;;'0jcct or facilily

No public lan.d, water, or land and water area iUiall, except by Act

of Congress, on ;;nd after February 28, 1958 be (1) withdrawn from

settlement, location, sale, or entry for the use of the Department of

Defense for defense purposes; (2) reserved for such use; or (3)

restricted from operation of the miiiL-ral Icasiny provisions of the

Outer Continental .Shelf Lands Act, if such withdrawal, rcservatioji,

or restriction would result in the yvithdrawal, reservation, or restric-

tion of more than five thousand acres in the agg-regatc for any one

defense project or facility of the Department of Defense since the

date of enactment of this Actor since the last previous Act of Con-

gress which withdrew, reserved, or restricted public land, water, or

land and water area for that project or facility, whichever is later.

Pub.L. 85-337, § 2, Feb. 28, 1958, 72 Stat. 28.

Historical Ifoto

ncfiTcnccs in Tcvt. The Outer Con- ]'.)."S, wljieh is llio date oi r.iii'iov.il of

liiicntal Slielf I..nn.ls Act, rcferrcJ to in Pub.L. S5-337.

the text, i.s cl.is.'iifie'l to section 3331 et -..,,. ,.. . _ , . , .-

, ,, . .,., I.ojjishitivo History: For lo''ish\l)VC
scq. of tins title. ... , , T, ». T .-- oo-

liistory :in(l purpose of Pub. I,, ^)-.t3l, t^oi?

Tlie dale of ciiaeliiicut of tliis Act, re- lUoS U.S.Codc Conff. and .Vdm.Neus, i>.

fcrrcd to in the text, means February 28, 2227.

§ 157. Same; applications; spcciric.ilions

Any application filed on and after February 28, 1958 for a with-

drawal, '-eservation, or restriction, the approval of which will, under
section loG of this title, require an Act of Congress, shall specify

—

(1) the name of the requesting agency and intended using

agency;

(2) location of the area involved, to include a detailed de-

scription of the exterior boundaries and excepted areas, if any,

within such proposed withdrawal, I'esorvation, or restriction;

.7. «3U<;CA i;si)ofc7o—10 lA^
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43 § 157 pur.Lic lands c5u g

(3) gross land and water acreage witlu'ii the exterior bound-

aries of tlio requested withdrawal, reservation, or restriction, and

net public land, water, or public land and water acreage covered

b}- the application;

(1) the purpose or purposes for which the area is proposed to

be withdrawn, reserved, or restricted, or if the purpose or pur-

poses are classified for national security reasons, a statement

to that e(Tect;

(5) whether the proposed use will result in contamination of

any or all of the requested withdrawal, reservation, or restriction

area, and if so, whether such contamination will be permanent

or temporary;

(G) the period during v.-hich the proposed v.-ithdrawal, reserva-

tion, or restriction will continue in effect;

(7) v.-hether, and if so to what extent, the proposed use will

affect continuing full operation of the public land laws and Fed-

eral regulations relating to conservation, utilization, and de-

velopment of mineral resources, timber and other material re-

sources, grazing resources, fish and wildlife resources, water re-

sources, and scenic, wilderness, and recreation and other values;

and

(S) if cfTcctii-.g the purpose for which the area is proposed to

bo withdrawn, reserved, or restricted, will involve the use of

water in any State, whether, subject to existing rights under law,

the iiitendcd using agency has acquired, or proposes to acquire,

ri.'x'nts to the use thereof in conformity with State laws and pro-

cedures relatiiig to the control, appropriation, use, and distribu-

tion of v.ater.

Pub.L. S5-337, § 3, Feb. 23, 19.33, 72 Stat. 28.

IJCistorlc.'il ^loto

r.( •;i.;.tiUc lINt'jry: V'-r lf;,'l>;:ii ivo history and i.iirpo.sc of TiibJi. 50-037, see 1003

\;.».<."o'iv; Cull.-;. :iii<J .\«'.;ii.Ni.-.v.>:-, y. 2227.
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§ I'cZ. r>:!;n.-; nh;i -i';;! resources

All '.vi'Jiiii'iiw.-ils or re '.rv. it ions of iJiiblic la.'id.s for tlic lu^c of any

a;-<;:cy of Ir.o D.-jiarUiioil of Dffoii.se, except laiKio withdrawn or rc-

:^rv(.-il .specifically as naval i-otrolcurn, naval oil shalo, or naval coal

:'-.:<-rves, }icr<.-toforc or iK'rcafti.'r made by the United Slates, shall be

(!(:i-iii';d to lye .subject to the condition that all nilni.'ral.s, including; oil

' •
• in the lan<Is .so v.-itlnlrawn or reserved are nnder the juri"^-

ch. 7 iro?.ii':sTKADS T. 43

the Secretary of the Interior, determines that such disposition or ex-

ploration is inconsistent v/ith the military use of tlic lands so with-

drawn or reserved. Pub.L. 85-337, § G, Feb. 28, 1958, 72 Stat. 30.

IIiskOric.ll Note

I.p.Tiislullvo lUstorj : For Icijisl.ilivo history and piirrioso of Pub.r>. So-337, s>ca 1C>JS

U.S.CoJo Cong, anj .\(lm.Xc\vs, p. 2227.

Cross Hcfcrcnccs

Mineral loa.sing laws, sec section 1 et scq. of Title CO, Mjncral Lan<1s and Mining.

These provisions clearly set forth the

requirements that notwithstanding any

other provisions of the law, that except

in time of war or national emergency

hereafter declared by the President or the
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Congress on or after February 28, 1958,

the provisions of Sections 156, 157 and

158 shall apply to the withdrawal and

reservation for, restriction of, and

utilization by, the Department of Defense

for defense purposes of the public lands

of the United States.

This Act is an express limitation on

the Department of Defense and is applicable

in this case and binding in this instance,

A section by section analysis of the

Act is set forth in Volume 2, U.S. Code

Congressional and Administrative News, 85

Congress Second Session 1958, beginning at

page 222 7. In the hearing the Congressional

Committee stated as follows:

"2. Section 2 contains the basic
provision of the bill, which establishes
a requirement that withdrawals,
reservations, or restrictions of
more than 5,000 acres in the aggre-
gate for defense purposes may hereafter
be made only by act of Congress.
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"The section contains language
which would preclude the making
of a number of cumulative with-
drawals, each for less than 5,000
acres, where all would be used for
any one defense project or facility
of the Department of Defense.

3. Section 3 would lay a more
adequate base for fully determining
at the local level and for congres-
sional consideration the resource
impact of proposed withdrawals."

In its committee conclusion and

recommendation, the committee stated as

follows

:

"Its early enactment will operate
to return to the legislative
branch the degree of control the
committee believes necessary to
assure that defense use of the public
lands presently held will more
nearly conform to long-established
maximum public multiple resource
use policy, and will make certain
that future public lands acquisition
by the military will be so conditioned
as to assure conformance with the
same policy. .

."

Under the Constitution, Congress has

been given the sole power of dealing with

the .property and public lands of the United
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States. Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2,

Constitution of the United States. This is

supported specifically in the section dealing

with public property in 29 Corpus Juris Secundum,

page 876:

"86. Public Property

a. Federal lands
b. Property of state and

municipalities

a. Federal lands

Lands under the jurisdiction of the
United States and by it devoted to

particular purposes cannot be
condemned under the eminent domain
power of a state; as to public lands,
the authorities disagree.

Lands devoted to a particular use by
the federal government, and over
which jurisdiction has been ceded
to the United States, cannot be taken
under the right of eminent domain
of a state, unless such use has been
abandoned. Public lands of the United
States within a state, subject to

sale and settlement, and not reserved
for any of the purposes of national
government, have been held to be
subject to the state's right of
eminent domain, although this right
seems to be denied in a later federal
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case, which holds that public lands
of the United States are within the
exclusive control of congress and
that no state may interfere with
such control."

If the government desires to use the

public lands of the United States for a

purpose other than for which it is being

used, it is necessary that this be done

under provisions other than the condemnation

provisions. Congress has repeatedly

recognized this in the withdrawal statutes

which have allowed withdrawals of lands by

presidential proclamation, by military

request, etc. This withdrawal right,

however, was abused by the Department of

Defense in the taking of great tracts of

lands for which no public purpose was

apparent. In order to remedy this.

Section 156 of 43 U.S.C.A. was enacted. The

Senate and House Reports accompanying

H. R. 5538, which became Section 158 of
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43 U.S.C.A., is very revealing in giving

the purpose behind the new act. These

reports are contained in Volume 2, U. S.

Code Congressional and Administrative

News, 85th Congress, Second Session, 1958,

beginning at page 2227. It is earnestly

requested that the Court read the entire

report which sets out fully the reasons

for the enactment of this limitation on

the military and provides a memorandum of

the Constitutional and statutory provisions,

with the Court decisions, which show that

Congress intended to pre-empt the field of

use of public lands by the military when

this act was passed. On pages 115-122 of

the Transcript of Record, Appellants have

set forth in their Motion for Summary

Judgment certain excerpts from the

Congressional hearings which preceded the

passing of Sections 155, 156, 157 and 158

of 43 U.S.C.Ao It is urged that the Court
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read these excerpts to establish what was

in the mind of the Congress when these

statutory provisions were enacted.

From the above it should be apparent

that the grazing rights of Appellants were

not withdrawn by Public Land Order 848 and

when this was attempted to be accomplished

in 1960 by the Bureau of Land Management

by the purported cancellation of Appellants'

lease rights this could not be done without

first complying with the withdrawal limi-

tations set forth in 43 U.S.C.Ao, Sections

155, 156, 157 and 158.

CONCLUSION

It is therefore respectfully submitted

that Appellants were entitled to have their

Motion for Summary Judgment granted and

that the Court erred in not granting said

Motion for Summary Judgment. It is further

respectfully urged that the Court reverse
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the decision of the District Court and

order the Court to enter summary judgment

for the Appellants herein.

Respectfully submitted this 27th day

of June, 1968.

TANNER, JARVIS & OWENS

/allace . Tanner

Attorneys for Appellants

913 Del Webb Building
3800 North Central Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85012

I certify that, in connection with

the preparation of this Brief, I have

examined Rules 18, 19 and 39 of the United

States Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit, and that, in my opinion, the fore-

going Brief is in full compliance with

these Rules.

TANNEJl., JARVIS & OWENS

aXlace . Tanner
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This will certify that three copies

of the Appellants' Opening Brief were

served upon the United States Attorney

at the Federal Building, Phoenix, Arizona,

as attorney for Appellees, and three

copies were mailed to the Assistant At-

torney General, Land and Natural Resources

Division, Attention: Jacques B. Gelin,

Clyde 0. Martz, and Raymond N. Zagone,

Attorneys in the Department of Justice,

Washington, D. C, 20530, this 2^th day

of June, 1968

o

Wallace 0. Tanner
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(R. 144). Notice of appeal was filed on December 27, 1967
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(R. 146). This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal under

28 U.S.C. sec. 1291.

ISSUES PRESENTED

Whether the complaint seeking reversal under the

Administrative Procedure Act of the refusal to renew grazing

permits under the Taylor Grazing Act was properly dismissed on

the grounds that the district court lacked jurisdiction

because:

1. The Secretary's action was agency action by

law committed to agency discretion; and

2. The permits had, by their own terms, expired

on June 30, 1961, making this action moot.

STATUTES AND PUBLIC LAND ORDER INVOLVED

The Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. sec.

701, provides in pertinent part:

(a) This chapter applies, according
to the provisions thereof, except to the
extent that -

(1) statutes preclude judicial
review; or

(2) agency action is committed
to agency discretion by
law. ''<^ ^f *

Sections 2 and 3 of the Taylor Grazing Act, 48 Stat.

1270, as amended, 43 U.S.C. sees. 315a and 315b, provide

in relevant part:
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The Secretary of the Interior shall
make provision for the protection,
administration, regulation, and improve-
ment of such grazing districts as may be
created under the authority of section
315 of this title, and he shall make
such rules and regulations and establish
such service, * * * and do any and all
things necessary to accomplish the
purposes of this chapter * * *,

The Secretary of the Interior is
authorized to issue or cause to be issued
permits to graze livestock on such grazing
districts * *''= " as under his rules and
regulations are entitled to participate
in the use of the range * * * the issuance
of a permit pursuant to the provisions of
this chapter shall not create any right,
title, interest, or estate in or to the
lands

.

9

Section 2 of Public Law 85-337, 72 Stat. 28, 43

U.S.C. sec. 156, provides in relevant part:

No public land, water, or land and
water area shall, except by Act of Congress,
on and after February 28, 1958 be (1) with-
drawn from settlement, location, sale, or
entry for the use of the Department of Defense
for defense purposes; * * * if such withdrawal,
reservation, or restriction would result in
the withdrawal, reservation, or restriction
of more than five thousand acres in the
aggregate for any one defense project or
facility of the Department of Defense since
the date of enactment of this Act * * *,

Public Land Order 848, 17 Fed. Reg. 6099 (1952),

provides in part:
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ARIZONA

WITHDRAWING PUBLIC LANDS FOR USE OF

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY IN

CONNECTION WITH YUMA TEST STATION

By virtue of the authority vested in

the President and pursuant to Executive

Order No. 10355 of May 26, 1952, it is

ordered as follows:

Subject to valid existing rights,
the public lands in the following-
described areas in Arizona are hereby
withdrawn from all forms of appropriation
under the public- land laws, and
reserved for the use of the Department
of the Army in connection with the Yuma
Test Station:

[Description of land omitted.]

The area described including both
public and non-public lands aggregate
approximately 892,570 acres.

This order shall take precedence
over, but not otherwise affect, (1)
the order of July 30, 1941, of the
Secretary of the Interior establishing
Arizona Grazing District No. 3, and
(2) the orders of January 31, 1903,
October 6, 1921, and March 14, 1929, of
the Secretary of the Interior and the
order of May 5, 1950 of the Bureau of
Reclamation withdrawing lands for
Reclamation purposes so far as such
orders affect any of the above-described
lands: '^ " ">'<.

It is intended the lands described
herein shall be returned to the adminis-
tration of the Department of the Interior
when they are no longer needed for the
purpose for which they are reserved.

R. D. SEARLES,
Acting Secretary of the Interior ,

July 1, 1952.
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STATEMENT

The Mollohans 1/ brought this action pursuant to

Section 10 of the Administrative Procedure Act, 60 Stat. 243,

5 U.S.C. sec. 702 (formerly 5 U.S.C. sec. 1009), to reverse a

decision of the Secretary of the Interior, affirming inter-

mediate departmental appeals which sustained the refusal to

renew the Mollohans ' grazing permits as to certain lands

located within the boundaries of the Yuma Test Station in

Arizona (R. 1). On cross-motions, the district court granted

summary judgment for the federal officials and dismissed the

Mollohans' action (R. 144-145).

The material facts are as follows: Some time

prior to 1952 the Department of the Interior granted the

Mollohans and their predecessors in interest grazing permits

authorizing them to use portions of the federal range.

Since the general area is exceptionally dry and the range

lacks available feed, for most years prior to the withdrawal

date in 1952, in order to preserve their rights, the Mollohans

had applied for and received nonuse licenses.

After the date of the withdrawal, July 1, 1952, the

Army did not (as it was entitled to) request the Department of

the Interior to forthwith cancel existing 10 -year permits and

1/ We shall, for convenience, refer to all of the appellants
herein as "the Mollohans.
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annual licenses within the withdrawn area. Pending the need

for actual use, the Army instructed Interior to continue issuing

formal annual permits so that upon their cancellation the

Army might make pajmients to their holders, pursuant to the

Act of July 9, 1942, 43 U.S.C. sec. 315q. 2/ Consequently,

not only were existing licenses within the withdrawal area

permitted to continue for the remainder of their terms, but

they were in fact renewed for successive yearly terms.

In 1958, the United States instituted a condemnation

action to acquire a leasehold estate in the area withdrawn

for use of the Yuma Test Station. On July 14, 1960, the

District Manager formally notified the Mollohans that so much

of their permits that were located within the withdrawn area

would be terminated at the expiration date of their existing

permits. At that time, the Mollohans were holders of annual

nonuse permits running from July 1, 1960, to June 30, 1961. 3^/

21 Withdrawal of Taylor Act grazing permits are noncompensable.
United States v. Cox , 190 F.2d 293 (C.A. 10, 1951), cert,

den. , 342 U.S. 867. Congress enacted the Act of July 9, 1942,
to relieve permit holders from such noncompensable hardships
by providing that when land was withdrawn for war or national
defense purposes, permit holders would be paid such amounts as
the head of the Department or agency should determine to be
fair and reasonable.

2/ The Mollohans challenge the right of the Secretary to "cancel"
their permits. Technically, this does not accord with the

actual facts. No permit here was ever cancelled during its term.
The permit holders were simply informed that on their expiration
date the permits would not be renewed, and they were not.
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Hearings commenced by the Mollohans in 1960 in

the Department of the Interior resulted in a decision declining

to renew the grazing permits. This decision was affirmed on

administrative appeals to the Bureau of Land Management and

the Secretary. This action was then filed challenging the

Secretary's final decision.

The Mollohans argued that the Secretary did not have

authority to terminate their grazing privileges under Public

Land Order 848, because of the enactment of Section 2 of

Public Law 85-337, supra , 43 U.S.C. sec. 156, effective

February 28, 1958, which limits the right of withdrawal and

also, apparently, because the Government had waited for eight

years after the date of Public Land Order 848 before terminating

the Mollohans ' rights

.

The case was submitted to the district court on

cross-motions for summary judment (R. 10,111). The court

granted summary judgment for the federal officials (R. 144).

In the findings and conclusions, the district court held first,

that Public Land Order 848 was still in effect and had not been

superseded, modified or altered; and second, that the Mollohans'

permits were mere licenses, revocable at will by the United

States without payment of compensation (R. 141-143). This

appeal followed.
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ARGUMENT

I

THE COMPLAINT, SEEKING TO COMPEL
ISSUANCE OF PERMITS UNDER THE

TAYLOR GRAZING ACT, WAS PROPERLY
DISMISSED FOR LACK OF JURISDICTION

The Mollohans assert that the district court's

jurisdiction rested solely on the Administrative Procedure

Act. We have steadfastly maintained that the A, P. A. is not

a waiver of sovereign immunity or a jurisdictional consent to

sue the Secretary. See Chournos v. United States , 335 F.2d

918, 919 (C.A. 10, 1964); Twin Cities Chippewa Tribal C . v.

Minnesota Chippewa Tribe , 370 F.2d 529, 532 (C.A. 8, 1967).

However, we show in the Argument to follow that this case falls

within the language of the cases expressly excepted from the

review standards of the A. P. A., in that the agency action in-

volved is committed to the discretion of the Secretary. Hence,

while the question of the A. P. A. as a jurisdictional grant is

generally important, and our views are expressed in the briefs

in two cases now pending before this Court (United States, et

al. V. Walker , No. 22379, and State of Washington v. Udall ,

No. 22413), it may not be essential to disposition of the pres-

ent case.

The most recent decision of this Court on the subject.

Converse v. Udall (No. 21697, Aug. 19, 1968) not yet reported,

states that the A. P. A. "does apply," citing Adams v. Witmer,
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271 F.2d 29, 32-33 (C.A. 9, 1958); Coleman v. United States ,

363 F.2d 190, 379 F.2d 555 (C.A. 9, 1967), rev'd 390 U.S. 599

(1968); and Foster v. Seaton, 271 F.2d 836 (C.A. D.C. 1959),

and that "The portion of our decision in Coleman dealing with

the Administrative Procedure Act was not questioned by the

Supreme Court." The answer is that the point, although briefed

by respondents, was never reached by the Supreme Court in

Coleman. The fact is that there is no reasoned explanation in

any opinion of this Circuit, including Adams, Converse and

Coleman, of how the A. P. A. constitutes a grant of jurisdiction

to sue the Secretary and, more important, of why the mandamus

statute, 28 U.S.C. sec. 1361, should be rejected as the juris-

dictional predicate for a suit against the Secretary. (We

show later why the mandamus statute cannot support jurisdiction

over the Secretary in this case.) Foster , it must be observed,

was a suit filed in the district court for the District of

Columbia. That court had inherent mandamus jurisdiction over

the Secretary, since his official place of business is, by

statute, the District of Columbia. No other federal court had

such jurisdiction until the enactment of the mandamus statute

in 1962.

Concerning Coleman , we note in elaboration that the

A. P. A. was invoked as a purported basis for judicial review

only by the defendant. The jurisdiction of the district court

in that case was clear. It rested on the fact that the United
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states instituted the suit seeking ejectment and the district

court granted the relief sought. Reversing the court of

appeals, the Supreme Court agreed that such judgment was

correct. Hence, no problem of any kind concerning the A. P. A.

was actually involved in the case. The A. P. A. was involved

only by defendants' counterclaim, and this Court's discussion

was addressed to scope of review, not jurisdiction of the

court. Indeed, the lack of jurisdiction of the Southern Dis-

trict of California over the Secretary of the Interior was

recognized when, after having its attention called to the fact

that it could not, as it purported to (363 F.2d at p. 204),

order remand to the Secretary in a case to which he was not a

party, the court "invited" the Secretary to join as a counter-

claim defendant. 379 F.2d at 556. He did so under 28 U.S.C.

sec. 1361. Adams V. Witmer, 271 F.2d 29 (C.A. 9, 1958), reh.

den., 271 F.2d 37 (1959), did not involve either the United

States or the Secretary of the Interior as a defendant. In

short, neither Coleman, Adams nor Foster presents the problem

of power of the federal district court to issue orders under

the Administrative Procedure Act addressed to defendants not

within the court's geographic jurisdiction. That problem is

presented in the other cases cited above, presently pending

before this Court.
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A. Jurisdiction to review the Secretary's refusal

to renew the permits under the Administrative Procedure Act

is precluded . - There is no jurisdiction to review the cancel-

lation or, more accurately, the nonrenewal of the Mollohans

'

grazing privileges. Basically, the Mollohans' complaint is

that their grazing privileges located within the Yuma Test

Area (the withdrawn area) were improperly cancelled or not

renewed by the Secretary of the Interior upon their expiration.

By enacting the Taylor Grazing Act, Congress gave

the Secretary of the Interior broad power to "make such rules

and regulations * " * and do any and all things necessary" to

regulate the use and occupancy of grazing districts. Section

2, 43 U.S.C. sec. 315(a). He is authorized "to issue or cause

to be issued" grazing permits to such persons "as under his

rules and regulations are entitled to participate in the use

of the range." Section 3, supra , 43 U.S.C. sec. 315(b).

Consequently, even if upon the expiration of their licenses

the Mollohans had re-applied for such licenses, they could not

have obtained a court order directing their issuance, because

such action is "agency action •* * * committed to agency

discretion by law" made exempt from judicial review by Section

10 of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. sec. 701

(formerly 5 U.S.C. sec. 1009). So in Ferry v. Udall, 336

F.2d 706 (1964), this Court held that courts may not review

decisions committed to administrative discretion pursuant to
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a "permissive type" statute. Thus, in Sellas v. Kirk , 200 F.2d

217 (1952), cert, den., 345 U.S. 940, this Circuit sustained

the dismissal of a suit to enjoin a range manager of the

Department of the Interior from reducing plaintiff's permitted

grazing on public lands, on the ground that granting of such

grazing privileges was "agency action by law committed to

agency discretion" within the meaning of Section 10, and hence

was not subject to judicial review. This characterization of

nonreviewable administrative action under the Taylor Grazing

Act is no longer debatable. United States v. Morrell , 331

F. 2d 498, 500, 502 (C.A. 10, 1964); Oman v. United States ,

195 F.2d 710 (C.A. 10, 1952), cert den., 343 U.S. 977;

Chournos v. United States , 193 F.2d 321, 323-324 (C.A. 10,

1951); Oman v. United States , 179 F.2d 738, 740-741 (C.A. 10,

1949); Bedke v. Quinn , 154 F.Supp. 370 (D. Idaho, 1957);

Hamel v. Nelson , 226 F.Supp. 96 (N.D. Cal. 1963).

B. Mandamus jurisdiction (28 U.S«C. sec. 1361 )

is not applicable . - The mandamus statute explicity grants

district courts jurisdiction of any action "in the nature of

mandamus to compel an officer or employee of the United States

or an agency thereof to perform a duty owed to the plaintiff,"

It is not applicable here.

Mandamus jurisdiction empowers a court only to en-

force ministerial duties, not to review the merits of substan-

tive decisions. E.g., United States v. Wilbur , 283 U.S. 414,
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420 (1931); Wilbur v. United States . 281 U.S. 206, 218-219

(1930); Decatur v. Paulding , 14 Pet. 497 (1840). This meaning

of "mandamus" was intended by Congress in enacting 28 U.S.C.

sec. 1361. See 2 U.S.Cong. News, 87th Cong., 2d sess. (1962)

pp. 2785, 2788-2789. In Prairie Band of Pottawatomie Tribe

of Indians v. Udall, 355 F.2d 364, 367 (C.A. 10, 1966), the

court stated:

Historically, mandamus is an extraor-
dinary remedial process awarded only in the
exercise of sound judicial discretion. Be-
fore such a writ may issue, it must appear
that the claim is clear and certain and the
duty of the officer involved must be minis-
terial, plainly defined, and peremptory "J^ * *
The duty sought to be exercised must be
a positive command and so plainly prescribed
as to be free from doubt.

As we have just shown, there is no mandatory duty

imposed by Congress on the Secretary to issue or renew

Taylor Grazing Act permits.

C. Since the grazing permits expired by their

own terms, the case was moot . - Article III, Section 2, of

the Constitution limits the jurisdiction of federal constitutional

courts to "cases" and "controversies." A lawsuit which has

become moot is neither a case nor a controversy in the

constitutional sense and no such federal court has the power

to decide it. One useful definition of mootness was given in

Burrell v. Martin, 232 F.2d 33, 37-38, note 10 (C.A. D.C. 1955):
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">A- -k Vf one which seeks to get a judgment
on a pretended controversy, when in
reality there is none, or a decision in
advance about a right before it has been
actually asserted and contested, or a
judgment upon some matter which, when
'renaered, for any reason, cannot have
any practical legal effect upon a then
existing controversy."^ (Emphas is in
original.

)

This defect in jurisdiction is so fundamental that

a court will dismiss a case at any stage of the proceedings

upon determining or being advised that it was moot when

commenced or became moot because of subsequent events. Such

disclosure has been made by admissions in open court,

California v. San Pablo, &c. Railroad , 149 U.S. 308, 313

(1893); South Spring Gold Co . v. Amador Gold Co. , 145 U.S.

300 (1892); or even by a letter from counsel, Tennessee, etc .

R'd Co . V. Southern Tel. Co ., 125 U.S. 695, 696 (1888). If

the parties fail to call to the court's attention facts making

a case moot, judicial notice may be taken of them: United

States V, Chambers , 291 U.S. 217, 222-223 (1934) (ratification

of the 21st Amendment); Gibbes v. Zimmerman , 290 U.S. 326, 331

(1933) (enactment of statute and issuance of orders pursuant

thereto); Abie State Bank v. Bryan , 282 U.S. 765, 777-778

(enactment of statute pending appeal); United States v. Hamburg -

Amerikanische Co . . 239 U.S. 466, 475 (1916) (war among the

European powers); Richardson v. McChesney , 218 U.S. 487, 492

(1910) (service of their terms by specific members of Congress
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and election of their successors; expiration of terms of office

of state official); Wilson v. Shaw , 204 U.S. 24, 30 (1907) (spe-

cific disbursements from United States Treasury); Tennessee v.

Condon , 189 U.S. 64, 69-70 (1903) (provisions of state consti-

tution); Mills V. Green , 159 U.S. 651, 657-658 (1895) (dates

of state elections and opening sessions of state legislature

and constitutional convention).

As noted by Sidney A. Diamond in "Federal Jurisdic-

tion to Decide Moot Cases," 94 Univ. of Pa. L. Rev. 125, 126-

127 (1946):

Intent plays no part in determining
whether or not a case is moot. No matter
how anxious the parties may be to avoid the
effect of mootness, the jurisdiction of the
court cannot be enlarged. A stipulation
which attempts to keep the controversy alive
will be disregarded if the justiciable issue
has disappeared, despite a continuing dis-
agreement between the parties on the law.

[ California v. San Pablo & T. R.R . , 149 U.S.
308 (1893) (tax paid under stipulation)

;

San Mateo County v. Southern Pacific R.R .

,

116 U.S. 138 (1885) (similar facts)]. A
statute which purports to confer jurisdiction
to decide a moot case is unconstitutional.
[Muskrat v. United States , 219 U.S. 346
(1911) J.

The passage of time alone may moot a case. An action

contesting the validity of a state child labor statute must be

dismissed if, pending appeal, the child on whose behalf the

suit was brought passes the maximum age affected by the statute,

because the statute, even if valid, can no longer be enforced

against him. Atherton Mills v. Johnston , 259 U.S. 13 (1922).
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If, pending a criminal appeal, the sentence has been fully

served, the appeal must be dismissed. St. Pierre v. United

States , 319 U.S. 41 (1943). Similarly, this Circuit dismissed

as moot an action against an employee by an international union

seeking declaratory and injunctive relief where, the dispute

having been settled and the union's sole chapter no longer

being in existence, the chapter no longer represented any

employees of the employer. Flight Engineers Inter. Ass'n v.

Continental Air Lines, Inc ., 297 F.2d 397, 401-402 (1961),

cert, den., 369 U.S. 871. In Jones v. Montague, 194 U.S. 147

(1904), the plaintiff sued to enjoin an alleged violation of

the right of suffrage. Prior to final appeal, the election

was held so that it was no longer possible to grant any relief.

The court dismissed, because "the thing sought to be prohibited

has been done and cannot be undone by any order of court."

194 U.S. at 153.

In Security Life Ins. Co . v. Prewitt, 200 U.S. 446

(1906), plaintiff, a New York corporation, filed suit on Janu-

ary 27, 1905, to cancel and set aside the revocation by the

Insurance Commissioner of Kentucky of plaintiff's permit to do

business in that state. Plaintiff's permit expired of its own

terras on July 1, 1905. The Supreme Court sustained the dis-

missal of the action by the Kentucky Court of Appeals on the

grounds of mootness, Judge Peckham writing (200 U.S. at 449-450)
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If the court should now assume to cancel the
revocation it could not thereby reinstate
the permit, which has already expired ''< ''' «.

The refusal on the part of the Insurance
Commissioner to grant authority to plaintiff
to transact business after the old permit
had expired does not raise a Federal question.
Since the writ of error was filed the permit
has ceased to have any effect, and, therefore,
an event has occurred which renders it
impossible for this court to grant any
effectual relief in favor of plaintiff in error.
In such case the court will dismiss the writ of
error. Mills v. Green , 159 U.S. 651;
Tennessee v. Condon , 189 U.S. 64; Jones v,
Montague

,

194 U.S. 147.

It would seem to be plain that the
cancelation of a revocation of a permit,
when the permit itself has become of no
effect by virtue of the lapse of time, would
be useless business, and would give no
practical relief to the company.

When on June 30, 1961, the Mollohans ' licenses of

their own terms expired, this action, too, became moot.

As the district court found here, "There is no evidence that

the plaintiffs applied for a license for any subsequent

years, i.e., beginning with July 1, 1961" (R. 142). However

useful it might be to test the validity of Public Land Order

848 and actions of the Bureau of Land Management thereunder,

since the action became moot the federal courts were ousted

of jurisdiction.
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II

THE MOLLOHANS ' OTHER ARGUMENTS
HAVE NO MERIT

Since we feel the argiment above is dispositive of

this appeal and since the Mollohans ' other contentions are

without merit, we treat them summarily.

A. Public Law 85-337, which permits withdrawals in

excess of 5,000 acres only upon Congressional approval, took

effect on February 28, 1958, and therefore has no effect on

Public Land Order 848, effective July 1, 1952 .
- The Mollohans

argue that Public Land Order 848, supra , dated July 1, 1952,

cannot provide a legal basis fiD r cancellation of their grazing

allotments, because it was superseded by Public Law 85-337,

supra , 43 U.S.C. sees. 155-158, which provides that no with-

drawals in excess of 5,000 acres can be made by the military

without first obtaining Congressional approval (Br. 2, 21-36).

The short answer to this argument is that no grazing

allotment of theirs was ever cancelled. The Mollohans held

annual nonuse licenses which ran from July 1, 1960, to June 30,

1961. These simply expired of their own force and were not

renewed.

Public Land Order 848 does not serve as the necessary

basis of the Government's action here so the Mollohans' argu-

ments challenging the validity of withdrawals under Public Land

Order 848 are irrelevant.
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The background and efficacy of Public Land Order 848

can, however, be stated quite simply. On July 1, 1952, the

Secretary of the Interior, acting under the authority delegated

to him by Executive Order 10355 of May 26, 1952, 17 Fed. Reg.

4831, withdrew for the use of the Department of the Army cer-

tain public land in Arizona from all forms of appropriation

under the Public Land Laws.

Executive Order 10355 notwithstanding, the President

has general or inherent authority by virtue of his office to

withdraw public land. United States v. Midwest Oil Co. , 236

U.S. 459, 471-472 (1915); Wilbur v. United States , 46 F.2d 217,

220 (C.A. D.C. 1930). In addition, he has specific authority

conferred upon him by the Pickett Act, 36 Stat. 847, 43 U.S.C.

sec. 141. The President's delegation of authority to the Sec-

retary in Section 1 of Executive Order 10355, 17 Fed. Reg. 4831,

recited both the President 's inherent and specific statutory

authority to make such delegation. See Udall v. Tallman , 380

U.S. 1, 21-22 (1965).

Public Law 85-337, supra , 43 U.S.C. sees. 155-158,

does modify the power of the military to make public land

withdrawals in excess of 5,000 acres by requiring that such

withdrawals have Congressional approval. Public Law 85-337

has, however, absolutely no effect upon Public Land Order 848

of July 1, 1952. Section 1 of Public Law 85-337 states that
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"* * * on or after February 28, 1958, the provisions hereof

shall apply to the withdrawal * * * by the Department of

Defense for defense purposes of the public lands of the

United States * - *." Public Law 85-337 operates only

prospectively and does not affect in the slightest the 1952

land withdrawal order. That is why the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law dated August 11, 1967, correctly state

(R. 142):

Public Land Order No. 848 dated July 1,

1952, volume 17, Federal Register, page 8099, 4/
is still in effect, and has not been supersedeH,
modified, or altered.

B. The Government's filing of a condemnation action

constituted no recognition of any rights of the Mollohans .
-

The Mollohans assert (Br. 19-20) that the filing of a condemna-

tion action "constituted an express recognition by the Depart-

ment of the Army that the Public Land Order did not provide it

with the necessary withdrawal of the grazing rights of appellanl

The initiation of a condemnation action constitutes

neither the admission of any rights in others, nor the waiver

of any rights of the Government. One of the most frequent uses

of condemnation proceedings is simply to perfect title against

unknown interests. United States v. Certain Land, 345 U.S.

4/ Sic. The correct page is 6099.
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344, 348 (1953); United States v. Carmack, 329 U.S. 230, 239

(1946); Danforth V. United States , 308 U.S. 271, 282-283 (1939);

cf. Best V. Humboldt Mining Co ., 371 U.S. 334, 340 (1963).

So, in United States v. 93.970 Acres , 360 U.S. 328

(1959) , the Government revoked a lease which provided that it

could be revoked upon a determination that such revocation

is essential, and which was entered into under a statute

requiring that such leases be revocable "at any time." The

Supreme Court held that by bringing a condemnation action,

after serving notice of revocation, the Government was not

estopped to assert that the lessee had no compensable interest

in the property or that title was not in the United States.

C. Irrespective of Public Land Order 848, however ,

the District Manager could have cancelled the Mollohans

'

Taylor Act licenses because these licenses are privileges

only which the United States can cancel or withdraw at any

time without payment of compensation . - Section 3 of the

Taylor Grazing Act, supra , 43 U.S.C. sec. 315(b), states that

the issuance of any such license "shall not create any right,

title, interest, or estate in or to the lands." Consequently,

it has been definitively established in this and other circuits

that permits issued under the Taylor Grazing Act confer upon

the recipients a mere privilege to graze livestock- -a privilege

which can be withdrawn by the United States without payment
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or compensation. Osborne v. United States , 145 F.2d 892,

896 (C.A. 9, 1944); United States v. Cox, 190 F.2d 293, 294-

297 (C.A. 10, 1951), cert, den., 342 U.S. 867; United States

V. Jaramillo , 190 F.2d 300 (C.A. 10, 1951); Oman v. United

States , 179 F.2d 738, 742 (C.A. 10, 1951); Bowman v. Udall,

243 F.Supp. 672, 678 (D. D.C. 1965), aff'd sub nom . Hinton v.

Udall , 364 F.2d 676 (C.A. D.C. 1966).

As stated above, the District Manager did not "cancel"

the Mollohans' grazing licenses on the basis of Public Land

Order 848, although he could have. All he did was to decline

to renew the annual licenses after they had expired. Since

the Mollohans' licenses were revocable at any time without

payment of compensation, they can hardly point to any injury

based on the District Manager's decision to let these licenses

run their course and expire upon their own terms. The

Mollohans have received every consideration to which they

were entitled.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the decision below should

be affirmed.
Respectfully submitted,

CLYDE 0. MARTZ,
Assistant Attorney General .

EDWARD E. DAVIS,
United States Attorney,

Fhoenix, Arizona, Bbu25 .

RICHARD S, ALLEMANN.
Assistant United States Attorney ,

Phoenix, Arizona, 85025 .

RAYMOND N. ZAGONE,
JACQUES B. GELIN,
Attorneys , Department of Justice ,
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

H. D. MOLLOHAN and BIRDIE
MOLLOHAN, husband and wife;
M. S. HORNE and ED CUDAHY,
doing business as EAGLE
TAIL RANCH,

Appellants,

vs.

WARREN J. GRAY, District
Manager, Phoenix District
Office, Bureau of Land
Management, Department of
the Interior of the United
States of America, and
STEWART L. UDALL, Secretary
of Interior of the United
States of America,

Appellees.

NO. 22699

APPELLANTS

'

REPLY BRIEF

In reply to the Appellees' Brief filed

herein, the Appellants submit the following;

I

Appellees have in their Statement of

Issues and throughout the Arguments pre-

sented relied on the wholly fallacious
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premise that Appellants' allotments expired

on June 30, 1961, by their own terms.

The documents to which Appellees are

apparently referring are the "Grazing

License or Permit Short Fort Applications"

for non-use set forth at pages 22-22A and

24-24A in the Transcript of Record. These

documents are administrative documents

submitted annually to the Bureau of Land

Management, to let the Bureau know the

number of cattle to be grazed upon an

allotment or, in the event that there is

not sufficient feed to provide grazing

for that year, then the application is for

non-use of the allotment for that period

of time. These documents do not in any

way constitute the leases or allotments

under which Federal lands are used for

grazing purposes.

The Bureau of Land Management utilizes

two different types of documents to

-2-
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effectuate leases to the public. One type

of lease is used wherein specific areas

are to be leased under the Taylor Grazing

Act. These leases, usually 10 years in

length, are specific leases of a specific

area described by Section number or part

thereof. Township and Range.

A second type of lease is used when

the government has large grazing areas

which may include deeded lands, State

lands, mining claims, etc., such as is

the H. D. Mollohan allotment and the Eagle

Tail Ranch allotment. This type of lease,

called an allotment, is effected by an

application being made and an allotment

being granted to the lessee, leasing all

of the area which the government is

entitled to lease within a circumscribed

area set forth upon an allotment map. This

allotment does not in any way expire by its

-3-
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own terms or otherwise, but is retained

by the allotment holder until cancelled

by the Bureau of Land Management.

The Appellants Eagle Tail Ranch and

H. D. Mollohan, et al, hold allotments

from the Bureau of Land Management and

the annual permits to which the Appellees

refer are merely the annual reports sub-

mitted to describe the use to be made of

the allotment during the ensuing year.

Appellees have, therefore, premised

their entire argument on the false premise

that Appellants' leases had by their own

terms expired on June 30, 1961.

An examination of the letters attempt-

ing to cancel the lands in question from

Appellants' grazing allotments confirm

the above matters, as do the subsequent

letters of July 14, 1960. (See T.R., pp. 30,

31, 33, 35, 36, 38 and 39.) The first para-

graph of the Bureau of Land Management's

-4-
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letters of September 15, 1959, state as

follows

:

"Reference is made to your grazing
allotment in Arizona District 3 as
indicated on your official allotment
map dated August 31, 1959, on file in
this office. ^ - - In view of the
public withdrawal order provisions ,

you are hereby notified that public
lands within your grazing allotment
which were included within the bound-
aries of the Yuma Test Station are
cancelled from your grazing allotment."
(Emphasis added)

In the subsequent letters on July 14,

the following statements appear:

"You are hereby notified that the
public lands included within the
boundaries of the Yuma Test Station
'< -^ '< is cancelled from your allot-
ment and your allotment boundary
revised to exclude said area.
(Emphasis added)

"As previously advised, this action
is necessary as said lands are no
longer under the grazing administration
of the Bureau of Land Management. If
and when these lands are returned to
the Bureau of Land Management for
grazing administration, preference
for their grazing use will be granted
to present allottees in accordance with
existing rules and regulations."

-5-
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This appeal is not, as stated by Appellees,

an appeal of the refusal of the Bureau of

Land Management to renew the grazing permits.

This is an appeal of the cancellation of

non-expiring allotments.

II

In the first paragraph of its arguments,

the Appellees have stated that the Complaint

seeks to compel the issuance of permits

under the Taylor Grazing Act, and was properly

dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. Here

again, the basic premise of the Appellees'

case is that the Appellants are desiring

to compel the issuance of permits. This

is not the case. The Appellants have

properly attacked the cancellation of a

portion of their allotments by the District

Manager of the Bureau of Land Management.

The Secretary of Interior was brought in

as a necessary party defendant under an

-6-
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order of the District Court. The Appellees

have, in their challenge of jurisdiction,

therefore proceeded on a completely fallacious

set of premises which are not in any way

applicable to the case at hand. None of

the cases cited by the Appellees are per- .

tinent to the question presented herein.

It should be noted that Appellees did

not at any time raise the question of lack

of jurisdiction under the Administrative

Procedure Act in the District Court pro-

ceeding.

A, Subparagraph A of Appellees'

Brief states that the basic problem

involved in this appeal is the failure to

renew a grazing lease upon its expiration.

As stated before. Appellants' allotments

had not expired and were attempted to be

cancelled solely on the basis that the

Bureau of Land Management no longer had

any authority to administer the lands.

-7-
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(See T.R., pp. 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38,

and 39.)

B. The same set of circumstances is

applicable to the argument set forth in

Appellees' argument on "Mandamus Juris-

diction". In the concluding paragraph

it is stated:

"As we have just shown, there is
no mandatory duty imposed by Congress
on the Secretary to issue or renew
Taylor Grazing permits."

Here again it is obvious that the Appellees

are arguing something that it is not within

the purview of this case.

C. The Appellees then proceed to

argue that since the permits had expired

by their own terms, the present appeal is

moot. This also is a false premise, inas-

much as the allotments had not expired by

their own terms and, in fact, as shown by

the purported letters of cancellation

(T.R., pp. 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38 and 39)

the allotments remained in full

-8-
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force and effect and, in fact, so remain

to this date,

III

The Appellees in paragraph II argue

as follows

:

"The short answer to this argument
(Appellants' argument that no with-
drawal under the statute was made)
is that no grazing allotment of theirs
was ever cancelled. The Mollohans
held annual non-use licenses which
ran from July 1, 1960, to June 30,
1961. These simply expired of their
own force and were not renewed."

Here again we have the same fallacious

premise relied on by Appellees.

Appellees in fact do not even attempt

to refute Appellants' contention that

cancellation was for the express purpose

of avoiding the requirement set forth in

Sections 155 through 158 of 43 U.S.C.A.,

which provides that any such withdrawals

must be approved by Congress. While it

is true that the Bureau of Land Management

-9-
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might have authority to cancel a lease agree-

ment, it was never intended that the govern-

ment would act arbitrarily or capriciously

in so doing. Section 315(b) of 43 U.S.C.A,,

which sets up the basic ground rules of

grazing permits, expressly provides that

upon termination, the permit holders will

have a preferential right for renewal, so

that the Bureau of Land Management could

not arbitrarily cancel a permit lease or

allotment and then arbitrarily award it to

some other person. A copy of Section 315(b)

is included herein for the convenience of

the Court.

i
§ 315b. Grazing permits; fees; vested water rights; per-

1 niits not to create right in land

I

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to issue or cause to be

( -."Aued permits to graze livestock on such grazing districts to such

I

;«na fide settlers, residents, and other stock owners as under his

i .'jles and regulations are entitled to participate in the use of the

J range, upon the payment annually of reasonable fees in each case to

U' fixed or determined from time to time, and in fixing the amount of

j

,jch fees the Secretary of the Interior shall take into account the

I

*itent to which such districts yield public benefits over and above

!
;hose accruing to the users of the forage resources for livestock pur-
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;<jics. Such fees shall consist of a grazing fee for the use of the

range, and a range-improvement fee which, when appropriated by

;hc Congress, shall be available until expended solely for the con-

>:riJction, purchase, or maintenance of range improvements. Graz-

: ir.fr permits shall be issued only to citizens of the United States or

;o those who have filed the necessary declarations of intention to be-

come such, as required by the naturalization laws, and to groups,

issociations, or corporations authorized to conduct business under

the laws of the State in which the grazing district is located. Pref-

frcnce shall be given in the issuance of grazing permits to those

within or near a district who are landowners engaged in the live-

[
.i.;ock business, bona fide occupants or settlers, or owners of water or

I water rights, as may be necessary to permit the proper use of lands,

\ water or water rights owned, occupied, or leased by them, except

! !hat until July 1, 1935, no preference shall be given in the issuance

of such permits to any such owner, occupant, or settler, whose rights

were acquired between January 1, 1934, and December 31, 1934, both

dates inclusive, except that no permittee complying with the rules

and regulations laid down by the Secretary of the Interior shall be

denied the renewal of such permit, if such denial will impair the

value of the grazing unit of the permittee, when such unit is pledged
as security for any bona fide loan. Such permits shall be for a period
of not more than ten years, subject to the preference right of the

permittees to renewal in the discretion of the Secretary of the In-

terior, who shall specify from time to time numbers of stock and
jeasons of use. During periods of range depletion due to severe
drought or other natural causes, or in case of a general epidemic of
disease, during the life of the permit, the Secretary of the Interior

343

^
}
>

43 § 315b PUBLIC LANDS Ch. 8a \
Note I "j

is authorized, in his discretion to remit, reduce, refund in whole c: -

in part, or authorize postponement of payment of grazing fees for ^

such depletion period so long as the emei'gency exists: Provide: I

further, That nothing in this chapter shall be construed or admini«.
^

tered in any way to diminish or impair any right to the possessios \

-11-





and use of water for mining, agriculture, manufacture, or other pur.
*

poses which has heretofore vested or accrued under existing la-;

validly affecting the public lands or which may be hereafter initiate-

or acquired and maintained in accordance with such law. So far J
consistent with the pui-poses and provisions of this chapter, grazin; \

privileges recognized and acknowledged shall be adequately safi*
^^

guaj-ded, but the creation of a grazing district or the issuance of i I

permit pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall not create ^

any right, title, interest, or estate in or to the lands. June 28, 193^
•'

c. 865, § 3, 48 Stat. 1270; Aug. 6, 1947, c. 507, § 1, 61 Stat. 790.' '

]

•I

Historical Note I

1017 Amcndmont. Act Aug. C, 104", pro- S

vidcd for method to be used by the Sccrc- ConKrrcsslonal Commonti For legislj. \
tnry of the Interior in fixing the amount tive history and purpose of Act Auj. c, •

of grazing fees and by assessing a scpa- 1047, see 1W7 U.S.Code Cong.Serrict, a (
rate grazing fee and a range-Improvement 1038. ' ;

fee.
\

Cross References

Disposition of moneys recelTed, see section 315i of tliis title.

While it is true, as stated in the Ohman

V. U. S. case, 179 F,2d 738 , quoted in

the Appellees' Brief, that grazing permits

are privileges withdrawable at any time

for any use by the sovereign, without

compensation, any such withdrawing of

public lands must also meet the require-

ments of all other statutory provisions.

Section 43-315(q) U.S.C.A. expressly

provides for the payment of fair and

reasonable damages for losses suffered

by persons whose grazing permits or

-12-
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licenses have been cancelled because of

withdrawal of these lands for military

purposes. For the convenience of the

Court, this statutory section is set forth

herein.

Ch. 8A GRAZING LANDS 43 § 315q

§ 315q. Withdrawal of lands for war or national defense

purposes; payment for cancellation of permits or
licenses

Whenever use for war or national defense purposes of the public
domain or other property owned by or under the control of the United
States prevents its use for grazing, persons holding grazing permits
or licenses and persons whose grazing permits or licenses have been
or will be canceled because of such use shall be paid out of the funds
appropriated or allocated for such project such amounts as the head
of the department or agency so using the lands shall determine to be
fair and reasonable for the losses suffered by such persons as a re-
sult of the use of such lands for war or national defense purposes.
Such payments shall be deemed payment in full for such losses.
N'othing contained in this section shall be construed to create any
liability not now existing against the United States. July 9, 1942 c
500, 56 Stat. 654; May 28, 1948, c. 353, § 1, G2 Stat. 277.

-13-





Kistoriool No to

r«ilin<-.iiion. Section was not oiiacteil n3

1 ;.-.rl of llio Taylor Grazing Act wliicli

Cv.-.-.prists tills chapter.

ina Amendment. Act ^ray 28, 10-18, in-

i«;cu "or national defense" between

-ir»r" anU "purposes" wherever nppear-

Uj.

rffrclivo Date of 1018 Amcndniont. Scc-

l.<,3 ; of Act May 23, 1W8, provided that

;L« »i..r:ndment of this section by section

1 «f Act May 28, 1048, bIiqU be effective

u of July 25, 1W7.

Tcm)in.-\tion of Wnr nwC J:nierKenoir«.
Joint Kcs. July 25, 10-17, c. 327, 5 3, Cl
Stat. -151, provided tliat in the interpreta-
tion of this section, the date July 23.

1047, shall be deemed to be the date of
termination ^of any state of war t)iorcto-
foro declared by Congress and of iho
national emergencies proclaimed by tho
President on September 8, 1030, and May
27, 1041.

i

I^oRisIntivo History: For legi.slotivc hle-
tory and purpose of Act May 28, 10^18, «g«
104S U.S.Code Cong.Service, p. iClt

Cross Reforeucos

r.cntal payments in advance, sec section 315r of this title.

Xotei of Decisions

Ci>in;irnHat!on, richt to 2
IVrmlti or llccnHCS 4

J'urpobo 1

lU-otaU C

Valuation of property 3

Irflirury references

?ul/Iic Lands e=>50.
C.J..S. Public Lands S 73 et scq.

1- PurpoKO

.N'biicompcnsabic hardships of the kind
Involved where the United States con-

U'-mns land covered by grazing permits

prompteU Congress to amend this chap-

ter to provide for administrative deter-
mination and payment for losses suffered
from cancellation of grazing permits for
war purposes. U. S. v. Cox, C.A.N.M.lWl,
100 F.2d 203, certiorari denied 72 S.Ct,
107, 342 U.S. 807, OG L.Ed. C52.

2. Compensation, risht to

Holders of grazing permits in National
Forest were not entitled to compensation
for revocation of permits incident to tak-
ing over of National Forest by Secretary
of War for military purposes, but only
recourse of permittees was to apply to
Secretary of Wor for relief under this

uectlon. Osborne T. U. S., C.C.A-Aria.lW-;,
145 F.2d 802.

361
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3. Viilimtion of i>ropor(y

AVlioro Covcrnmont condonuipil fpc Iniul

owiioJ by rniiclicr nnd lands leased from
sditc for wiir inu'po.scs but did not rc-

voko or condemn forost prazing i)crinit

nffoctlng public lands ndjoininj leased

land, it was improper to value separately

llio permit land and add value to csLi-

matod value of tlio fee and leased land
In arriving at just conipensalion for tliat

\vliich was taken even tliougli it was prop-
er to take available and acecssiblo permit
lands into consideration in arriving at

compensation for fee lands taken. U. S.

V. Jnramillo, C.A.N.M.in51, 100 F.2d GOO.

In judicial determination of fair value
ns just compensation for land taken, liigli-

cst nnd most profitable use for which
it is reasonably adaptable may be con-

tldered, not necessarily as measure of

value, but to full extent that prospect of

demand for such use affects market value
while property is privately held. Id.

"Where federal government condemned
fee owned by rancher and land leased
from state but did not condemn forest

grazing land of public domain adjoining
leased land, and grazing permit was not
revoked by taking nnd forest service is-

sued amended permit, jury could consid-
er in determining value of fee taken the

nrnilability nnd accessibility of permit
land as an appurtenant element of value
for ranching purposes provided consid-

eration was also given to possibility that

grazing permits could be withdrawn or
cnncelled by the Government nt any time
without constitutional obligntion to pny
compensation therefor. Id.

All rights, casements nnd privileges ap-

purtenant thereto should be considered
in estimating fair value or compensation
to bo paid for land taken by the Gov-
ernment, taking into account also the

possibility of their being discontinued
without resulting obligntion. Id.

Where federal Government condemned
cattle ranches consisting of land owned
in fee by ranchers, land leased from
state, nnd public domain on which ranch-
ers held permits granted exclusive or
prcfcrcntinl right to grnzc stipulntcd num-
ber of cattle, but permits were with-
drawn or cancelled coiacidcntal with tak-

ing, nocpsslbilily and nviiil.iliUily of Ian.',

covered by grazing permits could not U
t;iken into consideration ns clement (,•

value in arriving ut value of fee Ijr.i

tnken. V. H. v. Cox, C.A.X.>r.l051, lOo p
2d 2fi3, certiorari denied 72 S.Ct. 107, Cr
U.S. SC7, 00 L.Kd. 002.

Where cattle ranches consisting of 1;-;

owned in fee by ranchers, land Icix;
from state, nnd public domain on whic;.

ranchers held permits granting cxclu.>iv,

or prcfcrcntinl right to grnzc stipula;..,;

number of cattle were condemned by tl.,.

federal Government, fair value of pcrnii;

land as base land for cattle ranch 1.-.

connection with grazing permit land was
competent evidence of just compcns,itio;>

only if permit lands were accessible anj

available for that purpose. Id.

4. rcrmits or licenses

Under this chapter, government, in

withdrawing the federal domain, can oon-

eel existing permits, paying for the losses

suffered, or in lieu thereof can pay rent-

als, and in effect lease back the govern-

ment's own permit. McDonald v. McDon-
ald, 105G, 302 P.2d 720, CI N.M. 408.

5. Uontals

In action to determine how rcut.ils

paid by government under lease and sus-

pension agreement for use of ranch os

bombing range should be divided bclwoon

brother who owned two-thirds of rancli

and brother who owned one-third wliorc

brothers used premises equally nnd coii-

ducted cnttle business on fifty-fifty basis,

evidence did not support inference tli.it

nothing except annual carrying capacil.v

set by Taylor grazing permit was uscl

in arriving nt extent of usage nnd con-

clusion that brother who owned ono-thirj

interest was entitled to share equally iii

rentals. McDonald v. McDonald, ICOG,

302 P.2d 720, 01 N.M. 458.

In netion to determine how rentals paij

by government under lease and suspen-

sion agreement for use of ranch as bomb-
ing range should be divided between

brothers who owned ranch and had cacli

received n part of moneys in dispute,

court erred in failing to order an account-

ing. Id.
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In addition, the Secretary of the Army has

failed to comply with Section 10-2662,

U.S.C.A. which requires that the Secretary

of a military department must come to an

agreement with the Committee on Armed

Services of the Senate and Housfe before

lands may be transferred from the Bureau

of Land Management to the Department of

Army. A copy of this provision is also

included for the convenience of the Court.

§ 2oo2. Real property transactions: a^eenieat with

Armed Services Committees; reports

(a) The Secretary of a military department, or his designee, must

come to an agreement with the Committees on Armed Services of the

Senate and the House of Representatives before entering into any

of the following transactions by or for the use of that department:

(1) An acquisition of fee title to any real property, if the

estimated price is more than $25,000.

(2) A lease of any real property to the United States, if the

estimated annual rental is more than $25,000.

(3) A lease of real property owned by the United States, if

the estimated annual rental is more than $25,000.

(4) A transfer of real property owned by the United States

to another Federal agency or another militai-y department or to

a State, if the estimated value is more than $25,000.

(5) A report of excess real property owned by the United

States to a disposal agency, if the estimated value is more than

$25,000.

-16-





If a transaction covered by clause (1) or (2) is part of a project, the

agreement must be based on the general plan for that project, in-

cluding an estimate of the total cost of the lands to be acquired or

leases to be made.

(b) The Secretary of each military department shall report ciuar-

terly to the CommiUees on Armed Services of the Senate and the

House of Representatives on transactions described in subsection

(a) that involve an estimated value of more than $5,000 but not more

than $25,000.

610

Ch. 159 REAL PROPERTY 10 §2663

Revised

Section Source (U. S. Code)

2GG2 (a) 40:5ol

2G(i2 (b) 40 :.jj2

2002 (c) 40 :5o3

2GC2 (d) 40;ooi

(c) This section applies only to real property in the United

States, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. It does not apply to real

property for river and harbor projects or flood-control projects, or

to leases of Government-owned real propei'ty for agricultural or

grazing purposes.

(d) A statement in an instrument of conveyance, including a

lease, that the requii'ements of this section have been met, or that

the conveyance is not subject to this section, is conclusive. Aug. 10,

1956, c. 1041, 70A Stat. 147.

Historical and Kcvisiou Notes

tnry departments" are omitted as sur-

plusage.

In Kiil)scction (b), the words "more
than ?5,000 but not more than $2.";,000"

nro substituted for the words "lictwceii

9o,000 and $2o.000". The Avords ".siial! re-

port" arc substituted for the words "will,

iu addition, furnish . . . rejiorts".

In subsection (c), the words "the L'nit-

cd States, Alasl;a, Hawaii" are substitut-

ed for tlie words "the continental United
States, the Territory of Alaslia, the Ter-
ritory of Hawaii", since, as defined in sec-

tion 101(1) of this title, "United States"
includes the States and the District of
Columbia; and "Territories" includes
Alaska and Hawaii.

In subsection (d), the words "A state-

ment . . . that the requirements of
this section have been met" are substi-

tuted for the words "A recital of com-
pliance with this chapter ... to the
cfTcct that the rcq\iircments of this

chapter have been complied w. .i". The
words "in the alternative", "or lease",

and "evidence thereof" are omitted as
surplusage.

Source (Statutes at Z<arg:e)

Sept. 28, litol, ch. 434, §§ G01-G04, C5 Stat.

3Gj, 3GG.

Explanatory Notes

In subsection (a), the words "must
come to an agreement . . . before en-

tering into any of the following transac-

tions by or for the use of that depart-
ment:" are substituted for the words
"shall come into agreement . . . with
respect to those real-estate actions by or

for the use of the military departments
. that are described in subsection

(a)-(e) of tliis section, and in the manner
therein described". The last sentence is

substituted for the last sentence of 40:551

(a) and 40:551(b).

In subsection (a) (4), the words "or an-
other military department" are substitut-
ed for the words "including transfers be-

tween the military departments". The
words "under the jurisdictiou of the mili-
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I^fotos of Decisions

1. Witlxirawnl of offer tlio statute miclit Iinvo reconsidered lii.s

Tho Secretary of War liavinj,- deter- coiioliision an to tlio need oi the proi.e--

n-.iiied tlinC n Ke-servntioii was no longer '>' 'ot" niilitary inirposcs and couid havi!

needed for miUtary piiriioscs, and liavins witlidrawn tlio olTor before the offer had
thereupon liad ilie property apiiraised '"''^" accepted or any action taken l>y tho

and a notice given to tlic State and •'^tato authorities in reliance on it. il>2S,

County of their option to purchase under 3j Op.Atty.Gen. 461.

IV

Under all of the facts of this case

it is apparent that the enactmerit of

Section 43 IT.SoC.A. 155 through 158 con-

cerning withdrawals of public lands was

for the express purpose of protecting

the lessees of public lands under exactly

the circumstances of this case. Appellees

have in their final sentence in the Brief

stated that "The Mollohans have received

every consideration to which they were

entitled." Quite to the contrary, the

Appellants have not received any of the

considerations to which they are entitledo

The Appellants desire only to be treated

legally and equitably in conformity with

the applicable laws of the United States.
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The military is entitled to V7ithdraw public

lands only in conformity with existing laws,

and Appellants are entitled to due process

of law which includes the statutory safe-

guards which Appellants have prayed for

herein. '

Under all of the foregoing circumstances,

the decision of the District Court should

be reversed and the Appellants' Motion for

Summary Judgment granted.

Respectfully submitted this 25th day

of September, 1968.

JARVIS & OWENS

dJiuf
Wallace 0. Tanner

Attorneys for Appellants

913 Del Webb Building
3800 North Central Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85012
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I certify that, in connection with

the preparation of this Brief, I have

examined Rules 18, 19 and 39 of the United

States Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit, and that, in my opinion, the fore-

going Brief is in full complianxie with

these Rules,

JARVIS & OWENS

Wallace 0. Tanner

This will certify that three copies

of the Appellants' Reply Brief were served

upon the United States Attorney at the

Federal Building, Phoenix, Arizona, as

attorney for Appellees, and three copies

were mailed to the Assistant Attorney

General, Land and Natural Resources

Division, Attention: Jacques B. Gelin,

Clyde 0. Martz, and Raymond N. Zagone,
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Attorneys in the Department of Justice,

Washington, D. C, 20530, this 25th day

of September, 1968

allace 0. Tanner
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NO. 22,700

IN THE

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

PIOCHE MINES CONSOLIDATED, INC„, and ELY VALLEY MINES,
INC.,

Petitioners,

vs.

THE HONORABLE ROGER T„ FOLEY, JUDGE OF THE UNITED
STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEVADA,

Respondent.

Petition for Writ of Mandamus and Prohibition

PETITIONER'S OPENING BRIEF

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES.

The foHowing issues are pertinent to this Petition:

L Whether the District Court abused its discretion in declining

to grant Petitioners' Motion for Return of Corporate Properties pending

an adjudication of the legal status of Petitioners' officers and directors.

2. Whether Respondent has required the relitigation or recon-

sideration of questions or issues which this Court has twice previously

decided, and if so, whether it was error for Respondent to do so.

3. Whether Respondent has committed error in extending the





jurisdiction of the lower court to include consideration of questions and

"issues" pertaining to the legal status of Petitioners' officers and

directors when such questions or issues are not within the scope of the

pleadings.

4. Whether Respondent has erred in providing relief against

Petitioners and their officers and directors which is outside the scope

of the pleadings and hence beyond the jurisdiction of the lower court.

5. Whether a non -moving, non-party to Petitioners* Motion For

Return of Corporate Records has standing to seek affirmative relief

under said motion.

6. Whether Respondent erred in his interpretation of, or disre-

gard for, Nevada statutory law and general corporation law in refusing

to recognize the authority of Petitioners' officers and directors to act

on behalf of the defendant corporations (Petitioners herein).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

By way of preface, it should be noted that all references to tran-

scripts and exhibits in this brief shall refer to those exhibits to the

Petition on file in this proceeding No. 22, 700. Citations such as "Tr. N"

will refer to transcript and exhibit, and will thereafter be followed by

citations as to page and lines.

In order to submit a self-contained opening brief. Petitioners

shall with this Court's permission, substantially repeat the statement

of the case set forth at pages 6-10 in Petitioners' Petition For Writ Of

Mandamus And For Writ Of Prohibition, Either Or Both In The
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Alternative, And For Other Writ Or Relief.

The statement set forth herein shall be purposely abbreviated in

deference to the Court's time and its extensive previous exposure to all

facets of the case -"No. 311, below. Only those facts deemed pertinent

to this Petition shall be noted.

NATURE OF THE CASE.

The complaint was filed February 20, 1960 by plaintiff DOLMAN.

The suit was a stockholder's derivative action calculated to secure

relief for purported mismanagement on the part of the late JOHN

JANNEY as President of the defendant corporations, to assure payment

of property taxes and the payment of wages allegedly due corporate

employees. No other relief was sought by plaintiff.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION IN COURT BELOW.

On April 4, 1960, the two corporations answered and counter-

claimed, DOLMAN answered to the counterclaim on August 3, 1960,

and JANNEY answered and counterclaimed on May 29, 1961.

An amended complaint was filed June 6, 1961 adding four stock-

holders as parties plaintiff. On July 3, 1961, DOLMAN answered

JANNEY'S counterclaim.

On March 16, 1962 an Order appointing one AMERICO CAMPINI

as receiver of the defendant corporations was signed and filed along

with a restraining order.

On October 8, 1962 judgment was filed and entered which, inter
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alia, continued the receivership, restrained JANNEY from disposing

of corporate assets and records and awarded a $1, 000, 000. 00 judgment

against JANNEY.

This Court, in its 1964 judgment in No. 17,709 (Pioche Mines

Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman, 9 Cir. , 333 F. 2d 257, Cert, denied,

380 U.S. 956, 85 S. Ct. 1081, 13 L. Ed. 2d 972), held, inter alia, that

the lower court orders directing appointment of a receiver were

reversed, and the receivership was to be vacated. The receiver was

directed to account, settle his accounts, and return the properties and

records of the defendant corporations to them prior to his discharge.

Subsequent to the Court's 1964 decision, an appeal was again

taken by. these Petitioners, the pertinent aspects of which concerned

the District Court's legal devitalization of Petitioners' directors and

officers, and the issuance of a restraining order in perpetuation of the

control of the receiver. In its decision of November 8, 1967 (Ely Valley

Mines, Inc. v. Lee, 9 Cir. , 385 F.2d 188), this Court, inter alia,

held that the corporate officers and directors had not been outlawed or

removed from office and that this is not an action for such relief (p. 190

of opinion). The Court also held that the continued retention of

corporate records and properties by the receiver was a continuing

wrong to the corporations, and that said records and properties should

be returned "forthwith" and prior to the settlement of the receiver's

accounts unless the trial court determined promptly, a valid reason

for not doing so. (P. 193 of opinion.)

On January 5, 1968 the defendant corporations filed a Motion For
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Return Of Corporate Properties which was thereafter set for hearing

on February 12, 1968. On February 9, 1968, one judicial day before

the scheduled hearing, plaintiff DOLMAN and receiver CAMPINI filed

their Motion To Continue Hearing Date On Defendants' Motion For

Return Of Corporate Properties supported by an unsworn, unacknowl-

edged "affidavit" purportedly signed by CAMPINI. Petitioners' counsel

objected to the "affidavit" and asked that it be stricken (Tr. F-8: 10-15)

but JUDGE FOLEY held:

"If it is not an affidavit it is a statement at

least of the contentions made as to the

validity of the election of the purported

officers of this company.: (Tr. F-9: 8-10)

The trial judge also raised, sua sponte, the issue of the validity of the

defendant corporations' officers (Tr. F-5: 20-25; 6: 15-21) and there-

after granted the DOLMAN and CAMPINI motion continuing the hearing

on Petitioners' Motion For Return Of Corporate Properties until

March 12, 1968.

In the hearing on March 12, 1968 of Petitioners' Motion For Returr

Of Corporate Properties, JUDGE FOLEY indicated that he was ready

to order the return of the records and properties to the defendant

corporations "right now" (Tr. B-26: 5-10) but held that he would not do

so "until it is determined that there are proper officers. " (Tr. B-40:

2-6) The trial judge also opined that "it seems to me that we haven't

a valid Board of Directors" (Tr. B-26: 2-3) and thereafter ordered the

parties to submit briefs on the legal status of Petitioners' officers and





directors. (Exhibit A)

In the last hearing on Petitioners' Motion For Return Of

Corporate Properties held May 22, 1968, Respondent first denied said

motion (Tr. N-28: 14-25; Exhibit O) and subsequently ordered the

withdrawal of the denial (Tr. N-38: 9-14; Exhibit O) in order to give

"full consideration. . .to the position stated by Mr. Sargent [a New York

attorney who is not a party to the action or the motion], . .
." Respondent

then ordered the cause continued indefinitely (Exhibit O) in order for

counsel to consider the proposals submitted by strangers to the action

and interlopers to the motion. (Tr. N-42: 2-19)

STATEMENT OF FACTS.

The facts pertinent to the instant proceeding are basically inter-

spersed in the immediately preceding paragraphs. In brief, however,

the foUo^ving facts may be re -emphasized as the underpinnings of this

Petition:

This Court, in Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman ,

supra, ordered the receivership vacated and Petitioners' properties

and records returned. Over three years after said decision, in a

subsequent appeal by the defendant corporations (Petitioners herein)

this Court again ordered Respondent to return Petitioners' properties

and records "forthwith, unless the court determines promptly, that

there is a good reason for not doing so. " (See Ely Valley Mines, Inc.

V. Lee , supra at 193) In the latter opinion, this Court also reiterated

its declaration in the former opinion that the instant action was not a
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proper vehicle for removing or outlawing Petitioners' officers and

directors and held further, that said officers and directors have not

been outlawed or removed. (Id at 190)

During an initial hearing on Petitioners' Motion For Return Of

Corporate Properties held February 12, 1968 Respondent again raised,

sua sponte, the question of the validity of Petitioners' officers and

directors. (Tr. F-5: 20-25; 6: 15-21) In a subsequent hearing held

March 12, 1968 Respondent declared that he was willing to return the

properties and records "right now" (Tr. B-26: 5-10) but refused to do

so "until it is determined that there are proper officers." (Tr. B-40:

2-6)

At the conclusion of the last hearing on said motion, held May 22,

1968, Respondent refused to recognize Petitioners' officers and

directors (Tr. N-27: 19-25; 28: 1-25) and ended up continuing the cause

indefinitely (Exhibit O) in order that counsel might consider, over

Petitioners' objection, proposals submitted at said hearing by non-

moving strangers to the action. (Tr. N-42: 5-19)

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT.

Petitioners contend that Respondent was obligated to promptly

obey the mandate of this Court in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee ,

supra. Respondent declared that he was ready to return the corporate

records and properties to Petitioners "right now, " but that he would

not do so until either the entitlement of Petitioners' officers and

directors to their respective offices has been proved "beyond all doubt"
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1 or until he is so ordered by this Court. Respondent has thus divested

2 himself of all further discretion to withhold the immediate return of

3 Petitioners' records and properties since this Court has held that the

4 legal status of Petitioners' officers and directors is not before the

5 lower court, and since Respondent has indicated that the legal status

6 of said officers and directors is the only impediment to the return of

7 said records and properties. Petitioners specify error by Respondent

8 in not promptly following this Court's mandate, as aforesaid, since

9 Respondent's only ground for not doing so was expressly eliminated

10 as a reason for withholding prompt return of Petitioners' records and

11 properties.

12 This Court, first in Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman ,

13 9Cir., 333 F. 2d 257, Cert, denied, 380 U.S. 956, 85 S. Ct. 1081, 13

14 L. Ed. 2d 972, and later in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee , 9 Cir. , 385

15 F. 2d 188 held that the instant case is not an action upon which relief

16 could be granted to depose or disfranchise Petitioners' officers and

17 directors. In the latter decision, special clarification was given both

18 to Respondent and plaintiffs emphasizing that Petitioners' officers and

19 directors had not been outlawed or removed. Notwithstanding the

20 aforesaid decisions of this Court, Respondent has continued to assert

21 the viability of his earlier finding that Petitioners are without valid

22 directors and has forced Petitioners to relitigate questions or "issues

23 pertaining to the validity of its officers and directors, which questions

24 or "issues" were twice previously determined by this Court. This is

25 specified as error.

-8
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Respondent, in requiring an adjudication of the validity of

Petitioners' officers and directors seeks to extend the jurisdiction of

the lower court to include issues which are outside the scope of the

pleadings. This is specified as error, since a court may not properly

consider issues or questions which have not been pleaded.

Although the amended complaint on file herein sought no relief

against Petitioners and sought no invalidation or removal of Petitioners'

officers and directors, Respondent has provided such relief by finding

that Petitioners have no valid directors and refusing to recognize or

acknowledge same as Petitioners'" agents. The result of such finding

and refusal has been a complete and indefinite frustration of this

Court's mandate in Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman , supra,

and Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee , supra, requiring the wrongfully

appointed receiver to return the properties and records of the

Petitioners to them. Petitioners contend that it was error for •

Respondent to attempt to extend the jurisdiction of the lower court to

provide relief not within the action.

Petitioners contend that the lower court erred in extending

standing to non -moving strangers to the action to assume control of

Petitioners' Motion For Return Of Corporate Properties and hold out

relief to such non -moving strangers. Said strangers, who were

interlopers in the aforesaid motion, had no standing to seek affirmative

relief under Petitioners' motion.

I

Petitioners contend that even assuming, arguendo, that

Respondent had jurisdiction over issues pertaining to the validity of
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Petitioners' officers and directors, Respondent either misinterpreted

or disregarded applicable statutes of the state of Nevada and general

corporation law, both of which require judicial recognition of the

entitlement of Petitioners' officers' and directors' to their respective

offices. Under Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) 78.340, hold over

directors retain their offices and corporate duties. This result

likewise obtains under the general rule of law. While maintaining and

reasserting the de jure status of their officers and directors,

Petitioners aver that under all applicable law, said officers and

directors would in any event be accorded a de facto status.

ARGUMENT.

I.

THE DISTRICT COURT HAS ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN REFUSING
TO COMPLY WITH THE MANDATE OF THIS COURT IN ELY VALLEY
MINES, INC. V„ LEE, 9 Cir. , 385 F. 2d 188 ON GROUNDS WHICH
THIS COURT HAS HELD ARE NOT WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THIS
ACTION.

On March 16, 1962 the lower court appointed a receiver who

assumed control over the records and properties belonging to

Petitioners. This Court, in its 1964 decision in No. 17,709 (Pioche

Mines Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman, 9 Cir., 333 F.2d 257) held, inter

alia, that said receiver had been wrongfully appointed and ordered the

receivership vacated. It was further ordered that the action against

the Petitioner Ely Valley Mines, Inc. be dismissed.

Over three years after the aforesaid decision in Pioche Mines

Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman, supra, the receiver still had possession
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of and control over Petitioners' records and properties. This prompted

the appeal in No. 19, 761 to this Court for relief from a receiver who,

in spite of the vacation of his receivership, still retained Petitioners'

records and properties and enjoyed a status before the lower court

which enabled him to continue obtaining restraining orders against

Petitioners. During the major portion of the oral argument in the

aforesaid appeal, counsel for defendants (Petitioners herein) argued

concerning the problem of a lower court finding that the defendant

corporations did not have valid officers and directors. This problem

was of paramount importance to said corporations which were osten-

sibly joined in the action (No. 311, below) as nominal defendants and

were nevertheless devastated by a finding which, if undisturbed, left

the corporations "rudderless, " without officers, directors or agents

by and through which they could affirmatively assert themselves as

legal entities. Counsel for defen<^nts on appeal emphasized the

extreme consequences of this finding by calling this Court's attention

to the fact that Respondent had even refused to recognize legal counsel

selected by the late JOHN JANNEY, as President, to represent the

defendant corporations. Further, it was evident that the mandate of

this Court requiring the receiver to return Petitioners' records and

properties would remain indefinitely frustrated since, under the

aforesaid finding, there were no authorized corporate officers or

directors available to receive the properties. It was thus the chief

concern of the aforesaid appeal to obtain relief from the corporate

anarchy or limbo created by the aforesaid finding of the lower court.
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It is respectfully submitted that the relief sought from the

aforesaid finding of the lower court came with forceful clarity from

this Court in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee , 9 Cir. , 385 F.2d 188, 190

when this Court held:

"the judgment does not outlaw Janney,

either personally or as president of either

corporation, much less does it outlaw the

two corporations. It certainly does not

prohibit either corporation from asserting

whateyer right it may haye in this litig"ation.

Each is entitled, like eyery other litigant,

to its full day in court, whether its pleading

be signed or yerified on its behalf by Janney

as its president or by some other officer or

agent. Each is entitled to haye its counsel

recognized in this case, whether or not they

were retained on its behalf by Janney as

president. He has not been remoyed as

president. The directors and other officers

have not been removed from office. And we

have held that this is not an action for such

relief. " (See 333 F. 2d at 273)

Buttressed and revitalized by the aforesaid decision of this Court,

Petitioners filed their Motion For Return Of Corporate Properties

on January 5, 1968—almost three and one -half years after the receiver
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1 had first been ordered to return the properties and records of the

2 defendant corporations. On February 12, 1938, the first hearing on

the motion, Respondent made it clear that Petitioners were still to be

involved in a fight for the lives of their officers and directors, while

the receiver was to maintain his grasp on Petitioners' properties and

records. The following statements of record are supportive of the

foregoing premise and are indicative of Respondent's attitude concerning

the receivership, the legal status of Petitioners' officers and directors

and the return of their records and properties:

"COURT: Haven't you also made some

gesture as to whom --if the Court should

order the return of the properties to the

corporations, as to who the properties

should be delivered to ? Have we got valid

officers of the corporations ?

"MRo SINGLETON: That is a question

raised by Mr. Campini in the affidavit.
"

(Tr. F-5: 20-25)

"MRo STEFFEN: And they have been

wrongfully deprived of their properties.

"COURT: And that is a question I am not

in agreement with the Court of Appeals on

either. I am not cured of the feeling that

the thing to do in this case was to appoint

a Receiver -- but that is the way I feel
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about it, and I say that in due respect to

2 the Court of Appeals.

3 "I have been reversed a lot of times and

4 so have they. I know that." (Tr. F-18:

20-25; 19: 1-4)

At the next hearing on said motion held March 12, 1968, the

following statements were made:

"[COURT]: Now, from the statement of

the Court of Appeals, I think we can all

agree that it is the duty of the Court to

return these properties to the corporations.

But, who represents the corporations."

(Tr. B-13: 7-10)

"COURT: My thought right at this moment

is this. In a case of this kind, the Court

should --in circumstances where a receiver

is appointed and it is found by the Court that

the receivership was improperly - the receiver

was improperly appointed, which I humbly

disagree with - '

"MR. SHENK: So do I, Your Honor; not

humbly, but I sincerely believe -

"COURT: That is the command of the Court

of Appeals." (Tr. B -24: 6-13)

"[COURT]: Now, it seems to me that we
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1 haven't a valid Board of Directors.

2 "MRo SHENK: No, sir.

3 "COURT: The Board of Directors are

4 authorized, and the only ones authorized

5 to elect the officers. I want to turn this

property back right now to the proper

custodians and representatives of these

corporations, but I don't know who they

are." (Tr. B-28: 2-9)

"COURT: I want to deliver this property

back to the corporations and I want to know

J
beyond any doubt that the people to whom it

is ordered are rightfully entitled to it. That

is all I want. Isn't that the main point ?

"MRo SHENK: It certainly is.

"COURT: And it is your contention that they

are not -

"MR. SHENK: It certainly is.

"COURT: And your associate's contention?

"MR. DeLANOY: Yes, your Honor."

(Tr. B-30: 16-24)

"COURT: I want to tell you something, I

think it is my duty to return this property to

the proper representatives of the corporations,

but I don't know who they are.
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"MRe STEFFSN: Well, Your Honor, in

this Opinion it is stated that, No. 1, this

Court has always taken the position that

Janney was not a proper officer. This Court

held the fact that it is alleged that Janney is

not a proper officer is not a valid reason for

withholding the properties.

"COURT: No, it was not. It ordered them to

go back to the company.

"So, it recognizes Janney's authority as

president.

"Now, I don't know if this man Gallagher is

president or not. I have no idea. But I have

the idea that there is no valid existing Board

of Directors.

"MR„ STEFFEN: Your Honor, this decision

specifically states that these Directors have not

been removed and this is not an action to question

the election of the Directors.

"COURT: They have a term, and I don't think

a corporation when elected is a king or monarchy

to serve for life. I don't believe that. " (Tr. B-38:

1-21)

"COURT: I don't know if that is. I am not going

to turn this property back to anyone who I don't
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believe is a valid officer of this corporation

until I am- I am not going to turn this property

back to anyone until it is determined that there

are proper officers"

"MR. STEFFEN: This proceeding is to validate

or otherwise the Board of Directors

-

"COURT: I am going to take a recess. That is

the disposition "to determine the validity of the

existing Board of Directors. I have not decided

any matter. I am just looking for legal informa-

tion and factual information as supported by the

authorities." (Tr. B-40; 2-13)

The extent of the problem may be illustrated further by the

following excerpts from the last hearing on said motion, held May 22,

1968:

"COURT: I am going to add something, too. I

am going to retract- -I am going to retract the

statement I made. I am not going to turn this

property over to anyone unless I am awfully

satisfied that the Court of Appeals thinks they

are who they say they are. Am I going too far?

"MR. SHENK: No, you are not." (Tr. N-13:

12-17)

"COURT: I am not saying these men are such at

all. I am not saying that these men are such, but
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I am not going to turn these papers or any

documents of value over to anyone unless I

know from the minutes of a leg-ally constituted

meeting of the Directors, elected by the stock-

holders of the corporation as shown by the

minutes of a stockholders' meeting, I am not

going to turn it over and I am going to have

those in Court or I am not going to act at all.

"

(Tr. N-17: 13-20)

"MR. STEFFEN: Suppose Mr. Janney was alive

and here today. Would you have returned those

records to Mr. Janney?

"COURT: I don't know. Because I did hold one

time he was not President of the corporation.

"MRo STEFFEN: That is right. Now, what did

the Court of Appeals hold?

"COURT: Mr. Janney is dead.

"MR„ STEFFEN: That is correct.

"COURT: I don't know whether I would or not

return it to the man, and I don't see how in the

world-

-

"MRo STEFFEN: Didn't the Court of Appeals

order the records be returned, and the fact that

Mr. Janney was President did not—

"COURT: That is right. They went so far as to
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order this Court to return them to the

corporations. They didn't order the

individuals to receive them.

"MRe STEFFEN: But they did state --

"COURT: Well, let them; you go up there

and argue with them and see if they will m.ake

an order.

"MRo STEFFEN: I am reading directly from

the order, your Ronor, (reading) 'As we have

pointed out, the fact that John Janney is still

the President of each corporation is not such

reason' --that is, a reason for not returning the

properties.

"Now, in this Opinioft the Court of Appeals stated

that Janney has not been outlawed or removed as

President.

"COURT: Why bring Janney into this ?

"MRo STEFFEN: Then it goes on to state that

the Directors have not been outlawed.

"COURT: You are not asking me to return them

to Janney, are you?

"MR. STEFFEN: No, your Honor. I wish he was

here. And then it goes on to say that the Directors

have not been outlawed.

"Now, how can this Court say that these same
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Directors --

"COURT: Now, what report is this. I have

the Advance Sheets --the one of August 24, 1964.

"MR. STEFFEN: It is the one at 385 Fed 2d 188.

"COURT: And I am looking at page 188.

"MRo STEFFEN: And if you will look at page

190, your Honor, and I might that I--

"COURT: What page?

"MR. STEFFEN: 190.

"COURT: All right. -

"MRo STEFFEN: On paragraph one--

"COURT: Let me look at it a minute. This

concerns John Janney.

"MR. STEFFEN: And the Directors, your Honor,

"COURT: I have no reason to doubt that John

Janney was not- -was elected by a duly qualified

procedure.

' "MRo STEFFEN: This Court held that he was not.

"COURT: What?

"MRo STEFFEN: This Court held that he Was not

President.

"COURT: Maybe I did. And maybe the facts would

carry it out. I am just talking for the record here

now.

"MRo STEFFEN: But, your Honor, the Court of
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Appeals held otherwise and it went on to

state, (reading) 'He has not been removed

as President „ The Directors and other

officers have not been removed from office

and we have held that such is not an action

for relief.

'

"COURT: If that is true you can get a certi-

fied copy of the minutes of the meeting from

the Secretary of this corporation. Would you

accept that, Mr. Shenk?

"MRe STEFFEN: I have them right here, your

Honor.

"MR„ SHENK: And I won't accept the certificate.

"COURT: No, from the Secretary. Is this the

Secretary of the corporation?

"MR. SHENK: He is so listed today.

"MRo STEFFEN: And he was at the time of this

Opinion." (Tr. N-17: 25; 18; 19; 20: 1-21)

"COURT: And I am not going to turn this property

over to somebody unless I am satisfied tHat he or

she is entitled to receive it. So, unless the Court

of Appeals assumes the responsibility for such

conduct and directs me to do it, I stand ready to

obey their directive." Tr. N-27: 19-23)

It can be seen from the foregoing statements by Respondent that:
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(1) Respondent still maintains that the receivership was proper; (2)

Respondent insists on adjudicating the legal status of Petitioners'

officers and directors; (3) Respondent will not return the records and

properties to Petitioners until he has judicially legitimated" -from

proof admitting of no doubt -"the officers and directors of these

petitioning corporations; and (4) Respondent invites an order of this

Court directing the lower court to return Petitioners' records and

properties.

"It is the duty of the District Court promptly to obey a mandate

from the Appellate Court, and its failure to do so can be corrected by

mandamus." Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco v. Hall ,

9 Cir. , 225 F. 2d 349, 385, footnote 12. The case and footnote just

cited referred to the case of Brictson Mf g. Co. v. Woodrough, 8 Cir.

,

284 F. 484, where it was held that the District Court was without

power to delay the return of property held by a receiver declared by

the Court of Appeals to have been wrongfully appointed, pending

hearing of applications for intervention by other claimants.

In the instant case, Petitioners allege "abuse" of discretion by

Respondent advisedly, since this Court left the door open for a prompt

determination by Respondent as to a valid reason for not immediately

returning Petitioners' records and properties. In the language of this

Court's mandate,

"The properties and records should be surren-

dered forthwith, unless the Court determines,

promptly, that there is a good reason for not
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doing so. As we have pointed out, the fact

that Janney is still the president of each cor-

poration is not such a reason. " Ely Valley

Mines, Inc. v. Lee, supra, at page 193.

In a hearing on Petitioners' Motion for Return of Corporate Properties

held March 12, 1963 Respondent declared that he was ready to order

return of the corporate records and properties "right now" (Tr. B-26:

5-10) but held that he would not do so "until it is determined that there

are proper officers," (Tr. 3-40:2-8) By the Respondent's own

admission, therefore, the only remaining impediment to the return of

the records and properties was his own requirement concerning the

validation of Petitioners' officers and directors.

Petitioners respectfully assert that the aforesaid impediment

interjected by Respondent as an issue to be litigated and resolved prior

to acting on this Court's said mandate, was an abuse of the discretion

left to Respondent. This Court had settled the waters on this "issue, "

and yet Respondent refused to accept the determination of this Court.

Respondent argues, however, that this Court's mandate was

based upon an incorrect assumption, i.e., that the defendant corpora-

tions had validly elected directors and officers. (See Respondent's

Brief In Opposition To Motion For Leave To File Petition For Writ Of

Mandamus And For Writ Of Prohibition, page 5.) It is inconceivable

to Petitioners how Respondent can genuinely assert such an argument.

All of the alleged facts concerning the alleged mismanagement of the

late JOHN JANNEY have been before this Court previously. It is.
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in fact, a gross understatement to note that this Court has been

inundated with papers, pleadings, exhibits and records descriptive

of the scope of the controversies between the parties. Respondent has

added nothing new to the picture. He simply says, in effect, that if

this Court had his insight it would have qualified its mandate by making

it inapplicable as long as JANNEY was President of the corporations,

and until such time as the directors and other officers passed muster

under an adversary proceeding held in conjunction with the case in

chief. Respondent thus takes the unarticulated but obvious position

that this Court's said mandate was also afflicted with error in holding

that this action is not a proper vehicle for purposes of determ.ining

the legal status of Petitioners' officers and directors.

Respondent also seeks to justify his avoidance of the mandate in

Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee, supra, by stating that he has

"not purported to "remove" the alleged

directors of either corporation. The Trial

Court has simply recognized the fact that

in its opinion, neither corporation has any

validly elected directors or officers to whom

this Trial Court could, in good conscience,

deliver the assets of either corporation."

(Respondent's Brief In Opposition To Motion

For Leave To File Petition For Writ Of Mandamus

And For Writ Of Prohibition, page 5: Tr. N-25:

13-25; 26: 1-10)
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3y use of an obvious circumlocution, Respondent thus seeks to achieve

the same result negatively which he was unable io accomplish positively,

Since this Court has held that Petitioners' officers and directors have

nor ceen "outlawed" or "removed" the Respondent merely refuses to

acknowledge their validity, thus taking the position that there are no

officers or directors to remove, and that this Honorable Court erred

in assuming there were. If this type of "back door" approach could be

sust:aned by the law, it would create chaos among corporations. It

would mean that, as here, a dissident stockholder purporting to own

less than one per cent of the issued stock, could file a pretended

derivative action ostensibly seeking damages on behalf of the corpora*

tion, and ultimately succeed in decapitating the governing board and

officers of said corporation without even formally praying for such

relief in the complaint! And it femains sadly inconceivable to

Petitioners that Respondent's conscience will not permit him to recog-

nize the authority of their officers and directors who have not been

"removed" or "outlawed" but that it will permit him to continue the

possession and control of Petitioners' records and properties in a

distant receiver who has been "outlawed" and "rem^oved" both by this

Court and the Respondent in his judgment filed November 2, 1934.

Respondent's attem.pt, as noted above, to justify his refusal to

recognize Petitioners' officers and directors as proper agents to

receive the corporate records and properties is both specious and

anomolous. It is specious because it openly assumes that Petitioners

entered the litigation persona non grata while silently but of necessity
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concluding that this Court either erred in holding that the late JANNEY

and the officers and directors had not been outlawed or that this Court's

mandate was inadequate in not having restricted its proclamation

concerning the removal and outlawing of Petitioners' officers and

directors only to those officers and directors found by Respondent to

h2.ve proper authority. It was anomolous because Respondent openly

accepted this Court's mandate in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee , supra,

as recognizing the late JOHN JANNEY as President of the defendant

corporations, (See Tr. N-19: 25; 20: 1-7; and Tr. B-38: 11-12) and yet

Respondent took the simultaneous- position that although JANNEY had

authority as President, the directors who employed him had no

authority to do so. Certainly if the directors were without authority

to act for the corporations, JANNEY could not have received from them

an authoritative call to office. '

Petitioners vigorously but respectfully assert that they have been

denied their right to a prompt compliance with the mandate of this

Court in Ely Vallev Mines, Inc. v. Lee , supra, and that Respondent has

no prerogative to assume error or inadequate draftsmanship on the part

of this Court in order to avoid compliance with the clear import of its

mandate.

In the most recent hearing on Petitioners' Motion For Return Of

Corporate Properties, held May 22, 1938, Respondent first denied the

motion (Tr. N-28: 14-24), then later withdrew the denial in order to

use said motion as a vehicle for considering a form of relief sought by

interlopers to the proceeding (Tr. N-38: 9-14) and finally ordered that





the hearing on the motion be continued indefinitely until Respondent

sees fit to resume it. (Tr. N-43: S-il) Petitioners were thus left

with the stark realization that no relief was to be given thciv. by

Respondent unless they were to accede to a scheme conceived and

asserted by strangers to the litigation which would deprive Petitioners

of their rights both under this Court's said mandate and the statutes

of the state of Nevada.

It is respectfully urged that Respondent has abused his discretion

in refusing to return Petitioners' records and properties pursuant to

the said mandate of this Court, and that Petitioners are entitled to a

writ of mandamus in order to salvage a reasonably seasonable benefit

from the said mandate.

II.

THE DISTRICT COURT HAS ERRED IN DSPRT/ING PETITIONERS OF
THEIR ENTITLEMENT TO IIvIMEDI/iTE RELIEF UNDER THE MAN-
DATE OF THIS COURT IN ELY VALLEY MINES. INC. V. LEE , 9 Cir.

,

385 F.2d 188 BY REQUIRING PETITIONERS TO RELITIGATE AN
"ISSUE" TWICE PREVIOUSLY DECIDED BY THIS COURT,

It is clear that a determination on the point of error here asserted

turns on the meaning of the opinions of this Court under Pioche Mines

Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman, supra, and Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v.

Lee, supra, Petitoners contend that the unambiguous declaration of

the latter opinion is that the officers and directors functioning as of

the date of said opinion had not been removed from office nor had they

been outlawed, and that this is not an action for such relief. (See SS5

F. 2d at 190. ) In both of the aforesaid decisions, this Court held that
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this action was not a proper vehicle for attacking the legal status of

Petitioners' officers and directors.

Armed with this Court's mandate in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v.

Lee, supra, Petitioners again sought the return of their records and

properties from the tenacious receiver who had been wrongfully

possessing and controlling them since 1962, According to said mandate

the records and properties were to be "surrendered forthwith, unless

the court determines, promptly, that there is a good reason for not

doing so. " (See 385 F. 2d at 193. ) At the initial hearing on Petitioners'

Motion For Return Of Corporate Properties held February 12, 1968 it

became immediately and painfully evident that Respondent would

require a complete adjudication of the status of Petitioners' officers

and directors as a condition precedent to the surrender of Petitioners'

records and properties. In response to an unsworn "affidavit" by the

deposed but still viable and acting receiver, AMERICO CAMPINI, the

following colloquy occured:

"COURT: Haven't you also made some gesture

as to whom --if the Court should order the return

of the properties to the corporations, as to who

the properties should be delivered to? Have we

got valid officers of the corporations ?

"MRc SINGLETON: That is a question raised by

Mr. Campini in the affidavit." (Tr. F-5: 20-25)

Later, in the same hearing, Respondent declared:

"COURT: There is a question to be raised here
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I

as to who represents this corporation

legally under the laws of Nevada.

"

(Tr. F-15: 13-15)

Thereafter, in subsequent hearings on said motion, the following

statements were made:

"[COURT]: Now, from the statement of the

Court of Appeals, I think we can all agree

that it is the duty of the Court to return these

properties to the corporations. But who

represents the corporations. " (Tr. B-13:

7 -10)

"COURT: I am interested in endeavoring to

come to a correct decision.

"MR„ SHENK: Well, I believe the written

briefs would be of great assistance.

"COURT: As to whether or not we have a

valid Board of Directors ?

"MRo SHENK: That is correct.

"COURT: And whether or not we have officers

and Directors legally authorized to have any-

thing to do with this corporation?

"MRo SHENK: That is correct.

"COURT: Especially holding or taking and

receiving property belonging to the corporations.

"MRe SHENK: That is true." (Tr. B-29: 12-25)
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"COURT: Yes. And there hasn't been one

since, I don't believe we have got a Board

of Directors. Now, I want authority on that,

and what I am inclined to do is to continue

this matter so that this could be briefed, be-

cause I am not going to turn back any properties

of this corporation to anyone except duly

authorized persons to represent the company

and receive this property." (Tr. B-14: 7-13)

"COURT: I don't know if that is. I am not

going to turn this property back to anyone who

I don't believe is a valid officer of this corpora-

tion until I am - I am not going to turn this

property back to anyone until it is determined

that there are proper officers -

"MR„ STEFFEN: This proceeding is to validate

or otherwise the Board of Directors -

"COURT: I am going to take a recess. That is

this disposition - to determine the validity of the

existing Board of Directors. I have not decided

any matter. I am just looking for legal informa-

tion and factual information as supported by the

authorities." (Tr. B-40: 2-13)

"[MR„ SHENK]: Now, when this Court heard

this action, your Honor, in 1962, there was a
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specific -- I mean, this same contention

was raised. And this Court clearly

found, your Honor, --and I have recited

it in the—in our Memorandum, but in your

Findings of Fact, you clearly found, and I

am referring to Findings Number Ten--at

that time this Court found that no valid stock-

holders' meetings have been held of Pioche

Mines Consolidated, Inc. since its incorpora-

tion in 1928 with the exception of one meeting

in 1942 or 1943. That is the one to which

Mr. Shaw has here related.

"Without just cause, no valid meeting of the

stockholders of Ely Valley Mines, Inc. has

been held since 1957--without just cause.

"And sub "division four under this Finding,

after that initial Finding, the Court recites,

'No valid Board of Directors have been elected

by said corporations personnel" -without just

cause.

'

trNow, that Finding was not disturbed on Appeal,

your Honor. It has remained as a Finding of'

this Court that has had the approval and the

blessing of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

and the United States Supreme Court." (Tr. N-U: 11 "25;
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12: 1-7)

"COURT: This becomes the subject, that

the officers and directors were not removed

from office. That is not the only thing involved

here. The question is if their terms expired

were they ever re-elected.
.

"MR„ SHENK: That is my position, your Honor,

and contrary to what Counsel states here. This

Court never undertook to remove any alleged

officers from office. '

"COURT: No.

"MR„ SHENK: But you did make a determination

and finding that those individuals holding them-

selves out as a Director and an officer did not

hold such an office pursuant to the elections of

a meeting of stockholders as required by law."

(Tr. N-25: 13-25)

It is thus irrefutable that Respondent has persisted to use the

instant action as a vehicle for determining "issues" and questions

pertaining to the validity of Petitoners' officers and directors.

Respondent's effort to avoid the impression of not having "removed"

Petitioners' officers and directors is sheer sophism. (See also.

Respondent's Brief In Opposition To Motion For Leave To File Petition

For Writ Of Mandamus And For Writ Of Prohibition, page 5.) A

finding by Respondent that Petitioners' officers and directors have not
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been validly elected and have no authority to act on behalf of the

corporations is tantamount to "removing" or "outlawing" said officers

and directors.

The gravamen of Petitioners' position asserted here is that this

Court has twice previously held that this action is not suitable for

attacking or questioning the legal status of Petitioners' officers and

directors and that, pursuant to the opinion in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v.

Lee, supra. Petitioners' officers and directors are to be recognized by

Respondent since they have not been outlawed or removed from office.

In spite of the clear and unambiguous language in the aforesaid

opinions of this Court, Respondent requires the relitigation or continued

litigation of the legal status of Petitioners' officers and directors. This

has now become the major point of issue and dispute in the entire

proceeding.

In this Court's opinion in Federal Home Loan Bank of San

Francisco v. Hall , 9Cir., 225 F. 2d 349, 371 it was held:

"there is ample precedent in the cases to

sustain the principle that an opinion of an

appellate court is to be consulted to

ascertain what was intended by its mandate

and that questions considered and decided

in the opinion of the court are not to be

reexamined in any subsequent stage of the

same case.

"

The point is further emphasized in Lummas Co. v. Commonwealth Oil
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Refining Co. , 2 Cir. , 297 F.2d 80, cert, denied, 82 S. Ct. 601,

wherein it was held:

"the right not to have to relitigate an

issue so determined [by Court of Appeals]

is as much entitled to extraordinary pro-

tection as the right to jury trial, the right

to trial before an unbiased judge, or the

right to trial directly by a judge rather than

initially by a master."

It was the duty of the District Court to promptly obey the mandate of

this Court in both Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman, supra,

and especially Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee, supra. See Federal

Home Loan Bank of San Francisco v. Hall, supra, at page 385, foot-

note 12. Because the lower court has persisted in requiring Petitioners

to relitigate the alleged "issue" concerning the validity of their officers

and directors after the question has twice previously been decided by

this Court, Petitioners have been greatly prejudiced and injured by an

additional and unnecessary delay, extending at least beyond one year,

in the return of their corporate records and properties. Such delay

has greatly pyramided the costs of this litigation.
'''

Petitioners respectfully submit that Respondent has erred in

attempting to adjudicate the legal status of the officers and directors

of the defendant corporations since, as noted above, this Court has

twice previously disposed of the "issue" --even to the extent of holding

that this action is not a proper vehicle for such relief „ Under the law.
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Petitioners are entitled to the benefit of said Appellate rulings without

having to relitigate their propriety in the lower court.

in„

THE DISTRICT COURT HAS EXCEEDED ITS JURISDICTION IN
REQUIRING AN ADJUDICATION OF THE VALIDITY OF PETITIONERS'
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS PRELIMINARY TO THE RETURN OF THE
CORPORATE RECORDS AND PROPERTIES SINCE THE LEGAL
STATUS OF SAID OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS IS NOT AN ISSUE IN
THE ACTION,

In both the 1964 decision of Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. v.

Dolman, supra, and Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee , supra, this Court

held that this action was not a proper vehicle for providing relief

pertaining to the removal or impeachment of Petitioners' officers and

directors o In the former opinion, this Court even went so far as to

spell out the proper statutory means for obtaining such relief.

The amended complaint sought no relief against the corporations

--only JANNEYo This was the basis for this Court's ruling in No.

19,745 that the defendant corporations (Petitioners herein) were not to

be accorded the right to answer the Amended Complaint. Petitioners,

in law, were only nominal defendants. Or so they were told. Never-

theless, Respondent has, for all intents and purposes--and certainly

in practical effect -"treated the action as one seeking to depose and

disfranchise Petitioners' officers and directors. Respondent cannot

alter this fact by now taking the position that he simply doesn't know

who they are and must be convinced of their credentials, "beyond all

doubt" before he will recognize their authority to act for the
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corporations. Such an oblique approach is just as devastating to

Petitioners as Respondent's initial finding that Petitioners have no

valid board of directors. It is submitted that if Respondent is able to

parlay an action against the late JANNEY into an action against

Petitoners' officers and directors, that a denial of the right of

Petitioners to answer the Amended Complaint would, in the least,

amount to a denial of due process.

Pertinent to the point of error specified herein is the following

authority:

"Unless all parties in' interest are in court

and have voluntarily litigated some issue not

within the pleadings, the Court can consider

only the issues made by the pleadings, and

the judgment may not extend beyond such

issues nor beyond the scope of the relief

demanded. A party is no more entitled to

recover upon a claim not pleaded than he is

to recover upon a claim pleaded but not proved.

"

Sylvan Breach v. Koch, 8 Cir. , 140 F. 2d 852,

861. (emphasis added)
''

Petitioners have consistently objected to Respondent's consideration of

"issues" pertaining to the legal status of their directors. They most

certainly have never consented to the litigation of such "issues. " And

such "issues" were never asserted in any of the pleadings, nor did

plaintiffs ever pray for relief against Petitioners. Respondent cannot
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undertake to adjudicate a controversy of its own motion, but can do so

only when presented by a party within the framework of a proper

pleading. 20 Am Jur 2d Courts, §94, p. 455. It is also the "general

rule that questions that are not within the issue presented by the

pleadings may not be determined by the courts." 41 Am Jur Pleading,

§368, p. 544. See also, Garrett v. Louisville & N. R. Co. , 235 U.S.

308, 58 L. Ed 242, 35 So Cto 32„

In the United States Supreme Court case of United States v.

Northern Pacific R. Co, , 177 U.S. 435, 44 L. Ed 836, 20 S. Ct. 706,

the plaintiff sought to obtain a forfeiture of defendant's property, even

though such relief had not been pleaded. The Court there pronounced

the general rule quoted above, and further held:

"Courts have no jurisdiction to consider or

determine the question of the forfeiture of a

railroad grant until it is raised by direct

allegations in a suit instituted by lawful

authority for the express purpose of presenting

it." (20 S. Ct. at 707)

The lower court is without jurisdiction to adjudicate or consider issues

and questions aliunde the pleadings. "Pleadings. » .are designed to

raise material issues, and without such issues there is nothing for the

Court or the jury to pass upon." 41 Am Jur Pleading , §393, p. 563.

Based upon the above authorities, it is clear that the lower court

exceeded its jurisdiction in adjudicating, attempting to adjudicate or in

considering questions pertaining to the legal status of Petitioners'
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officers and directors.

IV.

IN ACTING UPON PLAINTIFFS' CONTENTION THAT THE
PETITIONERS WERE WITHOUT VALID OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
AND REFUSING TO RETURN PETITIONERS' PROPERTIES AND
RECORDS UNTIL SAID OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS WERE JUDICIALI
"BORN AGAIN, " THE DISTRICT COURT PROVIDED RELIEF TO THE
PLAINTIFFS WHICH WAS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THE PLEADINGS,
AND HENCE BEYOND THE JURISDICTION OF THE COURT,

Although no relief was being sought against Petitioners in the

pleadings, Respondent accepted plaintiffs' contention that Petitioners

were without valid directors and entered a finding accordingly.

Respondent now asserts, as did Appellees in Nos. 19745, 19761 and

21099, that his finding is the law of the case and was "undisturbed on

appeal." (See page 3 of Respondent's Brief In Opposition to Motion

For Leave To File Petition For Writ Of Mandamus And For Writ Of

Prohibition. ) Petitioners are unable to comprehend the basis for such

an assertion. Appellees, in the aforesaid appeals, contended as

follows:

"The trial court has found, and it has

become the law of the case, that these

corporations have no valid boards of

directors, and therefore, no valid officers.
"

Appellees' Reply Brief, p. 2.

In reply to the foregoing contention, this Court sought to resolve a

"misapprehension" besetting Appellees and the Respondent. The opinio

in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee, supra, then proceeded to hold that
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Petitoners' officers and directors have not been outlawed or removed

,

and that such results were not obtainable in this action. Respondent

has nevertheless persisted to sustain his finding against the Petitioners

Whether one describes Respondent's position as being supportive of his

initial finding against the validity of Petitioners' officers and directors,

or as merely refusing to return Petitioners' records and properties

until they satisfy Respondent's impossible standards of proof as to the

legal status of their officers and directors --the effect is identical. In

both instances, Respondent refuses to recognize the authority of

Petitoners' officers and directors to receive corporate records and

properties. This relief is clearly responsive to the unpleaded requests

of plaintiff DOLMAN and receiver CAMPINIo

Pertinent to the point here considered is the rule of law that

declares a judgment invalid which is not responsive to the pleadings.

Reynolds v. Stockton, 140 U.S. 254, 11 S. Ct. 773. It has also been

held that "a court may not, without the consent of all persons affected,

enter a judgment which goes beyond the claim asserted in the

pleadings. Sylvan Breach v. Koch, supra. See also, Steffen v. United

States , 6Cir., 213 F. 2d 266, 272; Cox v. United States , 6 Pet. (U.S.)

172, 8 L. Ed 359, 370; Real De Dolores Del Pro v. United States , 175

U.S. 71, 44 L. Ed 76, 20 S. Ct. 17.

Respondent has fashioned relief for plaintiffs which is beyond

the scope of the pleadings and outside the prayer of the Amended

Complaint. Such relief is beyond the jurisdiction of the lower court.
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V.

IT WAS ERROR FOR THE DISTRICT COURT TO USE PETITIONERS'
MOTION FOR RETURN OF CORPORATE PROPERTIES AS A VEHICLE
FOR PROVIDING RELIEF ALIUNDE THE MOTION

„

It is elementary that a motion constitutes an application on the

part of the moving party for an order of court. 37 Am Jur Motions

Rules and Orders, §3, p. 502; Perry v. United States , 90 App. D. C.

186, 195 F.2d 37. Petitioners' Motion For Return Of Corporate

Properties was an application by the defendant corporations for

specific relief pursuant to the mandate of this Court in Ely Valley Mine;

Inc. V. Lee, supra. The moving parties were the Petitioners herein.

No one other than said moving parties had standing to seek relief by

way of an order of court in this proceeding. Mantin v. Broadcast

Music, Inc. , 9 Cir„ , 248 F. 2d 530, 531. As indicated under paragraph

I, above, Respondent first denied Petitioners' motion and later with-

drew his denial in order to have the parties consider a plan proposed

by a stranger to the action, New York attorney Murray Sargent, who

was not^ied of the hearing by Respondent.

Mr. Sargent's proposal called for stockholders meetings called by

a committee of three, including the receiver, himself and Mr. Jack

Crichton, present President of the defendant corporations, under the

supervision of the lower court. (Tr. N-36: 10-16) The proposal was

clearly objectionable to Petitioners for several reasons, including the

fact that the JANNEY stock was to be excluded from the voting and that

the receiver, whose only remaining function is to render an accounting.
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was to again affirmatively assert control in Petitioners' affairs.

Basically, however, the entire procedure was improper in that non-

moving parties --indeed, strangers to the litigation --had taken control

of Petitioners' motion and were seeking to obtain their brand of relief

thereunder. Respondent readily accommodated the non -moving inter-

lopers and effectively gave Petitioners the choice of an indefinite recess

on their motion or the prospect of eventual "relief" based upon an

unacceptable proposal foisted on Petitioners by strangers to the

litigation.

It is respectfully submitted that Respondent erred in holding

open the doors of Petitioners^ motion for possible eventual relief to

be granted pursuant to the requests of non -moving strangers who had

no standing in the proceeding.

VI.

AFTER COMMITTING ERROR IN REQUIRING THE PARTIES TO
SUBMIT BRIEFS AS TO THE VALIDITY OF PETITIONERS' OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS, THE DISTRICT COURT COMPOUNDED THE ERROR
BY DISREGARDING, MISCONSTRUING OR OTHERWISE FAILING OR
REFUSING TO APPLY PERTINENT NEVADA AND GENERAL CORPO-
RATE LAW CONCERNING THE STATUS OF PETITIONERS' CORPO-
RATE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

During the hearing on Petitioners' Motion For Return Of

Corporate Properties held March 12, 1968, Respondent ordered the

parties to submit briefs as to the validity of Petitioners' officers and

directors. (Tr. B-30: 12-25; 31: 1-19) As a result of said order, the

parties filed the briefs identified as Exhibits I, J and K to this

Petition. Petitioners request this Court's indulgence in allowing
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Petitioners to substantially repeat herein the substance of the said

Exhibit I in order to consolidate in this brief those matters pertinent

to this point of specified error. It is noteworthy that in spite of the

aforesaid briefs, Respondent has never entered a finding as to the

applicable law. For all intents and purposes, however, he has either

found the law to be supportive of his earlier finding invalidating

Petitioners' officers and directors or he has chosen to disregard the

law. Ii) view of the conclusive character of both Nevada statute law

and general corporate law on the subject. Petitioners can only conclude

respectfully, that Respondent has elected to circumvent the applicable

law. This Court, in its opinion in Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. v.

Dolman, supra, later reaffirmed and reiterated in Ely Valley Mines,

Inc. V. Lee, supra, pronounced the statutory methods for obtaining

relief against wrongfully entrenched officers and directors. It was

clear, as declared by this Court, that since this action was not based

upon or instituted pursuant to the statutory requisites for seeking such

relief, that indeed no such relief could be obtained in this action. (See

333 F. 2d at 273) For the sake of reasonable brevity, and in view of

this Court's familiarity with pertinent Nevada statutes cited as afore

~

said by this Court, and set forth in Exhibit I to this Petition, Petitioner

will not repeat them here. Suffice it to say that the statutory methods

for obtaining relief against corporate officers and directors are clear,

cannot be circumvented by Respondent, and that

"there can be no recovery upon a cause of

action however meritorious it may be, or
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however satisfactorily proved, that is

in substance variant from that which is

pleaded by the plaintiff. ..."

41 Am Jur Pleadin g, §382, p. 556 citing numerous cases including

Reynolds v. Stockton, 140 U.S. 254, 35 L. Ed 464, US. Ct. 773. So

assuming, arguendo, that Respondent's position concerning the invalid-

ity of Petitioners' officers and directors is correct, he may neverthe-

less not act thereupon in the instant action. It is simply not the

jurisdictional prerogative of Respondent to question the legal status of

Petitioners' officers and director's in this action.

Assuming, arguendo, that the instant action is a proper proceed-

ing for relief against Petitioners' officers and directors, it is

apparent that Respondent has either misconstrued, disregarded or

otherwise failed or refused to apply applicable Nevada statute law as

well as general corporation law. Respondent clings tenaciously to

Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) Section 78. 330(2) which reads as follows

"2. At least one -fourth in number of the

directors of every corporation shall be

elected annually.

"

Respondent asserts that the above provision is mandatory and there-

after concludes that any failure to comply with its terms automatically

deposes or invalidates the directors. Unfortunately, Respondent has

either disregarded or failed to recognize the statutory provision which

applies in instances where the annual election, as set forth in NRS

78. 330(2), above, is not held. NRS 78.340 is directly pertinent and
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reads as follows:

"Failure to hold election of directors on

regular day does not dissolve corporation.

If the directors shall not be elected on the

day designated for the purpose, the corpora-

tion shall not for that reason be dissolved;

but every director shall continue to hold his

office and discharge his duties until his

successor has been elected .
" (emphasis added)

It is thus clearly intended under Nevada law that a corporate structure

is not to collapse because of any failure to hold an annual election of

directors by the stockholders. Respondent would have us believe, by

referring only to NRS 78.335(3) (See Respondent's Brief In Opposition

To Motion For Leave To File Petition For Writ Of Mandamus And For

Writ Of Prohibition, page 7) that vacancies among directors may be

filled by the remaining directors only for the unexpired term and that

at the expiration thereof, the director's authority ends unless he is

re-elected by the stockholders. Under NRS 78. 340 this is simply not

so, as "every director shall continue to hold his office and discharge

his duties until his successor has been elected .
" Emphasis added)

Petitioners do not quarrel with the requirement of NRS 78.330

(2) concerning the annual election of one -fourth of a corporations

directors. It is submitted, however, that said provision is irrelevent

to the instant action. Petitioners are not contesting the right of a

stockholder to properly petition a court for an annual election -"that
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right is not at issue in this action--nor has such relief been sought.

Petitioners do contend, however, that under Nevada law cited above,

the failure to hold an annual election pursuant to NRS 78. 330(2) will

not ipso facto depose or disfranchise corporate directors. Indeed,

under such circumstances, NRS 78.340 clearly imposes on the hold-

over directors, a continued responsibility to discharge the duties of

their office.

Petitioners' position as to the effect of NRS 78.340 on hold -over

directors is fully supported by the general corporation law and case

authorities. Pertinent to this premise is the following:

"Directors, trustees or other officers of a

corporation, elected or appointed for a certain

time, hold over after the expiration of their

term until their successors are elected or

appointed, and only the corporation itself can

complain of an exercise of official functions

by officers and directors whose terms have

expired but whose successors have not been

elected. Accordingly, with respect to tenure

of office, the general rule is that the failure

of a corporate body to elect officers or directors

does not end the terms of those previously

elected. Frequently there is an express pro-

vision to this effect in the charter of a corpo-

ration or the general law. Failure to elect
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officers results in continuing the old

officers in power. Thus, where the

corporation fails to hold its regular

annual meeting for the election of directors,

the directors then in office hold over until

their successors are elected. " Fletcher

Cyclopedia Corporations, Vol 2, Holding

Over , §344, p. 135 (emphasis added); also

§375, p. 266. See also, Schuckman v.

Rubenstein, 6 Cir. , 164 F. 2d 952; Liken

V. Shaffer , 64 F. Supp. 432, 450 (D.C.

' Iowa, 1946)

Even if it were argued that the officers and directors of the

defendant corporations enjoyed only a de facto status, the law clearly

prohibits a collateral attack on their authority.

"K persons are de facto officers , their

title to the office cannot be impeached

collaterally by third persons ; their right

to the offices claimed and exercised by them

can only be tested in a quo warranto pro-

ceeding, or by the statutory methods pro-

vided in many states. ..."

"For instance, third persons dealing with

de facto directors cannot collaterally show

the illegality of the election of the de facto
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officers, where no other persons are

claiming a right to act as directors, and

the incumbents are exercising the usual

functions of the office. So where de facto

directors move to dismiss an appeal, their

title to the office cannot be attacked by the

party opposing the motion. " Fletcher

Cyclopedia Corporations , Vol 2 §387,

Collateral Attack on Directors, p. 223-225

(emphasis added)

Here, several of the directors have served and functioned as such for

many years, and vacancies within their numbers have been filled by

the action of the remaining members of the boards. This is strictly in

accordance with Nevada law providing for the filling of vacancies by

a majority of remaining directors unless otherwise provided in the

articles of incorporation. The articles of Ely Valley Mines, Inc.,

Article Seventh, expressly provides that vacancies may be filled by the

directors "until their successors are elected and qualified. " There is

no provision in the articles of Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. which

prohibits the directors from filling vacancies among their number, so

the law of Nevada as cited in the footnote below is applicable.

The pertinent provision under NRS 78.335 reads as follows:
"2. AH vacancies, including those caused by an increase in the

number of directors, may be filled by a majority of the remaining
directors, though less than a quorum, unless it is otherwise provided ir

the certificate or articles of incorporation or an amendment thereof.

"
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It must also be emphasized strongly that there are no parties

other than the presently constituted boards of directors and officers

who claim the right to said positions. There are no other persons

claiming to function as such. Although Petitioners do not admit -- or

even hint -"that their directors and officers enjoy anything less than a

de jure status, it is indisputable that they would qualify as de facto

directors and officers in any event.

Petitioners conclude that even if Respondent was jurisdictionally

entitled to adjudicate the legal status of Petitioners' officers and

directors, he has erred in his interpretation, application or disregard

of the law as noted above.

CONCLUSIONo

Petitioners respectfully submit that the cumulative impact of

the facts, transcripts and documents now before this Court in this

instant proceeding supports Petitioners' position as to the issues

presented herein, and clearly indicates that Respondent will not return

Petitioijers* records and properties to any present officer, director

or agent of the petititioning corporations unless specifically so ordered

by this Court. Petitioners accordingly pray for issuance of a writ of

mandamus from this Court which shall deprive Respondent of all

discretion in the premises, and shall compel the District Court and the

said Respondent to order the immediate return of Petitioners' records

and properties to any officer, director or agent specified on the

current annual list of officers, directors and resident agent required
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by Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) 78. 150.

Petitioners also pray this Court for the issuance of a writ of

prohibition prohibiting the District Court, and each and all of its Judges

to whom the main action may be assigned, for any and all purposes,

proceedings and hearings, including the Respondent, from considering,

hearing or litigating any question, issue or matter pertaining to the

validity or legal status of the directors and officers of the defendant

corporations and enjoining plaintiffs below, the receiver AMERICO

CAMPINI, and their counsel from interfering with the immediate

return of the properties and records of defendant corporations and the

operation and use thereof.

Dated August 23, 1968.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHNSON & STEFFEN

BY ^mms
THOMAS L.
Counsel for Petitioners
112 North Third Street
Las Vegas, Nevada
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m THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

---oOo---

PIOCHE MINES CONSOLIDATED, INC.,
and ELY VALLEY MINES, INC„,

Petitioners,

vs.

THE HONORABLE ROGER T„ FOLEY,
JUDGE OF THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT
OF NEVADA',

Respondent.

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

STATE OF NEVADA

)

J ss*

COUNTY OF CLARK)

CAROL M. SLAGLE, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

That on the 26th day of August, 1968, she delivered a copy of

Petitioners' Opening Brief to The Honorable ROGER To FOLEY, at

his office in the United States District Court, Federal Building, Las

Vegas Boulevard South, Las Vegas, Nevada.
^

DATED this 26th day of August, 1968.

Carol M. Slagle /
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to

before me this 26th day of August, 1968.

Notary Public



,'»^f^tj^r\\



RECEIPT OF TWO COPIES of the above and foregoing

PETITIONERS' OPENING BRIEF is hereby acknowledged this

day of August, 1968.

. SAMUEL C. SHENK

SINGLETON, DELANOY, JEMISO]^
& REID, Chartered

BY
Counsel for Respondents
302 East Carson
Las Vegas, Nevada
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Petitioners' Reply Brief
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NO. 22,700

IN THE

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

PIOCHE MINES CONSOLIDATED, INC., and ELY VALLEY MINES,
INC.,

Petitioners,

vs.

THE HONORABLE ROGER T. FOLEY, JUDGE OF THE UNITED
STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEVADA,

Respondent.

Petition for Writ of Mandamus and Prohibition

PETITIONER'S REPLY BRIEF

In reply to Respondent's Brief In Opposition To Petition For

A Writ of Mandamus and Prohibition, Petitioners submit the following:

THE RESPONDENT COURT FURTHER ERRS IN ARROGATING TO
ITSELF THE DISCRETION TO BOTH REMOVE OR REFUSE TO
RECOGNIZE PETITIONERS' OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS AND TO
WITHHOLD CORPORATE PROPERTIES UNTIL SATISFIED SAID
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS WILL HANDLE CORPORATE PROPER-
TIES IN A MANNER CONSISTENT WITH THE RESPONDENT COURT'S
PREDILECTION „

Respondent characterizes the primary issue as being whether





the Respondent Court has abused its discretion in

"refusing to return assets to each corp-

oration until it is assured that the corp-

orations have appropriate officers to

whom the assets of the corporation may

be returned and who will utilize the same

for the benefit of the stockholders who

are the owners of each corporation.

"

In calling the Court's attention to use of the conjunctive "and" in the

aforesaid quote, it is clear that Respondent now takes the position

that the lower court may, as a condition precedent to the return of

Petitioners' records and properties, both adjudicate the validity of

Petitioners' officers and directors and then require assurance that

such officers and directors will utilize said properties and records

in a certain manner. This is tantamount to an expropriation of

corporate government and management by Respondent.

It is respectfully submitted that under the circumstances of

the instant case, Respondent has abused his discretion in refusing

to return Petitioners' properties and records pending an attempted

adjudication of the validity of Petitioners' officers and directors and

the propriety of their intentions regarding the use of Petitioners'

properties and records.

SS^^P^^^NT'S DISCRETION TO FURTHER WITHHOLD THE RETUR^
?KSSPV^^^^' RECORDS AND PROPERTIES PURSUANT TO THEMANDATE OF THIS COURT IN ELY VALLEY MINES, INC. v. LEE.
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385 F. 2d 188 WAS, BY HIS OWN ADMISSION, EXHAUSTED.

It is true that this Court, in its decision of Ely VaUey Mines .

Inc. V. Lee , supra, declared:

"The properties and records should be

surrendered forthwith, unless the court

determines, promptly, that there is a

good reason for not doing so . As we have

pointed out, the fact that Janney is still

the president of each corporation is not

such a reason. ** (emphasis added)

Respondent's current position (as articulated by counsel for Plaintiff

Helen Dolman and Receiver Americo Campini) purports to find sup-

port in the above quoted portion of this Court's opinion in the afore-

said decision. It is submitted, however, that Respondent has admit-

ted that the only remaining impediment to the prompt return of

Petitioners' properties and records is the judicial determination of

proper corporate officers and directors to receive them. In the words

of the Respondent:

"The Board of Directors are authorized

,

and the only ones authorized to elect the

officers. I want to turn this property back

right now to the proper custodians and rep -

resentatives of these corporations, but I

don't know who they are. " Tr. B-26:5-9

(emphasis added)
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Respondent thus made the only obstacle to the return of the properties

a determination by the lower court as to the validity of Petitioners'

officers and directors --an "issue" beyond the jurisdiction of the

Respondent Court'. Respondent is estopped to deny the foregoing

premise.

Respondent contends that it is now within his discretion to

allow the wrongfully appointed receiver to continue his six plus years

of wrongful possession of Petitioners' properties and records on the

basis that Petitioners have no valid officers and directors and that

the "pretenders" to such offices are engaging in or intending to engage

in conduct which is adverse to the stockholders. Petitioners deem it

unnecessary to further burden this Court with reasons why Respondent

is without discretion or jurisdiction to adjudicate or re -litigate the

legal status of Petitioners' officers and directors. Petitioners merely

re -assert the clarity of this Court's opinions in both Ely Valley Mines ,

Inc. V. Lee , supra, and Pioche Mines Consolidated, Inc. v. Dolman ,

333 F. 2d 257, cert, den., 380 U.S. 956, 85 S. Ct. 1081, 13 L. ed.

2d 972. In combination, the two cases hold that Petitioners' officers

and directors have not been outlawed or removed and that the case in

chief (No. 311 below) is not a proper action for providing such relief.

Respondent seeks to justify his intrusion into the aforesaid

area where jurisdiction is lacking by referring to extraneous attempt-

ed wrongs on the part of Petitioners officers and directors. It is to

be noted first that even assuming, arguendo, that Petitioners' officers

and directors were dedicated to a course of action inimical to the
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interests of the stockholders, this fact alone would hardly justify

Respondent's attempt to defrock said officers and directors. This

premise is sustained and emphasized by the fact that prior to this

Court's decision in Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee , supra, the Court

was virtually inundated with the alleged wrongdoings and mismanage-

ment of the late John Janney and in spite thereof, held that Janney

had not been outlawed or removed from office and that Respondent

could not withhold the immediate return of Petitioners' properties

and records because of the fact that Janney was still president of each

corporation.

Secondly, since Petitioners do not deem it proper or necessary

to pursue such alleged and diversionary "wrongs" as the intended com-

promise of the one million dollar judgment against Janney -- such

alleged wrongs being outside the scope of the issues before this

Court -- Petitioners will primarily beg this Court's indulgence and

deny that their officers or directors have taken any action or course

of conduct deemed detrimental to the stockholders. If this Honorable

Court desires to inquire into the matter further during oral argument.

Petitioners' counsel shall be most willing to answer any questions this

Court may have. Petitioners know of no rule of law or equity that will

cause an automatic loss of authority or office on the part of corporate

officers and directors merely because of alleged wrongdoing. Such a

result would be a clear deprivation of due process. Respondent

nevertheless seeks to do just that; he has attempted to use an action

which has sought no relief against these petitioning corporations in
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such a manner as to devitalize or defrock Petitioners' officers and

directors and leave them powerless to act. Such conduct on the part

of the Respondent Court is especially incredulous and astounding in

respect of the Petitioner Ely Valley Mines, Inc. since it has been

dismissed out of the action below . It is thus clear, from a practical

and realistic standpoint, that said dismissal is a paper mirage, for

the Petitioner Ely Valley Mines, Inc. remains a beleaguered defen-

dant in No. 311 below, forced to continue a costly course of litigation

in order to "walk out" of the lower court without leaving its records,

properties and indeed its officers and directors, behind.

Ill,

PETITIONERS ARE COMPELLED TO CORRECT THE RECORD AS TO
CERTAIN FALSE ASSERTIONS SET FORTH IN RESPONDENT'S BRIEF
IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR A WRIT OF MANDAMUS AND
PROHIBITION.

Respondent would have this Court believe that:

"the evidence presented to the Respondent

Court by the petitioning corporations dis-
,

closes that there were no meetings of the

Board of Directors from 1954 (see Exhibit

G to the petition on file herein) until a pur-

ported meeting of a Board of Directors held

at the Parker House Hotel in Boston, Massa-

chusetts on October 4, 1967, an intervening

period of more than thirteen (13) years."

(See p. 7 of Respondent's Brief In Oppos-

ition)





Respondent then justifies his finding as to no valid boards of directors

on the above false premise as follows:

"Based upon this disclosure and being com-

petently aware of the manner in which these

corporations were mismanaged by John Janney

during his tenure of office in which he pur-

ported to operate each corporation as a sole

proprietorship contrary to the best interests

of the stockholders, the Respondent Court has

repeatedly and does now adhere to the posi-

tion that there are no proper directors of

either corporation. ..." (See pp. 7-8 of

Respondent's Brief In Opposition)

(Emphasis added) .

'First, it is important to note that the assertion as to the

thirteen (13) year interval between directors' meetings is patently

false. Respondent erroneously cites, in support of his contention,

Exhibit G to the petition on file herein. Respondent clearly intended

to cite Exhibit H to the petiton on file herein, which Exhibit is entitled

"Defendants' Reply Memorandum To Plaintiffs' And Receiver's

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion For Return Of Corporate

Properties. " Attached to the aforesaid Reply Memorandum (Exhibit H)

were sample minutes consisting of exhibits G through M. These sampl

minutes were furnished Respondent Court in order to disprove an

earlier false assertion by Plaintiffs' and Receiver's counsel to the
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effect that there had "never been a meeting of the Board of Directors

at one place or one time. " However, in order to make it clear that

said minutes did not purport to represent the total of such meetings

over the periods involved, Petitioners' said Exhibit H Reply Memoran-

dum stated as follows:

"Attached hereto as Exhibits G, H, I,

J, K, L and M are copies of a series of

sample meetings of the Boards of Dir-

ectors dating from 1954 to the present.

These minutes do not, in any sense
,

represent the total of such meetings.

"

' (See p. 9 of Exhibit H to the instant
^

Petition)
^

Petitioners here reassert the falsity of Respondent's position as to

directors' meetings, and stand ready to prove same if this Court

should so request.

Respondent's position as to the basis for "repeatedly" adhering

to his position that Petitioners have no valid officers or directors is

thus pinned to (1) a patently false premise as heretofore indicated;

and (2) a persistent disregard of this Court's mandate as to the legal

status and entitlement of the late John Janney as president of each of

the petitioning corporations.

In passing, it should be noted that Respondent repeats the false

assertion concerning the thirteen (13) year interval between directors'

meetings on pages 10 and 20 (in the latter case the alleged interval
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jumps to twenty -three (23) years) of Respondent's Brief In Opposition.

Attention is also drawn to false assertions on page 21 of

Respondent's Brief In Opposition which, contrary to the evidence on

record, indicates that there was never any election of directors by

the stockholders and that the late John Janney refused to hold directors'

meetings. In the same vein, Respondent falsely asserts, on page 23

of said Brief, that "no one of the individuals presently contending that

they are directors of either corporation has been elected by the stock-

holders." In reply to these assertions, Petitioners shall merely refer

to pages 8 and 9 of Exhibit H to the petition on file herein and note that

Petitioners filed in open court a sworn affidavit of one Francis G. Shaw

director and secretary of the petitioning corporations, attesting to his

election as a director of Ely Valley Mines, Inc. , at a stockholders'

meeting. (See Tr. N-5: 14-25; 6: 1-16)

Parenthetically, Petitioners desire to re -emphasize that they

disavow any endeavor to show disrespect for the lower court and

specifically Respondent, the Honorable Roger T. Foley, Judge of the

United States District Court for the District of Nevada. Nothing said

herein is intended to show disrespect for the said Respondent.

IV.

RESPONDENT ERRS IN ASSUMING THAT A CORPORATION, UNDER
NEVADA LAW, REMAINS A CORPORATE ENTITY IN SPITE OF
HAVING NO OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS,

On page 9 of Respondent's Brief in Opposition, Respondent

refers to Nevada's hold-over statute (NRS 78.340) previously cited

by Petitioners in their Opening Brief, and then merely avoids its clear
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import by stating it cannot be divorced and read independently of the

other statutory provisions relating to private corporations, and con-

cludes that:

"The corporation remains as a corporate

entity but it is apparent that there are no

validly elected directors or officers to whom

the assets may properly be delivered.

"

Under the terms of NRS 78. 150 (1) an annual list of officers, directors

and resident agent must be certified by a president, secretary or other

corporate officer and filed with the Secretary of State along with a

filing fee. If this is not done within a specified time, then under the

terms of NRS 78. 175 the defaulting corporation will have its charter

revoked. It is to be emphasized, therefore, that if Petitioners' offi-

cers and directors had not complied with the requirements of NFIS

78. 150 (1), as noted above, since 1962 when Respondent first held

that Petitioners had no valid directors or officers, their respective

charters would have been revoked thus terminating the corporate

entity. Under Nevada law, as cited above, only a corporate officer

may file the required annual list, and hence, no officers, no list; and

if there are no officers and no annual list, the end result becomes no

corporate entity by virtue of the revocation of the corporation charter.

In conjunction with Petitioners' position under this point of

reply, and to the extent allowed by this Court, Petitioners aver that

never have their officers and directors assumed and maintained their

respective positions by force; they have functioned consistently and

-10-





continuously to supply necessary corporate government and manage-

ment. They have constantly seen that corporate properties were

preserved by providing necessary assessment work and taxes in spite

of a complete lack of income or productivity because of vexing litiga-

tion. They have also taken all necessary measures to preserve

Petitioners' good standing as corporations in the state of Nevada.

Petitioners' officers and directors have never had any other group

represent or hold themselves out to be competitor officers and dir-

ectors.

Petitioners deem it unnecessary to reply to Respondent's

contention that Petitioners' officers and directors do not even have

a colorable claim or title to office. The facts speak out to the contrary

CONCLUSION

Petitioners have not sought to increase the proliferation of

paper work in this proceeding by replying to each contention set forth

in Respondent's Brief In Opposition. With due respect, it is earnestly

asserted that none of the points raised by Respondent are of merit in

the instant proceeding. Petitioners respectfully submit that the Re-

spondent Court is no longer lawfully or equitably entitled to further

defer compliance with the mandates of this Honorable Court as per

Ely Valley Mines, Inc. v. Lee , supra, and Pioche Mines Consolidated,

Inc. V. Dolman, supra. It is respectfully urged that the Respondent

Court be allowed no further discretion in the premises, and that the

writs issue from this Honorable Court as heretofore prayed.
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Dated October 10, 1968.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHNSON & STEFFEN

THOMAS L, STEFFEN
Counsel for Petitioners
112 North Third Street
Las Vegas, Nevada

RECEIPT OF TWO COPIES of the above and foregoing

PETITIONERS' REPLY BRIEF is hereby acknowledged this

day of October, 1968.

SAMUEL Co SHENK
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BY
Counsel for Respondents
302 East Carson
Las Vegas, Nevada
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United States Court

Of Appeals
FOR THE

Ninth Circuit

ETHEL JIMISON and RAY JIMISON,
Plaintiffs and Appellants,

vs.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Defendant and Appellee.

STATEMENT OF GROUNDS UPON WHICH
JURISDICTION OF THE DISTRICT COURT AND
OF THIS COURT IS INVOKED.

This action is a civil action on a claim against

the United States for money damages. The claim

accrued after January 1, 1945, and is a claim for in-

jury to property by one plaintiff and personal injury

by the other plaintiff claimed to have been caused

by the negligent or wrongful act or ommission of an

employee of the United States while acting within

the scope of his employment. (Tr. Vol. I, pp. 2-5) Ex-

clusive jurisdiction of such cases is conferred on

United tStates District Courts by statute. Title 28

U.S.C.A. Sec. 1346(b). This Court has appellate juris-

diction by virtue of Title 28 U.S.C.A. Section 1291.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

(Note: All references are to the Transcript of

the Trial, Vol. II, unless otherwise indicated.)

This case arises because of an automobile collision

which occurred Monday, July 15, 1963, (7-9) about

12 o'clock noon. (63-71) The collision occurred on a

highway bridge situated about 2 miles Southeast of

the town of Culbertson (9) in Northeastern Mon-

tana. The highway bridge, 1121 feet in length, runs

North-South across the Missouri River. It serves

Montana State Highway Number 16 (Ex 10) and is

the only bridge across the river for a distance of 54

miles West and 18 miles East. (78) The bridge is

slightly arched, (Ex 16) 20 feet wide (Ex 10) and

paved with concrete. (107) The road to the South is

an asphalt road (106-107) 21 feet wide. (Ex 10) The

highway nins straight South from the bridge, with a

slight downward slope, (Ex 16 & 11) for a distance

of about 2100 feet (Ex 10) where, after crossing a

small wooden bridge, it curves so that it cannot be

observed from the bridge in question. The bridge

has no sidewalks; (Ex 15, 16) it was designed to be

used by motor vehicles only. The traffic across the

bridge was described as "pretty heavy, and other days

not too heavy," (38) by Mr. Ramsbacher, the govern-

ment witness who testified and as " - - intermittent.
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Some days it is very heavy and some days you don't

meet any traffic at all" (77) by the highway patrol-

man who investigated the accident.

On the day of the accident Clifford Ramsbacher,

an employee of the Geological Survey (an agency of

the defendant) came to the bridge in the course of

his employment to collect data with respect to the

flow of the river. (7-9) This employment required

him to assemble what he called a "Bridge Crane". A
device made of angle iron about 4 foot square (11)

with a small boom, designed to reach over the bridge

railing and lower testing in instruments into the river.

(Ex 2) (The photos of the machine show it painted

a bright orange and show Ramsbacher with bright

clothing on also. The bright paint and clothing were

not put on until after the accident. (22) ) The bridge

crane when assembled was pulled by hand. (11) In

operating the machine Ramsbacher pulled it into the

East or North bound traffic lane. (28) He would then

lower the instruments into the water from the bridge

and measure the depth of the water and its velocity.

Measuring the depth of the water required him to

peer over the railing at instruments which he had

lowered and measuring the velocity was done by listen-

ing (on earphones) for, and counting, each "click"

one of the instruments made as it revolved in the
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current. (12-13) After measuring the machine would

be moved to another point and the operation repeated

until the river was measured. The bridge crane was

usually on the bridge for 2 hours each time the river

was measured and on the day of the accident it was

on there for 3 hours. (13) In addition to listening to

and observing his instruments, Ramsbacher usually

had no assistance and was required to direct traffic

around the obstruction created by the machine (13-

15,27) which took 4 feet out of the 10 foot traffic lane.

(11,13-14) He was aware that the machine created

a bottleneck and a hazard to traffic and was danger-

ous to himself, also. He said that he had complained

about the situation (40-41) but the procedure re-

mained the same. (26-27)

Ramsbacher put his machine on the bridge about

11:00 a.m. Before starting to work with it he placed

a sign at the North entrance to the bridge on the

right hand side which said "Men Working". (18-19)

This sign was either 18" or 24" square (77 yel-

low in color with black lettering. When in place it

had one of the points up so that it was a "diamond

shape". (77) Ramsbacher had one other sign of

the same dimensions and wording as the first (77)

to warn North bound traffic coming toward him in

the East traffic lane, of the presence of the machine.
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There is considerable doubt as to where and when

this sign was placed. Ramsbacher said he placed the

sign about 100 feet South of that part of the bridge

which had overhead structure and left it there while

he measured. (20-40) He told the investigating patrol-

man, however, that in the 15-20 minute interval be-

tween the accident and the arrival of the officer that

he had moved both his machine and sign to the South

and that the collision had taken place at about the

then location of the sign. (73-74) When he told the

patrolman this he was at work within a few feet of

the warning sign. (73-74, 116-118) That the sign was

either not in use or was being used upon or so close

to the machine as to be worthless for warning pur-

poses is shown by the testimony of Ethel Jimison

(97) and Jerry Jimison (58-59) both of whom observed

carefully and of Tony Bucciarelli (126) who was less

careful, none of whom saw any warning sign. While

Mr. Ramsbacher was engaged in measuring the Jim-

ison automobile was approaching from the South on

Highway 16. (48-49) This automobile was a 1957

Chevrolet (90) in good operating condition. (50) In

the front seat were Jerry Jimison on the left, his

mother the plaintiff, Ethel Jimison, in the middle and

' his grandmother on the right. Jerry's three small

' sisters were in the rear seat. (50-51) Jerry Jimison,

two weeks short of his 17th birthday, a licensed driv-
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er for 2 years (47, 48) was proceding at a speed of 60

to 65 miles per hour. 6 or 7 miles before reaching the

bridge in question he passed an automobile being driv-

en by a Tony Bucciarelli. (52) As Jerry Jimison

rounded the curve 2,000 feet from the bridge (Ex 10)

he saw "a speck" on it (54) which, as he approached

resolved itself into a man (Ramsbacher) and his

machine. (57,58) Jerry slowed and as he come to

within 50 or 60 feet of the machine, stopped because

Ramsbacher had put up his hand indicating "stop"

(59,60) and because there were trucks approaching

on the bridge from the opposite direction, (56, 57)

The Jimison car was rammed from the rear as soon

as it stopped by Mr. Bucciarelli's car. Jerry said

there were no warning signs visible. (59) In the last

several hundred feet prior to stopping he had his foot

on the brake constantly. His foot was still on the

brake when the collision occurred. (61, 94) Mrs. Jimi-

son, the plaintiff, testified. She said that she too had

watched the man and machine on the bridge as the

car approached. (91,92) She said that after the car

stopped she heard a squealing or screeching, that she

started to turn to look toward the rear of the car but

that the collision occurred before she could turn. (95)

Both Jerry and Mrs. Jimison were watching ahead

prior to the accident. Neither of them testified as

to the distance Mr. Bucciarelli was following them.
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Mr. Bucciarelli produced as a witness by the defend-

ant had no independent recollection of the events

leading up to the coHision until his car was in a dan-

gerous position. He remembered the Jimison car

passing him (122) and doesn't remember it again until

he was about to run into it.

"Well, when I come to the bridge I seen the car and

I did not realize that the car had made a dead stop,

and I realized I was gaining on it rapidly, and then

I realized that the car was standing still, so I tried

to stop, but I did not have enough room and I hit

his rear end." (124)

Bucciarelli testified that he didn't see the bridge

crane until after the accident, (128) that there were

no warning signs or flagmen and if there had been

he would have slowed down. (127)

Ramsbacher testified that he saw both the

Bucciarelli and Jimison cars as they come around

the corner which is 2,100 feet South of the bridge.

He said " - - they were fairly close together. That is

how come I was more or less interested in them." (110)

He said that they were still close together as they

come upon the bridge (32), that there was no interval

of time between the stopping of the Jimison auto-

mobile and the accident (36) and that the cause of

the accident (in his opinion) was that "the second

car was following too close and run into the back of

him." (36)

No evidence was offered to show that either
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Ramsbacher or the bridge crane would be visible to

Bucciarelli as he fo-lowed the Jimison auto to a stop

or approached it as it was stopped.

Suit was filed by the Jimisons against the United

States, proceeding under the Federal Tort Claims Act,

for damage to their automobile and, by Mrs. Jimison,

for personal injuries. (Vol. 1, 2-5) After a trial the

Court ruled that the plaintiff take nothing and the

defendant recover its costs. (Vol. 1, 224-238) The de-

cision of the trial is reported at 267 Fed. Sup. 674. A

summary of the Court's ruling is contained in its

opinion at page 236 of Vol. 1.

"Bucciarelli's testimony that he did not see the crane

or Jimison car until he was on the bridge is simply

incredible. In any event, it is obvious from the

testimony of Jerry Jimison and Ramsbacher, as

well as the physical facts, that Bucciarelli had a

clear, unobstructed view of both the car and crane

for at least half a mile. Under the Montana law

it was his duty to 'see what is in plain sight', and

in legal effect he is in the position of having actu-

ally seen the obstruction in ample time to avoid the

the collision. Under these circumstances neither

Ramsbacher nor the Jimisons were obliged to foresee

or anticipate that Bucciarelli would drive his auto-

mobile into the rear of the stopped Jimison car.

Bucciarelli's negligence was the sole proximate

cause of the accident. His actions constituted an

intervening force which was a superseding cause

of the accident, precluding any negligence of

Ramsbacher from being a proximate cause of the
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accident."

A motion for new trial and an exception to one

of the Court's findings was made as follows: (Vol I,

241)

"Plaintiffs move the court to set aside its opinion

and judgment rendered thereon entered herein on

the 26th day of May 1967, and to grant plaintiffs a

new trial on the grounds that:

1. The evidence does not support the findings of

fact upon which the opinion is based.

2. The court erred in making the following finding

contained on page 13 of the typewritten opinion:

*In any event, it is obvious from the testimony

of Jerry Jimison and Ramsbacher, as well as

the physical facts, that Bucciarelli had a clear,

unobstructed view of both the car and crane for

at least half a mile.'

3. The opinion and judgment are contrary to law
in that they reduce and narrow the liability of

one who negligently obstructs a public highway.

4. The opinion and judgment are contrary to law
in that they relieve the defendant from liability

for the forseeable consequences of its negligence."

The motion for new trial was denied, the Court

saying: (Vol. 1, 268, 269)

"I agree with counsel for the plaintiff that Bucci-

arelli must have seen the Jimison car and that his

use of the word 'see' should be construed as *per-

[

ceive' or being 'apprised'. As stated in the opinion,

I

I find Bucciarelli's testimony incredible. The mere
fact that he states that he did not see either the

j
Jimison car or the crane until he was on the bridge
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does not excuse him from seeing what was 'in plain

sight'."

The Court declined to grant plaintiffs a new

trial or amend the finding to which exception was

taken. This appeal followed. (Vol. 1, 275)

We feel the District Court in releasing the United

States from the responsibility for its negligence ap-

plied an illogical, outmoded concept which has been

generally rejected and for which there is no predicate

in this State. Even if the Court's theory is correct

there is no evidence to support the finding critic-

al to the application of the theory, that is, that Bucci-

arelli's view of the obstruction was "clear and un-

obstructed".

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS

1. The Court erred in ruling that the United

States was excused from responsibility for negligent-

ly obstructing a bridge on the basis that another neg-

ligent person, Bucciarelli, should have seen the ob-

struction in time to avoid it.

2. The Court erred in finding on page 13 of the

original opinion (Vol. I p. 236) as follows:

"In any event, it is obvious from the testimony of

Jerry Jimison and Ramsbacher, as well as the phys-

ical facts, that Bucciarelli had a clear, unobstructed

view of both the car and crane for at least half a

mile."

The reason the finding is erroneous is because
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the evidence produced did not indicate as the Court

found and the evidence available militates against

such finding.

ARGUMENT
THE DEFENDANT, THE UNITED STATES,

WAS NEGLIGENT AND ITS NEGLIGENCE
CONCURRED IN CAUSING THE INJURY AND
DAMAGE FOR WHICH CLAIM IS MADE. (Rel-

ative to Specification of Error Number 1)

At the trial the negligence of the United States

was not seriously denied. The Court tacitly found

the United States negligent when it determined that

the negligence of Bucciarelli intervened or superseded

as to insulate the defendant from the consequences

of its negligence.

In placing its machinery on the bridge as it did,

defendant violated a Montana statute. Sec. 32-21-101

R.C.M. (1947).

"(a) No person shall stop, stand, or park a vehicle,

except when necessary to avoid conflict with other

traffic or in compliance with law or the directions

of a police officer or highway patrolman or traffic-

control device, in any of the following places:

13. Upon any bridge or other elevated structure

upon a highway ."

This section of the code is, by another statute,

made applicable to vehicles operated by the United

States. See Sec. 32-2127 R.C.M. (1947)
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"(a) The provisions of this act applicable to the

drivers of vehicles upon the highways shall apply

to the drivers of all vehicles owned or operated by

the United States, this State, or any county, city,

or town, district, or any other political subdivision

of the state, except as provided in this section and

subject to such specific exceptions as are set forth

in this act with reference to authorized emergency

vehicles.

(b) Persons Working on Highways—Exceptions.

Unless specifically made applicable, the provisions

of this chapter except those contained in sections

32-2176 to 32-2183 shall not apply to persons, teams,

motor vehicles and other equipment while actually

engaged in work upon the surface of a highway
but shall apply to such persons and vehicles when
traveling to or from such work."

Violation of a state motor vehicle law designed

for the safety and protection of the public constitutes

negligence as a matter of law. Faucette v. Christen-

sen, 145 Mont. 28, 400 P.2d 883, 885, Rader v. NichoUs,

140 Mont. 459, 373 P.2d 312, Daly v. Swift & Co., 90

Mont. 52, 300 P. 265.

If it can be said that defendant had some right to

obstruct the highway then it was obliged to erect a

proper warning system. Montana has adopted the

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

Faucett€ v. Christensen, 145 Mont. 28, 400 P. 2d 883.

This manual provides that on a two lane highway

such as State Highway 16 if "heavily traveled" the

warning sequence should begin 1100 feet from the

point of obstruction. The first warning is a sign stat-
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ing "One Lane Road Ahead". This sign is to be 48

inches by 48 inches, yellow with black lettering. Five

hundred feet further down the road is to be another

sign of the same size and color reading "Flagman

500 Ft.". Five hundred feet further on is to be a flag-

man to direct traffic. From the flagman to the point of

obstruction there is to be a series of yellow traffic

cones to guide one lane of traffic temporarily into the

other lane. If the obstruction is on a "lightly traveled"

road the manual requires a warning sequence of 850

feet commencing with a sign 30 inches square followed

750 feet later by a series of traffic cones commencing

100 feet from the point of obstruction and placed as to

guide all traffic into one lane. (See manual introduced

into evidence as Exhibit 20 at pp. 276, 280 and 299.)

The only evidence on the point (from Government wit-

ness Ramsbacher and patrolman Marshall) was to the

effect that at least part of the time the traffic on the

bridge was "heavy" requiring the employment of the

large signs in sequence and flagman. Even if the road

is considered "lightly traveled" and even if Ramsbach-

er's testimony is accepted as against that of Jimisons',

Bucciarelli's and the highway patrolman the sign that

he placed was only about 2/3 as large as it was sup-

posed to be and was placed about 1/3 as far from the

obstruction as required. No traffic cones were used.

In view of the facts that the highway was, at
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least part of the time, heavily traveled, that it was

narrow, that it was substantially obstructed, that

Ramsbacher's vision and hearing were necessarily

preoccupied with his work, that use of warning de-

vices was casual and half-hearted, the happening of

the collision under consideration in this case was

was more than forseeable, it was inevitable.

THE DECISION OF THE DISTRICT COURT
EXCUSING THE DEFENDANT FROM THE
CONSEQUENCES OF ITS NEGLIGENCE WAS
ERRONEOUS. (Relative to Specification of Error

Number 1)

In this case it was not seriously contended that

the government was not negligent and the Court by

implication found the government negligent. It is

clear that but for this negligence the collision would

not have occurred. That anyone should be granted

immunity in this circumstance does not square with

basic tort law precepts of responsibility for fault.

There is no basis for according the government spec-

ial treatment in this matter. The Tort Claims Act

provides that the United States is liable "— under

circumstances where the United States, if a private

person, would be liable to the claimant in accordance

with the law of the place where the act oi* omission

occurred." 28 U.S.C.A. 1346.

The government contrary to the express direc-
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tions of a statute enacted for public safety made a

practice of obstructing a busy highway for several

hours at a time. When this practice resulted in an

accident the Court, conceding the negligence of the

government, ruled that it was not responsible be-

cause Bucciarelli should have seen the obstruction in

time to avoid injuring Mrs. Jimison, a third party

who was completely innocent of any negligence at all.

In so ruling the District Court adopted a theory

that is best described as a legal curiosity. The theory

is an illogical, unfair, anachronism denounced by

scholars and repudiated by nearly all courts. The

theory has not been adopted in Montana and such a

theory, further, is contrary to established principles

of tort law in Montana. See Harper and James, The

Law of Torts, Vol. 2, Sec. 20.6 pp. 1156-1158.

"Another restrictive test, emphasizing chiefly the

chronology of intervening human acts, holds only

the last wrongdoer liable for an injury produced

by the combined effect of successive acts of wrong-
doing. This rule may have stemmed in part from a

notion (which once had some currency) that the

law fulfilled its function if it offered one legally

liable defendant to a plaintiff, so that it was super-

fluous and in some peculiar way uneconomical to

offer more. The rule may also be traceable to the

reluctance of courts to admit that subsequent un-

lawful action may be expectable or that earlier

wrongdoers should be responsible for such action.

At any rate, whatever the reason, the last wrong-
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doer rule has been used infrequently and capricious-

ly to limit liability throughout the history of negli-

gence law.

The sporadic instances of such use have probably

been confined to a few situations where the law,

for reasons of real or supposed policy, has disfav-

ored a type of claim or defense which it neverthe-

less allows. Thus recovery has been denied in a

suit against a municipality for a highway defect

if the accident was also contributed to by the wrong-

ful act of a third person. This limitation has found

favor in the same class of cases in Pennsylvania

also. In nearly all states the doctrine of last clear

chance, a variant of the last wrongdoer rule, is em-

ployed as a limitation on the disfavored defense of

plaintiff's contributory negligence. Occasionally, the

defense of contributory negligence itself has been

called merely an application of the last wrongdoer

rule. And a harsh, indefensible doctrine has recently

been fashioned by a few courts to exonerate an il-

legally parked vehicle from liability, even to innocent

victims, wherever the moving driver saw the parked

vehicle in time to avoid hitting it."

This last sentence of the above quoted section is

footnoted as follows:

''Of course if the only negligence of the parked

vehicle is the failure to set out proper signals, that

failure is not a cause in fact of being hit by a driver

who saw the obstruction anyway. Jilka v. National

Mut. Cas. Co., 152 Kan. 537, 106 P.2d 665 (1940).

But if the vehicle is standing on a part of the high-

way where it is forbidden to park, the purpose of

the prohibition is surely in part to cut down the
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chance of being hit by confused and stupid drivers,

as well as by inattentive ones. Yet a few courts

have evoked the last wrongdoer rule from the shades

of the past to insulate the parked vehicle's operator

or owner from liability wherever the overtaking

driver saw the obstruction when he still could have

stopped. Medred v. Doolittle, 220 Minn. 352, 19

N.W. 2d 788 (1945); Kline v. Myer, 325 Pa. 357,

191 Atl. 43 (1937) (perhaps no different from the

Jilka case, supra, but uses broader language). Some
courts have even used this kind of reasoning where

the overtaking driver negligently failed to see the

obstruction. Hubbard v. Murray, 173 Va. 448, 3

S.E.2d 397 (1939) ; Hataway v. F. Strauss & Son,

158 So. 408 (La. App. 1935) ; cf. Jaggers v. South-

eastern G.L. Co., 34 F. Supp. 667 (M.D. Tenn. 1940).

Cases where the accident would have happened any-

way even if defendant's car had been left so as to

leave the legal clearance are, of course, distinguish-

able. Schultz V. Brogan, 251 Wis. 390, 29 N.W.2d
719 (1947); Walton v. Blauert, 256 Wis. 125, 40

N.W.2d 545 (1949).

The weight of authority, however, quite properly

allows the innocent victim to hold both the one who
parked the stationary vehicle and the driver who
negligently ran into him. Kieper v. Pacific G. & E.

Co., 36 Cal. App. 362, 172 Pac. 180 (1918) ; cases col-

lected in annotations, 111 A.L.R. 412 (1937), 131

id. 502, 605 (1941)."

See also Prosser On Torts, 3rd Ed., Sec. 49 p. 285.

"The last human wrongdoer. A similar formula,

which has been stated and followed by some courts,

would place the legal responsibility upon the last

culpable human actor in point of time, and exempt
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all those antecedent to him. This rule may have

been due, at least in part, to the idea, which once had

some eurrenc}^ that the law fulfilled its function if

it provided one legally responsible defendant, and

that it was superfluous, uneconomical, and confus-

ing to the issue to offer more. Such a rule is un-

workable in two respects. The last human wrongdoer

is not always responsible; he may be relieved be-

cause his negligence did not extend to the particular

risk, or by reason of unforseen intervening forces

over which he had no control. And the earlier actor

may be held responsible if he was under an obliga-

tion to protect the plaintiff against the later wrong-

ful conduct, as in the numerous cases where the

defendant is required to anticipate and safeguard

the plaintiff against the negligent, or even the crimi-

nal acts of others. Although British law still has

some trouble with it, the rule is now of purely his-

torical interest in the United States, except for odd

bits and pieces of peculiar law which sur\dve here

and there,
"

The last sentence of the above quote is footnoted

in part as follows:

"See Eldredge, Culpable Intervention as Supersed-

ing Cause, 1937, 86 U.Pa.L.Rev. 121, reprinted in

Eldredge, Modem Tort Problems, 1941, 205. Also

such cases as ]Medved v. Doolittle, 1945, 220 Minn.

352, 19 N.W.2d 788; Kline v. :\Ioyer, 1937, 325 Pa.

357, 191 A. 43, 111 A.L.R. 406; Hubbard v. Murray,

1939, 173 Va. 448, 3 S.E.2d 397, where one who neg-

ligently parks a car is held not hable because another

driver has run into it."
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THE DECISION OF THE LOWER COURT IS

BASED ON A MISUNDERSTANDING OF THE
CASE OF BOEPPLE v. MOHALT. (Relative to Spec-

ification of Error Number 1)

The District Court made its decision turn on the

case of Boepple v. Mohalt, 1936, 101 Mont. 417, 54 P.2d

857, and relied upon it again in its decision denying the

motion for new trial. The case is not in point and is

not authority for the Court's decision. In this case

Boepple and his wife were driving down a road and

ran into a road grader operated by Mohalt. Mrs.

Boepple sued Mohalt and the question before the

Court was not whether or not Mr. Boepple's negli-

gence intervened in and superseded Mohalt's negli-

gence but whether Mohalt was negligent at all. The

case was not concerned with the question of inter-

vening or superseding negligence and is not authority

in that field of law. The Court, after considering the

charges of negligence against Mohalt and the evi-

dence, ruled that the charges of negligence were not

proved and Mohalt was not negligent, saying:

"On the whole, the pictures all demonstrate clearly

and beyond doubt that the alleged sharp curve and
steep hill were in reality only of a slight nature;

that Boepple's vision or ability to see the grader was
in no way obstructed by the hill, curve, or anything

else for a distance of at least 239 feet. The entire

grader and its exact location on the road were clear-
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ly discernible at that distance. Indeed, the pictures

demonstrate that there was no obstruction which

could have prevented Boepple from seeing the

grader at a distance of more than 400 feet, had he

been keeping a proper lookout.

The physical facts, as shown by the photo-

graphs, together with the evidence, contradict the

claims of plaintiff and disclose that there was un-

questionably ample room for Boepple to have passed

around the grader. This circumstance, together with

Boepple's own statement that his eyesight was

good, and the evidence showing conclusively that

he could have easily stopped or avoided the grader

if he had seen it at a distance of 239 feet, lead to

the inevitable conclusion that the sole, direct, and

proximate cause of the accident was Boepple's fail-

ure to keep a proper lookout ahead. Clearly, there

is no merit in the allegation that the grader was

parked at a concealed or hidden point on a curve

near the brow of a hill in such manner that Boepple

could not see it until he was too close to avoid the

collision. The onlv evidence disclosed bv the record

which would tend to controvert this conclusion is

Boepple's testimony that he would have had to be

within 119^2 feet of the grader in order to deter-

mine which side of the road it was on, and that he

did not see the grader in time to avoid colliding with

it, and the bare assertion of Boepple and plaintiff

that they were keeping a lookout ahead.

Obviously, the sole and proximate cause of the

accident here was Boepple's failure to observe and

comply with the above requirements, which the law

imposes on him."

The Court's ruling that Boepple's acts were the
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"sole proximate cause" v/as not a determination of

proximate causation between two negligent defend-

ants but a determination that Boepple, alone, was

negligent. At the end of its opinion the Court did say:

"Even if it were true that defendant was negligent

in these particulars, still it is manifest from what

we have said already that such negligence was not

the proximate cause of the accident;"

This statement is a musing or speculation by the

Court on a situation not before it for decision.

"An expression in an opinion which is not necesasry

to support the decision reached by the Court is dic-

tum or obiter dictum." 20 Am Jur 2d, Courts, Sec. 74.

"In applying the doctrine of stare decisis, a distinc-

tion is made between a holding and a dictum. Gen-

erally stare decisis does not attach to such parts of

an opinion of a court which are mere dicta. The rea-

son for distinguishing a dictum from a holding has

been said be that a question actually before the court

and decided by it is investigated with care and
considered in its full extent, whereas other princ-

iples, although considered in their relation to the

case decided, are seldom completely investigated as

to their possible bearing on other cases."

20 Am Jur 2d, Courts, Sec. 190.

The quoted dictum has never been adopted as

the rule of any case in the 23 years following the ren-

dition of the Boepple case. We will show in a following

subdivision of this brief that Montana has never

adopted the "Last Wrongdoer" theory of tort law and
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has in fact long followed principles of tort law con-

trary to any such theory. The dictum is simply an

irrelevancy which apparently was the cause of the

unfortunate result obtained in this case.

The other Montana cases cited by the Court,

Fulton V. Chouteau County Farmers' Co., 1934, 98

Mont. 48, 37 P.2d 1025, and Merithew v. ffiU, D. C.

Mont. 1958, 167 F. Supp. 320, are not concerned with

the rights of innocent third persons as against tort-

feasors whose torts concur to cause the injury and do

not deal with the question of "last wrongdoer" and

thus are not authority for the court's position.

THE DECISION OF THE DISTRICT COURT

IS CONTRARY TO THE OVERWHELMING

WEIGHT OF AUTHORITY. (Relative to Specifica-

tion of Error Number 1)

Nearly all the courts which have considered cir-

cumstances such as in the case at bar have ruled that

where the negligence of two tortfeasors concurs to

cause injury, the injured person, if innocent, may

recover from either or both of them. The "last

wrongdoer" rule has generally been repudiated when

determining the responsibility of one who illegally

parks upon or otherwise obstructs a public highway.

There are many cases in this vein. We have not select-

ed from or even cited most of the cases.
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One of the cases is Butts v. Ward (1938), 116 A.L.

R. 1441, 227 Wis. 387, 279 N.W. 6. In this case a truck

owner appealed a judgment against him claiming that

if the driver of the car which swerved actually saw

the truck in time to avoid hitting it then his act was

a superseding cause which would relieve the truck

owner of liability. The Court ruled against the truck

owner, saying:

" but to give to those cases (cited by the truck

owner) or to general statements contained in their

opinions the effect contended for would be to render

nugatory, in most if not all situations, the statutory

provision against leaving vehicles in the traveled

lane of roads without the designated safeguards,

and to disregard the implied statutory declaration

that injury to others is reasonably to be anticipated

from so leaving them.

The case of Kline v. Moyer, 325 Pa. 357, 191 A.

43, 111 A.L.R. 406, is relied on in support of the

theory contended for. The facts in that case are

practically the same as in the instant case. The
opinion does not state that any safety statute was
violated in connection with the standing truck there

involved, but such was doubtless the case. Assuming
that the ruling in that case supports the contention

here made, we cannot follow it. Doing so would per-

mit one driver to violate any statutory regulation

without civil responsibility for collisions with anoth-

er vehicle resulting from his violaton whenever the

stuation was such that the driver of the latter ve-

hicle could by the exercise of ordinary care avoid

the collision. This would be contrary to our former
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holdings as above pointed out. It would disregard

the idea of reasonable anticipation involved in prox-

imate causation that is implied from the enactment

of statutory safety regulations. Whenever the Leg-

islature enacts a safety statute, it declares that in-

jury from violation of it is reasonably to be antici-

pated. The Legislature establishes the standard of

care to be exercised and liability for injuiy resulting

from violation of the standard follows."

The Court's reasoning, we submit, is logical and

is entirely applicable to the matter being considered.

The case of Kline v. Moyer, 111 A.L.R. 406, 325

Pa. 357, 191 A. 43, which the Wisconsin Court declined

to follow is practically identical on the facts with the

Butts V. Ward case except that the Court ruled that

if the swerving driver saw the parked truck in time

to avoid the collision then this would be an interven-

ing cause but if through negligence or inattention he

failed to see the parked vehicle it would not be a

superseding cause, saying:

"Where a second actor has become aware of the

existence of a potential danger created by the neg-

ligence of an original tort-feasor, and thereafter, by

an independent act of negligence, brings about an

accident, the first tort-feasor is relieved of liability,

because the condition created by him was merely a

circumstance of the accident and not its proximate

cause. Where, however, the second actor does not

become apprised of such danger until his own negli-

gence, added to that of the existing perilous condi-

tion, has made the accident inevitable, the negligent
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acts of the two tort-feasors are contributing causes

and proximate factors in the happening of the acci-

dent and impose liability upon both of the guilty

parties."

It is uncontradicted that in the case at bar,

Bucciarelli did not become aware of the obstruction

until the accident was inevitable. Either the Butts v.

Ward case or the Kline v. Moyer case are good

authority for appelant's position.

The case of North American Van Lines v. Brown,

8th U.S.CJ^. Mo. 1957, 248 F.2d 905, concerned a truck

illegally parked upon a highway. The driver of an

overtaking vehicle, a Mr. Butterfield, swerved to miss

the truck and thereby caused the driver of an oncom-

ing car to swerve and upset causing injuries. The oc-

cupant of the car which upset recovered judgment

against the truck owner and he appealed claiming

that his negligence was not the proximate cause of

the upset. The Court upheld the judgment against

the truck owner saying:

"Appellant emphasizes that there actually was suf-

ficient room between the rear of the parked truck

and the center line of the highway for Butterfield

to pass safely by slowing down, driving over the

reflectors and negotiating his six-foot wide automo-

bile through the approximate seven and one-half

feet remaining between the rear of the trailer and
the center line of the highway. They contend that in

not doing so, Butterfield was patently negligent,

but want of casual connection between defendant's
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negligence and plaintiff's injuries was not conclu-

sively established and defendant's driver when he

parked in the position and place that he did, should

reasonably have considered the probability of in-

jury, not only from careful drivers of other vehicles,

but from negligent ones. Leek v. Dillard, supra, Mo.

App., 304 S.W.2d at page 66, and cases cited therein.

We do not consider the act of Butterfield so extra-

ordinary in this situation as not to be reasonably

foreseeable."

See Jaggers v. Southeastern Greyhound Lines, 6th

U. S. C. A. Tenn. 1942, 126 F^d 762. In this a driver

negligently ran his car into the rear end of a bus which

was parked in violation of statute. The question was

whether the bus owner should be relieved of liability

because its negligence was not the proximate cause of

the accident. The Court said that the bus company

was liable.

f
"We cannot agree, as a matter of law, that the neg-

ligence of LeftN\ich was the sole, proximate cause of

the accident. If we assume that Leftwich was guilty

of gross negligence in driving, we are still confront-

ed with the fact that the bus was left standing upon

the highway. Its presence there was a concumng,
contributing factor. If it had not been there, there

would have been no accident."

The case of Northern Indiana Transit v. Burk,

(1950) 17 A.L.R. 2d 572, 228 Ind. 162, 89 N.E.2d 905

is in point. In this case the suit was by a bus passenger

against the bus company (its bus was negligently
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parked too far from the curb) and against the driver

of an automobile which collided with the bus while it

was so parked. The question was whether the bus

company should be discharged from a judgment be-

cause of the superseding negligence of the automobile

operator. The Court held that the bus company was

responsible, saying:

*'We think that it could have been found that in its

general nature, what actually occurred was

a probable consequence of the defendant's negli-

gence, when all the attendant circumstances are

considered, and that it was not something which

was only remotely and slightly probable.'

The negligence of the operator of a motor ve-

hicle in stopping or parking his car may be a proxi-

mate cause of injury even though the negligence of

the operator of another motor vehicle is an active

force in contributing to the final result."

See also the following cases, all of which are in

point and all of which support the rulings in the above

cases. Mason v. Crawford, 1936, 17 Cal. App. 2d 529,

62 P.2d 420; Herzog v. White, 1937, 49 Ariz.

313, 66 P.2d 253; Caylor v. B. C. Motor Transp.,

1937, 191 Wash. 365, 71 P.2d 162; Tilden v. Ash,

1937, 145 Kan. 909, 67 P.2d 614; Birks v. East Side

Transfer, 1952, 194 Ore. 7, 241 P.2d 120; Stafford

V. Roadway Transit Co., 3rd U.S.C.A., Pa. 1948, 165 F.

2d 920; D. C. Transit System, Inc. v. Slingland, U.S.

C.A., D. C. 1959, 266 F.2d 465; Northern Liquid Gas
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Co. V. Hildreth 1950, 8th U.S.C.A., Minn. 180 F.2d

330; Stafford v. Roadway Transit Co., W.D. Penn.

1947, 70 F. Supp. 555; Cronenberg v. United States,

U.S.D.C., N. C, 1954, 123 F. Supp. 693 Eberhart v.

Abshire, 7th U.S.C.A. Ind. 1946, 158 F.2d 24; Thom-

son V. Bayless, Sup. Ct. Cal. 1944, 24 Cal. 2nd 543,

150 P.2d 413. See also 7 Am Jur 2d, Automobiles, Sec.

371, 131 A.L.R. 605 and Restatment of the Law Torts

2d, Sections 439-447.

There may be an occasional case which is con-

trary to the foregoing authority. These cases are as

Prosser puts it
" odd bits and pieces of peculiar

law " (supra) or as Harper & James say " a

harsh, indefensible doctrine " (supra).

MONTANA PRECEDENT IS CONTRARY TO

THE DISTRICT COURT'S RULING. (Relative to

Specification of Error Number 1)

The District Court noted that Montana does not

have any cases directly in point on the ruling it made.

Montana does, however, have many cases on the ques-

tion of liability for concurring negligence which show

that this state has never adopted the "last wrongdoer"

rule but has, to the contrary, a long tradition of plac-

ing responsibility for negligence upon all whose neg-

ligence concurred in producing the injuiy whether the

negligence be active, passive, first or last.

In the leading Montana case of Meisner v. City
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of Dillon, 1903, 29 Mont. 116, 74 P. 130, the action was

against a city for negligence in allowing its streets to

fall into disrepair. When plaintiff's horse ran away

the runaway concurring with the city's negligence

produced injuries. The defendant city claimed its neg-

ligence was not the proximate cause of the injuries

but the Montana Supreme Court held otherwise, say-

ing:

"While this theory of the law (of defendant) has

the support of very respectable authority, we pre-

fer to follow the doctrine which appears to be sup-

ported by the weight of authority and the better

reasoning, viz., that where two causes contribute

to an injury, one of which is directly traceable to

the defendant's negligence, and for the other of

which neither party is responsible, the defendant

will be held liable, provided the injury would not

have been sustained but for such negligence. Lun-

deen v. Livingston E. L. Co., 17 Mont. 32, 41 Pac. 995;

Elliott on Roads and Streets, Sec. 615; Chicago &
N. W. Ry. Co. V. Prescott, 59 Fed. 237, 8 CCA. 109,

,23 L.R.A. 654; Brennan v. City of St. Louis, 92

Mo. 482, 2 S. W. 481. The question for determination

in this instance was not whether defendant's negli-

gence was the sole cause of the injury, but whether
it was causa sine qua non. Hayes v. Mich. Central

R. Co., Ill U. S. 228, 4 Sup. Ct. 369, 28 L. Ed. 410.

This question, we think, was fairly submitted to the

jury for determination. The doctrine here announ-
ced is very fully set forth in Union St. R. Co. v.

Stone (Kan.) 37 Pac. 1012, in an action the facts of

which are very similar to the facts in the case at
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bar. The court in part says : 'It is urged that there

is no liability on the part of the railway company or

the city of Winfield for the negligent defect or ob-

struction of the street, as the runaway team con-

curred in producing the injuries of Mrs. Stone. This

is the rule in Massachosetts, Maine, Wisconsin, and

West Virginia, but the contrary is held by the courts

of New York, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Missouri, In-

diana, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont, and

Texas. Elliott, in his recent work on Roads and

Streets, says: "According to the weight of author-

ity, the city is liable where a horse takes fright,

without any negligence on the part of the driver, at

some object for which the municipality is not re-

sponsible, and gets beyond the control of his driver,

and nms away, and comes in contact with some
obstruction or defect in the road or street which the

city has been negligent in not removing or repairing,

if the injuries would ot have been sustained but for

the obstruction or defect." * * * We prefer to follow

the general weight of authority, and therefore can-

not adopt the rule that cities are not liable for in-

juries to a runaway horse or his owner occasioned

by an obstruction or defect in the streets.'
"

The Montana courts have consistently ruled that

if the negligence is the cause without which the injury

would not have occurred (causa sine qua non) then

if the defendant is responsible for the cause he is re-

sponsible in damages.

In the very early case of Lundeen v. Livingston

Electric Co. (1895) 17 IMont. 32, 41 P. 995, the action

was against a power company for negligently obstruc-
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ting a public way. The plaintiff was injured when her

horse shied and ran into a post, the property of de-

fendant. The post broke and its guy wire (which was

so low on its lower end as to obstruct ordinary traffic)

dragged plaintiff from her horse and injured her. The

question for the Court on appeal was whether or not

the low placing of the guy wire was the proximate

cause of the injury. The Court held for the plaintiff,

saying

:

"We think it was the duty of the defendant to have

placed this guy wire so high above the ground that

persons could pass under it, either on foot or horse-

back, in the day or night time, without danger of

being injured. Placed as it was, it was not only an

obstruction to the free and ordinary use of the

street, but it was dangerous to the safety of persons

who had the right to travel the streets. We think

that a reasonably prudent person must have fore-

seen, when stringing this wire in the street as it was
strung, that just such accidents and calamities were
liable to occur as happened to the plaintiff in this

case."

The case of Mize v. Rocky Mountain Bell Tele-

phone Co., (1909) 38 Mont. 521, 100 P. 971, considered

the question of proximate cause. Some wires on a

telephone company pole fell onto the wires of a power

company and became energized. About nine miles

away the electricity was conducted down a guy wire

(which touched the telephone wire) to a fence (which
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also touched the guy wire) thence along the fence to

another fence for a distance of about 3 '4 mile where

the claimaait's decedent come in contact with the

fence and was killed. One of the contentions was that

the guy wire touching the telephone wire constituted a

superseding cause as to the power company's liability.

The Court ruled otherwise, saying:

''What intervening cause will break the chain of

sequence and so far insulate the first wrongdoer's

negligence from the injury as to relieve such wrong-

doer? The courts have experienced some dif-

ficulty in answering this inquiry, and they are not

altogether in harmony upon the subject; but to this

extent they may be said to agree: That to relieve

the original wrongdoer the result must be such that

he could not reasonably have anticipated it. In 29

Cyc. 499, the rule is stated as follow^s: The mere

circumstance that there have intervened between

the wrongful cause and the injurious consequence

acts produced by the volition of animals or persons

does not necessarily make the result so remote that

no action can be maintained. The test is not to be

found in the number of intervening events or agen-

cies, but in their character and in the natural con-

nection between the wrong done and the injurious

consequence, and if such result is attributable to the

original negligence as a result which might reason-

ably have been foreseen as probable, the liability

continues.' What ought to be foreseen or anticipated

as the probable consequence of the wrongdoer's

negligence? In the first instance, it is not necessaiT

to show that he ought to have anticipated the partic-
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ular injury which did result; but it is sufficient to

show that he ought to have anticipated that some

injury was Hkely to result as the reasonable and

natural consequence of his negligence. This is the

meaning of section 6068, Rev. Codes, and expresses

the rule announced by this court in Reino v. Mon-
tana M. L. Dev. Co., 38 Mont , 99 Pac. 853.

these defendants ought reasonably to have

anticipated that, by their negligence in permitting

this private wire to become charged with a danger-

ous current of electricity, serious injury would re-

sult to someone if in fact the private wire, or wire

leading from it. was exposed as it might be exposed."

In the case of McCIoskey v. City of Butte, 1927, 78

Mont. 180, 253 P. 267, the action was by a pedestrian

against the city for negligently allowing a trap door

to be placed in a sidewalk. As plaintiff stepped on or

near the door it was opened by another person causing

plaintiff to be thrown down and injured. On consider-

ing the question of proximate cause, the Court held

the city to be responsible quoting with approval from

another authority.

'' *It is not necessary that the cause of the injury

should be the immediate, the last, or the nearest

i cause, in time or distance, to the consummation of

j

the injury. It is sufficient if it be the efficient cause

\ which set in motion the chain of circumstances lead-

i ng up to the injury and which, in natural, continu-

1 ous sequence, unbroken by any new and independent
' cause, produced the injury. The primary cause will

I' be the proximate cause where it is so linked and
' bound to the succeeding events that all create or be-
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come a continuous whole, the one so operating on the

others as to make the injury the result of the pri-

mary cause. * * * As a general rule, it may be said

that negligence, to render a person liable, need not

be the sole cause of an injury. It is sufficient that

his negligence, concurring with one or more effi-

cient causes, other than plaintiffs fault, is the prox-

imate cause of the injury.'
"

The case of O'Brien v. Corra-Rock Island Mining

(Co., 1909, 40 Mont. 212, 105 P. 724, was an action by a

iinner against his employer for injuries caused by ar.

explosion. It appeared that the employer had caused

blasting caps to be negligently stored with explosives

but the actual explosion was caused by the negligence

of plaintiff's fellow servant. The negligence of both

the employer and fellow servant having been found,

the question was whether or not the negligence of the

fellow servant superseded that of the employer. The

Court held not, saying:

"If the jury found that the defendant company was

guilty of negligence in storing the powder where it

was stored, and knew or by the exercise of ordinai7

care ought to have known that caps were kept with

the powder, and that but for such negligence the ac-

cident would not have occurred, then, even though

the negligence of a fellow servant of O'Brien caused

the explosion, the defendant company would not be

entitled to escape liability. Meisner v. City of Dillon,

29 Mont. 116, 74 Pac. 130. And the same result would

be reached if the cause of the explosion could not be

attributed to the negligence of any one; - -
"
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See also Burns v. Eminger, 1929, 84 Mont. 397,

276 P. 437; Bensley v. Miles City, 1932, 91 Mont. 561, 9

P.2d 168; Stewart v. Stone & Webster Engineering

Corporation, 1911, 44 Mont. 160, 119 P. 568; Birsch v.

Citizens' Electric Co., 1908, 36 Mont. 574, 93 P. 940;

Frederick v. Hale, 1910, 42 Mont. 153, 112 P. 70; Smith

V. Bonner, 1922, 63 Mont. 571, 208 P. 603. These cases

are all concerned with the question of defendant's neg-

ligence concurring with the negligence of another or

with an act of God to produce the injury to the claim-

ant. In deciding the question the Montana Courts have

consistently taken the position that responsibility will

be placed on the defendant for his negligence if the

injury would not have occurred without the negli-

gence. Applying this test to facts under consideration,

the Montana Court would undoubtedly hold that the

United States in obstructing the bridge so that two

vehicles could not pass would have to bear the re-

sponsibility for the resulting collision. Montana law

is uniformly against the idea of releasing, under the

guise of proximate cause, the first wrongdoer or the

passive wrongdoer.

THE MINORITY VIEW, RELIED UPON BY
THE COURT, DOES NOT CLEARLY SUPPORT
^HE COURT UNDER THE FACTS OF THIS CASE.

(Relative to Specification of Error Number 1)

The District Court relies upon cases decided in
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Utah for its position that one approaching a negli-

gently placed object on the highway is the sole proxi-

mate cause of a collision between his vehicle and the

object if he could have seen it in time to avoid the

collision.

Actually, Utah is in accord \\ith the majority mle '

in its holdings. See United States v. First Sec. Bank of

Utah, U^.CA. 10th Cir. Utah, 1953, 208 FM 424.

.

In this case one Vernon, a mail truck driver, caused i

his mail truck to suddenly slow without a proper sig- -

nal. This caused a ti*uck operated by one Mardis which

was following to come to an emergency stop. The

emergency stop caused the truck to jackknife into the

adjoining traffic lane and cause collision with an on-

coming automobile operated by plaintiff. Suit was

brought against the United States under the Tort

Claims Act and the question presented to the Court

of Appeals was whether or not the United States

should be absolved from responsibility because Mar-

dis' negligence was the sole proximate cause of the

collision. The Court ruled against the United States,

saying:

"The remaining contention is that the trial court

erred in not finding that Mardis' negligence was the

sole proximate cause of the plaintiffs' injuries. The

United States urges that the doctrine of proximate

cause requires a continuous and unbroken sequence

of events to establish liability, and that where the
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original wrong only becomes injurious in conse-

quence oi the intervention of some distinctive inter-

vening negligent act Dy others, the proximate cause

of the injury will be imputed to the second wrong-

doer. This IS a correct statement of the abstract

law, but to be applicable it must be shown that the

intervening act would have caused the injuries in-

dependently of the original wrong. 38 AmJur., Neg.

Sec. 63. Assuming that Mardis was negligent and

that without such negligence the collision would

not have occurred, it is equally true that without

Vernon's negligence the collision would not have oc-

curred. The collision and the injuries to the plain-

tiffs would not have occurred without the concur-

ring acts of both Mardis and Vernon. The court did

not make a finding as to the negligence of Mardis.

It merely found that if he was negligent, his negli-

gence was not the sole proximate cause of the in-

jury. With this finding we agree.

The negligence of one person cannot be justified

by the concurring negligence of another. Where sev-

eral causes producing an injury are concurrent, and

each is an efficient proximate cause without which

the injury would not have occurred, the injury may
be attributed to ail or any of the causes. Here the

two separate acts occurred at the same time and
both contributed to the injuries. If the acts consti-

tuted negligence both Vernon and Mardis were re-

sponsible, and the plaintiffs could proceed against

one or both of them. McKenna v. Scott, 10 Cir., 202

F.2d 23; McClave v. Moulton, 10 Cir., 123 F.2d 450.

This is the rule in Utah. Charvoz v. Bonneville Irr.

Dist-, Utah. 235 P.2d 780; Caperon v. Tuttle, 100
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Utah 476, 116 P.2d 402, 135 A.L.R. 1399; Jenkins v.

Mammoth Alining Co., 24 Utah 513, 68 P. 845; Hand-

ley V. Daly Mining Co., 15 Utah 176, 49 P. 295; Anno-

tation 131 A.L.R. 605. Caperon v. Tuttle, supra (100

Utah 476, 116 P.2d 404), was an automobile case.

The court said, 'The cases are numerous which hold

that if injuries result from a collision, the proximate

causes of which are the concurring negligent acts

of the driver and a third person, recovery may be

had against either or both of such negligent per-

sons.' It is obvious from the evidence here that the

collision and the resultant injuries to the plaintiffs

would not have occurred except for the acts of both

Vernon and Mardis. Vernon or his employer cannot

escape liability because the acts of Mardis contrib-

uted to those injuries."

The forepfoing is a precise statement of the rule

upon which we rely in this case. The District Court

relied upon the case of Velasquez v. Greyhound Lines,

Inc., 1961, 12 Utah 2nd 379, 366 P.2d 989 (cited by the

Court in its opinion pp. 233-234 of Vol. 1) This

case uses the language quoted by the Court but the

facts of the case are such that the same result would

have been obtained under the majority rule. The facts

were as follows:

"The Greyhound bus driver, by his own admission

saw the Interstate truck as he approached. He said

he first observed it from about three-fourths mile

away and that he realized that both the truck and

the Buckley car were stopped while he was still one-

half mile away. If there had been flares out, or even
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if the truck had been aflame, it could have given him

no more information. He said he intended to stop

behind the truck to render assistance and to add the

benefit of his lights to the scene. As to how far the

truck extended onto the highway: he testified that

it appeared that there would have been room for

him to go by in the same traffic lane without mov-

ing left into the center lane.

The evidence is without dispute that as

the Greyhound bus approached this scene a

veiy strange thing happened: the bus driver

momentarily lost consciousness by either falling

asleep or blacking out from some other cause. He
was roused to consciousness just before the impact

by the warning cry of a woman passenger: 'Don't

hit it.' He swerved the bus to the left but not in time

to avoid hitting the left rear corner of the truck.

Plaintiff is one of several passengers injured in the

collision."

Under the majority rule the result would have

been the same because the bus driver actually saw

'the obstruction in adequate time to avoid the acci-

iden; that the "very strange thing" which happened

iwhen the driver became unconscious was not a for-

seeable risk.

In the case of Hillyard v. Utah By-Products Co.,

I1953, 1 Utah 2d 143, 263 P.2d 287, (cited by the Court p.

1234 of Vol. I) the plaintiff was riding with one who

'had a bottle of beer in one hand and was driving 50

miles per hour in a 25 mile per hour zone while passing

other automobiles finally running his automobile into
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a negligently parked truck. In a suit against the owner

of the parked truck, the Court refused to excuse the

truck owner from liability on the claim that the

negligence of the automobile operator was the sole

proximate cause of the collision. The Court, in dis-

posing of the case, quoted the rule relied upon by this

District Court, i.e., the negligence of the second actor

is superseding if he should have seen the obstacle,

but went on to hold that this rule didn't apply if the

second actor's inattention persisted until he was in

an "emergency situation". The case of Nyman v.

Cedar City, 1961, 12 Utah 2d 45, 361 P. 2d 1114, (Cited

by the Court p. 235 Vol. 1) involved a collision

by an automobile with a bank of dirt left by the city

in installing a curb and gutter. The collision was at

night and the automobile was an unlicensed "Model
i

T" with headlights and brakes "not up to standard",
j

operated by a negligent, drinking driver. The Court i

rejected the claim of the city that the driver's negli-;

gence superseded its own and affirmed a lower court i

judgment against the city in favor of one of the auto-'

mobile passengers. After quoting the rule relied up

by the District Court, the Utah Court said it didn't

apply and that rule was not relied upon.

"But a different principle applies if the later actor

(the driver Walton), even though acting negligent-

ly, did not become aware of the danger until too

late to avoid striking the obstruction. After get-
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ting into such an emergency situation, his action

in driving into the obstruction could be regarded

as acting in combination with the prior negligence

of the city as a concurring proximate cause of the

accident. In that event his act would not be the

sole proximate cause."

The foregoing is a fairly concise statement of the

majority rule. It is not authority for the District

Court's position and is, in fact, directly contradictory

to it.

The case of Koff v Johnson, 1965, 1 Ariz. P.196 401

P.2d 150, (cited by the court Vol. I, p. 235) involved a

claim against a defendant who blocked one lane of an

intersection in attempting to turn with her vehicle. An

approaching driver in the same lane in attempting to

avoid her, lost control of his vehicle and ran into a

third vehicle. On a suit by the driver of the third

vehicle, the trial court directed a verdict in favor of the

defendant. Later the trial judge granted a new trial

.because the direction of a verdict, it decided, was er-

" ror.This grant of new trial was appealed and the judg-

;ment was affirmed. The appellate court said that the

Ijury could have found that the second actor negligent-

ly became confronted with "an emergency situation"

in which case his negligence would not supersede that

of the first actor in causing the highway to be ob-

structed.

The Velasquez case does not apply, on the

facts, to this discussion. The other cases cited by the
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Court in its opinicn as supporting its decision do not

do so. The rule relied upon by the Court is that the

one obstructing the highway is cleared of responsibil-

ity if the following driver saw or should have seen

the obstruction in time to avoid it. The cases cited by

the Court do not apply this rule if the following driver

through negligent inattention failed to see the obstruc-

tion in time to avoid it. This holding is particularly

clear in the case of Nyman v. Cedar City (supra). In

the case at bar it appears without contradiction that

Bucciarelli through negligent inattention did not see

the Jimison automobile until too late to avoid colliding

with it. His view of the obstruction was also limited

or lacking. Under the circumstances the Courts of

Utah and Arizona, two of the very few Courts to an-

nounce the rule upon which the District Court relies,

probably would rule for the plaintiffs rather than

the defendant.

In its order denying motion for new trial (Vol. 1,1

p. 273, 274) the District Court cites the case Beesley

v. United States, U.S.C.A. 10th, 1966, Okla. 3W F.2d

194, which, on its face, supports the Court's decision.

In this case a highway was obstructed by a United

States vehicle which ran out of gas and a following

car was forced to stop, whereupon, a second tortfeasor

rearended the car which stopped. The case was decid-

ed without transcript. Since the second following ve-'
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hide was found negligent for "having defective

brakes" it is fair to conclude that its driver saw the

other two parked vehicles in adequate time to stop but

was unable to do so for lack of brakes. If this conclu-

sion is accurate then the case is in accord with the

majority of cases. The District Court says (Vol. I,

p. 274) that Montana law is "substantially the same"

as the Oklahoma law quoted in the opinion, as follows:

"Where the negligence complained of only creates

a condition which thereafter reacts with a subse-

quent, independent, unforseeable, distinct agency

and produces an injury, the original negligence is

the remote rather than the proximate cause thereof.

This is held to be true though injury would not have

occurred except for the original act."

We do not agree with the District Court in this

observation. A subdivision of this brief shows what

Montana law is on this general question. Conceivably,

Oklahoma jurisprudence does differ from Mon-

tana's and from the overwhelming majority of other

'jurisdictions on this point. If it does so differ, it is

antiquated and unjust.

I

THE COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT
BUCCIARELLI HAD A CLEAR, UNOBSTRUCTED
VIEW OF BOTH JIMISON'S CAR AND THE
CRANE OPERATED BY RAMSBACHER FOR AT
LEAST HALF A MILE. (Relative to Specification

Df Error Number 2)
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Specification of Error Number 2 and this por-

tion of the argument need only be considered if the

Court determines the minority view should prevail on

the legal question presented.

The great majority of the cases hold that one

who negligently obstructs a public highway is respon-

sible to the injured third person if such negligence

combines with the negligence of another to injure the

third person. If this Court follows the majority rule

then whether Bucciarelli had a clear view of the high-

way and the obstruction in it is irrelevant. If this

Court adopts the minority view then the accuracy of

the District Court's finding should be considered. Re-

calling the sequence of events, Ramsbacher obstructed

the Northbound lane of the bridge with the crane. (11,

13-14) The Jimison automobile stopped about 60 feet

away (59-60) and was rearended by Bucciarelli. (60-62)

The Jimison automobile had six people in it. (50-51)

There is not a shred of evidence that Bucciarelli could

see through it or see the obstruction around either side

of it. Buciarelli said he did not see the bridge crane

until after the accident. (128) The Court ruled:

*Tn any event, it is obvious from the testimony of

Jerry Jimison and Ramsbacher, as well as the physi-,

cal facts, that Bucciarelli had a clear, unobstiiicted

view of both the car and crane for at least half

a mile." (Tr. Vol. I, p. 236)

Bucciarelli has no recollection of following tl.i
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rimison automobile until immediately prior to the

iccident. (122, 124) Ramsbacher said he saw the auto-

nobiles come around the corner over 2100 feet away

;Ex 10), that they " - - were fairly close together.

Chat is how come I was more or less interested in

hem." (110) He said they were still close together as

hey come upon the bridge (32), that there was no in-

erval of time between th stopping of the Jimison

lutomobile and the collision (36) and that the cause

)f the collision (in his opinion) was that "the second

:ar was following too close and run into the back of

lim." (36) Neither Jerry Jimison nor his mother tes-

ified as to how far the Bucciarelli automobile was

'oliowing them. Both of them testified that Jerry's

'oot was still on the brake when the colhsion occurred.

^61, 94) On this record plaintiffs excepted to the

Court's finding which exception was not allowed, the

>urt saying: "It is clear from all of the testimony,

vhich is detailed in the Court's opinion, that the

rimison car was a considerable distance ahead of the

Bucciarelli car (at least a quarter of a mile) when they

ome around the curve." (Tr. Vol. I, pp. 267-268) All

f the evidence produced is exactly to the contrary of

his finding; Bucciarelli was following closely behind

he Jimison automobile in which position it would be

ifficult or impossible for him to see over it or around

to any obstruction in the highway. But even if the

i
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finding were true, that Bucciarelli could see the Jimi-

sons stopped in the highway for a moment before the

collision and was not following closely there still is

not a shred of evidence that he could see through oi

around the Jimison auto to the bridge crane which was^

in front of the auto and in the same lane of travebt

Surely, since the Jimison auto was between Bucciarell

and the crane there is no basis for finding that Buc-

ciarelli's vision was ''unobstructed". The thinking ol

the minority of Courts who excuse the one who negli-

gently obstructs a highway is that the obstruction if;

in plain view. The District Court in applying this rukt

to a situation where the obstruction was at least sub-

stantially obscured and probably invisible to the othei

tortfeasor has added a new dimension to "a harsh, in-

defensible doctrine." Harper & James (supra)
'

^ CONCLUSION

In this case the District Court conceding that the

United States was negligent, and it clearly appearing

that the accident would not have happened except foi

the United States' negligence, absolved the Unitec

States of all responsibility for damages, even though

it was also conceded, there was no negligence on th(

part of the injured claimants on the grounds that thi

tortfeasor whose negligence concurred with that o)

the United States should have seen the negligenth

caused obstruction in time to avoid it. In so ruling
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the District Court ignored elementary tort law to the

effect that the tortfeasor is to be held responsible for

injuries caused by his torts, disregarded the over-

whelming wei^'ht of authority in other jurisdictions

which have decided this point, ignored Montana prin-

ciples of jurisprudence, which, properly applied,

would have resulted in a correct decision, misapplied

• obiter dictum from the courts of this state and the

courts of sister states, and in the role of determining

proximate cause, actually applied the ''last wrong-

doer" rule which, according to Prosser, (supra) is

1 "—peculiar law— of purely historical interest ",

\
and of which Harper & James (supra) say is "a harsh,

j
indefensible doctrine." Since this ruling by the Dis-

i trict Court is purely a question of law, this Court is

not bound by the ''clearly errouneous" test set forth

jin Rule 52 F.R. Civ. P., Republic Pictures Corp. v.

Rogers, U.S.C.A. 9th Cal., 1954, 213 F.2d 662. If the

j
Court adopts the legal theory of the District Court

the next question is whether Bucciarelli had a "clear

and unobstructed" view of the highway obstruction,

jthe bridge crane, in time to avoid it. We feel there is

'no evidence at all to support this finding, only some

deductions drawn from sketchy, uncertain facts, and

contrary to the testimony of the government's eye-

witness, Ramsbacher "a finding is 'clearly errone-

ous' when although there is evidence to support it, the
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reviewing Court on the entire evidence is left with

the definite and firm connection that a mistake has <

been made." C.I.R. v. Duberstein, 363 U. S. 278, 80 S.

Ct. 1190, 4 L. Ed 2d 1218 (1960).

The cause should be reversed and remanded toi

the District Court for new trial.

Respectfully submitted.
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District of Montana, Billings Division

BRIEF FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

APPELLEE

OPINIONS BELOW
The memorandum opinion of the District Court

(Judge Jameson) dated May 3, 1967, (R. 224-237)^ is

reported at 267 F. Supp. 674. Judge Jameson's memo-



randum opinion doted November 14, 1967, denying

the plaintiffs' motion for a new trial (R. 266-274) is not

reported.

JURISDICTION

The jurisdiction of the District Court over plaintiffs'

federal tort claim was invoked under 28 U.S.C. Sec.

1346(b). Final judgment was entered on May 26,

1967, (R. 238), from which timely notice of appeal was

filed on December 13, 1967, (R. 275). The jurisdiction

of this court rests upon 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1291.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The appellants' statement ommitted many essen-

tial items of fact upon which Judge Jameson based his

opinion. It also included many conclusions and char-

acterizations with which the government disagrees. In

the interest of brevity the appellee adopts the full text

of the facts set forth in the Court's opinion (R. 224-237)

filed on May 3, 1967, and the Court's order and opin-

ion (R. 266-274)^ filed on November 14, 1967, deny-

ing plaintiffs' motion for a new trial.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES

1 . Whether the District Court's decision was in

1 Voliune I of the record, containing the pleadings, motions, orders,

depositions, etc.. will be referred to as "R." Volume IT, which is the
transcript of proceedings at the trial on December 28-29, 1966, will be
designated at "Tr."

2 On a motion for a new trial in an action tried before the court without
a jury the Court may amend its findings of fact and conclusions of law
or make new findings and conclusions. Rule 59ta) Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure: McGraw v. Simpson. 141 F.2d 789. 780.



accordance with the applicable law and supported by

the evidence.

2. Whether the District Court erred in ruling

that the government was excused from responsibility

in negligently obstructing a bridge by reason of the

fact that a second actor, Bucciorelli, after being in a

position to see the hazard in time to avoid the accident,

acted negligently and caused the accident.

3. Whether the District Court erred in finding

that third-party Bucciorelli hod a clear, unobstructed

view of both the Jimison car and the government's

bridge crane for at least half a mile.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Under the controlling Montana law a motorist is

presumed to see that which he could see by looking and

in legal effect is in the position of actually seeing a

hazardous condition which is clearly visible. Under

such lav/ a negligent first actor is relieved of liability

for his negligence in creating such hazardous condition

if a second actor is in a position to see or become ap-

prized of said condition in time to avoid an accident

by the exercise of reasonable care but is thereafter

negligent and causes such accident. In this case the

second actor, Bucciorelli, was in legal effect charged

with the responsibility of having seen and having been

apprised of the hazardous condition on the bridge

created by the first actor, the government, in time to



have avoided the accident by the exercise of reason-

able care but he was shown by the evidence to have

thereafter negligently caused such accident. Said sub-

sequent negligent conduct by Bucciorelli broke the

chain of causation between the government's negli-

gence in creating the original hazardous condition and

was on independent, intervening cause of said acci-

dent.

ARGUMENT

INTRODUCTION

The government is in agreement with appellants'

position that the substantive law of the State of Mon-

tana is controlling with respect to the questions of neg-

ligence and proximate cause. In all of its post-trial

briefs before the trial court the government assumed

the position that its prior negligence in creating the

hazardous condition on the bridge had been estab-

lished by the evidence and confined its argument to

the questions of proximate cause and intervening cause.

This brief will assume the same factual position and will

limit the scope of its argument to a further discussion

of proximate cause and intervening cause as applied

to the facts of this case.

It should first be noted that the arguments on prox-

imate cause and intervening cause set forth in appel-

lants' brief are substantially the same as those raised

in their initial post-trial brief (R. 172-196), their reply
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post-trial brief (R. 21 1-223), and their brief in support

of their motion for a new trial (R. 245-253). It should

further be noted that those arguments were very sub-

stantially answered and controverted in the govern-

ment's post-trial brief (R. 256-260) and in its brief (R.

198-210^ and memorandum (R. 262-265) filed in op-

position to plaintiffs' motion for a new trial, and, that

that said arguments were thoroughly analyzed and

considered by the trial court in its opinion (R. 224-237)

dated May 3, 1967, and in its order and memorandum

opinion (R. 266-274) denying plaintiffs' motion for a

new tria!-

In view of the above situation the government will

incorporate herein its arguments in the aforesaid briefs

and wil' attempt to ovoid, as much as possible, a repeti-

tion of that material and the material covered in the

aforesaid opinions of the District Court.

THE MONTANA LAW ON PROXIMATE CAUSE AND
INDEPENDENT INTERVENING CAUSE. (Relative to

Appellants' Specification of Error No. 1.)

In Montana, a proximate cause is one "which in

a natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by any

new, independent cause, produces the injury, and with-

out which the injury would not have occurred." Sztaba

V. Great Northern Railway Co., 1 966, 1 47 Mont. 1 85,

195, 411 P.2d 239; Merithew v. Hill, D. Mont. 1958,

167 F. Supp. 320, 327.
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The above rule recognizes, in so many words,

then "onv new, independent cause" will break the orig-

inal chain of causation. The Montana case of Boepple v.

Mohalt, 1936, 101 Mont. 417, 54 P. 2d 857, considered

o factual situation somewhat similar to the instant case.

There the plaintiff was injuried while riding as a pas-

senger in on automobile owned and driven by her hus-

band, when it collided with a road grader owned by

the State of Montana and operated by one of its em-

ployees The grader was headed in on easterly di-

rection, upon its left or north side of the rood, and was

brought to a stop just before the collision. Plaintiff

and her husband both testified that they did not see

the grader until it was too late to ovoid the collision.

In reversing a jury verdict judgment for the plaintiff

and holding that the district court should hove granted

a directed verdict for the defendant, the Montana Su-

preme Court, in effect, held as a matter of law that

when a second actor is in a position to see or be ap-

prised of a hazardous condition created by a first ac-

tor in time to ovoid the accident, but is thereafter neg-

ligent and causes such accident, that the second actor's

negligence constitutes on independent, intervening

cause which breaks the chain of causation stemming

from the first actor's negligence. Such holding is even

Stronger in relieving a oocono actor from liability than

is the instant case inasmuch as Judge Jameson arrived
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at such conclusion, not as a matter of law, but on the

basis of his factual findings. (R. 224-237, 266-274) In

other words this is a case that would have been submit-

ted to a jury if the Federal Tort Claims Act had provision

for one

Boepple, at 54 P. 2d 861, states:

"Since the evidence shows conclusively that Boep-

ple could have seen the grader at a distance of at

least 239 feet if he had been looking ahead as

he should have done, he cannot now be heard to

say he did not see it. Under the circumstances,

he is, in legal effect, in the position of having ac-

tually seen the grader at that distance."

The above rule has been consistently followed by the

Montana Supreme Court, as indicated in Monforton v.

Northern Pacific Railway Co., (Mont. 1960) 355 P.2d

501, 510, where the court stated:

"The dissenting opinion ignores the law in Mon-

tana that the driver of a motor vehicle must look

not only straight ahead, but laterally ahead. He
is presumed to see that which he could see by look-

ing. He will not be permitted to say that he did

not see what he must have seen had he looked.

The duty to keep a lookout includes a duty to see

that which is in plain sight. Monforton is, in legal

effect, in the position of having actually seen the

passenger train, in the words of Boepple v. Mo-
halt. . .

." Citing cases. (Emphasis supplied.)

Appellants argue that in Boepple the question

before the court was not whether or not Mr. Boepple's

negligence intervened in and superseded Mohalfs neg-
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ligence but whether Mohalt was negligent at all, and

therefore, that the court's holding on the question of

proxima+e cause was mere dictum. (Appellants' Brief,

P. 19) This argument ignores the following statement

of the court at 54, P. 2d 862:

"Since, as we have pointed out, the proximate

cause of the accident was Boepple's failure to

keep a proper lookout, it follows that there is no

merit or force in plaintiff's allegations of negli-

gence with respect to defendant's failure to op-

erate the grader upon the right side of the road

and his failure to use sufficient and adequate

signs and warnings. Even if it were true that de-

fendant was negligent in these particulars, still

it is manifest from what we have said already

that such negligence was not the proximate cause

of the accident; hence such negligence, even if

proved, could avail the plaintiff nothing."

The above statement makes it very clear that the

court was reversing the trial court judgment on the

ground that plaintiff had failed to establish the "proxi-

mate cause" element as a matter of law and that such

failure made it unnecessary for the court to consider

the "negligence" element. The Appellants' argument

further ignores the fact that the some rule on proxi-

mate cause was followed with approval in Monforton

which cited the Boepple cose as the author of the rule.

THE DECISION OF THE DISTRICT COURT IS NOT
CONTRARY TO THE OVERWHELMING WEIGHT OF
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AUTHORITY. (Relative to Specification of Error

No. 1.)

The Government would like to respond briefly to

Appellants' argument that the District Court's decision

is contrary to the weight of authority although it is felt

that the point is moot by reason of the fact that the

applicable law in Montana has been clearly and defi-

nitely established by the Boepple and Monforton cases.

In support of their argument the appellants have

submitted a number of cases, without regard to the

method said cases were handled by the respective

courts, which appellants urge as support for the prop-

osition that, as a matter of law, in order for a first ac-

tor to be relieved of liability because of the negligence

of a second actor, the first actor must actually see the

hazardous condition before the chain of causation

stemming from the first actor's negligence is broken.

Actually, the cases discussed by appellants' fall into

three groups, as follows:

1 Those cases which hold that the negligence

of the first actor is merely a condition and not a proxi-

mate cause of the accident as a matter of law.

2. Those cases which hold that the question of

whether the negligence of the first actor is merely a

condition or whether it is a proximate cause of the ac-

cident is a question of fact for the jury (or the court).

3. Those cases which hold that the negligence
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of the first actor is a proximate cause of the accident

as a matter of law,^

A variety of approaches are used by different

courts to determine which classification is appropriate

in a particular case. However, the principal criterion

generally used to determine the appropriate classifica-

tion in a given situation seems to be (1) whether the

second actor actually saw the hazardous condition in

time to avoid the accident by the exercise of reason-

able core, (2) whether the second actor was in a posi-

tion to see the hazardous condition in time to avoid it,

and, (3), whether the second actor came upon an emer-

gency situation where the accident could not be

avoided.

The above criteria and classifications were dis-

cussed in the Government's above-mentioned briefs

and also in the opinions of the trial court as was the

general low quoted from Prosser, The Restatement of

Torts and other authorities. The trial court recognized

that the authorities ore in conflict in dealing with fac-

tual situations similar to that in the instant case (R. 233)

but decided that the situation before it called for the

application of the Montana law enunciated in the Beop-

ple and Monforton coses. (R. 236)

In seeking to distinguish Beesley v. United States,

3 No case has been cited by appellants or found by the government,
under circumstances In any way comparable to the Instant case, In

which the court held, as a matter of law, that the negligence of the
first actor was the proximate cause of the accident.
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364 F.2d 194 (Appellants' Brief, P. 42) appellants' as-

sertion that "it is fair to conclude that its driver (the

second actor) saw the other two parked vehicles in

time to stop but was unable to do so for lack of brakes"

is completely unjustified and unfounded in the light of

the trial court's finding that the truck driver was "negli-

gent in failing to keep a proper lookout." It is true

that the case was decided on appeal without a tran-

script as stated by appellants but the said trial court's

finding clearly leaves no doubt as to the significance

of the appellate court's decision in Oklahoma in situa-

tions similar to that in the instant case.

THE COURT DID NOT ERR IN FINDING THAT BUC-
CIARELLI HAD A CLEAR, UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW
OF BOTH JIMISON'S CAR AND THE CRANE OP-
ERATED BY RAMSBACHER FOR AT LEAST A HALF
A MILE. (Relative to Specification of Error No. 2.)

The scale drawing stipulated into evidence as Ap-

pellants' Exhibit 10 (Tr. 10), plus Ramsbacher's testi-

mony marking the location of the bridge crane (Tr. 25-

26, 43) on said drawing plus Jerry Jimison's verification

of said crane location (Tr. 57) indicates that it is undis-

puted that it was at least one-half mile from the bridge

crane to the near end of the highway curve in ques-

tion. Jerry Jimison testified that as he approached

the bridge he saw something that "looked like a speck

of something on the bridge" when he was three-fourths

of a mile away. (Tr. 54) Ethel Jimison testified that
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"after we had already entered the curve and in the

process of going around the curve I noticed something

on the bridge." (Tr. 91) Ethel Jimison further testified

that "at the time I noticed I couldn't fully distinguish

what it was, and as we got closer, just before entering

the bridge I noticed a man and something more there,

and it wasn't until after we had entered the bridge

that I could see he was standing by on object and he

was standing near it or beside it there on the bridge."

Furthermore, plaintiffs' Exhibits 1 1 and 12 (Tr. 80i and

defendant's Exhibits 8 and 9 (Tr. 106) indicate that the

road elevation at said curve is slightly higher than the

road entrance to the bridge, that it gradually declines

to the bridge elevation, and that the view of the road-

way across the bridge and the crane thereon is very

good from all points on the highway from the middle

of the curve to the bridge. From the above evidence

it cannot be doubted that a driver of an automobile

at a point as far away as halfway around said curve

(which would be well over half a mile from the crane)

would have a clear, unobstructed view of said crone

and any automobile that happened to be on the road

between said driver and the bridge. Appellants argue

to the contrary asserting that the Jimison auto blocked

Bucciarelli's view of Romsbacher and the crane. It is

submitted, initially, that the Jimison auto certainly

could not have been in Bucciarelli's line of sight as he
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travelled the last half of the curve (from where Ethel

Jimison had noticed something on the bridge) unless

said auto had been traveling abreast and to the left

of the Bucciarelli automobile which was certainly not

the case

Secondly, in attempting to place the cars close to-

gether OS they came around the curve (Appellants'

Brief, P. 45) the appellants are relying solely upon a

portion of Ramsbacher's testimony which appellants im-

peached (Tr. 109), are misinterpreting such testimony,

taking it out of context, and, are ignoring a substantial

amount of pertinent, reliable evidence to the contrary.

Romsbacher, on direct examination by appellants, first

testified "as they (the two cars) came onto the bridge

they were fairly close together." (Tr. 32) He next tes-

tified, on direct examination by the government, that

he could not recall how far the cars were apart when

they came around the curve. (Tr. 108) He next admit-

ted, on cross-examination by appellants, that he had

previously on May 27, 1 965, given a statement to the

government wherein he had stated that "both cars

were traveling about 30 miles per hour when I first

observed them, which was at the approach to the

bridge" (Tr. 109)

Further cross-examination by appellants went as

follows:

Q. All right. As to the estimation of the speed.
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or how close the Bucciorelli automobile was behind

the Jimison automobile, is it your recollection now that

you don't remember?"

A. "Well, it seems to me that they were fairly

close together. That is how come I was more or less

interested in them."

Q. "And when they were close together that is

when you tried to stop them?" (Emphasis supplied)

A. "Yes." (Tr. 110)

On redirect examination by the government,

Romsbacher next testified that "It sticks in my mind I

seen them (the cars) as they came around the corner

now, which is about three-fourth of a mile." (Tr. 1 12)

However, Romsbacher never did give any estimate of

how close together the cars were when they came

around the curve.

The government submits that said testimony as a

whole is to the effect that (1) As the cars came onto

the bridge they were fairly close together, (2) Roms-

bacher hod no recollection of how far the cars were

apart when they come around the curve, (3) It was

when the cars were close together when Romsbacher

tried to stop them, and (4) Romsbocher's present recol-

lection is that he first sow the cars as they come around

the curve. Romsbocher's recollections in items (2) and

(4) were somewhat impeached by appellants when

they obtained his admission that he hod previously on
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May 27, 1965, (when his memory was much fresher)

given a statement to the government that "both cars

were traveling about 30 miles per hour when I first ob-

served them, which was at the approach of the bridge."

In any event it is difficult to see how the above

testimony, in and of itself, has the probative force nec-

essary to compel the conclusion that the two cars were

fairly close together (i.e. closer than Va mile) as they

came around the curve 2100 feet from the bridge, as

appellants are now urging upon this court.

Furthermore, the above argument by appellants

ignores pertinent, convincing testimony by their wit-

ness, Jerry Jimison. Jerry passed Bucciarelli some 6

or 7 miles from the bridge while driving between 60

and 65 miles per hour (Tr. 53) whereas he estimated

the speed of Bucciarelli's auto to be SS mph. (Tr. 68)"*

He maintained his speed (Tr. 53) until he reached the

curve when he slowed to SS mph. (Tr. 54) After pass-

ing the curve and approaching the bridge he main-

tained the SS mph rate of speed at first but upon get-

ting closer where he could identfy the object on the

bridge he applied his brakes and began gradually

slowing down. (Tr. ^S) When he saw that it was a

man and a rectangular object he slowed to 25 to 30

Bucciarelli thought that his speed was between 55 and 60 mph and
that the point of passing was three to four miles before he got to the
bridge. (Tr. 122) He was unable to make an estimate of Jerry's speed,
denied "following on his (Jerry's) tail," and said he didn't see the
Jimison car any more. (Tr. 123)
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mph. (Tr. 56) He considered changing lanes of traf-

fic and going around the man and object but decided

he would not have room to do so inasmuch as two

trucks were approaching from the other end of the

bridge. (Tr. 56-57) He continued to slow down and

brought his car to a stop about 60 feet from the crane

when Romsbacher signalled him to stop. (Tr. 59-

60) Ethel Jimison estimated that Bucciorelii collided

with the rear of the Jimison cor 5 or 10 seconds after

it hod stopped (Tr. 98) while Romsbacher estimated

the time interval to be 4 or 5 seconds. (Tr. 37) Giv-

ing the appellants the benefit of the most favorable

speeds and distances to support their argument that

the two cars were close together when they come

around the curve the Jimison car would have been

traveling 60 mph, the Bucciorelii car 55 mph, and the

point of passing would have been 4 miles from the

bridge or 3!/2 miles from the curve in question. Thus

the Jimison car would hove travelled 3y2 minutes and

covered 18,480 feet i3V2 miles) from the point of pass-

ing to the curve. The Bucciorelii cor would hove travel-

led only 16,940 feet in the some 3y2 minutes inasmuch

as it was traveling only 55/60 of the speed of the Jimi-

son cor. The Bucciorelii car would thus hove been ap-

proximately 1,540 feet behind the Jimison car as it

came around the curve. Jerry's testimony that he slow-

ed down to 55 mph at the curve and continued to slow
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down as he approached the bridge indicates that Buc-

ciarelli would have begun closing the distance between

his car and the Jimison car when Jerry slowed down

at the curve and that the closing process would have

continued to the time of the impact. Based upon Buc-

ciarelli's testimony that he was traveling 15 to 20 mph

(22.5 to 30 feet per second) (Tr. 128) at the time of

impact and the above testimony that 4 to 10 seconds

elapsed between the time the Jimison car stopped and

the moment of impact the Bucciarelli car would still

have been somewhere between 90 and 300 feet be-

hind Jerry when the Jimison car came to a stop. The

government contends that the foregoing testimony and

analysis, together with Ramsbacher's testimony, clearly

supports the conclusion of the trial court that "the Jimi-

son car was a considerable distance ahead of the Buc-

ciarelli car — at least a quarter of a mile — when they

came around the curve between one-half to three-

quarters of a mile south of the point of impact." (R.

266) It being thus established that the Bucciarelli car

was at least a quarter of a mile behind the Jimison car

as they came around the curve it follows that there was

substantial evidence to support the trial court's finding

"that Bucciarelli had a clear, unobstructed view of both

Jimison's car and the crane operated by Ramsbacher

for at least a half a mile." (R. 236)
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BUCCIARELLI WAS NEGLIGENT AND SUCH NEGLI-

GENCE WAS AN INDEPENDENT, INTERVENING
CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT. (Relative to Specifica-

tion of Error No. 1 .)

Bucciarelli was negligent under the following

Montana statutes:

"32-2144. Speed Restrictions—basic rule.

(a) Every person operating or driving a vehicle

of any character on a public highway of this state

shall drive the same in a careful and prudent

manner, and at a rote of speed no greater that

is reasonable and proper under the conditions

existing at the point of operation, taking into ac-

count the amount and character of traffic, con-

dition of brakes, weight of vehicle, grade and

width of highway, condition of surface, freedom

of obstruction to view ahead, and so as not to

unduly or unreasonably endanger the life, limb,

property or other rights of any person entitled to

the use of the street or highway.

"(c) The driver of every vehicle shall, consistent

with the requirements of paragraph (2), drive at

an appropriate reduced speed when approaching

and crossing an intersection or railway grade

crossing, when approaching and going around a

curve, when approaching a hill crest, when travel-

ing upon any narrow or winding roadway, and

when special hazard exists with respect to pedes-

trians or other traffic or by reason of weather or

highway condition."

"32-2160. Following too closely.

(a) The driver of a motor vehicle shall not follow

another vehicle more closely than is reasonable

and prudent, having due regard for the speed of
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such vehicles and the traffic upon and the condi-

tion of the highway."

Mr. Bucciarelli, from the foregoing evidence,

should have seen the orange colored crane^ on the

bridge, Mr. Ramsbacher, the trucks on the bridge, and

most clearly of all, the Jimison automobile with its

brake stoplights flashing which Jerry Jimison testified

would have been on steadily for a distance of 800

to 900 feet prior to his coming to a stop. (Tr. 66-

67) Expert testimony was introduced that the stop-

ping distance of a 1950 Buick with good tires and

brakes, traveling 55 miles per hour on well travel-

led concrete, would be 261 feet, including reaction

time (Tr. 132-135) Bucciarelli testified that his 1950

Buick (Tr. 121) had good tires and good brakes. (Tr.

125) While the presence of the Jimison automobile

in front of Bucciarelli just before the impact would have

partially obscured some of the above mentioned haz-

ards on the bridge in the last moments before the ac-

cident, the Jimison automobile itself was an obstruc-

tion which would have been very plain to see for sev-

eral miles and it would not have been obstructing

Bucciarelli's view of the bridge when he came around

the curve or when the Jimison auto would have been

below Bucciarelli's line of sight to the bridge as indi-

5 Ramsbacher testified that the crane was a bright orange color on the
date of the accident although it had been painted subsequent to the
accident and before the picture in evidence as Exhibit 2 was taken.
(Tr. 22)
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cated in defendant's colored picture in evidence as

Exhibit 8 (Tr. 106). It was not a case of Bucciarelli

coming upon an emergency situation which had been

concealed from view. As Bucciarelli came around the

curve and approached the bridge he was charged

with the responsibility of seeing the "speck on the

bridge" that Jerry sow, the "something on the bridge"

that Ethel sow, and the Jimison automobile he was

overtaking with broke stop-lights flashing for the last

800-900 feet. He was also charged with the responsi-

bility of being aware of the double "no passing" line

which is shown on plaintiff's Exhibit 10 (chart) to run

the length of the bridge and to extend continuously

therefrom around the highway curve in question. Plain-

tiff's Exhibits 1 1 and 12 ore photographs clearly show-

ing said double center lines running south from the

bridge. Those double lines warned Bucciarelli that

it was illegal to pass the Jimison automobile until the

double-lined stretch of highway hod been traversed

by both automobiles. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 20 (Manual

on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and High-

ways) at 2B-7(b), page 122, states as follows:

"Where signs or markings ore in place to define

a no-passing zone ... no driver shall at any time

drive on the left side of the roadway within such

no-passing zone or on the left side of any per-

manent striping designed to mark such no-passing

zone throughout its length."
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Sections 2B-8 and 2B-9, in addition to said 2B-7

of said Exhibit 20, explain very clearly and completely

the application of the highway markings shown in

plaintiffs' Exhibits 10, 11 and 12 to the situation in

question Said Exhibit 20 was adopted by the Mon-

tana Highway Commission pursuant to statute, and

has the same effect and dignity as other statutes gov-

erning "rules of the road," and is to be construed in

conjunction with them. Faucette v. Christensen, Mont.

1965, 400 P.2d 883. Bucciarelli was warned by said

highway markings that he was required to stay in the

right lane of traffic behind the Jimison automobile until

he had travelled through the no-passing zone on said

highway and that he would have to stop if the Jimison

automobile stopped. He was warned by the broke

lights on the Jimison automobile that it was being

braked and that it might stop for at least 800-900 feet

before it actually did stop which was more than abund-

ant warning inasmuch as he could have stopped his

Buick in 261 feet, including reaction time. If Bucciarelli

found himself in an emergency situation in the final

seconds before the collision it was a situation he had

gotten himself into because of his own negligence in

failing to observe or heed the aforesaid warnings and

danger signals that were clearly apparent long before

any emergency situation developed. Upon the basis

of the foregoing analysis it is apparent that the proxi-
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mate cause, and independent intervening cause of the

accident was fixed upon Bucciorelli before those final

seconds preceding the impact by reason of his afore-

said prior negligence after he was charged with the

responsibility of having knowledge and awareness of

the hazardous condition.

CONCLUSION

The District Court's factual finding that "Bucci-

orelli hod a clear, unobstructed view of both Jimisons'

cor and the crane operated by Romsbocher for at least

half a mile" and was in a position to see and become

apprised of the hazardous situation on the bridge in

time to ovoid the accident, and thereafter negligently

caused said accident, was amply supported by the

evidence. After making such finding of fact the court

properly interpreted and applied the Montana low as

enunciated in Boepple and Monforton, supra, and held

that the negligence of the government's employee,

Romsbocher, merely created a condition and that Buc-

ciorelli's negligence in colliding with the rear of the

Jimison automobile after being charged with knowl-

edge of the hazardous condition, was on independent,

intervening cause of said accident which broke the

chain of causation stemming from Romsbocher's origi-

nal negligence in creating said condition.

Although there is no doubt that on appellate court

may reverse findings of fact by a trial court where they
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are "clearly erroneous" such findings of fact are not

"clearly erroneous" unless unsupported by substantial

evidence or clearly against the weight of the evidence

or induced by an erroneous view of the law. Fleming

V. Palmer, 123 F.2d 749, cert, den., 316 U.S. 662. Ad-

ditionally, a conclusion reached by a trial court is not

"clearly erroneous" even if there is evidence in the

record from which different conclusions might have

been reached. Pacific Portland Cement Co. v. Food

Machinery & Chemical Corp., (C.A. 9, 1950), 178 F.2d

541.

For the foregoing reasons the judgment of the

District Court should be affirmed.

Respectfully Submitted.

MOODY BRICKETT

United States Attorney for the
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APPENDIX

EXHIBIT INDEX

Number

Defendant's No. 2

Defendant's No. 3

Defendant's No. 4

Defendant's No. 5

Defendant's No. 6

Defendant's No. 7

Defendant's No. 8

Defendant's No. 9

Plaintiff's No. 10

Plaintiff's No. 11

Plaintiff's No. 12

Plaintiff's No. 13

Plaintiff's No. 14

Plaintiff's No. 15

Plaintiff's No. 16

Plaintiff's No. 17

Plaintiff's No. 18

Defendant's No. 19

Plaintiff's No. 20

Plaintiff's No. 53

Description IdenU-
fication

Disposition

Page (tr.) Page (tr.)

Photo — bridge 103-104 Admitted 106

Photo — bridge 105 Admitted 106

Photo — bridge 105 Admitted 106

Photo — bridge 105 Admitted 106

Photo — bridge 105 Admitted 106

Photo — bridge 105 Admitted 106

Photo — bridge 106 Admitted 106

Photo — bridge 106 Admitted 106

Drawing—roadway 19 Admitted 19

& bridge

Photo—roadway 22 Admitted 80

approaching
bridge

Photo—roadway 22 Admitted 80

approaching
bridge

Photo—highway 23 Admitted 80

showing guard »
rails & bridge

Photo—approach 20 Admitted 80

& bridge

Photo — bridge 23 Admitted 80

Photo — bridge 23 Admitted 80

Photo—highway 24 Admitted 80

showing curve

Photo — river 24 Admitted 80

& side view
of bridge

Copy of driver's 68 Ruling
license application Reserved 138

Manual — 81 Admitted 101

traffic control

Diagram of 117 Admitted 118

accident, officer's

field notes
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United States Court

Of Appeals
FOR THE

Ninth Circuit

ETHEL JIMISON and RAY JIMISON,
Plaintiffs and Appellants,

vs.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Defendants and Appellee.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The main point raised by appellee is that this

Court is limited in review of this case because of the

provisions of Rule 52(a). The unanimous rule, neces-

sarily, is that when an error of law has been made, as

in this case, a finding attributed to or influenced by

such error may be fully reviewed.

The rule that one is charged with seeing what is

in plain sight and the question of Bucciarelli's negli-

gence, both dwelt upon by appellee in its brief are not

germane to this appeal. The question is whether or not

the appellee should be held responsible for the con-

sequences of its admitted negligence. Appellee has

shown no logic, authority or precedent to sustain the

District Court's ruling.
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The District Court's conclusion (argued in the

opening brief as specification of error Number 2)

that Bucciarelli had a clear unobstructed view of the

obstruction placed in the highway is likewise review-

able without reference to Rule 52(a) because the

conclusion is based upon undisputed facts.

ARGUMENT
(Relative to appellants' Specification of

Errors No. 1)

The main contention of appellee is that the lower

court should be upheld because its finding that the

government's admitted negligence was superseded,

was one of fact entitled to the protection of Rule 52(a).

(appellees brief pp. 7, 9, 10, 22 and 23).

Assuming, arguendo, that a finding of intervening

cause is a finding of "fact", the next question is

whether or not such a finding should be upheld if it

is induced by an erroneous view of the law.

The lower court ruled that one who negligently

obstructs a highway is excused from the consequences

of his negligence if a colliding highway user saw or

should have seen the obstruction in time to avoid it.

This mling was erroneous.

As a matter of logic and well settled law, a finding

is not entitled to the protection of Rule 52(a) if the

court in making such finding did not apply proper
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legal standards. See Moore's Federal Practice, Vol.

5. pp. 2630-2631.

''The 'unless clearly erroneous' doctrine, discussed

above, applies only to appellate review of findings

of fact. It does not apply to the district court's con-

clusions of law. This is clear from the context of the

Rule and from long established principles both at

law and in equity that the appellate court is, of

course, not concluded by the trial court's view of the

law. The requirement in Rule 52(a) that, in addi-

tion to finding the facts, the district court shall

'state separately its conclusions of law thereon' is

to furnish the casual link between the facts and the

judgment rendered. But in reviewing the judgment,

so far as questions or conclusions of law are con-

cerned, the appellate court is not concluded in any
degree by the trial court's view of the law.

Findings of fact that are induced by an erroneous

view of the law are not binding. Nor are findings

that that combine both fact and law, when there is

error as to the law."

See also United States v. United States Gypsum

Co. (1948), 333 US 364, 68 S. Ct. 525, 92 L. Ed. 746.

"We turn now to a different phase of the case —
the correctness of the findings. The trial court made
findings of fact which if accurate would bar a re-

versal of its order. In Finding 118 the trial court

found that the evidence 'fails to establish that the

defendants associated themselves in a plan to blank-

et the industry under patent licenses and stabilize

prices.' The opinion indicates that in making this

finding the trial court assumed arguendo that dec-
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larations of one defendant were admissible against

all, 67 F. Supp. at page 500. In examining the finding

we follow Interstate Circuit v. United States, 306

U.S. 208, 59 S.Ct. 467, 83 L. Ed. 610, and United

States V. Masonite Corp., 316 U.S. 265, 62 s Ct. 1070,

86 L.Ed. 1461, as to the quantum of proof required

for the government to establish its claim that the

defendants conspired to achieve certain ends. In

those cases, as here, separate identical agi-eements

were executed between one party and a number of

other parties. This Court, in Interstate Circuit, con-

cluded that proof of an express understanding that

each party would sign the agreements was not a

'prerequisite to an unlawful conspiracy.' (306 U.S.

208, 59 S.Ct. 474). We held that it was sufficient if

all the defendants had engaged in a concert of action

within the meaning of the Sherman Act to enter

into the agreements. In Masonite the trial court

found that the defendants had not acted in concert

and that finding was reversed by this Court. One
of the things those two cases establish is the prin-

ciple that when a group of competitors enters into

a sei-ies of separate but similar agreements with

competitors or others, a strong inference arises that

such agreements are the result of concerted action.

That inference is strengthened when contempora-

neous declarations indicate that supposedly separate

actions are part of a common plan.

In so far as Finding 118 and the subsidiary findings

were based by the District Court on its belief that

the General Electric rule justified the arrange-

ments or because of a misapplication of >Iasonitc

or Interstate Circuit, errors of law occurred. These

we can, of course, correct. In so far as this finding
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and others to which we shall refer are inferences

drawn from documents or undisputed facts, hereto-

fore described or set out, Rule 52(a) of the Rules of

Civil Procedure is applicable. That rule prescribes

that findings of fact in actions tried without a jury

'shall not be set aside unless clearly erroneous, and

due regard shall be given to the opportunity of the

trial court to judge of the credibility of the witness-

es.' It was intended, in all actions tried upon the

facts without a jury, to make apphcable the then

prevailing equity practice. Since judicial review of

findings of trial courts does not have the statutory

or coiisniutional limitations of findings by adminis-

trative agencies or by a jury, this Court may re-

verse findings of fact by a trial court where 'clearly

erroneous.' The practice in equity prior to the pres-

ent Rules of Civil Procedure was that the findings

of the trial, court when dependent upon oral testi-

mony where the candor and credibility of the wit-

nesses would best be judged, had great weight with

the appellate court. The findings were never con-

clusive, however. A finding is 'clearly erroneous'

when although there is evidence to support it, the

reviewing court on the entire evidence is left with

the definite and firm conviction that a mistake

has been committed." (Emphasis supplied)

The case of Maragakis vs. United States (CA

10th 1949) 172 F. 2d 393 is helpful. In that case suit

was brought against the United States under the Tort

Claims Act because a vehicle operated by a United

States employee collided with a parked car occupied

by plaintiffs. The trial court ruled that the govern-
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ment was not negligent. The appellate Court reversed

saying:

"The trial court, of course, has the right and duty

to judge and appraise human conduct and behavior

as applied to factual circumstances, and we are not

warranted in overturning its appraisal of the facts

when judged by the applicable standard of care, un-

less we are convinced that its judgment is clearly

erroneous. We think, however, in this case that the

trial court misconceived the standard of care by

which the negligence of the Government driver is

to be judged and in so doing failed to correctly ap-

praise the facts in the light of the legal duty.

Since the trial court has found the appellants non-

negligent and no appeal is taken therefrom, the

question of their negligence is not open here, and

we have no occasion to consider their contributory

negligence as a defense to the appellee's negligence.

The case is reversed and remanded with dirctions

to assess the damages and enter judgment accord-

ingly."

In the Maragakis case the lower court did not set

forth an erroneous conclusion of law or legal stand-

ard, as the lower court did in the case at bar. It simply

made findings which the appellate court assumed must

have necessarily been made without consulting con-

sulting controlling principles. The higher court did not

simply reverse but entered judgment for plaintiff and

referred the case only for assessment of damages.

Another case for the proposition that findings
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made under an erroneous view of the law are not pro-

tected by Rule 52(a) is J. D. Hedin Construction Co.

V. F. S. Bowen Electric Co., (DC CA 1959) 273 F.2d 511.

In that case one of the complaints made on appeal was

that the lower court had applied incorrect principles

in finding and awarding $30,000.00 damages. The ap-

pellate court set the judgment aside and remanded for

further proceedings, saying:

*'In situations Hke the present, the innocent party

is entitled to recover the loss of profit resulting from

the breach of contract. The measure of the loss is

the contract price less the costs which plaintiff

would have incurred in completing his contract ob-

ligation. See, generally, M & R Contractors & Build-

ers, Inc. V. Michael, 1958, 215 Md. 340, 138 A.2d 350.

Such costs are to be estimated as nearly as may be

according to 'the circumstances that existed at the

time of breach.' See 5 Corbin, Contracts Sec. 1094, at

426 (1951) ; Carras v. Birge, Tex. Civ. App. 1948, 211

S.W.2d 998. Cf. SteiTiberg Dredging Co. v. Dawson,

1926, 171 Ark. 604, 285 S.W.32 We are unable to say

that the trial judge followed this principle in award-

ing damages to the plaintiff, in fact, the indications

are that he did not.

Plaintiff appellee urges that the judgment be sus-

tained, arguing that a general verdict by a jury or

by a judge sitting alone, awarding $30,000.00 to this

plaintiff for the loss of a valuable contract, would
have been within the bounds of reasonableness, and
within the trier's prerogative of picking and choos-

ing between bits of conflicting testimony. Be that
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as it may, it is not a sufficient answer. The jury

must, after all, act only on proper instructions. The

judge sitting as trier of the facts must act on a sound

legal and evidentiary basis; if his statements and

actions indicate that he did not do so, to the serious

prejudice of an appellant, correction must follow."

See also the case of Owen v. Commercial Union

Fire Ins. Co. of New York, (CA 4th 1954) 211 F.2d 488,

where the appellate court reversed a finding of fraud,

saying:

"This is an appeal by plaintiff in a fire insurance

case, heard by the trial judge without a jury and

decided in favor of defendant on the ground that

plaintiff had violated the policy provision against

fraud and false swearing. The trial judge held that

the burden of proof rested upon the plaintiff *to

prove, by the weight of the credible evidence, that

he has not been guilty of wilfully concealing or

misrepresenting any material fact or circumstance.'

This was clearly erroneous. The burden of proof

rested upon the defendant to establish the fraud

alleged, tjnited States Fire Ins. Co. v. Merrick, 171

Md. 476, 190 A. 335; Imperial Assur. Co. v. Joseph

Supornick & Son, 8 Cir., 184 F.2d 930; Benanti v.

Delaware Ins. Co., 86 Conn. 15, 84 A. 109, Ann. Cas.

1913D, 826 and note; 29 Am. Jur. p. 1078-1079. And
we think that the error is of such a nature that we
should vacate the judgment and remand the case

for further hearing. The rule that an appellate court

will not disturb findings of fact made by the trial

judge unless they are clearly erroneous does not

apply if he has committed an error of law which has
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manifestly influenced or controlled his findings of

fact, such as mistake as to the burden of proof. 3

Am. Jur. p. 472; Hall v. Hall, 41 S.C. 163, 19 S. E.

305, 44 Am. St. Rep. 696; Chase v. Woodruff, 133

Wis. 555, 113 N. W. 973, 126 Am. St. Rep. 972. While

we might pass upon the facts ourselves without giv-

ing weight to the findings of the lower court in view

of his error as to the burden of proof, we think it

better, in view of the highly controversial character

of some of the questions involved, that they be pass-

ed upon in the first instance by the court that has

had the advantage of seeing and hearing the wit-

nesses."

The following cases are all in point and are all to

the effect that the 'clearly erroneous' i-ule set forth

in Rule 52(a) does not apply if the finding was reached

because of, or influenced by, an incorrect view of the

controlling law. Davis v. Parkhill-Goodloe Company

(CA 5th, 1962) 302 F.2d 489; McGowan v. United

States (CA 5th, 1961) 296 F.2d 252, 254; Mastercraft-

ers Cock & Radio Co. v. Vacheron & Constantin-Le-

coultre Watches, Inc. (CA 2d, 1955) 221 F. 2d 464;

Continental Motors Corp. v. Continental Aviation

Corp. (CA 5th, 1967) 375 F.2d 857.

The District Court erred in selecting the law to

guide it in reaching a decision which selection was de-

cisive in the Court's finding that the United States

should be absolved from its negligence. This decision is

freely reviewable on appeal without regard to any
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limitation contained in Ru^e 52(a).

The standard used by the District Court was that

the United States was excused from the consequences

of its negligence if driver Bucciarelli saw or should

have seen the negligently placed obstruction in time to

avoid it. That this standard was erroneous is abund-

antly demonstrated in the initial brief. ^Appellee has

produced no authority in support of the Court's ruling.

The decision cannot be and isn't defended as logi-

cal or on the basis of precedent. Appellee cites the

case of Boepple v. Mohalt, 101 Mont. 417, 54 P.2d 857,

(appellee's brief pp. 6, 7 and 8) and says that our

initial brief ''ignores" certain pertinent parts of

this opinion, (appellee's brief p. 8). We pointed out

in our opening brief at length (appellants' brief pp. 19-

22) that the Boepple case was not authority for the

problem in this case. That case was concerned only

with whether or not ]\Ir. Mohalt was negligent, the

question of intervening cause or the effect of anoth-

er's negligence was not before the court. It is ti-ue the

court did speculate briefly on a question not before it,

"Even if it were true ". However, this musing

or speculation must be treated for what it is, simple

obiter dictum. This obiter dictum is what appellee re-

lied on in the court below and relies on here as the

sole basis for urging that Montana has adopted an
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illogical position condemned by text writers, at vari-

ance Avith the nearly unanimous law of other jurisdic-

tions and contrary to Montana precedent in similar

cases. The statement relied upon by appellee (appel-

lee's brief p. 8) is not helpful at all if it is considered

with reference to the question which the court was

deciding.

The Boepple case is authority for the rule that in

negligence law one is charged with seeing that which

is in plain sight. That is the only reason that the

Boepple case was relied upon in the case of Monforton

V. Northern Pacific Railway Company, 138 Mont. 191,

355 P.2d 501. (cited in appellee's brief at pp. 7, 8 & 22).

We fail to see the relevance of this rule to the issues

raised by this appeal. First of all the rule does not ap-

ply if the object to be seen is in any way obscured or

not such that it must have been seen by an ordinary

lookout. Morrison v. City of Butte, Mont. , 431

P.2d 79. Secondly the rule does not aid the appellee in

any matters germane to this appeal and is irrelevant

to any matters before the court in this case.

The latter observation applies, also, to that portion

of appellee's brief dealing with the negligence of Buc-

ciarelli (appellee's brief pp. 18-22). The question is

not whether Bucciarelli was negligent but whether

the appellee should escape responsibility for the negli-
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gence which appellee admits. See appellee's brief page

4.

"In all of its post-trial briefs before the trial court

the government assumed the position that its prior

negligence in creating the hazardous condition on

the bridge had been established by the evidence and

confined its argument to the questions of proximate

cause and intervening cause."

ARGUMENT — Relative to Appellants'

Specification of Errors No. 2

We do not believe this Court will opt for the rule

urged by appellee and adopted by the lower court.

Only if it does so will it be necessary to consider the

question of the propriety of the court's finding that

Bucciarelli had " a clear, unobstructed view of

both the car and crane for at least half a mile." (Vol.

I, p. 236). The crane was a small machine 4 foot square

constructed of angle iron. (Tr. 11, Ex.2) The Jimison

automobile was between it and Bucciarelii. (Tr. 59-62)

To say that Bucciarelli's view was clear asd unobstruc-

ted is simply to find contrary to all the evidence. Buc-

ciarelli could have seen the bridge crane sometime be-

fore the collision provided 1. He was far enough

behind the Jimison automobile to see over it to the

crane which was on a slightly higher elevation (Ex.

16 & 11) and 2. He was not so far behind that the

Jimison automobile was already hiding the crane when

he come to the place it would ordinarily be visible. No
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evidence of this sort was offered. The only evidence

on the distance between the automobiles was offered

by the appellee's witness, Ramsbacher, who said they

were close together for the half mile which he ob-

served them (Tr. 32-36, 110) indicating Bucciarelli's

view of the crane was probably at all times blocked by

the Jimison automobile he was following. Appellee in

its brief seeks to dispute the eyewitness version of its

own witness, not with evidence but with some mathe-

matical computations (appellee's brief pp. 16 & 17).

Jimison said he passed Bucciarelli approximately six

or seven miles before he came to the bridge after

which he proceeded at a rate of 60 to 65 miles per

hour (Tr. 52-53) until about % of a mile from the

bridge where he slowed (Tr. 54-56). Bucciarelli said

he was traveling 55 to 60 miles per hour, that Jimison

passed him three or four miles before he came to the

bridge (Tr. 122) and that he continued to travel at 60

miles per hour until immediately before the collision

(Tr. 125), The evidence is all to the effect that the

automobiles were at least fairly close to one another.

The mathematical computations based on estimates

are of no value at all.

The evidence as to whether Bucciarelli had a clear

and unobstructed view of the crane is undisputed. The

rule followed in such a case is set forth in Stevenot v.

Norberg (CA 9th, 1954) 210 F.2d 615.
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"Appellees argue that, whether or not they had

enforceable contract rights to continued employ-

ment, the District Court, in the exercise of its super-

visory power over its Trustee, properly ordered

their reinstatement. In this connection, they remind

us the Court found, in its final order, that restora-

tion of appellees to their jobs would have no adverse

or harmful effect upon the proper administration

and preservation of Debtor's business and estate;

but, 'on the contrary, such reinstatement, with res-

titution of earnings lost by petitioners (appellees)

by reason of said wrongful lay-off and discharge,

will be for the best interests of the Debtor Com-

pany.' Appellees argue that we are bound by the

foregomg findings, since the record does not show

that they are clearly erroneous. We do not think so.

When a finding is essentially one dealing with the

effect of certain transactions or events, rather than

a finding which resolves disputed facts, an appellate

court is not bound by the rule that findings shall

not be set aside, unless clearly erroneous, but is free

to draw its own conclusions."

See also Brown v. Cowden Livestock Co., (CA

9th, 1951) 187 F.2d 1015.

"In our opinion, whether these July 16th transac-

tions amounted to approval of the act of Adams in

collecting the purchase price or whether they creat-

ed a virgin agreement between appellee and Adams,

the legal result was the abondonment of the claim,

if any, of appellee against appellants and the sub-

stitution or creation of a liability from Adams to

appellee. This conclusion is required upon a record

which shows that there is no dispute as to what
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happened in the July 16th transactions. The findings

of the District Judge in this regard are in effect

findings as to the effect of these transactions rather

than findings which resolve disputed facts. Hence
we do not find ourselves obstructed by the tradition-

al rule not to disturb findings of fact of the trial

court. We are therefore free to make our own de-

termination as to the legal conclusion to be drawn."

The following cases are helpful on this point, also.

Weible v. United States (CA 9th, 1957) 244 F.2d 158,

Kippen v. American Automatic Typewriter Company,

(CA 9th, 1963) 324 F.2d 742, 745, Fleischmann DistiU-

ing Corp. v. Maier Brewing Company, (CA 9th, 1963)

314 F.2d 149, Lundgren v. Freeman (CA 9th, 1962)

307 F.2d 104.

CONCLUSION
Mr. Jimison's car was damaged and Mrs. Jimison

was injured by the admitted negligence of the appellee

through no fault or action of their own. Excusing the

government from the consequences of its negligence

is unfair to the Jimisons and contrary to the basic

tort law idea of responsibility for wrong. Such an

awkward result can be accepted only if there is some

overriding purpose to be served or the decision is

supported by an unassailable body of precedent, neith-
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er of which situations obtain in this case.

It is respectfully urged the cause should be re-

versed and remanded for a new trial.

Respectfully submitted.

DALE COX
Hagenston Building

Glendive, Montana

GENE HUNTLEY
P.O. Box 897

Baker, Montana

By^t-S^X^
AttorneyVf^ Plaintiffs and

Appellants
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I certify that, in connection with the preparation

of this brief, I have examined Rules 18, 19 and 39 of

the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

cuit and that, in my opinion, the foregoing brief is in

full compliance with those rules. / a

Gene Huntley'

/

One of the attorneys for Plaintiffs

and Appellants

Office and Post Office Address

P.O. Box 897

Baker, Montana

I, Gene Huntley, one of the attorneys for Plain-

tiffs and Appellants in the above-entitled action, here-

by certify that on the .../../...... day of February,

1969, I served the within brief upon Clifford

E. Schleusner and Moody Brickett, attorneys for De-

fendant and Appellee by depositing three copies in the

United States mails, postpaid, addressed to them at

the U. S. Attorneys Office, Federal Building, Billings,

Montana, their last known address. . y,

Gene Huntlfey^

One of the attorneys for Plaintiffs

and Appellants

Office and Post Office Address

P.O. Box 897

Baker, Montana
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n.

ISSUES OF THE CASE

Under statute 21 U.S.C. §174 providing that unexplained

possession of narcotic drugs shall be sufficient to sustain a

conviaion for concealment of illegally imported drugs, pos-

session may be aaual or constructive and it need not be exclu-

sive, but may be joint. The jury was properly instructed as to

the law on "possession," common scheme and the inferences

that may be drawn from 21 U.S.C. §174.

There was a proper denial of the motion for a mistrial

based upon the prosecution's use of co-defendant Young's

statement. There was ample evidence independent of co-de-

fendant Young's statement to convict Cortez. Co-defendant

Young's statement was voluntary.

m.
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT OF FACTS

The Government accepts the Appellant's Jurisdictional

Statement of Facts with the following additions. On Novem-

ber 8, 1967, an Indictment was filed in the United States

District Court for the District of Arizona, charging Joe Ray-

mond Cortez, Anthony Lewis and Sandra Young with re-

ceiving, concealing and facilitating the transportation of 29.7

grams of Heroin in violation of 21 U.S.C. §174. The defendant

filed Notice of Appeal from Judgment and Commitment,

entered on January 8, 1968.

Jurisdiction in the District Court rested on 18 U.S.C.

§3231, and rests in this Court on 28 U.S.C. §1291 and

§1294.

The Reporter's Transcript of Testimony at trial will be

referred to as "RT," and the number following "RT" will

refer to the page, and the number following "L" will refer



to the line of the page. Appellant Cortez will be referred to

as Defendant or Cortez. The other persons named in the In-

dictment will be referred to as passengers or by their respec-

tive names.

Defendant Anthony Lewis was not tried at the same time

Cortez and Young were. Defendant Young has not appealed

from the Judgment and Commitment.

Statement of Facts

At approximately 12:10 a.m. on the 19th of October,

Joe Raymond Cortez, Sandra Young and Anthony Lewis en-

tered the United States from Mexico in a 1959 Cadillac, with

Cortez driving, at the Port of Entry, Nogales, Arizona (RT
26-27). Each of the occupants made a negative declaration

as to any merchandise they may have been bringing from

Mexico. Customs Port Investigator Matron had a call placed

to customs officers for surveillance of the Cadillac. Customs

Agent Hugh Marshall responded and observed the car at the

Port of Entry (RT 124). After taking a rather circuitous

route through the city of Nogales, Arizona, the 1959 Cadillac

with Defendant Cortez driving, finally headed north on U.S.

Highway 89 where it was stopped by customs agents (RT

131). At approximately 2 : 00 a.m. the defendants were stopped

at Mile Post 6 and their vehicle was searched with negative

results. The three defendants were returned to the customs

office and a personal search was also negative. They were

released and left the office at approximately 3:00 a.m.

At 3:15 a.m.. Highway Patrolman Gordon F. Hopke

stopped the defendants northbound on U.S. Highway 89 at

Mile Post 26.4, and issued defendant Cortez a speeding cita-

tion (RT 32), then observed the defendants to leave north-

bound. A short time later, Hopke saw the defendant's vehicle

southbound, and followed them to the location where he



had previously stopped them, and observed Cortez stop and

begin walking the road shoulder, apparently looking for some-

thing. Patrolman Hopke stopped, and was advised by de-

fendant Cortez that he was having battery trouble. The de-

fendants left, driving south, but again they were observed

to return to the area driving slowly.

Hopke advised Customs Agent Dennis of the situation,

and met Dennis at 4:45 a.m. to show him the location where

the defendants appeared to be searching. Customs Agent Den-

nis with Customs Agent Marshall at 5:25 a.m. searched the

road shoulder location. At Mile Post 26.4 customs agents

found a contraceptive containing Heroin, lying about a foot

to the left of U.S. Highway 89 (RT 77). A surveillance was

maintained at the area and at approximately 8:00 a.m. the

defendant's vehicle was observed to approach the area from

the south and stop fifty feet north of Mile Post 26.4. Cortez

was driving and Lewis was in the back seat, with the right

door open, looking down at the road shoulder (RT 79-80).

Lewis instructed Cortez to back up. Cortez backed up approxi-

mately 100 feet, stopped the car, and got out and started

looking under some nearby mesquite trees (RT 83). The

defendant Lewis walked to the Heroin and picked it up and

began walking toward the vehicle (RT 84). At this time all

three defendants were arrested. The trial proceeded against

Appellant Cortez and defendant Sandra Young, who is not

a party to this appeal.

IV.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
1. The Court did not commit plain error in instructing

the jury.

2. The Court did not err in denying Defendant's motion

for a mistrial based on the statement of a co-defendant.



3. Defendant Young's statements were volunteered and

not the product of any interrogation by a Government officer.

V.

ARGUMENT
1. The Court did not commit plain error in

instructing the jury.

Based upon the state of the evidence, the Court properly

instructed the jury upon the presumption provided for by

21 U.S.C. §174, as well as to the effect of the acts of one who

is a member of a common plan (RT 280 and RT 278-279).

Joint possession can be shown by evidence of a joint venture,

friendship, and general condua. Eason vs. United States (9th

Cir., I960) 281 F.2d 818. Possession can be established by

circumstantial evidence. Covarrubias vs. United States (9th

Cir., 1959) 272 F.2d 352. Actions of each defendant were

admissible against other defendant even though indictment

did not charge defendant with conspiracy, aiding and abetting,

nor concerted action. United States vs. Messina (2nd Cir.,

1968) 388 F.2d 393.

In Jefferson vs. United States (9th Cir., 1965), 340 F.2d

193, at page 196, quoting earlier Circuit opinions this Court

said:

" "We early held that "possession" of narcotic drugs

sufficient to support the inference of guilt under the statute

meant "having (the narcotic drugs] in one's control or

under one's dominion." Mullaney v. United States, 82

F.2d 638, 642 (9th Cir., 1936), and we have recently

re-examined and re-affirmed this basic position. Rodella

V. United States, 286 F.2d 306 (9th Cir., I960), cert,

denied 365 U.S. 889, 81 S.Ct. 1042, 6 L.Ed.2d 199. As
the Rodella opinion and the authorities which it cites

amply demonstrate, it follows from this definition of

"possession" in Section 174 that so long as the evidence



establishes the requisite power in the defendant to control

the narcotic drugs, it is immaterial that they may not be

within the defendant's immediate physical custody, or,

indeed, that they may be physically in the hands of third

persons
—

"possession" as used in this statute includes both

actual and constructive possession. The power to control

an object may be shared with others, and hence "posses-

sion" for the purposes of Section 174 need not be exclu-

sive, but may be joint. Moreover, like other faas relevant

to guilt, "possession," actual or constructive, may be proven

by circumstantial evidence. We have not hestitated to

uphold convictions under Seaion 174 wherever either

actual or constructive possession by the defendant could

be honestly, fairly and conscientiously inferred. This in-

terpretation of the statute, equating the term "possession"

with dominion and control, and permitting proof of do-

minion and control by circumstantial evidence, has been

adopted in other circuits as well.' (Footnotes omitted.)"

This Court as recently as July 22, 1968, had an occasion

to consider the presumption set forth in Title 21 U.S.C. §174

and decided that the statutory presumption does not amount

to a deprivation of constitutional rights. Sanchez vs. United

States, Cause #22,584 (July 22, 1968, 9th Cir.). For these

reasons the Government asserts that it was not plain error

to give this instruction.

2. The Court did not err in denying* Defen-

dant's motion for a mistrial based on the state-

ment of a eo-defendant.

The Government feels that in actuality the Appellant is

raising the issue whether the conviction of a defendant at a

joint trial should be set aside where a co-defendant's incrim-

inating statements inculpated the Appellant. In the case at

bar neither Cortez or co-defendant Young took the stand at

the trial. The Supreme Court last considered this point in

Druton vs. Supreme Court of the United States, No. 705, Octo-

ber Term. 1967 (May 20, 1968).

8



Agent Rollin B. Klink who rode back to Nogales, Arizona,

with defendant Young, after she had been advised of her con-

stitutional rights, testified that:

"... I said: "We have been watching you since early this

morning.' To which she replied: 'I told them something

was going to go wrong, I just had that feeling.' " (RT 184),

The trial court admonished the jury that, "It will not be

considered so far as the defendant Cortez is concerned and

you will eliminate it from your consideration." (RT 184, L

9-11) This limiting instruction was proper under Delli Paoli

vs. United States, 352 U.S. 232. The Government is aware

that Bruton was made retroaaive by Roberts vs. Russell, 36

L.W.4447 (June 10, 1968).

The Government believes that the issue at bar can be

distinguished from a Bruton, supra, situation on the faas for

the following reason.

The extrajudicial statement does not refer to the non-

declaration in a direct incriminating fashion. There was ample

independent evidence as to the actions and condua of Appel-

lant Cortez from which the jury could have based its decision

upon in arriving at a verdict. The use of the personal pronoun

"them" didn't really add anything to the evidence against the

non-declarant Cortez. Finally, the conviaion is not dependent

upon the statement of Miss Young.

The Court in Bruton emphasized that in many "cases a

jury can and will follow the trial judge's instructions to dis-

regard" inadmissible evidence as to a particular defendant (Slip

opinion 12-13). The court found only that the risk that the

jury would not do so is too great to take "where the power-

fully incriminating extrajudicial statements of a co-defendant,

who stands accused side-by-side with the defendant, are de-

liberately spread before the jury." (Slip opinion 13). There

is not even a claim that the Government deliberately caused



a very ambiguous at most statement of a co-defendant to be

spread before the \\iry. Where the statement does not directly

incriminate the co-defendant, the dangers found in Bruton are

much less great and should not vitiate the conviaion. It nec-

essarily follows that if the statement did not incriminate Ap-

pellant there was no need for a mistrial. "A defendant is

entitled to a fair trial but not a perfea one. " Luttvak vs.

United States. 344 U.S. 604, 619.

3. Defendant ^ oung's statement*; were vol-

unteered and not the product of any interroga-

tion by a Government officer.

Customs Agent E>ennis in a hearing outside the presence

of the jury testified that he advised the defendants as to their

constitutional rights as interpreted by Miranda vs. Arizona,

384 U.S. 436 (RT 170-173), The Court found that from

the instruCTions given her by Agent Dennis, Co-defendant

Young did understand her rights and, further, any statements

she made were voluntary since there was no interrogation

(RT 181, L 6-23). Volunteered statements of a defendant

are admissible after he had been given the full warning required

by Miranda. Deck vs. United States. 395 F.2d 89 (9th Cir.,

1968).

VI.

CONCLUSION

It is respeafully submitted that the jury was properly

instruaed as to possession of a narcotic by a defendant and

the presumptions that are permissible under 21 U.S.C. §174.

There is enough circumstantial evidence of Appellant Cortez's

possession to say that to give the instruaion objeaed to is

not plain error. The statement of the co-defendant Young as

to the non-declarant Appellant, did not directly incriminate

him, thus requiring the conviction to be set aside. If this be

10



so, there was no grounds for a mistrial and the Court did

not abuse its discretion. Any statements made by co-defendant

Young were not the product of any interrogation but were

voluntary.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD E. DAVIS
United States Attorney

For the District of Arizona

RUBIN SALTER, JR.

Assistant United States Attorney

Attorneys for Appellee
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Three copies each of Brief for Appellee mailed this -/./

day of September, 1968, to:

WILLIAM T. RICHERT
520 Guarantee Savings Building

Fresno, California 93721

Attorney for Appellant
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